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Project Performance Audit Report

MADAGASCAR BEEF CATTLE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

(Loan 585-MAG)

PREFACE

This report presents an evaluation of the performance of the Beef
Cattle Development Project in Madagascar. The project, which aimed at
the development of state ranches, was supported by IBRD Loan 585-MAG of
US$2.8 million, signed in February 1969. The loan became effective in
October 1969, six months after the date originally planned, and was fully
disbursed one month before the original closing date in June 1975. A
second livestock development project, aimed at assisting livestock producers
within their traditional environment, is supported by Credit 506-MAG of
US$9.6 million, signed in August 1974.

The report consists of a Project Performance Audit Memorandum
and a Project Completion Report (PCR) issued in October 1976 by the
Eastern Africa Regional Office. The audit memorandum is based on the
PCR, a review of Bank files, a visit by OED staff to Madagascar in May
1976, and discussions with Bank staff.

The PCR discusses the history of the project comprehensively and
objectively. Government comments have been taken into account.

The audit memorandum briefly summarizes the PCR's discussion of
the main project phases and then expands on the discussion of certain
special issues. The audit is in general agreement on almost all of the
major points made in the PCR. However, the PCR does not focus on the
Bank's performance, a subject which is therefore addressed in a final
section in the memorandum discussing lessons to be drawn from this project.

The audit mission wishes to acknowledge with gratitude the sup-
port of the project executing agency and the Government during the country
visit.



BASIC DATA SHEET

Madagascar: Beef Cattle Development Project (Loan 585-MAG)

A. Amounts (in US$ min) As of 12/31/75

Original Disbursed Cancelled Repaid Outstanding

Loan 585-MAG 2.8 2.8 - - 2.8

B. Project Data

Original
Plan Revisions Actual

Conception in Bank 9/65

Negotiations 12/68
Board Approval 1/28/69

Loan/Credit Agreement 2/14/69

Effectiveness 5/2/69 10/28/69

Physical Completion 12/1974 12/1974

% of original project
actually completed 68% 68%

Loan/Credit Closing 6/30/75 5/31/75

Total Costs (min) US$4.21 US$6.3-

Econ. Rate of Return 11% 0 or neg.%

C. Mission Data

Month, No. of No. of Date of

Year Weeks Persons Manweeks Report

Identification Mar/66 1 1 1 04/05/66
Preparation Oct-Nov/66 4 3 12 03/02/67
Preparation II Jul-Aug/67 5 4 20 01/20/68

Appraisal Apr/68 3 4 12 01/08/69

Subtotal 13 45

Supervision - Oct/69 1
Supervision I Mar/70 1 2 2 04/13/70
Supervision II Oct/70 1 2 2 01/28/71
Supervision III Feb/71 2 1 2 03/10/71
Supervision IV Aug/71 2 2 4 09/27/71
Supervision V Feb/72 1 2 2 04/05/72
Supervision VI Jul/72 2 1 2 07/26/72
Supervision VII Nov/72 1 2 2 11/30/72
Supervision VIII Feb/73 1.5 2 3 02/14/73
Supervision IX Jun/73 1 1 1 07/05/73
Supervision X Oct/73 1 1 1 10/18/73
Supervision XI Nov/74 1.5 2 3 12/12/74
Supervision XII May/75 1 1 1 06/12/75
Completion Nov/75 .5 2 1 03/24/76

Subtotal 16.5 26

D. Follow-on Project None. Credit 506-MAG of US$9.6 mln, was signed on 8/21/74 for the

Village Livestock and Rural Development Project, but this is not considered a program-
matic sequel to the Beef Livestock Project.

a/ See PPAM para. 2.04.



Project Performance Audit Report

MADAGASCAR BEEF CATTLE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

(Loan 585-MAG)

HIGHLIGHTS

The project consisted of the establishment of six Australian-type
ranches in a sparsely populated area with demonstrated potential for live-

stock development.

The Bank perceived the project as the initial step towards

modernizing the livestock sector in Madagascar. This perception does not

seem to have been shared by the Government, which envisaged the ranches

primarily as a regular source of beef supply for the Tananarive market.

The project suffered major setbacks. Ranches were established

without taking into account traditional land rights, with the result that
they attracted extensive cattle rustling, particularly during the 1972

national political disturbances. Some of the expatriate managers did

not perform up to expectations. Diseases decimated imported animals,
and there was limited availability of local breeding cattle, an essential
component of the project design.

Project infrastructure was completed on four ranches. The

pasture improvement program was highly successful. However, livestock

development remains poor, and unless production coefficients are C
drastically improved the economic and financial rates of return will

fall below zero.

Points of particular interest are:

- Project preparation report as a better guideline for implementa-
tion than the appraisal report (paras. 1.04, 4.03 and 5.03)

- The difficulties encountered with expatriate assistants (paras.
2.02, 2.03, 4.06-4.08, 5.11-5.13, and PCR paras. 1.24, 1.28,
1.34, 1.36, 1.46, 1.49, 1.50, and 3.03 (b) and (c))

- Unduly restricted competition under procurement procedures approved
by the Bank (para. 2.06 and PCR paras. 1.32 and 2.38)

- Inadequacies of accounting procedures (para. 2.07 and PCR paras.
1.46, 1.47, 1.50 and 3.07 (a))

- Undue criticism of the suitability of project design (paras.
4.01-4.05)



- Failure to assist the villagers surrounding the project ranches
(paras. 1.07, 4.03, 5.04 and PCR paras. 1.29, 1.30, 1.52 and 3.04)

- Interference of political disturbances (paras. 2.01, 4.05, 5.01
and PCR para. 3.08)

- Lack of understanding between the Government and the Bank re-
garding project objectives (paras. 4.05, 5.08 and PCR paras.
1.03, 1.07, 1.12, 3.17, 3.18 and 3.20)

- Consequences of Bank staff' s lack of concern for local language
and culture (paras. 4.07, 5.04, 5.06 and PCR para. 1.25)

- Project implementation through an autonomous executing agency
(paras. 4.06, 4.07 and PCR paras. 3.03(b) and 3.18)

- Whether expatriate staff should be in advisory or line positions
(para. 4.08)

- Criticism that the Bank was not fully disclosing project deficiencies
(para. 4.09 and PCR paras. 1.30, 1.31, 1.41, 1.42 and 3.26)

- Difficulty of training local staff (paras. 4.08, 5.10 and
PCR paras. 1.60 and 3.13)

- Cost overruns due to unnecessary project expenditures (paras. 2.04,
2.06 and PCR paras. 1.33 and 3.07 (b)).



Project Performance Audit Memorandum

MADAGASCAR BEEF CATTLE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

(Loan 585-MAG)

I. PROJECT FORMULATION

Background

1.01 The Beef Cattle Development Project was the first agricultural

project in Madagascar supported by the Bank. Livestock plays an important

role not only in local traditions but also in the economy, contributing

about 10% to both GNP and total exports. Successive administrations have

considered low beef prices in the cities as a key political objective.

1.02 Madagascar is freed of the main livestock diseases encountered

in Africa. However, the herd was reduced in the 1930s and 1940s to about

75% of its 1920 size, and again in the 1960s although to a lesser degree,

by outbreaks of epidemic diseases and by over-exploitation 
by private

foreign companies that handled all exports and a large share of the local

market. Diseases are now largely controlled by systematic vaccination,

but sluggish growth of the herd, unfavorable world market conditions for

beef, and an uncertain political situation led the main foreign exporters

to reduce their activities and merge into one company in the mid-1960s.

1.03 In the meantime, Government had elaborated a comprehensive live-

stock development program, to be implemented in two phases. Phase I called

for (i) a settlement program in the Middle West region, with emphasis 
on

the creation of mixed farms (crops and livestock) and the establishment of

some state ranches for the intensive production of beef (the project); and

(ii) construction of a chain of modern slaughterhouses, the main one at

Tananarive, to serve the local and export markets. Phase II would reor-

ganize the system of production used by small-scale village producers 
by

developing technical services, credit and improved markets (to become the

basis for the Bank's second project). This program may have lost some

of its coherence and continuity but the policy framework was developed

in the mid-1960s and elements of that strategy have survived.

Project Preparation

1.04 The Government requested Bank support for the livestock develop-

ment program at the IMF/IBRD Annual Meeting of September 
1965, and the

first Bank missions visited the country in early 
1966. The project was

prepared by two FAO/IBRD CP missions led by the same 
livestock expert.

The first mission found that the Middle West region was already 
too densely

populated to be suitable for settlement 
and the development of a large num-

ber of new ranches. Nevertheless, it prepared a project of four combined
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breeding and fattening ranches (down from the seven initially envisaged
by the Government) to be established along the lines of a model elaborated
with the assistance of the local research station at Kianjasoa. This
model included provision for expatriate management, perimeter fencing,
upgrading of the herd primarily with Brahman cattle, and pasture improve-
ment with stylosanthes. Stylosanthes is a legume developed in Australia,
usually well adapted to regions with periods of drought, and already
tested in Madagascar. The project would also provide for a share-fatten-
ing program with the villagers surrounding the ranches and for a stock
route linking the breeding areas on the west coast and Tsiroanomandidy,
the main administrative center located near the ranches, midway between
the west coast and Tananarive, and the most important live cattle market
of Madagascar (map). During the second preparation mission, an important
characteristic of the ranching model was changed: perimeter fencing was
replaced with a system of firebreaks and fenced night paddocks of about
100 ha each. This was closer to the herding system used for the private
stock holding operations which had previously existed in the area, much
of which had been loosely defined as grazing land for seasonal herds
owned by cattle wholesalers and ranchers, foreign as well as Malagasy.
The paddocks were also cheaper to construct than perimeter fencing.

Project Appraisal

1.05 The appraisal mission changed the project design in a number of
significant ways: two ranches were added to the original four; perimeter
fencing was reinstated instead of firebreaks and night paddocks; the
villagers assistance program was dropped; the number of cattle to be
purchased initially, both local and imported animals, was increased;
and the stock route was limited to stretches between Tsiroanomandidy
and Tananarive.

1.06 The Government created a semi-independent body, state farm
OMBY (OMBY), to carry out the project. Total project costs were esti-
mated at US$4.2 million. The Bank would contribute US$2.8 million, most
of which would be on-lent to OMBY at 6.5% interest, reimbursable over 13years, with 9 years of grace. The rate of return over 20 years was esti-
mated at 11%. It was later agreed with the Government that the fully
developed ranches would in due time be subdivided into individual proper-
ties of 1,000 to 1,500 ha to be managed as private enterprises.

Negotiations and Board Review

1.07 At the time of negotiations, Government argued again for the
inclusion of a villagers assistance program. It also requested that proj-
ect funds be increased, because it considered that fencing costs had been
underestimated. The Bank replied that a villager program could be con-
sidered favorably by the Bank at a later stage, and that funds for fencing
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could be taken from the unallocated category if the need arose. The

project was presented to the Board in terms to suggest it would have

only limited effect on overall production but was justified as a part
of Government's long-term development policy, and was likely to be fol-

lowed by similar projects which would then have a broader impact on

the sector.

II. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

General

X2.01 Project implementation has been disappointing. A series of

social, political, technical and managerial problems that reached un-

usual proportions impaired progress. The most important of the problems,
which are well documented in the PCR, were: initial opposition by the
local population to the ranches, political instability during the proj-
ect investment period, poor accommodation by two English-speaking general

managers, premature withdrawal of the foreign ranch managers, unsuccess-
ful cattle procurement procedures, and unexpected outbreaks of disease

among the exotic breeds. These occurrences collectively explain a large
part of the project's poor reputation in the Bank.

Physical Achievements

2.02 The project achieved about two-thirds of appraisal's physical

targets. The stock route was begun but never terminated because it be-
came unnecessary when the last unpaved stretch of the road between
Tananarive and Tsiroanomandidy was paved. (This work, which was financed
under the second highway project supported by the Bank, was appraised
four months before the livestock project, suggesting a certain lack of

coordination between the two exercises.) Only four, instead of six,
ranches were established. Many fewer cattle were purchased than pro-
vided for at appraisal, mainly because of shortages of breeding animals

in the local cattle markets. The third of three successive expatriate

general managers, recruited through the Bank and seconded to the Malagasy
Government, and four ranch managers recommended by the Bank and recruited
directly by OMBY's general managers with Bank assistance, all left pre-
maturely by mid-1973, after accounting for about 135 man-months of ex-

patriate assistance out of the 190 provided for at appraisal.

2.03 Although total project achievements appear to be poor compared
with appraisal targets, the project team must be commended for having suc-
cessfully established, under difficult conditions, the infrastructure of

four ranches. Details of the comparison are as follows:
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Appraisal Project (2)/(1)

Targets for Inventory
Four Ranches on 3/31/76 - % -

(1) (2)

Total Area 80,000 68,550 86

Fences (km) 1,200 1,100 92

Roads and Tracks (km) 60 80 133

Pasture Improved (ha) 48,000 52,2002/ 109

Breeding Animals (Total No.) 13,920 9,871 71

Tractors 18 13 72

a/ Of which 46,000 ha under strip seeding. It is not possible to
determine how much strip seeding was envisaged at appraisal.

In addition, several hectares were planted with crops on the ranches and
about 155 ha of villagers' crop land was cultivated in 1975 with machinery
provided under the project.

Costs

2.04 No fully reliable project cost data are available. However,
total project costs for the period 1970-75 are estimated at FMG 1.500 mil-
lion, or about US$6.3 millionl/as against US$4.21 million equivalent pro-
jected at appraisal (table A). Unit costs of most items exceeded appraisal
estimates: fencing by 114%, breeding animals by 20%. The PCR argues that
substantial savings could have been realized on fencing costs, a point that
had been made during supervision. There are also indications, however,
that for some items costs were underestimated at appraisal.

Disbursements

2.05 Disbursements were completed before the original closing date,
and actual allocation of loan proceeds more or less conformed with ap-
praisal estimates.

Procurement

2.06 Procurement procedures were generally not in line with Bank
guidelines or with the provisions of the Loan Agreement. There are in-
dications that competition was unduly restricted, with some important

1/ At the average exchange rate of US$l-FMG 240, as compared with the
appraisal estimate of US$l=FMG 250.
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items (imported cattle and radio equipment) purchased directly by the

general manager in violation of the agreement but without Bank objec-

tions. The bidding procedure for fencing material, totalling US$600,000,

was questioned by unsuccessful bidders. Current ONBY management feels that

french-speaking competitors were not given a fair chance under the procedure

followed by the first general manager. It is noteworthy that the contract

was awarded to the firm which assisted the general manager in designing the

specification. OED cannot verify the procedure because relevant files 
are

no longer available, either in Madagascar or in the Bank. Whether per unit

fencing costs were excessive could not be determined during the audit, but

many sections of the expensive perimeter fencing were subsequently to prove

superfluous.

Accounting

2.07 Supervision missions repeatedly complained about poor account-

ing procedures, but no corrective action was taken until December 1972.

At that time, the newly formed Government blocked funds destined for OMBY

with a view to forcing its management to account for past expenditures

and to introduce proper procedures. A private accounting firm was later

employed by OMBY to set up an accounting plan and straighten out past ac-

counts. Accounts have now been completed, though audits are available
only for the first three project years (1970-72). This appears to have

been a more difficult task than anticipated, partly because of the single-

entry accounting method used by the expatriate general managers.

III. PROJECT RESULTS

3.01 Animal production results are poor. Although breeding coeffi-

cients appear to be improving, they remain low. At present coefficients,
the herd cannot maintain itself at its current size. On the other hand,
results of the pasture improvement program are encouraging: improved

pasture varieties do well, and pasture seed produced by the project has

good export potential. Improved pastures are more costly to establish

than anticipated and further research is necessary to demonstrate their

economic viability, but some Bank staff view the project results in

pasture improvement as a decisive technological breakthrough that could

open up the Middle West region to year round grazing and much higher

stocking rates. The farmers' response to the program of assistance with

crop production in the bottomlands confirms the potential of the area

for mixed farming. On the whole, however, benefits from these secondary

programs do not offset the losses incurred in animal production. Unless

drastic measures are taken to improve the herd's production coefficients,
the internal rate of return on project investments will be negative, and

OMBY will not be able to repay the Governmrent for the loan under the terms

set forth in the legal agreements. The principal author of the PCR made

the following pertinent comment to OED:
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"the completion mission' s principal concern arising from
a review of the Project's problems is that the Project
and the Bank have contributed little to Madagascar, while
leaving the Government burdened with a significant debt,
an unprofitable ranching authority (as now managed), and
unclear ideas about the future functions of the organization."

3.02 An updated rate of return estimate was not calculated because
available data on herd inventories do not appear to be sufficiently re-
liable to be used to measure trends. Furthermore, some changes in in-
ventories cannot be readily explained. It is certain that the techni-
cal and managerial difficulties encountered in improving animal health
contributed largely to the irregular development of the herd. And it
is certain that the poor data basis complicated the job of constructing
tables showing herd growth. But the possibility that the tabled results
also reflect some unregistered sales by ranch personnel cannot be ex-
cluded and deserves further investigation beyond the scope of this audit.
The actual performance of the ranches may be better than the reported
figures suggest. Nevertheless a cautious, best estimate of the economic
rate of return to the original investment would place it no higher than
zero even assuming improvements in management (PCR para. 3.09).

IV. SPECIAL ISSUES

Suitability of the Appraisal Design

4.01 The unusual series of problems encountered by the project led
the Bank to classify it as a problem project during 1973. At about the
same time, senior Bank officials visited it and its fate became widely
publicized in the Bank. The project has since carried the reputation as
having been ill-conceived, both in the sense that information available
at appraisal should have suggested a better project design than the one
developed, and in the sense that the project ranches did not, and still
do not, meet sectoral priorities. The Village Livestock and Rural Develop-
ment Project which followed the Beef Cattle Development Project sets off
in a completely different direction. The PCR discusses this issue, and
seems to accept the argument that the original concept was out of place.
OED is not in complete agreement on this point.

4.02 It is necessary to separate three elements of the appraisal de-
sign that have come under criticism: (1) certain aspects of the ranch
model itself, especially perimeter fencing with 24-hour rotational graz-
ing; (2) the development of infrastructure and tenure rights for large
herds in a culture otherwise oriented toward small-scale village herds,
without any provision for complementary assistance to the villagers; and
(3) state ownership. The first element could not survive in the face of
widespread rustling, and ranch management retreated, with extreme reluc-
tance. to small (1 ha) night paddocks. The second element created the
impression that the ranches were competing with villages for pasture.
Though that result was not expected at appraisal, it was not as serious
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as was sometimes alleged, and could have been avoided by more flexible

policies at the time the ranch boundaries were finally fenced. The third

element was not incorporated as an immutable part of the ranch design:

in fact, as mentioned above, the project description called for the

20,000 ha units to be eventually subdivided and the smaller units to

serve thereafter as models for private ranches (the appraisal report is

silent on whether the 1,000 to 1,500 ha parcels were to be owned by in-

dividuals or by groups).

4.03 The weakest points of the appraisal design in retrospect would

appear to be the perimeter fencing and the exclusive concentration on

the ranches. Both of these features had been restored by the appraisal

mission, after being dropped by the second preparation mission. Though

the preparation proposals probably would have worked better, neverthe-

less there were plausible arguments for the changes introduced at ap-

praisal. First, perimeter fencing meant lower operating costs, and

certainly no one on the mission could have been forewarned that the

local constabulary would lose control of organized rustlers 1/ and vil-

lage dissidents to the extent that the fences would eventually have to

be abandoned. Second, the mi sion may have been trying to ensure that

the new herd and pasture management techniques were given a period of

years under controlled ranch conditions before management was obliged

to extend techniques and aid to local villagers. The last argument may

be too generous (para. 4.05, page M 13); nevertheless OED finds elements

of vitality in both the prepared and the appraised design, and sees a

possible role (as does the PCR) for smaller ranches, of the dimension

indicated or smaller still, owned privately or communally, in the Middle

West region.2/ The audit mission discussed the point with a senior of-

ficial of the Ministry of Agriculture and found him on the one hand un-

aware that the proposal to split the OMBY ranches had been agreed to at

appraisal, and on the other hand apparently open to the concept of small

ranches run either by individuals or groups.

4.04 On the strength of available evidence, OED believes that the

preparation and appraisal missions for the second project may not have

1/ Cattle rustling has always existed in Madagascar, and this was recog-

nized by the project preparation team when it reintroduced night pad-

docks. However, following the 1972 disturbances, cattle rustling in

Madagascar reached unprecedented levels which could not have been

foreseen by the appraisal team.

2/ Some Bank staff remain convinced that ranching, in the form of

privately-owned land, offers the only solution to the basic obstacle

to the widespread introduction of improved pasture: the disincentive

to invest in communally-owned land grazed by privately-owned cattle.
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pursued as far as they could have the possibility of incorporating into
the 1973 project proposal the means to advance both the smaller ranch
model, extending directly out from OMBY locations, and the village model
that was the core of the new project as eventually accepted.

K4.05 The last paragraph must be modified by two comments on the

Government's position with respect to the ranches. First, the revolu-
tion in May 1972 brought to power a goverment less interested in pro-
moting a second Bank project with OMBY. The predecessor government had
encouraged the identification team (February 1972) to consider that al-
ternative; the new government apparently discouraged the preparation
team (July 1972) from doing so (the same FAO expert led both). Never-
theless it is clear that the Bank itself was no longer interested in
pressing the ranching concept, for any size unit. Second, and more im-
portant, the Government did not really phare the Bank's early inter-
est in using the first project as a basis for further testing of ranch-
ing technology with a view to later replication. The PCR's conclusion
that, in the minds of Government officials, the purpose of the ranches
has always been primarily to ensure a regular supply of cheap beef to
the Tananarive slaughterhouses, is to the point. Admittedly, the attitude

of the first general manager was not conducive to bringing the Bank's and
the Government's perceptions of project objectives closer together. How-
ever, there is no indication that successive administrations thought of the
project as a means to "pioneer a system of land use for beef production new
to Madagascar," as advanced by the appraisal mission. The origin of these
undue expectations is not clear. One might suspect it to be the expression
of the Bank's livestock development policy for Eastern Africa, a policy
which at that time was centered on large, commercial-type enterprises.
Thus, the intention to have the project ranches subsequently play a major
role in the development of the sector, would appear to have been that of
the Bank, and one is confronted here with a case where the Government's
and the Bank's intentions concerning a particular project were substan-
tially different.

Organizational Autonomy and English-Speaking Leadership

4.06 The image that OMBY presented to the new Government, of a
foreign dominated, enclave activity, is attributed by the PCR to at least
four factors -- the semi-autonomous institutional position of OMBY vis-a-
vis the Ministry, the appointment of English-speaking managers who knew
no French, their appointment exclusively to line instead of advisory posi-
tions, and the tendency of the general managers to present themselves, in
the eyes of the local officials, as Bank employees. Each of the first
three factors reflected decisions that could be justified at the time,
but the combined impact of the three, plus attendant problems with vil-
lagers and the absence of signs of economic success, give the project
the appearance of a model of how not to administer foreign aid.
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4.07 OED takes positions on both the autonomy and English issues slightly

different than those of the PCR. On the one hand the audit concludes that the

experience does not necessarily mean that semi-autonomy was a mistake (PCR
para. 3.03b). In OED's judgment, problems arose because the two principal
general managers were not able to develop those forms of institutional
and personal linkages which new parastatal agencies -- especially those
without control of their sources of finance -- have to have to thrive.
That failure seems to be more a matter of their personality and background,
and incomplete support from their counterpart,L/ than institutional

design. The inability to handle French was another factor we would call
regrettable without suggesting that the appointment of English-speaking
experts as general manager and ranch manager was a mistake never to be
repeated. The PCR does not say so either. The appraisal report called
for French-speaking appointees. The Bank found them not to be available.
What we would add to the PCR's comments is that a small, though accessible,
cadre of French-speaking experts was available -- some with ranching
experience in Zaire -- and the possibility exists that some of the problems

of project alienation may have been avoided if a few of them had joined the

team. The Bank felt then with considerable justification that, in general,
French livestock experts were strong in veterinary services but weak in

experience in running Australian type ranches. A few French-speaking
candidates were reviewed by the Bank and Government, and ultimately re-

jected by both. But the Bank did not have on its consultant roster many
such candidates and the search for them does not seem to have been vigor-
ously pressed. Since it was the failure to adapt the original ranch
design rapidly to the changing conditions of the Middle West that helps

explain the failure of the project as a whole, the question arises whether
appointment of veterans from, say, Zaire ranches might in fact have brought
advantages that more than offset the obvious weakness in the particular
type of experience for which the Bank was searching.

4.08 Notwithstanding the preceding commentary, it is commonly agreed
that the technical assistance program was itself by and large a failure.
Some observers insist on distinguishing the impact of the general managers
from that of the ranch managers, claiming that to the first can be attributed
the major ill-effects and that at that level the shift to advisory instead
of line positions would have made most sense. Some Government officials
indicated to the audit mission however that the problem largely related
to the personality, poor qualifications or inappropriate terms of reference
of a majority of all the involved individuals: inadequate appreciation
of the local environment, administrative incompetence, lack of qualifications
or intentions to train the counterparts (see para. 5.10), and, especially,
the arrogant and unbecoming attitude of two general managers who considered
themselves more as Bank employees than as OMBY personnel. Neither the PCR

nor OED fully accept that harsh assessment, though elements of each
criticism were present.

1/ It must also be noted that some of the most troublesome decisions of the
ranch development period, on the placement of boundary fences and the
relocation of ranch 3, were made with the full agreement of Malagasy
project staff and Ministry officials. In fact the boundary lines had
been tentatively set, and partly fenced, by Malagasy personnel before
the arrival of the expatriate team.
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Frankness of Bank Reporting

4.09 The question was raised by the Board, during that period in
July 1974 of intense review of the proposed Village Livestock Project,
whether supervision reports to Bank management on the Beef Livestock
Project fully reflected persistent or deteriorating trends of OMBY
performance, and whether Bank management had fully informed the Board
of these conditions (PCR para. 3.26). OED agrees with the PCR on this
matter. Although the project was damaged by what in retrospect appears
to be mainly a predictable series of cumulative blows, the situation did
not begin to seem desperate until mid-1973, by which time Bank staff Ms
fully attentive. Earlier supervision reports describe some problems,
especially the conflicts with villagers, with varying degrees of hope and
alarm. Encouraging assessments of progress toward a solution in one
mission's report would be followed by a report of further strife, to be
followed in turn by a note of progress. We are satisfied that the
reporting met the same standards of objectivity as reports studied for
other projects. The changing tone in part reflected real changes in
relationships between ranchers and villagers (the friction between ranches
1 and 2 and their neighbors was reduced just about the time the troubles
on ranch 3 began to develop, and the resurgence of theft and pasture
burning on ranches.1 and 2 in 1972/73 was largely a different phenomenon.!)
and in part it reflected the almost complete absence of continuity
in Bank supervisory personnel from the second mission (March 1970) to
the seventh (July 1972). In that period nine persons supervised the
project, eight of them only once. OED is preparing a case study of the
supervision of this project and will discuss the continuity issue in
that document.

V. LESSONS FOR THE BANK

))(5.01 What is under review is not a simple disturbing model of the
development of huge ranches and unsuited technology superimposed by an
external donor and foreign experts upon a landscape dotted with villages
and small family herds, families which retaliated by cutting ranch fences,
robbing ranch cattle, and burning ranch grass. Rather we have here a com-
plex and fascinating experience with imperfectly administered change and
development under unusual stress and political reform. In terms of the
appraisal objectives the project suffered major shortfalls. It is easy
to isolate the factors that helped lead to that failure, but none of them
by themselves were decisive. It was the cumulative effect of the disintegra-
tion of almost all of the original assumptions (that is, within a two-year
period), including,most importantly, the shift in government and in govern-
ment support, in early 1972 and the attendant change in government policy on

1/ This does not imply that the villagers' emotional reaction to the
ranches was a passing and shallow phenomenon, The Bank refers
elsewhere to the villagers' "genuine and persistent discontent and
the consequences of friction; this may not have been fully reasonable
in our terms, but it was nevertheless very real."
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communal land tenure and the increase in lawlessness in the countryside.

OED would put more emphasis than.does the PCR on those last factors, and

allow for the 1Possibility that otherwise the perimeter fencing might have

been defejd/edr the 24-hour rotational grazing system might have been

preserved7 the expatriate ranch managers might have remained long enough

to build the breeding herds and train the counterparts, and the economic

profitability of the ranches might have been established. That scenario

rests on some risky assumptions, and the PCR implicitly is saying that

one needs too many assumptions to make the appraisal design work, and

that in fact the seeds of failure were planted in 1968. The interpreta-

tions are different, but the rest of the OED and PCR analyses are so

close in their conclusions that the difference on the last issue is not

to our mind critical.

5.02 Some lessons show up clearly in the study. Others, that appear
self-evident in a brief description, do not stand up to analysis. For

example, the study does not show that the appointment of non-French-

speaking managers, perimeter fencing in the Middle West, or the imported

Brahman stud herd, etc., were outright mistakes. Lessons on those issues

require more careful formulation. Some important ones, and the more

obvious lessons, are listed below.

Lessons of Preparation and Appraisal

5.03 The discontinuity between the judgments of the second FAO prep-
aration mission (August 1967) and those of the Bank's appraisal mission
*(May 1968) was too great. Some of the design elements as prepared,which

were abandoned at appraisal, appear in retrospect to have been correct.

The leader of the preparation missions should have been permitted to argue

his case at appraisal. He had since left Rome, but his services were

nevertheless available to the appraisal mission, and went unused. The

Bank argues correctly that appraisal must be managed by different individuals,

but this is a case where interaction with the preparation team might have

been productive (the CP financial analyst was on the appraisal team, but

he was not in a position to defend the technical features of the prepared

proposal).

5.04 Both preparation and appraisal (in particular the latter) would
have been strengthened substantially by members with professional train-
ing in or greater awareness of applied sociology and local conditions.
One or the other mission should have insisted on a survey of cultural and

economic activities in the vicinity of the ranches prior to start up of

physical development. The missions were not unconcerned about tenure

conditions. In fact the first preparation mission stated that there was

no room left for large scale settlement and many ranches. And the appaisal

mission required an agreement by Government to initiate a cadastral survey

before setting the ranch boundaries. But the time table of ranch develop-

ment was nevertheless permitted to take an independent course. The survey
that was ultimately carried out was delayed, perfunctory, and not interpreted

by the Bank. The Government, and the experts at the Kianjasoa Research

Station, apparently had convinced the Bank that no problems would arise that

1/ ONBY management disagrees with this position. It claims that the perim-

eter fencing and 24-hour grazing concepts are not feasible under local

social conditions.
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could not be easily handled. Also, the preparation missions leader had had

experience with similar, and successful, projects in West Africa. But

signs of impending difficulties in the Middle West region nevertheless

might have been evident to an observer trained to investigate land use

patterns and the likely response of a rural society to government occupa-
tion of little-used property. Government colored topographical maps at
1:100,000 scale, available at the time, clearly show the distribution of

villages, trails and bottomland.

5.05 The assumption by the appraisal mission that Zebu heifers
would be offered in large numbers at local markets was to prove erroneous.
This assumption was also undoubtedly based on Government and Research
Station assurances. The preparation and appraisal teams were not oblivious
to this issue either, but gave it not enough attention. Again, prior
investigations of the behavior of local livestock markets were clearly
indicated.

5.06 Both of the last points suggest that the Bank might have
been justified to delay development activities for several months until
the field research was completed, even at the risk of contradicting
advice, on the spot, that further study was not necessary. Extra
patience may be indicated wherever tenure issues, or a dependence on
local marketing systems, are clearly important to project design. The
preferred alternative is for these issues to be underlined and investigated
in the preappraisal period. It is not suggested that the technical ranch
package was applied without adequate testing. Sufficient experimen-
tation had been conducted at the research stations, including disease
research, to warrant shifting to actual ranch operations under controlled
conditions. We are talking rather about the need to test also the culture
into which the project must fit.

5.07 The last paragraph leads to a more fundamental point, which
is that the appraisal time frame for the development phase, ii.cluding
the establishment of the improved herds, proved to have been much too
short. It would have been too short even in the absence of the village
conflict. The optimistic assumption that foreign experts can get in and
get out in three years, leaving behind viable 20,000 ha ranches, and
10,000 head herds, started from scratch, turning them over to counterparts
who had no previous exposure to ranch technology, has to be displaced by
a more sober assessment of the problems of technical transfer and the
likelihood of inconstant government support. In hindsight it would appear
that the three-year tour of the expatriates as managers on each ranch
should have been followed, in the appraisal design, by at least two more
years in advisory positions, and that the whole interval should have been
complemented by project specific research and formal training programs.
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5.08 The appraisal mission should have been aware of the different
weights the Government and the Bank were placing on the demonstration
value of the ranching design. The Bank's vision of replicability was
not shared. Government was more concerned about securing sources of beef
for slaughterhouses. By presenting the model design as a central and
unalterable objective of the project, the Bank encouraged all the
expatriate managers to resist far too long any of the fundamental changes
in design that were to be forced upon them by the villagers and rustlers.
The first supervisor from the Nairobi office (July 1972) finally instructed
the general manager that he would have to back down, in effect to give up
parts of paddocks three and five on ranch 3 and to start shifting to night
enclosures.

5.09 Further research on the adaptability of the imported Brahman
herds should have been an integral part of project design and implementa-
tion from the beginning. The appearance of a streptothricosis fungal
skin disease, which was to decimate the herds, had not been predicted by
the French and country research staffs, but projects of this sort should
hopefully have their own capability to better anticipate the incidence of
disease, to determine rapidly if the causes were related to previous unrecog-
nized susceptibilities, inferior stock, or poor management, and to control it.

5.10 The failure to train assistant ranch managers cannot be blamed
on the expatriates themselves. It was unrealistic in the first place to
expect that the expatriate ranch managers could build the ranches and
simultaneously thoroughly train their counterparts to run them, all within
a period of two or three years and in the absence of formal training
arrangements in husbandry methods and any effort to select expatriates in
terms of competence in training. The assistant managers who were recruited
at the time each ranch was initiated benefited from continued,solid on-the-
job training for matters related to the ranch buildings and machinery, as
can be seen in the satisfactory way these assets are currently being oper-
ated. However, the expertise of the counterparts with respect to livestock
management remains inadequate. No attention seems to have been paid to the
comparative advantages of formal versus in-service training, the appropriate-
ness of expecting expatriates, who have a limited time to accomplish their
task, to be both skilled entrepreneurs and trainers, and the adequacy of
the number of expatriates agreed upon to ensure proper training of the
Malagasy staff for such a technically and managerially complex undertaking
as a ranch. Lack of proper arrangements for training counterparts seems
to be a more serious shortcoming of the appraisal proposal than deficien-
cies in the organizational structure.

Lessons of Supervision

5.11 Supervision missions during the period 1970-1972 did not re-
spond adequately to fresh information on local conditions indicating
that the appraisal design had to be modified. The tenure problem was
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discussed in the reports, but no attempt was made to make or cause to

have made a thorough study of village issues. In fact the cadastral

survey called for at appraisal seems to have been ignored by supervision.

The Bank could also have reacted more quickly to evidence that the plan
to buy heifers in local markets was not working, and helped project
management, or helped get government help, to find a solution. The

issue is complicated by the fact that the first general manager was

inclined to lean too much on Bank support for solving problems. Never-

theless the Bank appears to have overreacted in its effort to maintain

the distance between expatriate project management and Bank staff, and

given too little support. Government had already shown itself unwilling
or unable to help project management handle the growing list of serious

implementation difficulties, and management was left to fight its own

battles. The first general manager was in effect removed from his posi-
tion (after seventeen months) by the Bank, without consultation with the

Government, mainly because, in the Bank's view, he could not handle the

assignment. He, in turn, argued in his completion report (1971), and in

recent correspondence with OED (1976), that some of the intruding problems
were beyond the capacity of any general manager to handle. The Bank seens

to have had a case for relieving him, but it erred in assuming the diffi-

culties could be cleared away by a more suitable replacement. The immedi-
ate replacement was on short-term (four month tour) and, it is said, left
with the impression that the project was still headed for trouble
(despite submitting an optimistic, formal, final report). The next
replacement general manager (twenty month tour) proved to be hardly
more effective in dealing with his problems than the first. Nevertheless,

throughout the period supervision missions failed to identify the

seriousness of some of the influences that had begun to undermine the

project design (although, as mentioned in para. 4.09, there is no hint

of a cover up in the reports: they were reflecting signs of progress
that were real, if somewhat superficial). The lesson has to do then
with the shallowness of supervision as well as appraisal with respect
to major cultural and political influences.

5.12 The failure of the foreign technical assistance component

cannot be blamed only on the expatriates, the appraisal team and the Bank.

In this sort of undertaking, the role of the recipients -- the counterparts
and the Government -- is as important as that of the donors. As of 1972,

the new Government hardened its attitude toward all expatriates, including

resident French advisors, resulting in the premature departure of the
entire project team by mid-1973, following the expatriate ranch managers'

refusal to accept revised conditions of employment. Since then, OMBY

staff has become critically aware of the need for further technical

assistance, but the Government was not willing to accept the terms of a

candidate proposed by the Bank. Also, the Government has not, until
recently, taken the necessary steps for OMBY staff to receive training
abroad. A good mutual understanding of the precise role of expatriates
and counterparts, and full agreement on this matter between the Govern-
ment and the donor agency, are essential to an efficient foreign tech-
nical effort, whether the expatriates are in advisory, assistant or
line positions.
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5.13 This case confirms that the employment of expatriates in

Bank projects is a sensitive and delicate issue with implications which

fortunately only rarely lead to the intense difficulties encountered in

this particular case. The case study, however, supports the thesis of
those who would like to see the Bank take a more systematic approach to

the recruitment and use of expatriates in its projects.

5.14 Continuity of supervision staff during the critical period

was so low as to make full and objective assessment of field conditions
practically impossible. The Bank is not able to ensure continuity through-

out its supervision system; nevertheless there would appear to be a subset

of projects, and this is one of them and should have been recognized as
such in 1971, which demand that a certain level of continuity be maintained
regardless.
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Summary of Key Project Data

Project Title; Beef Cattle Development Project

Borrower : Government of Madagascar, State Farm OMBY

Loan Amount : US$2.8 million, fully disbursed.

Key Dates : Project Appraisal - October, 1968
Approval by IBRD Executive DirectoX - January 16, 1969
Loan Signature - February 14, 1,69
Loan Effectiveness - October/11969
Completion of Disbursements'- June 30, 1975

Expected Economic Rate of Return: 11

Actual Economic Rate of Return: elow 0%

Brief Description of Pro e

The five-ye roject included development of six beef cattle ranches for
breeding and fat ning, establishment of a stud ranch and grass seed production
center, provi on of administrative and management services, road improvement, and
stockroute velopment. The ranching components were to be implemented by OMBY, a
parastat ranching authority, and the stockroutes by the Government Livestock
Servic . The Project was modified in 1972 by reduction of total ranches to be
dev oped to four and elimination of the stockroute program.

Sumary and Conclusions on Implementation:

The Project encountered major difficulties during implementation and serious
problems remain. Chapter 1 of this report provides a full history of Project implement-
ation, Chapt=r2 describes the present situation of OMBY, and Chapter 3 summarizes and
reviews the Project's problems benefits, and future prospects. The principal problems
encountered may be categorized as: (a) Management (poor ranch management, difficult
relations with the Government, and conflicts over expatriate involvement); (b) Social
(conflicts with villagers, cattle theft, burning of pasture and land disputes); (c)
Technical (high mortality among imported stock, difficulties in introducing open
grazing, and low fertility); (d) Financial (continuing operating losses, cost overruns,
and lack of accounts); and (e) Political (changes in Government affecting project
objectives and implementation). In addition, the validity of the initial objectives of
the Project for Madagascar's present development programs is open to question. The
principal benefits from the Project relate to improvement of pasture, development of
infrastructure, and helping indirectly to stimulate development in a sparsely populated
area with excellent potential.



Some of these problems have been resolved. However, livestock production
coefficients remain much too low for operations to be financially viable, although
the trend is improving slightly. Cattle numbers are well below target levels -
15,000 head instead of over 40,000. The Government has stated that it intends that
OMBY continue to operate the ranches as commercial units supplying beef for the
Tananarive market, producing stylosanthes seed, and, eventually, breeding stock
for sale to traditional sector producers. However, without major improvement in
ranch management the ranches will require substantial subsidies for many years to
come. OMBY has also begun to act as an intermediary in the cattle trade in line
with Government efforts to reform cattle marketing. In conclusion, OMBY continues
to face major difficulties in terms of technical and financial management and the
future role of the ranches is uncertain.



CHAPTER 1

Project History

1.01 This chapter provides a full history of the origins of the Project,
its preparation and appraisal, and Project implementation. Because the
Project encountered difficult and complex problems at several stages, and
because it is clear now that it has not achieved the objectives defined at the
outset, this account provides considerable detail, and seeks to situate the
Project in the context of external developments in Madagascar and, to a lesser
extent, in the Bank.

A. Project Identification and Preparation

Project Origins

1.02 The idea of Bank Group financing for a livestock project in
Madagascar was first broached during the Annual Meetings in 1965. The Govern-
ment requested during the meetings that the Bank consider an agriculture and
livestock project in the Middle West region. Accordingly, an identifica-
tion/preparation mission was sent to Madagascar by the IBRD/FAO Cooperative
Program in November, 1966 to review existing livestock development studies
and experience and to assess the possibilities and problems of organizing
the exploitation of livestock on an economic basis by means of ranches
or other operations. IBRD's Nairobi office participated in the mission.
The mission was directed to focus attention on determining whether there were
good prospects for preparing a project suitable for Bank Group financing.

1.03 Largely at the Government's insistence, the identification missions
focused much of their attention on a specific ranching proposal in the Middle
West region, for which the Government sought Bank financing. Few alternative
project possibilities were explored, although the mission reviewed overall
sector developments and policies. The mission's report expressed reservations
about the emphasis on ranching in the Middle West, and reported that overall
national livestock policies, notably regarding producer prices, might pose
serious problems for the Bank in considering the project. The mission cautioned
that the form of ranching envisaged could be only marginal in its physical
impact on national beef production, and that because of limitations of space
(ko much settlement), ranching could never be of great importance in the
Middle West region. They also emphasized the need for broad national policies
designed to stimulate production, particularly through the development of
exp ort outlets.
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1.04 Despite these fundamental reservations, the mission identified
a project to develop four commercial ranches, and commenced preparation
work. The report was sent to IBRD in March, 1967, with a covering letter
indicating that this was a relatively small and simple project which could
have a considerable demonstration effect; it was explicitly designed tomeet the wishes of the Government of Madagascar. The Cooperative Program
recommended that they organize a further mission to assist the Government incompleting preparation of the Project.

1.05 Initial World Bank comments on the identification report werediscouraging. A memorandum to files of February 13, 1967 (commenting onthe mission's initial report) concluded that it was unlikely that a projectsuitable for financing would be forthcoming. This was because: (a) therewas too much settlement in the Middle West to envisage extensive ranching develop-ment, and (b) problems of marketing, prices, administration, staffing andtraining were expected to arise. Formal IBRD comments directed to the FAO/IBRDCP in May, 1967 were less quelling; they advised against sending the identifi-cation report to the Government as suggested, but encouraged the organization
of a further preparation mission. The comments stressed the need to focusmore on the demonstration function of proposed ranches and the relation of theProject to livestock sector policies.

1.06 A further preparation mission visited Madagascar in July-August1967. Preparation of the ranching project proceeded apaee and, when themission's report was transmitted to the Bank in late November, 1967, theFAO/IBRD CP indicated that the project was sufficiently prepared as to beready for early appraisal by the Bank. Two key issues were raised: (a) therole of Government, which necessarily had to play a key entrepreneurial
role and (b) organization and management, notably the need for the ProjectDirector to have ample scope for running the project without undue inter-ference from other sources. The letter further reported that the Governmentwas keen to proceed with the project because they sought to prove to potentialfinanciers of their abattoir improvement program that the Government was "offto a firm start on initiating its planned program".

The Project Proposal

1.07 The final preparation report proposed the development of fourstate-owned and managed ranches, each about 20,000 ha, in the Middle Westregion. The report concluded that the project was a sound proposal in itself,and a useful element in a wider government program for livestock development.It described the utility of the project primarily in terms of its indirecteffects: "Properly conducted ranches, strategically located, could servethe useful purposes of demonstration, sale of improved breeding stock, ands: u..zlate general commercialization of a static beef industry and possiblyalso become a focus of future land settlement". They were seen as a criticalpivot or catalyst to the overall plan for livestock development. The
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preparation report indicated that the ranches would be located on land that
was virtually uninhabited. The area surrounding the ranches was seen as
having outstanding potential for future settlement for the purpose of beef
production in smaller units. The ranches would demonstrate "that simple
improved grassland and cattle husbandry were financially sound to the in-
dividual". The ranches were to practice rotational grazing, introduce a
pure-bred Brahman herd, up-grade the local Zebu cattle, and produce seed
for pasture improvement, primarily with the legume stylosanthes. Ranch
infrastructure was to be simple, limited to basic buildings and cattle faci-
lities, fire-breaks, and 100 ha. night paddocks. The project was also to
develop stock routes in the Middle West and to provide credit facilities to
settlers around the project area for purchase of cattle from the ranches -
about 2,000 steers a year.

1.08 While Bank staff comments on earlier FAO/IBRD CP identification
and preparation reports had focused on broad issues of sector policy, as the
time of appraisal neared, the focus of concern appears to have shifted to
specific project related issues. Notably, issues of ownership and management
of the ranches were stressed, together with the role of the Government as an
entrepreneur for ranch development. The Bank expressed concern that the
ranches should be managed as autonomous, commercial entities, according to
sound commercial practices. The Bank also sought confirmation from the
Malagasy Government that they intended that the ranches be transferred
to private ownership at the earliest feasible date.

Background

1.09 As background to appraisal and IBRD approval of the Project, it is
important to situate the proposed ranching scheme in the context of the
Malagasy Government's policies towards livestock development and the position
of the area in which the new ranches were to be located, during 1966-67.

1.10 The Livestock Sector. Cattle husbandry has long been a vital
economic activity in Madagascar, and great social significance is attached to
livestock in many parts of the island (where cattle are associated with
rituals surrounding death and memorials to ancestors). It is no accident
that the curved horns of the Zebu steer are the most common symbol of Mada-
gascar. In 1965, the total national cattle herd was estimated at over 9
million animals, with virtually all cattle owned and raised by village pro-
ducers. Conventional wisdom suggested that cattle were owned in large part to
enhance prestige, and as a "bank" to conserve wealth; the importance of cattle
in village economics was nonetheless undisputed, although no significant
change in traditional husbandry techniques had occurred for centuries. The
principal regions for livestock were the West and South of Madagascar, the
so-called cradle of the Zebu, since most cattle were bred there; these regions
furnished cattle to the Central and Eastern regions for consumption and as
draft animals.
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1.11 Beginning early in the twentieth century, under French colonial
rule, a "modern" processing industry based on livestock began to develop.
Large private companies established processing plants for export, most of
which continued to function after independence. With the growth of urban
centers, the demand for meat for domestic consumption also increased and
the number of cattle marketed in the modern urban sector grew. Madagascar
was for many years a principal supplier of meat to the French Army; other
export markets included in the Indian Ocean Islands of La Reunion, Mauritius,
and the Comores. Despite the expansion of the cattle industry, all animals
still came from traditional village producers and beef production by the
modern sector was limited to fattening, usually undertaken on a contractual
basis with village producers in various forms of share ownership. During
the mid 1960's, however, livestock production flagged. New diseases, notably
Anthrax and Blackleg and liverfluke, took a heavy toll of the national herd,
and statistics indicated that the number of animals marketed declined.
Two major processing plants closed down, and the general outlook for the
livestock industry was pessimistic.

1.12 Government Livestock Policies. The independent Malagasy Government
placed a high priority on livestock development in successive development
plans. The strategy for the livestock sector in 1966 was summarized as
follows by the FAO/IBRD identification mission: (a) establishment of national
and regional authorities to coordinate livestock development; (b) establish-
ment and strengthening of field extension services; (c) improvement of the
marketing system; (d) encouragement of settlement schemes oriented to beef
production and dairying, particularly in the Middle West Zone; (e) develop-
ment of a credit scheme for livestock producers through the BNM (Malagasy
National Development Bank); (f) establishment of a series of ranches in
the Middle West designed to utilize poorly grazed land, increase herd produc-
tivity, and otherwise act as a stimulant to the cattle industry; and (g)
construction of modern slaughterhouses and export plants. A number of bila-
teral and multilateral agencies were exploring possibilities for livestock
development at this time. Notably, the FED was considering in 1965 a major
project to develop six new slaughterhouses and processing plants. The French
bilateral aid agency had since 1960 been involved in settlement schemes
in the Middle West, and, through a public research institution, the IEMVPT 1/,
had sponsored a major program in the West and Middle West to reduce calf
mortality in traditional herds by instituting systematic drenching at village
level. A number of private firms had also evinced interest in commercial,
export-oriented livestock production and processing (Swift, for example).

1.13 The Middle West: The ranching scheme for which the Government
sought IBRD assistance was to be located in the Middle West, due West ofTananarive, between the high plateau and the steep escarpment descending
to the west coast plain. The Middle West was in 1965-67 (and still remains)
a potentially rich but relatively underdeveloped region. The slow devel-
opment of the area is explained in part by its historic role as a "no-man's-and", or buffer zone between traditionally warring peoples of Madagascar -

i/ Institut d'Elevage et de Medecine Veterinaire des Pays Tropicaux.
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the dominant ruling Merina population of Tananarive and the high plateau,
and the coastal peoples, notably the Sakalava, of the west. Although the
soils were fertile and the climate favorable for a wide range of crops and for
livestock, the population remained sparse, and the economy was based to a
large extent on fattening cattle for the Tananarive market. In the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, both wealthy Malagasy merchants from Tananarive
and French owned processing concerns had run large herds of cattle for fattening
in the Middle West, on loosely defined ranches, and had used the region as a
holding ground for cattle purchased further west. There was virtually no
infrastructure for ranching, and in the basic system remained one of share-
fattening with small Malagasy farmers who had begun to settle in the area.

1.14 In the post-World War II period, the French Colonial administration
became interested in developing the region, and various studies were undertaken.
These resulted first, in a scheme for colonization of the area by poor farmers
from the over-populated, French island of La Reunion (early 1950's) and
second, in programs to settle there Malagasy migrants from other less favored
areas of the country (from 1960). The independent Malagasy Government con-
tinued to place a high priority on Middle West projects, but the organized
development efforts met with mixed results. The La Reunion settlement
scheme (which still receives subsidies from the French government) continues
to this day, but despite the successful development of pig and dairy produc-
tion, it remains an isolated, somewhat incongruous enclave in the Sakay
region. The first Malagasy development scheme, assisted by the BDPA (a French
consulting firm), failed to achieve its objectives and it folded in 1967. Its
successors, SODEMO (a parastatal organization) and ODEMO (part of the Ministry
of Rural Development) were more flexible and more successful in their efforts
to establish and assist small farmers, but though in the mid 1960's the region
was developing rapidly, with a significant influx of migrants and extension of
land under crops, this was most commonly taking place outside the context of
organized development schemes. While infrastructure was set in place and
production was rising (of both crops and livestock), the area's full potential
was not being realized. Further, serious problems were emerging, notably
conflicts among traditional villagers, new migrants and development institu-
tions, uncertainties surrounding land tenure, and significant soil erosion
resulting from poor farming and animal husbandry practices.

1.15 The proposed IBRD ranching project was thus to be located in a
complex region which was experiencing rapid growth and change. Development
schemes there were poorly coordinated, and migration to the area and extension
of land under cultivation and pasture was taking place in a generally anarchic
fashion.

B. Project Appraisal and Approval

Appraisal

1.16 An official request for Bank/IDA financing for the Project was
received in March, 1968, and the appraisal mission arrived in Madagascar
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in May, 1968. The Bank Group could not, for staffing reasons, accommodate
a Government request to schedule the mission in April in order to coordinate
with FED and FAC missions reviewing marketing and slaughterhouse projects.
The appraisal mission was headed by a consultant to the Bank who had consider-
able experience with Bank projects and with livestock; in addition, the
mission included two Bank staff members and a staff member of the FAO/IBRD
GoopEratie Pqogram (the CP staff member who had had principal responsibility
for proj.eto eparation was not a member).

1.17 The appraisal mission reported, shortly after arrival in Madagascar,
substantial doubts as to the basic viability of the Project and the Govern-
ment's commitment to several proposals included in the preparation report,
notably settlement schemes in the vicinity of the ranches, proposed breeding
(as opposed to fattening) operations on the ranches, and herd management
proposals.' In addition, the Government requested several important modifi-
cations to the Project, notably an increase in the total number of ranches
from four to six, and increased mechanization for pasture improvement and
haymaking. Tho mission introduced modifications in animal husbandry proposals.
that required pubstantial additional expenditures on fencing, effectively
shifting from a modified system of night paddocking to a full open grazing
system. As a result of all these changes, investment costs were increased by
50Z. The proposed steer fattening program, to be implemented by local producers
in conjunctiof. with a settlement program in the area surrounding the ranches,
was dropped entirely from the Project; no specific reason for its omission is
apparent, but it may have been related to difficulties that were being exper-
ienced during this period by the authority responsible for the Middle West
settlement scheme (bankruptcy and dissolution). Despite the reservations
expressed ,and*4ifficulties encountered, the appraisal mission recommended the
Project for Bask Group financing.

1.18 -From IBRD records, it does not appear that there was significant
debate within the Bank about the basic merits of the Project or the overall
approach taken. The Bank's principal concerns at that time are reflected in
a Septeber 1968 letter to the Government. This questionned, first, the
ultimate disposition of the ranches stating that: "we think that as soon as
sufficient expdrience is gained in ranching management and the ranch system
has shown its uerit, the responsibility for ranching development should be
returned to thq private sector ... This transfer to the private sector would
be through the division of five of the six state ranches into small 1,000 to
1,500 ha units which would be sold to Malagasy ranchers to be trained under
the Project." A second issue concerned organization and management of the
ranches. The Bank suggested that the general legislation on state farms be
modified, principally in order t-o give more power and freedom of action to the
General Manager and to increase the responsibilities of the interministerial
governing body, the National Committee on State Farms. The Government replies
to these queries satisfied the Bank.

Negotiations

1.19 The loan was negotiated in December, 1968. During negotiations,
the principal issues were: the possibility of IDA financing for the Project,
cost estimates for access roads, fencing, and salaries, Project management
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arrangements, and the relationship of the ranches to farmers in the areas
around the proposed ranch sites. The Malagasy delegation argued that the
Project should be financed by IDA, but this proved impossible because of
shortages of funds. The Bank insisted that cost increases, should they occur,
could be covered by unallocated funds under the loan, and the Malagasy del-
egation, somewhat reluctantly, concurred. Agreement was also reached on
proposed arrangements for Project management, and the Malagasy delegation
requested Bank assistance in recruiting qualified expatriate managers. The
Malagasy Government confirmed their intention to transfer ownership of the
ranches to private farmers, probably after year 8. During negotiations and in
separate seetings, the Malagasy Government expressed their hope that farmers
would settle around the ranches and become acquainted with modern techniques
of improvement and development of animal husbandry. They indicated that the
principal need was for small-scale credit, and the Bank expressed a willing-
ness to-consider a project directed to this end at a future date.

Project Description

1.20 The appraisal report recommended a Bank loan of US$2.8 million to
the Malagasy Government to help finance a Beef Cattle Development Project in
the Middle West. The Project was to be a pioneering phase of a long-term
pasture and livestock development program, "the first step toward a concept
pf land use for modern beef cattle production, completely new in Madagascar".
It was to organize and develop six cattle ranches (four breeding/fattening
and two fattening) following the Australian tropical and sub-tropical
pattern.. Breeding of Brahman bulls for improvement of local cattle, produc-
tion of "stylo" seed, and essential infrastructure, such as access roads
and stock routes, were also included in the Project. The report emphasized
that although the ranches would be owned and operated initially by the State,
development would be planned so as to permit eventual sub-division for
transfer to private ownership. It asserted that through its demonstration
'effects the Project could set the stage for widespread development of com-
mercial ranching throughout Madagascar, since sufficient land for many
thousands of 1,000-1,500 ha ranches was readily available; they estimated
that such ranches would provide farmers with a net annual income of about
US$560. The Project's rate of return was estimated at 11% over 20 years.

1.21 Total Project cost was estimated at US$4.2 million, of which the
Bank would finance US$2.8 million at 6-1/2% interest repayable over 13 years,
after 9 years of grace. It was to be implemented by the State farm "OMBY", 1/
a parastatal, which was to have a high degree of autonomy under a General
Manager, under the general supervision of the National Committee of State
Farms. At appraisal, many questions about OMBY's place in the National
Committee and its relations with Government were unresolved, but the Government
indicated that it was willing to meet Project organization and management
requirements. The loan of US$2.8 million to the Government was to cover 88%
of investment costs, or 66% of Project costs including working capital.
US$2.34 million was to be onlent to OMBY at 6.5% interest, reimbursable over
13 years after a grace period of 9 years (the same terms as the Bank loan).

_/ "OMBY" is Malagasy for steer.
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1.22 The appraisal report gave limited background about the cattle indus-
try in Madagascar, and particularly about traditional production. The
Middle West region was described briefly. The report stated that "existing
population is small (about 700), isolated and involved mainly in subsistence
farming. Most of these subsistence farmers would be absorbed into the proj-
ect at cash wages."

1.23 The Project was submitted to the Executive Directors on January 28,
1969. In the Board presentation, the staff emphasized the strength of tra-
ditional cattle rearing practices in Madagascar, and indicated that the objec-
tive of the Project was to develop a modern industry "out of traditional
patterns", and to implement a real and progressive animal husbandry policy
through ranching on the Australian pattern. This ranching system was to be
the focus of the long range development of livestock in the Middle West, the
Majunga Province, and the Eastern Plateau region. The Project was approved
by the Board, and was signed on February 14, 1969.

C. Project Implementation

Project Start-up

1.24 The Project got underway slowly. Initially, loan effectiveness was
twice delayed by difficulties in recruiting a general manager for OMBY. The
Bank had agreed during negotiations to assist the Malagasy Government in
recruiting expatriate managers. After a number of difficulties, a candidate
for the post of general manager was selected: he was an American national, 57
years old, then livestock adviser for USAID in Morocco; he had previously
worked in Paraguay and Argentina and had operated his own ranch and livestock
consulting firm in Texas and was well known by Bank staff members. The Bank
recommended this individual to the Government in April, 1969; he visited
Madagascar in May, 1969, and his selection was formally accepted in June. He
was appointed to the Bank staff, on secondment to OMBY, for 3 years in August
and arrived in Madagascar in October when he was officially designated as
General Manager of OMBY. The loan then became effective.

1.25 During this period, there were several exchanges between the Govern-
ment and the Bank on the subject of the French language ability of proposed
expatriate ranch managers, one of which was to be assigned to each ranch,
under the overall supervision of the General Manager. In a letter which
forwarded two curriculum vitae for ranch managers, the Bank observed that
neither candidate spoke French, but recalled agreements during negotiations
that while knowledge of French would be desirable, it was not essential, since
English speaking assistants might be found. The Minister of Agriculture
replied in a letter of July, 1969, emphasizing the importance of the training
role of the ranch managers. He suggested that it would be virtually impossible
for expatriate managers to learn French on the ranches, and that it was
unlikely that their Malagasy counterparts would speak English. The Bank
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responded that it had not been possible to recruit French speaking managers,
largely because the principal qualifications sought for the managers were
experience in ranch management and livestock production in countries with
environmental conditions similar to those in the Project area; there were few
such areas in French-speaking countries. The letter suggested that training
managers in French would be of limited practical value to them (the managers),
and suggested that counterparts learn English, as it would be more advan-
tageous for the Government to have the counterparts undergo intensive training
in English rather than train the expatriates in French. The issue was further
discussed during the Bank's 1969 annual meeting at Copenhagen, and in October,
1969, the Minister agreed that OMBY should recruit two English-speaking ranch
managers.

1.26 Meanwhile, development began on two ranches even prior to Loan signa-
ture, without expatriate assistance. Although progress made in implementing
the Project prior to Loan effectiveness (some fencing and legume establishment
and development of a herd of about 1,000 cattle) was limited, these efforts
nevertheless reflected the Government's keen interest in the Project in
its initial phase, and their willingness to proceed with it rapidly, and on
their own initiative.

Project Implementation, 1969-71: OMBY's First General Manager

1.27 In late 1969 and early 1970, the Project went well, and Bank files
indicate that staff indulged in considerable optimism. Following the first
supervision mission in October, 1969, Project and Programs Departments memo-
randa reported that the new General Manager was well received, that the
Government was enthusiastic, and that the Middle West was one of the most
suitable ranching areas those Bank staff members had ever seen. Hope was
expressed that a second phase project would follow in two years. A March,
1970 supervision mission also reported favorably on ranch development, while
signalling incipient problems which were later to assume great importance -
the presence of villagers and cattle on the supposedly unpopulated ranches,
and the lack of accounts.

1.28 Optimism within the Bank dwindled, however, as a series of letters
from OMBY's General Manager gradually indicated to Bank staff that the Project
was more complex and problematic than had previously been supposed, and that
he himself was unsuitable as a project director under Malagasy conditions.
OMBY's General Manager wrote directly to the Bank on a wide range of problems,
effectively demanding Bank support against the Government. In January, 1970,
he objected vehemently to a recent reorganization that placed OMBY under the
technical supervision of the Director of Livestock in the Ministry of Agricul-
ture; he claimed that this move would give effective authority for supervision
to a French veterinary adviser, and that this was against the letter and
spirit of the Loan Agreement. He maintained that Government control of OMBY
should be limited to approval of the budget and investment programs, and
acco-nts and audit, and expressed his own view that OMBY should be removed
from Government control entirely and made "truly independent". He appealed
for Bank assistance in countering this move. The Bank supported him, cabling
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the Minister to emphasize the need to respect OMBY's autonomy under its
General Manager, so that it could function as a private enterprises TheGovernment replied that it was currently considering mechanisms for supervi-sing OMBY, but assured the Bank that the loan agreements would be respected.In February, the General Manager wrote about alleged errors in calculatingProject costs and requested a supplementary loan; it transpired that part ofthe problem was that he did not understand that taxes were not financed by theBank. Further, he sought the removal of the Malagasy assistant generalmanager. The tenor of relations with the Government is reflected in hiscomment that: "I am doing my best to keep my cool with these agriculturalpeople, but have the feeling that if they (presumably the Ministry staff)continue to be a thorn in my side a gasket will blow..." He requested asupply of Bank stationary, which was turned down, with the comment that heshould not be emphasizing his own role as an IBRD staff member seconded to theGovernment, nor convey the impression that OMBY was an "IBRD" rather than aGovernment institution.

1.29 The General Manager became embroiled in a further dispute earlyin 1970, the importance of which appears not to have been fully appreciatedby the Bank at the time, but which had serious detrimental effects on theProject and on relations with the Government. The issue was the sitingof the third and fourth ranches to be developed, which were in the originalproposal, to be physically separated from the first two ranches by somedistance. This was designed in part to encourage settlement around and betweenthe ranches. The General Manager insisted that the new ranches be sitedadjacent to the two existing ranches to reduce logistic and managementdifficulties for the ranches. The Ministry of Agriculture did not oppose hisproposal, but this brought them into conflict with the French-financed agencyresponsible for settlement, which had been assigned responsibility for organi-zing village settlement precisely where 0MBY's General Manager insisted thatone new ranch be located. The conflict was so acute that, in May 1970, anofficial of FAC wrote to the Bank urging that the representatives of bothorganizations be directed to cooperate in the field. He also indicated thatthe Malagasy Government had agreed to establish a committee to coordinateactivities of different agencies in the Middle West, and urged that a masterplan for the development of the region be prepared. In a reply dated June 17,the Bank assured FAC that it desired nothing but cooperation. Meanwhile, acable from the General Manager reported " open and aggressive anti-projectactivity at a high level being sponsored by you-know-who" (it is believed thathe was referring to the French). The conflict was resolved (at least tempora-rily) when the Government agreed to OMBY's proposed ranch sites.

1.30 This decision exacerbated the villager, or "squatter" issue, whichwas recognized as a critical problem beginning in August, 1970. Preparationand appraisal studies had assumed that the region concerned was, for allintents and purposes, empty, and it was clear that only one title to landin the area was recognized under modern land law. The appraisal reportassumed that about 700 people lived in the area, and that they could readilybe absorbed into the Project at cash wages. The March, 1970 supervisionmission was concerned by the presence of villages and small herds of cattle
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within designated ranch boundaries - an estimated 10,000 cattle grazing at
certain times of the year on two ranches; the Government assured them, how-
ever, that this should pose no major problem. In August, 1970, the General
Manager noted in a letter to the Bank that there were substantially more
people in the area than had been recognized at appraisal - with 19 villages on
ranch 1 and 11 on ranch 2 (and an aggregate population of perhaps 1,500). The
key problem, he asserted, was the estimated 20,000 village cattle grazing the
ranches, which must be displaced; he pointed out that villagers were running
more cattle there than were expected for OMBY ranches at full development.
The people, however, did not intend to move, "though gently coerced by Govern-
ment officials in meetings of village chiefs ... They resent being dispos-
sessed of their ancient grazing rights on these lands, resent being enclosed
by our fencing program"... He reported that at least two pasture fires on the
ranches had evidently been set by villagers. It had become clear that offi-
cial estimates of population in the area were much too low; the problem was,
however, aggravated by significant migration to the area, stimulated by ranch
development and construction of access roads. In addition, fence lines were
established without regard to villages and cultivated valley bottoms, and
villages were simply fenced into the ranches in many cases; naturally, they
objected. Some fences did in fact pre-date the arrival of expatriate staff.

1.31 Bank staff replied to the General Manager that they were deeply
concerned over the villager problem and particularly the implication that it
might adversely affect the viability of the Project, but observed that it was
clearly a question for Government to resolve. A supervision mission which
visited Madagascar in October, 1970 was directed to give particular attention
to this problem, and the loan officer for Madagascar also discussed the issue
with Government. Both reported that the problem had been resolved: the
Minister of Agriculture had visited the ranches and urged the villagers to
move, and there were fewer cattle on the ranches.

1.32 The General Manager further reported that there were rumbles
from French and Malagasy firms following a tender for cyclone fencing
materials: apparently the invitation to bid was not published in
Malagasy journals because they had refused to accept the English text,
although the General Manager indicated that the official language of
the bid for international tenders was English; the Bank agreed that
he had handled the matter properly.

1.33 Concern within the Bank about the Project reached a crescendo
following a supervision mission in October, 1970, which reported serious
problems on virtually all aspects of ranch development. Physical devel-
opment was slow; however, the mission's most significant conclusion was that
the General Manager was unable to adopt a rational integrated approach
to ranch development. They reported that fencing costs were more than double
appraisal estimates, and fences more elaborate than appeared necessary. The
cost of imported Brahman bulls also was almost double initial estimates,
and 74 bulls had been purchased before the ranches had breeding heifers
or dipping facilities. The cattle buying system also was inadequate. The
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mission concluded that economies must be made if the Project was to be finan-
cially viable, and asked the General Manager to prepare ranch development
plans. Regarding other aspects of the Project, which did not concern OMBY
directly, the mission reported that the stock route improvements included inthe Project were no longer necessary,- since the completion of the Tananarive-
Tsiroanomandidy road had altered marketing practices, increasing use of trucktransport; cattle trekking was therefore no longer the predominent means ofmoving cattle.

1.34 The General Manager's reaction to these criticisms was reflected
in an indignant letter to the Bank dated January 6, 1971. He maintained
that, although the Project was clearly behind schedule, he had done his
best, and there was no way to catch up in future. Circumstances beyond
his control had delayed delivery of seed and fencing materials, while ithad proved virtually impossible to buy breeding heifers anywhere in westernMadagascar. He was not satisfied with his Malagasy counterparts, who had noexperience in ranching. He claimed that he could not prepare ranch plans
because, as the only technician, administrator, finance officer, planner andexecutive officer on board the Project, there was no time: "No expertise isavailable. What passes as such is French and prohibitive in cost and unaccep-table in technique." He offered to resign if the Bank was not satisfied withhis performance.

1.35 The Bank responded decisively to the crisis at this stage, and
the appraisal mission leader was dispatched to Madagascar in February, 1971to deliver a letter to the General Manager suggesting that he step down
and enable a successor who would enjoy the confidence of the Bank to takeover his reponsibilities. The letter was reportedly received with tremendousshock, but the General Manager accepted the Bank's urging and on February 15,1971, resigned his post, allegedly for personal reasons. He remained inMadagascar until early May. He prepared a report on the situation of theProject which generally pessimistic. In particular, he was critical of thegovernment's attitude, which he described as obstructive. He cited villagerconflicts and untrained counterpart personnel as major problems. Subse-quently, he made clear his view that he had been unfairly criticized andbasically that problems were not his fault.

1.36 The Malagasy Government was not consulted by the Bank during thisperiod of crisis in the Project's implementation. In private meetings,
ministers later remonstrated with the Bank on their handling of the matter,and urged more open communications between the Government and the Bank infuture. The former General Manager was subsequently retained by the Govern-ment as a consultant for the Project (partly at the suggestion of Bank staffbut with some government support). His firm, Peck International Consultants,acted as OMBY's sole agent in purchasing Brahman stock after his return toTexas.

1.37 The February, 1971 supervision mission was largely pre-occupiedwiTh the problem of replacing OMBY's General Manager. In addition, a majorCabinet shuffle occurredswhile the mission was in Madagascar, and prevented
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substantive discussions with the Government. The mission's report made clear
that the Project was at a critical phase. The villager problem remained
acute, and villagers had ignored the Minister's exhortation that they leave
the ranch areas; the report noted that the change in ranch sites had exacer-
bated the problem since the new sites were populated, and the contiguous
position of the four ranches left little room for adjustments with villagers
in the area. Cattle buying practices were found wanting, while the report
noted also high mortality among imported Brahman bulls.

Project Implementation, 1971-mid-1972 - The Period of Progress

1.38 The Bank again experienced difficulties in recruiting a new General
Manager, but eventually a Chilean national was selected; he visited Madagascar
in March, and Government approved his appointment on March 30. However, in
April, he informed the Bank that because of personal family difficulties in
Chile, (related to the election of President Allende), he could not accept the
position, but agreed to go to Madagascar for three months as a consultant. He
acted as General Manager from May to August, 1971. In the interim, the Bank
recruited an Australian national as General Manager, again as an IBRD staff
member seconded to the Malagasy Government. The Government agreed in July,
1971 to this appointment; the new General Manager arrived in Madagascar in
August, 1971.

1.39 Following his initial visit in March, the interim General Manager
submitted a report on the progress of OMBY and prospects for the future.
The report suggested that the previous Project Manager had been too inde-
pendent, and that the lack of Government support for the Project could be
explained in part by the fact that there was no official organized contact
with Government representatives. Since they were not involved, Government
officials tended to be cast in an adversary role. He recommended that
OMBY have a Board of Directors, and that it badly needed better systems of
planning and budgeting. Procurement of cattle was also a problem. He
predicted that difficulties with villagers would continue because the ranches
were in effect occupying a continuous tract of some 70,000 ha. He expressed
confidence in the ability of the Malagasy counterparts. The report concluded
that the Project had excellent prospects; its failings were lack of a proper
organizational structure, a lack of coordination of Government activities,
and a lack of "team spirit" within OMBY.

1.40 During the period the interim General Manager spent in Madagascar,
the situation improved significantly. A supervision mission in July-August
1971 reported that progress was satisfactory. The villager problem appeared
to have been largely resolved; this was achieved partly as ranch boundaries
were adjusted to exclude village sites, cultivated land, and some traditional
pastures from the ranches. Ranch 1 was reduced from 27,000 to 22,000 ha and
Ranch 2 from 30,000 to 20,000 ha; some villages were fenced off, while other
villagers had left voluntarily. The Government had given the ranch managers
authority to remove cattle, and a cadastral survey was underway to prepare for
development of the third and fourth ranches. Improvements were introduced in
cattle procurement. The mission reported delays in procurement of equipment
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and supplies and urged that development of ranch 4 be postponed until the
first two were completed. They also noted problems in accounting and sug-
gested that OMBY needed assistance. The mission observed that some past
problems could be explained by the fact that the previous General Manager had
operated OMBY on a very personal basis.

1.41 The ranches continued to develop in relative harmony and prosperity
for more than a year. A supervision mission in February, 1972 reported
satisfactory progress on building construction, fencing and pasture improve-
ment. A conflict with villagers on Ranch 3 was being resolved. There were
11,000 project cattle on Ranches 1 and 2, and development of Ranches 3 and 4
was underway. The mission concluded that the objectives of the Project -
technical and financial - could be achieved despite cost overruns and devalu-
ation of the US dollar. A visit to OMBY by an FAO/IBRD CP staff member to
advise on harvesting legume seed, arranged by the mission, took place in
April.

Project Implementation, Mid-1972-1973: Renewed Problems

1.42 Ranch development continued apace during 1972, and most installa-
tions on four ranches were built on schedule, while pasture improvement
with stylosanthes proved notably successful. However, in mid to late 1972, a
number of serious problems either re-emerged or developed, which once again
threatened the basic viability of the Project.

1.43 A supervision mission.in July, 1972 1/ reported that, although
ranch development was satisfactory, herd development was behind schedule
and the condition of animals poor. Liver fluke and tuberculosis repres-
ented serious health problems, while streptothricosis, a fungal skin
disease, had killed 38 imported Brahmans and affected most of the surviving
imported animals. Conflicts with villagers over ranch land persisted, and
the Government requested that loan funds be approved to compensate villagers
for moving away from the ranches. The mission reported additional problems
relating to fees for radio transmitters, and serious delays in completing
and auditing OMBY accounts. Cattle theft had become a serious problem,
with more than 570 animals stolen in five months, while police reportedly
attributed losses to failure by the ranches to herd animals in the tradi-
tional way (i.e. confining them to small paddocks at night).

1.44 OMBY's General Manager proposed during this mission that the scope
of Project investments be reduced, and that the planned fifth and sixth
ranches not be developed. Instead, he proposed an intensification of opera-
tions (notably through pasture improvement) on the four existing ranches. The
mission supported the proposal, and also agreed to halt the stock route
improvement activities included in the Project.

1/ The first mission since supervision responsibility for this Project
was transferred to the Bank's Resident Mission in Nairobi.
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1.45 Beginning in late 1972, the situation of OMBY deteriorated rapidly,
and tension between OMBY and the Bank, on the one hand, and the Government,
on the other mounted. This shift was materially and directly related to
sweeping political changes which occurred in Madagascar during this period.
In May, 1972 the Government which had held power since independence was
overthrown; it was replaced by a military-based regime. The power shift was
accompanied by substantial political turbulance in several parts of the
country, which affected most development projects, either directly or indirec-
tly. Political uncertainty has continued to some degree until the present.
The basic political orientation of the new government (and its successors)
differed markedly from its predecessor; the pre-1972 Government viewed Madagas-
car's interests as closely linked to those of France. French investment and
French technical assistance were everywhere apparent in Madagascar; one
example was continued tying of the Malagasy franc to French currency. The new
Government sought to alter this relationship swiftly; as a result, the economic
climate changed, while large numbers of technical assistance personnel left
Madagascar relatively abruptly. Most important, the Government's basic
philosophy changed quite markedly, shifting from an orientation towards
private enterprise and modern, often capital intensive projects, relying in
large measure on outside technical assistance, to a more inwardly focused
orientation towards the rural sector, the long-neglected coastal areas, and
towards the small farmer and traditional Malagasy institutions.

1.46 In October 1972, the Government indicated clearly to the Bank
by letter that they sought to terminate the contracts of two expatriate ranch
managers, and place the other two in advisory positions (there were four
expatriate managers in post, one on each ranch). A supervision mission in
November, 1972 reported problems on all fronts: conflicts with villagers on
the ranches continued and a solution to the problem appeared far more distant
and difficult than previous reports had indicated. Ranching operations were
disrupted by cattle theft (1,100 head stolen in three months), high mortality
from diseases and malnutrition, and brush fires that burned over 80% of the
ranches. The mission reported also that OMBY's accounts were in a virtually
chaotic state with no accounts finalized since the start of the Project, and
that no disbursement applications had been submitted for 18 months, since OMBY
had failed to provide documentation to the Ministry of' Finance, which was
responsible for submitting applications to the Bank. Staff morale was low,
particularly among the expatriate managers. The mission concluded that the
Project's problems stemmed largely from lack of Government support for the
Project. The mission's report suggested that OMBY was generally looked upon
as a foreign company financed from abroad and not as a Government-owned
organization trying to introduce modern commercial beef ranching technology
into the country. The ministries concerned had not so far publicly supported
the Project (since the change in Government) let alone taken any action to
expedite its implementation. Further problems arose in late November when a
new Government regulation required expatriates to spend a high proportion of
their salaries in Madagascar; mass resignations of expatriates were threatened.
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1.47 The problems of OMBY worsened in December, 1972 and early 1973, and

the Bank gave serious consideration to suspending disbursements and to halting

the Project altogether. A critical situation arose when the Malagasy Treasury

blocked funds to OMBY pending submission of accounts; they sought justification

for expenditures for OMBY development since the inception of the Project
claiming that none whatsoever had previously been presented. As a result,

salaries were not paid, and OMBY virtually ceased to operate. Two expatriate

ranch managers resigned in December, 1972, two in March, 1973, and, after a

series of threatened resignations, the General Manager resigned from the Bank

staff and from OMBY in April, 1973.

1.48 The problems confronting the Project were intensively discussed in

1973, during a review mission to Madagascar involving both Programs and Projects

Department staff. The focus of discussions was first, the Bank staff's effort

to impress on the Government that the Project was a Malagasy Project, and OMBY

a Malagasy institution responsible solely to the Government, and then on resolv-

ing the immediate problems that had halted OMBY's operations (blocked funds,

unpaid salaries, taxes on ranch managers, accounts). Major long term problems

were also discussed - notably the "settler" or "squatter" problem. Although

possibilities of completely revising the Project had been mentioned before
the mission, it does not appear from Bank files that major modifications or

alterations to the Project were discussed. The meetings were successful in

hammering out solutions to the critical and immediate problems facing OMBY,

and the Government reaffirmed its support of the Project in broad terms,

and undertook to take firmer steps to resolve conflicts with villagers and

cattle theft.

1.49 Although many verbal agreements were reached between Government

officials and Bank staff during a series of meetings, notably involving the

Country Programs Department Director, important issues remained unresolved,

and on several matters subsequent correspondence revealed basic disagree-

ments between IBRD staff and the Government. A letter from the Minister

of Rural Development dated February 6, 1973 (the day after the mission

departed), attributed OMBY's principal problems (land and villager disputes

and theft) solely to continued management of the ranches by expatriates:
"Thus, the problems, no matter how they are looked at, cannot be resolved

by the current managers who are foreigners and have no ability to under-

stand Malagasy psychology. This lack of understanding is reflected in a

lack of flexibility on their part, resulting in continuous friction between

the ranches and the villagers around them. The Malagasy peasant, by nature,

is very sensitive, cannot accept bullying, and above all unilateral decisions

taken to their detriment." The letter proposed that the Government imme-

diately transfer all responsibility for management to Malagasy nationals, who

would then be responsible for the remaining Project investments. It also in-

dicated that land disputes were close to resolution. The Bank's reply was

conciliatory in tone, insisted on the Government's responsibility for the

Project, and requested a detailed plan for progressive transfer of respons-
ibility from expatriates to Malagasy managers. It made clear, however, that

the Bank considered that expatriate technical assistance could by no means

be dispensed with immediately.
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1.50 After the February, 1973 meetings in Madagascar, the most pressing
of OMBY's problems were eventually resolved: funds were released (but not
before the remaining ranch managers had resigned), managers' salaries were
paid, and an accountant was assigned to OMBY from the Ministry of Finance to
assist in sorting out almost four years of chaotic and unanalyzed books; the
sub-prefect of the Tsiroanomandidy sub-prefecture and OMBY's managers reached
agreement with villagers on outstanding land disputes, primarily on Ranch 3.
In letters to the Bank, the Government was firm in insisting that proper
accounts be submitted promptly to justify use of Government funds advanced to
OMBY and further funds requested by them. They were also firm in insisting
that the accounts follow standard government accounting formats; previous
managers had contended that the official accounting system used in Madagascar
was unsuitable and sought to follow their preferred practices; the Government
had rejected accounts thus presented and considerable friction had ensued.
Other financial problems involving personnel were effectively resolved eventually
by the departure of all the expatriate managers. The Assistant General
Manager (a Malagasy national) became acting General Manager in April, 1973.

Project Implementation: Malagasy Government, 1973-75

1.51 The Government submitted detailed proposals to the Bank for future
management of the Project in May, 1973. The letter expressed particular
appreciation for the Bank's recent efforts to seek resolution of the Project's
problems. The Government emphasized two issues: the urgent need to provide
proper accounts justifying expenditures to date by OMBY (800 million FMG); and
the importance of transferring management responsibility to Malagasy nationals.
The Government proposed again that expatriate ranch managers remain as ad-
visers, and that Malagasy managers take over responsibility as soon as they
had received overseas training; the letter noted that if expatriates already
in Madagascar were unwilling to accept these arrangements, they would be re-
placed. The Government reported that land disputes involving OMBY and sur-
rounding villages had been resolved, and that good progress was being made
on the knotty problems of accounts and accounting systems. The Government's
views on the issue of expatriate management were again discussed in a letter
of June 21, 1973 (all expatriate managers had now departed); the position
had hardened, as the Government now indicated a willingness to employ only
one expatriate adviser, based in Tananarive, who would advise all OMBY
managers. Regarding the previous expatriate General Manager (who had sub-
mitted his resignation to the Bank while on home leave and had not returned
to OMBY), the Government expressed willingness to accept his resignation
provided that provision was made to transfer responsibilities properly to
his successor; ultimately, they proposed that he return to Madagascar at
Bank expense for this purpose, and the Bank turned down the request.

1.52 In June, the Government put forward a new proposal to ease tensions
between OMBY and surrounding villages - to reinstitute the practice of "dabo-
kandro", a traditional system of cattle share-fattening; the Government argued
that this would reduce thefts, encourage more productive use of ranch land
ceded to villagers, and introduce modern ranching techniques to villagers.
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1.53 A supervision mission in July, 1973 discussed these issues with
the Government. The mission reported optimistically on what it termed "old
problems", notably resolution of difficulties surrounding accounting systems,
blocked operating funds, unpaid salaries, etc., resolution of conflicts
with villagers, and reduction of cattle theft. However, the mission reported
two major "new problems", which involved disagreement as to what expatriate
assistance was essential for OMBY management in future, and the mission's
disagreement with the Government's proposal to institute a system of dabokandro.
The mission reported that OMBY required a minimum of two expatriate managers
in line positions, one to assist the general manager as Production Manager,
and the other as Field Ranching Supervisor. The report argued that dabokandro
should not be introduced, as it would contribute no technical innovation
and would over-burden OMBY with adminstrative problems. The report made
clear that the Government did not agree with the mission's views on either
issue.

1.54 The Bank's reply to the Government on these matters, dated
September 13, 1973 indicated that the issue of expatriate assistance would be
discussed during the appraisal mission for the proposed Second Livestock
Project (beginning late September); regarding share fattening, the letter
expressed agreement in principle with the proposal, but requested additional
information prior to IBRD final approval of the proposal. I/

1.55 In September-October 1973, the problems of OMBY were again dis-
cussed intensively between the Government and the Bank. The President of IBRD
visited the OMBY ranches and personally discussed past problems and future
activities in the livestock field. The appraisal mission for the Second Live-
stock Project also visited OMBY, and devoted considerable attention to the OMBY
project, although the proposed new project was to be situated in an entirely
different region of the country (Majunga Province), and with a diametrically
opposite strategy for development (assistance to village producers as
opposed to introduction of modern ranching technology). During these meetings
and visits, a number of agreements were reached; notably, it was agreed that
the proposed second phase livestock project was to include assistance to OMBY
designed to reorient its operations towards assisting villagers and extending
to them technology demonstrated on the ranches. The outstanding issues of
expatriate assistance and dabokandro were, however, left somewhat in limbo;
the Bank undertook to seek an expatriate adviser for OMBY in the interim,
and OMBY agreed to provide additional information on proposed share-fattening
programs.

1.56 RMEA staff expressed reservations about the outcome of the
September-October meetings in Madagascar. While recognizing that the com-
promises reached could be justified on country grounds, they suggested that
the Bank's posture was not likely to achieve the desired results, emphasizing

Approval was ult4mately given, but by that time Loan funds were completely
disbursed.
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the critical importance of experienced and qualified management for OMBY's
operations. They urged that processing of the second livestock project
be delayed pending assurances that the Malagasy Government agreed to accept
a minimum of one qualified adviser. The formula for resolving problems
agreed upon in Madagascar was, however, confirmed and clarified in a letter
from the Bank in November, 1973. The letter indicated that the Bank would
endeavor to assist the Government in recruiting an expatriate adviser: the
situation the Malagasy plainly preferred - provision of technical assistance
through intensive supervision missions - was categorically rejected as impos-
sible given staff constraints. The Minister of Rural Development agreed to
accept, by letter of December, 1973, one adviser for one year; he reported
progress on what the Government cited as the most critical problems facing the
Project - conflicts with villagers, cattle theft, and land disputes.

1.57 OMBY's most urgent and visible problems then appeared to be on the
way to resolution. In addition, long-standing withdrawal applications were
prepared during a Controllers' Department mission to Madagascar, and remain-
ing loan funds were consequently almost fully disbursed. During late 1973
and 1974, attention in Madagascar focussed on assumption of full management
responsibility by Malagasy nationals (no expatriates were employed by OMBY
after mid-1973). Relations with villagers improved markedly, partly as a
result of concerted efforts by OMBY staff to establish rapport, and partly
because land disputes were finally resolved and ranch boundaries fixed offi-
cially, more or less to the satisfaction of all concerned. Improving rela-
tions with villagers were symbolized by a traditional mutual assistance
pact between one ranch and surrounding villagers to alleviate cattle theft
(a problem affecting villages as well as OMBY): under the "tsitsika" ritual,
a bull (an ailing Brahman) was strangled by a rope, with the two contending
parties on either end. The act bound both parties to protect each other's
herds and to act to prevent theft; if the agreement was breached, the fate
of the bull was to befall the defaulting party. Meanwhile, the villages came
to expect active assistance from OMBY, partly as a result of promises made
by Malagasy authorities and visiting Bank missions.

1.58 Ranch management fared less well. Physical ranch development
(fences, roads, pasture improvement, etc.) was nearly completed when expat-
riate managers departed, but herd development was behind schedule, and herds
were in relatively poor condition. Subsequently, health problems were aggra-
vated by poor management, and production coefficients declined still further.
One important cause of poor health was the confinement of animals to small
night paddocks (1 hectare); this change was instituted very reluctantly by the
expatriate managers prior to their departure as the only possible method of
thwarting cattle rustlers, who had become progressively bolder and more
efficient. While this represented a major change in the herd management
system envisaged for the Project, it was in fact a reversion to traditional
practice, since in the Middle West virtually all cattle are confined at night.
The Malagasy managers therefore accepted it gladly, and, despite evidence of
high mortality resulting from close confinement of large herds, continue the
practice and argue that it benefits management, beyond reducing theft, since
animals herd more easily and veterinary treatment is facilitated.
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1.59 In October-November, 1974, after several delays, a supervision
maission visited Madagascar; the purpose of the mission was to review the
status of OMBY's operations as the Project neared completion, and to en-
ceavor to evaluate prospects for future development, both for technical as-
pects and their financial implications. The mission spent three weeks in
Madagascar, and prepared a comprehensive report, including detailed projec-
tions of herd development and cash flows. The mission reported that the
Government intended to run the four ranches on a commercial basis in future
(rather than splitting them up and transferring them to private ownership,
as was originally intended); however, their projections indicated that OMBY
would require substantial cash assistance from the Government for some time
to come and would certainly be in no position during this period to service
or repay the development loan. A severe dearth of management expertise
was reported, and the mission recommended that OMBY employ two full-time
specialists to improve management. The mission proposed improvements in
ranch management, notably to raise cow fertility levels and reduce mortality, and
proposed that OMBY grow cash crops to improve its cash flow position in the
immediate future. RMEA proposed in a letter to the Government that the Bank
provide continuing technical support to OMBY through supervision missions; no
reply to this letter has been received to date.

1.60 In summary, the mission's report indicated that OMBY was far from
achieving appraisal report projections for technical coefficients (production
was further decreased by the reduction in Project scope during implementation).
Largely as a result, OMBY's financial position was poor, and the operation was
no where near commercial viability. The mission's projections demonstrated
that with improved production coefficients, the ranches could be financially
self-sustaining by 1985, but these projections were predicated on improved
management, including substantial expatriate assistance and training for
Malagasy managers. Nevertheless, the mission accepted the Government's
indication that it wished to continue OMBY's development, and was prepared to
provide necessary financial support. The report demonstrated that, under
certain hypotheses, the Project might still attain the objective of developing
OMBY as a ranching authority, and could introduce some modern ranching techniques.

1.61 In the Bank during 1974 and 1975, the principal supervision effort
concentrated on recruitment of an adviser for OMBY. Yet again, the task
proved exceptionally difficult, particularly since at this time knowledge
of French was considered essential, and French-speaking ranching specialists
were difficult to identify, and expensive. Finally, in early 1975 a Belgian
national was identified, visited Madagascar, was judged acceptable by all
concerned and all steps necessary for recruitment as a Bank staff member
seconded to the Government were completed; a secondment letter was sent
to tnc Government for signature. In late 1975, however, the Government
c:.Znga itsdecision regarding employment of this individual, and declined to
sin che agreement, stating that they disagreed with proposed terms of employ-
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1.62 The next (and probably final) supervision mission visited OMBY
in May, 1975. The loan was now fully disbursed, and ranch development was
virtually complete, with the exception of herd size, which was well below
appraisal estimates, even for four ranches rather than six. The mission
reported a slightly improving trend, but noted three principal problems:
financial, as OMBY required additional financial support, management, notably
the need for qualified and experienced advisers, and technical, notably low
fertility. The mission again recommended that the Bank continue supervision,
as a means of furnishing some technical support. The mission met with the
Minister of Rural Development to discuss the future of OMBY, emphasizing the
need for continuing financial support from the Government. The minister
reiterated that the Government intended that OMBY should become self-support-
ing as rapidly as possible, and emphasized that his ministry believed OMBY
had an important role to play in the livestock sub-sector, including partic-
ipation in a national reform of live cattle marketing. The mission concluded
that OMBY could operate viable ranches by 1985 and that the techniques thus
developed and demonstrated could be adopted elsewhere in the Middle West and
west of Madagascar.

1.63 Over the next six months, OMBY's situation improved somewhat,
but the problems identified by the two previous missions were not effectively
addressed, much less resolved. OMBY's requests to the Ministry of Finance for
funds to cover operating deficits and continue development (including machin-
ery replacement) had not been acted upon by the Government,and no decision or
action had been taken to relieve OMBY of their responsibility to service and
repay the development loan. (IBRD loan repayment begins in 1978). OMBY's
managers improved measurably as they learned from experience; their mistakes
have been expensive, however - over 100 Brahman-Zebu calves were castrated in
error, apparently because ranch staff did not understand the purpose of OMBY's
operations; of over 500 Brahmans imported or purchased locally, only 108
remained, most in poor condition; the valuable Renitelo herd declined from 400
to 140 animals in two years. An entire stylo seed crop was lost, partly
because cattle were allowed to pasture during a long dry spell, and maize
crops planted to improve OMBY's cash position yielded only between 500 and 800
kg a hectare '(initial expectation 3-4 tons). Technical problems related to
high mortality and low fertility have not been resolved, and Ranch staff
cannot fully appreciate the importance of these problems, and have not systema-
tically sought to identify causes or solutions. Unfamiliar problems have
beset OMBY as a new and complex role has been imposed on the institution by
the Government, which has directed that OMBY act as a marketing agent for
large numbers of cattle. The additional role of providing assistance to
villagers for crops and livestock has been taken seriously by OMBY management.
However, it has posed an additional management burden, and given the many
problems facing the institution, has been accorded a relatively low priority.
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CHAPTER 2

Current Situation and Problems of OMBY

A2.01 This Chapter summarizes the present situation of the four OMBY ranches,
in terms of ranch development and livestock. It also discusses the current
organizational and managerial problems facing OMBY. Finally, a series of
proposals are presented destined for OMBY management; they offer specific
suggestions for improvement of ranch management within the present organiza-
tional and legal framework.

A. Ranch Development

Ranch Infrastructure

2.02 Development of four ranches, comprising a total area of about 67,000
ha, has been completed, with the exception of minor buildings and installa-
tions still under construction. Agreement was reached in 1972 not to develop
two further ranches planned at appraisal. The quality, condition and
state of general upkeep of physical facilities on all four ranches are good.
This includes 'staff housing, ranch buildings, machinery sheds, equipment
repair depot, ranch roads, cattle handling facilities, and fences. The
General Manager estimated that ,1,100 km of fencing are now established on the
four ranches as follows:

Ranch 1 Ranch 2 Ranch 3 Ranch 4 Total

Km
Fence 270 325 230 275 1,100

Tractors and other farm equipment are in relatively good working condition,
considering age and normal wear and tear. An inventory of the major farm
implements and tractors, by ranch, is included as Table 1.

Pasture Improvement

2.03 Improvement of natural pasture, in most instances with stylosanthes
(guyanansis or humilis), and braccharia sp. has been undertaken on a large
scale, and with very positive results. Ranch management has employed a wide
range of techniques for pasture improvement, including use of different seeds
and qeed combinations, and gradations of improvement from "fully improved",
using fall cultivation and fertilizer, to strip seeding, using discing only
an" no fertilizer. A total of about 49,600 ha of natural pasture has been
improved, including 47,000 ha of strip seeding, and 2,600 ha fully improved.
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2.04 Intensive, fully improved stylosanthes pastures, observed on three

of the ranches during the November, 1975 Project Completion mission, showed

excellent stands, appearing to have weathered the past dry season with little

if any loss of seedings. It is significant that the five year old stands were

in as good condition as the most recently seeded plots-, indicating a persis-

tent and vigorous root structure which, with proper management, can prolong
the life of this excellent perennial legume indefinitely.

2.05 The strip seedings, however, were not doing nearly as well as

the intensive plots; although there were signs of fairly good germination in

the seeded strips, spreading into the adjoining grass strips was minimal.

While the strip seedings may improve as the rainy season progresses, prospects

for obtaining good results in the uncultivated adjoining strips are remote.

It appears from experience with both intensive seeding and the strip seeding
of stylo that the success with the former warrants the additional cost of

land preparation and seed to obtain the best possible return from land suit-
able for improved pasture. Present large strip-seeded stylo areas can be

re-seeded intensively, taking up a reasonably sized piece each year, say

75-100 ha, thus slowly bringing the best grazing land into full production.
Table 2 provides an inventory of land under improved pasture and crops by ranch

and their animal unit carrying capacity. The calculations, based on animal
unit carrying capacity of improved (stylo) and natural pasture, show that for
all four ranches feeding capacity is close to the projections in the appraisal
report for 6,000 to 6,500 head units.

2.06 The stylo seed multiplication plots on ranch 2, totalling about

300 hectares, were in excellent condition, with uniform growth and good
plant population. There were no signs of serious plant loss resulting from
the last season's extended dry spell, which had reduced total seed yields to
approximately 10 tons from the expected 50 tons. The General Manager attri-
buted the low yield largely to over-grazing during the drought. It appears
that there was no permanent damage to the plots and yields in 1975-76 were
expected to be normal, with seasonal rainfall and proper grazing control.

Crop Cultivation

2.07 OMBY management has begun to cultivate a limited amount of crops for

silage consumption on the ranches, and cash sales (Table 2). During the
1974-75 season, maize production for grain sales was very poor; yields from
hybrid varieties were less than 900 kg per hectare and consequently resulted
in a net income loss. The General Manager attributed the failure to the
unusually dry season, though there were also serious pest and insect problems
that contributed to the reduced yields. Rice yields averaged 1,000 kg/ha, and
enough rice was harvested to supply the staff and their families on all the

ranches; though in large part the result of bad weather, poor yields also stem
from the low priority given to field crop work. It would appear, in light of

experience to date, that more attention should be devoted to the existing
weakeses in present ranch operations, which includes the need for consider-
ably more silage production to carry cows and young stock through the dry
season; this should be the most effective use of ranch manpower as they
endeavor to improve the earning capacity of the ranches.
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B. Herd Development

2.08 The mission observed the cattle on two of the ranches. Although
the visit took place only about 2-3 weeks into the beginning of the wet
season, the general condition of the cattle was fairly good. Specifically,
the steers, young bulls, and most Zebu and Renitelo breeding bulls were in
very good shape, and mature cows were in fair to good condition; the weaners
and heifers were in poorest condition, although they appeared to be gaining
fast on the good feed. The ranch manager explained that Ranch 2 had run out
of silage for supplemental feeding in September, and the young cattle had
suffered serious losses of bodyweight during the last two months of the dry
season.

2.09 The pure bred Brahmans were in fair condition, but most mature
cows and bulls remain badly infected with streptothricosis. Pure-bred and
first cross calves and weaners had noticeably fewer skin abrasions, and seemed
to have developed some tolerance to the serious skin disease. The Renitelo
breeding herd appeared to be in relatively good condition compared with
previous missions.

Livestock Inventory

2.10 Tables 3 and 4 show the actual numbers in the commercial herd by
ranch as of October, 1975, and compares them with appraisal projections and
data assembled by the two previous supervision missions. Table 3 also presents
a comparison of the current stud herd with appraisal projections; further
information on this herd is given below, paras 2.19-26.

2.11 The sharp disparity between appraisal projections and actual herd
numbers is the result of numerous factors, many explained by the background
material presented in Chapter 1. The principal factors include delayed
ranch development, persistent difficulties in purchasing breeding stock,
poor quality stock acquired, low production coefficients, high cattle theft,
the decision to develop only four ranches (instead of six), and necessary
reductions in ranch area.

2.12 The marked decline in the number of mature steers from an average
of 10,000 in the last two supervision reports to 7,750 at present is largely
a result of the recently accelerated slaughter program ordered by the Govern-
ment to alleviate meat shortages in Tananarive. Although OMBY is purchasing
steers for fattening at an increased rate, availability has been limited,
so that the present level of slaughter is reducing total herd size. It
should also be noted that it is not normal practice among traditional producers
to reduce herd size at the beginning of the rainy season; most producers
hold animals until their condition improves and this tends to reduce cattle
availability at markets and to raise prices.

Production Coefficients

2.13 Table 5 summarizes production coefficients for the commercial herd,
as calculated by the last three IBRD supervision missions. Coefficients are
clearly very poor, and remain well below a level at which the ranches could
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be commercially viable. They are far below appraisal assumptions, which
projected a weaning rate of 50% in year 1, rising to 70% by year 6 for the
oreeding and fattening ranches and 80% for the stud ranch, and a 2-4% mor-
tality rate for adult animals by year 4.

2.14- Despite these continuing poor coefficients, some improvement is
apparent since last year, and ranch staff are attempting to carry out recom-
mendations for management improvement made by previous supervision missions.
Since October, 1974, the calving rate appears to have risen from 23% to 30%;
calf mortality remains high, but is down from 23% to 18%; cow mortality is
down from 11% to 8% and total herd mortality has dropped from 9.6% to 8%.
Thefts, though still a serious problem, have dropped to 1.0% from 1.4%. Table
6 gives details on births and deaths by month. These modest improvements in
coefficients indicate progress in management skills. One of the recommenda-
tions now being followed is the practice of pregnancy examinations in the 4th
to 6th months for all breeding cows. The ranch managers reported the follow-
ing results:

Ranch 1, 362 cows examined - 75% judged pregnant,
Ranch 2, 1,175 cows examined - 65% judged pregnant,
Ranch 3, 1,200 cows examined - 65% judged pregnant,
Ranch 4, No brood cows.

These examinations indicated a much higher calving rate than has been ex-
perienced and only the next calving season will provide proof of their
accuracy.

2.15 Since the last supervision mission, OMBY's General Manager had
transferred all breeding animals (except a few animals that have "gone
wild") from ranch 4, which now carries only a fattening herd. The other
three ranches have both breeding herds and purchased steers for fattening.

2.16 Coefficients for the steer fattening herd are much better than
for OMBY's breeding operations, and the fattening operation is, from a
technical and financial standpoint, the most promising aspect of ranch
activities at this stage. Steers show a 70-75 kg weight gain on pasture
feeding, and are not receiving any supplemental feeds. The period for this
rate of gain varies from 5 months during the wet season to 8-10 months over
the dry season. The appraisal projection on weight gains for a fattened
steers was 80 kgs over purchase weight. The current average purchase price
for steers is FMG 107/kg liveweight; they are sold at FMG 230/kg dressed
carcass weight, with a dressing average of 55%. Purchased steers average
280 kg; they are sold at about 350 kg. The average net return per steer
is estimated at about FMG 14,400 (US$66).

.- imal Health

2.17 Detailed information on causes of mortality among calves and adult
_nimals is not available. OMBY ranch managers cite TB as the most common
cduse Cf death, but since cattle are seldom post-mortemed, exact cause of
4eah is not always accurately identified. It seems unlikely that TB alone
would account for the high mortality rates, even though it may well be an
important cause. The recommendations of previous supervision missions
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for closer surveillance by the veterinary department and frequent post-mortems
have been only partially applied. Other animal health problems, with the
exception of streptothricosis (which should affect only the Brahman herd)
can be controlled by good ranch management.

Breeding Management

2.18 February, March and April is the bulling season, with a continued
lower rate of breeding in the following 3 months. The highest mortality rates
both for cows and calves appear to occur just prior to and during the height
of the calving season (Table 5). Cow deaths at this time are not necessarily
directly caused by partruition but result from general poor condition brought
on by TB and/or internal parasites with the resulting inability of the cow to
stand the added stress of calving. Many calf deaths however probably stem from
lack of attention and shelter from heavy rains directly following birth.

C. The Stud Herds

2.19 OMBY now runs two separate stud herds: a pure-bred Brahman herd,
based predominantly on imported animals but including a number of Brahmans
purchased locally, and a Renitelo herd; the Renitelo breed was developed by
French researchers in Madagascar, from imported Limosine and Afrikaander
animals and local Malagasy Zebu stock (Renitelo means "three mothers" in
Malagasy). At appraisal, it was expected that the stud herd would consist
entirely of Brahmans; following high mortality among imported Brahman stock,
and high incidence of streptothricosis and other diseases, OMBY halted the
import program. A breeding herd of Renitelo animals was transferred to the
ranches from the Kianjasoa research station, and the bulls are used for
upgrading and to maintain the stud. It was expected at appraisal that the
stud herd would be run as a separate unit. OMBY has, however, run them as
part of its overall operations.

2.20 Management of both the Brahman and Renitelo herds has been partic-
ularly poor. The mission endeavoured to obtain as much statistical informa-
tion. as possible, since previous supervision missions had only limited data
on the key indicators for each of the breeding herds. Available data was
sufficient, despite bad record-keeping, to verify the extent of the deteri-
oration of the herds (Tables 3 and 4).

The Brahman Herd

2.21 The appraisal report indicated that Brahman bulls would be used on
all four breeding/fattening ranches to upgrade local stock; Brahmans would be
mainly imported, and later bred on one ranch. It was expected that, for the
saud ranch, 150 in-calf pedigree Brahman heifers and 5 bulls would be imported
to establish the stud, which would be built up without further imports (except
for occasional stud bulls) to a pedigree herd of 500 cows. For the four
Dzeeding/fattening ranches, 37 commercial Brahman bulls were to be imported
for each ranch (total of 148), in addition to stock purchased from the Kian-
jasoa Research station, located near the ranches.
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2.22 In 1970, an initial group of 74 Brahman bulls was imported from
Texas. Within four months of arrival, 16 animals had died of heart water.
In 1971, a further shipment of Brahmans was imported from Texas, comprising
150 high grade heifers, 5 grade bull calves and 70 commercial bull calves.
In addition, OMBY purchased locally (from research stations), 147 Brahman
bulls, some 100% Brahman, others 7/8 and 3/4. In 1972, an additional herd
of about 200 Brahmans bred in Madagascar was purchased for the ranches.

2.23 All of the imported Brahmans fared poorly, and proved particularly
susceptible to streptothricosis, a fungal skin disease. By November, 1972,
a total of 38 animals out of the 299 imported had died, and 202 of the sur-
vivors suffered from streptothricosis. We have no precise records of deaths
between that time and the present. In November, 1975, however, the total
Brahman herd numbered 108 animals, including the herds purchased locally in
Madagascar. Table 7 shows the current breakdown of the herd, and coeffi-
cients over the past year. Production coefficients were extremely poor -
cow mortality 34%, calf mortality 47% and a calving rate of 19%. Ranch
records indicate Tuberculosis as the most frequent cause of death. Other
losses resulted from theft, slaughter, and sales.

2.24 The mission viewed the entire Brahman herd and although the second
generation heifers and bulls appeared to be in good body condition, the older
animals without exception were coated with skin sores and abrasions caused
by the strepto infection. The poor condition of the mature animals appar-
ently results from the heavy infection. The ranch staff has followed the
recommendation of the veterinary service, treating the cattle with antibio-
tic and regular spraying but with only limited effectiveness. Second and
third generation animals, however, appeared to have developed some resis-
tance to the disease and showed little sign of infection.

2.25 The ranch staff has given the Brahman herd more attention and
better care than the Renitelo herd, but the combination of low resistance
by the imports to indigeneous diseases and the lack of experience with
exotics has resulted in the steady decline of the herd. It should be noted,
however, that the high death rates started directly after the arrival of the
imported stock while the ranches were still employing expatriates managers and
an expatriate General Manager, so that only a part of difficulties encountered
should be attributed to lack of management experience. The mission was
informed that there had been successful importation and development of Brah-
mans in some other parts of the country, where similar serious disease problem
had not arisen but that other areas had similar disease problems and should
have been known before appraisal. The herds of Brahmans purchased locally are
run together with the imports, and no discernible difference in their present
condition could be perceived.

The Renitelo Herd

2.26 A Renitelo herd of 400 animals was transferred to OMBY from the
Kianjasoa Research Station (where the breed was developed) in late 1972. At
that time, animals were in excellent condition and it appeared that the breed
was well adapted to conditions in the region, and resistant to most important
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diseases. The herd was transferred in 1973 to Ranch 4, the last ranch develop-
ed, the most difficult in terms of topography and climate, and the furthest
from Tananarive. Here, serious disease problems arose, including streptothri-
cosis and TB, and many animals died. The data presented in Table 8 shows the
disastrous record of the past year, with total herd mortality of 44%, not
including sick animals slaughtered and sold, and thefts. In early 1975, the
herd was transferred to Ranch 2, and their condition has improved steadily
since then. The mission observed the herd, which appeared almost without
exception to be in excellent body condition shortly after the end of the dry
season.

D. Management

2.27 OMBY operates as a state farm; it is a parastatal body coming
under the general technical responsibility of the Ministry of Rural Devel-
opment. In theory, a National Committee on State Farms serves as the gov-
erning body, but since the establishment of OMBY this committee has repor-
tedly never met. In practice, the statutes of OMBY permit the organization to
operate with substantial autonomy, their principal liaison with the Government
being the Ministry of Rural Development. Ties with the Ministry have streng-
thened since OMBY was transferred to Malagasy management, but OMBY still
functions as an independent authority on all day-to-day matters.

2.28 The General Manager of OMBY is based in Tananarive, normally travel-
ling at least once a week to the ranches, the nearest located about four hours
away by car. Headquarters staff is small, and is concerned primarily with
finance and accounts and cattle marketing. The four ranches operate with
considerable autonomy; each is headed by a manager, assisted in most cases by
an assistant manager. Since the previous supervision mission, the manager of
Ranch 2 had left OMBY, and had been replaced by the assistant manager. The
previous manager of Ranch 4 is now responsible for rural development activities
and a new manager is responsible for Ranch 4. Radio contact among ranches and
between the ranches and headquarters is maintained on a regular basis, except
when the radio equipment is out of order. The ranches employ about 100
persons each.

2.29 Communications among the ranch managers are good; they exchange
ideas and experiences, assist one another with management decisions, and
share machinery and equipment when practical. It is apparent that the
managers still have insufficient training and experience in ranch manage-
ment; despite numerous efforts to organize oversease courses, none of OMBY's
management team has attended any training course in ranching under the Proj-
ect.. Since their rather sudden assumption of responsibility, on the de-
parture of expatriate managers in early 1973, they have all made mistakes,
many extremely costly ones for OMBY. However, it is also apparent that
the quality of management is improving, and that all the managers are
learning from their errors.
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E. Conclusions

2.30 The completion mission was informed by the Minister of Rural Devel-
opment and the Director of Livestock that their long-term goals for the OMBY
ranches are as follows:

(a) to produce improved purebred and crossbred bulls
and heifers, for OMBY and for sale to traditional
cattle owners to upgrade their herds;

(b) to produce seed for improved pasture for domestic
and export sales;

(c) to produce beef for the commercial market.

In the short term, it was apparent that the Government's highest priority
for OMBY was to provide a regular supply of meat at Government fixed prices
to the Tananarive market (Chapter 3).

2.31 Overall, there has been a steady, though modest improvement in
ranch management over the past two years. However, production coefficients
remain considerably below an economically viable level. The low calving
rate of the past year was still affected by purchases in 1974 (and earlier)
of poorly selected cows, many probably culled from other herds because of
their inability to conceive. The ranch managers believe they have culled
the majority of the poor breeders and point out that the new practice of
pregnancy tests suggests a much higher conception rate for the past bulling
season.

2.32 The ranch managers, who are operating without expatriate assistance,
appear to be learning by experience as they come face to face with new prob-
lems. It is evident that they are performing well in maintaining ranch
infrastructure, roads, buildings, fences and farm equipment. When faced
with a new problem, however, their lack of previous experience becomes very
evident. In the past year, this led to a very low stylo seed yield, caused
in large part by over-grazing of stylo seed plots during an extended dry
spell. The ranch manager explained that he had followed the previous year's
pasturing very carefully, this despite the difference in precipitation and
the required adjustment necessary to compensate for the drought. There
was also the extensive spoilage of silage caused by the lack of experience
with and understanding of the moisture content required for ensiling grass
silage with maize silage. Over 100 first cross Brahman-Zebu bull calves were
castrated in error. There is no doubt that these set-backs and several others
could have been avoided, with technically qualified help, but lacking this
assistance, it would be desirable that the present management staff, with
their history of training by expatriate staff and their experiential training,
be retained and continue to operate the ranches in the future. Annex 1 gives
completion mission recommendations on ranch management.
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F. Project Implementation-Summary of Achievements Compared with Appraisal Targets

Appraisal Targets

2.33 Physical Development. Four ranches were developed, rather than six,
as expected at appraisal, and ranches are smaller than expected because land
was ceded to villagers (16,800 ha. rather than 20-25, 000 ha. each). Stock-
route development was begun but not completed. Project implementation was
significantly delayed, with all physical development about two years behind
schedule. Development was to be phased over five years, beginning in mid to
late 1969; the expected data of completion was December 31, 1974. In fact,
Project Implementation did not begin until 1970 and further delays ocurred
thereafter.

2.34 Notwithstanding these shortfalls, physical development was well
executed, over a relatively short period of time, despite many difficulties
encountered. The quality of installations, including buildings, cattle hand-
ling facilities, roads, and fencing is excellent. Machinery and infrastructure
maintenance are good. Shortfalls in physical targets are explained in part by
changing Project objectives (notably the need to intensify operations) and
conflicts with villagers. In retrospect, the decision to exclude development
of two ranches was entirely reasonable. Cost overruns also necessitated a
reduction in development plans, while the stock-route component was dropped
when it became clear that it was no longer needed.

2.35 Herd Development. Herd development has lagged far behind appraisal
targets. Herd build-up was delayed by difficulties in purchasing stock and,
more recently, by financial problems, and by very low production co-efficients.
Table 4 compares actual figures with appraisal targets. Projections for full
herd development by year 14 (1983) will not be attained. The breeding operation
is the most disappointing, with both upgrading of stock and development of a
self-sustaining breeding herd most unsatisfactory. Production coefficients
are worse than appraisal projections for year 1. Appraisal targets appear
optimistic in retrospect, and it is also clear that unforeseeable obstacles
have significantly retarded development. Nevertheless, the current problems
of herd development cannot be explained by these factors alone. They reflect
serious deficiencies in management, and cast into question the basic viability
of OMBY as a commercial ranching operation or a development institution.

2.36 Financial. Appraisal financial targets are far from being
attained. It was expected that OMBY would break even on its operations by
1976, and would be in a position to repay the development loan beginning
in 1978-79. The appraisal report did expect, however, that the Government
would cover any eventual deficit during the critical build-up period.
The financial rate of return for six ranches was estimated at about 10%.
In practice, OMBY is operating at a loss, with no realistic prospect of
operating at a profit in the foreseeable future. OMBY is not paying
interest on its loan, and is receiving advances from the Government to
cover deficits. There is no clear assurance where funds for further herd
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build-up or for machinery and equipment renewal will be obtained. Never-
theless, OMBY's steer fattening operations appear to be reasonably profit-
able.

2.37 Accounting has been highly unsatisfactory. IBRD received audited
accounts for 1969-70, 1971, and 1972, several years late; no further accounts
have been received. Audited accounts received are satisfactory.

2.38 Procurement. International competitive bidding was not handled
according to Bank/IDA procedures in all cases, but at no stage did IBRD
raise any official objection.

2.39 Disbursements. Disbursements were somewhat delayed, but were
completed on schedule, more or less within categories established at
appraisal. Technical assistance funds were somewhat underspent because of
the premature departure of expatriate managers. Stock route funds were not
fully utilized because the program was suspended. All unallocated funds
thus went for ranch development.

2.40 Marketing. OMBY has not encountered difficulties in marketing produc-
tion. However, the overall market situation for cattle altered substantially
during project implementation. Export prospects improved, then faltered in
1974-75. The new Tananarive slaughterhouse is operating, and with the new
Tsiroanomandidy-Tananarive road, marketing patterns have altered, with
increasing trucking of cattle to market. Most important are continuing price
controls on meat, which IBRD staff view as a serious obstacle to all live-
stock development in Madagascar, and the Government's decision to involve
OMBY directly in cattle marketing as an intermediary in the Middle West
of Madagascar.

2.41 Economic Return. OMBY has not as yet produced directly a signi-
ficant quantity of beef or breeding stock. The economic rate of return, if
recalculated now, would be negative, even with relatively optimistic
projections for improvement of production coefficients. Other benefits
from the Project are described in paras. 3.09-12.

2.42 Loan Agreement. Many covenants included in the Loan Agreement
were not fully honored by the Borrower. Difficulties relating to overall
Project Implementation, audit and procurement are described above. Required
cadastral surveys were carried out far behind schedule. Further problems
related to section 5.08 (a), whereby the borrower undertook to "cause ade-
quately qualified personnel to be recruited and maintained for all its agen-
cies and departments involved in carrying out the Project." Although IBRD
aproval was required prior to appointment of the General Manager and ranch
managers of OMBY, this was not adhered to after 1973. Further problems related
to the government's undertaking to issue free of charge licenses to transmit
radio message; OMBY has been required to pay fees (Section 5.11). During the
1972-73 crisis in the Project, breaches of covenants were considered by some
Bank staff sufficiently serious to warrant suspension of disbursements for the
Project. However, this did not occur.
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CHAPTER 3

Review of Project Problems, Benefits and Future Prospects

A. Problems in Project Implementation

3.01 The Beef Cattle Development Project was viewed by both the Govern-
ment and the Bank as a "problem project", almost throughout the course of
its implementation. It entered the Bank's official list of problem projects
in 1973 and remained there to its completion. Difficulties arose on almost
every front; problems impeded progress in carrying out the Project and cast
into question its basic viability; they also caused considerable friction
between the Government of Madagascar and the Bank. Problems were so acute
that serious consideration was given to suspending the Project, while the
dramatic nature of many difficulties (cattle rustling, burning of pastures)
prompted active discussion of it within the Bank as illustrative of a poorly
designed enterprise that was ill-adapted to the needs of a Borrower. Chapter
I of this report provides a detailed narrative of the Project's history, and
suggests (not surprisingly) that problems were more complex than a cursory
analysis would suggest, that blame is difficult to fix, and that the role of
bad luck and unexpected and unpredictable events was important at many stages.
Nevertheless, the problems which arose under this Project merit careful
analysis, partly because they are significant for our future operations in
Madagascar, both in agriculture and in other sectors, but also because they
raise a number of significant operational and policy issues for Bank/ IDA
operations.

3.02 Major problems are summarized below, under the rubrics of: man-
agement and organization, social problems, technical problems, financial
problems, and political problems.

Management and Organization

3.03 Many of OMBY's difficulties fall within the broad rubric of manage-
ment and organization. Three important management problems may be identified:

(a) Ranch management: Both under expatriates and Malagasy
nationals, the caliber of herd management and of financial
and administrative management have consistently fallen short
of standards expected by the Bank at appraisal and during
supervision; for OMBY, management of its operations remains
a critical problem as reflected in strikingly high cattle
mortality, low cow fertility and generally poor herd man-
agement. At present, OMBY's technical coefficients appear
to be worse than average figures among traditional pro-
ducers, while a valuable stud herd (the Renitelo) virtually
died off in the past year (Chapter 2). Management of
physical development, however, and current management of
assets have been and remain particularly good.
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(b) Relationship to Government: OMBY's status as a semi-
autonous parastatal institution has posed problems, and
coordination with Government agencies has created diffi-
culties. OMBY's independence from Government, initially a
key objective of the Bank, became an obstacle when problems
arose, since OMBY was often isolated from the Government.
Yet OMBY has never enjoyed the true commercial autonomy
Bank staff initially deemed essential, largely because
the Government did not share the Bank's concern for
replicability of private ranching enterprises. Thus,
OMBY was to some extent caught between its dependence
on Government, and its character as a state farm, on
the one hand, and the lack of clear channels of communi-
cation and authority with Government on the other. This
problem was partly related in the past to personal diffi-
culties involving individual expatriate general managers,
whose communications with the government were poor and
contentious. However, there remain uncertainties surround-
ing the degree of OMBY's autonomy and a lack of clear policy
direction (exemplified in the moribund National State Farms
Committee which has never met). The lack of effective govern-
ment financial and technical control of OMBY operations and
of consistent political and financial support remain a
significant problem. OMBY operates as a government entity
under its state farm statute and is clearly subject to
restraints and pressures of a public institution. Never-
theless, OMBY remains somewhat detached from Ministry of
Rural Development policy-making and decision making, and
this has probably detracted from OMBY's effectiveness as a
development institution.

(c) Expatriate management: Questions about the role of
expatriates in Project management were raised during
Project implementation. The Government, while ini-
tially accepting the necessity of employing expatri-
ates to introduce a new technology and to assume full
responsibility for management of the Project, reversed
its position entirely and for the past three years has
made plain its reluctance to employ any expatriates at
all. The Government maintained that the expatriate
managers did not understand local conditions, were in-
sensitive to local needs, and failed to train Malagasy
counterparts, and in several respects the Government
view appears to be justified. The extent to which these
problems are generic - related to expatriate management
in general and Madagascar's recent inhospitality to ex-
patriate technical assistance - or personal, related to
individuals concerned, is difficult to judge, since both
were vitally important. In general, it appears that two
of the three expatriate general managers of OMBY were
not well suited to that position, in terms of their
qualifications, experience and temperament. Two or
three of the four expatriate ranch managers were
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apparently well qualified and performed well on tech-
nical matters; for one or two ranch managers, however,
relations with Malagasy counterparts were problematic,
and failure- to learn French exacerbated the difficulty.
In retrospect, it seems that different individuals might
have averted many of the conflicts and problems that arose;
however, the assumptions that expatriates could assume
virtually the entire responsibility for managing a Project,
and that non-French speaking managers could succeed in
Madagascar are plainly outdated. A further issue that was
actively debated during Project implementation was whether
expatriate staff should hold line positions in management or
should act as advisers to national staff. It is now fully
apparent that the Project provided for only a minimum
level of technical assistance to build and manage the
ranches and to train Malagasy counterparts, relative to the
magnitude of the task involved. The abrupt and premature
withdrawal of all expatriate managers in 1973, when condi-
tions for them had become almost impossible, had a seri-
ous detrimental effect on the Project, since Malagasy
managers were not adequately prepared to assume responsi-
bility at that time, either in terms of experience or
training. Expatriate assistance was absolutely essential to
the Project as it was designed; the tension that arose while
expatriates were present and the poor transition from
expatriate to local management explain many of the Project's
shortcomings and OMBY's present difficulties.

Social Problems

3.04 Conflicts with villagers posed serious problems from the early
phases of Project implementation. These conflicts resulted in disputes over
rights to ranch land, fence lines, and grazing rights for village cattle, and
were reflected in the persistent problems of cattle rustling, pasture burning,
and fence cutting. Difficulties arose initially from poor estimates of popu-
lation in the areas designated for ranch development by the Government, pre-
paration missions, and the Bank's appraisal team. It is apparent now that
a number of villagers were located in the area long before the Project began,
and that the land was not vacant and unutilized (as was supposed); much of
it was claimed and used, at varying degrees of intensity, by surrounding
villagers as pasture for their cattle, while bottom lands were cultivated.
Villages were scattered throughout the area. Some ranch land had been used as
holding grounds by French companies or Malagasy entrepreneurs prior to the
Project; villagers nevertheless had used the land and asserted their (ancient
in some cases) traditional rights to it. Villagers often ran small herds of
their own and kept larger herds under dabokandro arrangements. Ranch develop-
ment aggravated the problem by attracting new immigrants to the area, and
probably increased villager interest in the land concerned as development
enaanced its value. Further, shifts in ranch sites resulted in four almost
contiguous ranches occupying a very large area, leaving less space for
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villagers to resettle. To a large extent, OMBY management's handling of

the problem made it more acute: they tended to view villagers as squatters

and, initially, sought simply to displace them from ranch land despite the

villagers' claims that the land belonged to them by tradition. Fences were

built in straight lines with no regard to location of villagers or cultivated

land: this, not surprisingly, gave rise to considerable unhappiness, and
villagers probably turned a blind eye to cattle rustlers approaching OMBY, set

pasture fires, and fomented political opposition to the Project.

3.05 Social problems assumed particular importance because Government

policy on many issues changed during the period of Project implementation.

First, the Government which negotiated the Project apparently did not recog-

nize the validity of traditional claims to land used for grazing or for

cultivation. The only claim to land initially recognized as valid was a 100 ha

farm registered, under modern land law, to an expatriate. Subsequently,

however, the Government did accept traditional tenure claims, and insisted on

negotiations to resolve land disputes, cession of ranch land, and payment of

compensation to villagers. Second, and perhaps most important for the Proj-

ect, the Government's overall philosophy and views on social issues and

particularly on traditional institutions and their role in development evolved

substantially during Project implementation: villages the Government seems

to have viewed as having secondary importance for livestock development before

appraisal now represent the focus of hope for the future of the livestock

subsector. While displacement of villages and cattle was deemed appropriate

by past governments, such measures are now viewed as politically risky and

socially unacceptable.

Technical Problems

3.06 Technical problems are here treated narrowly as those technical

difficulties that confronted Project managers during Project implementation;

the broader issue of the technical validity of the Project concept is dis-

cussed below. Four major technical problems have impeded ranch development:

(a) Disease Problems: Virtually all exotic cattle, and
particularly imported Brahmans, have been afflicted
by diseases, notably streptothrlcosis, and consequen-

tly programs to upgrade Zebu cattle on the ranches
and to breed improved animals for sale to villagers
have thus far failed. For the Zebu herd, TB has had

a more substantial effect on production than was
expected, while traditional disease problems have not
been effectively controlled largely because of poor

herd management;

(b) Purchase of Cattle: Procurement of suitable cattle

has posed continuing problems, largely because tradi-
tional cattle producers have been unwilling to sell
young and fertile females. Even during the most har-
monious periods of ranch development, herd build-up
was retarded by the consistent scarcity in the markets
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of breeding females. Further, OMBY has not succeeded
in penetrating the complex and intricate traditional
cattle marketing system, and consequently has paid
high prices and fallen short of targets for purchases.
The results have been slow herd development and ex-
ceptionally low calving rates;

(c) Low Fertility: Low fertility remains a difficult
problem; at no stage have fertility levels even
approached a stage that would stabilize herd size,
much less one that would make breeding operations
commercially viable. As yet, OMBY managers have barely
begun to address the problem or identify causes,
although the purchase of poor stock (b above), poor
management of herds, and failure to feed minerals
have certainly contributed to the problem; and

(d) Herd Management Systems: The Project was designed for
an extensive herd management system (the Australian
and Texan model), relying on fencing, and employing
limited labor. In Madagascar, pressure on land has
proved greater than original studies indicated, while
Government officials explain that cattle theft among
villages approaches the status of a national sport;
rampant grass fires are a normal annual occurrence.
Under those circumstances, OMBY's practice (until 1973)
of grazing cattle over vast areas, throughout the
night, with few herdsmen to guard them, proved unwork-
able for reasons that now seem obvious. During one
period, the sight of rows of cattle ears attached to
OMBY fences each morning symbolized the easy target
OMBY presented, and the audacity of cattle rustlers.
Ranch management reluctantly reverted to the tradi-
tional system of herding animals closely during the day
and confining them to small paddocks at night. Apart
from rendering the large investment in fences virtually
worthless, the new system presents new problems,
notably higher management costs and, most important, an
increase in disease fostered by the night paddocking
system; high herd mortality and particularly the very
high rate of calf deaths can be explained in large part
by the night paddocking system employed.

Financial Problems

3.07 The Project has confronted three major financial problems:

(a) Lack of Accounts: A persisting inability of OMBY
management to keep proper accounts, at one stage
aggravated by an unfortunate dispute between OMBY
and the Government over the respective merits of
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various accounting systems, has posed continuing
difficulties. Because no accounts were presented,
the Government precipitated a crisis at one point
by cutting off funds until accounts were prepared.
The situation is still very confused. Audited accounts
have been completed for 1969-70, 1971 and 1972.
However, during the completion mission, books for 1973,
1974 and 1975 were still far from complete, and in
general, OMBY and Government had no clear picture as to
where money advanced to OMBY had gone. Project costs
cannot be readily or accurately determined, and
no meaningful financial or economics analysis of
the operation can be presented.

(b) Cost overruns: The second difficulty was cost over-
runs; their impact on the Project's implementation
was relatively limited, since a reduction in Project
scope became necessary before cost overruns offered
serious financial constraints to development. How-
ever, increased costs for ranch installations (notably
fencing) and cattle did reduce financial margins, and
would probably have affected the Project's financial
returns had expected benefits materialized.

(c) Cash flow problems: OMBY faces serious financial
problems at present as a result of costly development,
delays in Project implementation and herd build-up,
cost overruns, and low productivity of the herd. As
a result, OMBY still requires substantial cash sub-
sidies and will be in no position to replace equipment
or to service or repay the loan from the Government
for some time to come, even assuming steady progress
in building up the herd and improving ranch management.

Political Problems

.08 Far-reaching changes in the Malagasy Government transpired between
identification of the Project and its completion. The most important was the
Revolution of 1972, when a Government closely linked to French interests
was overthrown. The new Government and those which succeeded it have emphasi-
zed Malagasization of Government and the economy, restoration of traditional
institutions, and social equity. Much of the period between 1970 and 1976
witnessed considerable political uncertainty and turbulence. Some ranch
problems, including rustling and fire-setting, were symptomatic of general,
lawlessness throughout the country. Cattle theft, always endemic, reached
historic proportions and affected villagers as well as OMBY. Some ramifi-
cations of these changes for the Project are discussed above under "social
problems," while the changing climate towards expatriate involvement in
projects materially affected Project management. The initial Project design
appcars to have conformed closely to Government objectives at the time of
ppraisal. These objectives have changed, and the Project was viewed for a
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time by the Government as foreign-imposed, an IBRD enclave in Madagascar.
Political changes have also intensified the problem of establishing an effec-
tive dialogue between the Government and the Bank; this problem still per-
sists, and has made it virtually impossible to discuss frankly with the
Government their assessment of the Project's implementation and proposals forfuture developments.

B. Project Benefits

3.09 Evaluation of benefits from the Project is problematic. Despitethe clouded picture of OMBY's past and present finances, it is clear thatcosts were far higher and benefits much lower than appraisal forecasts.
Projections of herd development and related cash flows prepared during thein-depth supervision mission in October-November 1974 offered hope thatOMBY could eventually become financially viable; a year and a half latereven modest targets established had not been met. If new projections wereprepared, they would be less optimistic. In these circumstances, the futureof OMBY as a commercial organization must remain in doubt. The Project'srate of return, whether OMBY continues to develop along the lines of theappraisal report or alters its functions and objectives substantially, islikely to be negative.

3.10 Beyond production of cattle (the Project's principal objective),Project investments may yield some additional benefits. Most striking ispasture improvement with sub-tropical legumes on a large scale, which hasdirected attention to important possibilities for intensifying livestockproduction, for improving soil fertility, and for halting soil erosion(para. 3.11). Ranch infrastructure has been efficiently developed, andoffers a sound basic infrastructure for ranching and development activi-ties. OMBY has emerged as a functioning Malagasy institution which couldpossibly play an effective role in livestock development. Finally, in-frastructure development (particularly roads), demonstration of some tech-niques, and, to some extent, employment created by OMBY, have contributedto development in the area of the Middle West around the OMBY ranches.Although these benefits are elusive to date, given past turbulence and thelimited attention given to involving the local population in OMBY's activi-ties, a base for future development has plainly been established; it remainsto be seen whether Madagascar will exploit it.

3.11 Sub-tropical legumes and particularly stylosanthes, were introducedto Madagascar before Independence, but prior to the start of the Beef CattleDevelopment Project were known and utilized primarily within research insti-tutions. The Project developed pasture with these legumes on a large scale,and using a variety of methods. Technically, pasture improvement has beenstrikingly successful; pastures grow very well, and appear to be durable.They ?rovide nutritious feed long into the dry season. The success of pas-tr ..improvement has assisted OMBY in intensifying herd management as ranchsize das reduced by cession of land to villagers. Stylosanthes promises
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additional benefits; soil erosion is reduced since the legumes root as deeply
as four meters and thus hold soil; further, since legumes fix nitrogen, soil
fertility is enhanced.

3.12 Beyond the technical success of pasture improvement, however,
OMBY's experience has not yet demonstrated the financial or economic viability
of stylosanthes. It seems most likely that pasture improvement could be
essential for any commercial operation, given climatic conditions and pressure
on land in the livestock producing areas of Madagascar, and an efficient
operation should be able to support the cost of pasture improvement, provided
that beef prices are fixed at reasonable levels. Further, pasture improvement
offers significant possibilities for intensive livestock and mixed farming
ventures, such as dairying, with stylo used as part of a rotation. For tra-
ditional village producers, however, the economic value of pasture improvement
is not yet clear. It is interesting that ODEMO farmers raise stylo, but have
found it more profitable to gather seed and sell it to OMBY than to use it to
pasture their stock. Plainly, until pastures runs out or deteriorates, a
farmer will prefer to graze cattle on natural pastures which require zero in-
vestment. Investment in pasture improvement can only be greeted enthusiastic-
ally when the farmer is convinced that it is essential as well as profitable,
and in many areas this is not yet the case. Even in the dry season, some
bottom lands remain available. Further, no reasonable farmer will chose to
improve pasture at his own expense knowing that his neighbors can and will
pasture there freely. Either land tenure patterns must be altered to give
farmers individual rights to develop grazing land or herd and pasture manage-
ment must be organized on some form of group basis to ensure that costs and
benefits of investments in livestock development are equitably shared. These
questions can be resolved only with experience and experimentation, and it is
for this reason that the Village Livestock and Rural Development Project
emphasizes the demonstrative and experimental character of pasture improvement
programs in both the Middle West and in Majunga Province.

3.13 Training of Malagasy staff in the livestock field is a further
benefit from the Project. There has been remarkable continuity in Malagasy
personnel at OMBY; the present General Manager has worked there since 1969,
initially as assistant General Manager, and most ranch managers have enjoyed
long and unbroken tenure. Training has not been planned or systematic,
however; technical assistance offered training principally through example,
and the presence of some tension between expatriate and local staff detracted
from its effectiveness. To date, although everyone has agreed as to the
desirability of training and numerous efforts made to organize it, no overseas
training has taken place. Despite these problems, the experience of Project
implementation has produced a number of Malagasy with extensive and very
practical experience in several aspects of livestock development, including
ranch development, maintenance of plant and facilities, pasture improvement,
cattle herd management, and general organizational and management skills.
The level of expertise is not adequate, however, to turn the ranches into
productive and profitable enterprises.
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C. Project Concept and Objectives

3.14 The Project's basic design and objectives have been severely cri-
ticized within the Bank, and many problems encountered have been attributed
to fundamental defects of the Project itself, and to the erroneous- focus
of its objectives. It is clear now that few, if any, of the targets and
objectives set out in IBRD documents prepared prior to approval, ofthe Project
have been attained. However, to explain the Project's failures in terms of
faulty design and to dismiss initial objectives, as out-dated, unsound, or
injudicious would be an unwarranted over-simplification. Three issues merit
attention;' (a) What were the ori ginal project objectives, as perceived by the
Bank and the Government?; (b) Did Project design facilitate achievement of
these objectives, and was it suited to the Government's overall strategy for
agricultural and livestock development? and (c) What insights does hindsight
offer regarding these objectives?

Initial Objectives

3.15 During the completion mission, Government officials who had helped
to prepare the Project contended that the Malagasy Government from the outset
sought a limited but politically important objective in establishing OMBY: to
ensure a regular supply of meat to Tananarive. Meat shortages in the capital
and pressure to increase meat prices (which are fixed by Government), present
recurrent problems for the Malagasy Government; each successive administration
has attached great political importance to ensuring regular supplies of
moderately priced meat, given the volatile nature of the population of Tana-
narive. Important export-oriented meat processing concerns located in Tana-
narive further increase the demand for meat and pressure on prices. Documents
describing the Project's origins and preparation generally confirm that the
ranches formed one part of a broad strategy for livestock development and were
explicitly designed to produce beef for Tananarive using modern techniques.
Initial Bank comments on the Project proposal cited the limited role the
proposed ranches could play in development of the livestock sector, and
emphasized the paramount importance of assisting traditional producers and
establishing rational policies towards meat prices and cattle marketing.
Project preparation reports reflected these concerns and stressed the demon-
stration role of the ranches; partly in response to Bank staff urging, compo-
nents specifically designed to extend technologies employed on the ranches to
surrounding villages (steer fattening and provision of credit) were included.

3.16 Thus, it appears in retrospect that the appraisal report descrip-
tion of Project objectives exaggerated somewhat the real prospects for future
extension of ranching techniques, and also the novelty of supposed innovations.
The Government does not appear to have viewed the introduction of ranching as
central to livestock development policies, much less as a pioneering venture
to revolutionize animal husbandry techniques. The Government's foremost ob-
jective, in summary, was probably to establish well-managed, commercially
viable state farms producing quality beef for the Tananarive market.
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Project Design

3.17 It appears (again with the advantage of hindsight) that misunder-
standings about the Project's objectives between the Government and IBRD arose
during the final stages of Project preparation and appraisal, and hence
affected basic Project design. As appraisal approached, IBRD staff attention
focused on institutional and investment issues, and more basic doubts about
the Project's overall merits and replicability expressed at an earlier stage
seem to have been obscured. Ranching came to be presented more as an objective
in itself and the focus of future livestock development, introducing new
techniques and pioneering new land use concepts, than as a relatively limited
component of a broad livestock strategy. At appraisal, the capacity of OMBY
to function autonomously and prosperously, and the respective roles of Govern-
ment and private capital in ranching development were key issues. In retro-
spect, the Bank's insistence that the OMBY ranches should eventually be
subdivided and sold to private ranchers is symbolic of the gap in communica-
tion that had arisen; it seems most improbable that Government officials aimed
to promote private ranching or understood the Bank's concern with the issue.
The Government provided written assurances that the ranches would be sub-
divided and sold, but it is unlikely that they really intended to do so; the
ranches were not developed to facilitate sub-division and no serious considera-
tion has been given recently to any sub-division scheme.

3.18 Against this background, the Project was presented at appraisal as a
small, enclave ranching Project, with limited consideration given to broader
sector issues. Features proposed during preparation to increase smallholder
involvement and to enhance the demonstration function of the ranches were
dropped during appraisal (notably the credit scheme for small farmers).
OMBY's isolation from other livestock developments were heightened by the
insistence of the Bank on autonomy for the institution and its General Man-
ager, which tended to limit constructive contacts with Government departments
and livestock agencies. In summary, the Project's initial objectives, as
described in successsive preparation reports, appear limited and reasonable,
as part of the Government's livestock strategy at the time the Project was
prepared. Project design, however, did not reflect all the basic objectives
for ranch development, in part because OMBY's statutory base did not encourage
smallholder participation and involvement, nor did it promote the extension
and demonstration functions the ranches were initially designed to serve. The
Bank bears some responsibility for the Project's design, which appears to have
reflected certain active concerns in the Bank at the time of appraisal;
however, the Government's initial enthusiasm for the Project is indisputable,
and there was no question of imposing objectives or Project design, although
it appears that the Government may have agreed to certain conditions without
fully intending to fulfill them.

Validity of Appraisal Objectives

3.19 The primary stated objective of the Project - to pioneer and intro-
duce large-scale, extensive ranching on an Australian sub-tropical model - has
clearly failed, and the Project's experience has demonstrated conclusively
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that such ranching patterns are not feasible now in most parts of Madagascar,
largely because of pressure on land and Government development priorities.
This model of private ranching is quite inappropriate for Madagascar under
present circumstances given concern with traditional institutions, the focus
of development on small farmers, and reluctance to rely on expatriate techni-
cal assistance. Shifts in basic development objectives by the Government
during Project implementation invalidated some of the assumptions underlying
initial objectives - notably that private capital based on modern techniques
and geared to production, constituted the key to agricultural development.
The Government now emphasizes the role of traditional institutions (the
fokonolonas) and village producers in agricultural development, which calls
for an entirely different approach to introducing modern livestock techniques.

3.20 Regarding the less grandiose objectives of the Project (beef produc-
tion for Tananarive), the Project's failure is more disturbing, for OMBY has
not demonstrated improved techniques despite substantial financial and tech-
nical assistance resources invested (with the important exception of pasture
improvement), nor have the training objectives been successfully met. OMBY,
with its expensive infrastructure (partly efficient and partly wasted, though
all of it luxurious in the eyes of surrounding villagers) still has lower
production coefficients than traditional village livestock producers. Never-
theless, Government officials expressed confidence about OMBY's future during
the completion mission. Since the Government's primary objective remains
provision of beef to Tananarive, that objective appears (to many Government
officials) to have been met, albeit at high cost, since OMBY steers arrive
daily at the Tananarive slaughterhouse: a rude awakening must await them when
the cost of future subsidies and further investments necessary to continue
OMBY's operations at their present level become fully apparent.

3.21 At the time of appraisal, ranching seemed a sensible way to approach
livestock development in Madagascar. It fit well with overall Government
policies for agriculture and livestock, and given the Government's orientation
towards private capital and initiative, promised to aid in future commercial
development of Madagascar's enormous and underexploited potential for live-
stock. In the late 1960's and early 1970's the Government was encouraging
investment in livestock development by a number of large foreign companies;
IFC involvement was considered at one time. In retrospect, these arguments
retain considerable validity, despite important shifts in both Government and
Bank thought on development objectives in the intervening years. The most
stark discrepancy seems to be the failure to describe or to take into account
traditional producers at the time of appraisal although they entirely domi-
nated the sector; this approach, however, was not unique to Madagascar. On a
technical level, the objectives of upgrading the Zebu herd and improving
natural pastures still hold very high priority for livestock development.
Likewise, the objective of introducing and refining more effective herd
ma.agement systems that will first increase productivity (speeding weight
gains, reducing mortality, and increasing fertility), and second, make finan-
cial and economic sense, is still valid, still unattained. Ranching (signi-
_yin, here the management of large herds with relatively extensive, low
investment methods and on a commercial basis) remains one technique
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for achieving these objectives. Hindsight suggests some technical modifica-

tions: since cattle theft is widespread, until an effective system of control

is developed closer herding will be essential; the success of pasture improve-

ment suggests a more intensive ranching system than originally planned.

Economic factors are likewise significant, for current meat pricing policies

would cast almost any ranching scheme in doubt (given low price incentives for

quality and an uneconomic price level). Finally, and perhaps most signifi-

cant, organization and management remains problematic, as good and experienced

management is essential for such an enterprise. Yet trained Malagasy are

simply not available, and the state farm model (with or without expatriate

assistance) has certainly not demonstrated that ranching can thus be managed on

an efficient and profitable basis.

D. OMBY's Current Position and Future Prospects

3.22 Chapter 2 describes in some detail the current position of OMBY

at the time of the completion mission. While ranch management is improving

steadily, if slowly, this should not obscure the judgment of the mission

that under present conditions OMBY is an unsuccessful operation which can-

not continue indefinitely as it has over the past few years. Experienced

management (whether achieved through intensive training or expatriate assis-

tance) might make it possible for OMBY to become a viable operation in

perhaps ten years, but it seems unlikely that the management required will

become available, given reluctance to employ technical assistance and delays

in initiating effective training programs. Without it, the breeding opera-

tions will almost certainly remain a clear failure, with both stud and Zebu

cow herds declining in size (unless new purchases continue). Fattening

operations are more successful, but their scope must be limited, the devel-

opment impact can be only minimal, while the financial return relative to

the investments in OMBY is poor.

3.23 During the mission, Government officials made clear that the prin-

cipal objective which the Government holds for OMBY in the immediate future

is to support broad strategies for livestock development, first, in guaran-

teeing a regular supply of meat to the Tananarive population, at Government

fixed prices, and second, by playing a direct and active role in the Govern-

ment's proposed reform of live cattle marketing systems. OMBY was directed

during the mission to supply at least 45 steers a day to the Tananarive

slaughterhouse (well above OMBY's production, so that most steers must be

purchased at Tsiroanomandidy and trucked to Tananarive); in addition there

were indications that OMBY would in future be designated the sole or prin-

cipal authorized cattle buyer at Tsiroanomandidy and perhaps even in parts

of Majunga Province (involving a minimum of 100,000 head of cattle a year).

The implications of these actual and proposed measures for OMBY's basic

organization and functions are clearly substantial. If OMBY becomes the

principal or monopoly agency responsible for cattle marketing, the insti-

_:_ioz will change fundamentally, since it was established as a cattle ranch-

= anc not as a marketing authority. The mission was also concerned by

the apparently precipitous reform of cattle marketing, which did not appear
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to be based on clear data or understanding of current cattle marketing sys-
tems. In short, the impact of involving OMBY centrally and rapidly in such
a reform might prove disastrous. The mission discussed these views frankly
with the Government, but has not proposed any direct Bank action at this time.
Bank staff should take every opportunity to keep abreast of developments in-
volving live cattle marketing and OMBY's role therein, and should provide
assistance to the Government wherever possible.

3.24 OMBY's future remains uncertain. Negatively, OMBY's experience
has demonstrated that cattle ranching as envisaged at appraisal is not
widely applicable in Madagascar at present; even as an enclave ranching
operation, the OMBY ranches stand little chance as now run of operating
profitably and productively, except perhaps for steer fattening and stylo seed
production. For the present, it is almost certain that OMBY will also be
deeply involved in the Government's efforts to reform live cattle marketing.
In future, it is to be hoped that the Government will find ways to employ OMBY
more directly for development purposes, assisting villages surrounding the
ranches (as envisaged in the Village Livestock and Rural Development Project)
or producing seed and upgraded cattle. It is possible also that OMBY's
extensive and well-developed infrastructure might be employed for research or
development purposes, to support livestock programs (including pasture improve-
ment) throughout Madagascar. At present, no steps are being taken to modify
OMBY in such directions; even the limited extension and steer fattening
programs. included in the Village Livestock Project began slowly, and imple-
mentation reflects low priority accorded to these villager-oriented programs
(understandable, perhaps, given OMBY's pre-occupation with the urgent finan-
cial and technical problems facing the ranches themselves). The OMBY exten-
sion programs will require careful monitoring by IDA during implementation,
and every effort should be made to assist the Government if it seeks to
develop OMBY in more productive directions.

E. IBRD Staff Analysis of Project Problems

3.25 The problems confronting the Project during implementation stimu-
lated considerable analysis and discussion within the Bank about their origins
and causes, and possible lessons the experience for future Bank operations.
This heightened degree of interest in the Project arose from the severity of
problems and their dramatic character, from the personal interest exhibited
by the President of IBRD following his visit to OMBY in October, 1973, and
from discussions of the Project by Executive Directors. The Project is most
unusual in that there was extensive introspection during its implementation,
with conscious and deliberate efforts to identify faults and to define lessons
for future operations. Further, the Project was used as an illustration of
relations between Bank staff and management and the Executive Directors con-
cerning reporting on problems in Project implementation.
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3.26 Some of the most significant and informative papers prepared by Bank

staff concerning the Project at different stages of Project implementation,

are:

(a) Problem Projects Review, October, 1973.
Following Mr. McNamara's visit to OMBY, an analysis
of the Project's problems was prepared for review by
the Senior Vice President. The principal problems
identified were management (notably difficulties con-
cerning expatriate management) and conflict with
villagers. The paper concluded that: (i) " the prin-
cipal defect of the Project was its basic conception
and design. This conception expressed virtual oblivi-
ousness to the existence of a local population heavily
engaged in and dependent on livestock production..."
and (ii) expatriate technical assistance personnel
should normally serve as advisers or assistants to
well-selected local managers.

(b) Appraisal Report for the Village Livestock and

Rural Development Project, Annex 10 - June, 1974.
Presented a detailed, chronological account of the
Project's difficulties, which was prepared as past
of the appraisal of village Livestock Project (Credit
506-MAG).

(c) Memorandum on Technical Aspects of the Project -
May 15, 1974. A livestock specialist commented
on the Project in an internal memorandum,
which argued that, conceptually, the Project
was sound and logical, and that most technical
problems arose from abandonment of rotational
grazing plans.

Two documents were prepared in response to a memorandum from the US Execu-
tive Director, in July, 1973 (following the Board discussion of the village
Livestock and Rural Development Project), which sought more complete disclo-
sure to Executive Directors of problems in Project implementation. The
Executive Director asked whether Bank staff had reported fully on problems
to management, and whether management was candid in reporting problems to
the Executive Directors. The memorandum further questioned whether errors had
been made by staff in handling the Project.

(d) Memorandum to the Senior Vice President respond-
ing to the US Executive Director's memorandum -
July, 1974. Responded point by point to criti-
cisms raised by the US Executive Director.
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(e) Internal Programs Department's Memorandum -
July, 1974. Commented principally on
alleged "failures" of Bank staff relating
the Project. The memorandum concluded
that, while errors had been made, the
response to problems was rapid, and Bank
staff had been fully candid with the Board

of Directors.

3.27 The supervision mission of October-November, 1974 involved a full
review of OMBY's technical and financial position and prepared projections of
future prospects for development. This report, which was a comprehensive
treatment of these aspects of OMBY's operations, forms part of the completion
exercise.

F. Role of OMBY under the Village Livestock
and Rural Development Project

3.28 Although the appraisal team and initial supervision missions
expected that the OMBY Project would be followed by a similar second stage
project in as little as two years, that hope soon faded. As problems arose,
it became clear that introduction of commercial ranching to Madagascar was
more complex than anticipated, and the Government's enthusiasm for it
rapidly dwindled. In February 1972, when a supervision mission initiated
discussions to determine the scope of a planned second Livestock Project,
it appears that no consideration was given to extending OMBY operations
or to continuing livestock development in the Middle West. Rather, the
Minister of Rural Development suggested three possible projects: (a) a
national animal health campaign; (b) livestock development in the Morondava
area; and (c) a general development program in North-West Madagascar. The
latter option was agreed upon, and project preparation continued through
1972-73, assisted by the FAO-IBRD Cooperative Program. The project was
appraised in September-October 1973, and approved by the Executive Direc-
tors in July 1974. The Village Livestock and Rural Development Project
(Credit 506-MAG) is quite different from the Beef Cattle Development
Project in its basic focus and objectives. It aims at development in
an entirely different part of the country, and at assistance to village
producers, upgrading their own livestock husbandry within traditional
systems.

3.29 Prior to appraisal of the Village Livestock Project, no provision
was made for continued assistance to OMBY. The Project was viewed as a
new and separate operation with no direct technical or institutional link
to OMBY. It should be recalled that, during preparation of the Project,
OMBY's operations and finances virtually precluded serious consideration
of future operations on a similar basis, while the Government was dis-
erchanted with the Bank's role in OMBY and did not seek further assistance.
During preparation and appraisal the experience with OMBY was taken into
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account: notably, expatriate staff was kept to a minimum, with the ex-

pectation that technical assistants should serve in an advisory capacity,

while pasture improvement demonstrations were included in an effort to

capitalize on the dramatic success of pasture programs at OMBY. Most impor-

tant, traditional producers were taken fully into account. During appraisal

of the Village Livestock Project, a full review of OMBY operations was carried

out to determine the relevance of OMBY's experience for the new operation.

New Programs were added to the project during appraisal as a result of this

review, and following Mr. McNamara's visit to ranch 2 and subsequent urging

that the new project should include some effort to rectify the mistakes of the

old, by assisting the Government to extend new technologies to villagers sur-

rounding the ranches. Three pilot programs in the Middle West were designed,

the first to encourage share fattening by villagers under a credit system, the

second to permit OMBY to organize crop and livestock extension services for

surrounding villages, and the third to organize a pig breeding scheme as part

of the effort to promote mixed farming in the area. OMBY and ODEMO (the rural

development agency for the Middle West) share responsibility for implementing

these activities.

G. Conclusion

3.30 The Beef Cattle Development Project has clearly not succeeded

in its stated objective - to introduce and to demonstrate commercial

ranching in Madagascar. Further, Madagascar is left at the conclusion

of the project with expensive (albeit well developed) infrastructure

which is not being utilized productively. OMBY promises to lose money

for some time to come. The Government will be obliged to reimburse the

IBRD loan with little expectation that OMBY can make payments as originally

agreed.

3.31 Apart from the persisting technical and financial difficulties

resulting from OMBY's operations, the most unfortunate aspect of the Project

history is the failure as yet to develop an effective approach to livestock

development in Madagascar. OMBY's difficulties highlight starkly the

failure of both the Government and the Bank, to date, to begin to exploit

the enormous potential for livestock which Madagascar indubitably possesses,

and which strikes almost every visitor to OMBY so forcefully. The problem

has been and remains the organization of that potential for both intensive

and extensive forms of livestock. It would seem that state ranching has

some role to play in future, particularly in the area of fattening, where

OMBY has met some success, and when it is linked to specific demand for high

quality beef; fattening ranches are likely to be established to supply the

Majunga and Morondava abattoirs, and others supplying Tananarive may

eventually prove feasible. The principal prerequisite is that an effi-

cient institutional basis for such activities be developed. However, it

seE.:.s clear that the thrust of future livestock programs must be directed

at traditional producers, who own and produce virtually all cattle in

Madagascar. Unfortunately, no clear strategy for organizing improved

production (employing the modern techniques OMBY was to demonstrate) at
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village level has been agreed upon, and basic issues remain to be resolved -
notably whether the fokonolonas will provide a suitable basis for communal
development of pasture land and management of herds through some form of
group ranch system. The economics of improving production at village level
where significant investment is involved (as in pasture improvement) remains
to be demonstrated. The Village Livestock Project should afford the Govern-
ment the opportunity and the means to seek solutions to these questions, but
it can at best offer only the beginning of a long and complex effort to alter
traditional animal husbandry practices and to introduce modern methods of
livestock production.

3.32 The Project has already suggested a number of lessons for Bank
operations, and has probably contributed to some modifications in Bank
practices. The completion mission had two additional observations fol-
lowing the review of the Project. One is the vital importance of indivi-
dual managers, and their capacity to aid or to harm a Project: the most
difficult question in analyzing the Project's history is whether other
individuals, at least in the position of general manager, might have done
better; it seems most likely that they would. The need to exercise great care
in selecting, training and briefing project management personnel emerges as a
clear lesson, and suggests that in this area the Bank might play a more active
role in assisting borrowers. The other is the need to introduce flexibility
into projects so that they can be modified and adapted as implementation
proceeds, in the light of experience gained. Under the Beef Cattle Project,
modifications to the project were limited, even though the Government and the
Bank together criticized the Project as ill-adapted to Madagascar and ill-
conceived, and urged a full review and revision of the Project. Despite this,
appraisal report objectives appear to remain distant (probably unattainable)
targets to this day. Financial constraints seem likely to precipitate a full
review of OMBY's operations and objectives in the near future, but, since
there has been no urgent necessity to do so over the past three years, such
a review has not truly taken place. Had the Project included some provision
to encourage adaptation to changing circumstances during Project implemen-
tation, some problems might have been dealt with more effectively, and the
present outlook for OMBY might be more optimistic.
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MADAGASCAR

BEEF CATTLE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Completion Report

Recommendations on Ranch Management

1. The completion mission made the following recommendations for
improvement of OMBY's ranch management in the immediate future.

(a) OMBY should consider consolidating the breed-
ing herds - Brahman and Renitelo, and moving
them all to Ranch 1; each herd should be
operated independently of the other so as to
produce pure bred offspring. Steer fattening
operations should also continue on the ranch
based upon the total feed capacity of the
ranch.

(b) OMBY should consider assigning specialization
in stylo seed production/multiplication to
Ranch No. 2 while continuing the present
steer fattening operation to the maximum of
its feed capacity.

(c) Ranch 3 might specialize in the Zebu cow/
calf operation, although with the size of
the Zebu herd it might be necessary to move
some weaners and heifers on to other ranches
to provide the necessary grazing. Cross-
bred and pure bred bulls should be used
exclusively in the Zebu operation.

(d) The steer buying, fattening and sale pro-
gram should be continued so that herd size
on all ranches comes up to their respective
feeding and grazing capacities. Care should
be exercised not to cater to the attractive-
ness of cash steer sales at the expense of
the breeding herds.

(e) OMBY should continue to maintain present
intensive stylo pasture plots on all
ranches and convert strip stylo plots
to intensive stylo cultivation where
land conditions and feed requirements
warrant. Stylo seed multiplication
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should be increased as seed marketing
opportunities at profitable prices be-
come available.

(f) The past season's maize grain and rice pro-
duction for sale was unsuccessful, with
yields well below projections. Compound-
ing this development was the statement of
the Minister of Rural Development that pres-
ent country-wide maize production was high
and the Ministry was having difficulty mar-
keting the surplus. IBRD staff recommenda-
tions for OMBY's commercial maize grain sales
are technically sound, and the idea should
not be abandoned because of one crop failure
or a temporary market glut. However, ranch
management should exercise a gradual approach
to maize plantings, beginning with only lim-
ited areas up to 50 hectares, increasing them
as staff acquires an understanding of correct
crop practices and of market conditions sup-
porting production increases.

(g) Maize for ensilage should be produced in greater
quantities on all ranches. There should be ade-
quate supplies of silage to meet the supple-
mental feed requirements of both the pure-
bred and the Zebu cow-herds for the duration
of the dry season.

(h) Previous projections of upland rice yields
appear too high; because of limited precipi-
tation rice yields will remain marginal
although production for local ranch con-
sumption should be continued. Rice plant-
ing can also be used as a nurse crop for new
seedings of stylo, broadcast directly follow-
ing the last cultivation of the rice.

(i) Continued theft problems prevents the discon-
tinuance of the present practice of holding
cattle in small night paddocks. In order to
improve this condition the following are
recommended:

- Night paddocks should be enlarged though
kept within an easily patrolled area;

- The paddocks (larger ones) should be
rotated so as to provide night feeding
and to reduce susceptibility to disease
spread;
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- Maternity paddocks for cows within 1-3

weeks of calving should be established.
Present high calf mortality rates are

partly attributable to poor physical con-

ditions, wet ground and no shelter during
the rainy season. At the time of birth,
the calf is often exposed and chilled,
leading to pneumonia, scours, etc. Cows

kept reasonably available for observation

can be assisted when necessary during
calving. The paddocks should be well
drained and have good feed and water
available, further improving the cows'

general condition so vital prior to and
following calving. Calf care immediately
following birth should include a shaded

shelter within the paddock.

(j) The present practice of pregnancy examinations

in the 4th to 6th months should be continued.

(k) OMBY should consider instituting a program of

careful selection and culling among all three

breeding (Zebu, Renitelo, Brahman) herds.

Females and males with poor confirmation and

observable poor characteristics such as size,

rate of growth, disease resistance, inadequate

milk supply for calf, should not be used to

sire or carry progeny and should be sold for

slaughter.

(1) Because ranch fertilizer application to date
has been limited to T.S.P., soil testing should

be started on all crops where fertilizer use is

contemplated. Testing will reveal the true fer-

tilizer requirements of the various plots and

can prevent potential imbalance of soil elements.

(m) The plan to train farm managers in Australia and/

or the US should be pursued. The ranch managers
have improved a great deal and have learned from

experience. They are ready for more sophisticated

training in breeding, selection and culling, and

in better record keeping, calf rearing and other

more advanced activities associated with large

modern ranch management.

(n) The General Manager should visit ranches more

frequently to have the opportunity to observe

ranch managers' progress and to maintain an
overall view of the total development of the

program.
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(o) Although there are reasonably well kept records,
they could be improved with greater emphasis on
such details as cow/calf health, causes of death
and identifying pregnant dams in connection with
the pregnancy examinations. At present the
staff is only noting the total number of posi-
tive palpations but are not identifying the in-
dividuals. This does not provide any means to
check for accuracy of examinations.



Table 1

MADAGASCAR

BEEF CATTLE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Inventory of OMBY Farm Equipment
(November,1975)

Ranch 1

2-60 horsepower 1970 MF Wheel tractors
1-75 " 1975 MP Wheel tractors
1- Disco Plow
1- Two-way 6 bottom plow
1- Land Chisel
1- Grass seeder
1- Four-row maize seeder and cultivator
1- .Iohn Deere field chopper (forage harvester)
1- Haymaker and mower

Ranch 2

.-.7r Forsepower 1970 MF Wheel tractor
3-60 Horsepower 1972 MF Wheel tractor
2- John Deere Combines (1-P.T.O. and 1 self propelled)
1-Vacuum Harvester (for stylo seed)
1-1 P.T.O. Baler
3- Disc Plows
1- Field Chopper (forage harvester) P.T.O.
1- Land Chisel
1- Two disc harrow

Ranch 3

1-75 Horsepower 1971 MF Wheel tractor
2-60 Horsepower MF Wheel Tractors

Full complement of tillage and harvesting
equipment similar to ranches 1 and 2.

Ranch 4

1-75 Horsepower 1971 MF Wheel tractor
2--60 Horsepower 1971 MF Wheel tractoss

Full line of tillage equipment for these tractors.

August 12, 1976.



MADAGASCAR

BEEF CATTLE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Ranch Land Use, Pasture Improvement, and

CronvInventory - 1Q74-1975

RANCH 1 RANCH 2 RANCH 3 RANCH 4 TOTAL
Animal Animal Animal Animal Animal

Hectares Units Hectares Units- Hectares Units- Hectares Units- Hectares Units

TOTAL RANCH AREA 17,400 19,000 13,500 17,000 66,900
2/,

Land Under Pasture
and Crops

Stylo (Fully Improved) 550 1,100 1,000 1,700 400 800 640 1,280 2,590 4,880
Stylo (Strip Seeded) 13,600 4,300 12,000 4,000 12,000 4,000 9,360 3,000 46,960 15,600
Natural Pasture 3,000 600 5,000 1,000 1,000 200 5,000 1,000 14,000 2,800
Maize Silage - - 30 - 20 - - - 50 -
Maize Grain 10 - 10 - - - - - 20 -
Rice (Upland) 30 - 165 - 40 - - - 235 -

Totals 17,190 6,000 18,205 6,700 13,460 5,000 15,000 5,280 63,855 23,280t

1/ Carrying capacity calculated as follows:
Stylo --fully improved - 0.5 ha to one Animal Unit
Stylo --strip seeded - 3.0 ha to one Animal Unit
Natural Pasture - 5.0 ha to one Animal Unit

2/ Includes 300 hectares for seed multiplication calculated at half carrying capacity
3/ Total carrying capacity at full development.

August 12, 1976.



MADAGASCAR

BEEF CATTLE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

O1 Y Livestock Inventory - November 1975

Commercial Herd Stud Herds
RANCH RANCH RANCH RANCH TOTAL TOTAL

Inventory 1 2 3 4 BRAHMAN RENTITELO TOTAL ALL CATTLE

Bulls 59 12 - - 71 20 51 71 142

Breeding Cows 1,862 1,732 1,383 52 5,.029 58 55 113 5,142

Calves 0-9 mths. 259 75 176 13 523 26 21 47 570

Weaners 9-24 - 672 282. - 954 4 6 10 964

Heifers 24-36 " 266 277 270 - 813 - 9 9 822

Steers 24- " 1.932 2.942 1.002 1.RRO 7756 - - 7.7560

Total 4.378 5.710 3.113 1,945 15,146 . AR 142 2Mn 15,396

1/ Data is unclear: group probably includes male weaners

August 12, 1976.

0'



MADAGASCAR

3EEF CATTLE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

OMBY Herd Development
Actual Figures and Appraisal Estima-es

Commercial Herd Stud Herd

1' AsoAppraisal As of Projection for
As of 1" As of -' As of' Projection 31/10/75 1975 (Year 6)

Inventory 31/10/75 31/3/75 11/74 for 1975 1l Brahman Renitelo at appraisal

Bulls / 3/ 71 152 158 230 20 51 43
Breeding Cows - 5,029 5,456 3,692 6,806 58 55 229
Calves 0 - 12 months 523 1,554 1,477 3,992 26 21 162
Weaners 12-24 months 954 62 767 3,152 4 6 134
Heifers 24-36 months 813 630 598 292 - 9 48
Steers A/ 24-60 months 7,756 10,260 10,000 25,914 - - 12
Cull females for fattening - - - 90 - - 14

Total 15,146 18,114 16,692 40,476 1__ 142 642

/Fnr Your existing Ranches.

1/wor Six Panches. Appraisal estimates assumed 2 breeding/fattening ranches
established year 1, 2 established in year 2, 2 fattening ranches established
year 3, and a stud ranch established year 1. Figures presented assume
year I was 1970.

3/ Includes mated heifers.

4/ Includes steers purchased for fattening.

August 12, 1976



IADAGASCAR

BEEF CATTLE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

OIBY Commercial hErd - Production Co-efficients

Actual Figures 8
Appraisal Estimatesr-

12 months 12 months 12 ionths
through through through Year 1 Year 6

10/31/75 3!31/75 10/31/74

Calving Rate 30% VJ 43.5% 23% NA NA
Calf Mortality 18% 2/ NA 23% NA NA

*'- aning Rate 23% 3/ NA - 50% 70%

Cow Mortality 8% 41 Na 11% NA NA

Herd Mortality
(All Stock) 8% 5/ 5.3% 9.6% 3-4%

Rate of Theft
(All Stock) 1.0% 6/ 0.6% 1.4% 0.07 0.0%

1/ 1,521 births from base cow herd of 5,029
2T/ 276 deaths of 1,521 births
3/ 1,137 weaned (108 deaths during vee-ning)
1/ 432 deaths
5/ 1,322 deaths
6/ 185 thefts
7/ Supporting data estimated; accuracy therefore doubtful,

and figures probably overestimated.
8/ Appraisal estimates for mortality of fattening steers:

tihoi'ghout project.

August 12, 1976



MADAE A SCt .

BEEF CATTLE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

C-TY Calving and Mortality Data

OMBY Commercial Herd Births by Months by Ranch - November 1974-October 1975

Ranch Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. 'May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Total

1 10 140 178 60 21 42 8 14 13 20 15 25 546
2. 220 103 136 25 25 2 3 - - - - - 514
3 180 146 101 2 - 15 - - - - - - 444
4 13 4 - - - - - - - - - 17

Total 423 39j 41 87 4 59 11 14 13 15 25 1,521
12180% 192712%

Commercial Herd - Cow Deaths by Months by Ranch - November 1974-October 1975

Ranch

1 23 - 5 27 8 3 6 12 15 25 21 8 153
2 20 7 15 14 9 5 6 3 3 6 40 20 148
3 18 14 14 1 4 4 8 4 3 6 18 22 116
4 4 4 2 3 2 2 - - - - - 17

Total 65 25 36 45 23 14 20 19 21 37 79 50 434

Commercial Herd - Calf Deaths by Month by Ranch - November 1974 - October 1975

Ranch

1 15 4 - - 9 3 16 4 3 - 2 14 70
2 15 39 25 - 5 4 6 3 - 4 8 3 112
3 1 - 1 10 7 1 11 - 10 7 6 10 64
4 7 10 4 3 6 - - - - - 30

.otal 38 53 30 13 27 8 33 7 13 11 16 27 276

August 12, 1976



Table 7

MADAGASCAR

BEEF CATTLE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

OMBY Rrahman Stud Herd

Key Indicators

Herd as of Deaths Herd as of
October 31, 1975 Births 12 months November 1974

Cows 58 21 37 110
Calves 26 - 16 34
Heifers - - - 4
Weaners 4 - 5 17
Bulls 20 - 2 29

108 21 60 194

Co-efficients 1/

Calving Rate 19%
Calf Mortality 47%
Cow Mortality 37%
Herd Mortality 31%

Deaths by Months

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Total

Cows 1 6 8 6 1 2 - 4 4 1 4 - 37
Calves 1 6 1 1 1 - - 1 4 - 1 - 16
Heifers - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Weaners - 2 1 2 - - - - - - - - 5
Bulls 1 - - 1 - - - - - - - - 2

Total 3 14 10 10 2 2 - 5 8 1 5 - 60

1/ Based on monthly ranch livestock returns and not including theft and
slaughter for ranch consumption. If correct, figures obviously reflect
a disastrous situation.

August 12, 1976
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MADAGASCAR

BEEF CATTLE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

OMBY RENITELO STUD HERD

Key Indicators 1/

Herd as of Herd as of
October 31, 1975 Birth Deaths November 1974

Cows 55 16 64 149
Calves 21 26 45
Heifers 9 5 14
Weaners 6 18 30
Bulls 51 16 57
Total 142 129* 295

* 24 head unaccounted were slaughtered on the farm, sold, or stolen.

Renitelo Co-efficients

Calving Rate 16%
Calf Mortality 42%
Cow Mortality 61%
Herd Mortality 44%

Cow mortality was 61% losing 64 of 149 herd; calf mortality was 42% while
the calving rate was only 16%. The overall herd mortality rate was 44% -
129 deaths in a herd of 295.

l/ See footnote Table 6.

August 12, 1976
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT (CREDIT 189-COB)

Preface

This is a Project Performance Audit Report on the People's
Republic of the Congo Highway Improvement Project, for which Credit 189-COB
for US$1.5 million was closed fully disbursed in October 1973. The report
consists of a Project Performance Audit Memorandum prepared by the
Operations Evaluation Department (OED) and a Project Completion Report (PCR)
prepared by the Western Africa Regional Office. The memorandum has been
based primarily on the PCR. Discussions have been held with staff members,
the transcript of the Executive Director's meeting of May 5, 1970 has been
read, and the project files have been briefly reviewed. On this basis, under
OED's abbreviated review process, the audit accepts the analysis and conclu-
sions of the PCR, whose main conclusions are summarized in the memorandum.
In addition, the memorandum expands on the project preparation, the project
justification, and the role of IDA. No mission by OED or Projects Staff was
made in connection with this performance audit.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT BASIC DATA SHEET

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO: HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT (CREDIT 189-COB)

KEY PROJECT DATA

Appraisal
Item Expectation Actual

Total Project Cost (US$ million) 2.0 2.4
Overrun () - 20

Credit Amount (US$ million) 1.5

Disbursed and Outstanding 2/28/77 - 1.7/1
Date Physical Components Completed 3/73 3/73
Proportion Completed by Above Date (%) 100 100
Economic Rate of Return (7) - Overall Over 1 21 -

- Pointe Noire-P.K. 4.6 Section 22 32
- P.K. 4.6-Makola Section 17 20

OTHER PROJECT DATA

Original Actual or
Item Plan Revisions Est. Actual

First Mention in Files - - 5/25/65
Negotiations 3/70 - 3/25-3/27/70
Board Approval 5/70 - 5/05/70
Credit Agreement 5/70/2 - 5/28/70
Effectiveness 9/01/70- 10/1/70 and 11/1/70 10/19/70/3
Closing Date 6/30/7Y-= - 10/7--
Borrower People's Republic of The Congo
Executing Agency Regie Nationale de Travaux Publics
Fiscal Year of Borrower 1/1-12/31
Follow-on Project Highway Maintenance Project (Credit

274-COB of December 1971 for
US$4 million)

MISSION DATA

Month, No. o 4 No. of Date of
Item Year Weeks-- Persons Manweeks- Full Report

Identification 4/65 n.a. 1 n.a. 5/65
Appraisal 10-11/69 2 2 4 11/69
Supervision I 6/70 n.a. 1 n.a. 7/70
Supervision II 3-4/71 n.a. 2 n.a. 5/71
Supervision III 4/72 n.a. I n.a. 5/72
Supervision IV 9/72 n.a. I n.a. 11/72
Supervision V 12/72 n.a. 1 n.a. 1/73
Supervision VI 12/73 n.a. 1 n.a. 2/74
Supervision VII 6/74 n.a. 1 n.a. 6/74
Supervision VIII 11/74 n.a. 1 n.a. 11/74

COUNTRY EXCHANGE RATES

Name of Currency CFA franc (CFAF)
Year: 1970 Exchange Rate: US$1 = CFAF 278

1971 US$1 = CFAF 256
1972 US$1 = CFAF 256'
1973 US$1 = CFAF 230

/ Including exchange adjustment.
2 As shown in Credit Agreement.

73 Final disbursement date.
T4 The number of 5-day weeks shown in the mission report plus travel time.

15 Number of weeks ties number of persons.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT (CREDIT 189-COB)

HIGHLIGHTS

This straightforward project represented IDA's first assistance
to Congo for highways. Improvement of an important section of the main
transport route between 'the'port of Pointe N6ire and the capital of
B zzville~, t6gethe'r with consultants' services for construction super-
vision, were completed satisfactorily and on schedule. Although a cost
overrun occurred, the economic rate of return indicates that the project
is economically justified. The project highlights the importance of
adequate project preparation through preinvestment studies, which in
this case were carried out previously with funds provided by a Bank grant
and an IDA engineering credit.

The following points may be of particular interest:

Adequate project preparation (paras. 2-6); and

Higher than expected traffic (para. 13).



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT 1EMORANDUM

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT (CREDIT 189-COB)

1. The transport system of the People's Republic of the Congo (Congo)

(PCR, Map) has traditionally been of vital importance to the economic devel-

opment of all of west-central Africa. Southern Gabon as well as landlocked

Central African Empire and Chad have channeled much of their international

traffic through Congo's transport network to the modern deepwater port of

Pointe Noire on the Atlantic Ocean. The focal points of Congo's transport

system have been the waterways emanating from the Congo and Oubangui Rivers

in the north and the railway in the south. Highways throughout the country

have served as feeders to the waterways and railway and have facilitated

communication with sparsely populated regions of the interior.

2. By the mid-1960's, much of the highw d
because of insufficient maintenance. The Congo Government had assigned

priority to highway improvement and IDA had an important role in this endeavor

(PCR, para. 1.01). In April 1965, IDA identified possible highway projects,
including improvement and constrLUQ1pn of the Pointe Noire-Makola-Bondi-

Guena-Holle section (54 km) of the main transport corridor between the port

of Pointe Noire andtITt capital of Brazzaville. Justification of this section

was based on traffic, comprised of workers and supplies, expected to be gener-

ated by a new sylvite mine and potash refinery near Holle. The output of the

mine and refinery was to be transported by rail. The Bank supported construc-

tion and operation of these facilities under the Congo Potash Project (Loan

480-COB of January 1967 for US$30 million). 1/

3. A large gap occurred between identification of the proposed project

for the Pointe Noire-Holle section and eventual provision of an IDA credit for

only part of the section and was not discussed fully in the PCR. The gap

arose largely from the fact that the administrative and financial capacity of

the Government during the period was predominantly devoted to roads then being

built and studies being carried out.

4. Eventually, in early 1967, IDA's interest in the proposal was re-

newed. By that time, the Guena-Holle section had been deleted from the pro-

posal because the Government believed the economic justification was insuf-

ficient. An IDA appraisal mission, mounted in January 1968, reviewed the

1/ Construction was finished in mid-1969, six months later than expected at

appraisal, and at a 14% cost overrun. From the start of production, output

was limited due to the configuration and smaller than estimated size of

the sylvite ore body and operations were at a loss. In view of this

situation, closure of the mine has been considered. However, it seems

that the mine may contain exploitable carnallite reserves. Therefore,

a preliminary study to establish the technical and economic feasibility

of exploitation began in October 1975. Completion is expected by

December 1976, and the results should be available by March 1977.
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proposal. As a result of its conclusion that immediate improvement of the

Bondi-Guena section also lacked sufficient economic justification because

existing traffic was low and growth prospects were not favorable, the proposal

was again scaled down. The mission ultimately recommended that IDA make an

engineering credit to finance preparation of: a feasibility study as well as

review and completion of detailed engineering of the Pointe Noire-Makola-Bondi

road section, 1/ a program to improve maintenance of the national highway

system, 2/ and detailed engineering and bidding documents for the Sibiti-

Zanaga road section (144 km). 3/

5. Processing of the engineering credit was delayed again because an

economic mission was required before the credit could be made; arrangements

were concluded for October 1968, when data about the components of the pro-

posed project also were updated. In May 1969, the first IDA credit for the

Congo transport sector since Independence was made under the Highway Engi-

neering Project, which included the components mentioned in para. 4.

6. In April 1969, the Congo Government approached the Fonds d'Aide

et de Cooperation to finance improvement of the first 15 km of the Pointe

Noire-Makola-Bondi road. When finance was not forthcoming from this source,

the Government presented its request to IDA. IDA's November 1969 appraisal

mission concluded that the Makola-Bondi section of the road was not econom-

ically justified because of the high construction cost of important earthworks

and relatively low traffic. Although the mission suggested an alternative

means of construction to reduce the cost of the earthworks, the alternative

also could not be justified and the section was deleted from the proposal.

1/ The Directorate of Public Works, assisted by a local consultant, had pre-

viously carried out detailed engineering only (PCR, para. 1.01).

2/ This program later was the basis of the Highway Maintenance Project

(Credit 274-COB of December 1971 for US$4 million).

3/ The Bank initially provided a US$185,000 grant in March 1967 to finance

a 1968-69 feasibility study for this road section. IDA then supported

detailed engineering, completed in 1971 under the Highway Engineering

Project (S6-COB of May 1969 for US$630,000). Construction of the section

is considered justified only if linked with that of the Loudima-Bihoua-

Sibiti section, for which detailed engineering and construction was to have

been financed by the Fonds Europeen de Developpement. However, this orga-

nization could only finance work on the Bihoua-Sibiti section. Therefore,

a feasibility study and detailed engineering of the Loudima-Bihoua section

are included in the Third Highway Project, proposed for Bank finance.

This project also provides for updating of detailed engineering for the

Sibiti-Zanaga section in view of the long time since its preparation and
differences between its findings and those of a 1973 UNDP-financed for-

estry study which included a review of the potential of the road for

timber transport.
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7. The Highway Improvement Project (Credit 189-COB) agreed between the

Government and IDA in May 1970 provided US$1.5 million for improvement of the

Pointe Noire - Makola section (34.1 km). The deteriorated paved road from

Pointe Noire to P.K. 4.6 1/ was to be reconstructed and the poor earth/gravel

road from P.K. 4.6 to Makola (29.5 km) was to be rehabilitated and paved.

At IDA's suggestion, the project also included consulting services for con-

struction supervision.

8. When the credit was made, the Government agreed that, upon receipt
of recommendations by consultants, it would exchange views with IDA so that a

schedule could be agreed for implementation of a program to improve the organi-
zation, planning, and execution of road maintenance. In addition, the Government

agreed to employ engineering consultants and to provide, among other things, the
local share of funds required for carrying out the project.

9. Accordingly, after the maintenance study was completed in March 1971,

detailed discussions were held which resulted in formulation of a four year pro-

gram to improve highway maintenance. Subsequently, IDA supported this program
through the Highway Maintenance Project for which a credit of US$4 million was

made in December 1971. 2/ Also, engineering consultants were employed. Final-

ly, for a time, budget constraints prevented the Government from providing CFAF

funds for the project. As a result, large payments to the contractor (CFAF 161

million) and consultant (CFAF 11 million) were delayed until almost two years

after work was finished (PCR, paras. vi., 3.02, and 6.01).

10. Implementation of the Highway Improvement Project was satisfactory.
Although the actual project cost was higher than the estimate, work was com-

pleted on time. The actual cost was CFAF 610 million (US$2.4 million) versus

CFAF 558 million, including contingencies, (US$20 million) estimated at
appraisal (PCR, paras. 4.01-4.03 and Table 1). In CFAF terms, the actual cost

of road improvement (91% of the actual project cost) was 13% over the estimate

because of increased prices and taxes. This overrun was partially compensated

by a 17% lower than estimated cost of consulting services (9% of the actual

project cost), most of which was due to an adjustment for taxes (PCR, Table 1).

11. Some mobilization problems which delayed the early construction phase

were resolved promptly (PCR, para. 3.02). Good progress thereafter allowed

work to be completed in accordance with the original schedule. The only tech-

nical problem of construction (PCR, para. 3.03), the difficulty in obtaining a

close wearing course with double bituminous surface treatment, could have been

avoided through more accurate tests of materials from the area during detailed
engineering. Nevertheless, the completed road is of satisfactory quality.

1/ P.K. (Point Kilometrique) 4.6 is the distance 4.6 km from the start of the

road.

2/ This project was scaled down considerably during implementation because
currency realignment and price increases reduced the real CFAF value of

the credit by 50%. The project was completed in December 1975 according
to schedule. The components which were deleted have been included in

the proposed Third Highway Project.
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12. The overall economic rate of return of the completed Pointe Noire-
Makola Road (PCR, para. 5.06) is 21% compared with "over 17%" estimated at
appraisal. Even if the sylvite mine (para. 2) were to close in 1977, the rate
of return would be 16%. For the economic analysis, the road was divided into
two sections: Pointe Noire-P.K. 4.6 and P.K. 4.6-Makola. As to the former
section, the higher than expected rate of return of 32% in comparison with
the appraisal estimate of 22% is the result of considerably higher than esti-
mated traffic (para. 13) more than compensating for the higher than expected
reconstruction cost (PCR, Tables 1 and 2). As to the latter section, the
higher than expected rate of return of 20% versus 17% estimated at appraisal
is due to the much higher than expected vehicle operating cost savings (para.
14) more than offsetting the higher than expected reconstruction cost while
traffic was in line with the appraisal estimate.

13. Traffic on the Pointe Noire-P.K. 4.6 section in 1975 was slightly
more than four times the appraisal estimate (1,739 versus 340 vehicles per
day) because of the rapid urban development of Pointe Noire near the project
road (PCR, para. 5.02). Traffic was composed primarily of passenger cars (48%
of total traffic), followed by buses (23%), heavy trucks (15%), pickup trucks
(14%), and logging trucks/semi-trailers (less than 1%). Relating the traffic
composition in 1975 to that at appraisal shows passenger cars, pickup trucks,
and buses representing 84% of total traffic compared with 77% at appraisal
and heavy trucks and logging trucks/semi-trailers making up 16% versus 23% at
appraisal.

14. Comparison of the vehicle operating cost savings for the completed
Pointe Noire-Makola Road with those expected at appraisal is not possible
because data for the Pointe Noire-P.K. 4.6 section were not presented in the
Appraisal Report. However, data were presented for the P.K. 4.6-Makola sec-
tion, and comparison shows that both absolute and percentage savings are con-
siderably higher than at appraisal. Percentage savings are in the range of
50%, which is typical of savings achieved when a poor earth/gravel road is
paved.

15. The estimates of vehicle operating costs used in the PCR (Table 3)
differ in certain respects from those used in the Appraisal Report.
First, at appraisal only two road conditions had been specified for comparison
purposes -- good paved and poor earth/gravel. At the time of PCR preparation,
a "poor paved road" category was added to better represent the reconstruction
of the Pointe Noire-P.K. 4.6 section, which was previously a paved road in
poor condition. Vehicle operating cost savings are larger when going from a
poor earth/gravel to good paved road than from a poor to a good paved road.
Second, as no data were available for Congo at the time of PCR preparation,
data for neighboring Cameroon were used for comparison with appraisal figures.
Third, to eliminate the effect of inflation on vehicle operating costs, the
consumer price index was used to adjust 1969 costs (at appraisal) to 1975
costs (at completion). The index showed a 50% increase during the period.
Comparison of the adjusted appraisal costs for Congo with costs in Cameroon
at completion showed a substantial savings. However, because data were not
available for Congo, the savings is only an approximation. Nevertheless, the
project still would be economically justified even if vehicle operating costs
did not decline as much as suggested.
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16. Eight supervision missions visited Congo during implementation of

the Highway Improvement Project. Four were in 1971 and 1972 (one mission and

three missions, respectively), coinciding with the initial and middle phases

of construction, and two were in 1974 after project completion. In 1971 and

1972, IDA carefully monitored the progress of construction and of traffic

development, particularly that from the sylvite mine and potash refinery when

closure was being considered because of lower than expected production (para.

2). IDA also was aware that the Government had difficulties in making CFAF

payments to the contractor and consultant and that this was delaying credit

disbursements. IDA emphasized the importance of making these payments, and

they were eventually completed in 1974.

17. There was a minor delay (six weeks) in making the credit effective

and in preparing the initial withdrawal request; disbursement began six months

later than scheduled. Although the amounts disbursed lagged somewhat behind

expectations, the entire credit was drawn down only four months after the

original closing date.

18. In conclusion, this uncomplicated Highway Improvement Project was

completed satisfactorily and on time. Despite a cost overrun, the ex-post

economic rate of return is satisfactory and the project is economically

justified. However, vehicle operating cost savings are only an approximation

because data for neighboring Cameroon instead of for Congo itself were used in

the economic evaluation. IDA's support for preinvestment studies of the proj-

ect road contributed to the generally positive outcome. The Government's

difficulties in making CFAF payments to the contractor and consultant could

well cause higher contract prices in the future.



ATTACHMENT

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

CREDIT 189-COB - HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

PROJECT DATA

Borrower: People's Republic of the Congo

Fiscal Year of Borrower: January 1 - December 31

Executing Agency: R~gie Nationale des Travaux Publics
Amount of Credit: US$1.5 million

Amount Disbursed: US$1.5 million

Date of Last Disbursement: October 3, 1973

Date of Credit Agreement: May 28, 1970

Effective Date:
Estimated September 1, 1970
Actual October 19, 1970

Closing Date:

Original June 30, 1973
Revised October 30, 1973

Period of Grace: 10 years

Term of Credit: 40 years
Interest Rate: None
Service Charge: 3/4 of 1% per annum
Amortization: May 15 and November 15 commencing

November 15, 1980 and ending
May 15, 2020

Currency Unit: CFAF
Exchange Rate:
At Appraisal US$1.00 = CFAF 278
Average During Disbursement Period US$1.00 = CFAF 258
Current US$1.00 = CFAF 225

Appraisal Mission Date: November 1969
Negotiation Date: March 1970

Appraisal Report: No. PTR-43a, April 20, 1970
Supervision Missions:

Dates No. of Staff Date of Report

June 1970 1 July 1970

March/April 1971 2 May 1971
April 1972 1 May 1972
September 1972 1 November 1972

December 1972 1 January 1973

December 1973 1 February 1974

June 1974 1 June 1974

November 1974 1 November 1974
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

CREDIT 189-COB - HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Among possible projects in the Congo identified by a Bank

Group mission in 1965 was the improvement to paved standards of the Pointe

Noire-Bondi road (43 km). A feasibility study,carried out as part of

Credit S6-COB in May 1969, showed that only the Pointe Noire-Makbla

section (34.1 km) was economically justified. The Credit Agreement

(Credit 189-COB) for improvement of the Pointe Noire-Makola road was

signed on May 28, 1970.

ii. The contract for execution of the road works was awarded to

the joint venture LTPA-Heibus. The work began in August 1971. Some

problems occurred which, however, did not significantly hinder progress,

and the works were completed satisfactorily with only a minor delay. The

Certificate of Completion was issued on March 2, 1973.

iii. The project's total cost was estimated at about US$2 million.

The Association agreed to finance the foreign exchange component through

a Credit of US$1.5 million. On the basis of the US dollar equivalent, the

total cost of the project was about 20% higher than estimated (about

US$2.4 million). But if the effect of the depreciation of the US dollar

is eliminated, the total cost was only about 9% higher than estimated.

Taxes on the cost of the road works amounted to about CFAF 28 million

(US$0.11 million equivalent) more than estimated; IDA's participation for

that item was therefore reduced from 70% to 60%.

iv. Traffic growth on the project road is close to the Appraisal
forecast, except near the Pointe Noire urban area where more rapid growth

has occurred. The increase in the construction cost of the project appears

to have been offset by an increase in vehicle operating cost savings. The

recalculated economic return from the project is 20%, compared with "over

17%" estimated at the time of appraisal, and the project appears justified

as appraised.

v. Among the three components included in the 1969 Engineering
Credit (S6-COB) the improvement of the Pointe Noire-Makola road was first

ready for appraisal and the logical choice for the first highway project.
The other two components required further preparation. In March 1971 a

study was completed on one of them, a highway maintenance program, which

became the basis for the Second Highway Project (Credit 274-COB). The third

component, the study of the Sibiti-Zanaga road, is being finalized as a part of

the proposed Third Highway Project.
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vi. With regard to the quality of the work, time required and cost

incurred, the execution of the project was generally satisfactory. The

financial management of thd project, however, caused severe hardship for

the contractor and the supervising consultants. Due to budgetary difficulties,

the contractor and consultant were not paid the local contribution to

the project for nearly two years. Undoubtedly this will increase prices

for future contracts, since in tendering contractors and consultants

will most likely make provisions for costs caused by the Government's

delay in making payments.
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

CREDIT 189-COB - HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

I. BACKGROUND

1.01 In 1965, a Bank Group mission identified potential components

of highway projects in the Congo, including the improvement to paved

standard of the Pointe Noire-Bondi road (43 km), which serves a potash

mine and an agricultural area. The Government, with the assistance of

SATET, a domestic surveying firm, undertook detailed engineering for

the paving of this road, but there was no feasibility study. The firm's

experience in highway engineering was limited and only a reconnaissance-

type soil investigation was carried out. Therefore, a feasibility study

was carried out and the detailed engineering was reviewed and completed

under the IDA-financed Highway Engineering Project (Credit S6-COB,

US$630,000, May 1969). The feasibility study showed that only the Pointe

Noire-Makola section (34.1 km) was economically justified, since beyond

Makola the terrain is more difficult and traffic decreases sharply.

Detailed engineering and bidding documents were prepared only for this

section.

1.02 The Government requested that IDA finance construction of the

road. The project was appraised in November 1969, and Credit 189-COB

(US$1.5 million) to the People's Republic of the Congo was signed on

May 28, 1970.

II. THE PROJECT

2.01 The project consisted of:

(i) the improvement of 34.1 km of road between Pointe Noire

and Makola; and

(ii) consultant supervision for the above works.

The R6gie Nationale des Transports et des Travaux Publics (RNTP), the

Government agency in charge of all roads in the country, was responsible

for executing the project and was assisted by consultant BCEOMl/ (France)

in prequalification of contractors, bid evaluation and in construction

supervision.

2.02 The Association agreed to finance the foreign exchange

component of the project through a credit of US$1.5 million. Total

project cost was estimated at US$2.0 million. The local cost component

included taxes and duties amounting to about 15% of the total cost.

1/ Bureau Central d'Etudes pour les Equipements d'Outre-Mer
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2.03 The signing of the consultants' contract for construction

supervision was a condition for effectiveness of the credit.

III. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Bidding and Contract Award

3.01 Bidding for the road improvement works took place in the fall

of 1970. The lowest evaluated bid, submitted by the joint venture LTPA-

HeibusY, was about 35% above the appraisal estimate, but after clarification

of some bid requirements the contractor reduced his bid by about 5%.

The resulting offer of about CFAF 534 million (about US$1.9 million) was

still too high to be financed under the Credit, which provided for dis-

bursements equivalent to 70% of construction costs including taxes. The

percentage of IDA participation was then reduced to 60% to take into

account the tax component which was higher than estimated in the

appraisal report. A contract was signed with LTPA-Heibus on July 22, 1971

and the contractor was notified to proceed on August 19, 1971. The

construction period was 18 months, and the contractual completion date

February 18, 1973.

Execution of Works

3.02 The contractor started the works in August 1971. However,

delay in moving the equipment to the site, the site engineer's unfamiliarity

with local conditions, and labor problems slowed down the initial phase of

the works. The site engineer was replaced in January 1972, and the

contractor was requested to submit a revised work schedule for completion

of the job within the contractual period. Major progress was made be-

tween February and November 1972. At this time, the contractor faced a

severe financial problem, as the Government had delayed payments of the

contractor's invoices since March 1972. The labor force had to be reduced,

and, at a certain point, the contractor threatened to stop the works. However,

the contractor managed to complete the works in time and the Government

issued the Certificate of Completion on March 2, 1973.

3.03 The only important technical problem encountered during construction

was the difficulty in obtaining a close wearing-course with double bituminous

surface treatment. This was due to the fragility of the stone material

which caused the chippings to break under the steel roller. This problem

was solved by adding a third layer of smaller chippings and using a rubber

wheel compactor. The problem could have been avoided during the design

phase by more accurately determining the mechanical characteristics of the

only type of stone available in the area. The cost increase resulting from

the accepted solution was offset by the reduction of some other items. The

2/ Lorraine des Travaux Publics Africains (France/Ivory Coast) and

Heinemann und Busse (Germany)
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final construction cost was about CFAF 526 million (98% of the contract

price), to which about CFAF 31 million (6%) was added for price escalation,

giving a total construction cost of about CFAF 557 million (Table 1).

3.04 LTPA-Heibus completed construction of the Pointe Noire-Makola

road (34.1 km) on February 28, 1973 without any delays beyond a ten-day

extension granted to compensate for time lost during labor strikes. The

quality of work was satisfactory, and the road was taken over by the

Government at the end of construction without any reservation.

3.05 The consultants, BCEOM, who had carried out the preinvestment

study for the road, were retained for supervision of construction works by

a contract dated September 25, 1970. The contract amounted to about CFAF

47.5 million including foreign and local costs net of taxes. The consultant

supervised the works closely and resolved the few problems encountered

during construction. Their performance was satisfactory. The basic super-

vision cost (net of taxes) was about CFAF 45 million which was increased

by about CFAF 8 million due to price escalation, bringing the total to about

CFAF 53 million. The above amount represents about 10% of the construction

cost. Without considering price increases for both construction and super-

vision, this percentage drops to 8.5%. The rather high percentage can

be explained by the relatively small size of the construction contract.

IV. PROJECT COST AND IDA FINANCING

4.01 Details of estimated and actual costs of project items and the

use of IDA funds are shown in Table 1. The total cost of the project

expressed in US dollar equivalent increased by about 20% -- from about

$2.0 million to about $2.4 million. Eliminating the depreciation of the

US dollar, the costs expressed in local currency indicate only a 9%

increase (from about CFAF 558 million to about CFAF 610 million). Since

the actual cost of improving the project road includes about CFAF 28

million more taxes than originally estimated, the increase in the economic

costs of the project (in constant CFAF net of taxes including physical

contingencies) amounts to about 4%.

4.02 An examination of the construction cost in CFAF (Table 1) shows

that the actual total cost was 13% higher than the estimated total cost.

This, however, is calculated by including 15% taxes in the appraisal esti-

mate and 20% in the actual total. If the appraisal estimate and the total

cost are compared using the same percentage (15%) for taxes for both, the

difference is reduced to only 7%.

4.03 Price escalation was actually slightly higher than the 5%

estimated at appraisal. Quantity contingencies were not needed since the

Bill of Quantities of the contract apparently included adequate provisions

for unforeseen requirements. The cost for supervising the construction

work remained within the estimate.
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4.04 The disbursements of Credit, estimated and actual, are indicated
in Table 6. IDA participation was reduced from 70% to 60% due to the
increase in taxation of the works. The Credit amount was fully disbursed
in October 1973 leaving about CFAF 3 million of consultants' costs to be
financed by the Government without IDA's participation.

V. ECONOMIC RE-EVALUATION

5.01 The project road extends 34.1 km inland from the port city of
Pointe Noire to Makola and serves several major economic functions as
noted in the appraisal report:

i. Carries supplies and workers to the potash mine and refinery
near Makolawl/;

ii. Links the agricultural area of the lower Mayombe to Pointe
Noire, an important consumption center of about 142,000
population;

iii. Carries export timber traffic of about 25,000 tons per
year; and

iv. Forms the westernmost link of the 574 km
Pointe Noire-Brazzaville road, the country's most
important transport corridor, which is presently served
only by the railway.

Traffic

5.02 Traffic on the rural sections of project road (29.5 km from PK2/
4.6 to Makola) was about 370 vehicles per day (vpd) in 1975, virtually
identical with the Appraisal Report forecast (Table 2). This compares
with 290 vpd in 1969. The proportion of heavy trucks declined from 34%
in 1973 to 19% in 1975 (compared with an appraisal forecast of a constant
27%), due primarily to a temporary falloff in timber traffic associated
with lower export prices. Traffic between Pointe Noire and PK 4.6 was about
1700 vehicles in 1975 compared with 430 vehicles forecast in the Appraisal
Report and 340 vehicles in 1963, due to the rapid expansion of the Pointe
Noire urban area in the vicinity of the project road.

1/ Extraction of potash on the basis of the present technology is expected to
cease in the. early 1980's. However, a preliminary feasibility study is
currently in progress for continuing potash production using carnallite, which
is plentifully available in the mine. For purposes of the economic reevaluation,
it was assumed that the mine would continue in operation to 1992.

2/ Pointe Kilometrique (PK) meaning station of road in kilometers starting
at Pointe Noire.
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Economic Analysis

5.03 Two sections of the Pointe Noire-Makola road were distinguished

for purposes of the economic re-evaluation, following the methodology of

the Appraisal Report: (i) Pointe Noire to PK 4.6, which was a deteriorating

paved road that was reconstructed under the project; and (ii) PK 4.6 to

Makola (29.5 km), which was a poor earth/gravel road that was upgraded to

paved standard. The economic re-evaluation of the Pointe Noire - PK 4.6 road

was based on savings in reconstruction costs and vehicle operating costs;

maintenance benefits taken into account in the appraisal were not considered

in order to be conservative. The evaluation of the PK 4.6 - Makola road was

based on vehicle operating cost and maintenance savings. Vehicle operating

and maintenance costs were estimated from recent experience in similar

countries (Tables 3 and 4). Vehicle operating costs on good paved roads

are lower than estimated at the time of appraisal, in order to be consistent

with more recent data collected in other West African countries. The voc

savings on the PK 4.6-Makola road are somewhat higher than estimated at the

time of appraisal, reflecting the higher savings associated with the improve-

ment from a poor earth/gravel road to a good paved road. Total voc savings

on the Poine Noire-PK-4.6 road are higher than estimated at the time of

appraisal, with higher than anticipated traffic more than offsetting somewhat

lower average savings.

5.04 A project life of 20 years was assumed (Appraisal Report). Traffic

on the Pointe Noire - PK 4.6 road was forecast to grow 4.3% p.a. from 1975

to the end of the period of analysis (Table 5), the same conservative growth

rate as was assumed in the appraisal report for this suburban section.

Traffic on the PK 4.6 - Makola road was also forecast to grow 4.3% p.a.

from 1975 to 1992 (Appraisal Report), which was substantiated by the actual

growth from 1969 to 1975.

5.05 It was estimated at the time of appraisal that the Pointe Noire -

PK 4.6 section would require reconstruction by 1976. It was also estimated

that reconstruction in 1976 would cost about 40% more than if carried out

at the time of appraisal, due to (i) the additional necessity to reconstruct

the sub-base and (ii) the need to use a contractor for this small section

to be reconstructed separately from the works included in the project. This

estimate appears justified in retrospect. The recalculated economic return

from reconstructing in 1971-73 rather than 1978 (a more conservative assumption)

is about 32% compared with 22% estimated at the time of appraisal (Table 5)

due primarily to higher than anticipated level of traffic on the reconstructed

road.

5.06 Vehicle operating cost savings, resulting from reconstructing the

PK 4.6 - Makola road section from a poor earth/gravel road to paved standard,

were estimated to range from 48-55% depending on vehicle type (Table 4). On

this basis the recalculated economic return from improving this section is

20%, compared with 17% estimated in the Appraisal Report. The overall

economic return from the project is calculated to be about 21%, compared

with an estimate of "over 17%" in the Appraisal Report. A sensitivity test

shows that if the mine were to close in 1977 the rate of return would be

about 16%. The project appears to be justified as appraised.
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VI. GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE

6.01 The Government, through RNTP, managed technical and administrative

matters adequately. RNTP officers were in contact with the supervising

consultant during the work and participated in the solution of technical

problems encountered. However, the financial management of the project was

not satisfactory. Because of budgetary difficulties, both contractor and

consultant were not paid local contribution to the project for about 24

months (March 1972 through February 1974). The amounts involved were

significant: 30% of total contract price including revision of prices, or

76% of total local contribution for the contractor, and 12% and 100%

respectively for the consultant. Under Association urging, the Government

resumed payment to the contractor in March 1974 and later to the consultant.

Payments were completed by the end of 1974, about 20 months after completion

of works.



TABLE 1

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

CREDIT 189-COB - HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

Appraisal Estimates, Actual Costs and IDA Financing

A. Improvement of Pointe Noire - Makola Road (CFAF million except where specified otherwise)

Revised Difference Difference Difference

Appraisal Actual Actual between between (c) between (b)

Estimatel Cost 2 CostA/ (c) and (a) and (a) in % and (a) in %

(a_ (b) (C) Td (e) (f)

1. Contract Price 425 534 507 + 82 + 19

2. Physical Contingencies 45 - 8 - 7 - 52 -116

3. Price Escalation 24 31 29 + 5 + 21

Total 494 557 529 + 35 + 7 + 13

B. Total Project

Appraisal Estimate Actual Cost IDA Financing

CFAF US$1 US$ CFAF US$1 US$ Appr. Estimate Actual

Million = CFAF Thousand Million =CFAF Thousandf Thous. % $ Thous. %

1. Road Improvement 494 278 1,779 557 253 2,194 1,300 70 1,316 601/

2. Consult. Services 641 278 231 53 4 239 222.41 200 80./ 184 836

Total 558 278 2,010 610 252 2,416 1,500 75 1,500 62

1/ Including 15% taxes

2/ Including about. 20% taxes

3/ Reduction from 70% to 60% is documented by IDA letter of February 4, 1972

4/ Net of taxes

5/ Representing estimated foreign exchange component

i/ Against each consultantflo invoice, 88% or the estimated foreign exchange component of the consultants'
contract was disbursed until Credit funds were exhausted leaving about CFAF 3 million to be paid-

entirely by the Government.



TABLE 2

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

CREDIT 189-COB - HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

Actual and Forecast Traffic on the Pointe Noire-Makola Road

(average annual daily traffic)

1975

A c t u a 1 Appraisal

Vehicle Type 1969 12/73 4/75 Forecast

A. Pointe Noire - P.K. 4.6 (4.6 km)

Passenger Cars ) - 827

Pick-up Trucks ) 260 - 238 330

Buses ) 403

Heavy Trucks ) 80 - 266

Loggers/Semi-trailers ) 5 100

Total 340 - 1,739 430

B. P.K. 4.6 - Makola (29.5 km)

Passenger Cars ) 98 99

Pickup Trucks ) 210 105 117 270

Buses ) 57 84

Heavy Trucks ) 80 110 69 ) 100

Loggers/Semi-trailers ) 26 3 )

Total 290 396 372 370

1/ Average of Mongo Kamba and Makola counting stations, weighted 3:1

respectively.

May 1976



TABLE 3

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

CREDIT 189-COB - HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

Estimated Economic Vehicle Operating Costs

Poor Savings

Paved Road Earth/Gravel Pointe Noire Makola -

Vehicle Type Good Poor Road - P.K. 4.6 P.K. 4.6
(CFAF) (%) (CFAF)(%)

A. Project Completion Report (CFAF/Km at 1975 prices)

Passenger Car 14 20 30 6 30 16 53

Pick-up Truck 17 23 34 6 26 17 50

Trucks and Buses 40 52 83 12 23 43 52

Loggers and Tractor/Trailer

Combinations 63 81 154 18 22 91 59

B. Appraisal Report (CFAF/Km at estimated 1975 prices)i/

Passenger Car 34 - 44 n.a. n.a. 10 23

Pick-up Truck 36 - 48 n.a. n.a. 12 25

Trucks 65 - 98 n.a. n.a. 33 34

Buses 39 - 55 n.a. n.a. 16 29

Loggers and Tractor/Trailer

Combinations 131 - 196 n.a. n.a. 65 33

1/ Adjusted from the 1969 appraisal estimate using the consumer price index. Vehicle

operating cost savings estimated for the Pointe Noire-P.K. 4.6 section increased

from a low to a high level in accordance with the forecast breakup of the old

paved road.

May 1976



TABLE 4

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

CREDIT 189-COB - HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

Flow of Costs and Benefits: PK 4.6 - Makola

(CFAF millions net of tax at 1975 price levels)

Construction Benefits Net

Year (1) VOC Maintena Yc
Cost Savings Savings Benefits

1971 157 -157
1972 416 -416

1973 66 108 5 - 47
1974 118 7 125

1975 106 7 113

1976 110 7 117

1977 115 7 122

1978 120 7 127

1979 126 7 133

1980 132 7 139

1981 138 7 145
1982 144 7 151

1983 151 7 158

1984 158 7 165
1985 165 7 172

1986 172 7 179

1987 180 7 187

1988 188 7 195

1989 197 7 204

1990 206 7 213

1991 216 7 223

1992 226 7 233

(1) Includes the cost of supervision

(2) The annual costs of routine and periodic maintenance on a gravel road are

estimated at CFAF 736,000/km and on a paved road at CFAF 319,000/km.

May 1976



TABLE 5

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

CREDIT 189-COB - HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

Flow of Costs and Benefits: Pointe Noire-PK 4.6

(CFAF millions net of tax at 1975 price levels )

Construction Cost VOC Net

Year Reconstruction Reconstruction Difference Savings Benefits
in 1971-73 in 1978

1971 14.8 - 14.8 -14.8

1972 39.3 39.3 -39.3

1973 6.2 6.2 11.5 5.3

1974 - - - 16.7 16.7

1975 - - - 19.6 19.6

1976 - - - 22.5 22.5

1977 - - - 25.4 25.4

1978 - 93.8 -93.8 26.5 120.3

May 1976



TABLE 6

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

CREDIT 189-COB - HIG1#JAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

Schedule of Disbursements

ACCUMULATED DISBURSEMENTS
US$'000 EQUIVALENT

IDA
FISCAL AACTUAL DISBURSEMENTS

YEAR AND ACTUAL APPRAISAL AS A PERCENTAGE

SEMESTER DISBURSEMENTS ESTIMATE OF APPRAISAL

1971

lst 100

2nd

1972

lst 1 300 1 1,100 1,30

2nd 700

1973

1st 869 1,500 58

2nd 1,410 94

1974

1st 1,500 100

iClosing DaterA October 30,1973 1June 30, 1973
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

MOROCCO FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 642-MOR/CREDIT 167-MOR)

Preface

This memorandum reports on an audit of performance under the Morocco
First Highway Project for which Loan 642-MOR/Credit 167-MOR in the amount of
US$7.3 million each were signed on November 13, 1969. A Project Completion
Report (PCR) was prepared by the Bank's Europe, Middle East and North Africa
Regional Office. After discussions with Bank staff and after reviewing the
appraisal report, President's Report, legal documents, the Minutes of the
Board of Executive Directors and the final supervision report under OED's
abbreviated review process, the audit accepts the analysis and conclusions
of the PCR. Its main conclusions are recounted in summary in the memorandum.
Drawing on previous OED experience in the EMENA Region in Finland, Yugoslavia
and Syria, some comparisons and parallels have also been noted.

No mission by OED staff was made in connection with this performance
audit report.



PROJECT PERFORMIANCE AUDIT REPORT

MOROCCO FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 642-MOR/CREDIT 167-MOR)

Basic Data Sheet

Key Project Data .

Item Original Plan Actual

Total Project Cost (US$ million) 21.2 23.3
Overrun (%) 10
Loan Amount (US$ million) 7.3
Credit Amount (US$ million) 7.3

Total 14.6
Disbursed 15. 5/'
Cancelled 0
Repaid to Bank (8/31/76) 1.7
Outstanding to Bank/IDA (8/31/76) 12.9
Date Physical Component Completed 6/73 12/73
Proportion Completed by Above Date 90 100
Proportion of Time Overrun (%) 16
Range of Economic Rate of Return

of Project Component, (%) 12-28 hgher

Other Pro ect Data

Item Original Plan Actual

First Mention in Files 1/26/65
Government's Application 6/23/67
Negotiations 7/69 8/11-8/15/69
Board Approval 9/69' 10/7/69
Loan/Credit Agreements - 11/13/69
Effectiveness 2/15/70 5/22/70
Closing Date 2/28/74 12/31/75
Borrower Kingdom of Morocco
Executing Agency Ministry of Public Works and Communications
Fiscal Year of Borrower January 1 - December 31
Follow-on Project Name Second Highway Project:

Loan 955-MOR
Amount US$29.0 million
Loan Agreement 1/11/74

/a Credit amount adjusted to US$8.2 million to reflect devaluation of the
United States dollar in 1972 and 1973. Total loan (US$7.3 million) and
credit (US$8.2 million) amount disbursed would be US$15.5 million.



Mission Data

Month/ No. of No. of Date of
- -entBy Year_ weelks Persons Manweeks Report

Reconnaissance Bank/IDA 12/66 1 2 2 1/10/67
Preparation -
Preappraisal Bank/IDA 9/68 2 2 4 1/15/69Appraisal Bank/IDA 3/69 2 3 5 9/23/69

Total 1.1
Supervision I Bank/IDA 2/70 1 - 3/31/70
Supervision II Bank/IDA 10/70 0.5 4 2 10/7/70
Supervision III Bank/IDA 2/71 1.5 1 1.5 3/29/71
Supervision IV Bank/IDA 5/71 1 2 2 6/7/71
Supervision V Bank/IDA 7/71 1 3 3 8/9/71
Supervision VI Bank/IDA 11/71 1 1 1 12/22/71
Supervision VII Bank/IDA 4/72 2 2 4 5/24/72
Supervision VIII Bank/IDA 11/72 1 1 1 12/6/72
Supervision IX Bank/IDA 7/73 1.5 1 1.5 8/7/73
Supervision X Bank/IDA 11/73 1.5 1 1.5 12/14/73
Supervision XI Laik/IDA 7/74 1.5 1 1.5 6/27/74
Supervision XII Bank/IDA 9/74 0.5 2 1 11/21/74
Completion Bank/1DA 3/76 2 2 4 10/6/76

Total 17 26

Country Exchange Rates

Name of Currency (Abbreviation) Dirhami (DR)
1969 (Appraisal year) US$1.00 = 5.06
1970 US$1.00 = 5.06
1971 US$1.00 = 5.06
1972 US$1.00 =4.593
1973 US$1.00 = 4.095 3
1.974 US$1.00 = 4.347
1975 US$1.00 = 4.052
1976 (Comipletion year) US$1.00 = 4.242

Source: Project Completion Report



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

MOROCCO FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 642-MOR/CREDIT 167-MOR)

HIGHLIGHTS

This project, the Bank's first for highway development in the
Kingdom of Morocco, was completed in a timely way with minor cost overruns.
The rates of return for those roads which were improved and for construction
of the Agadir-Marrakech Road are higher than expected primarily because of
greater vehicle operating cost savings and in some instances higher than
expected traffic. The only major difficulty associated with the project
was a lengthy delay of about two and a half years, in drawing down the
loan/credit; however, this did not affect project implementation. The
success of the project is influenced by the fact that it was well-prepared,
appropriately concentrating on the improvement of the existing road network,
competently undertaken by local contractors and well-supervised by the Ministry
of Public Works and Communications (MPWC).

The following points may be of particular interest:

Efficient supervision undertaken by the MPWC (para. 8, PCR,
paras. 4.04 and 4.06)

Good performance of local contractors (para. 9, PCR, paras.
4.04 and 4.06)

Slow withdrawal from loan/credit account (paras. 12-15, PCR,
paras. 4.19 and 7.05).



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

MOROCCO FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 642-MOR/CREDIT 167-MOR)

1. Loan 642-MOR/Credit 167-MOR of 1969 for US$7.3 million each represented
the first Bank Group operation for highways in the Kingdom of Morocco. At the
time of appraisal Morocco had one of the most extensive networks of paved high-
ways in Africa, second only to South Africa. Although this existing network
was relatively well developed, it had deteriorated so that improvement and main-
tenance works were required to ensure continued economic expansion.

2. The Government was aware of these betterment needs and discussed
them with the Bank in 1968. The project evolving from these discussions
included the construction of a 106 km road section, improvement of 348 km
of roads, construction of four bridges (see PCR, Map), purchase of maintenance
equipment and a Transport Survey (PCR, para. 2.03). The Bank had an important
role in project preparation by suggesting that the 106 km road section be-
tween the tourist city of Agadir and Morocco's second largest city, Marrakech,
be added to the original project description. The Government accepted this
suggestion.

3. The project was successful, particularly when considering it was the
first Bank endeavor in the highway sector in the country. All components were
completed on time except for minor earthworks (PCR, Annex 1). Actual costs are
close to appraisal costs and the economic justification of civil works is stronger
than anticipated.

4. A simple comparison of expected and actual project costs in either
domestic currency (Dirham) or in foreign exchange equivalent (US Dollars)
is not meaningful because it fails to isolate the effect of exchange rate
fluctuations. Such a comparison shows a 3% underrun when total costs are
expressed in domestic currency and a 10% cost overrun if they are measured in
US Dollar equivalents (PCR, Annex 2). A better judgment about the accuracy of
the appraisal estimates can be made by comparing actual and expected costs for
local and foreign currency separately:
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Local Cost Foreign Cost

Actual Expected Actual Expected

----DH Millions--- ---US$ Millions---

Highway Construction 14.9 14.0 6.3 5.3

Highway Improvement Program 12.7 12.7 5.3 4.7

Bridge Construction 1.6 2.8 0.7 1.1

Maintenance Equipment 5.2 3.0 2.9 3.1

Consultant Services 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.4

Total 34.7 33.0 15.5 14.6

For the whole project, the foreign exchange cost component was about 6% higher
than expected, reflecting the devaluation of the US Dollar; there was a
corresponding adjustment in the loan/credit amount. The local currency
component was 5% higher than expected.

5. There is an overrun in both the local currency component and the
foreign exchange component of highway construction which is explained by
increased quantities. The more important quantity increases resulted from the
addition of an 11 km by-pass on the Agadir-Marrakech Road and from the substitu-
tion of a 4 cm wearing course for the original double bituminous surface. The
actual local and foreign costs of bridge construction and consultant services
were lower than expected in both cases. The decision to eliminate two bridges
from the project description was the major reason for the underrun. In the
case of maintenance equipment, there is an overrun in local currency and an
underrun in foreign currency reflecting the greater than expected purchase of
local equipment.

6. The higher than expected rates of return of between 18%-24% for the
road improvements compared with the appraisal estimates of between 13%-22%,
and of 20% for the Agadir-Marrakech Road compared with the appraisal estimate
of 15%, result from higher than expected vehicle operating cost savings and in
some instances higher than expected traffic growth (PCR, paras. 6.02-6.07).
Traffic on the Agadir-Marrakech Road in 1973, the first year after con-
struction was completed, was about 650 vehicles per day which corresponds to
the appraisal forecast, but traffic thereafter grew at a higher rate on this
road (PCR, Annex 10, RP40).

7. The satisfactory outcome of the project was greatly influenced by
the competence of the Borrower, the Ministry of Public Works and Communica-
tions (MPWC). While the project is a relatively straightforward one, the
Borrower contributed to the smoothness of implementation by keeping the Bank
informed and by making efforts to comply with the loan covenants (PCR, para.
4.22).

8. An interesting aspect of project implementation is the supervision
of civil works which was undertaken by the MPWC's district engineers. MPWC's
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staff resolved difficulties competently, thereby influencing the satisfactory
execution of the civil works. Another case where supervision of construction
and improvement works was undertaken successfully by district staff is the
Finland Third Highway Project, Loan 723-FI (Audit Report No. 1197, para. 12).
Although these countries are quite different, these cases illustrate the
success of in-house supervision when the road authority is well-organized and
its regional offices are well-developed.

9. Moreover, a further parallel with the Finland case is the successful
completion of works done largely by local contractors. Their performance was
good and completion of works was close to schedule. In both cases the Bank
made specific recommendations with respect to competitive bidding. It sug-
gested that major road construction be divided into sections and that the more
widely scattered improvement works be further grouped by regions. This gave
contractors the opportunity to bid on one or more sections; in both projects
local contractors were awarded a combination of sections (Audit Report No.
1197, Annex III, and PCR, Annex I).

10. The only undertaking which the Borrower failed to fulfill was to
review its transport policy with the Bank in light of the recommendations made
by the consultants in the Transport Survey (PCR, paras. 4.12-4.15). Some of
the changes recommended by consultants in 1972 were undertaken; a Directorate
of Roads to replace two regional offices was created and some of the invest-
ments proposed were made (PCR, Annex 3). Most of the required policy changes
however are still subject to approval and the consultants recently began to
assist the MPWC in updating their recommendations. Of particular concern is
the Government's strict control over the rail/road freight market. This
regulation is considered costly to the economy, creating higher freight rates
than would be the case under a competitive market system.

11. The PCR suggests that the MPWC's failure to comply with the above
covenant resulted from its shortage of economic staff to review the con-
sultants recommendations. These staff constraints were not realized at
appraisal. Drawing on this experience, the Second Highway Project, Loan
955-MOR of 1974, supported the creation of a transport planning office with
the technical assistance of consultants. One of the consultants was required
to be a transport economist and it is expected that the guidance in economics
that this person will provide will help alleviate the constraints in this area.

12. The project encountered only two difficulties: a delay in effec-
tiveness of three months and a delay in drawing down the loan of over two
years. The delay in effectiveness resulted from late provision of the
required legal opinion so that the loan could be ratified. From the documents
reviewed, it is not possible to determine if the Bank could have helped speed
up this process; nor is it possible to say if the Bank failed to make due
allowance for local administrative steps which would be necessary to ratify
the loan. However, although the project was the first one for highways, the
Bank had undertaken a number of projects in other sectors and was ostensibly
familiar with the Borrower's procedures of loan approval. It would seem,
therefore, that the delay was an isolated instance, and was, in any event, not
particularly substantial.
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13. The lengthy time of about two and a half years that it took to
withdraw the proceeds of the loan/credit after the project was completed in
August 1973 resulted from the Ministry of Finance's slowness in withdrawing
the proceeds of the loan/credit (PCR, para. 7.05). Civil works were completed
nearly within the appraisal schedule but actual disbursements throughout
construction were only 50% of the appraisal disbursement schedule representing
an average gap of about two years between work completed and payment (Graph
1). From the information available, it seems that the contractors were generally
paid within four to six weeks after presenting their bills to MPWC and were
not affected by the slow withdrawals.

14. Although slow disbursements have also affected other Bank projects
in Morocco, such as the Souss Groundwater Project, Loan 1123-MOR, and the
Agricultural Development Project, Credit 555-MOR, both of 1975, the circum-
stances were different. In one instance disbursements were delayed because
contractors were slow in sending back to Government payment certificates which
were needed as evidence that they had been paid and, in the other, the Bank
was slow in approving bid documents. In OED's experience in other transport
projects in the EMENA Region, 1/ disbursements have lagged during project
execution. In those cases, slow disbursements resulted from delays in effec-
tiveness, changes in project composition and alteration of design standards.

15. The Bank made considerable efforts to speed up the withdrawals,
discussing the problem repeatedly with the Ministry of Finance and MPWC.
These efforts were, in the event, not successful. During the appraisal of the
Second Highway Project, the Bank convened a meeting with both ministries to
discuss ways to hasten withdrawals. As a consequence, there have been no
difficulties in disbursements so far under that loan.

16. The role of the Bank in this project is set forth in the PCR (paras.
7.01-7.07). The Bank made an important contribution to the project's composi-
tion by recommending that the Agadir-Marrakech Road be included in the project.
The construction of this road has been well-justified. At appraisal, the Bank
explained its approach with respect to project evaluation and spent consider-
able time on procurement procedures which was helpful to MPWC staff. The Bank
was also sensitive to the Borrower's needs: it was flexible with respect to
pavement changes and the addition of an important by-pass of the city of
Agadir.

17. In conclusion, this project was a straightforward one, implemented
with only minor difficulties by a competent Borrower. Cost overruns were
small and the rates of return on the project roads were greater than expected.

1/ See: Syria First Highway Project, Credit 46-SYR (Audit Report No. 1259,
paras. 4-5); Yugoslavia Third Highway Project, Loan 608-YU (Audit Report
No. 1385, p. A.2, para. 6); and, Finland Third Highway Project,
Loan 723-FI (Audit Report No. 1197, p. A.3, para. 2).
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All loan covenants were successfully undertaken with the exception of the
Government's commitment to examine and discuss the consultants' recommenda-
tions on transport policy with the Bank; the Bank is continuing to encourage
.And follow the MPWC's progress with respect to this endeavor. The favorable
outcome of the project has been substantially influenced by its scope and its
preparation which were especially important considering this was the Bank's
first undertaking in the highway sector. With respect to these factors, the
MPWC's awareness of its need to improve the existing network rather than
investing in new construction works had a positive effect as did the compe-
tence of the MPWC and its well-qualified staff.
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ATTACHMENT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

MOROCCO FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 642-MOR/CREDIT 167-MOR)

I. INTRODUCTION

1.01 The Government of Morocco had inquired first in 1964 whether the

Bank would consider financing a highway project. Following subsequent discus-

sions on project content and project preparation, the Government, in September
1968, requested Bank/IDA financing for a highway improvement program, including
the construction of bridges and the renewal of highway maintenance equipment.
A preappraisal mission visited Morocco at the end of September 1968 and an
appraisal mission was sent in March 1969.

1.02 On November 13, 1969 a Loan Agreement and a Credit Agreement were
signed. The Bank provided a Loan (642-MOR) of US$7.3 million and IDA a Credit
(167-MOR) of US$7.3 million, for a total of US$14.6 million equivalent. The
works were substantially completed in time by mid-1973 and purchases of
maintenance equipment by the end of 1973. The Closing Date was postponed from
February 28, 1974, to Decemer 31, 1975 due to slow withdrawals of the Loan
proceeds. Final disbursement took place in March 1976.

1.03 The present report is based on:

(i) findings of Bank supervision missions undertaken during and
after project execution;

(ii) Bank files; and

(iii) traffic counts carried out by the Ministry of Public Works
and Communications during 1973-75.

II. THE HIGHWAY SECTOR

2.01 Morocco's economy was at the time of the First Highway Project in
1969, and still is, largely dependent on the export of minerals and agricul-
tural production. Mineral exports are carried to port by rail while the
transport of agricultural products relies almost completely on the road
system.

2.02 Before the First Highway Project, the highway system was deteriorat-
ing due to insufficient funds for maintenance. Furthermore, a good connection
between two large cities, Agadir and Marrakech did not exist and an overall
plan for the development of the road network was not available.
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2.03 In the late nineteen sixties the principal transport sectoral goals
of the Government were the improvement and maintenance of Morocco's transport
infrastructure and the establishment of efficient transport operations. The
overall objectives of the First Highway Project were to support these goals
and, especially, to ensure that economic development would not be hindered by
rising transport costs and the further deterioration of the primary and
secondary roads. These objectives were to be achieved primarily by:

(a) The construction of a 106 km section, Ameskroud-Imi n'Tanoute,
and the improvement of two adjacent sections totalling 72 km
on the Agadir-Marrakech road. Construction of the 106 km road
section aimed to shorten the total distance between Agadir and
Marrakech by 65 km, and the total distance between Agadir and
Casablanca by 15 km. Improvement of the 72 km-long adjacent
sections was expected to result in savings of vehicle operating
costs as well as road maintenance costs.

(b) A three-year highway improvement program providing for the
selected strengthening, reconstruction and improvement of
sections totalling 348 km, on about 4,000 km of primary roads.
This program was expected to reduce vehicle operating costs and
costs of road maintenance.

(c) The construction of four bridges, which would shorten distances
travelled along important trunk roads.

(d) The purchase of maintenance equipment and spare parts, in order
to improve the efficiency of routine maintenance and to reduce
the costs of operating and maintaining the old road maintenance
equipment fleet.

(e) A transport survey of the Atlantic coastal zone from Agadir to
Tangier. The purpose of this survey was to identify a coordi-
nated investment program for high priority transport infra-
structure projects, including a critical examination of overall
transport policy.

2.04 It is difficult to ascertain precisely the extent to which this
project has contributed to economic development. However, it is evident that
the project has prevented further deterioration of the road network, improved
road maintenance, reduced vehicle operating costs, and has provided a direct
and shorter connection between Agadir and Marrakech. Furthermore, the Trans-
port Survey has enabled the Government to define in more detail its goals in
the transport sector, although these goals are being implemented slowly.
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III. PROJECT PREPARATION AND APPRAISAL

3.01 Project preparation took a long time. Already in 1964 the Govern-
ment of Morocco had inquired whether the Bank would be prepared to participate
in financing a highway project. After having received basic information on
traffic, network, vehicle fleet, etc. and upon an application from the Govern-
ment in November 1966, the Bank sent a reconnaissance mission in December 1966.
This mission recommended three roads for consideration, subject to the satis-
factory outcome of ongoing studies.

3.02 The proposed project did not materialize, however, because the Gov-
ernment shifted its emphasis more towards maintenance and improvement of the
existing network. Therefore, it applied in September 1968 for Bank/IDA financ-
ing for a highway improvement program of primary road sections, including the
construction of bridges, and renewal of highway maintenance equipment and
spare parts. A preappraisal mission visited Morocco at the end of September
1968 and an appraisal mission in March 1969. During appraisal, the Government
and the Bank agreed on an improvement program of 348 km of primary and second-
ary road sections, the construction of four bridges and the purchase of
highway maintenance equipment.

3.03 The project did not originally include the construction of a 106 km
road section, nor the improvement of two adjacent sections totalling 72 km, of
the Agadir-Marrakech road. The appraisal mission recommended inclusion of
these works, which were expected to yield a favorable economic return. After
about one month, the Government agreed to their inclusion and ensured the
availability of resources for financing the required local cost component.

3.04 During appraisal, the Government proposed to incorporate an intended
investment study for the major ports of Morocco into a general transport survey
of the Atlantic coastal region between Agadir and Tangier. This proposal,
which was supported by the appraisal mission, included feasibility studies for
two major roads in this region (Casablanca-Rabat and Kenitra-Larache) and a
critical examination of overall transport policy.

3.05 In retrospect, the two additions of paras. 3.03 and 3.04 have been
beneficial, although they delayed Board presentation by about one month. The
time between the Government's application and Board presentation was slightly
more than one year and the time between appraisal and presentation 6-1/2
months respectively; these periods include one month delay to allow the
inclusion of the Agadir-Marrakech road section into the project, and are
reasonable compared to similar projects.

3.06 The project did not include any feeder roads or any other such lower
standard roads, because the Government's main concern was to save the main
road network. Another consideration was that a major governmental program was
in operation to build feeder roads and other such roads with the help of idle
farm labor.
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IV. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION AND COST

A. General

4.01 The Loan/Credit became effective on MIay 22, 1970, three months later
than originally anticipated due to delays in Government procedures. Annex 1
shows the contracting and supplying firms and dates of project execution,
while Annex 2 presents final cost figures of each project component. Most
contracts for civil works were won by local firms and only a few by a combina-
tion of local and foreign firms. In general, the project was implemented on
schedule, but disbursements were completed with a delay of about two years.

B. Highway Construction

4.02 After prequalification of contractors in the first half of 1970,
bids for civil works on the Agadir-Marrakech road (RS511) were submitted in
February 1971. With the Bank's approval, contracts were awarded to two local
firms, which were the lowest evaluated bidders. The works started in June
1971. Upon the Government's request and with the Bank's approval, the con-
tracts included the construction of an 11 km-long bypass between the port of
Agadir and the beginning of the project road section. This bypass did not
aggravate the urban traffic situation in Agadir; on the contrary, it was
included to avoid that heavy traffic from the project road to the port would
pass through the tourist center of Agadir. A further change was the substitu-
tion of a 4 cm-thick asphaltic concrete wearing course for the originally
intended double bituminous surface treatment; this substitution was justified
on technical and economic grounds.

4.03 The works were substantially completed within 24 months (specified
construction time) and the road was opened to traffic in July 1973. Acceptance
of the works by the Administration took place in August 1973.

4.04 Execution of the civil works was adequately supervised by the staff
of the two Districts of Agadir and Marrakech, with the assistance of the
central laboratory L.P.E.E. in Casablanca. The quality of the work is good.

C. Highway Improvement Works

4.05 For bidding and administrative purposes, the improvement works on the
various road sections were grouped together in each District to form nine lots(Annex 5). After prequalification of contractors in early 1970, bids were
received between March and May 1970, except for Lot 6 for which bids were
submitted in April 1971. Works were carried out during the three years 1970to 1972, as foreseen during appraisal. Two contracts were awarded to a
French-Moroccan joint venture and all others to local firms.

4.06 Supervision of the works was carried out by the staff of the Dis-
tricts (Arroundissements), with the assistance of the central laboratory, andwas adequate. The quality of the works is good.
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D. Bridge Construction

4.07 Towards the end of 1971, the design and bidding documents for two
bridges over the rivers Moulouya (south of Melilla) and Nekor (near Al-Hoceima)
were completed by the joint venture Maroc Developpement/SETEC (Moroccan/French).
Contractors were subsequently preselected. The bids were won for the Moulouya
bridge by a French/Moroccan joint venture SEPROB/CTRA and for the Nekor bridge
by the French firm SEPROB. Works started on both bridges early in 1972 and
were completed on schedule by the middle of 1973.

4.08 Construction of the two other bridges was deleted from the project,
because no decision had been taken until 1975 regarding the size and location
of the related dams on the rivers Korifla and Bou Reg Reg.

E. Highway Maintenance Equipment

4.09 Invitations to bid for the supply of the different types of equipment
were called in May 1970 and all contracts were signed in October 1970. The
bulk of the equipment was delivered during 1971 and 1972; only some lorries and
graders did not arrive until later in 1973.

4.10 Regarding 12 graders, a Moroccan agent submitted a low price for the
Japanese made "KOMATSU" grader. The Administration hesitated to order all 12
units at once; instead it made a contract for three graders to test them in
the field and after satisfactory field tests ordered the remaining nine
graders, which arrived late in 1973.

4.11 Annex 7 shows the list of equipment drawn up during appraisal and
the list of equipment actually delivered under the project. Major alterations
to the initial list are:

(i) substitution of 28 "Peugeot" pickups for 51 light vehicles
with less than 5 HP; and

(ii) substitution of 90 4.0 ton-tipper trucks for 84 2.5 ton-
tipper trucks.

Minor changes were made in the number of some equipment items. All these
changes were made, in agreement with the Bank, to improve the efficiency of
maintenance operations.

F. Transport Survey

4.12 In 1969, the development of Morocco's road transport industry was
hampered by restrictive regulations. In principle, entry into road transport
was controlled through licensing of private and public carriers, while all
rates were fixed by the Government with discriminatory taxation of the farmer.
In practice, however, only vehicles of more than 5.5 tons freight handling
capacity were subject to licensing and private owners of such licensed trucks
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were only permitted to transport their own products. As a result, a dispro-

portionate number of trucks were procured in the exempt category (5.5 tons and

below). This situation, together with a railway rate structure at variance

with operational costs, distorted the transport system.

4.13 In 1969, there was also a lack of directions for future transport

planning within the overall development strategy, and transport coordination

was weak. The Transport Survey under the First Highway Project addressed

itself to these problems.

4.14 This Survey comprised a critical examination of overall transport

policy, pricing, licensing and taxation, and a study of the future transport

requirements in the Atlantic coastal region. In addition, the Survey identi-

fied the needs for a four-lane divided highway between Casablanca and Rabat

and a new highway between Kenitra and Larache. The economic feasibility

studies and detailed engineering of both roads were retroactively financed

under the Second Highway Project.

4.15 BCEOM was selected by the Government and approved by the Bank to
carry out the Transport Survey, which was started in 1971. A draft final
report was submitted in March 1974, which the Government and Bank found to be

generally satisfactory. The principal recommendations of the Survey were
to:

(a) raise railway passenger fares and freight rates;

(b) reorganize the Ministry of Public Works and Communication

(MPWC);

(c) reorganize port administration and to introduce on autono-
mous accounting system for each major port;

(d) expand the transport coordination functions of the Office
National des Transports (ONT);

(e) abolish all restrictions and controls on entering the road
transport industry;

(f) institute more efficient control by the Service des Trans-
ports Routiers (STR) on insurance policies, status of cars,
axle load limitations and drivers' qualifications;

(g) abolish the "taxe de coordination," which was an annual
tax applied to private truck owners, while tire taxation
procedures were being improved;

(h) abolish Government control of fares and rates for road
transport;

(i) institute a program ensuring long term financial viability
of the railways; and
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(j) introduce consistent criteria and procedures for making

transport investment decisions.

In addition, BCEOM recommended a number of specific port, road and railroad

investments. Annex 3 shows these recommended investments and the status of

their implementation. BCEOM's investment goals have not been fully realized,

primarily due to significant increases in costs of construction and equipment

since completion of the Transport Survey.

4.16 Since 1972-73 MPWC and the Bank have discussed transport deregulation

issues. So far the Government has abolished restrictions and controls on road

transport of tourists, has implemented recommendations (a), (b) and (c) and

has recently started to implement (d). The reorganization of MPWC (item b) is

discussed in Section V.

4.17 Mid-1976, the Government established upon the Bank's recommendation
a small Transport Planning Office (Cellule de Planification) within MPWC. The

office has qualified Moroccan staff, who will review the other recommendations

of para. 4.15 and, if accepted by the Government, make arrangements for their

implementation. Technical assistance by BCEOM for a total of about 40 man-
months under the Second Highway Project is now available to assist the Moroccan
staff to update the recommendations made in 1972, if necessary, and in their
implementation.

G. Time Schedule

4.18 The Loan/Credit became effective on May 22, 1970; the project was
expected to be completed by June 30, 1973, and the Closing Date was February 28,
1974. The civil works were all substantially completed by the Completion
Date, except those on the Agadir-Marrakech road which were completed in
August 1973. With the exception of some trucks and the nine graders which
arrived at the end of 1973, the bulk of the maintenance equipment was delivered
during 1970/71.

4.19 The Closing Date of February 28, 1974 would have normally enabled the
Government to withdraw all funds from the Loan/Credit. However, Government
procedures on withdrawal of funds were slow and cumbersome. Thus disbursements
lagged behind schedule and required the Government to request a postponement
of the Closing Date, first to August 31, 1974, then to December 31, 1974 and
thereafter to December 31, 1975. The last withdrawal took place in March
1976.

H. Performance of Borrower

4.20 Government procedures for bidding and contract awards were good as
well as supervision of civil works by MPWC staff. However, Government pro-
cedures for withdrawals from the Loan/Credit Account were slow and time
consuming and were mainly responsible for a nearly two-year postponement of
the Closing Date.
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I. Project Costs

4.21 Annex 2 shows that, in terms of DH:

(i) actual total costs were DH 103.2 million, or DH 2.4 million
lower than estimated;

(ii) actual highway construction costs were DH 42.6 million, or
7% higher than estimated;

(iii) actual costs of highway improvement works were DH 36.4 million,
or the same as estimated;

(iv) actual cost of maintenance equipment was DH 18.2 million,
or 96% of estimated cost; and

(v) actual costs of consulting services were DH 1.5 million,
or 60% of estimated cost.

Annex 6 shows that for the two bridges constructed under the project, actual
costs were DH 4.5 million, or 10% lower than estimated.

J. Loan/Credit Covenants

4.22 Implementation of covenant 4.03 (a) of the Development Credit Agree-
ment requiring that: "The Borrower shall, in agreement with the Association,
review its transport policies in accordance with sound economic principles and
practices, in the light of the Consultants' recommendations, and shall take
any action that may be required" has been seriously delayed (para. 4.23). All
other Loan and Credit covenants were appropriate and adequate, both in terms
of their number and formulation.

4.23 It should be noted, however, that the cause for the delay in fulfill-
ing the aforementioned covenant (4.03 (a)) is understandable, since the Govern-
ment was unable to acquire qualified Moroccan staff to review its transport
policies in the light of the consultants' recommendations. The recently
established Transport Planning Office (para. 4.15) has now been charged with
reviewing these policies.

4.24 Financial control of the project was managed efficiently by the MPWC
and adequate records were kept to show the progress and financial condition of
each project item and the project as a whole.

4.25 The Government continues to provide adequate funds, facilities,
services and other resources to MPWC for the maintenance of all roads and
bridges of its national road network, in accordance with sound engineering and
highway practices.

4.26 All ancillary works, not included in the project but necessary for
completing the project, were executed satisfactorily on time by the Government.
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4.27 A suitable road equipment depreciation accounting system has been

established.

4.28 All construction works on Route 501, which runs parallel to the new

Agadir-Marrakech road, have been reasonably reduced and limited to maintenance

works.

4.29 Vehicle dimensions and axle loading regulations are satisfactory;

enforcement, which is done by visual inspection, could be improved by intro-

ducing weighing stations.

4.30 MPWC collects and processes data related to traffic and the road

network for planning and maintenance purposes; the collection of data related

to the operation and maintenance of vehicles should be improved.

V. INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

5.01 MPWC is responsible for the maintenance and development of the

primary and secondary road network, civil aviation, ports and hydraulic works,

and control of six public enterprises (Chart World Bank 7380). The present

organizational structure is based upon BCEOM's study (para. 4.15), which

included an analysis of the highway organization within the MPWC.

5.02 Before the aforementioned study, MPWC relied primarily on two

regional offices, each headed by a Chief Engineer, to discharge its respon-

sibilities for the highway network: Public Works North (PWN) in Rabat and

PublicWorks South (PWS) in Casablanca. The Secretary General was charged with

the day-to-day supervision and coordination of PWN and PWS, which supervised

together 9 field divisions with 35 subdivisions. This organization placed a

heavy burden on the Secretary General, who had and has responsibility for

other departments (Chart World Bank 7380).

5.03 BCEOM recommended, therefore, the establishment of a Directorate for

Roads in charge of day-to-day administration of the national road network and

the abolishment of PWS and PWN. The Bank supported this recommendation and

the Government accepted it; a Director was appointed in 1973 and the two

regional offices were abolished.

5.04 Another organizational change recommended by BCEOM relates to pro-

curement arrangements and is described in para. 5.09. Except for these two

recommended changes, BCEOM found the existing organization generally sound.

The field divisions and subdivisions were and are headed by engineers supported
by technicians. The engineers in charge are competent, most have been trained

abroad, and they are also assisted by several expatriate engineers.

5.05 Major contracts for construction are awarded by the MPWC, minor con-

tracts of up to DH 200,000 (about US$45,000 equivalent) by the Director of
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Roads. The nine field divisions administer and supervise project execution,
with the assistance of the subdivisions. The latter also render technical
assistance to local authorities, who are responsible for the construction and
maintenance of local roads. These arrangements are satisfactory.

5.06 Periodic maintenance such as resealing of pavements is normally
carried out by contractors under so-called "marches generaux". This contract
type usually covers all repair works and material supplies within a certain
area; it is based on unit prices and approximate quantities, but does not fix
in advance the exact site of works. It is awarded after competitive bidding.
Periodic maintenance of the network is adequate and its cost is reasonable.

5.07 Routine maintenance on primary and secondary roads is carried out by
the subdivisions with their own forces. Although the budget was limited,
routine maintenance techniques were satisfactory before the beginning of the
First Highway Project, except that the fleet of maintenance equipment was
overaged and insufficient in numbers. Under the First Highway project alloca-
tions for routine maintenance were increased and a start made to improve the
fleet by purchasing the most urgently needed equipment. BCEOM's recommenda-
tion to replace equipment over ten years old or obsolete is being implemented
under the Second Highway Project.

5.08 Under the First Highway Project an equipment depreciation accounting
system was introduced, which is functioning satisfactorily. It serves as a
basis for determining future renewals of each piece of equipment.

5.09 Until 1972, all heavy equipment was purchased and administered by a
public enterprise, Regie des Exploitations Industrielles (REI), which was
under the tutelage of the MPWC. It operated on a pool basis for the equipment
of the entire Ministry, and required the highway divisions and subdivisions to
rent civil engineering equipment as and when needed. This arrangement did not
satisfy the needs of the various divisions and, upon BCEOM's recommendation
which was supported by the Bank, REI was split into the water supply agency,
(Office National pour les Eaux Potables (ONEP)) and the civil engineering
equipment pool (Parc Central de Materiel). This latter division is now within
the Directorate for Roads and is functioning satisfactorily (para. 5.03).

5.10 The First Highway Project did not include a training component for
technical and mechanical staff because the level of training was and is satis-
factory. The technical Division in MPWC supervises and initiates training of
technical assistants, construction supervisors and equipment operators. Tech-
nical assistants and construction supervisors are trained through courses
at the engineering college at Mohammedia, while equipment operators take
refresher courses at the Central Equipment Division.

5.11 In retrospect, since MPWC is responsible for transport policies the
First Highway Project could have included a training component for transport
economists to improve their skills for dealing with transport policies, invest-
ment planning, and intermodal and policy coordination. The MPWC could still
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be reinforced in these areas, although the recently established Transport
Planning Office (para. 4.15) constitutes a significant first step. The delay
in obtaining staff with a knowledge in transport economics was the principal
reason for the delay in establishing this office.

5.12 As discussed in Chapter IV, most policy changes recommended by BCEOM
are still subject to approval by the Government. Since mid-1976 BCEOM staff
is assisting the Transport Planning Office with the updating of policy recom-
mendations made in 1972, including those dealing with deregulations, and, upon
approval by the Government, will assist in their implementation.

5.13 In summary, the MPWC has been quick to implement changes in organi-
zation and depreciation accounting, which were recommended by the consultants
and the Bank and which have improved the overall efficiency of the Ministry.
Implementation of transport policy changes has only recently been made feas-
ible with the creation of the Transport Planning Office.

VI. ECONOMIC EVALUATION

A. Project Benefits and Beneficiaries

6.01 The overall objective of the First Highway Project was to ensure
that economic development would not be hindered by further deterioration of
the primary and secondary road systems and rising transport costs. It is
difficult to assess precisely to what extent the First Highway Project con-
tributed to economic development, because its effects are merged with the
impact of other projects such as agricultural development projects. However,
it is evident that the project prevented further deterioration of the road
network, improved highway maintenance, helped to reduce vehicle operating
costs, and resulted in the construction of a direct link between Agadir and
Marrakech. The main beneficiaries of the new and improved roads are believed
to be producers and consumers, because of existing competition in the industry
and Government control over rates which intends to limit profits on vehicle
operation.

B. Agadir-Marrakech Road

6.02 At appraisal, the principal quantified benefits expected from the
construction of a 106 km section and the improvement of two sections totalling
72 km on the Agadir-Marrakech road were reduced transport costs. This reduc-
tion was expected to result from a 65 km distance shortening between Agadir
and Marrakech; a 15 km distance shortening between Agadir and Casablanca; and
improved operating conditions on the aforementioned 72 km. Quantified benefits
did not include any value for reductions in the travel time of passengers.

6.03 The following re-evaluation of the Agadir-Marrakech road is based on
update'd data, but which had to be partially estimated on certain assumptions
because of certain gaps and inconsistencies in available information.
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6.04 The costs of construction, supervision and project preparation,
used for the economic re-evaluaton were converted into 1974 prices 1/ on
the basis of the construction price index for Morocco. The resulting total
cost of construction, supervision and project preparation (including the
additional 11 km mentioned in para. 4.02) amounts to DH 57.1 million, or
about 27% higher than the administration's corresponding cost estimate before
calling bids.

6.05 Not counting local traffic for which no data are available, the
1974 average daily traffic on the old road sections Chichaoua-Ounara and
Ounara-Agadir amounted to 850 and 1,200 vehicles, including 60% and 58% heavy
vehicles, respectively, while on the new road Chichaoua-Agadir it was about
650 vehicles with 40% heavy vehicles. Consequently, the 1974 average daily
traffic on the Chichaoua-Ounara-Agadir sections without the project would have
been 1,500 and 1,850, including 51% and 52% heavy vehicles, respectively.
Generated traffic is insignificant.

6.06 Using the above traffic estimates and the vehicle operating unit
costs available in BCEOM's study results in total vehicle operating costs
(excluding value of time) of DH 98.5 million and DH 106.1 million with and
without the project, respectively. The opening year-transport cost saving
was, therefore, DH 7.6 million, resulting in a benefit/cost ratio of 13.4%.

6.07 The average traffic growth on primary roads like the new Marrakech-
Agadir road amounts to 6% per year. Assuming that economic benefits grow at
the same rate as traffic growth, it is estimated that the ex-post rate of
return (EERR) is 20%. This estimate is low, since (i) growth of benefits
should be higher than assumed, and (ii) any savings in road maintenance costs
which are likely to accrue have not been taken into account. Despite the
higher construction costs, therefore, the EERR of 20% is higher than the
economic rate of return (ER) established during appraisal, which amounted to
15%, mainly because traffic and vehicle operating savings are higher than
originally estimated (Annex 9).

C. Highway Improvement Program

6.08 Improvement works include: (i) various road sections totalling
54 km in the northern part of Morocco which required such substantial improve-
ments as alignment correction, widening, or complete reconstruction; and (ii)
various road sections totalling 294 km in the areas around Casablanca and
Rabat, which required pavement strengthening. The quantified benefits expected
from this program were reduced vehicle operating costs (not counting any
reduction in travel time) and maintenance costs.

6.09 Determination of the EERR of each improved road section is not
possible, since actual construction costs for each individual section are not

1/ The new road was opened in mid-1973.
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available. Related files were lost during the MPWC reorganization (para.
5.03). The following information indicates, however, that the ERs of 12% to
27% for the various improvement works estimated in the Appraisal Report are
probably too low:

(a) the appraisal estimate of DH 36.4 million for all improvement
works corresponds to actual costs, while the improvement works
were completed on time (end 1972);

(b) unit savings in vehicle operating costs are higher than those
estimated at the time of appraisal (Annex 9); and

(c) information available on traffic shows that average annual
traffic growth rates realized during 1969-1975 are generally
higher than those estimated at the time of appraisal
(Annex 10).

For instance, the average annual traffic growth rates during 1969-1975 for the
Tangier-Tetouan and Chichaouen-Melilla road sections amount to 12% and 5%, re-
spectively, while the estimates at the time of appraisal were 5% and 4%,
respectively. These road sections belong to the aforementioned 54 km (para.
6.09 (1)) and constitute about 50% of the total costs of the road sections
requiring substantial improvements. Assuming that the actual costs of improv-
ing the Tangier-Tetouan and Chichaouen-Melilla road sections are as estimated
in the appraisal report and average annual traffic growth rates are 12% and 5%,
respectively, results in EERRs of about 24% and 18%, respectively, whereas the
ERs estimated at appraisal were 16% and 17%.

D. Construction of Bridges

6.10 The appraisal cost estimates of the two constructed bridges - one
over the Moulouya river and another over the Nekor river - are DH 3.6 million
and DH 1.4 million; actual costs were DH 3.1 million and DH 1.4 million,
respectively. The old Moulouya bridge was unable to support the heavy goods
traffic, while the old Nekor bridge had collapsed in 1968.

6.11 The principal quantified benefits from bridge construction are
savings in vehicle operating costs resulting from important distance savings.
Actual distances saved amount to about 29 km and 25 km for the Moulouya bridge
and Nekor bridge, respectively. These distances are as predicted at the time
of appraisal.

6.12 The appraisal ERs of the Moulouya bridge (28%) and Nekor bridge
(19%) are low estimates because:

(a) actual construction costs are below or equal to those
estimated at the time of appraisal;

(b) unit savings in vehicle operating costs are higher than
those estimated at the time of appraisal (Annex 9); and
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(c) average daily traffic in 1975 (1,380 for the Moulouya bridge
and 426 for the Nekor bridge) is much higher than the average
daily traffic estimated at the time of appraisal (350 for the
Moulouya bridge and 40 for the Nekor bridge).

E. Renewal of Maintenance Equipment

6.13 The actual cost of the road maintenance equipment program (DH 18.2
million) is less than estimated at appraisal (DR 19.0 million). The principal
quantified benefits of the equipment renewal program were expected to be
savings in the costs of operating and maintaining the fleet.

6.14 Data necessary to verify the appraisal assumptions regarding annual
equipment maintenance costs, annual mileage and fuel consumption of the old
maintenance equipment fleet are not available since the old equipment has long
been scrapped. It is also not possible to estimate the EERR of the equipment
renewal program, but with unit savings in vehicle operating costs higher than
estimated and costs of renewal lower than estimated, the economic justifica-
tion of the program would be improved over that shown in the appraisal report
(27%).

VII. THE ROLE OF THE IBRD/IDA

7.01 The Bank's role during preappraisal and appraisal was to explain its
economic and technical approach in evaluating each item to be included in the
project. The MPWC appreciated especially the Bank's proposal and arguments
which led to the inclusion of the improvement and construction of the Agadir-
Marrakech road, which had been shelved for several years due to lack of
funds.

7.02 The Bank's analysis of the highway maintenance situation convinced
the Government that allocations for maintenance had to be raised; and conse-
quently, the purchase of routine maintenance equipment was included in the
project.

7.03 The original project as conceived in the appraisal report underwent,
upon request by the Government, some modifications such as:

(i) the addition to the main project section of the Agadir-
Marrakech road of an 11 km-long section leading to the Port
of Agadir, which serves as a bypass for the tourist center of
Agadir;

(ii) the substitution of an asphaltic concrete wearing course
for a double bituminous surface treatment (para. 4.02);
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(iii) the deletion of the construction of two bridges from the
project since the Government could not decide on the size
and location of two dams in the valleys of the rivers
Korifla and Bou Reg Reg (para. 4.08); and

(iv) the minor alterations in the list of highway equipment
(para. 4.11).

The latter changes were proposed by the Government since the amended list

suited the needs of the subdivisions in the field better.

7.04 In retrospect it would appear that as a first highway project, the
project was of the right size to get the MPWC staff acquainted with the Bank's
approach. A larger project might have been too ambitious, particularly in view
of the then existing shortage of MPWC staff.

7.05 Supervision missions at six-month intervals reviewed the physical
progress of the project and tried, without success, to speed up withdrawals
from the Loan/Credit Accounts. Late withdrawals were due to inadequate co-
ordination between MPWC, which supervised project execution, and the Ministry
of Finance, which processed withdrawal requests.

7.06 A significant Bank contribution is its assistance in the establish-
ment of the Directorate for Roads (para. 5.03), since this directorate has
improved the planning and execution of public works operations.

7.07 The Bank was also instrumental in organizing the Transport Survey of
the coastal region, which was completed satisfactorily and has clarified for
the Government certain policy issues and investment priorities.

VIII. CONCLUSION

8.01 Once the Government had applied for Bank/IDA assistance in September
1968, project selection, design and implementation were efficient and ter-
minated by the end of 1973. Alterations to the project by the Government and
approved by the Bank were limited and fully justified on technical-economic
grounds.

8.02 All project objectives have been achieved, except certain recom-
mendations for transport policy changes. In retrospect, it appears that the
selection of project components was right, and that the project is yielding
higher rates of return than estimated at the time of appraisal.

8.03 The Loan/Credit covenants adequately reflected key project issues.
Except for Section 4.03(a) of the Credit Agreement (167-MOR), which deals with
transport policies, there were no delays in carrying out these covenants.



PRO=JET COMPLETION REPORT

MOROCCO: FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 642-MR/CREDIT 167-MOR)

Actual and Expected Project Exeuction

Z ofD a t e a o f Works Completed
Contractor/Consultant Bid Recei t Contract Award Beginning of Work Completion of Works by Expected

Project Component District and Nationality Actual Exected Actual Expected Actual Expected Actual axpected Completion Date

A. !(-4 hvav Construction

1. ZS511 - Section South Agadir WEA7RA (Morocco) 2/71 9/70 5/71 12/70 6/71 2/71 8/73 6/73 952. RSS11 - Section North Marrakech SMER/Hadj Aomar (Morocco) 2/71 9/70 5/71 12/70 6/71 2/71 8/73 6/73

3. E!hwva Improvenent Works

1. Lot 1 - Roads RP1, 2, 3 & 28 Rabat G.T.R. Oforocco/France) 5/70 5/70 9/70 8/70 10/70 9/70 10/72 9/72 952. Lot 2 - Roads RPl, 3 & 21 Meknes C.T.R.A. (Morocco) 3/70 3/70 12/70 8/70 1/71 10/70 12/72 10/72 903. Lot 3 - Reads R228 & 2 Tetuan SMER/C.T.R.A. (Morocco) 5/70 3/70 12/70 12/70 2/71 1/71 11/72 12/72 1004. Lot 4 - Road RP33 Tetuan G.T.R. O(orocco/France) 3/70 3/70 12/70 12/70 2/71 1/71 11/72 12/72 1005. Lot 5 - Read R128 Meknes L.R.M./ENATRA (Morocco) 3/70 3/70 12/70 10/70 1/71 12/70 10/72 10/72 * 1006. Lot 6 - P.oads RP 38 & 39 Tetuan L.R.M./ENATRA (Morocco) 4/71 4/71 8/71 6/71 9/71 7/71 12/72 12/72 1007. Let 7 - Road RF7 Casablanca L.R.M./EXATRA (Morocco) 5/70 5/70 9/70 8/70 10/70 9/70 10/72 8/72 958. Lot 8 - Roads RPS & 32 Casablanca SMER/C.T.R.A. (Morocco) 5/70 5/70 12/70 6/70 1/71 7/70 10/72 6/72 909. Lot 9 - -'ads R28, 9 & 36 Casablanca L.R.M./ENATRA (Morocco) 5/70 5/70 12/70 6/70 1/71 7/70 12/72 12/72 100

C. Bridee Cznstruction

1- .cu.ouya Bridge Al Hoceima SEFROB/C.T.R.A. (France/ 1/72 1/72 1/72 1/72 2/72 2/72 6/73 6/73 100
Morocco)

2. Nekor Bridae Al Hoceina SEPROB (France) 2/72 2/72 3/72 3/72 4/72 6/72 6/73 6/73 1003. Kortfla Bridge 1/ Rabat * - - -
A. 2Ic- Reg Reg Bridge / Rabat - -

D. 'aintersnce Eguioment

1. Lat 1 - 54 Vehicles P16TL - Renault-MAROC (Morocco) 8/70 8/70 10/70 10/70 12/70 12/70 8/71 8/71 1002. Lot 2 - 62 Landrovers - AETCO-LEVER (France/Morocco) 8/70 8/70 10/70 10/70 12/70 12/70 1Z/71. 12/71 1003. Lot 3 - 23 Peugeot 404 - MADEN-PEUCEOT (France/Morocco) 8/70 &/70 10/70 10/70 12/70 12/70 6/71 6/71 1004. Lot 4 - 90 Tipper Trucks 4.0 tons - BE?.LIET-IMAROC (Morocco) 8/70 8/70 10/70 10/70 12/70 12/70 12/72 12/72 10070 Tipper Trucks 8.0 tons - BERLIET-MAROC (Morocco) 8/70 8/70 10/70 10/70 12/70 12/70 6/73 6/73 1005 Sn-w Removal Blades - BERLIET-MAROC (Morocco) 8/70 8/70 10/70 10/70 12/70 12/70 12/72 12/72 1003. Lot 5 - 11 Snow Plows - O.C.I.N.A. (Morocco) 8/70 8/70 10/70' 10/70 12/70 12/70 12/72. 12/72 1006. Let 6 - I Sncw Fraises - CAME-MA7OC (Morocco) 8/70 8/70 10/70 10/70 12/70 12/70 6/72 6/72 1007. Lot 7 - 37 As7halt Units - HAMELLE-XAROC (Morocco) 8/70 8/70 10/70 10/70 12/70 12/70 6/1 6/71 100S. Lot 8 - 29.vibration Rollers - GAME-AROC (Morocco) 8/70 8/70 10/70 10/70 12/70 12/70 6/11 6/71 1009. Lot 9 - 12 Craders - MITSLI-SERPIC (Morocco) 8/70 8/70 10/70 10/70 11/70 11/70 12/73 12/72 5010. Lot 10 - 20 Loaders - SOCOFIX (Morocco) 8/70 8/70 10/70 10/70 12/70 12/70 6/71 6/71 10011. Let 11 - 11 Lane Striping Units - RICHARD (France) 8/70 8/70 10/70 10/70 11/70 11/70 6/71 6/71 10012. Lot 12 - 15 Compressors - QAVE-MAROC (Morocco) 8/70 8/70 10/70 10/70 11/70 11/70 8/71 6/71 9013. Lot 13 - 35 Motor Puns - LUCI-AFRIQUE (Morocco) 8/70 8/70 10/70 10/70 11/70 11/70 6/71 6/71 10013 Welding Units - LUCI-AFRIQUE (Norocco) 8/70 8/70 10/70 10/70 11/70 11/70 6/71 6/71 100;4. Lot 14 - 12 Caravans - R.E.I. (Morocco) 8/70 8/70 10/70 10/70 12/70 11/70 8/72 . 6/72 95

Z. rensport Study * - BCEOI (France) 10/70 10/70 1/71 1/71 3/71 3/71 3/74 6/73 93

D/ Deleted frc= Project.
Source: Direction des Routes, Ministry of Public Works and Communications

September .976



TROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

MOROCCO 'FIRST HIGnWAY 'PROJECT (LOAN 642-MOR/CREDIT 167-MOR)

Actual and Appraisal Estimates of Costs /
(million)

Actual
Cost as

-------- Actual Costs ------------- ------- Appraisal Esti7ates2/ --------- Propcration
Project Local Foreign Total Local Foreign Total Appraisal

Component DH US$ DH US$ DH US$ D K US$ DR US$ DR US$ Estimate (%)
(DiH) (UST)

Highway Construction 14.9 3.3 27.7 6.3 42.6 9.6 14.0 2.7 26.0 5.3 40.0 8.0 107 120

Highway Improvement
Program 12.7 2.9 23.7 5.3 36.4 8.2 12.7 2.6 23.7 4.7 36.4 7.3 100 112

Bridge Construction 1.6 0.3 2.9 0.7 4.5 1.0 2.8 0.5 5.2 1.1 8.0 1.6 63 63

Maintenance Equipment 5.2 1.2 13.0 2.9 18.2 4.1 3.0 0.7 16.0 3.1 19.0 3.8 96 108

Consultants Services 0.3 0.1 1.2 0.3 1.5 0.4 0.5 0.1 2.0 0.4 2.5 0.5 60 s0

34.7 7.8 68.5 15.5 103.2 23.3 33.0 6.6 72.9 14.6 105.9 21.2 97 110

1/ Using an exchange rate of US$1.00= DH 5.06 for appraisal estimate.and US$1.00 =DH 4.43 for actual cost.
2/ Contingencies included.

Source: Ministry of Public Works and Communications

September 1976



ANNEX 3
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

MOROCCO: FIRST HICHWAY PROJECT (OAN 642-MORICIEDIT 164-MOR

1/Recommendations - for Transport Investments versus
Acts#^') AnA Plpn,-ft Trmnsorr investments

(thousand D11)

Ports 1973 Investments 1974 Investments 1975 Investments 1976 Investments 1977 Investments 1978-'82 Investments
Recom- Made Recom- Made Recom- Nade Recom- Planned Recom- Planned Recom- Plannedmended mended - mended mended _ mended mended

Casablanca 27.800 12,160 38.300 42,324 34,800 38,905 33,800 54,260 18,000 96,360 30.000 119.750

Mohammedia 1.100 500 1,100 1,740 100 740 100 5,700 100 34,000 300 150,700

langier 10,700 1,950 11,500 7,145 12,200 18,550 9,200 14,200 200 11,000 28,100 -

Safi 25,100 3.195 21,100 4,657 300 7,040 300 12,650 300 20,500 5,400 -

Agadir 9,700 4,000 9,700 -15,445 200 23,860 200 24,105 200 19,630 32,200 -

Kenitra 100 12,808 100 5,385 100 5,050 100 7,050 100 9,000 700 -

Nador - 2,180 - 37,300 - 28,240 - 76,970 - 26,320 223,200 -

Highways

Casablancea- 15,000 - 18,000 - 20,000 - 20,000 - 20,000 - -Rabat

Kenitra- 24,700 - 20,000 - 10,000 - - .
Latecbe

Other 16.500 - 33,800 - 44,100 - 52,900 - 56,500 - 308,715 -

Railways

Locomotives 19,800 7,950 19.200 8.590 19,300 13,339 19,800 -61,150 22,000 4,940 109,500 93,620
Locotracters- 5,000 2,150 '5,000 4,410 5,000 2,080 5,000 470 5,000 290 19,000 7,170
Wagons 6,000 14,600 6,000 47,200 6,000 113,030 6,000 93,730 6,000 45,230 30,000 132,270
Marrakech 8,000 6,000 8,000 7,200 8,000 7,200 8,000 3,800 8,000 12,800 40,000 4,000ra/lway

Other -- 22,200 19,700 28,800 28,900 24,700 65,700 18,200 29,400 30,000 38,400 145,000 547,400

1/ Made by Consultants (BCEOM) as part of
the transport survey.

2/ Including railway renewal, modernization of stations
and workshops

Source: Ministry of Public Works and Communications,

September 1976



Annex 4

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

,MOROCCO: FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 642-MORZCREDIT -167410R)

Construction and Improvement of Agadir-Marrakech Road (RS511)

Cost Estimates (Dirham)

Initial Final Bank
Description Contracts Costs Participation

Road survey contracts 310,536.32 310,536.32 201,840.07

Soils investigation 506,025.69 506,025.69 328,916.70

Bidding documents 40,680.00 40,680.00 26,442.00

Bidding documents for addition 16,900.00 16,900.00 10,985.00

Construction contract south 20,839,672.50 24,963,403.74 16,226,212.73

Construction contract north 13,441,165.90 16,584,384.49 10,779,849.90

Guard rails 133,284.49 133,284.49 86,630.92

Road paint 52,073.75 52,073.75 33,847.93

35,340,338.65 42,607,288.48 27,694,725,25(65%)

Original Cost Estimate:

Construction of 106 km of new road : 26.0 million

Improvement of 72 km of existing road : 7.0 million

33.0 million

Contingencies (about 20%) 7.0 million

40.0 million

Source: Ministry of Public Works and Communications,

September 1976



PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

MOROCCO: FIRST HIGEWAY PROJECT (LOAN 647-MOR/CREDIT 167-MOR)

Cost Estimate and Actual Cost of Highway Improvement Works

LDirham) (Dirham)Lot Contract District Roads Contractor Initial Contract Final Costs 65%
1 64/70 Rabat RPl,2,3 & 28 G.T.R. 4,295,944.42 4,600,000.41 2.990,000.272 31/70 Meknes RP3, & 21 C.T.R.A. 4,338,604.31 4,599.994.94 2,489,996.713 126/70 Tetuan RP28 & 2 SMER/C.T.R.A. 5,805,758.08 6,199,938.99 4,029,992.;L4 127/70 Tetuan RP38 G.T.R, - 2,946,113.48 3,200,000.00 2. 080,C00.005 128/70 Meknes RP9 28 L.N.R./ENAT1A 5,186,487.00 5,500,000.00 3,575,000.006 27/71 Tetuan RP39, 38 L.M.R./ENATRA 1,805,431.50 1,856,161.45 1,206,504.9495170 Tetuan Structure

Design SCET 89,000.00 76,356.20 L9,631.5382/69 Tetuan Survey Christ.Georges 58,028.10 58,028.10 313.2783169 Tetuan Soi.ls Investi-
gat'on L.P.E.E. 160,000.00 176,958.76 115,023.1953/71 Tetuan Soils Investi-

gation L.P.E.E. 120,000.00 120,000.00 78,000.03
Total 6: 2.232,459.60 2,287,504.51 1,486,"77.937 47/70 Casablanca RP7 L.N.R./ENATRA 2,969,644.00 3,186,065.30 2,070,942.458 39/70 Casablanca RP7, 32 SMER/C.T.R.A. 3,632,177.92 4,077,014.21 2,650,059.249 83/70 Casablanca RP7,8,9,36 L.M.R./ENATRA 2,500,522.40 2,699,898.45 1,754,933.9913/71 Casablanca Transp. of

Materials ONCF 66,458.49 66,458.49 L3 '08.02
Total 9: 2,566,980.89 2,766,356.94 1,798,132.01

Grand Total : 3397j,469.70 36,416,924.85 2 3,67,001.43

Source: Direction des Routes, Ministry of Public Works and Communications

September 1976



Annex 6

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

MOROCCO: FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 642-MOR/CREDIT 167-MOR)

Cost Estimates and Actual Costs of Bridge: Construction
(Dirhamn)

Bank
Contract Amount Final Costs Participation

Moulouya Bridge 2,908,825.73 3,065,435.10 1,992,532.82

Oud Nekor 1,376,124.58 1,4339.O9 933, 15.90

4,284950.3l 4,4984844.19 2,924,248.72

(Appraisal Estimate 4,200,000.00
without Contingencies)

(with Contingencies) 5,000,000.00

Source: Ministry of Public Works and Communications

September 1976



PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

MOROCCO: FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 642-MOR/CREDIT 167-MOR)

Cost Estimate and Actual Cost of New Equipment

(Dirham)

------- Appraisal Report ------ ----- Actual------ Bank
Item Number Unit Cost Total Cost Number Total Cost!/ Participation

Replacement

Light vehicles (less than 5HP) 51 6,160 314,160 - - -
Vehicles (between 5HP and 15HP) 55 10,150 558,250 54 784,178.00 431,007.78
Pickups ("Landover" type) 60 15,200 912,000 62 1,255,223.40 815, 97.2l
Pickups ("Peugeot 40A" type) - - - 28 429,812.32 222,110.00
Tinner trucks 2.5 tons 87 26,400 2,296,800 - --
Tiper trucks, 4.0 tons -90
tipper trucks, 7.0 - 8.0 tons 74 40,000 2,960,000 70 ) ,876,919.66 4,452,623.28

Additional

Snow removal units 18 40,000 720,000 - -
- Turbo fraises - - - 2 405,740.32 405,740-32
- Snowc plows - ) 1343,675.44 776,971.50

- Blades attachable to lorries - - - 5 )
Asphalt units 37 18,000 666,000 37 1,835,126.00 1,192,831.90
Vibrction rollers 36 20,700 745,200 29 444,527.66 444,527.66
Graders 10 141,300 1,413,000 12 1,936,794.30 1,936,794.30
Caravans 12 16,000 192,000 12 300,000.00 75,000.00
Loaders ("Traxcavators") 20 80,000 1,600,000 20 1,690,500.00 1,690,500.00
Comoressors (40 HP) 16 25,000 400,000 15 340,062.04 323,058.94
Motor pumps 35 2,250 78,750 35 187,982.40 30,E83.57
Weldirg units 13 21,250 276,250 13 ,
Lane striping units 11 11,250 123,750 11 395,312.50 261,250.00

13,256,160 18,225.854.04 13,053,696.46 (71.6)
Plus initial stock of spare parts 10% 1,343,840

14,600,000

l/ Including spare parts.

Source: Direction des Routes, Ministry of Public Works and Communications.

September 1976



Annex 8

PROJECT COMPLETION RE T

MOROCCO: FfRST HICHWAY PROJECT (LOAN_ 642-MOR/CREDIT 167-MOR)

Allocation of Proceeds

(US$)

Category Number Total Total
and Description Allocation Disbursed

I. Highway Construction 4,300,000.00 6,312,454.68

II. Highway Improvement Works 4,000,000.00 5,305,060.73

III. Bridge Construction 900,000.00 685,479.52

IV. Equipment and Spare Parts 2,900,000.00 1,988,820.61

V. Consultants' Services 400,000.00 308,184.46

VI. Unallocated 2_,100,000.00 -

Total 14,60OO0.0_ _l4,6_Q0.000

Source: IBRD

September 1976



ANNEX 9PROJECT COXPLNT iO_ REPORT

MOROCCO: FIRST HIGHWAY /ROJECT (LOAN 642-TOR/CREDIT l64--IIOR)

Comparisons of Vehicle Operating Costs

Percentage Cost Increase during 1970-'74

Cost Item Lis ht Vehicle Medium Vehicle Heavy Vehicle

Fuel 161 168 168

Oil and Lubricant 36 36 36

Tires 13 4 15

Maintenance 20 17 17

Depreciation 13 14 14

Wages 44 44

Insurance 48 32 32

Overhead - 31 31

Total 51 46 44

Vehicle Operating Costs iI(USr/mile)

LiLht Vehicle Medium Vehicle Heavy Vehicle

Appraisal 9.5 19.0 30.2
Estimate

Revised 14.4 27.7 43.5
Estimate

Vehicle Operating n (US/mile)_

Light Vehicle Medium Vehicle HeavyVehicle

Appraisal 0.8 1.1 3.2
Estimate

Revised 1.1 1.7 4.8
Estimate

1/ On a l-vel tanigent, paved road in good condition, at average speeds of 72 km/h
for light vehicles, 56 kin/h for medium vehiclcs, and 52 km/h for heavy vehicles.

Source: Ministry of Public Works and Conmunications
and Mission Estimates

September 1976



ANNEX 10
PROJECT (:OMPI.ET) FI-PR AN EX

MOROCCO: FIRST IITCIIWAY ITOJCT (LOAN 642--YCR/CLDIT 164-MOR)

Actual 1969-'75 Average Di yrn fic &ud _ATc!til aind
Predicted Av! alj_Traffic _rowth Rates

Traffic (Vehtclr') --

Avcrape Annual Gr-vth Rat-. (7)
Road Section 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 Acial-1 ForecasaLj/

RP-Rabat-Mckncs 3169 3381 3806 3461 3907 3034 5613 8.8 N.A.

kP1-Matmat a-Taza 1799 1906 -1993 3279 3061 3085 2995 2.7 N.A.
RP2-Rabat-Kenltra 9671 9218 10896 10213 11462 - 11359 6.2 N.A.

MP2-Kenitra-Sk. el Adu 2315 2713 2748 2721 3814 3045 3306 6.8 N.A.
Rharb

RP2-Sk. el Adu Rharb- 1207 1508 1621 1573 2570 1678 1792 11.8 5.0
Lerache

RP38-Tanger-Tetouan 1248 1302 1313 1716 2070 1810 2431 4.4 4.5

RP28-Tetouan-Sebta 2514 3137 2861 3279 3355 3244 3255 17.3 4.5

RP28-Tetouau-Chaouen 352 401 492 861 1189 1120 916 1.7 4.5

1,P28-Chaouen-Ouczzane - - - 315 290 301 331 10.7 4.5

PP28 Ouezzane-RP3 221 313 393 316 342 356 407 4.6 4.0

RP39--Chaouen-Ac Hoceima 299 304 364 254 288 327 392 11.4 3.5

RP3- Kenitra-Sk. Kachem 1211 1218 1258 2739 3126 3203 2316 2.7 3.5

P3-Fidi Kacher-Fes 703 731 801 794 ..736 724 822 3.0 3.5

R12]-Mldect-Sud 802 834 886 852 893 942 951 1.8 N.A.

RP8-Sud-Cavablenca 2156 2377 2484 2509 2365 2559 2395 - N.A.

kP9- kP8 - - - 1156 1136 1112 978 3.3 3.0

RP>-Casablanca-Bervechid - - - 3783 4134 4089 4172 2.3 3.0

RP7- Berrechid-Settat - - - .- 2884 3969 2581 3080 7.9 3.0

kP7-Settat-Marratkech 1360 1315 1452 1349 2075 2088 2129 1.0.0 6.3

TP40 (Ex. 531) Chechaouen - - - - 647 762 746 - 5.0

RP27-4knlouya Mechiaa- 1513 1620 1853 . 1331 1471 1453 1380 10.0 N.A.
Saf Saf bridge

Rr39 Nukor-Hocitima - - .- 3nR 299 - 426 9.6 4.0
bridge

1/ ovex number of years indicated by yearlt columns.
2/ At time of Appraisal Report
3/ N.A. - not applicable

Source: Ministry of Public Works and Communications
and liw.ion EstimAtefs

Scptember 1976
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

GHANA: FIRST AND SECOND ECG POWER PROJECTS
(Credits 118-GH and 256-GH)

Preface

This report presents the results of a performance
audit on two projects supported by Credits 118-GH and 256-GH
of 1968 and 1971, respectively, made to the Government of
Ghana and re-lent to the Electricity Corporation of Ghana

(ECG). The audit is based on a Project Completion Report
on Credit 256-GH prepared in 1975 by the Western Africa

Regional Office, a review of Bank files, discussions with
Bank staff and with officials of the Beneficiary during a
short visit to Ghana in April 1976.

The valuable assistance provided by the Electricity
Corporation of Ghana is gratefully acknowledged.
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT BASIC DATA SHEET

GHANA: FIRST AND SECOND ECG POWER PROJECTS
(Credits 118-GH and 256-GH)

(Amounts in US$ mmn.)

As of 1/31/77
Original Disbursedl Cancelled Repaid Outstanding-

Credit 118 10.0 12.1 - 12.1

Credit 256 7.1 8.1 - 8.1
17.1 20.2 - 20.2

Project Data

Original Actual or
Plan Est. Actual

Conception in Bank:

Credit 118-GH - 1963
Credit 256-GH - 1969

Board Approval:

Credit 118-GH - 6/11/68
Credit 256-GH - 6/15/71

Credit Agreement:

Credit 118-GH - 6/14/68
Credit 256-GH - 6/21/71

Effectiveness:

Credit 118-GH 10/1/68 9/20/68
Credit 256-GH 10/1/71 11/ 9/71

Physical Completion:

Credit 118-GH 12/70 12/71
Credit 256-GH 12/73 6/74

% of original project
actually completed:

Credit 118-GH 75% 100%
Credit 256-GH 85% 100%

Credit Closing:

Credit 118-GH 12/70 6/30/71
Credit 256-GH 12/73 6/30/74

1/ Includes exchange adjustment



Page 2 of 2

PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT BASIC DATA SHEET

GHANA: FIRST AND SECOND POWER PROJECTS TO ECG
(Credits 118-GH and 256-GH)

Project Data

Original Actual or
Plan Est. Actual

tal Costs (US$ mln.):

Credit 118-GH 14.9 15.1
Credit 256-GH 14.5 16.3

nancial Return on
cremental investment:

Credit 118-GH 10% ) 9%
Credit 256-GH 13% )

Mission Data

Month, No. of No. of Date of
Year Weeks Persons Manweeks Report

entification:

,redit 118-GH 8/66 -
Iredit 256-GH 2/70 - -

aappraisal:

,redit 118-GH 10/66, 4/67 2 2 4 11/661redit 256-GH - -

)raisal:

,redit 118-GH 9/67 3 2 6 5/68
,redit 256-GH 5/70 3 2 _6 10/70

ib-total 8 16
1/

>ervision I 5/69 2 2 4 6/69
>ervision II 11/69 1 2 2 4/70
oervision III- 5/70 3 2 6 n.a.
lervision IV 2/71 1 1 1 4/71
lervision V3 / 10/71 2 1 2 12/71
'ervision VI- 5/72 2 1 - 2 7/72
ervision VII3 41 12/72 1 2 2 1/73
ervision VIII- 6/74 _1 3 4k 7/74

b-total 13A 23

Supervision of Credit 118-GH, only.
Includes appraisal of Credit 256-GH.
Supervision of Credit 256-GH, only.
Includes preappraisal of ECG's third Bank financed project.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

GHANA: FIRST AND SECOND ECG POWER PROJECTS

(Credits 118-GH and 256-GH)

Highlights

The Bank's first two credits to Ghana's power sector were

for rehabilitation and expansion of the distribution systems mainly
in four major cities. The purpose of the two credits has partly been
met in that the planned physical expansion was implemented and that

losses in the distribution system have been reduced. However, the

expected reduction in inventories and accounts receivable was not met.
Also, there is no evidence, as yet, thatUKIe expansion program has

reduced maintenance costs, which was another expected benefit of these

projects. Proposals for rationalizing the structure of the electric
supply industry were considered but no action was taken.

The following points may be of particular interest:

Management (paras. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4).
Rationalization of the electric supply industry

(para. 4.5).
Revaluation of assets (para. 5.2).



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

GHANA: FIRST AND SECOND ECG POWER PROJECTS
(Credits 118-GH and 256-GH)

I. Background

1.1 The forerunner of the Electricity Corporation of Ghana (ECG), the

Electricity Division of the Ministry of Works, was formed in 1959 from sev-
eral Government departments dealing with the public supply of electricity.

At that time its total generating capacity, mostly diesel units, was about

34 MW, and it served about 33,000 customers. In 1961, in connection with 1/

the Bank's first loan for the Volta River Hydroelectric Project (Loan 310-GH) -

the Government of Ghana, with Bank support, reorganized the Electricity
Division into an autonomous entity to operate as a public corporation on a
commercial basis. This reorganization was originally scheduled to take effect

in 1965, from the time electricity was commercially generated by the VRA hydro-
electric power station at Akosombo. However, the reorganization was delayed till
January 20, 1967 when the Government Decree establishing the Electricity Corpora-

tion of Ghana (ECG) was finally published.

1.2 ECG is principally responsible for public supply of electricity,in

bulk or retail, to all customers other than those few bulk customers supplied

by Volta River Authority (VRA). ECG buys a large proportion of its electricity

in bulk from VRA. In fact, when electricity from Akosombo became available in

1965, ECG was able to reduce its total diesel generating capacity from 46 MW

to 28 MW, a reduction of about 40%. Some of this capacity was retained to

meet peak demands in such centers as Accra and Tema until a more plentiful

supply of electricity from VRA became available, after which some diesel

plants were kept as standby or moved to supply distant rural areas outside

of ECG's interconnected transmission-distribution system.

1.3 The Electricity Division of the Ministry of Works had employed a

British consulting firm, Preece, Cardew and Rider to carry out overall system

planning and the supervision of project implementation. ECG subsequently employed

W. Lahmeyer and Company, consultants from the Federal Republic of Germany for

the same purpose. Lahmeyer incorporated the plans drawn by Preece, Cardew

and Rider in its program of rehabilitation and expansion of the distribution
system to meet ECG's estimated requirements for electricity. On the account-
ing side, the Ghana branch of a British firm, Cooper Brothers, who are also
ECG's auditors, were retained to assist in establishing a commercial account-
ing system. This was introduced in 1967.

1.4 Three credits have been made by the Bank to the Government of Ghana,

with ECG as the beneficiary. In addition to these credits, a loan has been

made directly to ECG. The first credit (118-GH) of June 1968, was re-lent to

ECG at an interest rate of 6k% for 20 years including a 3-year grace period.

At the time the second credit (256-GH) was signed, in June 1971, ECG was in a

1/ See Operations Evaluation Reports R 72-55 and SecM76-792 of March 1972

and November 1976, respectively, for audits of Loans 310-GH and 618-GH.
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strong financial position and was expected to be able to meet the cost of the
project from its own resources. However, Ghana's very difficult foreign
exchange position justified external assistance to meet the foreign costs of
the project. Therefore, the credit was re-lent to ECG for seven years only,
including a grace period of 2 years. The interest rate was 7A%. The first
two credits (presently audited) were made to assist in ECG's rehabilitation
and expansion program for the period 1968 to 1973. The third credit (689-GH)
plus the loan (1381-GH) were made in March 1977 to help finance part of ECG's
1976 to 1979 development program which included rural electrification. The
Bank has also made three loans to VRA, in May 1964, June 1969 and March 1977,
respectively, to help finance the construction of Akosombo and Kpong hydro-
electric power plants.

II. The Projects

2.1 ECG's rehabilitation and expansion program was planned in two
three-year phases, 1968 through 1970 and 1971 through 1973 respectively. The
first credit (Credit 118-GH) was to assist in financing the first phase and
the second credit (Credit 256-GH) supported the second phase. Each phase con-
sisted primarily of rehabilitation and expansion of the distribution systems
in the four main cities of Accra, Tema, Kumasi and Sekondi-Takoradi, and also
in numerous secondary centers. Each phase also included transmission/primary
distribution lines to connect individual industrial loads and to supply some
smaller centers previously supplied from diesel generators. The program was
designed to make maximum use of hydroelectric power from VRA's Akosombo power
station. The main purpose of the rehabilitation element of the project was
to reduce losses in the distribution system, improve voltage conditions, and
standardize equipment in order to reduce inventories and maintenance costs.
Full details of both phases of ECG's rehabilitation and expansion program
are given in Annex 1.

2.2 In August 1966, the Government of Ghana approached the Bank for
assistance in financing the foreign exchange component (about US$9.5 million)
of the first phase of its distribution investment program. Appraisal missions
visited Ghana in October 1966, and again in April 1967; the financial state-
ments required to complete the appraisal were however not received until
September 1967.

2.3 During negotiations for Credit 118-GH, in April 1968, the Govern-
ment agreed to clear all its accounts payable to ECG by the end of the calen-
dar year 1969. The subject of the merger between VRA and ECG was broached,
but the Government appeared in favor of retaining the two organizations and
the Bank did not press the issue. Both VRA and ECG were known to be examining
ways for collaborating on other aspects of their operations. The covenants

and supplementary letters to the credit covered such points as prior consulta-
tion with the Bank before recruiting senior staff, earning a reasonable finan-
cial return on assets, and monitoring the change of ECG from an Electricity
Division to an autonomous corporation.
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2.4 The second approach from Government of Ghana to the Bank in February

1970 was to seek assistance in financing the second (then described as 1971

through 1972) phase of ECG's rehabilitation and expansion program. ECG's

consultants, Lahmeyer, had prepared the second phase of the program, which

was estimated to cost a total of US$18.5 million equivalent of which US$12.8

million was in foreign exchange. A Bank appraisal mission visited Ghana in

May 1970, and gave particular consideration to: a) the possibility of de-

ferring some of the proposed investments; b) ECG's rural electrification

program; c) a tariff study commissioned by ECG to the British consultants

Preece, Cardew and Rider; and d) the possibility of a merger between VRA and

ECG. As a result of the appraisal mission's visit, the 1971-1972 phase two

expansion program was extended through 1973 (to enable a more realistic group-

ing of work), and its estimated total cost (Annex 2) was reduced to about

US$14.5 million (this corresponded to a foreign exchange cost of US$10.1

million) by improvements in electrical design, and by some adjustment in

the proposed standards of electrical equipment. Phase two of ECG's reha-

bilitation and expansion program became the Bank project under Credit 256-GH,
the latter providing US$7.1 million of the project's foreign exchange cost.

2.5 During credit negotiations in September 1970, covenants and supple-

mentary letters were agreed upon whereby: the advantages/disadvantages of

merging VRA and ECG would be studied with outside assistance; ECG would put

forward to the Bank some proposed steps to reduce overstaffing; ECG would

only undertake rural electrification if its other undertakings were not

financially affected; ECG would reduce its level of inventories to about

US$1.0 million by December 1973; the Government would establish a credit

control section to improve its overdue accounts payable; and ECG, supported

by the Government, would take the necessary action to ensure that its revenues

were sufficient to produce an annual rate of return of not less than 8% (by

a date not specified). Because the Government subsequently raised objections

to some of these covenants, the presentation of the Credit to the Board had

to be rescheduled four times. The Credit was approved and signed in June

1971, and became effective in November 1971.

III. Project Implementation

3.1 It is difficult to determine accurately the actual total cost of

the project assisted by Credit 118-GH, and the total cost overrun can only

be estimated (ECG's system of keeping track of procurement was improved by

the time of the second credit) at about 1% in current terms. The actual

total cost of the project corresponding to phase two (Credit 256-GH) exceeded

the estimate by about 13% in current terms and 9% in real terms. Foreign

exchange costs increased by about 27%, whereas local costs decreased by about

20%.

3.2 The program's phase one and phase two were completed 12 months and
6 months behind schedule, respectively. The delay in phase one of ECG's
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program was mainly due to poor weather conditions which adversely affected
ECG's ability to maintain progress in construction. Some problems were
atso0noted by supervision missions in the organization of ECG's work force
and in the coor-d'ination oT efforft between ECG and its consultants. However,
the 12 months delay in ECG's phase one program was not as detrimental as it
might have been. Many of the new industrial loads, which were to have been
connected, did not develop as expected. The six months delay in phase two
of ECG's program was caused mainly by a delay in completing some relatively
minor civil works.

IV. Management

4.1 The transformation of the Electricity Division of the Ministry of
Works into an autonomous corporation was accomplished with some difficulty.
There were problems in staffing the accounting and engineering departments to
meet their new and broader-responsibilities. Contributing factors were the
general shortage of qualified professional staff in the country and the fact
that ECG's salaries were not particularly attractive. In addition it took
some time to work out a satisfactory working arrangement between the head-
quarters staff and the regional and district offices.

4.2 In November 1969, with Bank support, ECG engaged a seven-member
expatriate accounting team from Cooper Brothers to take charge of the
accounting department and to train ECG's local accountants. In the meantime
ECG salary scales had been increased and the company had managed to recruit
a number of local accountants. Since 1971 ECG's financial management has
improved and with a few exceptions, such as billing procedures, it is con-
tinuing to improve.

4.3 Similar actions to strengthen the engineering department were also
taken. In 1971 ECG recruited a team of four engineers from the Southwestern

Electricity Board in the UK to take over some of the functions and responsi-
bilities in the engineering department. These expatriate engineers, together
with seven local engineers recruited in 1972, have strengthened the function-
ing of the engineering department. However, the position of Chief Engineer
was never filled.

4.4 Only in the case of manual and clerical staff has the improvement
been much slower than expected at the appraisal. In 1970 ECG's customers/
employee ratio was 20; this ratio had improved to 26 in 1973 and to 28 in
1975, but is still a long way from 50, the target for 1973 mutually
agreed upon by the Bank and ECG at the time of the appraisal.

4.5 In 1972, the Bank was requested by VRA and ECG to provide an out-
line for a study to consider ways to rationalize the power sector. This out-
line, as agreed to in June 1972 by the Government, VRA and ECG, constituted
proposed terms of reference for the study, to be financed by the Canadian
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International Development Agency (CIDA). Although the objectives of the study
were clearly spelled out to CIDA, the reconnaissance study, subsequently made,
did not fully focus on them. By the end of 1972, it became apparent to the
Bank that a merger of the two entities - VRA which is well operated and virtu-
ally autonomous from the financial and management standpoint, and ECG which is
weak financially and much more dependent on Government - might not lead to an
overall strengthening of the power operation. As there was also a lack of
support for a merger from the management of both ECG and VRA, the Bank decided
not to press the matter.

V. Financial Performance

5.1 The financial performance of ECG in the period 1968 through 1971 has
been better than that forecast at appraisal of the project associated with thefirst credit. Since then, however, the financial performance has declined
mainly due to the lower than forecast sales of electricity and higher opera-
ting costs per kwh sold which were not compensated by a corresponding increase
in tariffs. Balance sheets and income statements for ECG are shown in Annex 4.
The table below shows the indicators.

ECG Key Financial Indicators

Phase I Phase II

1968 -'1969 .1/ 1970 1971 1972 1973 - 1 9 74 V
Energy Sales (GWh)
Forecast 355 407 517 648 752 841 939
Actual 391 452 522 609 622 712 774

Average Revenue (Cedis/kwh)
Forecast 0.029 0.029 0.028 0.026 0.025 0.024 0.023
Actual 0.030 0.029 0.028 0.026 0.026 0.025 0.025

Average Operating Costs (Cedis/kwh)

Forecast 0.022 0.022 0.025 0.022 0.021 0.020 0.020
Actual 0.022 0.023 0.024 0.021 0.023 0.022 0.025

Rate of Return on Rate Base (%)
Forecast 12.0 8.0 8.5 7.5 7.6 8.6 8.3
Actual 2 26.3 14.6 10.9 7.7 5.1 5.7 0.8

Debt/Equity Ratio
Forecast 28/72 39/61 42/58 36/64 38/62 38/62 36/64
Actual 27/73 38/62 41/59 49/51 55/45 52/48 51/49

1/ 1968 Appraisal Report for Credit 118-GH.
2/ 1970 Appraisal Report for Credit 256-GH.
3/ The higher actual than forecast rate of return in Phase I is due to an over-

estimation at appraisal of the effect of revaluing ECG's assets (to take into
account the devaluation in 1967 of Ghana's currency).
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5.2 During thel 971-74 period, ECG did not meet the covenanted 8%
return on rate base -. In fact, the rate of return declined from 7.7%
in 1971 to 0.8% in 1974. ECG's assets were last revalued in 1971 and
then only partially so, since the revaluation was only applied to assets
financed from foreigyn currency. ECG has agreed to revalue its assets by
40% for 1976, and with a tariff increase of about 29% recently approved
by the government, an 8% rate of return on revalued assets is expected by
1977.

5.3 The high level of accounts receivable has caused the Bank some
concern since negotiations for the first credit. At the end of 1969, net
accqunts receivable amounted to Cedis 6.41 million, or about 50% of the
previous 12 months' billing. Receivables on Government accounts were
especially high, but the position has improved since the end of 1971
when the Government paid about 60% of its arrears and'set up a centralized
payment for its accounts, keeping its arrears within about 30% of the total
amount billed. Apart from this, accounts receivable from state organiza-
tions, local councils and private consumers, especially in Accra, have
remained at the high level of about 20% of total annual billings. One of
the reasons ECG has made little headway in improving the efficiency of its
credit control unit is the shortage of qualified staff, and the frequent
and prolonged breakdown of billing machines.

VI. Project Justification

6.1 The program, phases one and two, was designed to meet ECG's
expected growth in annual peak demand and energy sales, and in the number
of customers, and to reduce system losses. It was also expected to improve
system stability and reliability, and indirectly, to result in a reduction
of ECG's inventory levels and unit maintenance costs through standardiza-
tion of the equipment. Another objective of the project was to strengthen
ECG's rather weak management.

6.2 During the period 1970-74, ECG's actual growth in peak demand and

energy sales were generally much lower than the' forecast made at the time
of-appraising the second credit and considered then to be on the low side.
The shortfall in actual growth was mainly due to the closing down of a
number of foreign-owned businesses after 1970. This development could not
have been foreseen at the time of appraisal. On the other hand, the system's
losses have been reduced to a greater extent than envisaged at the time of
the appraisal.(see the following table and Annex 3).

6.3 The program did help to improve system stability and reliability,
but there is no evidence to suggest that unit maintenance costs have been
reduced. Furthermore, the level of inventories, in terms of their value,
has increased to a greater extent than forecast. In 1974, they were three
times the level envisaged at appraisal (see following table).

1/ The rate base is defined as average net fixed assets in operation
plus 5% working capital less average consumer contribution.
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6.4 Mainly due to lower than expected growth in demand, the actual rate

of return on the combined investment for the two phases of the program is now

conservatively estimated to be about 9% based on 1976 tariffs, compared to 10%
and 13% estimated at the time of appraisal for phases one and two of the program.

Phase I Phase II

1968 a 1969 g 1970 b7 1971-Y 1972 1973 1974

Max. Demand
(MW)

Forecast 84 93 125 147 168 188 205
Actual 88 98 111 122 131 144 154

Energy Sales
(GWh)

Forecast 355 407 517 648 752 841 939
Actual 391 452 522 609 641 712 774

System Loss
(M)

Forecast 19.0 18.0 14.8 13.6 12.5 12.2 12.4
Actual 14.6 13.8 11.0 10.2 11.3 9.7 11.2

C/
Inventories -

(0'000)
Forecast 5949 3160 8250 5520 4140 2760 3025

Actual 6936 9388 6716 7185 6823 7790 10595

a/ Appraisal Report, 1st Credit, 1969.
b/ Appraisal Report, 2nd Credit, 1970.
c/ 1976 price level.

VII. Bank Role

7.1 By financing the two projects, the Bank made a useful contribution
to the growth of the country's power sector and to improvement in ECG's manage-
ment. The Bank helped the beneficiary in the technical and economic aspects
of the program, and also in supporting the recruitment of required expatriate
staff.

VIII. Conclusions

8.1 The rehabilitation part of the project led, as intended, to a
reduction in system losses and to an improvement in system stability and
reliability. The expansion part of the program turned out to be one or
two years ahead of requirements because of the unforeseeable reduction
in the expected growth of electricity demand. Both phases of the develop-
ment program were completed later than expected, mainly because of deficien-
cies in ECG's supervision and coordination capabilities. The financial per-
formance of ECG declined after 1971, the covenanted annual rate of return

has not been met for some years and accounts receivable (compounded by in-
effective billing) remain a problem.



ANNEX 1
Page 1

The Bank Financed Project (Credit 118-GH) within ECG's

Phase One (1968-70) Rehabilitation and Expansion Program

The Project consists of the following work to rehabilitate,
improve and expand the transmission and distribution facilities and
operations of ECG:

A. For the distribution systems in the four major cities of
Accra, Tema, Kumasi and Sekondi-Takoradi,

(i) the construction of 33/11 kv and 11/0.4 kv substations
and the installation of 33/11 kv and 11/0.4 transformers;

(ii) the construction of 33 kv, 11 kv and 1.1 kv overhead
lines and the installation of 33 kv, 11 kv and 1.1 kv
underground cables and of pilot cables with associated
equipment; and

(iii) procurement of mobile transformer substations.

B. The improvement and construction of substations and distribution

systems in other centers.

C. The construction of 33/11 kv overhead lines to supply large
consumers and smaller distribution centers.

D. Other additions and improvements to ECG's system, involving
certain low tension extensions, the construction or expansion
of diesel generating stations, and construction of warehouse
and other buildings.

E. The procurement and putting into operation of meters, house
connection materials, vehicles, office machinery, tools and
testing equipment.

F. The improvement of the management, operations, organization
and tariff structure of ECG.
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Page 2

The Bank Financed Project (Credit 256-GH) within ECG's
Phase Two (1971-73) Rehabilitation and Expansion Program

The Project consists of the following work to expand the
transmission and distribution facilities and operations of ECG:

A. The expansion of the distribution systems in the four major
cities of Accra, Tema, Kumasi and Sekondi-Takoradi.

B. The construction of substations and distribution systems at
Berekum, Konongo and Mpraeso.

C. The expansion and improvement of distribution systems at
Cape Coast, Elmina, Chira, Kpong-Ojaban, Kpong-Akobi-Akwale,
Komenda, Koforidua, Tamale, Bolgatanga, Ho, Sunyani, Pokase
and Ekwamkrom and the expansion of substation facilities at
Bolgatanga, Saltpond, Nkawkaw, Obuasi, Winneba, Koforidua
and Nsawam.

D. The construction of seven 33/11 kv overhead lines from (i)
Winneba-Swedru; (ii) Accra "C"-Nsawam; (iii) Kpong-Juapong;
(iv) Koforidua-Tafo; (v) Asebu-Foso; (vi) Tamale-Nawuni; and
(vii) Konongo-Agogo to supply large consumers and smaller
distribution centers.

E. Other low tension additions and improvements to ECG's systems,
the expansion of diesel generating stations, and construction
of warehouse, office and other buildings.

F. The procurement and putting into operation of meters, house
connection materials, vehicles, office machinery and furniture,
tools and testing equipment.

G. The improvement of the management, operations and organization
of ECG,



ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF GHANA (ECG)
Actual and Estimated Project Cost (Credit ll8-GH)

(US$ '000)

Estimated Actuall/ Estimated
Foreign Local Total Foreign Local Total

1. Four Major Systems - Accra,
Tema, Kumasi, Sekondi/Takoradi 6,342 3,206 9,548 6,240 2,880 9,120

2. 16 Smaller Systems 600 604 1,204 626 344 970

3. 33/11 kv Overhead Lines 700 547 1,247 689 283 972

4. Misc. Low Tension Projects and

House Connecting Materials 500 385 885 578 147 725

5. Buildings - 627 627 - 510 510

6. Construction Vehicles, Meters,
Tools, Test Equipment, etc. 950 168 1,118 1,048 59 1,107

7. Consulting Fees 100 343 443 121 137 258

8. Contingencies - - - 698 540 1,238

Total 9,192 5880 15,_072 ,0 4,900 _49

1/ Based on data obtained from ECG in April 1976.

I.-



ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF GHANA (ECG)
Actual and Estimated Project Cost (Credit 256-GH)

(US$ '000)

Actual Estimated
Foreign Local Total Foreign Local Total

1. Expansion of distribution
systems including expansion
of smaller systems 8,690 1,634 10,324 6,270 2,050 8,320

2. 33/11 kv overhead lines 2,290 501 2,791 1,630 400 2,030

3. Service line materials 170 90 260 130 145 275

4. Buildings - 1,055 1,055 - 880 880

5. Construction and special
vehicles 299 - 299 285 - 285

6. Meters, tools, etc. 522 51 573 425 25 450

7. Office machinery 231 - 231 195 - 195

8. Engineering and management
consulting and training fees 282 179 461 490 385 875

9. Miscellaneous distribution

equipment 309 - 309 275 - 275

10. Contingencies - - - 365 500 865
Total 12,793 3,510 6 10,065 4,385 4



ANNEX 3

ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF GHANA (EOG)

Actual and Forecast Maximum Demand, Sales and Load Factor

1970 1971~ &L2 193 97

Forecast Maximum Demand (MW) 125 147 168 188 205

Percentage Increase in
Maximum Demand over
Previous Year 22.5 17.6 14.3 11.9 9.0

Actual Maximum Demand (MW) 111 122 131 144 154

Percentage Increase in
Maximum Demand over
Previous Year 13.3 9.9 7.4 9.9 6.9

Forecast Sales (Gwh) 517 648 752 841 939

Percentage Increase in
Annual Sales over
Previous Year 14.4 25.3 16.0 11.8 1.7

Actual Sales (Gwh) 522 609 641 712 774

Percentage Increase in
Annual Sales over
Previous Year 15.2 16.7 5.3 11.1 8.7

Forecast Average Annual
Load Factor 55.6 58.3 58.3 58.0 59.7

Actual Average Annual
Load Factor 60.1 63.8 58.3 65.0 64.9

Source: Appraisal Report of October 1970 and ECG's annual reports.



REPUBLIC OF GHANA
ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF GHANA (EOG)

Actual and Forecast Balance Sheets 1968-1974
(in thousand 0)

Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast ActualYear ending Decesber 31 1968L1 1968 1969L1 1969 1970L_. 1970 1971.,2 1971 19722 1972 1973L 1973 1974L 1974
Fixed Assets
Gross Fined Assets in service 35,005 25,121 46,515 33,444 43,483 39,277 53,984 56,207 54,583 58,643 61,442 66,664 67,981 69,788Less Accusulated Depreciation (8,215) (8.8715 (9,555) (10.310) (12.156) (11,938) (14,453) (14,373) (17,118) (17.214) (19,809) (20,101) (22799) (23.3015Bet Ficed Ausets In Service 26,790 16,230 36,960 23,134 31,327 27,339 39,531 41,834 37,465 41,430 41,633 46,563 45,182- 66,487Work in Progreso 6,735 8,846 2,410 10,018 7,811 10,809 3,002 5,091 8,113 13,584 6,202 9,849 2,238 8,237Net Redundant Aesets 4.690 3,970 4,350 3.514 3,042 3,120 349 2,747 218 2,365 - 2.053 - 1.728

Total Fixed Assets 38,215 29,066 43,720 36,666 42,180 41,268 42,882 49,672 45,816 57,379 47,835 58,465 47,420 56,452
Current Assets
Cash + Short-Tern Investsoents 1,210 3,801 1,240 5,626 4,202 5,241 3,973 5,470 3,852 7,011 2,976 7,068 2,812 4,338Net Reneivabls 2,580 5,991 1,940 6,410 6,095 6,846 4,451 6,021 4,617 6,340 4,611 5,254 4,851 5,900Ioventories (Net) 1,760 2,252 935 3,226 3,000 2,442 2,000 2,681 1,500 2,891 1,000 3,640 1,100 6124Gvernment - Rural Electrification Debt - - - - - 188 - 240 - 764 - - 555Prepaysents 85 107 85 306 170 400 175 4,071 180 1,973 185 474 190 436

Total Current Assets 5,635 12,151 4,200 15,568 13,467 15,115 10,599 18,483 10,149 18,980 8,772 16,435 8.953 17,353

Total Assets 43,850 41,217 47.920 52233 55.647 56,383 53,481 68,155 55.965 76.359 56,607 74,900 56.373 73,805

Capital and Liabilities
Governament Equity Investment 18,030 17,865 18,015 17,907 17,928 17,313 20,250 17,313 20,257 17,313 20,475 17,313 20,475 17,312Retained Earnings 3,160 3,969 3,955 6,083 7,393 7,928 8,194 9,478 8.578 9,095 8.827 9.072 9,333 . 8.663

Total Equity 21,190 21,834 21,970 23,990 25,321 25,241 28,444 26,791 28,835 26,408 29,302 26,385 29,808 25,975

Redundant Assets Capital Reserve 4,690 3,970 4,350 3,514 3,042 3,120 349 2,747 218 2,365 - 2,053 - 1,728Repairs and Maintenance Equalization Reserve - 375 - 625 - 875 - 1,125 - 1,250 - 1,125 - 1,125Difference on Exchange Account - 563 - 60 - 54 - 722 - 2.022 - 3,641 2,448Conssaeos Contribution 1,830 1,953 2,515 3,136 4,262 4,005 4,750 5,174 5,085 6,541 5,370 7.256 5,660 6,932Covernaent Capital Contributions for Rural Subsidized Stations 80 - 135 170 170 181 170 283 170' 474 170 388 170 -

Lona-Term Debt

Geraean Loans (KFW) 5,095 5,102 4,950 5,412 5,094 5,253 5,535 6,955 5,897 9,144 5,538 9,100 4,820 10,097BICC Credit 2,090 2,098 1,630 2,016 3,054 1,921 2,931 2,485 2,808 2,150 2,686 1,857 2,479 1,764Other British Suppliers Credits 1,125 1,205 1,090 1,134 - 1,132 - 1,518 - 1,303 425 1,063 2,125 951IDA Credit (1) 6,460 26 9,850 6,596 10,204 9,508 5,512 12,458 4,900 12,205 4,288 10,344 3,676 10,131IDA Credit (2) -- - 2,125 1,944 4,162 7.553 4,863 6,691 3,625 5.133

Total Lon-Term Debt 14,770 8,432 17,520 15,158 18,352 17,814 16,103 25,360 17,767 32,355 17,800 29,061 16,735 27,176

Less: Long-Term Debt Due Within One Year (640) (239) (760) (414) (5.134) (922) (1,978) (3.051) (2.903) (3,010) (2,987) (3.294) (3.102) s.a.

Net Long-Term Debt 14,130 8,193 16,760 14,744 13,218 16,892 14,125 22,309 14,864 29,345 14,813 25,767 13,623 D.a.

Current Liabilities
PrevisIons Rural Electrification - - - - - - - - - - 842 - 1.589Accounts Payable and Accruals 1,290 4,091 1,430 5,581 4,500 5,094 3,665 5,954 3,890 4,944 3,965 4,150 4,010 5,932Long-Teen Debt Due Within One Year 640 239 760 414 5,134 922 1,978 3,051 2.903 3.010 2,987 3,294 3.102 n.a.

Total Current Liabilities 1,930 4,330 2,190 5,995 9,634 6,016 5,643 9,005 6,793 7,954 6,952 8,286 7,112 n.a.
Total Liabilities 43.850 41,217 47,920 52,234 55.647 56,383 53,481 68.155 55,965 76,359 56607 74.900 56.373 73,805

Current Assets/Current Liabilities 2.9 2.8 1.9 2.6 1.4 2.5 1.9 2.1 1.5 2.4 1.3 2.0 1. 3Debt/Equity Ratio 28/72 27/73 39/61 - 38/62 42/58 41/59 36/64 49/51 38/62 55/45 38/62 52/48 36/64 51/49

/1 1968 Appraisal Forecasts.
/ 1970 Appraisal Forecasts.

Source: Appraisal Report of October, 1970 and ECG



REPUBLIC OF GHANA
ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF GRAM (ECG)

Actual and Forecast Income Statements 1969-1974
(in thousand 0)

Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual

Year Ending December 31 1969 1970 1970 1971 1971 1972 1972 1973 1973 1974 1974

Energy Sold (GWh) 452 517 522 648 609 752 622 841 712 939 774

Average Revenue for KWh (NP) 2.88 2.8 2.7 2.56 2.56 2.45 2.59 2.38 2.50 2.30 2.50

Revenue from Sales 13,021 14,451 14,171 16,583 15,504 18,458 16,463 19,999 17,827 21,627 19,397

Operating Expenses
Purchased Power 3,975 5,127 4,666 6,144 5,392 6,782 5,785 7,971 6,338 8,797 6,886

Generation and Standby 967 994 1,011 1,040 1,033 1,491 1,122 1,147 1,360 1,246 2,415

Distribution 1,390 1,775 1,412 1,778 1,409 1,752 1,707 1,854 1,705 1,908 2,579

Transport 218 235 235 263 285 291 384 320 448 344 663

Administration: Head Office 1,106 1,234 1,468 1,346 1,304 1,401 1,329 1,460 1,345 1,502 1,270

Regions 913 1,062 1,043 1,165 1,134 1,262 1,266 1,345 1,337 1,449 2,057

Bad Debt Provision 119 72 - 120 - 116 - 108 - 94 -

Obsolete Stock 176 300 - 300 - 335 97 - - - -

Depreciation 1,471 1,846 1,844 2,297 2,511 2,665 2,844 2,691 3.054 2.990 3,202

Total 10,335 12,645 11,678 14,453 13,069 16,095 14,534 16,896 15,587 18,330 19,072

Net Operating Revenue 2,686 1,806 2,493 2,130 2,435 2,363 1,929 3,103 2,240 3,297 325

Other Revenue 359 300 530 300 572 300 788 300 622 340 1,043

Net Revenue Before Interest 3,045 2,106 3,022 2,430 3,007 2,663 2,718 3,403 2,863 3,637 1,368

Interest Charges (681) (981) (972) (1,049) (1,298) (1,079) (1,943) (1,154) (2,200) (1,131) (2,059)

Net Revenue 3,065 1,125 2,051 1,381 1,709 1,584 774 2,249 663 2,506 (691)

Repairs and Maintenance Revenue (250) - (250) - (250) - (125) - (125) - -

Dividend Payment to Government - (500) - (580) - (1,200) - (2,000) - (2,000) -

Revenue Surplus Retained 2,115 625 1,801 801 1,459 384 649 249 788 506 (691)

Average Net Fixed Assets in Operation 19,692 27,230 25,237 35,429 34,587 38,498 41,632 39,549 43,997 43,408 46,525

Working Capital Allowance 985 1,362 1,262 1,771 1,722 1,925 2,082 1,977 2,200 2,170 2,326

Average Government- and Consumer-

Capital Contributions (2,629) (3,869) (3,656) (4.676) (4,589) (5,088) (5,858) (5,397) (6,899) (5.685) (7,094)

Rate Base 18,048 24,723 22,842 32,524 31,720 35,335 37,856 36,129 39,298 39,893 41,757

Rate of Return on Rate Base (%) 14.6 8.5 10.9 7.5 7.7 7.6 5.1 8.6 5.7 8.3 0.8

Source: Appraisal Report of October 1970 and ECG
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

ECUADOR SECOND NATIONAL HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 379-EC/CREDIT 51-EC)

Preface

This memorandum reports on an audit of performance under the Ecuador

Second National Highway Project, for which Loan 379-EC and Credit 51-EC of May

26, 1964, in the amounts of US$9 million and US$8 million, respectively, were

closed on December 31, 1973 and on December 31, 1974. The performance audit

is based on information contained in the attached Project Completion Report

(PCR) prepared by the Bank's Latin America and Caribbean Regional 
Office.

Other information used in preparing the audit includes Bank files and official

documents, the Minutes of the Board of Executive Directors and discussions

with Bank staff involved with the project. A one-week mission to Ecuador was

made in connection with the audit and the insights provided by the Ministry of

Public Works (MOP) are gratefully acknowledged.

In general, the audit concurs with the findings of the PCR but

differs in its view of the joint-financing experience. The audit has examined

the scope of the project and the development impact of the roads. It has also

expanded upon the role of the Bank in establishing a Project Revolving Fund,

the role of the consultants and has included in annexes cost data, traffic infor-

mation and the loan covenants.

Currency Equivalent -- Sucre (S/.)

1964-1969 ---------------------- US$1 = S/. 18.18

1970-1974 ---------------------- US$1 = S/. 25.25

1975 ---------------------- US$1 = s/. 25.00



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT BASIC DATA SHEET

ECUADOR SECOND NATIONAL HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 379-EC/CREDIT 51-EC)

----------------------- (US$ millions)-----------------------------------
As of 02/28/77

Original Disbursed Cancelled Repaid Outstanding

Loan 379-EC 9.0 9.0 - 2.4 6.6
Credit 51-EC 8.0 9 .1 0.4 0.3 8.8

Total 17.0 18.1 0.4 2.7 15.4
- Project Data -

Original Actual or
Plan Revisions Est. Actual

Conception in Bank - - 7/61

Board Approval 1963 5/64 05/25/64

Loan/Credit Agreement 1963 5/64 05/26/64

Effectiveness 6/64 12/64 12/24/64

Physical Completion
- Stage I 6/65 1/69
% of Original Project 23% 100%
Completed by Date
Shown Above

- Stage II 12/68 1974
% of Original Project 21% 100%
Completed by Date
Shown Above

Loan Closing 1/69 1 ,1/4,12(71,4/4'2, 1 2//7 2  12/31/73

Credit Closing 1/69 1/70,1/71,12/71,4/72,12/72,12/73 12/31/74

Total Costs (US$ mln) 55.0 - 69.2

Economic Rate of Return of
Stage II Roads:

Santo Domingo-Quininde 11-12% - higher than 12%
Quevedo-Babahoyo 8-10% higher than 10%.
Cajabamba-Chilcales 11% 6 '2 higher than 11%
Manuel J. Calle 6% higher than 10% to I1

Mission Data

Month, No. of No. of Date ofL,
Year Weeks Persons Manweeksih Report

Appraisal N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 5/15/64

Subtotal

Supervision I 10/64 1.4 4 5.6 10/20/64
Supervision II 2/65 0.6 1 0.6 3/25/65
Supervision III 2/66 1.7 2 3.4 2/17/66
Supervision IV 6/66 1.2 2 2.4 8/10/66
Supervision V 6/67 0.6 1 0.6 8/23/67
Supervision VI 8/67 1.9 2 3.8 10/05/67
Supervision VII 12/67 0.3 1 0.3 12/28/67
Supervision VIII 10/68 0.7 1 0.7 11/20/68
Supervision IX 7-8/69 1.1 3 3.3 10/02/69
Supervision X 1/70 0.7 1 0.7 3/23/70
Supervision XI 7/70 1.1 1 1.1 8/11/70
Supervision XII 10/70 0.4 1 0.4 11/27/70
Supervision XIII 1/71 0.3 1 0.3 2/12/71
Supervision XIV 3/71 1.0 1 1.0 5/13/71
Supervision XV 6/72 1.6 2 3.2 7/24/72
Supervision XVI 2/73 0.7 2 1.4 3/30/73

Subtotal 15.3 28.8

/a Adjusted to reflect devaluations of the United States Dollar in 1972 and in 1973.
7F Based on seven-day field week.
/c Date of Full Report.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

ECUADOR SECOND NATIONAL HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 379-EC/CREDIT 51-EC)

HIGHLIGHTS

The components of the Ecuador Second National Highway Project were
completed six years later than expected at appraisal with a cost overrun of
26%. Important factors contributing to delays in project execution were
unrealistic scheduling for conditions of effectiveness and the heavy burden
that this large project placed on local contractors and the engineering
capacity of the Ministry of Public Works (MOP). Nonetheless, in spite of
considerable overrun of time and money, civil works are well-justified with
rates of return above the appraisal forecast. This results from rapid traf-
fic growth and extensive agricultural development (made possible by comple-
mentary investments) in the regions served by the roads. Achievement in the
area of maintenance, another loan/credit component, was less than hoped for
and the important commitment to enforce vehicle axle load limits was never
successfully fulfilled.

The following issues might be of special interest:

Success of joint-financing arrangements for the project (paras.
8-12, PCR, para. 7.06)

Project Revolving Fund avoided payment delays (para. 11, PCR,
paras. 4.02-4.03 and 5.06)

Overextension of local contractors (para. 15, PCR, paras. 3.06
and 5.07)

Supervision by MOP engineers: good on-the-job training was at
the expense of smooth project implementation (paras. 16-17,
PCR, para. 4.06)

Substantial development impact of the project roads (paras. 19-20)

Scope of the project may have been too large (paras. 25-26).



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

ECUADOR SECOND NATIONAL HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 379-EC/CREDIT 51-EC)

I. Project Summary

1. The Second National Highway Project was the Bank's third undertaking
in the highway sector in the Republic of Ecuador. The first project, for
which Loan 94-EC of 1954 for US$8.5 million was made to the Province of Guayas
and the second project, for which Loan 176-EC of 1957 for US$14.5 millicn was
made to the Government of Ecuador, both financed road construction and main-
tenance equipment. Both projects experienced substantial difficulties. The
second project however was particularly handicapped and funds were exhausted
before it was completed. The Bank agreed to include the uncompleted works
in the subsequent loan (the Second National Highway Project).

2. As a result, the Second National Highway Project of May 26, 1964,
was conceived in two stages. Stage I financed completion of the roads, which
were not completed under the second project as well as the continuation of
the maintenance program. Stage I also financed final engineering of roads
to be constructed in Stage II. Stage II, contingent on completion of Stage I,
consisted of the construction of four priority roads (one of which had not been
successfully completed under Loan 94-EC) and feasibility studies (PCR, para.
1.02 and map). The road improvements formed a substantial part of Ecuador's
five-year highway program.

3. The completion of all components of the Second National Highway
Project took six years longer than expected at appraisal. Stage I civil
works were completed in early 1969, three and a half years after the appraisal
forecast of mid-1965. The maintenance program was extended from 1968 to 1972
to allow for additional improvements, and completion of feasibility studies
was delayed because additional studies were added to the project. Stage II
civil works were completed in 1972 but additional repairs were completed in
1974, six years after the appraisal forecast (PCR, para. 3.05).

4. The actual project cost of US$69.2 million (S. 1,374.6 million)
represents an overrun of 26% over the appraisal cost of US$55 million
(S/. 990 million) (Annex 1). The construction cost of Stage I increased by
22% mainly due to additional materials required for the Flavio Alfaro-Novillo
section of the Santo Domingo-Chone Road. Additional cost was also incurred
due to extra haulage charges as the additional material had to be obtained
from more distant sources than originally anticipated. The maintenance com-
ponent cost 59% more than expected at appraisal because additional equipment
was purchased and the consultants' contract was extended to 1972.

5. At appraisal US$24 million (S/. 432 million) was included
for Stage II construction, on the basis of estimates made in the feasibility
study. After final engineering was completed, contracts were awarded for
a total of US$18.1 million (S/. 330.8 million) which was close to the
final engineering estimate. The final cost at completion was US$21.4 million
(S/. 424.6 million) or 28% over contract price (Annex 2). Of the 28% over-
run, 12% was for price escalation and exchange rate movements and the
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remaining 16% for physical overruns. The latter reflects additional work,
mainly the subbase work on the Santo Domingo-Quininde Road where hairline
cracks appeared and repairs including the replacement of one bridge on the
Manuel J. Calle-Machala Road. Supervision costs more than doubled because
of the long time required to complete Stage II and also because part of the
cost of Stage I engineering and consulting services was carried over into
this category. The 157% overrun for feasibility and engineering studies
was primarily due to the inclusion of additional studies.

6. The rates of return for Stage II roads (Santo Domingo-Quininde,
Quevedo-Babahoyo, Cajabamba-Chilcales and Manuel J. Calle-Machala) were
estimated at appraisal to be 12%, 9%, 11% and 6%, respectively. The esti-
mated rates of return at audit are much higher (Annex 3 and PCR, paras.
6.01-6.04). This results from the large increase in traffic, which was 38% to
237% over the appraisal forecast for the first year after the roads opened (Annex 4).
The rapid growth in traffic can be partially explained by the beginning of
petroleum exports which stimulated economic activity (actual vehicle registra-
tion in 1972 of 84,530 vehicles is much greater than the appraisal expec-
tation of 52,000 vehicles), and also by greater than anticipated development
of agriculture in the coastal zone, where all the roads (with the exception
of the Cajabamba-Chilcales section) are located.1/ The particularly rapid
growth of traffic on the Manuel J. Calle-Machala and Santo Domingo-Quininde
roads reflects the increasing importance of the region surrounding Machala
as a banana-growing area, the shift of port traffic from Guayaquil to Puerto
Bolivar (near Machala), and the expansion of Santo Domingo as a commercial
and agricultural center.

in spite of the delays and cost overruns, road construction has

been successfully completed; the roads now contribute substantially to the
expansion of the economy. The feasibility studies investigated a number of
roads, some of which had little priority, but others provided the background
for subsequent Bank loans. Improvement in maintenance was less than had
been hoped for (PCR, paras. 3.07-3.10) and the establishment of vehicle
weight control is only now becoming effective (PCR, para. 5.05).

II. Main Issues

Joint Financing

8. This project was the first to be cofinanced by a consortium consist-
ing of the Bank, the International Development Association (IDA), the Inter-
American Development Bank (IDB) and the United States Agency for International

1/ The rates of return for Stage I roads were not estimated at appraisal; it
is not possible to estimate them now because information before the roads
were improved is not available. In principle, high traffic volumes and
agricultural growth should also favorably affect the benefits of Stage I
roads.
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Development (USAID). All these agencies wished to participate in Ecuador's
second five-year highway program with the view that they might favorably
influence highway development which in the past had been interrupted due to
insufficient budgetary funds and poor contractor capacity. It was decided
that the best way to achieve international coordination was through joint
financing, which implied that the cost of certain components would be shared
between participants. The Bank acted as project coordinator and supervised
the project.

9. This arrangement required careful preparation of a memorandum of
understanding which was concluded before the project was presented to the
Board. It also entailed continued interagency cooperation. Although the
agencies declined to participate in joint financing for subsequent projects
(PCR, para. 7.06), this was because the situation had changed; exceptional
measures to coordinate highway lending were no longer necessary and perhaps
also the agencies now wished to have a stronger individual role which joint
financing discouraged.

10. The interagency cooperation worked effectively. In a period span-
ning seven years, there were only three relatively minor instances of failure
to coordinate activities. These instances resulted from technical differences
of view over the components which were financed jointly, i.e., civil works
and the maintenance program (PCR, Annex 1). A better cofinancing arrangement,
which would have avoided even these minor problems and which would have
reduced the need for close cooperation, might have been parallel financing.
This would have enabled each agency to finance a separate component of the
project, an undertaking which was feasible because each component was self-
contained.

11. A factor which aided implementation of the joint-financing arrange-
ments was the Project Revolving Fund (Annex 5, p. 1). The Bank suggested that
the Project Revolving Fund be established in view of delays under the previous
loan in paying contractors and consultants because of shortage of counterpart
funds. The Fund allowed the Bank and other agencies to alter disbursement
percentages as necessary. A satisfactory balance was maintained for most
of the project's implementation. Even with the Revolving Fund, there were
some delays in payments but these resulted from the numerous approvals
required from Government agencies. 1/

12. A Transport Coordinating Committee, consisting of representatives
of MOP, the Central Bank, the Ministry of Finance and the National Planning
Office, was established at the Bank's request and was also helpful in co-
ordination. This Committee convened annually to discuss and settle any
outstanding issues related to the project and also to integrate plans for
future transport developments.

1/ The Controller General (Contraloria) appears to have been the main
bottleneck. It was required by law to check legal, technical and
financial aspects of the vouchers approved by MOP and the consultants.
Since 1975, a change in law (Ley de Hacienda) on the management of
public funds has helped to speed up payments by removing the
Contraloria's obligation to check vouchers.
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Construction Time: Conditions of Effectiveness, Overextension of
Contractors, Supervision and Final Engineering

13. The delay in making the project effective postponed the beginning
of civil works for a year. The delay resulted from the time taken to fulfill
several special conditions of effectiveness (PCR, para. 5.09). The most
time consuming was the establishment of the Project Revolving Fund which
required the approval of five Government bodies and finally a legal enactment.
The procedures which would be necessary to establish the Project Revolving
Fund were not clear at the time the loan was made and consequently not
enough time was allowed for the steps involved. If the condition could have
been fulfilled before the loan was signed, it would have saved the Borrower
some commitment charge for one year.

14. Once civil works began, construction was delayed by several factors.
The award of some contracts took up to a year and a half because the Contralo-
ria had to analyze the bids selected by MOP and the consultants. A time
allowance for this procedure was not included in the project schedule. In-
clement weather further delayed the project by up to a year on some roads.
This had also occurred in the previous project. In addition, extra work was
required because of the overextension of contractors, inadequate supervision
and poor final engineering.

15. The long time required to complete the Flavio Alfaro-Novillo and
Manuel J. Calle-Machala roads arose because the performance of some local
contractors was unsatisfactory. These contractors were also at work on
other projects so that they were unable to mobilize sufficient equipment to
keep on schedule. The Bank had been aware of this problem and had obtained anassurance from the Government that it would be consulted before major new
contracts for highway construction were awarded. However, while the provi-
sion was a good one, additional works were undertaken anyway because of country
reasons.

16. A factor which influenced the need to undertake additional work
on the Cajabamba-Chilcales and Santo Domingo-Quininde roads was that specific-
ations were not closely followed. MOP, working under the foreign consultants'
resident engineers and partially responsible for supervision, did not have
enough qualified engineers and was reluctant to hire expatriate staff. It
finally agreed to employ local consultants to assist in the supervision.
Although the attempts to hire a local consulting firm were not successful,
sufficient local engineers were finally employed on an individual basis.

17. This method of supervising civil works (using MOP staff and con-
sultants) is still used. MOP feels it is advantageous in that the cost is
lower than if supervision were undertaken solely by a consulting firm. More-
over, on-the-job training was provided for promising engineers. Most of
these engineers did not stay with MOP but found jobs in the private sector
and in fact, two of the more competent firms today are partnered by engineers
who have worked with the foreign consultants. The method did, however, have
some disadvantages in the Second National Highway Project: it diminished the
responsibility of either party for the works executed; contractors considered
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that orders given by the consultants and MOP sometimes conflicted; the con-

sultant was put in the position of working with staff he might otherwise not

have hired; and, delays in finding suitable staff impeded project execution.

This illustrates the point that training of local staff, a long term goal,

sometimes hampers effective project implementation in the short run. A

better proposition in this case might have been to supervise part of the

roads jointly to provide training for selective staff and to supervise the

remainder by consultants to ensure more effective implementation. This

would have avoided the apparent overextension of MOP. From the information

available, it does not appear that the Bank investigated the local engineering

capacity of MOP before agreeing to the joint supervision arrangements; if

it had, it might have come to the same conclusion.

18. A third factor which may have contributed to additional work on

the Cajabamba-Chilcales and Santo Domingo-Quininde roads is that the consultants
and MOP, who were responsible for the final designs, in one instance, relied

heavily on existing drainage structures which turned out to be inadequate and

produced extensive landslides. In the other instance, expansive clays were

not adequately studied and hairline cracks occurred over most of the pavement.

Development Impact of Project Roads

19. The roads financed by this loan/credit were expected to have an

important development impact on the region they served. The appraisal report

anticipated increased agricultural production, but at the time no agricultural

study had been made of the region and no complementary investment program

prepared. In spite of this, agriculture in the region has expanded and

traffic growth has far surpassed appraisal projections. The region served by

the roads indeed has exceptionally favorable conditions for agricultural

production and consequently significant complementary investments have been

made to further develop it particularly by the private sector. In addition,

since 1967 the Bank has granted three loans for livestock development, almost

exclusively in the coastal region and has supported the Milagro irrigation

scheme south of Babahoyo. The IDB has been involved in a large colonization

scheme around Santo Domingo and the Government and USAID have also supported

various programs.

20. An interesting parallel can be made with the La Oroya-Aguaytia

Highway Project in Peru, Loan 425-PE (Audit Report No. 1148, paras. 5.05 and

6.08) and the Western Highway Project in Honduras, Loan 495-HO (Audit Report

No. 672, pp. 6-7), which were expected to have a similar development impact.

As in the Ecuador case, the agricultural potential of the regions was not ex-

plored through a systematic study and complementary investment programs were

not prepared before the loans were made. In the cases of Peru and Honduras,

however, the agricultural potential of part of the regions served by the project

roads was less than expected; complementary investments were not made and actual

traffic was lower than projected illustrating the importance of regional studies

when roads are expected to assist regional development. The main difference

among all of these cases seems to be the agricultural potential of the regions

which in the Ecuador experience proved to be excellent and attracted important

private investment. This is an interesting instance of regional development

which deserves special.consideration in future OED studies on the development

impact of this type of road.
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Maintenance

21. At the time of appraisal, Ecuador's road network had severely
deteriorated owing to poor maintenance. A National Transport Study under-
taken by Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Quade and Douglas (financed by the Bank and
USAID) in 1963 indicated that maintenance had been ". . . neglected to the

extent that the resulting economic waste in dissipation of previous highway
investments and in undue vehicle were far outweighed the apparent savings."
The study recommended that maintenance should take precedence over new
construction. Since the maintenance program under the previous loan
(176-EC) had been largely unsuccessful, the Bank was concerned that it be
improved. A crucial factoL in acni ving this goa' was the estptslishment
of appropriate vehicle dimensions and axle loads, as in the past excessive
weight contributed to the problem of maintenance. A covenant provided that
the Government would take action to ensure that vehicle dimensions and
axle loads were controlled before disbursement of credit funds for Stage II
could begin (Annex 5, p. 2).

22. Some progress was made under the maintenance program. The major
achievement was probably the creation of six provincial repair shops and a
central repair shop at El Beaterio. Soils and materials laboratories were
established, a warehouse inventory was made and, finally, the consultants'
recommendation to divide each maintenance district into four divisions was
undertaken after an eight-year delay. The shortcomings are outlined in the
PCR (paras. 3.08-3.10).

23. However, maintenance suffered from a shortage of qualified MOP
staff resulting from frequent changes in management and losses of middle
level staff; during the ten-year implementation period there were more than
nine Ministers of Public Works, numerous Directors of Highways and other
staff changes. The training program continued throughout the project's
implementation, with courses for maintenance supervisors, soil technicians and
q ipment and brill )perat-rc but many of the trained staff resigned to take
ibs in th, private sector.

24. Finally, vehicle dimension and axle load limits were determined
only after lengthy delays, and then were not enforced because of truckers'
opposition to them (PCR, para. 5.05). Stage II works began, despite this
situation. While the Government undertook an intensive publicity campaign
to inform road users of the damage that overloaded trucks caused to roads,
legislation was not passed until late-1972, more than eight years after the
loan/credit was signed. Much still needs to be done in this area. MOP has
now asked the Government for its own police unit to assist in enforcing
vehicle axle load limits.

Scope of the Project

25. In retrospect, the scope of this project was perhaps too large.
Construction supervision on all roads and maintenance improvement efforts
were curtailed by the scarcity of qualified MOP engineers. Staff constraints
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and the lack of staff continuity in MOP hampered the project (PCR, paras.
4.05-4.06).

26. At the time of appraisal, the Bank was aware of the difficulties
encountered under the previous loan, particularly as regards maintenance,
and had some reservations both about the practicality of a large project and
about an arrangement under which lenders would commit funds for Stage II
before Stage I was completed. The decision to proceed was influenced by the
desirability of participating in the cofinancing arrangement. In retrospect,
however, the reservations seem justified. Probably a more modest project,
which did not place such a heavy burden on the MOP's engineers, would have
been more successful.

Role of the Bank

27. The Bank made several important contributions to the project.
Drawing on past experience, it suggested establishing a Project Revolving Fund
to ensure that sufficient local funds would be available. It also conceived
of the Transport Coordinating Committee, which was helpful in coordinating
project activities with the consortium agencies and keeping abreast of
developments in the transport sector. The Bank anticipated the difficulties
which could arise if contractors took on more work than they could handle.
Although the Bank included a covenant intended to cope with this problem, it did
not prevent the Government from undertaking new projects.

28. On the other hand, the time taken to establish the Project Revolving
Fund was much longer than expected, which again illustrates the importance of
a clear understanding of the various steps necessary to make a loan or credit
effective and of a realistic schedule for them. In this case there was some
cost to the Borrower in the form of commitment charges, which might have been
avoided.

29. There were 16 supervision missions during the ten-year period of
disbursement, but 8 of them consisted of less than one man-week and included
items other than project supervision in their terms of reference. It is not
easy to say whether more frequent and larger (or longer) missions could have
been !wie effective. Bank staff familiar with the project expressed the view that
the amount of supervision was adequate especially considering the amount of super-
vision in relation to total resources in the Bank's highway section during that
period. The Government however considered that more frequent missions would
have been useful and that the missions were too concerned with administrative
matters.

III. Conclusions

30. The project was completed as intended, albeit with considerable overrun
of time and money, and was economically justified. Indeed, the rates of
return are higher than estimated at appraisal since the traffic on the roads
exceeded the appraisal estimates, sometimes substantially, reflecting the rapid
agricultural development of the area.
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31. It took seven months to make the credit effective because numerous
official approvals were necessary to establish the Project Revolving Fund.
Construction took considerably longer to complete than had been estimated
principally because the project was a large one and placed a heavy burden
of supervision on the limited staff of engineers in the Ministry of Public
Works and tended to strain the capacity of the local construction contractors.
The Bank was aware that the size of the project and the tight schedules which
the contractors were supposed to observe, could lead to problems of this
kind and attempted to control them by requiring the MOP to consult with the
Bank before undertaking substantial new investments and by splitting the proj-
ect into two stages however neither method was really successful.



ANNEX 1

PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

ECUADOR SECOND NATIONAL HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 379-EC/CREDIT 51-EC)

Estimated and Actual Project Costs
(millions)

/a
Appraisal Costs Actual Costs Actual US$ Costs

US$ Sucres US$ Sucres as a Proportion
of Appraisal Costs

(%)
STAGE I

A. Construction 5.8 104.0 7.1 129.0 122
Duran-Cochancay (bridges) n.a. n.a. 0.2 3.4 n.a.
Chone-Bahia (bridges) n.a. n.a. 0.3 5.3 n.a.
Santo Domingo-Chone n.a. n.a. 5.8 106.4 n.a.
Payment for work done before
Loan signature 0.8 13.9 n.a.

B. Five-Year Maintenance Program 20.0 360.0 31.8 632.8 159
C. Engineering and Consulting

Services 2.7 49.0 2.7 49.0
(Includes supervision of
construction (A.), advice
for maintenance program (B.)
and design and documents for
Stage II works.)
Subtotal 28.5 513.0 41.6 810.8 146

Stage II
D. Construction /b 24.0 432.0 21.4 424.6 89

Santo Domingo-Quininde 4.2 75.0 3.7 73.4 88
Quevedo-Babahoyo 4.4 80.0 5.2 102.2 118
Cajabamba-Chilcales 10.3 187.0 7.1 141.8 69
Manuel J. Calle-Machala 5.0 89.0 5.4 107.2 108

E. Supervision of D. 1.8 32.0 4.4 98.8 244
F. Feasibility and Engineering

Studies 0.7 13.0 1.8 40.4 257
Subtotal 26.5 477.0 27.6 563.8 104

TOTAL 55.0 990.0 69.2 1,374.6 126

Sources: Tippetts, Abbett, McCarthy and Stratton, Completion Report, 1971, Progress
Reports and Supplementary Completion Report, 1975.

/a Includes contingencies on construction of 8% for price escalation and 15%
for quantity increases.

/b Actual costs include additional work required on these roads. The cost
in sucres of each road has been converted into US dollars using an
average exchange rate.



ANNEX 2

PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

ECUADOR SECOND NATIONAL HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 379-EC/CREDIT 51-EC)

Contract Value and Actual Construction Costs for Stage II Roads
(millions)

Actual Sucre Costs
Contract Value Actual Costs as a Proportion of
US$ Sucres US$ Sucres Contract Value

(%)

Santo Domingo-Quininde 2.9 52.9 3.7 73.4 138

Quevedo-Babahoyo 4.2 76.9 5.2 102.2 133

Cajabamba-Chilcales 6.9 127.1 7.1 141.8 112

Manuel J. Calle-Machala 4.1 73.9 5.4 107.2 144

Total 18.1 330.8 21.4 424.6 128



ANNEX 3

PROJECT PERFORKANCE AUIET MEMORANDTM

ECUA]WR SECOND NATIONAL HIGHWAY FROJECT (LOAN 379-EC/CREDIT 51-EC)

Changes in the Expected Rates of Return

Actual Construction Actual Traffic Audit
Rate of Return Cost Compared With Compared With Rate of

Road Section at Appraisal Appraisal Estimate Appraisal Forecast Return

Santo Domingo-Quininde l1%-12% 12% lower 38% higher higher
than 12%

Quevedo-Babahoyo 8%-10% 18% higher 95% higher higher
than 10%

Cajabamba-Chilcales 11% 31% lower 115% higher higher
than 11%

Manuel J. Calle-Machala 6% 8% higher 237% higher higher
than 10%

Source: Annexes 1 and 1.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

ECUADOR SECOND NATIONAL HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 379-EC/CREDIT 51-EC)

Estimated and Actual Average Daily Traffic
(vehicles per day)

Actual 1970-72
Actual Estimated Actual Traffic as % of
1964 1970-72 1970-72 1973 1974 Estimated

Duran-Cochancay (bridges) 500 - 1,500 - - -

Chone-Bahia (bridges) 100 - 500 - - -

/1
Santo Domingo-Chone 100 - 582 - - -

Santo Domingo-Quininde' 225 445 615 964 1,109 138

Quevedo-Babahoyo 225 298 580 617 710 195

Cajabamba-Chilcales 250 298 640 619 712 215

Manuel J. Calle-Machala 225 262 883 1,293 1,487 337

/1 Weighted average.
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

ECUADOR SECOND NATIONAL HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 379-EC/CREDIT 51-EC)

Loan/Credit Agreements, Conditions of Effectiveness

and Conditions for Beginning Stage II

1. Agreements

The following agreements were reached by the Government and the

Bank under the Loan/Credit:

a) The Government would provide the Bank with the detailed pro-

gram for maintenance and the plans and specifications for

construction of Stage I and Stage II roads when available;

b) The Government and the Bank would periodically exchange

views on the Transportation Investment Program and the

Highway Development Program, and on matters related to

the project. With this in mind, the Government agreed

to establish a Transportation Coordinating Committee which

would meet at least once a year. The Bank, IDA, IDB and

AID would be represented on the Committee;

c) The Government would maintain the National Highway Fund to

assist in financing highway projects and would ensure it

received the proceeds of taxes or other sums necessary for it

to function;

d) The Government would establish a Project Revolving Fund out

of which payments to contractors and suppliers of the project

would be made and into which reimbursements would be made by

participating agencies. The Government would transfer to the

Project Revolving Fund from the National Highway Fund all

necessary amounts to carry out the project. On the first day

of the month following Loan/Credit effectiveness the Government

would deposit S/. 20.0 million and thereafter would deposit

S/. 10.0 million monthly.

e) In order to assure that sufficient funds will remain available

in the National Highway Fund for transfer to the Project

Revolving Fund and for debt service on the national highway

debt the Government would not make any change in the legis-

lation which would limit the revenues nor would it carry out

any major works, including bridges, outside the project, if

such changes in legislation or execution of major works

would adversely affect the carrying out of the project;
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f) The Government would construct or improve the Quito-Quevedo,

Quininde'-Esmeraldas and Babahoyo-Duran roads, and;

g) The Government would make arrangements with the Comite de

Vialidad de la provincia de Guayas to ensure the improvement

of the roads which were in the Comite's juridiction.

2. Conditions of Effectiveness

The effectiveness of the Loan was contingent upon the following:

a) The terms and conditions of the Loan Agreements of AID and

the IDB will be satisfactory to the Bank;

b) The Credit Agreement would become effective;

c) The Government would retain consultants satisfactory to

the Bank;

d) The Government would provide evidence that the Loan/Credit

Agreements were binding;

e) The Government would provide evidence that no external debt

had priority over the Loan/Credit;

f) The Government would arrange to create the Project Revolving
Fund; and

g) Funds shall have been transferred to the National Highway Fund

and the Government would have made necessary arrangements with

the Comite de Vialidad de la Provincia de Guayas.

3. Conditions for Beginning Stage II

In addition to the undertakings listed above which pertained to

both the Loan and the Credit, the Government agreed that withdrawals from the

Credit account would not be made until:

a) Construction of roads financed under Stage I and of the

Quito-Quevedo (via Aloag) Road were substantially completed;

b) The Government had successfully undertaken measures to

implement the Five-Year Maintenance Program; and

c) The Government had taken action to ensure that vehicle

dimensions and axle-loads were controlled.

With respect to a) and b), a supplementary letter delineated what comprised

substantial completion of Stage I roads and what could be considered as

successful measures to implement the Five-Year Maintenance Program.



ATTACHMENT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

ECUADOR SECOND NATIONAL HIGHWAY PROJECT (Loan 379-EC/Credit 51-EC)

1. Project Data

1.01 Loan Amount US$9.0 million

Credit Amount US$8.0 million

Date of Loan and Credit Agreement May 26, 1964

Effective Date of Loan and Credit December 24, 1964

Closing Date: Original January 31, 1969

Final (7th December 31, 1974
extension)

1.02 The project was formulated on the basis of a study prepared by
consultants in October 1962. In June 1963, the Bank and IDA had reached
agreement in principle with USAID and the IDB on joint financing of the
proposed project; preliminary negotiations were interrupted by a change
in Government in 1963, and were resumed in March 1964; the project was
approved in May 1964. The project included road improvements, which formed
part of a nationwide five-year highway program that Government had proposed
to undertake in 1964. Road construction under the program, in addition to
that included in the project, was financed through the Government budget,
and further financing from IDB and AID, covering about 350 km of construc-
tion and improvement. The project, more specifically, comprised the
following elements (also see Annex 1):

Stage I

(a) Completion to paved all-weather standards of roads partly
financed under a previous Bank-financed project (Loan 176-EC),
including the Duran-Cochancay road (with a branch from this
road to Milagro), the Chone-Bahia de Caraquez, and the Chone-
Santo Domingo roads, totalling about 304 kin;

(b) Execution of a Five-Year Highway Maintenance Program including:
(i) strengthening of' the maintonanco organizal.lon, (I .) 'torn-
pletion of workshops and warehouses, (iii) acquisition,
reconditioning and -operation of maintenance equipment, (iv)
institution of a comprehensive training program, and (v) the
provision of labor, materials, and supervision for the above
program;
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(c) Engineering services required for construction supervision
under (a) above, the maintenance program under (b) above,
and for engineering design for new highway construction
under (d) below.

Stage II

(d) Construction and improvement to paved standards of roads
between Santo Domingo and Quininde', Quevedo and Babahoyo,
Cajabamba and Chilcales, and between Manuel J. C. and
Machala, totalling about 502 km;

(e) Engineering services for construction supervision of the
roads included in (d) above; and

(f) Feasibility studies and detailed engineering for roads to
be selected by the Borrower in agreement with the Bank.

1.03 Final project costs in foreign and local components are shown
in US$ equivalents in Annex 1. Financing of the project was arranged
through a consortium comprising the Bank, IDA, AID, and IDB, and by
Government contributions from the National Highway Fund. Contributions
of the four agencies amounted to US$32.5 million (see Annex 2). An
unused balance of about US$0.4 million in the IDA credit account was
cancelled in March 1975.

1.04 Implementation of the project was, at the time of appraisal,
conceived in two stages. There were two major conditions for disbursing
against the second stage elements, namely that: (a) road construction
under the (previous) Bank highway project (Loan 176-EC) would be sub-
stantially completed, and (b) Government would take a series of measures
to implement the maintenance program to be prepared and financed under
Stage I.

1.05 Bank and IDA disbursements for civil works were to be 33% of
total expenditures, and for consulting services 100% of foreign exchange
costs; IDA also, between 1972 and 1974, financed 41% of the local costs
of consulting services for future project preparation. Actual disburse-
ments by each member of the consortium are shown in Annex 1; total
disbursements by category are shown in Annex 2.

1.06 Execution of the project was the responsibility of the Ministry of
Public Works (MOP). Stage I civil works were carried out under contracts
procured, before appraisal, under the previous project financed from
Loan 176-EC; Stage II new highway construction was carried out through
six contracts procured on the basis of international competitive bidding,
and subsequent to fulfillment of conditions for disbursement for the
second stage of the project (see para. 1.04 above).
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2. Summary and Conclusions

(a) Summary

2.01 Substantial completion of Stage I civil works and detailed
engineering for Stage II roads were delayed, which in turn, delayed
international competitive bidding for, and awarding of, six Stage II
civil works contracts. Stage I civil works incurred a cost overrun of
about 22% (paras. 3.01 through 3.03).

2.02 Stage II road construction was completed within the appraisal
costs, but quantity overruns of 18% indicated unsatisfactory detailed
engineering. All six contracts were completed close to six years later
than estimated at appraisal, due to the delayed start and subsequent
delays by contractors (paras. 3.04 and 3.05).

2.03 Contractors' performance varied appreciably, and their work
was generally less than satisfactory (para. 3.06).

2.04 Consultants (TAMS/USA) prepared the maintenance program in
1966, but MOP did not carry out the recommendations fully, and budget-
ing and cost control of maintenance remained ineffective. A Completion
Report by the consultants in 1971 reconfirmed these deficiencies, and
identified others. In summary, the maintenance program did not achieve
targeted level of performance (paras. 3.07 through 3.10).

2.05 Feasibility studies (511 km) and final designs (737 km) were
not always carried out in sufficiently close collaboration with the
Bank; this may have played a part in the high costs and delays (para. 3.11).

2.06 MOP executed the project. Although a Revolving Fund was
operated generally as agreed between the Consortium and Government, pay-
ments to contractors and consultants were nevertheless delayed due to
cumbersome administrative and legal procedures (paras. 4.01 through 4.04).

2.07 Project management by MOP was not satisfactory, and was
aggravated by frequent changes in MOP personnel -- there were nine
Ministers of Public Works during the project. As a result, effective-
ness of construction supervision also suffered (paras. 4.05 and 4.06).

2.08. Government set up a Transportation Coordinating Committee, which
met once a year (except in 1969), and provided a useful forum for badly
needed coordination (para. 4.07).

2.09 There were seven major covenants in the loan/credit agreements
relating to execution of the project. Government did not comply with
three of the covenants, and acted contrary to a further two. Of these
two, one related to vehicle weight control (paras. 5.01 through 5.08).
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2.10 Economic justification of the civil works element of the
project was more favorable on completion than estimated at appraisal,
due to actual traffic growth far in excess of appraisal projections,
and construction costs only somewhat higher than appraisal estimates
for two of the four roads -- for the remaining two roads final costs
were lower (paras. 6.01 through 6.04).

2.11 The project was characterized by a large number of conditions
for effectiveness (seven), and major covenants pertaining to project
execution (seven). Conditions for Board presentation, and assurances
through supplemental correspondence, might have offered meaningful
alternatives (paras. 7.01 and 7.02). A covenant for condition of dis-
bursements for Stage II was useful (para. 7.03).

2.12 Financing of detailed engineering and construction of the
same roads within the same project proved to be a delaying factor
(para. 7.04).

2.13 The Coordinating Committee was also a useful element in project
design, but it could not fully offset the disadvantages arising from
four lending agencies being involved. At the same time the project provides
a good example of program lending (paras. 7.05 and 7.06).

2.14 As regards the Bank's role, there are indications that more
frequent supervision missions and less reliance on correspondence from
Government would have been beneficial. If the 1969 Coordinating Meeting
had been held, and Projects Department staff had changed less, supervision
would undoubtedly have been more effective. The Bank's monitoring of the
project between missions was active and systematic (paras. 7.07 through
7.11).

(b) Conclusions

2.15 The project accomplished some of its basic objectives and con-
tributed considerably to the development of the highway subsector of
Ecuador by:

(a) completing construction of 730 km of road -- the rate of return
on investments under Stage II was much higher than that esti-
mated at appraisal;

(b) preparing a highway master plan for improving the main and
feeder roads network; and

(c) preparing feasibility studies and final design for numerous
high priority road projects, including those of the Fourth
Highway Project presented to the Executive Directors in March,
1976 and the proposed Rural Roads Project.
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2.16 On the other hand, the project failed to accomplish some of
its basic objectives:

(a) In highway maintenance, especially as regards budgeting,
transferring of know-how from foreign consultants to MOP
personnel, and organization with MOP;

(b) vehicle weight control; and

(c) transport sector coordination, project preparation, and
investment planning.

3. Project Execution

3.01 At appraisal the project was scheduled for implementation from
1964 through 1968, with a Closing Date of January 31, 1969. The project
was substantially complete only in 1972, i.e. a delay of four years,
but disbursements for additional elements continued through the end
of December, 1974.

(a) Civil Works

3.02 Financing of Stage I civil works began under the previous Bank
Loan 176-EC, and this consortium project provided finance for the cost
overruns; Stage I civil works were scheduled for completion in late 1965.
However, additional delays in detailed engineering and civil works slowed
down Stage I works, and increased the cost overruns by a further 22%.
This adversely affected some of the contractors, one of whom, after run-
ning into financial difficulties, became uncooperative and fell seriously
behind schedule. These works were not fully completed until 1969.

3.03 Starting of Stage II new road construction was contingent on:

(a) Substantial completion of Stage I civil works; and

(b) Completion of detailed engineering under Stage I, and financed
from the Credit.

As both steps had taken much longer than envisaged at appraisal, these
Stage II civil works were contracted, in part, only in 1966, and contract-
ing was fully accomplished only in early 1968, i. e. about three years
later than estimated at appraisal. In total, six contracts were procured
on the basis of international competitive bidding for a total of 426 km
of road by MOP between 1966 and 1968; details, including costs, are shown
in Annex 4.

3.0 Costs and other data for the six contracts of Stage II civil works
indicate that:

(a) The total amount of contracts approved by the Bank for financing
amounted to only 76/ of appraisal estimates;
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(b) Final costs for the six contracts amounted to 98% of the total
appraisal costs; and

(c) The difference between the costs under (a) and (b) above was
largely due to quantity increases; only about 20% of the
difference was due to price escalation or Government legislation;
in other words, quantity increases amounted to about 18% of
original contract amounts, which is high and reflects adversely
on the quality of the engineering.

3.05 Regarding the implementation of Stage II civil works the following
additional facts appear from Annex 4 and Bank supervision reports:

(a) They were substantially completed in 1972, four years later
than estimated at appraisal; the reconstruction of a bridge
on the Naranjal-Guabo road, the repair of pavement and removal
of slides on the Las Monjas-Palatanga road, and pavement repairs
between Santo Domingo and Quininde' took two more years, and
were only completed in 1974, thus causing a total delay in com-
pletion of close to six years with respect to original appraisal
estimates; and

(b) Individual contractors employed under the six Bank-financed
contracts completed their contracts with delays averaging
between 2 1/2 years and two months, with contractual periods
of two and three years, respectively.

3.06 The performance of the four Ecuadorian and Ecuadorian/Venezuelan
contractors who were awarded the six contracts, varied considerably. One
of the Ecuadorian contractors performed poorly both as regards time
and quality of work: (a) On one of his two contracts it took 2 1/2 years
longer to complete than the initial contract period, mainly due to lack
of equipment; and (b) on his other contract, the pavement deteriorated
before reception of the works, and subsequent investigations proved that
the constructed thickness of the pavement (base plus subbase) was 25%
less than thab specified (on this same contract extensive repair works
were again required after provisional reception in 1972). The Ecuadorian/
Venezuelan firm, on the other hand, performed reasonably well as regards
time, but extensive slides and pavement failures required major repairs.
Since the contractor accepted, in part, the responsibility, he participated
in financing the repair works, which were completed in 1974. In summary,
the contractors' performance can be characterized by poor management,
shortage and slow mobili zation of equipment, and varying work quality;
the majority of the contractors performed only moderately.

(b) Highway Maintenance Program

3.07 The advisory consultants (TA4S/JSA) prepared a maintenance
program, and a reorganization plan for 'he Maintenance Department of MOP,
in 1965 and 1966. While working on their report, the consultants:
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(a) Organized training courses for MOP maintenance personnel in
Santo Domingo, in late 1964;

(b) Prepared for bidding some maintenance contracts, and set up
the MOP soils and materials laboratory; and

(c) Prepared a pilot maintenance plan for one of the four maintenance
districts.

3.08 After receipt of the consultant's recommendations from MOP, Bank
supervision reports indicate that:

(a) The new maintenance organization, equipment, and personnel
assignment were not fully implemented by MOP; the "four-district"
structure recommended by the consultant in 1962 and later
adopted by MOP was still not fully implemented in 1966; several
district supervisors were not designated by MDP during project
implementation;

(b) The budgeting for higtway maintenance was poor, and increases in budget
were largely absorbed by increased salaries -- funds available
for maintenance works remained about the same during 1966
through 1970, in spite of the fact that the road network
increased by about 32% over the same period; and

(c) The network to be maintained by MOP was not fully defined; this
weakened internal control over the spending of funds.

3.09 The consultants (TANS/USA) prepared a Completion Report in
late 1971, evaluating progress achieved during the previous six years and
critically reviewing maintenance practices. The shortcomings mentioned in
the preceding paragraphs were all confirmed in the Completion Report, and
the following additional deficiencies were identified:

(a) MP's maintenance budget did not attain the targeted average
figure of US$1,000/km/year (the average figure amounted to
US$436/km/year in 1972);

(b) MOP did not possess adequate pits and quarries to supply
materials for maintenance of surfaced roads;

(c) Asphalt storage requirements were not adequate;

(d) Maintenance equipment was not adequate for the workload expected
in the ensuing five years; and

(e) There was a need for additional shops and offices to cope with
the maintenance effort.
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3.10 In spite of the recommendations of the consultants, and effortsof the four agencies of the Consortium, MOP could not achieve a level ofmaintenance performance envisaged under the project. On balance, it maybe stated that although equipment and shop facilities were procured throughthe project, the maintenance program did not succeed fully, because:

(a) There was no permanent transfer of know-how from the consultantto MOP personnel (this is borne out by the success of a pilotmaintenance program that was carried out with intensive parti-cipation by the consultant in 1967-1968, and the lack ofpermanent results in other parts of the country);

(b) Shortage of the maintenance budget could not be correctedduring project implementation; and

(c) Frequent personnel changes in MOP both at the executive andthe working level created a critical lack of continuity.(There are indications that several MP staff had left theMinistry before the program was completed.)

(c) Engineering Services for Feasibility Studies and
Detailed Engineering

3.11 Under the Consortium project, feasibility studies for 551 km,and final design for 737 km of road wee carried out by consultants financedfrom the Consortium funds. Implementation of the studies was characterizedby the followiing:

(a) MOP did not always consult with the Bank when selecting roadsto be studied, and contracted consultants similarly. This, inpart,was responsible for the fact that, for example, of seven
feasibility studies for different sections of four major roads,only five were potentially suitable for Bank financing, asreported in 1969;

(b) Engineering services for studies cost more than estimated atappraisal, which, in some cases, may be due to the fact thatcontracts with consultants were signed by MP before the Bankhad commented on the documents;

(c) Studies normally took longer than originally envisaged, andas such, affected project implementation, since some of thedosigns were requirud for Stage TT construction; and
(d ) Fund; F'rom Cr. -. ;2 (in agreement with TDA) were ied to rin awia lIightwuy MazAtr Ptia in 1973, and leatibility studies for Ltanroads including those of the recently presented Fourth HighwayProject and the Proposed Fifth Highway Project; furthermore,the services of the same foreign consultant were financed toensure supervision of final design of the above ten roads

carried out by local consultants.
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4. Project Administration and Management

4.ol MOP executed the project, although the Guayas Province Highway
Committee entered into an agreement with the Ministry for project
execution.

4.02 The Government had agreed to set up a Revolving Fund for the
exclusive financing of the project, with replenishments to be made from
the Fondo Nacional de Carreteras (National Road Fund) at ten million Sucres
per month. Establishment of this fund was a condition to effectiveness
(para. 5.06), and Government established it within seven months after Board
approval of the project.

4.03 Due to serious delays in execution of Stage I civil works
(para. 3.02), the monthly allocation of ten million Sucres helped
accumulate unused balances as high as 60 million Sucres, i. e., cor-
responding to contributions by Government for six months; this accumulation
was especially true between 1965 and 1968, when physical progress under
the project was very slow. Under pressure from the Banco Central and the
Ministry of Finance, allocations to the Revolving Fund were then reduced
in view of the high balances; reduced allocations became critical during
1968 through 1970, when civil works progressed, and Bank pressure was
required on several occasions to raise the balance of the Fund from below
one million Sucres. In summary, establishment of the Revolving Fund was
extremely useful, as it made financial management a much simpler task
for both MOP and the Ministry of Finance. It should be noted, however,
that establishment of the Fund was mainly feasible because Government
had previously set up the Fondo Nacional de Carreteras, which collected a
series of earmarked funds for highway expenditures. Hence the monthly
allocations to the Fund were relatively easy for the Finance Ministry and
the Banco Central.

4.04 Payments to both contractors and consultants were generally slow,
but there is no evidence this would have been caused by low balances in
the Revolving Fund. Several supervision missions reported that it was
not infrequent that local cost payments to consultants and contractors
were ten months behind schedule. The main reason for the delays was not,
then, shortage of funds, but rather Government's cumbersome administrative
and financial practices. (For instance, invoices received from contractors
and consultants needed not only close to 20 approvals within MOP, but
were then, in turn, transmitted to the Ministry of Finance for processing
and eventual payments.) The Controller of the Republic (Contraloria)
had been heavily involved in both technical and financial matters relating
to contracts procured by MOP and contributed to the delays. 1/

4.05 The tasks of project management were rendered more difficult
by the frequent changes in MDP administration at the top level; management,
on the whole, was not satisfactory. There were nine Ministers of Public

1/ In fact, slow payments continue to the present time as evidenced during
preparation of the Fourth Highway Project, when payments to consultants
were at times delayed more than one year; ultimately, these delays were
responsible for eliminating a major road from that project. Only recently
has involvement of the Controller of the Republic in procurement discon-
tinued.
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Works during 1965 through 1974, and a similar or even higher number
of Sub-Secretaries, and Directors General of Public Works. Initial
delays in implementation of the Consortium project were undoubtedly
related to the fact that there were five Ministers during the first 2 1/2
years of the project in the critical initial phase. (These frequent changes
which created a lack of continuity in management, continue to the
present, and compromise the executive capability of the Ministry.)

4.06 Construction supervision was carried out by a combination of
MOP's own forces and a foreign coordinating consultant, although as the
project advanced the Bank recommended to N4P that it reinforce super-
vision by hiring local consultants under the coordinating consultant
(TAMS/USA). Although 14P followed the Bank's advice, premature pavement
failures were observed in 1970 and 1972, and were an indication of
ineffective construction supervision (para. 3.06). Major responsibility
lies firstly, with 14P for not having employed the coordinating consultant
properly, and secondly, with the coordinating consultant for not having
enforced specifications.

4.07 Government set up a Transportation Coordinating Committee that
met once a year to review Government's transport investment program and
to coordinate MOP's investment decisions. This meeting was useful to
the Bank for monitoring Government's performance on the project as well.
It also helped within 1MP to counteract the lack of continuity in top
management. In only one year, 1969, was the Coordinating Committee not
convened. The periodic meetings were chaired by the Minister of Public
Works, but participation from the Junta Nacional de Planificacion, the
Banco Central and the Ministry of Finance was limited to lower level
officials, thereby greatly diminishing the effectiveness of the meetings,
especially as regards project finance. The absence of the Controller of
the Republic on the Committee considerably reduced its effectiveness as
regards reviews of procurement and monitoring of contracts by MOP.

5. Compliance with Loan and Credit Covenants

5.01 There were seven major covenants relative to execution of the
project. Government did not comply with three of them, and acted against
the spirit of two, one of which related to a fundamental project objec-
tive (vehicle weight control). A brief discussion of the seven major
covenants follows.

5.02 Procurement of consultants and contractors was carried out by
MOP on terms and conditions satisfactory to the Bank, although some
ron,;u1 t;ints' contract_-; were submitted to tho Bank only after they were
3iglned (para. 3.11 ( :)). MOP ;ub.9tantially complied with this covenant.

5.03 MOP submnitted a maintenance program for the bank' review, tUuti
complying with the requirements (para. 3.08).

5.O Government convened the Transportation Coordinatin Committee
once a year, except for 1969, when no such meeting was held para, 4.07).
Government did not strictly comply, therefore, with this covenant.
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5.05 The general maintenance covenant included a specific section
on the control of vehicle weights. Although no date had been agreed
during negotiations for installing the scales, it is clear that Govern-
ment had done little to implement weight control between 1965 and 1971.
As late as in 1969, the scales were still on order -- four years after
the project had started. The first weighing station at Aloag was
completed in February 1970, whereafter five Bank missions reported that
the Minister had blamed severe resistence from the truckers for not
starting its operation. In spite of repeated assurances from MOP, the
weight control law did not go into effect until 1972, and the scales
were not working until later 1972. A Bank mission found them inoperative
in late 1973. In effect, Government did not abide by the terms of this
covenant.

5.06 Arrangements for the Revolving Fund, its replenishment from the
Fondo Nacional de Carreteras, and for the Banco Central's role in the
replenishment process were carried out in accordance with the terms of
the covenants, although Government let the balance of the Fund sink below
the limit on several occasions (paras. 4.02 and 4.03). Nevertheless,
Government substantially complied with these covenants.

5.07 Government had agreed not to undertake major investments (in
excess of 30 million Sucres) in the highway subsector without consulting
with the Bank. A Bank supervision mission in 1970 learned that MOP had
signed contracts for the construction of three major roads in the amount
of 366 million Sucres. This investment decision by MOP was clearly
against the substance of the terms of this covenant, although there is
no evidence that consultation with the Bank would have substantially
affected execution of the project. (There is the possibility, however
that the contractor's delay of 2 1/2 years on the Manuel J. C.-Machala
road (Annex h) was aggravated by his commitments on one of these contracts
procured without consulting the Bank.)

5.08 Government was obligated to maintain arrangements through MOP
with the Guayas Province Road Committee, a requirement with which MOP
complied.

5.09 There were seven conditions to effectiveness of the Loan, and
it took about seven months for Government to comply with all. Consider-
ing the cumbersome administrative and legal procedures involved, and the
continued difficulties the Bank has experienced in preparation and
execution of projects in Ecuador, Government's performance can be explained
but cannot be considered satisfactory.

6. Economic Justification of the Project

6.01 Highway construction and improvement in Stage II of the project
Included 426 km of road. The rates of return on investment were estimatedseparately for the four project roads, and varied between 6% and 12% atappraisal. Benefits included reduction in vehicle operating costs for
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existing and projected traffic, as well as distance savings, where
applicable. It is uncertain whether generated traffic was included in
traffic projections, but the appraisal report states clearly that
development benefits were not quantified for determining the rate of
return. The report also stated, though, that such development benefits
were likely to materialize for all four roads.

6.02 Appraisal traffic projections are compared with actual traffic
counts in Annex 5. There is a consistent trend for all four roads, namely,
that traffic three years after the project had started was lower than the
corresponding appraisal projections. Delays in construction, and post-
ponement of the year of opening beyond 1967 and 1968, is likely to be
responsible for slow traffic growth during 1965 through 1968. Traffic
counts taken in 1971 -- when three of four roads were open to traffic --
show a three to fivefold increase in traffic since 1967, and are well
above appraisal projections for the same year. A confirmed trend of con-
tinued traffic growth is observed in 1972 and 1973, and 1974 traffic
counts -- already reflecting an upsurge in economic activity after
beginning of the petroleum exports -- reach levels at least twice as high
as those projected at appraisal for 1974.

6.03 A qualitative assessment of the probable rate of return is thus
possible by comparing final construction costs and actual traffic with
appraisal estimates of each. Since only two of the four project roads
had higher final costs than estimated at appraisal, (20% and 27% more as
shown in Annex h), and traffic grew much faster than expected (para. 6.02
above), the ex-post rates of return must be higher than those estimated
at appraisal. These relative trends are tabulated in Annex 6.

6.04 Development benefits mentioned in the Appraisal Report but not
quantified must have also materialized, for traffic growths were much
higher than projected. This additional traffic was generated after the
opening year of the project roads, and reflects increased economic activity
in their area of influence. The higher returns on completion in Annex 6
are predicated on the full traffic measured, and as such include these
benefits.

7. Project Design and the Bank's Role

(a) Project Design

7.01 There were no less than seven conditions of effectiveness to
the Loan, and it took Government seven months to comply with all. In
retrospect, the Bank was certainly justified in seeking assurances on so
many issues. However, it is less certain whether some of those assurances
could not have been obtained as conditions of Board presentation.

7.02 Also, there were seven major covenants in the loan document relat-
ing to execution of the project. Government largely complied with these
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covenants (para. 5.01), although action or lack thereof by MOP violated
two of them in substance; one of these refers to MOP's lack of action to
enforce vehicle weight control (para. 5.05). The maintenance covenant
dealing with weight control was inadequate in that it did not set a time
limit for installing weighing stations, nor did it specify the number of
weighing stations. As regards the covenants in general, assurances under
several of them could have been secured by the Bank in the form of supple-
mental correspondence from Government. That would have simplified the
procedure, and would have allowed for spelling out requirements in greater
detail.

7.03 In addition to the seven covenants, there was one constituting
a condition for disbursements for Stage II civil works. A review of Bank
supervision reports and correspondence shows that this was instrumental
in forcing Government to minimize delays in completing Stage I road
construction. There is no doubt that the Bank would have had a much
lesser leverage for accelerating Stage I works, had this condition for dis-
bursement not been incorporated in the legal documents.

7.o4 Both detailed engineering, and construction of Stage II civil
works were included for financing under the project, thereby compressing
two significant steps in the project cycle into one single project. The
Bank's experience in general, and especially in Ecuador, indicates that
this is an almost certain guarantee for delay in project implementation.
Actual delays were, in fact, confirmed by Bank supervision missions to have
been caused, in part, by delays in design studies under Stage I. It may
have been more efficient to prepare first the designs, possibly within the
framework d'a smaller loan to finance the studies and the Stage I civil
works, and then prepare another loan for the follow up Stage II civil works.

7.05 Setting up of the Coordinating Committee comprising MOP, Junta
Nacional de Planificacion, Ministry of Finance, and the Banco Central,
was instrumental in providing badly needed coordination in Ecuador. 1/
But the Coordinating Committee had two weaknesses: (a) the participants,
apart from those of MOP, were not required to be high level officials, and
(b) it did not include the Controller of the Republic (whose Department
interfered with project implementation to a much greater extent than anti-
cipated during appraisal). With these provisos, the Committee was a
highly useful instrument for project implementation.

7.06 This Highway Project was based on joint financing
provided by USAID, IDB, IDA and the Bank, for implementing the Second
Highway Program of Ecuador. As such, it can be considered as an example
of program lending,joint]y financed by a consortium of agencies. Con-
sequently, the project did provide an opportunity to finance a large
highway development program, and to minimize Government investments in
isolated, lower priority projects. At the same time the joint financing
complicated the task of project supervision, requiring considerable coordina-
tion among the members of the Consortium on matters that had to be attended
to much more frequently than the annual or semi-annual Coordinating Com-
mittee meetings. In summary, as an example of sector lending, the project

1/ A phenomenon that survives to this day, as was evidenced in the report
of Bank's Sector Mission in early 1975, and appraisal of the Fourth
Highway Project.
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was successful, but as an example of joint financing it was not a
satisfactory experience for the agencies. In fact, the Government of
Ecuador revived the idea of a consortium highway project in late 1974,
but all concerned politely declined -- indicating that the problems
(as recalled from the first consortium project) far outweighed the
benefits of the arrangement.

(b) The Bank's Role

7.07 Bank supervision missions were not sufficiently frequent con-
sidering the complications that had occurred and delayed project
implementation. During the ten years between 1965 and 1974 there were
four years with two missions, there were four years with one full mission
and one limited supervision each, and there were two years with only one
Bank mission. Furthermore, the Bank had sent two full supervision mis-
sions per year only twice during the first five years. This scheduling
was reconstructed from a review of the files, and as such it may be
subject to minor revisions.

7.08 Reviewing the files, one has the impression that too much
reliance may have been placed in the Bank on correspondence received from
MDP (which is surprisingly voluminous). The fact, however, should not
be overlooked that correspondence was prepared by the coordinating con-
sultant for the Minister's signature and, thus, it did not necessarily
reflect a meaningful involvement in the project on part of the MOP officials
as regards matters of project preparation, supervision and monitoring of
construction contracts. It is difficult to judge ex post whether such a
lack of involvement had, in fact, resulted, to some extent, from the
imposed presence of the coordinating consultant (one of the covenants),
and therefore whether NOP would have been more active in the absence of
such consultants.

7.09 In 1969 the Transportation Coordinating Committee was not convened
by Government, and from a review of the files it seems that the Bank did
not press for holding the meeting that year. Although the Bank scheduled
one full and one limited supervision mission during the same year, it may
have been even more effective to press Government to organize such a meeting.

7.10 The effectiveness of the Bank's supervision effort must have
suffered from several changes in the project staff that undertook the mis-sions during the unusually long implementation period of ten years.

7.11 Reviewing the files impresses one that the supervisory effort
between missions was quite noticeable and systematic as evidenced by prompt
reply to correspondence, although substantive reviews took somewhat longer.Unfortunately, this did not fully counterbalance infrequent or too shortmissions.

Latin America and Caribbean Projects Department
April 23, 1976



ANNEX 1

ECUADOR

CONSORTIUM HIGHWAY PTOJECT
COMPLETION REPOK

Overall Project Costs and Finances on Completion

(Expressed in millions of US $ equivalent)

CONSORTIUM IDA L IBRD /3

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION TOTAL CnST FINANCE A1 Cr. 51-EC Ln. 379-EC IDB -- USAID ..

Stage 1

A. Cpietior of roads partly
f:irance u*-nr the First
Bank-financed project (CorpIe-
tion of the ur-oehtrcay
road, including the i'ilagro
branch; and Chone-Bahia and
Sto.Domingo-Chone roads 7.1 3.50 - 3.50

B. Five-Year Highway
Maintenance Program 31.8 8.36 - 2.20 0.09 6.07

C. Engineering Services
All, except supervision
roads described in
category D and studies
for future highways 2.7 1.9 - 1.9

Stage II

D. New Highway Con-
struction
Sto. Domingo-Quininde;
Quevedo-Babahoyo;
Ca -abamba-Chilcales
anld M.J. Calle-Machala 21.36 16.63 6.89 - 3.67 6.07

E. Engineering Services
Supervision of
Construction of Roads
in Category D 4.4 1.22 0.32 0.9

F. Studies of other
Highways
Studies of future
highways 1.8 Q,. 0.43 0.5 - -

/2 /3
TOTAL 69.2 32,54 7.64 - 9.00 -- 3.76 12.14

/1 Does not include finance by USAID and IDB in amount of USS5.9 million for other road construction carried

out under Government's Five-Year Highway Program.

/2 Remaining balance of US$360,000 in Cr. 51-EC was cancelled in full on March 25, 1975.

/3 This loan was fully disbursed.

March 1976.



ANNEX 2

ECUADOR

Loan 379-EC, Credit 51-EC, Second Highway Project

Completion Report

Comparison of Original and Final Loan Funds
(Millions of Dollars)

Loan Funds (IBRD + IDA + IDB + AID)

Original Final Disbursaments Difference
Revised as 12/31/74

Construction

1. Completion First 5 year prog. 3.5 3.5 3.5 -
2. New Highway Construction 19.0 )22 16.8
3. Other Road Construction 1 5.2 22.7 5.9 ) ~

Sub-total 27.7 26.2 26.2

Maintenance

1. Purchases 5.5 6.32 6.23 less 0.1
2. Contracts 2.46 2.09 2.09 -

Sub-total 7.96 8.41 8.32 0.1

Engineering

Consultants 3.3 h.h 4.0 less 0.h

T 0 T A L 39.0 39.0 38.5 less 0.5

_/ "Other road construction" refers to roads included in Government's
Five Year Highway Program, and financed by IDB and USAID outside
the Consortium Project.
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ECUADOR

Loan 379-EC, Credit 51-EC, Second Highway Project

Completion Report

Cumulative Disbursements
(US$000 Equivalent)

Loan 379-EC Credit 51-EC
Date Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal

F61j 12/31/61, 482
3/31/65 1,998
6/30/65 2,106

F65 9/30/65 2,333
12/31/65 2,540

3/31/66 2,721
6/30/66 3,044

FY66 9/30/66 3,580
12/31/66 h,179 63
3/31/67 h,470 110
6/30/67 4,682 110

FY67 9/30/67 5,253 182
12/31/67 5,795 (11/31) 312
3/31/68 6,1- 725
6/30/68 6,223 991

FY68 9/30/68 6,352 16oo
12/31/68 6,496 9,000 (1/31/69) 1,92h 8,000
3/31/69 6,602 2,506
6/30/69 6,63 2,6U4

FY69 9/30/69 6,831s 2,931
12/31/69 7,019 3,671
3/31/70 7,524 4,393
6/30/70 7,635 4,729

FY70 9/30/70 7,771 4,870
12/31/70 7,962 5,494
3/31/71 8,092 5,841
6/30/71 8,360 6,214

FY71 9/30/71 8,432 6,373
12/31/71 8,h82 6,643
3/31/72 8,909 6,811
6/30/72 8,931 7,413

FY72 9/30/72 8,931 7,52h
12/31/72 8,954 7,585
3/31/73 8,954 8,562
6/31/73 8,992 8,657

F_73 9/30/73 8,992 8,746
12/31/73 8,992 8,816
1/31/74 9,000 8,893 (2/28)
6/30/711 - 8,933

Fy71, r/V' - !,956
3 /7) - 9,008

3/31/75 - 9,07h

Closing date 12/31/74 1/31/69 12/31/74 1/31/69

- No disbursement program was done at time of appraisal, except for the
maintenance category

- Since IDA credits are repayable in the currencies withdrawn and in an
amount as expre~sed in equivralent January 1, 1960 US Dollnrs, bcause of theMNc 8, 1972 ialn FLrur;y 1e, 1]'O ('.Vlu"tior. o: t:M U- Dcil ar. c.ne princiP:1

rei a. a-4..; - uJ.,uuL tto Ua.: ,L43O,,UW(3L, Lincc ahal;"u: c of , . wn cimceiled upon comple,:on oi the p-cect inP4M'h 1975, th- to.,-'1 prineii'pil dlslurrd is ! ,-',376,*1',



Loan 379-EC. Credit 51-EC, Second Highway Prolect

Completion Report

New Highways Constrction. Contracts and Cost Data
x 106 Sucres

Modified Appraisal Estimated Date Original Final Constr. Cost Final Cost inLength at Length Contract Original Date Date of of Contract Construction Estimated Relation to.Appraisal Constructed i Date of Completion Completion Commencement Completion Value * Cost at Appraisal Original Apraisal
Contract EstImated
Ma(9/8) (9/10)%

Ste. Domingo-uininde 83 85 3/07/66 3/05/68 11/19/70 mid 65 ' end 68 52.88 73.35 75.03 139 98
quevedo-Babahoyo 139 100 1/09/67 3/04/70 3/31/71 mid 65 end 68 76.99 102.20 79.95 133 127

Cajabaobt-Chilcales 149 147 127.11 141.76 186.96 111 75
Cajabmba-La* Monjas 27 3/06/68 2/10/71 7/24/71 mid 65 end 68 29.29 28.91

Las Monjes-Palatanga 40 3/06/68 2/10/71 4/29/71 mid 65 and 68 25.41 34.01

Palatanga-Chilcales 80 3/06/68 2/10/71 10/13/71 mid 65 end 68 72.41 78.84

K. J. Calle-Machala 131 94 2/04/67 6/28/70 1/27/72 mid 65 end 68 73.91 * 106.20 88.56 1" 120(5aranjal-El Guabo)

502 426 - 330.89 423.51 432. 128 98



Loan 379-EC, Credit 51-EC. Second Highw7 Project

Completion Report

Comparison of Appraisal Traffic Estimates with Actual Data
New Highway Construction

Length Year of Growth since
km Reception 1964 1967 1971 1972. 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Completion

A. Actual Counts

1 Sto. Dcirro-Quivinde 85 70 200-250 140 615 625 964 1.109

2. Queredo-losnyo 100 71 - 112 580 750 617 710

3 Callabmba-Chilcales 147 71 - - 640 580 619 712

4. M. J. Calle-Machal& 94 72 - 110 340 883 1,293 1,487

foreseen
B. Estimates (Appraisal) completion (1968)

1. Ste-:)oingo-Quininde 83 67 390 507 590

2. Quevedo-Babhovo 139 67 230 326 410

3. Cajabmba-ChAlc&las 149 68 250 325 380

4. M. J. Calle-Machal& 131 . 68 210 265 310

Motor Vehicle Registration 52.000 - Projected growth at appraisal -
84,530 - Actual Registration

,z



ANNEX 6

ECUADOR

Loan 379-EC, Credit 51-EC, Second Highway Project

Completion Report

Rates of Return at Appraisal and How They Are Affected by
Actual Construction Costs and Traffic Growth Rates

Expected
Road Rate of Return Construction Traffic Growth Final Rate of

at Appraisal Cost Return

Sto. Domingo-Quininde 11-12% lower higher higher

Quevedo-Babahoyo 8-10% higher ' higher higher

Cajabamba-Chilcales 11% lower higher - higher

M. J. Calle-Machala 6% higher higher higher
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AID - U.S. Agency for International Development
Bank - World Bank
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IBRD - International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank)
IDB - Inter-American Development Bank
OED - Operations Evaluation Department of the Bank

Exchange Rate
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(The exchange rate was unchanged throughout the project
period and until September 1976. All calculations were
made at this rate.)
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PREFACE

This report presents the results of an audit of a project
supported by Loan 747-ME, signed in June 1971 for US$75 million and
closed, fully disbursed, in September 1975. The audit was based on
material incorporated in the Project Completion Report, covering the
same loan, prepared by the Latin America and the Caribbean Regional
Office and issued in May 1974; on a review of the project's Appraisal
Reports, Supervision Reports and other material in Bank files, including
the Agricultural Credit Study completed by the Operations Evaluation
Department in which this loan was also evaluated; on consultation with
Bank personnel; on discussions in Mexico with officials of the
Fideicomisos Instituidos en el Banco de Mexico en Relacion con la
Agricultura (FIRA), the Banco Agropecuario, several private banks, and
the Instituto Nacional de Investigacion Agricola; and on visits to a
number of participating farms, ranches, and agroindustrial enterprises.

The excellent and kind assistance provided by Mexican institu-
tions and individuals during the audit mission in preparation of this
report is gratefully acknowledged. The direct support of FIRA's Planning
Office is especially appreciated. Comments on the draft report forwarded
by FIRA have been incorporated in the final copy along with those of the
Bank's Regional Office and the Central Projects Staff. The final copy
has been divided into two parts: a supplementary report in which details
are presented on the project, its historical and sector settings, and its
impact, and a short, main report which summarizes that information and
discusses its principal implications.



BASIC DATA SHEET

MEXICO THIRD LIVESTOCK AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (Loan 747-NE)

Amounts (in US$ mmn) As of Feb. 28, 1977
Original Disbursed Repaid Outstanding

75.0 75.0 4.0 71.0 '

Project Data

Original Plan Revisions Actual

First Mention in Bank Files Repeater Project
Board Approval May 18, 1971
Loan Agreement *June 9, 1971
Loan Effectiveness Sept. 1, 1971
Closing Date September 30, 1975 Sept. 30, 1975
Physical Completion 100%
Last Disbursement April 1974
Total Project Cost (US$ mln) 193 210
Financial Rate of Return (%) 21-31% 18-27%
Economic Rate of Return (%) 24% 12-20%
Number of.Subloans 11,000 12,326
Number of Subborrowers 11,000 about 10,000

Mission Data

Sent Month, No. of No. of Date of
by Year Persons Weeks Report

Appraisal IBRD Nov/Dec. 1970 7 5 April 23, 1971

Supervision I Sept. 1971 1 1 Oct. 4, 1971
Supervision II " Nov. 1971 1 1 Nov. 9, 1971
Supervision III-" March 1972 5 2 March 21, 1972
Supervision IV- Oct/Nov. 1972 7 5 Nov. 21, 1972
Supervision Vb/ June 1973 1 1 June 18, 1973Supervision VI- " Nov/Dec. 1973 2 5 Jan. 4, 1974
PCR May 8, 1974

Total

Plus US$5.2 million exchange adjustment.
Supervision included other projects in series.
Includes appraisal of the fourth project.



LOAN DATA FOR SERIES

AUDITED PROJECT

Loan 747-ME

Loan Amount US$75.0 million
Amount Disbursed US$75.0 million
Agreement Date June 9, 1971
Effective Date September 1, 1971
Closing Date, Original September 30, 1975
Closing Date, Final September 30, 1975

PREVIOUS PROJECTS

Loan 430-ME

Loan Amount US$25.0 million
Amount Disbursed US$25.0 million
Agreement Date October 1, 1965
Effective Date December 8, 1965
Closing Date, Original March 31, 1969
Closing Date, Final March 31, 1969

Loan 610-ME

Loan Amount US$65.0 million
Amount Disbursed US$65.0 million
Agreement Date June 12, 1969
Effective Date September 19, 1969
Closing Date, Original July 1, 1974
Closing Date, Final July 1, 1974

REPEATER PROJECTS

Loan 910-NE

Loan Amount US$110.0 million
Amount Disbursed US$110.0 million
Agreement Date June 18, 1973
Effective Date October 24, 1973
Closing Date, Original June 30, 1978
Closing Date, Final October 28, 1975

Loan 1217-ME

Loan Amount US$125.0 million
Agreement Date March 11, 1976
Effective Date August 9, 1976
Closing Date, Original June 30, 1979



Project Performance Audit Report

MEXICO THIRD LIVESTOCK AND AGRICULTURE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

(Loan 747-ME)

HIGHLIGHTS

In 1971 the Bank provided US$75.0 million in the third of a series
of five loans, which began in 1965, to support FIRA's institutional growth
and rediscounting operations for medium and long term lending to Mexico's
agricultural sector. This was the last loan in the series to concentrate
funds on the larger commercial producers: subsequent loans in 1973 and
1976 included increasingly important small farmer components. The farmer
credits (and some agroindustrial credits) under Loan 747 were fully
committed within two years and the loan itself was closed, fully disbursed,
in 1975. Altogether the series has absorbed US$400 million of Bank funds,
making the program one of the largest in the Bank's agricultural portfolio.
The audit focuses on the third tranche, but comments and conclusions apply
more generally to the entire period of FIRA's large farmer lending activity.

FIRA's institutional performance in the 1970s has been impressive:
continuing growth of staff, expansion of staff training facilities, decen-
tralization of regional credit operations, and increased support for the
private and public banks which on-lend to the commercial farmers. Updated
estimates of the overall economic rates of return to the program range
between 12% and 20%, with the livestock loans, which predominate in the
portfolio, lying at the lower end. Financial returns, improved by the
inflation of the early 1970s, have been considerably higher. The image of
success is disturbed by indications in the accumulating field data that
technical and managerial improvements have not complemented the use of
credits to the degree anticipated at appraisal. FIRA and the participating
banks have not been able to support the credits with strong technical back-
stopping. For this reason, for the impact on investor decisions of uncer-
tainties due to agrarian reform, and for other reasons that undoubtedly
reflect rational economic choices, the commercial farmer clientele has
tended to opt for farm and ranch development strategies with less emphasis
on intensification. FIRA and the Bank have been struggling to build a
monitoring system that can better identify the main patterns and causes
of on-farm change.

The Bank has good reason for satisfaction with the effective use
of the loan funds by FIRA, the participating banks and the farmers. The
Bank's supervision and analytical inputs to the implementation period
could have been strengthened, because the loan was large and behavior by
bankers as well as farmers has differed enough from appraisal expectations
to warrant concern. Also, the FIRA expansion must be evaluated in the
context of a general stagnation of total lending to agriculture in the



early 1970s, and evidence that some substitution of funds was occurring.
Nevertheless, with manpower constraints of its own, the Bank may have
correctly limited its input to the Mexican program, under the apparently
justified assumption that FIRA was competent to handle its principal
assignment of creating an effective rediscounting operation for the agri-
cultural sector.

The following issues may be of particular interest:

FIRA's progress with institutional growth and decentralization
(paras. 2, 9.01-9.03)

Shift toward purchase of breeding animals (paras. 3, 4.09-4.10,
4.12-4.16, 7.10 (2))

Impact of agrarian reform (paras. 4, 4.15)

Good rates of return without much technical change (paras. 5,
7.03 (6-19), 7.05, 7.10 (5-6), 7.13 (2, 5-7, 9-13), 7.14)

Development and use of the monitoring system (paras. 6, 8,
7.11-7.12, 9.05-9.08)

Emphasis on disbursements rather than impact (paras. 7, 7.05-
7.06, 9.16-9.18, 10.01)

Technical assistance efforts by FIRA (paras. 9, 10, 3.09, 9.12-9.23)

Use of on-farm investment models (paras. 11, 10.02-10.06)

Inadequate incentives for participating banks (paras. 13, 5.04,
5.12, 6.09)

Analysis of macro context and aggregate credit flows (paras. 15,
5.03, 5.12, 10.01, 10.07-10.10)

Comparison of private and public banking activities (paras. 3.07,
5.03, 5.07-5.09, 6.06, 9.19, 9.32)

Special problems associated with discounting formulas (paras. 5.04,
6.01-6.09)

Substitution of FIRA funds for other sources of finance
(paras. 7.10 (8), 9.26-9.31)

Impact of agroindustrial credits (paras. 8.04-8.07)



Project Performance Audit Report

MEXICO THIRD LIVESTOCK AND AGRICULTURE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Loan 747-ME)

1. Loan 747-ME of US$75 million, the third in a series of Bank loans
now totalling five, supported an ongoing program executed by FIRA,!L a
dependency of the Bank of Mexico, for rediscounting livestock, agriculture
and agroindustrial credits made by private and public banks to commercial
producers in diverse enterprises. The loan was fully committed on schedule,
and incorporated approximately 10,000 producers. As an agency, FIRA
expanded and upgraded the quality of its staff, increased the number of its
offices, improved its operating procedures and significantly strengthened
its institutional position during the period of the third loan, 1971-74.

2. The Bank urged FIRA to decentralize its staff and operational
procedures. Given the tremendous diversity of agriculture in different
regions in Mexico, even within fairly small regions, the decentralization
of FIRA seems essential. Regional, state, and local offices can understand
and respond to local needs much more rapidly, and more effectively, than
could an administrative body which is farther removed. It appears that
decentralization has worked, that Bank encouragement was helpful, and that
the costs of undertaking the decentralization, however measured, have been
much less than the benefits.

3. Most of the funds disbursed in the third project went for live-
stock enterprises, as expected, but, among loans to all enterprise types,
a higher than expected proportion of funds (40%) went for the purchase of
breeding animals, especially beef and dairy cattle. The total number of
beef and dairy breeding animals purchased with project funds amounted to
approximately 108,000 animals per year. This number would appear to consti-
tute about 22% of the annual increase in the total beef and dairy herd during
this period. Assuming that 40% of said increase were breeding animals, FIRA
would have financed one-half of the latter.

4. According to the evaluations of project impact, investments in
livestock enterprises yielded a lower rate of return than did investments
in other enterprises for which funds were also available. The heavy
investments in livestock occurred, however, for two reasons. First, a large
proportion of Mexico's agricultural area is suited only for livestock
farming and this sector, prior to the livestock and agricultural credit
program, had been starved for funds. Thus, FIRA tended to emphasize live-
stock development in its overall program. Second, an added emphasis on

1/ The Bank calls it the FONDO - see the footnote on page 8 of the supple-
mentary report.
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livestock occurred due to the prevailing uncertainty regarding the agra-
rian reform law which caused many commercial farmers and ranchers to
hesitate before making large investments in fixed land improvements. The
Bank was concerned with this problem, but believed at the time of appraisal
that the then incoming administration would clarify the land tenure
situation and thereby create a more favorable environment for long term
investments. This did not occur.

5. The information regarding the rates of return obtained for on-
farm project investments is weak and should be improved. The available
evidence, however, suggests that the returns are satisfactory even if
somewhat lower than appraisal predictions. The financial returns appear
to have fallen between 13 and 20%, without adjustment for inflation, and
about 18 to 27% with such an adjustment. The economic rate of return was
slightly lower, about 12 to 20%. It appears that one of the better controls
on profitability is the fact that economic markets in Mexico function
reasonably efficiently in that part of the agricultural sector (commercial
producers) which was being assisted in the third loan. As loans were being
made in a reasonably inflation free environment, at rates of interest which
probably approximated market rates, there were strong contextual incentives
to guide funds toward efficient allocations. Nevertheless, the overall
pattern of investment differed considerably from that anticipated: farmers
and ranchers generally selected less intensive investment strategies than
those discussed at appraisal. The preference for extensive farming opera-
tions was reflected in smaller shifts in productivity indicators related
to technological change; which in turn helps explain the shortfall from
appraisal rate of return targets.

6. The Bank required that FIRA establish a monitoring system as a
condition of the third loan. FIRA was originably cool to this idea, but
it has become more enthusiastic during the last two years. FIRA seems to
perceive the monitoring system, however, as an instrument by which it can
demonstrate the impact of its lending to satisfy the Bank's conditions and
to improve its institutional position in Mexico. Such a perception is
understandable, however, given the type of stimuli which FIRA has received
from the Bank and from other institutions in Mexico.

7. First, the Bank, like FIRA, has placed greater emphasis on sub-
loan disbursements than on the impact of the subloans, ex post. An impact
study was delegated to a consultant and, after the report was completed,
relatively little discussion of the results or their implications seems to
have resulted within the Bank. The results also were not reflected in the
design of the fourth project, though the study and its conclusions are
mentioned in the text of the appraisal report. Thus, FIRA has not felt
strong pressures from this direction.

8. Second, FIRA wishes to preserve and improve its institutional
position in Mexico. The agricultural sector in Mexico is highly complex
from an institutional and political viewpoint. Many agencies undertake
similar tasks and vie with each other for the ability to expand their own
jurisdictions. FIRA apparently has seen the monitoring system, and the
resulting impact studies, as a means of answering its critics and of
demonstrating its successes. We feel that FIRA is rightfully proud of what
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it has accomplished. However, if the monitoring system is to be truly
useful in formulating improved operating procedures, and agricultural
policies, greater emphasis must be put on analyzing the policy implications
of the farm level information collected.

9. The Bank has continued to expect that FIRA would provide, in
addition to credit, a substantial amount of technical assistance to its
borrowers. FIRA, however, has focused the energies of its technical staff
on technical assistance to the participating banks, particularly through
the training of their staff to undertake the evaluation of subloans; and
on whatever technical information may be conveyed to the borrower at the
time the on-farm investments are planned. Time has not been available to
FIRA's staff to provide intensive technical assistance to producers after
the subloans have been made; FIRA could have achieved this only by sub-
stantially increasing its staff - at a cost which its current lending
margins do not allow - or by substantially reducing the amount of loans
made. As mentioned before, FIRA's behavior has been consistent, given
the tradeoffs faced, with the Bank's own emphasis.

10. A question remains whether technical assistance, if provided more
intensively, would actually increase the productivity of ranches sufficiently
to justify its cost, and whether such technical assistance ought to be
provided, by FIRA or other agencies, in connection with credit, or simply
made available to producers regardless of their interest in borrowing. This
is an issue on which strong opinions on both sides seem to be held and,
although very important to the structuring of the Bank's projects, relatively
little definitive information is available.

11. The Bank appraisal mission for the third project, with FIRA staff
assistance, devoted a tremendous amount of effort to developing a set of
diversified farm development models which it apparently felt would be useful
for achieving a perspective on the expected impact of the project's subloans.
This effort has been both applauded and attacked within the Bank. It appears
clear that the models developed were useful as illustrative models for
project evaluation to FIRA, which was training its technicians in these
techniques. It remains less clear whether the models were genuinely useful
either for estimating the rates of return which different investments were
expected to achieve or for identifying and influencing the types of invest-
ments made. The models do not appear to have had great impact in either
respect, and it is clear that the models, once developed, were not utilized
by the supervision missions to examine the degree to which on-farm objectives
were being achieved. The farm development which actually took place seems
to diverge from the farm development shown in the models. This divergence
may or may not have been desirable from the viewpoint of economic profit-
ability; the evidence is inconclusive. However, to the extent that the
models were expected to establish a strategy, they seem to have failed, and
they have not been used even to determine why that strategy was diverted.
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12. One of the implicit reasons for providing assistance to commercial
farmers in Mexico, as opposed to low income producers, was the assumption
that commercial farmers were more easily able to utilize credit rapidly,
making new investments, adopting new technologies, and adapting management
procedures - thereby raising output faster as well. None of the evalutions
undertaken to date, either by the Bank or by FIRA, has shed light on this
issue.

13. The Bank has assumed since the beginning of the Mexican livestock
and agriculture credit program that private banks had avoided and were
continuing to avoid lending to the agricultural sector because of a lack of
knowledge of the sector's operations. Thus, it was assumed that if these
banks would be induced to build up a technical staff familiar with agri-
culture, and a set of responsible clients, their agricultural lending would
grow. This has proved to be true, but in a more limited degree than the
Bank originally hoped. The Bank's early reports speak of the need to
diversify the flow of lending to the agricultural sector by including the
private banks in addition to the official banks. We believe this was the
correct judgement. The competition between the private and public banks
appears to have had a healthy impact, stimulating both types of banks to
improve their services and efficiency. Nonetheless, we believe that the
profitability of lending in the agricultural sector, even to commercial
producers, declined during the late 1960s and early 1970s. There has been
no detailed empirical examination of the profitability of lending by the
private banks to the agricultural sector, how this profitability varies
across different types and sizes of loans, or how the profitability of
lending to agriculture compares relative to that obtained by loans to other
sectors of the economy. Given the relatively slow growth of lending to the
agricultural sector during the early 1970s, it is surprising that this issue
was not raised explicitly in the supervision or subsequent appraisal reports.

14. The official banks in Mexico have wanted to be able to borrow
directly from the Bank, thus by-passing FIRA. To date the Bank has refused.
The Bank has had confidence in the job FIRA is doing and had judged that
Bank funds could more efficiently be channeled through a single institution,
to both private and official banks. Given FIRA's operational efficiencies,
and the organizational tasks inherent in the merger of the official banks
in 1975, this judgement appears sensible, certainly for the near future.
The Bank, however, should continue to review the linkages between, and the
institutional evolution within, the various organizations involved or
important to the livestock and agriculture credit project.

15. The Bank's supervision missions during the third project were
oriented almost exclusively toward institutional developments within FIRA,
and toward disbursements. The institutional developments occurred reason-
ably smoothly, and disbursements took place at essentially the rate which
had been projected in the appraisal report. However, given that the
Mexican livestock and agricultural credit program was one of the largest in
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the Bank's portfolio, supervision could have been more intense. There is,
for example, in the supervision reports of the project no mention of macro-
economic variables and how these were affecting the project, although,
during the third project, the macrocontext was generally unfavorable. Also,
almost no time was given to an evaluation of on-farm impact. Even after
the submission of the consultant's final report on the impact of lending
under the first two projects, in September 1972, there is no discussion in
supervision reports that the questions raised in that report were being
examined, an omission just cited with respect to the next appraisal report
as well. Thus enormous amounts of Bank funds were being moved through a
national credit system with very little direct evidence that they were having
their intended effect. Such a policy necessarily depends upon a strong faith
that the use of Bank funds for farmer lending in a relatively free market is
in fact as well as in principal fully justified. Because of other commit-
ments, divisional and departmental management within the Bank felt unable to
allocate more staff to the project.

16. The last paragraph leads to another level of analysis and a final,
important point. The foreign exchange component of Bank projects in Mexico
is an important factor in Bank country planning because the absolute size of
the large share of its funds directed toward that country is partly deter-
mined on the basis of resource gaps at the macro level. An informal guide-
line on the Bank's annual overall obligation rates in Mexico enables country
programs and projects departments to try to identify lines of credit where
the required amounts of Bank funds can be moved relatively smoothly to
investments that are safe, and, apparently, of high return and development
content. The Mexican Livestock and Agriculture Development Program,
particularly as it developed in the third and fourth projects, was as good
an example of this sort of high capacity credit line that the Bank found
anywhere in the world. The question arises whether the flows to Mexico stimu-
lated by this process were as carefully appraised and supervised as they
should have been. The audit conclusions are, as usual, mixed. The systematic
deviation of farm investments away from the intensive type of technical
activities described in the third appraisal report, and away from the high
rates of return forecast for them, is worrisome. But rates of return to
the actual pattern of investments seem nevertheless to have been good, and
the mix of Bank and Mexican funds obviously financed important economic
developments. Also, the Bank began to insist in Mexico as early as 1970,
earlier than in most other countries, that impact data be gathered to test
the appraisal assumptions. Insistence resulted in the consultant's study,
and the monitoring system that followed it. Neither exercise was taken as
seriously as it should have been; supervision's attention was still mainly
attracted by rates of disbursement and immediate institutional problems;
and the deeper analysis was postponed. Nevertheless, the trend was in the
desired direction. The question that remains is whether the Bank and the
Government could have moved more quickly, given the institutional and other
constraints on any rapid reform.



Project Performance Audit Supplementary Report

MEXICO THIRD LIVESTOCK AND AGRICULTURE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Loan 747-ME)

I. INTRODUCTION

1.01 In 1965 the Bank approved its first loan to Mexico for livestock
and agricultural credit. The Bank has since approved four additional loans,
the last of these being signed in March 1976. The five loans have totalled
US$400 million equivalent. Other Bank loans for irrigation, transportation,
electrification, and rural development, and loans from other institutions
such as the U.S. Agency for International Development (AID) and the Inter-
American Development Bank (IDB) have assisted the livestock and agricultural
sector during the same period.

1.02 This report is an audit of performance under the Bank's third live-
stock and agriculture credit loan (Loan 747-ME, US$75 million equivalent,
signed in June 1971). The loan continued efforts begun in the first two
livestock and agriculture credit projects to establish an improved system
for medium and long term lending to commercial farmers and to agroindustries,
including the provision of technical assistance to borrowers. The third
loan also sought to: (1) improve Mexico's capacity to lend to the agri-
cultural sector, by increasing the geographical and organizational decentral-
ization of FIRA (Fideicomisos Instituidos en el Banco de Mexico en Relacion
con la Agricultura), the administrative body providing common management for
a group of trust funds within the Bank of Mexico which jointly promote the
flow of credit to the agricultural sector, and by upgrading its staff;
(2) provide for the economic evaluation of subloans made during the first
and second projects and establish a monitoring system to collect data from
borrowers, thus permitting the evaluation of future subloans; and
(3) initiate a tentative program for infrastructure assistance to low income
producers in isolated areas. In evaluating performance under the third
loan, we will discuss progress under the Bank's other loans in the series
insofar as is necessary to place the third loan in a historical and
institutional perspective.
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II. THE RURAL SECTOR

2.01 Mexico is the third largest country in Latin America. Latitude
ranges from about 150N to 32 0 N, and there are great variations in altitude,
with numerous ecological zones providing for diversity in agricultural
production. Of Mexico's total land area of nearly 200 million ha, about
45% is classified as range or pasture land; the latter supports only a
small proportion of the rural population. Excluding also forest land and
the area limited by inadequate rainfall, poor drainage and topography, only
about 30 million ha are considered potential crop land, and this may be
optimistic. On the average only 15.4 million ha are currently planted and
the remaining potentially cultivable land is mainly in the tropical zones
in Mexico, subject to factors which make its development difficult. Part
of the land already cultivated is marginal and should be returned to
pasture or forests. A wide variety of crops, tree crops and livestock are
produced, using sharply varying production practices. As a result, there
is no country-wide uniform pattern of on-farm investments which would
maximize agricultural production.

2.02 The population of Mexico, at just over 58 million, is increasing
at about 3.4%. Of the current population, 21 million, or 41%, are rural.
The agricultural population is divided among several distinct groups:
(a) landless agricultural workers (about 1 million) employed principally by
the larger private estates, but also by ejidos, (b) ejidatarios (approxi-
mately 2 million), who enjoy usufruct rights to what are usually small
parcels of land - in 1960 only 15% had more than 10 ha, (c) small private
landowners (approximately 1 million), where parcels are frequently extremely
small and below the level required for family subsistence, and (d) commercial
farmers and ranchers numbering somewhat less than 100,000, who possess a
high proportion of the land still in private hands and produce the bulk of
marketed output. Only a minor part of the private holdings are under lease-
hold or sharecropping; the large majority is owner operated. Ejidos control
approximately 50% of land suitable for cultivation and a somewhat smaller
proportion of other land.

2.03 One-half of Mexico's approximately three million landholdings are
classified as subsistence-type, producing only a negligible marketable
surplus or none: 40% are traditional peasant farms producing a small amount
of cash crops using primitive methods; only 10% use modern techniques. In
1967-69, the top 10% of producers accounted for 40% of total income while
the lower 50% had only 20% of the total income. A distinction is frequently
made between private farmers, as a group, and ejidatarios, but there is great
similarity between the resources held, the technology used, and the problems
faced by the majority of private farmers, who are very small, and most
ejidatarios. A few ejidatarios having greater resources may be, in contrast,
compared with the larger private farmers. Finally, within the ejidos
individual leaders frequently control, through quasi-legal methods, a dis-
proportionate share of the ejido's resources. There are many individuals
classified as agricultural producers, but, realistically speaking, production
is concentrated on less than 400,000 units.
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2.04 Mexico's efforts to develop its rural areas following the 1940s
has featured two major themes: (1) efforts have been made to increase
agricultural production by expanding the area under irrigation and by
improving technology and management, chiefly within the irrigated areas,
and (2) the land reform efforts begun during the 1910 revolution have con-
tinued, although the rate of redistribution has varied at different moments
during the period. These two policies achieved relative success until
1965. During the three decades from 1935 to 1965, Mexican agricultural
production more than tripled, achieving an exceptionally high rate of long
term growth (approximately 4% annually), which placed it at the top of all
Latin American countries in this respect. During the same period, Mexico
managed to increase agricultural land in use by nearly 30%, almost all of
which (on a net basis) was distributed to ejidos. There was, however, no
net redistribution in absolute terms away from the private sector, not
even from private farms of more than 5 ha.

2.05 Mexico encountered major problems in the agricultural sector
after 1965. Rapid population growth resulted in a growing rural population,
with consequent pressure for further land redistribution. Increased rural
to urban migration clogged cities and increased the costs of urban infra-
structure. Rural land suitable for expropriation and distribution, without
a reduction in production, was thought to be more scarce. Efforts at collec-
tive production were only partially successful and were politically difficult.
Further, the growth rate in agricultural production slowed markedly, to about
0.7% per year, while internal demand continued to increase as a result of
growing population and higher incomes. The demand for agricultural products
rose about 4.5% and for livestock products at about 7%.

Table 1

GROSS AGRICULTURAL PRODUCT IN CONSTANT (1960) PRICES

Year Millions of Pesos Percent Change

1965 19,921
1966 20,241 1.5
1967 20,165 -0.2
1968 20,489 1.6
1969 20,145 -1.7
1970 21,140 4.9
1971 21,517 1.8
1972 20,955 -2.6
1973 20,829 -0.6
1974 21,287 2.2

2.06 The decline in the growth of value of agricultural production forced
Mexico to increase its food imports. By 1974 wheat, corn and rice imports
amounted to 29%, 15% and 13% respectively of the domestic consumption of these
crops. The persistent deficit in corn production was especially serious as it
constituted an important part of the Mexican diet.
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Table 2

MEXICAN IMPORTS OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS (TONS)

Year Corn Wheat Beans Rice Sorghum

1970 786,253 0 0 16,272 12,142
1971 0 219,000 0 0 8,819
1972 189,360 555,250 0 0 165,342
1973 1,964,317 744,975 0 37,626 0
1974 1,400,000 982,528 9,434 70,000 175,000

Further, because of increases in the international prices of these products,
the total value of agricultural imports climbed at an even faster rate than
did the physical quantum, exerting heavy pressure on Mexico's balance of
payments.

2.07 Adverse weather conditions affected crops in 1973 and 1974, but
the main reason for the continuing slowdown in the rate of growth of agri-
culture has been a decline of both private and public investment in the
agricultural sector. From 1,684 million pesos in 1950, private agricultural
investment rose to 3,722 million pesos in 1960, but by 1965 it had tumbled to
only 2,914 million (in nominal terms). Public spending also declined. Fully
20% of all public investment was destined for agriculture in 1947-1952, but
this proportion had fallen to only 10.5% by 1971.

2.08 The Government was caught with conflicting objectives, and chose
to give priority to those which favored the urban sector. It wanted to
stimulate agricultural production, but it felt a need as well to restrain
the prices of foodstuffs to benefit the urban population. During the late
1960s and the early 1970s, the support prices for a number of major crops
remained more or less constant in nominal terms, and they declined in real
terms. Domestic prices also lay significantly below foreign prices for many
of the same crops. In some cases, such as that of wheat where the ratio of
domestic to foreign prices was only about 0.55 between 1961 and 1972, the
difference was great. These policies were important contributors, we believe,
in the declining profitability of the agricultural sector.

2.09 Following the large imports required in 1972, the Mexican Government
moved to provide a greater stimulus to the agricultural sector. Public
spending in agriculture increased steadily; by 1976, 26% of total public
investment was allocated to agriculture. Similarly, support prices were
increased sharply. Between 1972 and 1976, corn prices rose 102%, wheat prices
118%, and bean prices 242%. Since the consumer price index and the prices of
agricultural inputs in this period increased 79% and 50%, respectively, the
increased price supports represented a significant improvement in the terms
of trade for agriculture.



Table 3

GUARANTEE (SUPPORT) PRICES FOR SELECTED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
(M$ per ton)

Year Corn Wheat Beans Rice Sorghum

1970 940 800 1,750 1,900 625
1971 940 800 1,750 2,080 625
1972 940 870 2,000 2,121 725
1973 1,200 1,200 2,300 2,600 750
1974 1,500 1,500 5,000 4,250 1,420
1975 1,756 1,750 6,000 6,700 1,600
1976 1,900 1,895 6,840 N.A. N.A.

2.10 The Government also moved to sharply increase the budget alloca-
tions for the national agricultural and livestock research systems, and for
the national extension service. Additional funds were provided for agri-
cultural credit, a new national credit law was passed, and the existing
official banks for lending to the agricultural sector were merged into one
unit to increase the efficiency of operations.

2.11 Growing unemployment and underemployment remains a major problem.
In 1970, the labor force in Mexico was estimated at 13.0 million workers,
of whom 5.3 million (41%) were in agriculture, 3.0 million (23%) in industry
and mining, and 4.7 million (36%) in services. The annual addition to the
labor force is estimated at about 400,000. Reliable direct data on overall
unemployment and underemployment are lacking, but partial data as well as
indirect estimates indicate that finding employment, even at subsistence
levels, for the potential labor force is perhaps the toughest problem facing
Mexico for the next 15 years.

2.12 The situation is particularly difficult within agriculture where
a large part of the population growth is occurring. Between 1950 and 1970,
the availabl agricultural labor force grew in absolute number from 4.9 to
5.3 million.- During the same period, agricultural employment rose from
4.0 to 4.7 million. Thus, unemployment actually declined from .9 million to
.6 million. Underemployment in the agricultural sector also was reduced, as
is shown by a growth in the number of total productive days worked per year
of 2.8% over this period. However, much of the growth recorded during this
period took place before 1965. From 1965 to 1970, agricultural employment
declined at about .5% per year. Although complete data are not yet avail-
able, it appears that employment in agriculture continued to decline through
1974. The decline occurred largely as a result of a decrease in the area
farmed by certain relatively more labor intensive crops such as cotton, corn,
and beans. The increase in agricultural output in 1975 and 1976 may have
reversed this trend.

1/ The available labor force in crop production actually declined; the
apparent growth in the agricultural labor force of 0.4% per year, or a
total of .4 million, took place entirely in livestock husbandry and forestry.
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2.13 Irrigation is considered the most effective employment-generating
instrument in agriculture, as 1 ha of irrigated agriculture provides about
8 man-months of employment compared to less than 1 man-month per ha on a
non-irrigated farm taken on an annual basis. As of 1974, 13% of the agri-
cultural labor force was employed on irrigated lands; these individuals
supplied 19% of the effective days worked in the agricultural sector. In
the non-irrigated rural areas, 18% of the labor force cannot find employment
at prevailing wages and 44% cannot find more than three months employment.

2.14 Agricultural production contributed about 11% of GDP in 1969, crops
accounting for roughly 60% of the total. This contribution was dominated
by cereal grains, followed by fruits, cotton, sugar, oil seeds, and beans.
Cattle (beef.and dairy) account for 80% of livestock production, although
poultry, pigs, and goats are increasing slightly in importance.

2.15 Agricultural production contributed about 65% of Mexico's merchandise
exports in 1960. By 1970, this percentage had fallen to 50. Thus, although
agricultural exports had been one of the most dynamic elements in Mexico's
trade performance from 1940 to 1965, poor agricultural performance reversed
this situation during the next ten years. In constant 1960 US dollars,
Mexico's net agricultural trade balance fell from US$523 million in 1965 to
US$222 million in 1973, and actually turned negative in 1974 at US$35 million.

2.16 Crops made up 79% of agricultural exports (total US$800 million)
in 1969, the major ones being cotton (US$203 million); tomatoes, strawberries
and melons (US$104 million); and wheat (US$12 million). Livestock exports
consist almost entirely of live beef cattle and boned and dressed meat. In
1969, the export of live cattle (mostly male weaners) earned US$66 million
and boned and dressed meat contributed another US$39 million, representing,
respectively, 4.6% and 2.7% of Mexico's total merchandise export earnings.

2.17 The structure of foreign trade in agricultural commodities has
changed considerably over the last few years. Grains and oilseeds accounted
for over two-thirds of total agricultural imports in 1974, a more than five-
fold increase over 1972, while more traditional imports such as milk powder
and skins increased only moderately. Cotton has lost its dominant position
but still accounts, together with sugar and coffee, for nearly half of
Mexico's agricultural exports. Feeder cattle and boneless meat exports have
declined drastically as a consequence of a temporary decline in prices in the
US market and, previously, Government restrictions on exports. Tomatoes are
still the most important horticultural export crop but others such as melons,
strawberries and chillies have also shown good performance.

2.18 Mexican crop farming is done in two sharply distinct sectors;
irrigated and rainfed farming. Irrigated farming is concentrated in the
north and northwest and has experienced tremendous growth in output for
domestic and export markets, while farming in rainfed areas has lagged behind.
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Upwards of 90% of public investment in agriculture has been in irrigation
works; irrigation districts now cover 2.8 million ha of the 15.4 million
ha of Mexico's crop area. Most rainfed crops are grown by the small farmer
who traditionally cultivates maize and beans. Intensive extension and
demonstration are needed to increase their output.

2.19 Livestock production occurs under a wide range of geographic con-
ditions. Production, particularly beef, is undertaken predominantly on
native grasslands, but improved pastures and intensive fodder production are
assuming greater importance in view of overstocking in semi-arid and arid
areas, the uneven geographic distribution pattern of livestock, and changing
market patterns in both domestic consumption and export markets. New live-
stock developments in the tropical zones have occurred in recent years. This
production has gone almost exclusively to the domestic market.
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III. BACKGROUND OF THE PROGRAM

3.01 The main objectives pursued by the Government of Mexico and the
Bank in the livestock and agricultural credit program has been to increase
both livestock and agriculture production and also the further processing
of this production for market. The first three loans were almost exclusively
concerned with larger commercial producers who, within the size distribution
of Mexican farmers and ranchers, were thought to offer the most substantial
production opportunities. A special sub-program, however, for lending to
low-income producers was introduced into the fourth loan in 1973, and
expanded in the fifth loan in 1975. In addition, a separate loan for rural
development was made in 1975, which included a significant credit component
to finance on-farm development by low income producers in specific micro-
regions.

3.02 The first livestock and agricultural credit loan (Loan 430-ME,
US$25 million, October 1965) provided funds for medium and long term on-farm
investments to medium sized and commercial farmers operating in three prin-
cipal regions: the tropical zone, the central plateau, and northern Mexico.
Investments were made in a variety of different activities, with livestock,
annual crops, and perennial crops being the most important. Credit was also
provided for investments in the agrobusiness sector, i.e., for the processing
of the food and fiber outputs of the agricultural sector.

3.03 The first project operated through FIRA, as have subsequent
projects. The first of the Bank of Mexico trust funds for agriculture, which
now compose FIRA, was the Fondo de Guarantia y Fomento para la Agricultura,
Ganaderia, y Avicultura (FONDO).I/

3.04 The FONDO was created in December 1954 to encourage the private
banking system to participate more actively in financing the credit needs
of the agricultural sector. The FONDO discounted subloans made by private
banks, allowing the latter to expand their portfolio of agricultural loans
and also, given the differential margin between the banks lending rate to
farmers and the FONDO's discount rate to the participating banks, permitting
higher rates of return on the private banks' invested capital. The private
banks bore the risk of lending and the responsibility for collection, but
their risks were greatly reduced by the development of the FONDO's offices
and staff, which carried out much of the technical analysis of prospective
borrowers and projects and thereby screened out problem cases. Finally, the
FONDO also promoted the use of agricultural credit, informing prospective
borrowers that credit was available, indicating its potential uses and
benefits, and subsequently linking interested borrowers with local banks.

1/ The Bank's reports usually refer to the administrative organization
operating the livestock and agriculture credit program as the FONDO.
This is erroneous; FONDO is one of three funds which are under FIRA's
common management. FONDO was the first trust fund established, but Bank
funds were actually channeled through FEFA, as will be explained.
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3.05 Initiated with Government funds, the FONDO originally restricted
its activities principally to short term agricultural credit, such as was
needed to finance the annual crop cycle in agriculture. The FONDO's
resources were later augmented by loans from AID and the IDB, and it also
began to discount longer term subloans. The real movement into on-farm
development lending, however, occurred only after 1965, when a second trust
fund was established within FIRA. This fund, the Fondo Especial para Finan-
ciamientos Agropecuarios (FEFA), was specifically designed to channel
foreign loans, such as those from the IBRD, to medium and long term lending
for agriculture, livestock and agrobusiness.

3.06 Apart from loans from external sources, both FONDO and FEFA receive
financing from the Government and the Bank of Mexico. Government equity in
both trust funds has increased through time because, as external loans are
repaid by the Government, the local currency equivalent has been allowed to
accumulate in the trusts as additional equity to permit increased agricultural
lending. Thus, under its current structure, FIRA has available funds from
both domestic and international sources for rediscounting development sub-
loans made by private and public banks to both commercial and low income
producers in the agricultural sector. As mentioned, FIRA also rediscounts
short term loans, which provide working capital to complement its longer term
development loans. FIRA also gives subsidies for technical assistance and
partial guarantees for loans (made by private banks only) to low income
producers. The subsidies and guarantees are channeled through a third FIRA
trust fund, the Fondo Especial de Asistencia Technica y Garantia para
Creditos Agropecuarios (FEGA), which was established in 1973 to encourage
lending to low income producers.

3.07 The Mexican Government requested approximately US$40 million for
the first loan. This was scaled down to US$25 million by the Bank, which
feared that: (1) a shortage of technical personnel and, (2) the previously
conservative stance of private banks toward on-farm development credit would
make it difficult to undertake a larger loan. Shortly after the first loan
was made, however, the Government established a new official bank, the Banco
Agropecuario, for lending to agriculture. The principal official banks for
lending to agriculture previously had been the Banco Ejidal and the Banco
Agricola, both of which concentrated on ejidatarios or other small scale
producers, and whose lending operations were deficient in a number of
important respects. The two banks had a reputation for being inefficiently
operated, subject to corruption, and had substantial loans in arrears.
Because of these deficiencies, the Bank had judged them inappropriate for
the technically-based development lending which it and the Government sought
to stimulate. The new Banco Agropecuario, however, was designed to avoid
most of these problems and the Bank approved it as a channel for Bank

provided resources. Thus, by late 1965 the Bank, through FIRA, was supporting
on-farm development loans made by both private and official banks.

3.08 As it turned out, demand for project subloans was greater than
expected, partly because of the validation of the Banco Agropecuario for
lending. The efficiency of FIRA in promoting and processing loan requests
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also exceeded appraisal forecasts. By March 31, 1969, the closing date of
the first loan, the participating banks had disbursed M$1,016.2 million
(US$81.3 million). This amount exceeded the expected disbursement of the
project (US$50 million) by 63%. The lending period had been extended to
four years from the three years originally planned and FIRA utilized loan
repayments to continue lending after Bank funds were exhausted. The average
size of the loans granted was significantly smaller than had been expected,
but loans were made at a more rapid rate. The total number of on-farm loans
made in the first project was approximately 5,500, 80% of which were less than
US$6,700 equivalent. Loans above US$80,000 equivalent amounted to 2% of the

total loans granted and approximately 23% of the total amount loaned. There
were 319 loans to agroindustries. Livestock absorbed 60% of the funds dis-
bursed, annual crops 19%, perennial crops 5%, and agroindustries 16%.

3.09 With the creation of FEFA and the first Bank loan, FIRA became

increasingly a technical services agency. Its technical field staff, at
that time numbering 135, was responsible for appraising and approving each
loan eligible for rediscounting under the project and for giving technical

supervision to producers before and after each loan was made.I/ The Bank

hoped that FIRA, through the familiarity of its own technicians with modern

technology, would be able to introduce modern inputs and techniques to

borrowing ranchers and placed emphasis on this aspect of FIRA's development.

3.10 The second project (Loan 610-ME, US$65 million equivalent, signed
in June 1969) continued the lending activities begun under the first project,
supplementing these with a special sub-project for cattle development in

southeastern Mexico. The second project also marked the beginning of an
administrative reorganization of the FIRA, which the Bank encouraged. FIRA

established the first of its regional branches and also began to decentralize

its loan approval procedures.

3.11 The total number of loans in the second project rose to 11,651,
nearly double those made in the first project, and was implemented over

a shorter period, a span of two years. The distribution of subloans by
economic activity was similar to that in the first project: livestock
absorbed 61% of the funds disbursed; annual crops, 28%; perennial crops, 8%;
and agroindustries, 3%. The second loan was disbursed more rapidly than was
projected in appraisal documents. Lending to agroindustries fell short of
predictions. The Bank believed that technical and administrative staff
weaknesses were the principal reasons for this shortfall and urged FIRA to

upgrade its staff's capacity to promote and evaluate agroindustrial loans.

1/ Technical supervision after the loan has been limited, until relatively

recently, to only a few contacts in most cases, given the large number

of farmers which each FIRA technician has had to attend. This problem

is discussed in more detail in chapter IX, B, pp. 48-53.
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3.12 Subloans granted in the second project were again smaller than
appraisal estimates; the average loan was approximately US$17,000, but the
lowest 85% of loans averaged US$6,400 equivalent. Loans in excess of 1
million pesos (US$80,000 equivalent), representing 1% of the total loans
granted, received about 10% of the funds disbursed.
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE THIRD LOAN

4.01 The third loan (Loan 747-ME) was declared effective in September
1971. It was expected to permit the continuation of the program begun with
the first two loans. Investments were to be made to commercial farms (farms
and ranches, regardless of physical size, operating for sale to the market)
and to agroindustries. In addition, a small component was provided for the
construction of rural access roads and minor irrigation works, and for the
installation of intermediate electrical lines. As under the first two
projects, participating banks, both private and official, were expected to
grant subloans to farmers at interest rates established in the program,
which were thought to be close to market rates of interest. In addition,
FIRA was expected to continue to establish new administrative procedures; to
further decentralize its operations, bringing its system to 7 regional
offices and 28 state offices; to undertake a number of applied research
projects designed to provide borrowers with improved knowledge regarding new
techniques, especially in livestock production and management; and to estab-
lish a number of demonstration centers at which information on new techniques
could be more easily disseminated to producers.

4.02 The total cost of the third project, which had an expected commit-
ment period of two years, was estimated at US$192.5 million; US$50 million
(26%) represented foreign exchange requirements. The breakdown of these
costs is summarized as follows:

Table 4

TOTAL PROJECT COST.L

Mex$ Millions US$ Millions % %
Components Local Foreign Total Local Foreign Total TPC/b FECLc

Livestock 1,105.0 271.0 1,376.0 88.0 22.0 110.0 57 20
Annual Crops 380.0 214.0 594.0 31.0 17.0 48.0 25 35
Perennial Crops 150.0 44.0 194.0 12.0 3.5 15.5 8 23

Agroindustries 80.0 68.0 148.0 6.0 6.0 12.0 7 50

Rural Works and
Infrastructure 53.0 7.0 60.0 4.0 0.5 4.5 2 11

Total Invest-
ment Program 1,768.0 604.0 2,372.0 141.0 49.0 190.0 99 26

Training and
Technical
Services 19.0 11.0 30.0 1.5 1.0 2.5 1 40

Total Project
Cost l 787.0 615.0 2402.0 142.5 50.0 192.5 100 26.1d

/a Differences due to rounding.
lb Total Project Cost.
Ic Foreign Exchange Component.
d Costs were estimated at prices current during Project appraisal but

allowances of approximately 10% of baseline cost were made for possible

price rises during the disbursement period.
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4.03 These cost estimates were supported by a large number of detailed

models, contained in an appendix to the appraisal report. Different models
were provided for cattle, dairy, pig and poultry operations, and for annual

and perennial crop investments, each having a specific variation for six
distinct regions within Mexico. We shall comment more about these models
and their potential value in chapter X, pp. 56-57.

4.04 The financing of these on-farm investments was to be shared in
the following amounts and proportions:

Table 5

FINANCING OF THE THIRD PROJECT

Participa- Total
Producers ting Banks FONDO IBRD Amount

US$ US$ US$ US$
Mil- Mil- Mil- Mil-

Components lions % lions % lions % lions % 100%

Livestock 16.5 15 17.5 16 33.5 30 42.5 39 110.0
Annual Crops 7.0 15 7.5 16 14.5 30 18.5 39 48.0
Perennial Crops 2.5 15 2.5 16 4.5 30 6.0 39 15.5
Agroindustries 2.5 20 2.0 15 3.0 28 4.5 37 12.0

Rural Works and
Infrastructure 0.5 15 1.0 .16 1.5 30 2.0 39 4.5

Share in Invest-
ment Program 29.0 15 30.5 16 57.0 30 73.5 39 190.0
Training and Tech-
nical Services - - - - 1.0 40 1.5 60 2.5

Share in Total
Project Cost 29.0 15 30.5 16 58.0 30 75.0 39 192.5

4.05 On the average, farmers and livestock owners were expected to

contribute 15% of the cost of their investment projects. Agroindustry
owners were expected to contribute 20%. In each case, the rest of the

project would be financed by a loan from a participating bank. In turn,

the participating bank was expected to retain about 19% of the loan,
refinancing the balance with FIRA. Finally, the Bank would rediscount

56% of the amount loaned by FIRA. The Bank's total assistance would amount

to US$75 million equivalent, US$73.5 million for rediscounting subloans,

plus US$1.5 million for training and technical services needed by FIRA.

The total Bank assistance proposed was expected to cover the foreign

exchange costs of the project (US$50 million), plus about 18% of the local

requirements.
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4.06 The third loan was closed on September 30, 1975, having been fully
disbursed in April 1974.1/ The loan was projected to have a commitment
period of two years and the actual commitment period was nearly that
projected. The fourth loan (Loan 910-ME, US$110 million, signed in June
1973) was approved in time to permit lending to continue without a break
after the third loan was fully disbursed.

4.07 The amount of investments by major enterprise categories, as
reported by FIRA, matched appraisal estimates quite closely, as did the
number of subloans. Both are shown in table al (appendix). The only
significant deviation from appraisal estimates occurs in the category for
rural works, e.g., access roads, minor irrigation and electrification, where
no investments were made. FIRA had previously made loans to low income
producers, principally under the ALPRO Program (partly financed by AID), but
the rural works investment program would have initiated FIRA's efforts to
overcome the shortages in communal infrastructure, which make productive
on-farm investments difficult in some areas. The problems encountered,
however, in organizing community action groups to undertake the proposed
work were very great. Because other Government agencies had specific public
funds and staff for this purpose, FIRA ceded this field during the third
project. Nonetheless, in 1973, FEGA was established within FIRA to stimulate
lending to low income producers. In the same year the government initiated
the PIDER rural development program, which contains funds for infrastructure
investments in selected poor microregions. FIRA has participated in the
planning and administration of this project, which is also assisted by the
Bank.

4.08 Within the overall distribution, several smaller divergences from
appraisal projections appear. Cattle loans were fewer and slightly larger
than had been predicted, while dairy loans were double the number and
averaged one half the amount expected. Loans for pig and poultry production
were also larger in number, but smaller in average size than was predicted.
There were 93 loans to agroindustries, a greater number than the appraisal
predicted, but the funds absorbed were equal to those which had been projected.

4.09 As is shown in table a2, the utilization of loan funds can be
disaggregated in two additional ways, by type of enterprise, as defined by
FIRA, and by type of specific investment. Tables a3 through a6 provide the
percentage figures. For example, while table a3 indicates that the loan
funds utilized for livestock enterprisas totaled 58% of the total loan
funds disbursed, table a4 indicates that the funds spent on breeding stock,
by all enterprises, totaled 55%. A further percentage breakdown is given
in tables a5 and a6. Table a5 shows that of breeding stock purchases, 70%
was spent within livestock enterprises, 17% within annual crops, 8% within

1/ The delay in closing was necessary to allow time for compliance with
prior agreements on the agroindustry component.
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perennial crops and the like. In table a6, it is shown that of all funds

spent on livestock enterprises, 68% was devoted to breeding stock purchases,

15% on buildings, 8% on machinery, 6% on irrigation, and 3% on land develop-
ment.

4.10 Some of the data have important implications. For example, few

funds were invested in land development or in irrigation, although these
are the investments which would have been expected to have the strongest

impact on technical productivity. The bulk of investments went into breeding

animal pasture seed, and seedling purchases, 55%; and agricultural machinery,

16%. The large investments in breeding stock, principally beef and dairy

breeding animals, coincide closely with the evidence on the land productivity

changes which occurred as a result of these loans, which have been low by
most measures. This evidence is discussed further in chapter VII.

4.11 The investment composition was not wholly within FIRA's discretion.

Most irrigation projects, for example, are legally placed in the hands of the
Secretary of Hydraulic Resources (SRH). FIRA was empowered to make small

irrigation loans, but only after clearance with the SRH. Although easier to

see with hindsight, the effort to achieve coordination of irrigation works

by requiring clearance with the SRH probably led to difficulties in planning,
and to delays in implementation.

4.12 Similarly, a large proportion of Mexico's agricultural area is, at

least currently, suited only for livestock farming and this sector had been

starved for development funds until the FIRA's establishment. Funds had

been more readily available for other agricultural activities, particularly

irrigation. Thus, FIRA tended to emphasize livestock development in its

overall program.

4.13 However, although FIRA was expected to place a large amount of

funds in livestock projects, the amount going to breeding animal purchases

was larger than projected. As shown in tables a2-a6, those loans classified

by FIRA as "permanent crop" enterprises devoted 58% of their funds to breeding
stock, the "diversified" enterprises spent 68% on breeding stock, and "agri-

cultural" enterprises spent 38% on breeding stock. These data suggest that

investments in livestock were the most attractive to prospective borrowers

throughout the country (and to the participating banks). As FIRA begun to

report information on the subloans made, the Bank became aware that a large

proportion of the credits were being utilized by livestock enterprises - and

for breeding stock. At one point in time, the proportion going to livestock

enterprises reached 62% and the Bank cautioned FIRA that it should not over-

lend to this category. The final allocation in the third project shows a

decrease to 58%.
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4.14 As shown in tables a2-a6, although large amounts were spent by
livestock enterprises - and on beef and dairy breeding animals - caution

must be used in interpreting the data reported by FIRA on breeding stock

purchases. The category reported for breeding stock includes not only

the purchase of beef and dairy breeding animals, and hog and poultry
breeding stock, but apparently also certain pasture seed and plant stock.

We do not have precise breakdowns for expenditures within this category.
It is impossible to determine exactly what investment different types of

enterprises were purchasing without knowing the latter breakdown. How-

ever, FIRA has provided specific data on the most important of these

items, indicating that approximately US$70 million equivalent was spent

on beef and dairy breeding animals which is 39% of the total on-farm

investments resulting from the project (from data in table al). Also,

from data in table a2, the US$70 million spent on beef and dairy animals

is approximately 75% of the total amount recorded in the generic category

of breeding stock. Some proportion of the remaining 25% went for hogs

and poultry, with the rest being used for selected plant stock.

4.15 Although a number of new regions have been opened to cattle

production during the last decade, the high rate of lending to livestock

requires further comment. Of the different economic activities which the

Bank projects in Mexico were assisting, livestock production appears to have

been the least profitable, at least if the three evaluations which have been

carried out of the impact of project lending are correct. It appears that

a considerable part of the emphasis on livestock was due to the uncertainty

regarding the agrarian reform law which caused many farmers and ranchers

to hesitate before making large investments in land improvements as these

would have been highly illiquid and immobile. The Bank was concerned with

this problem, but at appraisal it anticipated that the then incoming

government would clarify the land tenure situation and thereby create a more
favorable climate for long term investments of the types shown in a number

of the appraisal investment models. However, the importance of this under-

lying assumption was not fully pointed out in the appraisal report, nor

were indications given of the impact to be expected if, as occurred, the

land tenure situation was not clarified. The land tenure problem in

Mexico has been and remains a critical variable for the livestock and agri-

culture credit program.

4.16 As mentioned, project loans were utilized to purchase beef and

dairy breeding animals worth approximately US$70 million equivalent, or

US$28 million equivalent per year. They were purchased at an average price

of US$257 per animal (beef cattle, US$219; dairy cattle, US$407), permitting

gross herd additions of 270,000 animals, or 108,000 per year during the 30-

month disbursement period. The national beef and dairy cattle herd is

estimated to have totaled about 22 million animals in 1972 and the annual

increment to the herd between 1965-69 and 1970-74 is estimated to have

averaged about 600,000 animals. Thus, the data suggest that FIRA was

financing nearly one-fifth the annual increment to the herd. This could be
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reasonable insofar as the annual increment to the herd between 1960-64 and

1965-69 had averaged about 500,000 animals. Assuming that 40% of the annual
herd increment was composed of breeding animals, on average, FIRA would have

been financing nearly half of these, but this is about 11% of total breeding
animal purchases for both replacement and growth additions.

4.17 A significant proportion of the breeding animals purchased were
imported, particularly in the case of dairy animals. Nonetheless, the
impact of FIRA's financing must have had a strong impact on breeding animal
prices. The third appraisal mission estimated, for example, that the unit

cost of beef cattle breeding stock would be US$150 equivalent; the average
price of the beef cattle actually purchased was instead US$219 equivalent,
some 46% more. This increase substantially exceeded the increase in the
general consumer price index during this period (13%) and, by an even
greater degree, the increase in most agricultural prices. We do not wish to

argue that less financing was necessarily desirable; we have insufficient

information to draw strong conclusions. The price increase for breeding
animals may provide another reason for the higher than expected investments,
by amount of funds, in breeding animals - although such an increase would

tend to decrease the rate of return expected by new investors unless fully
reflected in the price of slaughter beef.

4.18 The total loans made under the third project, including repeater
loans on which there is no specific data, were 12,326. This is approximately
the same number of loans as made under the second loan, 11,651, and in essen-
tially the same amount of time. Thus, there was little increase in the rate
of growth of lending by the FIRA between 1969 and 1973. This period, in
fact, was one of relative stagnation within Mexican agriculture. Although
FIRA was improving its own system and encouraging the flow of credit and
technical assistance to producers, the flow of credit did not greatly
increase on a net basis. This issue will be discussed in detail in
chapter V.

4.19 The size distribution of the subloans in the third project, in-
cluding those for agroindustries, is given in table a7. Most of the loans
were relatively small, 81% of the loans made were less than US$20,000
equivalent, averaging US$6,500. They received, in total, 49% of the funds
disbursed. In contrast, 6% of the loans made were greater than US$80,000
equivalent, each averaging US$48,000, and received 29% of the funds dis-
bursed. This loan distribution appears somewhat less equal than those
for the first two projects, but much of this appearance is spurious, inso-
far as inflation during this time resulted in an increase in the unit cost
of most investment items, and in their dollar equivalent. A rising number
of the third project's subloans went to farmer groups, including ejidatarios,
and thus the amount received per individual seems to have become more equal
during this period.

4.20 The data in tables a8 through a14 indicate that the geographic
distribution of loans, both in terms of loan numbers and amounts disbursed,
is rather equal. This distribution reflects FIRA's efforts to promote
credit throughout Mexico, and to develop a system of offices and a staff
in keeping with this.
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V. THE GROWTH OF LIVESTOCK AND AGRICULTURAL CREDIT

5.01 To put the growth of livestock and agricultural credit in pers-
pective, and FIRA's role in assisting this growth, we shall discuss the
growth of total bank credit in Mexico during the period from 1968 to 1974.
As shown in table a15, the total volume of credit granted by the banking
system in Mexico increased approximately 250% in nominal terms between

1968 and 1974. Although there was some variation in their rate of growth
from year to year, the expansion of short term and medium to long term
credits was nearly the same. Short term credit was 53% of total credit
offered in both 1968 and in 1974. The changes in the cost of living index
are also given in this table; discounting the increase in nominal credit by
the increase in the price level, we find that the increase in real credit
over the period was 48%, or approximately 7% per year.

5.02 As shown in table a16, the percentage of total bank credit which
agriculture received declined, even given the initiation of Bank assistance,
from 12.5% of total credit in 1964 to 8.6% in 1973. The credit flowing to
agriculture rose in nominal terms from 10,527 million pesos in 1968 to 17,563
million pesos in 1973 (table a17), but, discounted for inflation, real credit
rose only 19%, or slightly less than 4% a year. In 1974, after renewed
government effort, the amount of credit flowing to agriculture began to rise
more rapidly than that going to the rest of the economy; the percentage going
to agriculture in that year was 13.4.

5.03 The shift in lending away from agriculture during the late 1960s
was brought about partially by the higher priorities awarded to basic
industries by the Government, but also by a reduction of private investment
in the agricultural sector, caused by declining real product prices and by
land tenure problems which created uncertainty and an unwillingness by some
producers to invest. Financing by the public banks actually maintained
itself better than did that by the private banks, as is shown in table a18.

The real credit provided the agricultural sector by the public sector rose
by 27% between 1970 and 1973, or about 8% per year. In contrast, the credit

offered by the private sector actually fell by 11% in real terms, or by
nearly -4% a year. Although recovering slightly in 1974, it remained lower
in real terms than in 1970. It is striking that nowhere in any of the
appraisal reports for the third or fourth livestock and agricultural credit

projects, nor in the supervision projects, is there any mention of the down-

turn in lending to the agricultural sector by the private banks, despite
the fact that an increase in lending by the private banks had been a
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principal goal of the Bank's program since its initiation.- In fact there
was almost no attention paid to the growth of overall agricultural credit in
Mexico, but only to that lending which was discounted by FIRA.

5.04 Looking now at the rates of growth of the amount of credit dis-
counted by FIRA, by type of credit and by financial institution (table a19),
we find that total lending activity has varied considerably from one year to
the next, both in the growth of different types of credit, and the type of
financial institution offering this credit. Note that these data indicate
only the sublending actually discounted with FIRA; both the private and public
banks undertake lending with their own funds, i.e., which they do not discount.
Changes in the amounts discounted by FIRA are due to changes in the amounts lent
out by the participating banks and to changes in the proportion which these
banks decide to discount. Efforts by the Government to encourage private
banks to increase the amount of their own resources loaned to agriculture
have resulted,on occasion, in fewer discounts with FIRA as the private banks
have sought to increase the size of their own portfolio of agricultural
loans in keeping with the new legislation. Similarly, the public banks have
altered the proportions discounted with FIRAfrom time to time, for reasons
of internal policy. Despite the impossibility of making precise judgements
about the implications or causes of the changes in the amounts discounted
from one year to the next, a number of important trends appear evident in
the data.

5.05 The amount of credit discounted by FIRA, as a proportion of the
total credit going to agriculture, declined over most of the period covered
by the second and third projects and then rose sharply in 1974 just as the
third project ended and the fourth project began. The proportion fluctuated
between 8.8% and 14.1%. FIRA's participation has been essentially equally
great for short term as for long term credits.

1/ The Bank authorized the participation of the Banco Agropecuario, a
public bank, almost immediately after its founding in late 1965. The
Bank has continued to be concerned to increase the amount of lending
by private banks, and to ensure that the private banks were not dis-
criminated against in terms of legal strictures, rediscounting terms,
and the like, by the Government. However, the Bank's files would
suggest that the Bank has been less and less concerned with this issue
as time has passed. Particularly after the initiation of the low income
producers' subprogram in 1974, at least some of the Bank's staff have
felt that increasing reliance would have to be placed on the public
banks because the private banks seemed particularly reluctant to lend
to this new clientele. Recent information suggests, nonetheless, that
the private banks have begun to increase their lending to this clientele
quite significantly.
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5.06 The rate of growth of the development (medium and long term) credit
discounted by the private banks was higher than the rate of growth of their
short term credit rediscounts during the early period (see table a20), but
since 1972 their short term credit discounts have grown more rapidly. The
public banks have always discounted much more development credit than short
term credit with FIRA, but they discounted substantial amounts of short term
credit in 1973 and 1974, cutting back again thereafter. We do not know what
policy changes caused the variations in their rediscounts.

5.07 The participation in rediscounting to FIRA by the sublending banks
has changed somewhat in the 1970s, with the proportion discounted by the
private banks declining and that of the official banks rising. As shown in
table a19, the private banks were responsible for 79% of the development loans
rediscounted with FIRA in 1971, but only 53% in 1975. In contrast, the parti-
cipation of the public banks rose from 17 to 43%, and the participation of the
mixed (joint private-public ownership) banks remained constant at 4%. As it
has been the practice of the private banks to rediscount a larger proportion
of their development loans with FIRA than have the official banks, the growth
of development lending to agriculture by the official banks, relative to the
private banks, has been even greater than shown by these figures.

5.08 Looking at subperiods, we find that the amount of development
credit rediscounted by the private banks grew at 28% per year in 1970 and
1971, but actually declined in 1972 and 1973, and grew at about 15% per year
in real terms in 1974 and 1975. In contrast, the public banks increased
their discounted loans almost not at all between 1969 and 1972, but these
then grew at nearly 60% per year in real terms from 1973 through 1975. The
rapid rate of growth of discounted development loans on the part of the
official banks appears to have been associated with the switch in emphasis,
with the Bank's fourth loan in 1973, toward low income producers. Loans to
low income producers are handled much more by the public banks than by the
private banks given that the net profitability of such loans to the banks,
even with the subsidies for technical assistance and loan guarantees provided
by FEGA, has been said to be lower than that of other lending. We have no
direct evidence to confirm or reject this allegation.

5.09 As shown in table a21, in 1962 only 42 financial institutions dis-
counted subloans with FIRA. Of these, 30 were private banks and 12 were
financieras. No public banks operated with FIRA at that time. By 1973,
however, 165 financial institutions were working through FIRA, 102 private
banks, 52 financieras, and 11 official banks. It is interesting, however,
that in 1974 the number of private banks and financieras actually declined,
to 97 and 41 respectively. As the amount of credit financed by private banks
increased dramatically in 1974, the decline may simply reflect mergers among
private banks rather than movement out of the program.

5.10 If we examine the changes in the yearly rates of growth of total
credit discounted with FIRA, it is clear that the real increment (shown in
parentheses in table a20) was modest in each year except 1973 and 1974.
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There was essentially no increase in the total real credit discounted by
FIRA from 1969 to 1972, there were big increases in 1973 and 1974, and
there was essentially no growth in 1975 and 1976. Development credit, to
which the Bank projects were devoted, grew slowly until 1973 and 1974, when
lending rose substantially, and then declined in 1975 and 1976, actually
becoming negative in the first six months of the latter year. Short term
lending followed the same pattern to 1974, then turned negative in 1975 and
rose significantly in 1976. For the entire period, the compound rate of
growth of credit discounted by FIRA has been about 13% per year; short term
credit has grown at 12% and development credit at 14%, all in real terms.

5.11 As a final point in this section, table a22 indicates that the
assistance of the IBRD to FIRA declined substantially in relative terms over
the period 1970-1974. The amount of funds discounted with the Bank rose at
only 5%, in nominal pesos. The proportion discounted with the IDB remained
roughly constant over this same period, and the proportion of FIRA funds
coming from domestic sources rose.

5.12 What implications can we draw from these data? First, it is clear
that the growth of credit discounted by FIRA from 1969 to 1972 was nil. This

phenomenon is consistent with the fact that the agricultural sector during
this period was neglected in terms of most policies, and the sector stagnated
as a result. The government attempted to stimulate agriculture via a number
of policy changes in 1973 and 1974, and credit was included. The increase
in the rate of growth of the short term capital discounted by FIRA, almost
all of which occurs after 1972, is due chiefly to the increased effort which
the government began to place on agriculture, as opposed to livestock, and
on low income producers. While much of the emphasis of FIRA had previously
been on development credit, in the effort to open new regions, increase
cattle stocks, and establish an improved physical infrastructure, after
1972 the Government, in contrast, placed great priority on increasing the
production of basic grains and other staples, and correspondingly attempted
to channel resources to producers who could utilize these funds immediately.
The latter often were low income producers, whose credit needs were handled
relatively more by the public banks than by the private banks.

5.13 Second, the slow rate of growth of real credit between 1969 and
1972 seems to have reflected a lack of demand as much as a lack of supply.
It is frequently stated in Bank reports that the latent demand for agricul-
tural credit in Mexico is large. Such may be the case. However, many of
the producers who are considered potential users of credit require
substantial assistance before they can organize themselves to utilize
credit, and afterwards as they attempt to introduce and operate new agri-
cultural technologies. Thus, it is probably not the case that much larger
amounts of credit, simply made available for use, will be utilized. Tech-
nical assistance is a necessary accompaniment, and the profitability of
investment must be acceptable, requiring favorable output/input price
ratios. Without these factors, additional assistance from the Bank may
simply substitute for credit previously available from other sources.
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5.14 The data in table a23 provide another cross section perspective on
FIRA's development since 1962. One of the facts that is surprising is the
increase in the amount of credit discounted per FIRA technician during the
1970s. Although these data must be qualified to take account of inflation,
which essentially cancels out any real growth, it is still surprising that
FIRA has been able to increase the amount of credit discounted without a
larger increase in the number of staff. There are more producers per loan
in the low income producer category, but so also is more technical assistance
required on such loans.
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VI. LENDING AND REDISCOUNTING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

6.01 As under the first and second projects, FIRA was expected to re-

discount subloans made by participating private credit institutions and

by the regional banks of the Banco Agropecuario system. Lending and

rediscounting terms established for the third project were the same as

those which had been established under the second project. They were as

follows:

Table 6

LENDING AND REDISCOUNTING TERMS

Maximum % Rediscount Rates Interest

Sizes of Loans Of Loan to Participating Rates to

to Beneficiaries Rediscounted Credit Institutions Beneficiaries

Up to Mex$ 250,000 ... 90 1/ 7% 10%
85 7% 10%

Between Mex$ 250,000
and 500,000 ........ 80 7.5% 10.5%

Between Mex$ 500,000
and 1,500,000 ...... 70 7.5% 10.5%

Between Mex$ 1,500,000
and 2,500,000 70 8% 11%

More than Mex$ 2,500,000 70 8.5% 11%

1/ Available only to banks with paid-in capital of Mex$ 5 million or less.

6.02 These conditions were somewhat changed from the second loan,

which in turn had been altered from the first. In each case, the principal

reason underlying the alterations was the desire to increase the proportion

of the participating banks' capital flowing to agriculture, i.e., to reduce

the proportion of the subloans actually discounted with FIRA. The amounts

discounted in the first three projects were as follows:
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First Loan Second Loan Third Loan

Private Banks 87.3 85.3 n.a.

Public Banks 71.0 68.5 n.a.

Aggregate 85.5 81.0 79.7

6.03 one of the primary purposes of the first project had been to
stimulate the participation of the private banks in making development
loans to the agricultural sector. To achieve this, an incentive system
was developed which provided the private banks with rediscounting oppor-
tunities through FIRA in which the interest rate charged farmers for the
subloan was higher than the interest rate charged the participating bank
when it subsequently discounted the subloan with FIRA. The differential
margin permitted the private bank to earn a return on its invested capital,
i.e., that part of the subloan which it did not discount, substantially
higher than the lending rate to the farmer himself. The system provided
private banks with rates of return which were much higher than they could
have obtained without the rediscounting facilities, and thus encouraged
them to make agricultural loans which they probably would not otherwise
have made. In addition, by providing the rediscounting facility, FIRA
made available substantially more capital for investment in agriculture.
This increase in lending was possible without a change in the reserve
requirements of the participating banks, in the capital of these banks,
or in the proportion of their capital invested in agriculture.

6.04 Once the discounting facilities had been established, the profita-
bility of investments in agriculture (assuming use of the discounting oppor-
tunity) could be varied by altering 1) the proportion of the subloan which
could be legally discounted, 2) the rediscount rates, or 3) the interest
rates to beneficiaries. For example, increasing the interest rate to bene-
ficiaries would be likely to reduce loan demand by (potential) borrowers;
increasing the rediscount rate will reduce the profitability of lending for
the participating banks and would likely result in a redirection of credit
away from agriculture; and increasing the proportion which could be redis-
counted would increase the total loans which a participating bank is able to
obtain with a given amount of its own resources, and thus would increase
both the profitability of investing and the amount which could be invested
(assuming the rediscount and interest rates are fixed and that the bank is
able to rediscount with FIRA until it has reached the maximum loan portfolio
consistent with its own capital and the proportion which can be discounted).

6.05 The experience of the Bank's effort to alter these three parameters
to increase the contribution of the participating banks has already been
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analyzed in a previous OED report written by Gonzalez.A/ We shall not
repeat that analysis, although an understanding of his methodology may
be of assistance in what follows. In essence, the Bank, which was the
principal architect of the incentive system, sought to increase the
contribution of the participating private banks in making agricultural
loans, and also sought to increase the amount of credit flowing to the
agricultural sector. To a certain degree, given the instruments at hand,
the two objectives were in conflict. As Gonzalez emphasized, the Bank did
not discuss the nature of this tradeoff in its appraisal or supervision
reports, and it appears that the tradeoff was not fully appreciated.

6.06 The Bank attempted during the first three projects to encourage
the participating banks to rediscount a smaller proportion of their loans
with FIRA and thus make larger contributions from their own resources.
This was accomplished, at least in some degree (the only relevant data here
are those regarding private banks. Public banks have not been so concerned
with the profit motive as with direct Government directives and thus have
been less susceptible to persuasion by changes in the profitability of
discounting). The potential loan portfolio of a participating bank is re-
lated to the amount which can be discounted (in a simple abstract model)
by the formula:

P = R / (l-q),

where P is the potential loan portfolio, R is the initial amount of reserves,
and q is the proportion which is discountable. The total loans resulting
from $100 of reserves, with different proportions discountable, are:

Proportion Discountable .90 .85 .80

Total Potential Loans 1,000 667 500

Total Contribution by
Participating Bank 100 100 100

Total Amount Financed by
Discounting 900 557 400

6.07 By changing the proportion which was discountable, the Bank induced
the participating private banks to increase their contribution to project
lending by 5 or 6 percentage points over about 8 years. This required an
increase in the participating bank's invested capital, for a given amount

1/ Claudio Gonzales-Vega, "The Profitability of External Funds: Models
from the Mexican Experience with the Fondo de Garantia", Operations
Evaluation Report: Agricultural Credit Programs, Background Paper #2b,
OED, January 1, 1975.
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of loans, of roughly 50%. However, the Bank also wished to increase the
flow of total lending to the agricultural sector, which was made more
difficult by the reduction in the amount discountable. If, as a case in
point, the Bank hoped to bring about a real increase in the quantity of
credit flowing to the agricultural sector over these eight years of about
200% (15% per year growth), the decrease in the proportion discountable
which actually took place over the same period would have required an in-
crease in the amounts invested by the private banks of 350%. This would
have required a growth rate of their own contribution of about 21% per year.

6.08 Moreover, if the change in the percent discountable were intro-
duced quite suddenly, such as from the end of one project to the beginning
of the other, the necessary percentage increase in the amount of invested
capital on the part of participating banks would be much greater. For
example, if the Bank wished to increase real credit by 15% in one year,
e.g., from 1,000 to 1,150, and also reduce the amount rediscounted from
85% to 80% in that same year, an increase in the invested capital on the
part of the participating banks of 53% would be required. It appears
that such a substantial increase could be difficult to achieve in one year
and, as a result, that the total quantity of lending might instead decline.
The evidence discussed previously on the growth of private bank lending
does tend to support this view. The growth of on-farm development lending
discounted by private banks was actually negative in 1972, the year in which
the third loan became effective. It was negative in 1973, the year in which
the fourth loan became effective. And it was negative in real terms in
1975/76, the year in which the fifth loan became effective.

6.09 In the first two projects Bank missions explicitly attempted to
design a schedule of rediscount rates which would make it relatively more
profitable for private banks to rediscount a smaller proportion of their
subloans. The Bank's efforts had some success, as we have indicated, but
there has not been a massive increase in the resources placed in agricul-
ture by private banks, either in terms of their contribution to the lending
undertaken (80% of the funds loaned still come from FIRA), or in total cre-
dit lent. The effort of establishing different rediscount rates for different
proportions of subloan rediscounts was abandoned in the third loan and
different subloan size categories were given fixed rediscounting ratios. The
maximum amount a participating bank could rediscount was strictly determined
by the size of the subloan, with the smaller subloans having a higher redis-
count ratio. However, the lending rate to beneficiaries varied in the same
direction. Because the gross margin between the interest rate to the bene-
ficiary and the rediscount rate was the same for all but the very largest
loans, the variation in rediscount proportions meant that it should have been
relatively more profitable, gross of operating costs, to make smaller loans.
But even relatively modest operating costs have a striking effect on the net
profitability to the participating bank, and Gonzales has shown that it is
quite reasonable to believe that the relative cost of lending to smaller
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borrowers was greater. Under the rate and rediscount structure adopted,
it appears that many agricultural loans might have been of marginal
profitability to the participating banks. This issue also does not
appear to have received adequate consideration within the Bank as yet.

6.10 The Bank also wished Mexico to increase the interest rates paid
by beneficiaries, but was generally unsuccessful. Interest rates to bene-
ficiaries were increased by one-half percentage point in one category and
decreased by the same amount in another. The Goverment consistently took
the position that for political reasons it did not wish to increase rates
to farmers. Rapid inflation in Mexico did not begin until 1973, the year
in which the fourth loan became effective. Interest rates were increased
in the fourth project, and again in the fifth project. By 1975, however, the
interest rates being charged to borrowers were clearly negative and the
rate of return on the capital invested by the participating banks was also
very low and possibly negative.
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VII. IMPACT OF THE ON-FARM INVESTMENTS AND THEIR EVALUATION

A. The 1972 Consultant's Evaluation

7.01 The loan agreement for the third project specified that FIRA
would obtain a special consultant for the analysis of the impact of loans
granted in the first two projects. FIRA had attempted to study the results
of investments made with project subloans during the first two projects,
but these efforts had not been productive. After the third loan became
effective, FIRA again made an effort to undertake a study of the impact on
borrowers, but the Bank, in its supervision missions, judged that the com-
mittee of economists which had been asked to do the job would not be able
to carry out a quality evaluation which the Bank felt was imperative. The
Bank informed FIRA of its opinion and suggested three consultants who it felt
were competent to the task. FIRA delayed. The Bank finally sent FIRA a
telegram informing its director that the Bank would consider FIRA in default
of one of the conditions of effectiveness of the loan agreement if FIRA did
not immediately move to contract an outside consultant to undertake the
stipulated evaluation of project subloans. FIRA complied immediately. The
consultant chosen was a professor at the Department of Agricultural Economics,
University of Wisconsin. Previously he had done considerable work with farm
monitoring systems and the analysis of their data in Wisconsin.

7.02 The consultant supervised two field surveys carried out in May 1972:
a 4% sample of farm and ranch sub-borrowers (719 producers) and a 27% sample
of agroindustry loans (55 enterprises). Questionnaires were pre-tested before
they were utilized. All questionnaires were completed by personal interview
in the field, largely by local FIRA technicians.

7.03 The principal survey findings are known within the Bank. They
concern the first two projects rather than the third, but, because the
first three projects were highly similar, and because the results of the
1972 survey established a basis at which other project studies have been
aimed and compared, we will summarize those results.

(1) The survey found that the average size of the participating
farms and ranches was large, 552 ha, although the variation
by region and by type of principal activity was substantial.
Considering the entire size distribution of farms and ranches
sampled, 19% were less than 50 ha and 10% were greater than
1,000 ha. The beef ranches sampled averaged 1,000 ha, dairy
farms 145 ha, and crop farms 400 ha. A 400 ha crop farm in
Mexico is very large.

(2) The sample was stratified by geographical area, but not by
size of farm. The distribution of farms within the sample,
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however, is very similar to the distribution of farms

in the second project, suggesting that the random sample

provided a good representation of FIRA operations in at

least this respect. The same was true for the amounts

invested per farm, and by type of farm.

(3) The 719 farms sampled received 970 loans: 528 farms

received only one loan, 141 farms received two loans, 40
farms received three loans, and 10 farms received four

loans. Thus, the number of individual borrowers during

the first two projects was approximately 73% the number of

separate loans, or 13,500: 27% of these producers were

able to borrow at least twice between 1966, the first full

year of operation for the program, and May 1972, i.e., six
and one half years.

(4) The 27% of the farms which obtained repeater loans received

50% of the total loan funds disbursed to the producers in

the sample. Thus, it appears that repeater loans tended

to concentrate the lending distribution, as those who

borrowed in larger amounts per loan also borrowed more

frequently. The results also suggested, however, that a

number of borrowers wanted and were able to make repeated

investments to continue the development of their farms.

(5) Income and expense data reflecting the pre-loan situation

for each farm surveyed was taken from FIRA field office

loan files. These files did not consistently contain pre-

loan information on capital asset transactions and depre-

ciation, nor on inventory changes, nor were producers able

to produce reliable information from their own records or

from memory on these items. As a result, it was not

possible to calculate an accurate rate of return on invest-

ments. Instead, the consultant's analysis focused on alter-

native measures of loan impact: (a) change in annual net

farm income, (b) change in net worth, (c) change in the

gross value of annual farm production, and (d) change in

selected livestock and crop productivity coefficients. The

average time elapsed, however, since the first subloan was

30 months, with a standard deviation of nearly 15 months.

As a result of the variation in the period of maturity, it

was impossible to determine whether ranches were always on

target insofar as appraisal targets were concerned.

(6) The average increase in annual net cash operating income by

the farm sampled was 45%. The largest proportional improve-

ment was for beef ranches (95%), followed closely by dairy
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1/
farms (90%).- The variation among producers was marked,
however, as 230 farms (32%) experienced an actual reduc-
tion in net cash operating income. Considering the impact
of inflation, which was approximately 13% during this
30-month period, the number of producers who suffered a
decline in real net cash operating income is probabably
around 300. This phenomenon cannot have reflected the
long gestation period of cattle enterprises, for these
enjoyed large average increases in cash income, although
it could reflect the case of perennial crops. On the other
hand, a number of producers showed increases of net cash
income of more than 800%. The impossibility of determining
the exact causes of the variation among producers requires
caution in the interpretation of the average, and probably
warrants further investigation.

(7) The farms were also large when viewed in equity terms. Net
worth per farm, for the pre-loan situation, averaged
US$78,000. The average loan was US$18,000, or 23% of net
farm equity. As the loans were moderate compared to the
equity position, they do not appear to have been risky.

(8) There was some variation by area and by type of ranch, but
the 1972 survey indicated that farmers and ranchers were
investing about the expected amount to complement funds
received from the project credit. The number of pesos
invested per peso borrowed averaged 1.17 for the project
as a whole.

(9) The average farm increased its net worth by US$41,000.
The median increase was US$16,000. The substantial
difference between the average and the median was caused
by a dual modal distribution with 137 farms showing less
than a US$4,000 increase, while 126 farms showed more than
a US$64,000 increase. The reasons for such a discrepancy,
and the interpretation of the significance of the increase
in net worth, is difficult to determine. Also, no data
was given on the size of the average farm's gross value, and
thus it is impossible to determine how much of the increase
in net worth is likely to have been caused by inflation.
Assuming that the net value of the farm had been 75% of the
gross value, pre-development, and that the whole value of
the loan was invested, plus an additional 20% contribution
by the owner, the increase in the value of farm assets due

1/ This result is very surprising, given that the beef ranches were expected
to purchase breeding animals and to require a considerable period before
maturity of the investment permitted larger sales.
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to 13% inflation would have amounted to about US$17,000.
This, however, is only 40% of the increase in average net
worth which was reported. Either other investments not
accounted for were being made on the farm or some substan-
tial change in valuation was occurring during the period.

(10) There was an extreme variation among ranches in the change
in the value of gross production, as might be expected
given that this was a sample of investments taken at
different points in the development process, and which them-
selves had different expected maturation periods. To obtain
this figure, strong assumptions were required regarding the
magnitude of pre-development inventory, but the consultant
indicated that he believed that the sample of farms had
achieved a very substantial increase in total production
during the period following the (initial) loan. The average
value of annual gross production pre-loan was US$25,000 and
the average, post-loan, was US$50,000.

(11) The consultant also undertook to ascertain data on a number
of physical productivity measures. This proved difficult
because (a) there was little information available for
productivity in the pre-loan situation and recourse was,
therefore, to the producer's memory, (b) the information was
not obtained from all producers. The estimates made were
grouped by type of farm.

(12) The consultant found that the average beef breeding herd
had expanded by 37%, from 98 to 134 cows.

(13) Data were available on weaning rates for 314 farms (227
specialized as beef ranches and 87 other ranches reporting
the same information). There was no significant improve-
ment in the average weaning rate reported for either of the

two groups. The weaning rate in the pre-loan situation
(for both groups pooled) was 65.6% and at the end of 1971
it was 66.5%. The appraisal documents had estimated that
the weaning rate would lie between 55% and 57% (depending
on the region) before the subloan and would rise, by the
fourth year, to between 60% and 65%. The average expected
increase was from 56.5 to 61.3 or a proportional increase
of 8% to 9%.

(14) The stocking rate rose on farms in the post- as opposed to

pre-loan situation. This increase, however, was only 9%
on the average. Given that herds expanded by 37%, the data

imply that pasture area increased by approximately 28%.
Unfortunately, the consultant did not indicate whether
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ranches expanded, whether existing unutilized land
was opened up, or whether land was taken out of other
types of production to be used for cattle. The appraisal
reports had predicted increases in stocking rates of
roughly 40% to 50%, so the sample would suggest a short-
fall in achievement here, or at least a radical departure
from the type of development expected.

(15) The weight gain per calf was 7% greater in the post-loan
as opposed to the pre-loan situation, on average. The
appraisal report made no prediction for this measure.

(16) For dairy farms, the number of cows rose by 55%, on
average, and production of milk per cow rose by 35%, on
average. The productivity on those farms which specialized
in dairy production was about 50% higher and herds were
larger than on those farms which did not specialize.

(17) There were only 27 specialized hog farms and 18 poultry
farms. The information obtainable from the poultry farms
was especially limited. The hog farms expanded total
production by nearly 120%, but nearly all this increase
occurred as a result of scale expansion. The consultant's
analysis indicated essentially no change in technical
efficiency in terms of pigs weaned per litter or per sow,
or in terms of feed conversion.

(18) The data collected on changes in cultivated crops are
limited and their implications are difficult to deter-
mine. For cultivated feed crops (corn, wheat, alfalfa,
grain sorghum, etc.) the average yields reported
increased only marginally, about 3.5%. For cultivated
cash crops such as beans, cotton, coffee, cartamo, sugar
cane rice, etc., some yields rose (beans 13%; rice 32%)
while others fell (cotton 16%; coffee 12%; and cartamo
30%). The data in the sample, however, are poorly
structured to capture productivity change resulting from
investments which opened up new lands or caused changes
in crop mix, as well as an increase in the yields of crops
grown on land already in use. If the crop mix changes, it
is possible that average yields have not changed for any
crops, but that the farmer has simply substituted new crops
for old and receives a higher value added per ha in that
form. The problem points up the need for information on
the changing crop mix on borrowing farms, as well as
information regarding changing yields of crops grown on
specific parcels.
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(19) The yields of perennial crops (fruit trees in this case)
rose markedly, although this was expected given that
tree crop productivity would be strongly affected by
orchard age. No data was collected on the age of trees.

7.04 The consultant's final report was presented to the Bank in
September 1972. He has remained a consultant to FIRA, however, as the
latter have attempted to introduce a continuous monitoring system.

7.05 It will be useful to put the results of the 1972 survey in
perspective. The Bank previously had had information on subloan disburse-
ments, by economic activity and by specific investments, but little indica-
tion of the resultant impact. The Bank had sought to assist commercial
producers, which were quite large farmers within the Mexican context,
providing them funds at what were considered market rates of interest. The
Bank had also placed great emphasis on strengthening FIRA as an institution,
including upgrading the latter's ability to provide technical assistance.
This was implicitly reflected in the models developed by the Bank and FIRA,
and presented in the first, second and third appraisal reports as a guide

to the results expected from on-farm development lending, which predicted
increases in specific types of technical efficiency. The 1972 survey

suggested that many of these increases in technical efficiency were not
occurring. For example, changes in calving rates, animal weight gain and
pasture carrying capacity, as well as in the yields of a number of important
crops, all seemed to be below predictions. The 1972 consultant's analysis,

however, did not explore in detail why these changes were not occurring,
nor what the policy ramifications might be. Disturbingly, there was also

little response from FIRA, or from operating divisions within the Bank, to
indicate that much of a stir was created. In the fourth appraisal report,
for example, the survey's results are summarized and disappointment is
expressed that productivity increases had been no greater, but there is no
suggestion that a number of major policy issues had been implicitly raised.

7.06 In many respects, the survey merely opened the door on a number

of issues. The survey did indicate that the agricultural enterprises to

which project subloans had been made appeared to be beneficially affected,

at least as judged from changes in net worth, annual gross output, etc.
But the survey did not indicate how these changes had occurred. The data

collected showed substantial variation across farms, and the analysis was
not able to explain this variation, or to provide a comprehensive descrip-
tion of the operation and impact of the subloa s on borrowers, especially
so as to distinguish them from non-borrowers.- Nor did the survey analysis

1/ The 1972 impact study influenced the design characteristics of the

pilot monitoring system, which was subsequently implemented, by
indicating information which was needed from producers if certain

questions were to be answered.
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put the project within the context of Mexican agriculture 
as the latter

was developing. The consultant's evaluation contained no discussion of

the trends in agricultural prices, technical assistance, public investments,

land tenure, agricultural research, the diffusion of new technology, exports,

domestic consumption or even the demand for credit. His analysis was what

had been requested by the Bank (although data problems made it impossible to

obtain some of the answers sought), but this was a limited view of the issue.

B. The 1974 OED Agricultural Credit Evaluation

7.07 One. and one-half years after the 1972 survey, OED undertook a

study of the impact of the Bank's lending for livestock and agricultural

credit in Mexico. This study was based on a survey of 243 borrowers - 125

borrowers from the first loan (1968) and 118 borrowers from the third loan

(1973) - sampled from three geographic regions. It was hoped that the 1973

group would serve as a control group, assuming that their development 
would

have been distinct from the 1968 borrowers during the period 1968-1973 and

that their borrowings in 1973 would have occurred too recently to permit an

effect at the time of the OED survey (December 1973-January 1974). The

1973 group did not serve the function of control as well as had been

desired. On examination, the 1973 group had already implemented most of the

investments for which they had borrowed by the time of the survey and,

since much of this investment, such as the purchase of livestock, had at

least some immediate impact, certain of the survey's results were left

inconclusive.

7.08 Nonetheless, several of the results were surprising. It was

found that the 1973 farmers had had access to credit during the intervening

period, though from other sources, and had developed their 
farms and ranches

as rapidly as those who had received FIRA assistance in 1968. And there was

no evidence that technical change had occurred in one group more rapidly

than in the other.

7.09 The OED sample was smaller than that in the 1972 survey, more

restricted geographically, and less rigorously drawn. Nonetheless, it

repeated a number of questions asked by the 1972 consultant permitting a

check of earlier results, and it also attempted to examine a number of 
the

issues which had not been confronted in the earlier analysis. In parti-

cular, the OED study considered the evidence on (1) the substitution of

project credit for other financing previously available, 
(2) the relation-

ship between mechanization and employment, (3) the origin of all technical

assistance provided to producers, (4) the effect of such technical assistance,

and (5) the rate of return being achieved in different activities.

7.10 The OED evaluation obtained the following results:

(1) The farms surveyed were large, averaging 1,266 ha for

those borrowing in 1968 and 1,470 for those borrowing
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in 1973. Although project subloans could not be used
directly to purchase land, both groups had expanded the
size of their farms (ranches) between 1968 and 1973, by
about 7%.

(2) As in the 1972 survey, cattle herd buildup between 1968
and 1973 was rapid, 42% for those borrowing in 1968 and
62% for those borrowing in 1973. Thus, the amount of
buildup was inversely associated with the duration of
the project loan. OED could not determine to what
extent this buildup permitted the utilization of pasture
previously available, but under-utilized, and to what
extent investments were opening up new land.

(3) The OED survey found little increase in weaning rates or
calf finishing rates and was consistent with the 1972
survey here as well.

(4) The OED survey found that both groups of borrowers had
increased the amount of land under crops by about 25%
between 1968 and 1973, but that cropping intensity had
remained essentially unchanged. The cropping pattern
had shifted toward higher value crops, but specific crop
yields enjoyed little improvement. It was impossible to
control for land quality or for water availability.

(5) Although the OED study did not collect financial data,
concentrating almost exclusively on physical production
data, it did substitute the production data obtained into
the models presented in the appraisal reports to determine
what sort of rates of return would be received if producers
obtained the physical productivity which the survey indi-
cated, along with the increase in scale which was also
indicated. The world-wide OED evaluation, which focused on
livestock and tractor credits in five countries, calculated
rates of return only for beef livestock investment in
Mexico and did not attempt to calculate separate rates of
return to irrigation, plantation crops, or other agricul-
tural crops. However, insofar as approximately 40% of
project funds in the third loan went specifically to beef
cattle enterprises, this was an important indicator.

(6) The rates of return estimated for on-farm investments in
beef cattle enterprises were:

Financial Rates Economic Rate
Investment Package Farmer's Equity Investment Package

13 14 12
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These rates were below the appraisal rates of return

projected for beef cattle investments which had been
30% in the second loan (1969-71) and about 22% in the
third loan (1972-73). In part, the shortfall in the
rates of return was due to the fact that productivity
did not rise as much on ranches as had been predicted.
This resulted, in part, from the fact that FIRA was
not able to provide the intensive technical assistance
which the Bank, over-optimistically, had expected. In

addition, ranchers had found that a policy of expansion
onto previously un- or under-utilized lands was more
profitable, and easier, than the intensification of lands
already in use. It is also true that the period 1968-72
was one of relatively poor incentives for the agricultural
sector, providing less motivation for producers to move
toward intensification when other alternatives were
available to them. The rate of return estimated by OED
is nonetheless above the rate at which producers were
borrowing and probably close to the rate of return on
capital in Mexico. And the rates quoted above include
no adjustment for inflation. This adjustment would have
increased the financial rates of return, since loan
principal and amortization payments are fixed in nominal
pesos, making the livestock investments more attractive
within the Mexican context.

-(7) Although the OED evaluation attempted to obtain evidence
on mechanization and employment in its survey, the
evidence turned out to be limited and difficult to
interpret. It appeared that employment on the farms and
ranches of both 1968 and 1973 borrowers increased during
the period 1968-73, and that no substantial difference
between groups existed. However, insofar as the amount
of mechanization on farms in both groups also had been
roughly equal, this evidence shed no light on the impact
of mechanization on employment.

(8) We will comment more on the issue of substitution in
chapter IX, D, pp. 54-55, but it was clear from questions
to producers regarding alternative sources of financing
that a large number of the 1968 borrowers felt they would
have been able to finance the investments carried out

with project subloans even had the project credits not

been available. Most of the borrowers also complained that
the FIRA credits received were too amall, reflecting perhaps
the size of the operation which most of the borrowers had
or perhaps a reasonable conservatism by FIRA technicians.
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C. The 1975 FIRA Evaluation

7.11 A number of these same issues have been examined once more using
data obtained from the pilot monitoring system established by FIRA in 1975.
The Bank had encouraged FIRA to establish a monitoring system during both
the first and second projects. In the first project the Bank and FIRA agreed
to establish in FIRA an economic evaluation unit as a precursor to the
monitoring effort. This was done and some effort was made to collect
information, but the progress desired by the Bank was not fully achieved
and this resulted in insistence by the Bank that FIRA engage an outside
consultant to assist in this effort. Following completion of the latter's
evaluation, a pilot monitoring system was established with the help of the
same consultant: 98 farms and ranches were selected and basic data was
obtained from them in July 1973 and again in July 1974.

7.12 The 1973-74 pilot monitoring system was designed primarily to
determine the feasibility of a continuous record-keeping program with farm
borrowers, not to provide a comprehensive sample for impact study purposes.
The farms monitored provide a 2% sample of the approximately 5,500 farms
which had received subloans under the third project (to the date of the
initiation of the establishment of the monitoring system), but the sample
is too small to allow statistical significance to be achieved for most of
the categories at which the subsequent evaluation looks. Further, of the
98 firms originally selected, only 80 firms recorded a sufficient number of
the data requested to permit their inclusion in the final analysis. As the
analysis was stratified by four basic types of farm enterprises, and by
three regions of the country, the data were divided into 12 cells. The
original sample would have allowed for an average of only 7.5 observations
per cell and the final sample allowed an average of less than 7 observations.
The firms selected also seem larger than the average firm participating in
the project. Nonetheless, the sample and the analysis provide interesting
information on the impact of the project, as well as being a necessary step
prior to the establishment of a larger and more detailed monitoring scheme.

7.13 The major points raised in FIRA's analysis of the survey's
results are:

(1) The total amount of bank credit held by the 80 farms
sampled rose from M$2.5 million before receipt of their
first project subloan, to M$17.5 million at the time of
the survey. The project loan accounted for 65% of the
increase. Thus, in the post-loan situation, 56% of the
funds owed banks were from the project and 44% from
other sources. The project seems to have increased the
amount of funds available, although it is not clear to
what degree it substituted for other funds which would
have been available in any event, or, conversely, to what
degree receipt of the project loan made possible the
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receipt of other loans. The sample found that two-thirds
of the borrowers had not received supervised credit before
obtaining the project loan. It is not clear within the
context of the report whether some of these firms had
received other credits which were "unsupervised", nor is
it clear what "supervised" meant.

(2) The average gross assets of the farms sampled rose by 122%.
Gross assets averaged US$64,500 in the pre-loan situation
and US$143,200 approximately two and one-half years later
(the 1972 survey did not report data on gross assets). The
increase in gross assets was decomposed into (a) inventory
changes (43% of the total increase), such as any increase
in the physical size of the cattle herd above that resulting
from the loan purchases of cattle, or any real increase in
the value of perennial crops after they were planted,
(b) price increases caused by simple inflation (25%),
(c) investments made with program development credit (12%),
(d) investments made with funds provided directly by the
owner (10%) and (e) investments made with credits from non-
FIRA sources (10%). As can be seen immediately, these
figures appear quite different from those in the 1972
consultant's analysis, as well as from the other data avail-
able on the livestock and agriculture credit program. For

example, although the third appraisal report had predicted
that producers would contribute about 15% of the total cost
of on-farm investments, and the 1972 survey found that
producers in that sample had invested 17%, on average, the
FIRA sample found that producers were investing equally as
much as the FIRA credit with their own funds, and another
equal part with funds borrowed from third sources. Note
that, according to the survey, these investments were in
addition to the natural buildup in the herd due to subse-
quent animal retention, and in addition to inflation. The

fact that producers had such substantial financial resources
at their disposal is surprising and perplexing; the FIRA
evaluation does not analyze how or why this occurred.

(3) The farms in the 1975 FIRA sample averaged 1,101 ha versus
552 ha in the 1972 sample. It has been thought that the
size of the borrowing farms in the livestock and agricul-

ture credit program has gradually declined, but the
apparent difference between the two sample means may be
explained by the fact that the 1975 FIRA evaluation is

based on a more restricted geographic sample than was the
1972 consultant's evaluation. The average farm in the
FIRA sample also declined in total acreage by 4%, from the

pre- to post-loan situation, in contrast to the increase

found by the OED study.
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(4) The composition of land use changed considerably for the

farms sampled in the pilot monitoring system, with cul-

tivated land increasing, especially that under irrigation
(17%); artificial pastures rose in amount by 37%, and

natural pastures declined by 37%. Land in other uses,

including unutilized land, declined by 80%. The invest-
ments made clearly shifted land toward more intensive use.

(5) Net assets rose by 102%, from US$61,800 in the pre-loan

situation to US$125,300 in the post-loan situation. In

the 1972 survey, net worth averaged US$78,474 in the pre-

loan situation versus US$119,052 in the post-loan situation.
However, the FIRA report states that net real assets,
adjusted for price changes, rose by 52%. Thus, roughly
half the increase in nominal net assets of the farms
sampled in 1973/74 was due to price changes. In an earlier

section, the FIRA report suggested that inflation had

explained only 25% of the increase in gross assets. Since

net assets rose by US$63,500, half of which is US$31,750,

and gross assets rose by US$78,700, one-quarter of which

is US$19,675, the information given appears contradictory.

(6) Net income per farm in the FIRA sample rose from US$4,350

per year, pre-development, to US$11,560 at the time of the

survey. The figures would seem to understate development,

however, insofar as US$11,560 is only 9% of the net asset

position at the time of the survey. It appears that this

figure represents income before maturation of the invest-

ments because, in the 1972 survey, net income was US$9,040

pre-loan and US$13,092 at the time of the 1972 survey.
Given inflation during the two years between the 1972 survey

and the FIRA survey carried out for the third project, and
the fact that the farms in the 1975 sample have larger net

assets in nominal terms, one would expect the latter survey
to show higher net incomes.1 /

1/ Based on a household survey undertaken by the Bank of Mexico in 1969,

the following data were obtained for the size distribution of net

family incomes in Mexico:

Percent of

Income Bracket Population Rural Population

(US$ per family) (millions)

Less than $381 6.3 30
381-482 2.3 11
482-728 3.8 18
728-952 2.9 14

952-1,904 4.2 20
over 1,904 1.5 7

As can be seen, the farms contained in the FIRA sample were within
the upper 7% of the income distribution before they received their

loans, even assuming that their farm income represented their total

family income. After the loan, their incomes were higher.
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(7) Gross farm production per year rose from US$18,272 to
US$35,776.

(8) The FIRA report found that labor intensity (measured as
the amount spent on labor per year as a percent of the
value of land) doubled in two regions and remained un-
changed in a third. However, as a result of the labor
employed on newly incorporated land (which had been
previously unutilized), total labor utilization on the
farms sampled rose even in the third region. The
smallest increase in labor use per land area occurred in
cattle enterprises; higher increases, approximately double
that associated with cattle, occurred in dairy, crop and
mixed enterprises. The FIRA report found that the largest
absolute increase in the stock of labor, per farm, occurred
in the region wherein mechanization was greatest. It
concluded that selective mechanization might be desirable
as one part of the farm development process, and that the
total effect on employment could be positive.

(9) The FIRA report also examined several indicators of physical
productivity. It found that the calving rate on the ranches
sampled had risen from 61% to 66% (the 1972 consultant's
sample had shown an increase from 65% to 66%; the OED study
had, after its sample and discussion with Mexican experts,
estimated an increase from 1968 to 1973 of 61% to 66%, the
same as FIRA). The appraisal models had predicted
increases in the weaning rates of from 57%-60% to 60%-65%.

(10) The data on stocking rates are confusing. It is clear
that a good deal of previously underutilized land was
brought into production. It is not clear whether the
total amount of land devoted to cattle expanded more or
less than did the size of cattle herds.

(11) The amount of milk produced per cow on dairy farms rose
about 30%.

(12) The FIRA report showed increases in the amount of cultivable
land on the farms sampled, and in the amount of land
actually cultivated, with the proportion of cultivable
land actually cultivated rising in two regions and falling
in the other. They also showed yield increases for a
number of major crops, including corn and sorghum.

(13) FIRA estimated the rate of return to investments by region
and by type of economic activity. The FIRA report estimated
rates of return by summing the average annual sales plus
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inventory changes over the period between the granting of
the loan and the sample, and dividing by the incremental
amount of capital invested since the loan. This is a
different methodological approach than that used by the
Bank to calculate internal rates of return. The estimated
rates of return ranged from 15% to 18% by region, and from
15% to 23% by activity (beef cattle, 15%; dairy cattle, 23%;
annual crops, 16%; and mixed activities, 20%).

D. Rates of Return

7.14 The information provided by the three evaluations to date is
mixed. It is clear that the first three Bank loans assisted in the capitali-
zation of a significant proportion (6%) of the commercial farms and ranches
in Mexico; we estimate that about 20,000 separate enterprises were granted
loans. The project's credit went largely to expand agricultural enterprises
through the purchase of cattle to stock lands previously underutilized;
lesser but still important amounts went for the purchase of machinery and
the construction of farm buildings, other installations, and irrigation
facilities. The rates of retyrn predicted in the third appraisal report
were higher than those which seem to be occurring, but the rates of return
are nonetheless satisfactory. The profitability of the investments appears
to have fallen between 13% and 20% on financial return, without adjustment
for inflation, and about 18% to 27% with adjustment for inflation. The
economic rate of return was slightly lower, about 12 percent to 20%. The
bulk of the investments were in cattle, which offered one of the lower
profitabilities. However, a considerable amount of land which could not be

utilized for other economic activities could be used for cattle. In some
cases it is expected that ranching will be a transitory activity, being
phased out over time and more intensive activities introduced as the land
becomes more developed.
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VIII. AGROINDUSTRIES

8.01 The livestock and agriculture credit program has provided funds

for subloans to agroindustries, as well as to farms and ranches, since its

initiation. During the first loan, 15% of the funds disbursed went to this

category. However, during the second project the proportion going to agro-

industries fell to 3% (as the second project disbursed more than twice as

many funds in approximately half the time period, the amount of funds dis-

bursed annually remained about the same). The Bank was concerned with the

relative decline in this category, as it considered that there was a need in

Mexico for development of the agroindustrial sector. Moreover, agroindustrial

loans were being financed through other credit programs. These other credit

programs were being promoted more aggressively, and enjoyed slightly better

terms than those which the Bank had agreed with the Bank of Mexico that FIRA

would offer. The Bank felt that agroindustrial lending should be coordinated

through FIRA and prevailed on the Government to alter the terms offered by

the competing credit programs so that they would not be more attractive than

FIRA's. The Bank then put considerable pressure on FIRA to increase its

capacity to evaluate agroindustry loans, both by improving the quality of

its in-house staff assigned to this activity and by increasing the utiliza-

tion of outside consultants. Although FIRA agreed, the improvements

requested were some time in coming. After considerable correspondence, a

number of FIRA staff were sent abroad to attend training courses, of

different type and duration, and additional staff positions began to be

created. The longer-run result seems now to have been quite satisfactory.

8.02 FIRA made 232 loans to 205 agroindustries during the first two

projects. During the third project it made 93 loans to agroindustries, some

of which were repeater loans. We do not have data on the number of new

industries, as opposed to loans, which were assisted. Project three ended

in February 1974 and FIRA has reported that it made a total of 211 loans to

agroindustries during 1974. It appears from the above data, therefore, that

FIRA made approximately 40 agroindustrial subloans per year through the
first three programs, but this rate accelerated in 1974 to about four times

this level. FIRA continued to lend actively in this category during the

fourth project. The fifth has only recently begun.

8.03 FIRA now has a technician in each of its regional offices trained

to evaluate agroindustry loans, in addition to a larger back-up staff in

its central office. The quality of these technicians has improved con-

siderably in recent years, although increased training in engineering,
economics, and marketing is still needed. The selection of industries is

a difficult task and we feel that considerable analytical work is yet to

be done on this issue in Mexico. FIRA's technicians are now charged with

the preparation of background studies on prospective industries, in which

they analyze both the economic and social need for such an industry in the

region, but more detailed and sophisticated evaluation is needed.
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8.04 The 1972 consultant, in his evaluation of the first and second
projects, took a sample of 54 enterprises, comprising 26% of the 205
enterprises assisted in these projects. The firms sampled covered 13 of
the 15 industrial groupings used by FIRA to categorize its agroindustrial
loans. The variation among the firms sampled is very great, in practically
every dimension. Some of the firms existed before the FIRA loan was
granted, others were initiated along with the loan. Some firms operated
on a profit basis, others were non-profit. Some serviced a large number
of agricultural producers, others bought from only 1 to 3 sellers. And so
forth. The information collected, however, do not permit judgements
regarding a number of the more important issues. For example, no informa-
tion was solicited regarding the impact of the creation or expansion of
these industries on the prices paid to producers for their output, although
the creation or improvement of regional markets was one of the principal
justifications for entering this area of lending. Nor was data obtained
regarding the impact of the investments on other industries in the region,
whether complementary or rival. Finally, given the shortness of the
period since the initial subloan, no information on the actual expected
rates of return of these industries could be calculated, nor are data now
available to permit this.

8.05 Despite these deficiencies, a number of interesting findings are
evident in the 1972 sample. One of the most striking results was the
discovery that 70% of the enterprise receiving subloans had not existed
prior to the granting of the subloan. It is clear that FIRA's efforts, and
credit, were important in the initiation of a number of new enterprises.
There is no data, however, to determine the principal justification of the
industry. In some cases new industries were established (or existing
industries expanded) to process existing supplies of raw materials. In
other cases they stimulated the regional production of products which
previously had not had a market. In yet other cases, existing industries
were too small, or utilized inefficient technology, or exercised monopsony
power over the producers. The Bank has urged FIRA to consider factors such
as these in taking decisions regarding the granting of subloans, but we
believe that adequate information has not been collected, and that an
adequate methodology for so doing has not yet been developed in FIRA.

8.06 The average annual sales of the 40 firms in the 1972 sample for
which data were available on this item was US$1.25 million. The average
number of agricultural producers who sold their output to the 16 firms
which reported such data was 130 per firm, on average, but with a standard
deviation of 211. The average increase, per firm, in the number of pro-
ducers served in the post-loan situation was 107%. The workers employed per
firm averaged 17 pre-development (standard deviation 26) and 26 post-
development (standard deviation 38). The incremental investment per new
job created was US$26,000 for the pre-existing firms and US$6,000 for the
new firms. The data suggest sufficient variation between the number of
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producers served by different industries, and the amount of incremental
employment generated per peso invested, that these criteria also might
be incorporated into the pre-loan analysis of proposed investments.

8.07 No evaluation of agroindustrial loans has been made for the
third project as yet. Although the OED audit mission visited a number of
agroindustries which had been financed, and discussed the program with
members of FIRA's staff, managers of the agroindustries, and with producers
who sold to these industries, OED has no detailed, systematic data on hand
to allow a comprehensive evaluation. This is a complex issue and we
believe, given its economic importance in Mexico and the quantity of funds
allocated, that additional study would be useful.
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IX. OTHER ISSUES

A. Institutional Development

9.01 The third Mexican livestock and agricultural credit loan continued
lending to commercial producers along lines closely similar to those begun
in the first two projects. Lending was expanded only slightly in terms of
the amount of funds and the number of borrowers expected to be assisted,
but considerable emphasis was placed on making credit available in new
geographic regions, and on improving FIRA's organizational structure.

9.02 First, to increase the effectiveness not only of farm technical
services, but also of lending and promotional activities, FIRA agreed to
establish at least five more regional offices similar to the regional
office established in Villahermosa, Tabasco during the second project in
keeping with the regional subproject on livestock development which was
then initiated. These additional regional offices were to be staffed with
senior technicians capable of supervising the evaluation of on-farm
investment plans in their region without remanding these to the central
office. It was expected that this decentralization would allow FIRA's
staff to become more intimately familiar with the characteristics of the
regions in which it was working, and ultimately to initiate a number of
studies of specific development projects within these regions. These
regional offices were to be established within six months of loan effective-
ness. FIRA also promised to develop a separate project evaluation manual
for each of the regional offices to assist the evaluation of on-farm
investments.

9.03 FIRA complied with this agreement. By late 1976 it had 7 regional
offices, 36 state offices (subordinate to the regional offices), and 79
agencies (subordinate to the state agencies). Its field staff work out of
these offices, assisted by the central office in the Federal District. In
addition to decentralizing the physical location of its offices and staff,
FIRA has increasingly decentralized its operational procedures, allowing its
field technicians to approve on-farm development loans of larger amounts,
and delegating this same authority to FIRA-trained or approved technicians
working for the private and official banks. The Bank has continued to
encourage FIRA to give its regional and local offices greater authority,
and to upgrade its staff to exercise this. Good success has been achieved.-'

1/ Many of FIRA's technical staff are young, having completed their
academic training within the last five years. Few have yet become
highly specialized. As a rule, they appear inielligent, responsible,
and motivated, but they require experience and many will benefit from
additional formal education. Large strides have been made in upgrading
FIRA's staff during the last 10 years, and this work should be continued.
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9.04 Second, being concerned with the relative slowdown in lending to
the agroindustrial sector during the second project, which the Bank attri-
buted largely to the technical weakness of FIRA's staff in this area, the
Bank required that FIRA employ, in consultation with the Bank, an experienced
agroindustry expert. This expert was to monitor agroindustry investments
made under the first two projects as well as oversee the evaluation of
prospective new investments. FIRA made efforts to employ an agroindustry
specialist, but without success. It finally requested that, in lieu of
employing such a specialist, it be permitted to send one of its existing
agroindustry technicians for further training outside of Mexico. It felt
it would be impossible to hire a competent agroindustrial expert from
private industry, given that its own salary scale at this level was not
competitive. The Bank agreed. Despite continuous pressure from the Bank,
however, FIRA was still negotiating with Harvard Business School in late
1973 about the possibility of having one of FIRA's staff members accepted
there for training. At that time, the Bank agreed that FIRA would employ a
Bank-approved consultant for a six months period to assist in the evaluation
of agroindustry credit proposals. Since that time, however, FIRA has sent
three of its technicians abroad for graduate work relating to the agro-
industry area, upgraded other of its technicians in this field, and its
lending has picked up noticeably.

9.05 Third, as mentioned earlier, the Bank insisted that FIRA contract
a consultant to assist it in conducting a statistical analysis of the on-
farm impact of the lending under the first two projects and also in estab-
lishing a permanent monitoring system of program borrowers. The Bank had
already encouraged FIRA to undertake an evaluation of project impact, but
FIRA's efforts had not resulted in a satisfactory report. It seems wise to
us that the Bank included this condition. The Mexican livestock and agri-
culture credit program was very large, in terms of borrowers and funds
disbursed, and diverse in terms of the regions and activities which it
covered. Neither the Bank nor FIRA had sufficient information to determine
whether the project was in fact achieving its aims in terms of production
increases, or how it might be altered to become more effective. FIRA
agreed, under pressure from the Bank, but was not eager to devote the funds
and staff necessary to this undertaking which it appears to have felt
esoteric and perhaps impossible to implement. It also seems important to
us that the Bank chose to have FIRA conduct the evaluation itself, rather
than directing the Bank's own staff members to assist FIRA in this task.
On the one hand, the decision reflected the fact that the Bank did not have
staff freely available for such a long assignment. On the other hand, the
Bank hoped that a consultant would be able to work more closely with FIRA
in instituting the monitoring system which was to come later. Bank staff
assisted in the effort at various times.

9.06 After its initial hesitation, FIRA has become more enthusiastic
regarding the monitoring system, largely because, through the monitoring
system, FIRA expects to have more demonstrable proof of the fruits of its
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efforts. The monitoring system is expected to show the impact of various
agricultural policies on the income and welfare of producers throughout the
country, and accordingly, would offer FIRA an opportunity to speak more
forcefully on policy issues within the agricultural sector. There is, to
our knowledge, no other Government agency working on the same type of
information collecting system. Although an argument could be made that
this effort would be better situated in a different agency, such as the
Secretary of Agriculture and Livestock, we believe that the monitoring
system is most likely to work at FIRA.

9.07 The establishment of a monitoring system in Mexico has been and
probably will continue to be quite difficult. Few producers in Mexico,
even at the commercial level, maintain a system of farm records and few
have been willing and able, without continuing intensive technical
assistance, to implement such a system even once it had been designed and
carefully explained. FIRA is now attempting to monitor the development of
a much larger sample of producers than that covered for the third project,
and to obtain more detailed data from them. We understand that this effort
encountered severe early difficulties in convincing producers to record the
detail regarding current transactions which was requested. Accordingly,
data often had to be provided by estimation, or from memory, with direct
intervention by FIRA technicians who have called on the producer regularly
to collect the transaction records. The 1972 consultant, who is continuing
to assist FIRA in this area, believes that the monitoring system is over-
coming these problems and he is optimistic about the outcome.

9.08 Given the difficulties inherent in the establishment of a monitoring
system, and the importance of livestock and agricultural credit in many
countries to which the Bank lends, it might be wise for the Bank to establish
a group which could more systematically work with the lending agencies to
implement the monitoring systems desired. Further, if the monitoring system
is to be a success, the information which it produces must be returned to
the producer in a form which is intelligible and useful in managing the farm
enterprise, and the information must be placed within the macrocontext of
Mexican agriculture so that Government understands how different policies
are affecting the profitability of investments, and thereby the demand for
credit, new technologies and new management techniques. FIRA has not yet
developed a system to return the farm records to the producers, in a format
permitting analysis of operations, nor has it encouraged producers to meet
to discuss their progress with technicians. Were this to be done, additional
producers might find it worthwhile to maintain farm records and to partici-
pate in the monitoring system. However, additional staff time, and more
intensive staff time, would be required with the producers involved, and
such efforts would be costly for FIRA. FIRA also has devoted relatively
little effort to analyzing the policy implications of its monitoring system,
either in terms of how its own operations ought to be changed to obtain
greater efficiency and productivity, or how national policies ought to be
changed to make credit and technical assistance more effective. The
monitoring system has been perceived as a means to demonstrate the benefits
of FIRA's lending rather than an analytical instrument to help improve policy.
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9.09 FIRA has continued to upgrade its planning division. Subloans
have been computerized and much basic data are easily accessible. The
control of operations is apparently tight, and projections are made for
future credit demand. This division has also assumed much of the burden
of preparing the background information which is incorporated into Bank
appraisal reports. The division was originally responsible for carrying
out the project impact evaluations, and for establishing the monitoring
system. The latter responsibility was shifted to an independent division
in 1975.

9.10 Most of FIRA's staff are well qualified in terms of formal
training, at the university level, but few staff have received specialized
training. A number of students have been sent for additional education, but
most do not appear yet to have returned to work for FIRA. In 1974, for
example, FIRA had three students studying toward the doctorate in tropical
fruit production, planning and economic development, and in pasture manage-
ment, and nine students studying toward the master's degree in animal
sciences, agriculture extension (2), administration of agroindustries,
agricultural economics (2), food technology, temperate fruit production, and
animal nutrition. The doctoral students and three of the master's students
were studying abroad. FIRA also has developed special courses taken by its
own technicians to upgrade their skills. The courses offered are quite
extensive. And all new technicians receive six months of instruction at
the time of their employment. Nonetheless, as shown in table a24, the number
of employees with post-graduate degrees actually declined from 1970 to 1974.
In 1974, FIRA employed no doctorates on its staff, and only 21 individuals
with masters degrees, out of a total technical staff of 604. Given the
specialized technical decisions which FIRA is required to take, we believe
it strongly needs additional skilled staff.

9.11 Towards the end of the third project, in late 1973, FIRA's third
trust fund, FEGA, was established to provide partial guarantees for subloans
made by private banks to low income producers; to provide subsidies for
technical assistance given to low income producers by FIRA technicians and
by technicians of the participating banks, both public and private; and to
intensify FIRA's efforts in organizing low income producers and providing
them training. This effort marked a substantial expansion of FIRA's
institutional system. This expansion was fundamentally oriented at giving
assistance to low income producers, which the Bank supported in the fourth
livestock and agriculture credit loan, and we shall say no more about it
in this report.

B. Technical Assistance

9.12 When FIRA was established, its first trust fund, the FONDO, was
designed as a rediscount agency which would improve the financial incentives
to private banks for lending development credits to the agricultural sector.
It might have been expected that a rediscount agency would have little direct
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contact with the final borrower, as this contact would instead take place
between the borrower and the commercial bank. However, FIRA had substan-
tial direct contact with the final borrowers from its initiation. Extension
services in Mexico have traditionally been very weak. They have been con-
centrated in irrigated areas of commercial farming, to the neglect of
temperate and tropical areas, on the one hand, and of smaller producers, on
the other hand, but they were badly inadequate in almost all areas.
Different federal and state agencies have been jointly responsible for
providing technical assistance, but a low level of priority has led to a
severe lack of funding, low salaries, poorly trained, insufficient, and
underequipped staff, and an inability to service the vast majority of
Mexican producers.

9.13 Due to lack of qualified technical staff among the participating
banks, both private and public, and the lack of a functioning national
extension service, FIRA was forced to develop its own field staff to
evaluate individual farm and ranch development plans. It was also hoped by
the Bank that this staff would provide borrowers with continuing technical
assistance to improve managerial practices and reap added benefits of the
on-farm investments being made. In fact, while FIRA seems to have done an
excellent job of evaluating applications for on-farm loans, it has not been
able to fill the need among producers for help in resolving the regular
technical and managerial problems associated with the modernization of the
livestock and agriculture sector. This is not to say that FIRA has been
insensitive or unaware of these problems, or that it has done less than
other agencies in this respect. To the contrary. There simply are insuf-
ficient resources to the task.

9.14 It is important to separate the discussion of technical assistance
into two periods and into two programs. For example, FIRA provided less
continuing technical assistance of the post-loan type during the first three
loans than it has during the last two Bank loans. The change is due to the
fact that such technical assistance was deemed less essential to determining
the absolute success or failure in the case of loans made to commercial
producers than in the case of loans made to low-income producers. In the
former case it appears that additional technical assistance might have
increased the productivity of investments made, but these investments already
exceeded the market rate of interest in profitability. In the latter case,
without intensive technical assistance, first to organize producers in
operating groups and second to advise them with regard to operating problems,
the loans would not have been made and, once made, would probably have
failed. This judgement may be too harsh for some subloans, but we believe
it is accurate in most cases. The technical assistance provided by FIRA
has begun to change significantly during the last two and one-half years
in response to the increased volume of lending to low income producers, and
by the emphasis which President Echeverria's administration placed on
increased technical assistance to the agricultural sector. FIRA is now
providing more, and more intensive, technical assistance to low income
producers than it has provided to commercial producers.
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9.15 Another important factor is that FIRA substantially improved and
expanded its staff and organization system during the last 10 years and now
has the capability to provide more technical assistance than it did before.
FIRA is always under pressure, however, in allocating resources, to decide
between making additional loans and using the same personnel for providing
additional technical assistance. The pressures for increased lending have
usually been greater.

9.16 During the first three projects, the technical assistance efforts
of FIRA were focused on the promotion of credit programs rather than new
technologies or managerial improvement. This is evident in the breakdown
of project lending, where most funds went for the purchase of livestock.
FIRA's technicians spent much of their time informing producers about the
availability and terms of credit, a lesser amount of time discussing the
types of modernization which they could achieve with investments supported
by project subloans, and a considerable effort in evaluating farm and ranch
development plans. All of these tasks have been very important. Mexican
livestock and agricultural producers were frequently not aware that this
type of credit was available (although among commercial producers it
appears that many project borrowers did have alternative sources of credit),
and also needed assistance in preparing a development program which would be
technically and financially sound.

9.17 FIRA staff usually made one to two visits to the farm or ranch of
a commercial producer to discuss with him the possible investments which
appeared to make the most economic sense given his current operations and
interests. If an investment program appeared feasible, a loan application
was prepared, including a general layout of the investments,a time-table
for implementation, and financial projections for costs and sales. FIRA
then directed the producer to one or more banks which it believed might be
interested in lending for the project (assuming that the producer was not
already in contact with a participating bank) and, after approval by all
parties, the FIRA technician usually returned once to visit the farm or
ranch to see that the funds borrowed were used as designated, that the
installations had been made correctly, and that they were being utilized
correctly. If the project was not in order, an effort was made to explain
to the producer what he was doing wrong, and its consequences, and to get
him to alter his practices. Rarely, however, was there time to return to a
ranch more than once a year, and sometimes only once after the loan was made.
Producers could obtain additional assistance by taking a repeater loan,
bringing themselves in contact with FIRA staff again. However, some farmers
have learned that they can obtain assistance simply by requesting information
from a FIRA technician. FIRA technicians do not have time to schedule regular
visits with all borrowers, but it is our impression that they are willing to
assist borrowers who ask for help in resolving specific issues. The initia-
tive must come from the producer.

9.18 It is readily apparent from comparing the number of technical
field staff with the number of loans approved (and noting that one or two
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days of visits, plus several days of paperwork, are required for each
loan) that FIRA's staff is not physically able to visit each new borrower
repeatedly, let alone maintain a close relationship with most borrowers
from previous years. During the third project, for example, FIRA had
approximately 450 technicians, 400 of whom worked in the field (some worked
in administrative positions in the central office). It made, in 1973, about
6,000 development subloans to commercial producers, assisted by Bank funds.
Assuming that 400 technicians made 6,000 subloans, each staff technician
would have been responsible for 15 new development loans. If the term of
the loans averages six years, a technician would have 90 loans to supervise
at any point in time. Assuming that he spends a total of five working days
on each new loan, he would have less than two days a year to spend on each
of the additional loans. Other activities associated with the general
promotion of credit, his own training, organizational work within FIRA, Bank
missions, etc., also require his time. Moreover, FIRA is responsible for
other loans and programs in addition to those of the Bank's, so its tech-
nicians are not fully dedicated to the program for commercial producers.
As shown in tables a23 and a25, FIRA's loans went to a total of 46,636
borrowers in 1973. Some of these borrowers took joint loans (we do not
have data on the number of separate loans) and some of the loans were
short term, thereby requiring less attention from FIRA's technicians than
do the longer term development loans. Regardless, the number of new loans
made each year, per technician, is very high, and it is rising.

9.19 There is a need for significantly expanded and more intensive
technical assistance in Mexico. FIRA has introduced a number of innovations
quite important to this effort. FIRA has encouraged the participating banks
to form their own technical staffs to undertake the promotion of agricultural
loans, to prepare loan development plans, and to provide continuing technical
assistance afterwards. FIRA has trained the participating bank technicians
in its methodology approach to ensure that the work is done as FIRA wants
it done, but such training has focused on project evaluation (ex ante), not
continuing technical assistance after the loan. Further, unless a subsidy
is received, the amount of total staff time which a banking institution is
willing to invest will be limited by the amount required to ensure that
the borrower obtains a satisfactory return and, more importantly, is able
to repay. The participating bank has no strong incentive to help the pro-
ducer adopt new technologies and further increase his own profits if, in
doing so, the participating bank merely occupies its own scarce resources
and thereby makes fewer loans and lower profits. Official banks can follow
a policy of providing additional assistance if the Government is willing to
cover the deficit on operations which must result.

9.20 If loan evaluations were taken over by the participating banks,
FIRA expects that its own technicians would be freer to provide more
specialized technical assistance, both to help borrowers directly and to
provide backup assistance to participating bank technicians. However, when
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FIRA announced a policy change in 1975 that it would cease to evaluate loans

larger than M$250,000 pesos, leaving them to the responsibility of the

participating banks, discounting with FIRA by the private banks fell rather
sharply in some areas until FIRA decided to initiate the evaluation of sub-

loans by its own staff again. This indicates, we fear, that the private
banks have not yet found lending in the agricultural sector sufficiently
attractive to make it self-sustaining on the existing terms.

9.21 Fortunately, as part of the increased emphasis being put on the

expansion of the agricultural sector during the last three or four years by

the Government, the organized extension services provided by the Secretary
of Agriculture and Livestock (SAG), the Secretary of Hydraulic Resources
(SRH), the state governments, and public agricultural banks have all

expanded considerably. SAG staff alone rose from 367 extensionists in 1970

to 3,227 in 1975, and efforts have been made to improve the training,
organization, and mobility of these staff. The public agricultural banks

increased the technicians they employed to about 1,800 in 1975. Thus, FIRA's
staff, while growing in numbers, is shrinking as a proportion of total agri-
cultural technicians. However, even if allowance is made for farmers who
are not likely to be potential candidates for extension assistance, there is
need to greatly expand the scope and the quality of extension services in
Mexico - by all the agencies involved. FIRA appears to us to offer a
higher level of training and organization than these other agencies have yet

achieved.

9.22 FIRA has also developed a number of centers for applied agricultural
research and for the demonstration of proven techniques to producers.
Mexico's research system for crops, and especially for livestock, remains
weak. An effort has been initiated by the government in the last three
years to strengthen the research system. However, FIRA, motivated by fre-
quent encouragement from Bank staff, recognized the high payoff to relatively
simple applied research some years ago and has for a number of years sought
to establish centers which, operated as actual production units with
installations identical to those proposed for normal producers, and
utilizing the same amount and type of labor available to the latter, can
serve as combination research-demonstration centers. Most producers in
Mexico are not accustomed to seek out information regarding production
problems, nor to accept information which comes to them through the abstract
written or spoken word. Visual demonstrations of new installations or

managerial techniques can be comprehended more quickly, and are more con-
vincing. Many producers can visit the demonstration farms in a relatively

short time, and are sometimes given specific courses, and they can return
to observe and ask questions later if problems in their own farms arise.
FIRA has concentrated its efforts on beef and dairy production, the area in
which the majority of its own lending has been placed, and an area in which
Mexico's research and extension system has been particularly weak. The
successes achieved in the dairy cattle area are judged by Bank staff to be
particularly notable. Thus, FIRA, a rediscount agency, has moved into tech-
nical assistance, research, demonstration and farmer training, attempting to
provide components which are needed to make lending viable, and which have

generally been lacking in Mexico.
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9.23 The linking of credit and technical assistance through FIRA was
an innovative move necessary to encourage the development of Mexican live-
stock and agriculture. However, FIRA is not able to provide technical
assistance to all producers, nor is it likely to want to do so. The role
currently played by FIRA may change with time, and a number of its functions
related to technical assistance, research and demonstrations may some day be
taken over by other institutions. At the moment other institutions do not
seem to have the institutional structure and directions which this would
require. We see no reason, accordingly, to discourage FIRA in these
endeavors. However, the Bank must be increasingly aware that a dynamic
agricultural sector will require much more research and technical assistance
than FIRA can provide, and an increased emphasis on these needs in future
Bank projects, and on building the bases to fill these needs, may be desirable.

C. Basic Research

9.24 Despite the international reputation for the successful breeding
of hybrid maize and wheat strains, the contribution of agricultural research
in Mexico has been deficient. It has concentrated on the needs of commercial
farmers in irrigated areas and has neglected both the area of rainfed cul-
tivation, in which the bulk of Mexican farmers live, and the problems of
those relatively unexploited tropical areas whose development will be
essential for future growth. The livestock and agricultural research system
has traditionally received insufficient funds to mount a large scale program,
both in terms of staff, equipment, and investigation, and its research,
when complete, has not been sufficiently tied to extension so as to achieve
rapid diffusion. The resources allocated to livestock and agricultural
research have been increased since 1972, permitting an increase in staff and
an improvement in its quality. There is further need to strengthen the
research effort, integrate individual research findings into technological
packages which can be utilized by producers, and increase the interaction
with the extension service. The research system for agriculture is stronger
than that for livestock.

9.25 The Bank has not been as active in its lending support to agri-
cultural research as in other areas, although the Bank has continued to
point out that the agricultural and livestock research systems are defi-
cient. Bank staff feel that the Government has been lukewarm to sugges-
tions for an agricultural services project which would provide assistance
for such needs. However, we believe that the Bank might further examine
the amount of direct support and encouragement which it could give to com-
plement the Mexican livestock and agriculture credit project. Additional
research findings may be necessary component if the project is to have the
impact which the Bank has expected. An improvement in the specificity of
the technological packages available would make technical assistance more
beneficial, but we are pointing here more toward an investment in basic
research. The latter is unlikely to have an immediate impact, but when a
project is expected to continue for a decade or more, a longer term view
probably should ensure that new technologies will be available.
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D. Substitution

9.26 The Bank is concerned with the issue of substitution, i.e., the
degree to which lending supported by the Bank substituted for funds from
different sources which would otherwise have gone to the same producers,
with only marginally different results. The Bank is concerned with substi-
tution because it wishes to know whether its lending programs are in fact
having an impact which is measurable through the physical development
specifically linked to such loans. If project loans merely substitute for
other credits which would have been forthcoming, such a linkage is not
possible. The Bank would have to determine instead where, within the
financial and economic systems, the additional funds provided by Bank
assistance are being utilized.

9.27 The evidence on substitution within the context of the Bank-
supported agricultural subloans in Mexico is incomplete, but a number of
pieces of information suggest that substitution has been substantial,
particularly in the early stages of the program when subloans went over-
whelmingly to commercial producers who already had at least some access to
institutionalized credit.

9.28 OED, in its study of the Bank's agricultural credit program in
Mexico, determined through questionnaires that the 243 borrowers in its
sample, before borrowing project funds: (1) had had access to credit and/or
had had available own funds for investments, (2) continued to borrow or
utilize funds from these alternative sources despite their project
borrowings, and (3) expected to continue borrowing from other sources. OED
estimated that as much as 40% of the funds lent by FIRA represented
substitution of other funds.

9.29 We believe this judgement is likely to be accurate, although several
aspects of the substitution issue remain to be discussed. First, as credit
from the Bank's livestock and agriculture credit program first became
available, e.g., projects one and two, it flowed to those producers who had
the best opportunities for investment, many of whom were already utilizers
of credit. Because FIRA was still lending to a small proportion of the
commercial producers during the third project (4-7%), it is almost certain
that some substitution was going on.I' Unfortunately, we have almost no

1/ There are about 3 million individuals classified as farmers and ranchers
in Mexico, of which .3 million are commercial producers. By the beginning
of the third loan, FIRA had made 17,000 development subloans to commercial
producers within the Bank-supported credit program. Assuming that one-
third of these were repeater loans, approximately 12,000 commercial pro-
ducers would have been assisted at this time. The cumulative number of
project subloans had risen to about 29,000 commercial producers by the end
of the third loan, or perhaps 20,000 individual producers. As of 1973,
FIRA was making about 6,000 development subloans annually to commercial
producers by which it would have been adding about 4,000 commercial
farmers to its system each year.
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information on where the funds for which substitution may have occurred
ended up within the financial and economic system. However, as FIRA's
lending increases in magnitude, it is increasingly likely to lend to
producers who have not previously been recipients of commercial credit.

9.30 Second, the poorer are the borrowers, the less likely that they
previously had access to credit. In the fourth program, FIRA's lending
expanded to include increasing numbers of low income producers. We feel
that substitution by these producers must have been considerably lower,
although we have no data by which to calculate the specific amount remaining.
Because roughly half the funds included in the fourth and fifth loans are
still directed to commercial producers, the issue of substitution nonetheless
remains important.

9.31 Third, as FIRA has matured, it also has ventured into new geographic
areas, and begun, in a number of cases, new agricultural activities. In
encouraging new agricultural activities, there is much less reason to expect
substitution. The activities were not traditional, and past sources of
finance may not have been feasible for the new activities. Similarly, where
regions have been literally opened up during the last 10 years, as is the
case with cattle development in much of southeastern Mexico, the available
credit was smaller before FIRA's arrival.

E. Loan Arrears

9.32 FIRA has collected all rediscounts granted to the participating
banks at maturity. Thus, it has no problem of arrears. The overdue
subloans of private participating banks were reported in 1974 as being about
5.5%, with 4% overdue more than six months. The respective figures for the
Banco Agropecuario, the only public bank participating in the third project,
were 7.2% and 4.1%.

F. Procurement

9.33 All procurement by individual sub-borrowers was expected to take
place through normal commercial channels in Mexico. The small size of
individual purchases and contracts, the great variety of goods to be
procured, the phasing of loans to sub-borrowers and their investments, and
the need for standardization, especially in the expansion of agroindustries,
was felt to render the bulking of procurement and international tendering
impractical. The Bank felt that there was, within Mexico, an adequate
selection among local and international suppliers of machinery, equipment
and tractors. Import permits were not granted for machinery, tractors,
and equipment of the sizes and types manufactured in Mexico, but assurance

from the government was obtained that, where not locally manufactured,
import permits would be promptly granted upon recommendation from FIRA.

Breeding stock, mostly female dairy cattle, were to be imported by individual

farmers through normal commercial channels. FIRA agreed to encourage sub-

borrowers to obtain quotations from at least three sources of supply, but it

was expected that most purchases would be from the US or Canada. In
general, the system adopted seems to have worked well.
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X. BANK PERFORMANCE

10.01 The appraisal mission for the third project concentrated its
efforts on several issues concerning FIRA's institutional growth and on
the preparation of a series of on-farm investment models. The analysis of
developments in Mexico's livestock and agricultural sectors, and how these
affected the proposed project, is rather superficial, at least insofar as
covered in the loan documents. Although substantial work was being done
by the Bank with the Government on Mexican sector analysis in the 1960s,
little of this comes through in the project documents. Given the amount
of funds devoted to the livestock and agriculture credit program, and the
fact that the agricultural sector had been stagnating - with serious con-
sequences for the Mexican economy - for five years at the time of the
appraisal mission, it seems surprising that more emphasis was not placed on
these issues.

10.02 In preparing the appraisal report for the third loan, the appraisal
mission, with considerable assistance from FIRA staff, constructed a series
of models to demonstrate the types of investment which were expected on farms
and ranches as a result of the receipt of project subloans, and to show the
physical, financial and economic impact of such investments. It was
expected that on-farm investments would be accompanied by certain managerial
improvements, brought about when necessary by technical assistance to the
producer. Given the great diversity of the regions and types of farms and
ranches to which subloans were expected, a large number of detailed models
were prepared. In this respect, the third appraisal report provides
substantially more information than any of the other project appraisal 1/
reports. Indeed, few of the Bank's appraisal reports contain such detail.-

10.03 Estimates, for each of six different regions, were prepared for
the total investments expected in beef cattle, dairy cattle, pigs, poultry,
annual crops and perennial crops. Following these estimates, which summed
to the total on-farm investments expected in the project, models were
developed to yield physical and financial projections: 11 models for live-
stock farming and ranching (4 beef cattle ranch models for 4 different
regions, 3 dairy cattle farms for 3 different regions, 2 pig farms for 2
different regions, and 1 egg and 1 broiler farm); 14 models for crop
farming (7 models for annual crops in 6 different regions and 7 models for
perennial crops in 6 different regions); and finally 14 distinct models for
the principal types of agroindustries to which FIRA expected to lend.

1/ This appraisal report's large set of models has been subjected to both
approval and criticism within the Bank. The criticism, some from
persons who had been engaged in the appraisal exercise, has alleged that
the number of models was excessive.
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10.04 The rate of return for each of the enterprise subcomponents (e.g.,
livestock, annual crops, etc.) was constructed as a weighted average of the
rate of return expected in different regions for that enterprise. The
rates of return by enterprises were then weighted and summed to obtain a

weighted average rate of return for the project as a whole. In this sense,
the appraisal report provided precisely the information which has been

sought by Bank management. As it has turned out, however, the most

important use of the models was not to provide an indication of the rates

of return, but to give a framework of reference for lending activities to

FIRA's technicians. The models were constructed at a time when FIRA was

expanding its staff and moving into new geographical areas. Many of its

staff were just learning the techniques of project evaluation. These

investment plans served as the basis for the project evaluation manuals
which FIRA agreed to produce to guide investment planning in the seven
regional offices being created during the third project. It was important

to be able to show the types of investment, the final constellation of
assets after farm development, and the approximate impact expected from the

investments, all varying across regions.

10.05 Unfortunately, the replications of these models, which were

generated in support of each of the subloans, have not been distributed to

borrowers. It is doubtful that many of the borrowers would fully under-
stand the projections, but we believe that such information, accompanied by

an explanation of the methodology and implications by a FIRA or participating

bank technician, would assist the producer in monitoring the impact of his

investments, and seeing beforehand the financial implications of achieving

better or worse results than those which are predicted, particularly as

determined by changes in management practices. The model might also stimulate

the producer to maintain a set of farm records as a means to monitor his

enterprise's progress.

10.06 Bank and FIRA staff feel that the development of the project

models has served as a useful instrument both in stimulating the gathering

and refinement of relevant projection data and in providing useful examples

of model construction for FIRA staff. And indeed, some models were developed

by FIRA which were not formally included in the third appraisal report. It

remains less clear whether the appraisal report models, as originally

generated, were genuinely useful for estimating the rates of return different

investments were expected to achieve, or for identifying and influencing

the types of investments actually made. If not, a more efficient method of

training FIRA's staff in project evaluation might have been devised.

10.07 The supervision missions filed brief reports on the third project.

The focus again was on FIRA's institutional developments, especially the

hiring of the consultant to undertake the impact study and establish the

pilot monitoring system, and on the hiring of the agroindustry expert. It

appeared early in the commitment period that the loan would be fully dis-
bursed well before the closing date which had been established, and credit
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disbursements were never a major source of concern. The reports did not
try to place the project within its larger financial context, however, to
examine the trend of overall credit to agriculture, of that provided by
FIRA, of the proportional contribution of private banks, or even of the
contribution of the Bank to FIRA's operations. All were declining.

10.08 The Bank put much of its emphasis during this period on the design
of the fourth loan, which followed two years behind the third. The fourth
loan introduced a separate component for lending to low income producers.
However, more attention to the impact of on-farm lending during the third
project - to changes in productivity, technical assistance, the adoption of
new technologies, and to agricultural research - would have been of great
use in the fourth project as well. Eighty percent of the fourth project
went to commercial producers.

10.09 The supervision missions also did not comment on the macrocontext.
As the supervision missions did not raise issues in that context, the Country
Programs Department did not focus on these insofar as they relate to project
activities. Together this resulted in less informational transfer than we
believe was needed, and a general dearth of information and analysis at the
macro level in direct support of project progress.

10.10 Given the size and complexity of the Mexican livestock and agri-
culture program, we believe that the number of staff hours devoted to it
were too few. Because of other commitments, divisional and departmental
management within the Bank felt unable to allocate more staff to the project.

10.11 In September 1971, the Bank was requested by the Bank of Mexico,
with agreement by FIRA, to consider the inclusion of the Banco Ejidal and
the Banco Agricola in the list of institutions through which Bank funds for
agricultural credit could be channeled. The request thus arrived after the
third loan had been signed, at the moment in which it became effective. It
was not clear at the time whether the Government of Mexico wished to bring
about substantial institutional change in these two banks, which tradi-
tionally had been considered important political instruments of the Govern-
ment and had been weak in terms of technical staffing, lending and collec-
tions. The Bank felt that the two banks might be appropriate channels for
lending to smaller producers, assuming that they could be upgraded as
technical institutions. Rather than amend the third loan, already in
operation and lacking a specific component for low income producers, the
Bank decided it would be more appropriate to postpone the participation of
the Banco Ejidal and the Banco Agricola until the fourth project, requiring
during the interim that the two banks bring about substantial changes in
their institutional and operating structures. The Government agreed and
a number of important reforms were begun. These banks did then partici-
pate in the fourth credit project.
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APPENDIX

Tables





Table al

FORECAST AND ACTUAL BREAKDOWN OF PROJECT SUBLOANS, BY ENTERPRISE TYPE

Forecast Actual

Amount Percent Amount Percent
Number Percent Amount of of Number Percent of of
of Loans of Loans of In- Funds Funds of Loans of Loans Funds Funds

vestment Loaned Loaned Loaned Loaned

Enterprise

Livestock 6,400 58 1,375 1,168 55 6,851 56 1,218 58

beef cattle 5,300 48 880 748 35 4,679 38 834 40
dairy 650 6 289 245 12 1,375 11 253 12
pig 400 4 151 128 6
poultry 50 - 55 47 2 797

Annual Crops 3,500 32 600 594 28 3,815 31 511 24 a

Perennial Crops 1,000 9 194 194 9 1,081 9 175 8

Agroindustries 60 1 148 118 6 93 1 143 7

Rural Works - - 60 51 2 - 0

Diversified - - - - - 486 4 54 31/

Total 10,960 100 2,237 2,115 100 12,326 100 2,115 100

l/ FIRA classifies loans as "diversified" when several investment activities are mixed; 68% of the investments in
this category went for breeding stock. See tables a2 and a5.

Source: FIRA



Table a2

ANALYSIS OF INVESTMENT ITEMS FINANCED

(M$ millions)

Constr. & Breedi g Machinery

Land Irrigation Agric. Mach. Installations Stock-: & Equip. Total

Livestock 38.9 70.2 99.3 184.3 823.6 1.9 1,218.3

Annual Crops 20.3 58.0 194.8 36.9 193.2 7.3 510.6

Perennial Crops 3.1 22.3 28.1 19.6 101.5 .2 174.6

Agro-Industries 0 .1 2.2 3.7 9.1 127.4 142.6

Diversified .6 4.0 8.4 7.6 47.1 1.3 69.0

Total 62.9 154.6 332.8 252.1 1,174.5 138.1 2,115.1

1/ The category reported for breeding stock in tables a2, a3-a6, and a8-al4 includes the purchase of both beef

and dairy cattle (approximately 75% of this subtotal), plus hog and poultry breeding stock, and certain

pasture seed and plant stock. We do not have precise breakdowns within this category.

Source: FIRA
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Table a3

PERCENT OF TOTAL AMOUNT LOANED BY TYPE OF ENTERPRISE

Livestock 58

Annual Crops 25

Permanent Crops 8

Agroindustries 7

Other 3

100

Source: FIRA.

Table a4

PERCENT OF TOTAL AMOUNT LOANED BY END USE

Land Development 3

Breeding Stock Purchases 56

Agricultural Machinery 16

Buildings 12

Irrigation Works 7

Industrial Machinery 6

100

Source: FIRA



Table a5

PERCENT OF AMOUNT LOANED FOR END USE BY TYPE OF ENTERPRISE

Land Breeding Agricultural Irrigation Industrial

Development Stock Machinery Buildings Works Machinery

End Use

Livestock 61 70 29 73 45

Annual Crops 33 17 60 15 38 5

Permanent Crops 5 8 8 8 15 -

Agroindustries - 1 1 - 93

Other 1 4 2 3 2 1

100 100 100 100 100 100



Table a6

PERCENT OF TOTAL AMOUNT LOANED FOR DIFFERENT ENTERPRISES BY END USE

Annual Permanent Agro-
Livestock Crops Crops Industries Other

Enterprise

Land Development 3 4 2 -

Breeding Stock 68 38 58 6 68

Agricultural Machinery 8 39 16 1 13

Buildings 15 7 11 3 11

Irrigation Works 6 11 13 - 6

Industrial Machinery - 1- 90 1

100 100 100 100 100



Table a7

DATA ON THE SIZE OF PROJECT SUBLOANS

Size Categories Size Distribution of Project Subloans Average Loan Size by Category

Number Percent Amount Percent of

of of Loaned Amount
M$ US$ Equiv. Loans Loans (M$ mill.) Loaned (M$) (US$ Equiv.)

Less than 250,000 less than 20,000 9,974 81 818 49 82,000 6,600

250,001-500,000 20,001-40,000 1,566 13 369 22 235,000 18,800

500,001-1,000,000 40,001-80,000 604 5 259 16 428,750 34,300

1,000,001-1,500,000 80,001-120,000 113 1 76 5 672,500 53,800

More than 1,500,001 More than 120,001 69 - 138 8 2,000,000 160,000

Total 12,326 100 1,660 100

Average Loan Size for Project

M$ US$ Equiv.

134,700 10,775

Source: FIRA



Table a8

SUMMARY GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF LOANS BY END USE.

(millions of pesos)

Breedl g
TOTAL Stock- ANNUAL CROPS PERMANENT CROPS AGROINDUSTRIES DIVERSIFIEM

Number Amount Number Amount Number Amount Number Amount Number Amount Number Amo!:n:

Areas 12,326 1,660.5 6,851 952.9 3,815 400.6 1,081 134.4 93 109.1 486 54.5

Northeast 2,669 374.6 1,926 283.1 523 61.6 158 18.9 15 5.7 42 5.3

Northwest 1,291 186.5 394 75.2 739 84.5 129 11.4 19 15.0 io 0.5

North 1,272 228.5 686 128.3 409 50.2 138 19.8 16 22.8 23 2.5

West 3,141 360.3 1,210 138.7 1,205 123.5 443 61.0 17 10.5 266 26.6

South 1,151 166.0 677 90.1 301 30.6 114 10.3 16 30.4 43 1.6

Southeast 2,168 264.9 1,696 199.9 351 28.3 43 5.5 8 24.3 70 4.7

Center 634 79.7 262 31.5 282 30.9 56 7.5 2 0.4 32 3.3

1/ This column, in tables a8-al4, is labelled "Livestock Purchases" in the PCR.

Source: PCR



Table a9

BEEF CATTLE INVESTMENTS

Geographic Distribution of Investments, by End Use

Land Breeding Agricultural Irrigation Industrial

]egions Total Development Stock Machinery Buildings Works Machinery

Northeast 39 89 35 47 38 40
Northwest 7 4 7 10 8 12 -

North 13 1 10 16 19 32 100

West 7 4 7 9 8 7
6outh 5 1 6 3 3 1
Southeast 28 2 34 15 22 5

Center 2 - 2 2 2 -

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1
ON

End-Use Distribution of Subloans, by Geographic Region

Total 100 4 71 7 11 6

Northeast 100 10 64 9 11 7

Northwest 2 65 10 12 11 -
North' - 58 9 16 17
West 100 2 69 9 13 7 -
South 100 1 86 4 7 1 -
Southeast 100 - 86 4 8 1 -

Center 00- 70 7 ~14 10 -

NOMT: Figures may not add due to rounding.

Source: PCR



Table alO

DAIRY CATTLE INVESTMENTS

Geographic Distribution of Investments, By End Use

Land Breeding Agricultural Irrigation Industrial
Regions Total Development Stock achinery Buildings Works Machinery

Northeast 11 23 1 12 1 10 4
Northwest 5 1 5 7 8 3 8
North 21 5 22 19 19 21 79
West 26 36 24 30 28 37 -
South 21 18 22 19 20 14  10
Southeast 7 11 8 3 4 3 -
Center 9 6 9 11 10 12 - ON

100 100 100 100 100 100 100

End Use Distribution of Subloans, by Geographic Region

Total 100 1 71 11 13 4 -

Northeast 100 2 71 12 13 4-
Northwest 100 - 65 13 20 2 -
North 100 - 74 10 12 41
West 100 1 67 12 14 6
South TO 1 74 10 13 3 -
Southeast 100 1 86 5 7 2 -
Center 100 1 68 13 14 6 -

NOTE: igures may not add due to rounding.

Source: PCR



Table all

OTHER 11 LIVESTOCK INVESTMENTS

Geographic Distribution of Investments, by End Use

Land Breeding Agricultural Irrigation Industrial

Regions Total Development Stock Machinery Buildings Works Machinery

Northeast 6 65 7 6 6 8 -
Northwest 18 - 13 8 22 11 100

North 5 2 7 7 3 6
West 42 18 45 50 39 52
South 17 15 15 23 19 12
Southeast 3 - 3 - 3 -5
Center 9 - 11 6 8 7 -

100 100 100 100 100 100 100

End Use Distribution of Subloans, by Geographic Region

Total 100 - 39 8 47 4 1

Northeast 100 3 42 7 42 5 -
Northwest 100 - 28 4 59 3 6
North 100 - 54 U 30 5
West 100 - 41 10 h 5
Scuth 100 - 33 11 53 3
Southeast 100 - 41. 2 49 8
Center 100 - 48 6 h3 3

1/ Pfgs and poultry.

NOTE: Figures may not add due to rounding.

Source: PCR



Table a12

ANNUAL CROP INVESTMENTS

Geographic Distribution of Investments, by End Use

Land Breeding Agricultural Irrigation Industrial
Retions Development Stock Machinery Buildings Works Machinery

Northeast 15 45 11 18 12 6 41
Northwest 21 27 8 35 5 17 54
North 12 6 14 11 11 19 -
West 30 15 35 24 43 37 3
South 8 3 9 6 14 7 2
Southeast 7 1 15 2 7 1 -
Center 8 3 9 5 9 13 -

100 100 100 100 100 100 100

End Use Distribution of Subloans, by Geographic Region

Total 100 4 38 39 7 11 1

Northeast 100 12 28 46 6 5 4
Northwest 100 5 15 66 2 10 3
North Im 2 41 33 6 18 -
West 107 2 43 31 10 ,14 -
South T06 1 45 29 13 11 -
Southeast 16 1 79 13 7 1 -
Center 1__ 2 43 28 9 19 -

NOTE: Figures may not add due to rounding.

Source: PCR



Table a13

PERMANENT CROP INVESTMENTS

Geographic Distribution of Investments, by End Use

Land Breeding Agricultural Irrigation Industrial

Regions Total Development Stock Machinery Buildings Works Machinery

Northeast 14 34 10 20 16 20

Northwest 9 10 9 14 2 4 -

North 15 8 11 22 34 7 32

West h5 33 49 31 32 60 68

South 8 9 10 4 9 4 -
Southeast 7 5 5 3 3 1

Center 6 2 6 8 4 4

100 100 100 100 100 100 100

End Use Distribution of Subloans, by Geographic Region

Total 100 2 58 16 11 13 -

Northeast 100 4 42 23 13 18

Northwest 100 2 63 26 2 7

North 100 1 43 24 26 6

West 100' 1 63 11 8 17

South 100 2 71 8 13 6
Southeast 100 2 76 9 8 4
Center 100 1 59 22 9 10

NOTE: Figures may not.add due to rounding.

Source: PCR



Table a14

AGROINDUSTRY INVESTMENTS

Geographic Distribution of Investments, by End Use

Land Breeding Agricultural Irrigation Industrial

Regions Total Development Stock Machinery Buildings Works Machinery

Northeast 5 - 1 - 4 - 6
Northwest 14 - - 57 5 29 14

North 21 - 92 34 75 - 15

West 10 - 3 9 12 62 10

South 28 - 4 3 8 31

Southeast 22 - - - 25

Center - __ -

100 100 100 100 100 100 100

End Use Distribution of Subloans, by Geographic Region

Total 100 - 6 2 3 - 90

Northeast 100 - 1 2 - 97

Northwest 100 - . 6 1 - 93

North 100 - 26 3 9 - 63

West 100 - 2 1 3 1 93

South 100 - 1 99

Southeast 100 - -00

Center 100 - -2 98

NOTE: , Figures may not add due to rounding.

Source: PCR
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Table a15

CREDIT GRANTED BY THE BANKING SYSTEM IN MEXICO
(in millions of current pesos)

Medium & Cost of

Year Short Term Index Long Term Index Total Credit Index Living Index
(1968 = 100)

1968 50,045 100 44,797 100 94,842 100 100

1969 63,322 126 51,826 115 115,148 121 105

1970 74,386 148 61,956 138 136,342 144 110

1971 78,813 157 77,571 173 156,384 165 117

1972 94,917 189 83,510 186 178,427 188 122

1973 112,047 225 92,170 206 204,217 215 135

1974 125,543 251 109,996 245 235,539 248 166

Source: FIRA



Table a16

DESTINATION OF TOTAL BANK CREDIT IN MEXICO, BY ECONOMIC SECTOR

(Percentage Shares)

Year Industry Agriculture and Livestock Mining Commerce Government

1964 52.0 12.5 0.3 17.9 17.2

1966 44.6 12.1 0.5 16.6 26.1

1968 45.0 11.1 0.9 17.7 25.3

1970 46.2 9.1 1.6 18.9 24.2

1972 44.8 9.7 1.5 18.4 26.0

1973 N.A. 8.6 N.A. N.A. N.A.

19741' 44.8 13.4 1.6 15.2 25.0

1/ Data for first semester of 1974.

Source: FIRA
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Table a17

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN MEXICO

Total Credit to Agric. Total Credit Discounted by FIRA % of Agric. Cred
Medium & Long Discounted by

Year Total Index Short Term Term Total Index FIRA

1968 10,527 100 588 553 1,141 100 10.8

1969 n.a. n.a. 616 609 1,225 107 n.a.

1970 12,407 118 610 764 1,374 120 10.8

1971 n.a. n.a. 646 867 1,513 133 n.a.

1972 17,307 164 692 825 1,518 133 8.8

1973 17,563 167 1,176 1,212 2,388 204 13.6

1974 31,562 300 2,088 1,931 4,019 352 12.7

Source: FIRA



Table a18

TOTAL FINANCING OF THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR BY PRIVATE AND PUBLIC BANKS
(M$ millions)

% of 3/ % of Total Index of

Year Private Banks Index Total Public Banks- Index Total Financing Index Cost of Living

1970 6,582 100 .32 12,113 100 .58 17,695 100 100

1971 5,883 89 .28 15,108 124 .62 20,991 119 106

1972 6,673 101 .28 17,108 141 .62 23,687 134 111

1973 7,166 110 .27 19,000 157 .63 26,166 148 124

1974- 9,700 147 .29 24,203 200 .61 33,903 189 151

1/ The total financing provided to the livestock and agricultural sector,including as well subsidies for
technical assistance and crop insuranceexceeds the total credit granted to the sector.

2/ Preliminary data.

3/ Includes financing by the Bank of Mexico.

Source: FIRA



Table a19
AOUNT OF FUNDS DISCOUNTED BY FIRA BY TERM OF CREDIT AND TYPE OF INSTITUTION (1968-1976)

(M$ 6illions)

INSTITDTION 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 JANUARY-JUNE 19761/

M SHRT WN
61

' TOTAL _SHRT LONG TOTAL SHORT LONG 1TAL SHORT LONG TOTAL SHORT LO TOTAL SERT LONG TOTAL SORT LONG TOTAL SHORT LONG TOTAL SHORT LONG

BANAMEX 222.9 122.1 100.8 205.0 113.3 91.7 285.4 135.1 150.3 352.6 172.3 180.3 372.0 206.9 165.1 568.8 379.6 189.2 736.1 463.1 273.1 950.8 565.9 384.9 616.8 406.2 210.6

BANCONER 231.7 158.5 73.2 260.8 182.1 78.7 254.1 141.7 112.4 332.4 169.1 163.3 341.6 166.8 174.8 463.1 246.3 216.8 703.6 409.0 294.6 646.8 366.7 280.1 485.8 297.0 188.8

COMERHEX 80.6 35.4 45.2 109.1 49.3 59.8 158.0 68.1 89.9 193.9 82.9 111.0 172.6 79.2 93.4 247.4 122.0 125.4 349.5 169.2 180.3 415.4 240.9 174.5 182.7 130.1 52.6

SERFIN 75.6 32.0 43.6 98.0 47.2 50.8 92.1 41.5 50.6 124.3 50.2 74.1 135.7 69.8 65.9 139.5 78.8 60.7 286.0 158.8 127.2 354.1 233.1 121.0 231.1 153.7 77.4

UNASSOCIATED 310.0 164.0 146.0 282.6 157.0 125.6 292.0 162.2 129.8 264.0 120.5 143.5 243.3 129.0 114.3 137.7 80.2 57.5 244.2 133.8 110.4 259.2 93.4 165.8 169.7 92.8 76.9

INDEPENDENT 21.6 15.2 6.4 22.7 13.3 9.4 15.3 9.5 5.8 13.9 5.2 8.7 4.8 1.9 2.9 71.6 46.8 24.8 113.5 70.5 43.0 186.6 109.7 76.9 119.1 76.2 42.9

INST. DE DESARAOLLO RIGIOAL 367.5 275.8 91.7 439.3 332.8 106.5 486.8 390.6 94.2

Subtotal Private Sw-. 942.4 527.2 415.2 978.2 562.2 416.0 LO96.9 58.1 538.8 1.281.1 600.2 680.9 1,270.0 653.6 616.4 1,628.1 953.7 674.4 2,800.4 1,68D. 2 1,120.2 3,252.2 1,942.5 1309.7 2,290.0 1.66.6 743.4

BANAMR0 91.2 - 91.2 161.1 - 161.1 178.6 - 178.6 149.8 - 149.8 156.8 - 156.8 371.6 105.0 266.6 642.3 252.6 389.7 945.9 41.3 904.6 517.0 19.0 498.0

BANJIDAL - - - - - - 5.1 3.2 1.9 - - - 16.5 - 16.5 222.3 81.1 141.2 275.0 97.2 177.8 143.9 8.4 135.5 - - -

BANGRICOLA . - - . - - - - - - - - - 105.9 - 105.9 195.4 - 195.4 23.6 - 23.6 1.5 - 1.5

FINASA - - - - - - ..-.-..

Subtotal Public Banks 91.2 - 91.2 161.1 - 161.1 183.7 3,2 180.5 149.8 - 149.8 173.3 - 173.3 699.8 166.1 513.7 1,112.7 349.8 762.9 1,113.4 49.7 1063.7 518.5 19.0 499.5

INTERNACIONAL 94.1 56.7 37.4 67.8 42.3 25.5 72.3 40.9 31.4 56.1 32.8 23.3 57.2 29.1 28.1 41.9 23.3 18.6 90.1 46.5 43.6 128.4 50.3 79.1 138.7 78.9 84.5

BANCO EXICAND 13.4 3.8 9.6 18.3 11.9 6.4 21.1 7.8 13.3 26.1 13.4 12.7 17.5 9.7 7.8 19.1 13.2 5.9 16.0 11.6 4.4 13.9 2.5 11.4 24.7 - 24.7

Subtotal Mixed Ban" 107.5 60.5 47.0 86.1 54.2 31.9 93.4 48.7 44.7 82.2 46.2 36.0 74.7 38.8 35.9 61.0 36.5 24.5 106.1 58.1 48.0 142.3 52.8 89.5 163.6 78.9 109.2

TOTAL 1141. 1 587.2 553.4 1,225.4 616.4 609.0 1,7,L_ 0 610.0 764.0 1,513.1 646.4 86.7 1,518.0 692.4 825.6 Z.388.9 176.3 S22.6 4592 .881 .91 4507.9 2045.0 2462.9 2.972.1 1.655.5 1352.1

1/ Preliminary figures.

2/ "Avo".

3/ 'Reficcionarios".

Source: FIRA.



Table a20

PERCENTAGE GROWTH OF CREDIT DISCOUNTED BY FIRA BY
TYPE OF CREDIT AND TYPE OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1969-75
(cumulative
real rate ofPrivate Banks rowt)

growth)
short term 7 -1 12 9 46 76 16 59 (10%/yr)

development 0 29 26 -10 9 66 17 14 ( 7%/yr)
Public Banks

short term 0 0 0 0 88 -86 -23 (-)

development 77 12 -17 16 197 48 40 -6 (28%/yr)

Aggregate 3/

short term 5 (O)A 0 (-5) 6 (0) 7 (2) 70 (53) 72 (41) -2 (-17) 61 (36) (12%/yr)

development 10 (5) 25 (19) 13 (7) -5 (40) 47 (32) 59 (30) 27 (8) 8 (-8) (14%/yr)

total 7 (2) 12 (7) 10 (-5) 0 (-5) 57 (41) 68 (38) 12 (-5) 32 (12) (13%/yr)

Rate of Inflation 5 5 5.7 5.0 11.3 22 18 18

l/ Growth rate estimated using data for first semester of 1976.

2/ Real rates of growth, net of inflation, are given in parenthesis.

3/ The growth rate of credit disbursed through mixed (public/private) banks is included here though their growth rate is
not shown separately. They disbursed a small fraction of total credit.

Source: FIRA



Table a21

PRINCIPLE INDICATORS OF FIRA'S EVOLUTION, 1962-1974

1962 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Assets 336.6 2,288.6 3,105.8 3,538.1 4,160.9 7,226.7

Discounted Total Funds 189.6 1,141.1 1,225.4 1,374.0 1,513.1 1,518.0 2,388.9 4,018.9

Portfolio 285. 1 2,056.3 2,394.2 2,594.0 3,422.4 5,070.8
Short term loans 72.5 1/.423.2 442.7 421.6 696.0 1,281.3
Medium & long term loans 212.6 / 1,633.1 1,951.5 2,172.4 2,726.4 3,789.5

Number of Participating Insti-
tutions in FIRA credit programs 42 120 142 147 165 150Private Banks 30 82 93 95 102 97
F fanci eras 12 29 42 42 52 41Official Banks -9 7 10 11 12

Number of Borrowers receiving
loans each year (including
both short & long term loans) 4,906 27,229 30,863 31,543 26,594 30,656 46,636 91,048

Program for low income producers
Ejidatarios, small free-
holders & minifundistas 3,391 20,783 22,136 23,719 20,132 22,532 37,100 77,159

General Program
Commercial producers 1,515 6,446 8,727 7,824 6,462 8,124 9,536 12,889

Number of technical staff 58 320 378 402 457 604

1/ M$ millions

Source: FIRA



Table a22

THE PARTICIPATION OF BANK LENDING IN FIRA LENDING, 1969-1974

(M$ millions)

Amount of Amount of

total Funds Medium & Medium & Medium &

Discounted % Long Term Long Term Long Term
by FIRA Annual Funds Dis- % Credit Dis- % Credit Dis- %
(short, medium Incre- counted (2/ counted with (3y counted with (

Year & long term) ment by FIRA (1) IBRD (2) IDB (2)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1969 1,225 - 609 49.7 487 80.0 82 13.5

1970 1,374 12 764 55.6 637 83.3 111 15.0

1971 1,513 10 867 57.3 706 81.5 92 10.6

1972 1,518 0 826 54.4 655 79.3 114 13.8

1973 2,389 57 1,229 51.5 744 60.5 203 16.5

1974 4,019 68 1,995 49.6 1,264 63.3 283 14.2

Source: FIRA



Table a23

THE EVOLUTION OF THE NUMBER OF BORROWERS, AND FUNDS DISCOUNTED,
BY FIRA TECHNICAL STAFF

1962 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Amount of Loans Discounted 189.6 1,374 1,513 1,518 2,388 4,019

Number of Borrowers 4,906 31,543 26,594 30,656 46,636 91,048

low income 3,391 23,719 20,132 22,532 37,100 77,159
commercial 1,515 7,824 6,462 8,124 9,536 13,889

Number of Technicians 58 320 378 402 457 604

Borrowers per Technician 84.6 98.6 70.4 76.3 102.0 150.7

low income 58.5 74.1 53.3 56.0 81.1 128.0
commercial 26.1 24.5 17.1 20.2 20.9 23.0

.mount of Loans Discounted per 32.7 4.3 4.0 3.8 5.2 6.7

Technician

Source: FIRA

1/ million pesos
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Table a24

TECHNICAL PERSONNEL OF FIRA, CLASSIFIED BY ACADEMIC DEGREE i

1971 1972 1973 1974

TOTAL 378 402 457 604

Personnel with Postgraduate Study 25 22 21 21

Ph.D. 3 1 1 -
M.A. 18 17 16 16

M.S. 4 4 4 5

Specialized Agricultural Engineers 224 235 266 343

Agricultural Engineers 59 61 75 111

Agronomists 26 24 26 24

Civil Engineers 1 1 4 4

Geodesists 1 1 1 1

Geological Engineers 5 5 6 6

Chemical Engineers 1 1 1 3

Veterinarians 3 4 5 9

Agricultural Specialists 3 3 3 3

Well Drilling Specialists 1 1 1 1

Agricultural Technicians 2 2 2 15*

Livestock Technicians 2 2 2 2

Public Accountants 10 12 18 18

Licenciados - Business Administration 3 3 2 4

- Social Science 1 1 1 1

- Law 2 1 2 2

- Economics 4 7 8 13

- Psychology 1 2 1 1

- Public Administration - - - 1
- Public Relations - - - 1

Professional Services 4 12 6 11

Licencias - 2 6 10

Source: FIRA

* Includes Field Inspectors.



Table a25

ANNUAL NUMBER OF BORROWERS RECEIVING CREDITS DISCOUNTED WITH FIRA,

(BOTH SHORT AND LONG-TERM)

Low Income Producers, Ejidatarios

Total Small freeholders and Minifundistas Commercial Producers

Subtotal Cumu- To 5 ha From 5-25 ha More than Cumu-

No. of No. of lative No. of No. of 25 ha No. of lative

Year Borrowers 1/ Borrowers 1/ Sum Borrowers 1/ Borrowers 1/ Borrowers 1/ Sum

1956 321 213 - 98 115 108 -
1957 4,081 2,665 2,878 1,249 1,416 1,416 1,524

1958 6,678 4,355 7,233 2,035 2,320 2,323 3,897

1959 4,454 3,102 10,335 1,996 1,106 1,352 5,199

1960 7,061 4,850 15,185 2,160 2,690 2,211 7,410

1961 6,318 4,113 19,298 1,913 2,200 2,205 9,615

1962 4,906 3,391 22,689 1,541 1,850 1,515 11,130

1963 6,411 3,964 26,653 1,962 2,002 2,447 13,577

1964 13,764 9,469 36,122 4,221 5,248 4,295 17,872

1965 11,590 8,368 44,490 3,535 4,833 3,222 21,094 c
1966 14,494 9,967 54,457 4,435 5,532 4,527 25,621

1967 19,526 14,278 68,735 6,407 7,871 5,248 36,869

1968 27,229 20,783 89,518 8,812 11,971 6,446 37,315

1969 30,863 22,136 111,654 9,046 13,090 8,727 46,042

1970 31,543 23,719 135,373 9,189 14,530 7,824 53,566

1971 26,594 20,132 155,505 8,138 11,994 6,462 60,328

1972 30,656 22,532 178,037 9,473 13,059 8,124 68,452

1973 46,636 37,100 215,137 20,389 16,711 9,536 77 ,988

1974 91,048 77,159 292,296 -i 39,646 37,513 13,889 91,877

1/ The number of borrowers may exceed the number of loans made because some loans are made to more than one

borrower.

2/ The cumulative sum of loans made, by type of loan, is not an accurate indication of the total number of

individuals which have received subloans. Repeater loans are not separated out. The 1972 consultant's

survey indicated that approximately 25% of the development subloans in the general program between 1965-71

were repeater loans. This proportion has doubtlessly risen somewhat in more recent loans. We have no

data on the proportion of repeaters for short-term working loans, although this should be very high. Also

note that the numbers given refer to all of FIRA's credit programs, not just those of the Bank.

Source: FIRA
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

CAMEROON FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 663/CREDIT 180-CM)

PREFACE

This report presents a performance audit of the Cameroon First
Highway Project, for which Loan 663-CM for US$12 million and Credit 180-CM
for US$7 million were made to the United Republic of Cameroon in March 1970
and for which supplemental amounts of US$1 million each were provided in
July 1975. The loan and credit were closed, fully disbursed, in December
1975. The report is based on: a review of the project files, discussions
with staff members, and information in the attached Project Completion Report
(PCR) prepared by the Bank Group's Western Africa Regional Office. Informa-
tion in the PCR was updated during part of a three-week mission to Cameroon

in April-May 1976, when main issues were discussed with officials of the
Ministries of Transport, Planning, and Equipment and Housing, whose very
cooperative assistance is gratefully acknowledged.

In general, the approach in the memorandum is in line with that
of the PCR. However, the memorandum elaborates on the implementation delays
as well as the institutional impact of the project and on the design
standards for the project roads.

Exchange Rates -- CFA franc (CFAF)

1968-69 ------------------- US$1 = CFAF 247 '
Aug. 1969 ----------------- US$1 = CFAF 278
End-1971 ------------------ US$1 = CFAF 261
Mid-1972 ------------------ US$1 = CFAF 250'
End-1972 ------------------ US$1 = CFAF 256
Mid-1973 ------------------ US$1 = CFAF 205
End-1973 ------------------ US$1 = CFAF 235
Mid-1974 ------------------ US$1 = CFAF 241
End-1974 ------------------ US$1 = CFAF 222 /



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT BASIC DATA SHEET

CAMEROON FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 663/CREDIT 180-CM)

Amounts (in US$ mln)
As of 6 / 30/ 76

Original Amendment Total Disbursed Repaid Outstanding

Loan 663 12.0 1.0 13.0 13.0 0 13
Credit 180 7.0 1.0 8.0 8.0 0 8.9a/

Total 19.0 2.0 21.0 21.0 21.9

Project Deta
Oriinal Actual or
-HPian Revis ions Est. Actual

Conception in Bank 1964 (First Development Credit Agreement of / 1967
01/29/68)

Board Approval 02 /10/70 02/ 10 / 70
and Amendments 06/ 19 / 75

Loan/Credit Agreement 03/ 27/70 03/ 27/ 70
Amendments 07! 30! 75

Effectiveness 06/ 1/70 07/ 16/ 70
Amendments 10/ 30/ 75

Physical Completion 06/ 73 06/ 75
^! of ori:,inal project
actually completed 40 lCD

Loan/Credit Closing 12 /31 /73 12/31/74 12/31/ 75
Amendments 03/31/76

Total Costs (US$ mmn) 25.1 35.2
Econ. Rate of Return (M)

N'Gaoundere-Garoua Road 13 3 14
Tiko-Victoria Road 14 18 Mission Data

Aonth, No. of No. of Date of
Year Weeks Persons Manweeks Renort

Identification
Preparation
Preappraisal 04/69 3 2 6 ) 1/29/70
Appraisal 10/69 3 1 3 )

Subtotal 6 9

Supervision I 6/70 1 1 1.0 15/07/70
Supervi;ion II 3/71 1 1 1.0 05/13/71
Supervision III 10/71 1 2 2.0 11/24/71
Supervision IV 4/72 1.5 1 1.5 06/01/72
Supervision V 10/72 0.5 2 1.0 10/27/72
Supervision VI 10/73 1.0 2 2.0 )02/15/74
Supervision VII 12/73 .7 1 .7 )
Supervision VIII 4/74 .7 2 1.5 07/23/74SuPervision IX .9/75 .7 3 2.3 10/13/75
Supervision X 12/75 .7 1 7 01/16/76

Subtotal 8.8 13.7

Follow-on Project
Loan 935/Credit 429-CM of US$49.0 million, signed 09/26/73 and 6/25/76, for Second Highway Project.
Date of Conception in Bank Group is date Bank Group first recorded project was being consideredfor financing and began to follow-up that decision in a serious continuous way (Project Negotia-tions or Country General Files). Actual loan/credit closing date is date of last disbursementout of the loan and/or credit, as given by Controller's Department data.

a/ Including $0.9 million due to currency adjustment.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

CAMEROON FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 663/CREDIT 180-CM)

Highlights

Improvement of the N'Gaoundere-Garoua and Tiko-Victoria Roads,
major links in the Transcameroon land transport system, represented the
physical component of this project. Consultants' services for construc-
tion supervision of those roads and preinvestment studies of 434 km of two
other major roads, refunding of a prior Engineering Credit, and interest
during construction of the Bank loan also were supported.

Completion of the improvement work was delayed two years beyond
the time expected at appraisal, and the standards of one road were reduced
so extensively that close monitoring of road performance and careful
maintenance are required. Although the cost of road improvement and of
consultant's services was 15% over the forecast, economic rates of return
higher than expected at appraisal confirm that the project was justified.

Several Government agencies shared the responsibility for imple-
menting the various components of this project, with one responsible overall.
This administrative arrangement contributed to the delay in road construction
as the Bank was unable to exchange views and information directly with the
agency responsible, and this highlights the importance of direct communication
in facilitating project implementation. The project also illustrates the need
for adequate Government procurement procedures in order to avoid implementation
delays. These experiences have been absorbed by the Bank and the Government,
and improvements have been made for the follow-on project.

The following points may be of particular interest:

Delays and Problems of Road Construction and Preinvestment
Studies (paras. 12-19); and

Slow Institutional Improvement (paras. 21-22).



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

CAMEROON FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 663/CREDIT 180-CM)

I. Background

1. Improvement of the 2,000 km Transcameroon road/rail route, which

connects northern Cameroon with the capital of Yaounde, the main port of

Douala, and the rest of the country and serves the southwestern region of

landlocked Chad (PCR, Map), has been the focal point in the development of

Cameroon's land transport system. Development of this system has involved

improvement of the main railway line from Douala to Yaounde, extension of
the railway from Yaounde to N'Gaoundere, and improvement of the N'Gaoundere-

Maltam Road. An extension of the Transcameroon railway to Belabo, 293 km

northeast of Yaounde, was opened in 1969 and an additional extension to
N'Gaoundere was completed in 1975. However, the level of transport service

in the Douala-Yaounde corridor (about 300 km) needs considerable further

improvement in order to serve the existing and potential demand on this

axis route.

2. The Government approached the Bank Group in late 1968 for assistance

in transport sector financing during the Third Five Year Development Plan period

(mid 1971-mid 1976). After considering the main sectorial problems, the Bank
concluded that the highest priority should be given to projects which would

remove bottlenecks in the highways, the railways, and the port of Douala. 1/

3. By the time of the Government's approach, the Bank had twice pro-

vided Cameroon with financial assistance for transport. The first instance

was in response to the Government's request for assistance in implementing
its Second Plan program for improvement of the Transcameroon road route. In

June 1964, the Bank provided a US$200,000 Technical Assistance Grant for a
feasibility study of possible improvements to the N'Gaoundere-Garoua section
(246 km) of the N'Gaoundere-Maltam Road. The second instance was in January
1968, when IDA made available a US$600,000 Engineering Credit (S3-CM) for
detailed engineering and additional studies of this road. IDA also supported
detailed engineering for improvement of the Tiko-Victoria Road (22 km) under

this credit.

1/ Project Performance Audit Reports on the Cameroon First Douala Port
Project (Credit 229-CM) and on the Cameroon First Railway Project
(Loan 687-CM), are in preparation.
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4. As a result of these studies, the Government requested support for

a project proposal comprising improvement of these two roads and engineering

studies of two other roads. The proposal was appraised in March/April 1969.

A US$12 million loan (663-CM) and a US$7 million credit (180-CM) to the

Government for a US$25.1 million project was approved by the Executive

Directors in February 1970. The agreements were signed in March 1970.

5. The project supported by the loan and credit comprised:

(a) improvement of the N'Gaoundere-Garoua and Tiko-Victoria

Roads, including construction supervision by consultants;

(b) feasibility studies and detailed engineering by consultants

of improvement of the Garoua-Mora Road (254 km) and the

Douala-Pont du N'kam Road (180 km);

(c) refunding of Engineering Credit S3-CM; and

(d) interest during construction on the Bank loan.

The Ministry of Planning, assisted by the Department of Roads of the Ministry

of Equipment and Housing, was to be responsible for project implementation. I/

6. The principal objective of the project was to link important

population centers and to stimulate and support integration of the

national economy. The main benefits were expected to be savings in

vehicle operating costs for existing and expected traffic. Any induced

agricultural or industrial production which might have materialized in

the influence areas of the roads was not taken into consideration in the

economic evaluation.

7. Some strengthening of the institutional establishment of the

transport sector was envisaged under the project. Before 1970, no single

ministry had been fully responsible for transport matters, such as coordina-

tion among modes or establishment of investment priorities. Because this

arrangement was not conducive to efficient transport operations, in 1970

the Government decided to establish a Ministry of Transport, which was to

be charged with determination of transport coordination, planning, and

policy (PCR, para. 2.12).

8. The Bank supported this decision as it represented a rational

approach to Cameroon's transport operations. Consequently, when lending

agreements were drawn up for the First Highway Project, a covenant was

included specifying that the Government should "take all measures necessary

to adequately coordinate the transport sector and to strengthen its adminis-

tration." In addition, "to ensure the development of adequate statistics

1/ At the time the lending arrangements were made, the country was known

as "East Cameroon" and "West Cameroon" and each part had its own "Public

Works Department". During project implementation, East Cameroon and

West Cameroon were consolidated as "Cameroon" and the two Public Works

Departments with their roads sections were joined as the Department of

Roads of the Ministry of Equipment and Housing.
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for future transport planning," a covenant was provided that data should

be collected and recorded "to assess the technical, economic and financial

aspects of the principal highways".

9. Finally, a covenant was incorporated to encourage the training

by foreign experts of Cameroonian personnel in the Department of Roads

so that headquarters and field divisions could be sufficiently staffed

with nationals. The covenant specified that the Government should "take

such measures as are required to strengthen the staffing ... , including,
but without limitation, by providing on-the-job training of Cameroonian

engineers" in the Department.

10. In June 1975, the Executive Directors approved US$1 million

supplements for both the loan and credit to compensate for the effect

of devaluation of the US dollar vis-a-vis the CFA franc during the loan/

credit disbursement period.

II. Project Results

Costs

11. The actual cost of the physical components and consultants' services

was CFAF 7,572 million, or 15% more than the appraisal estimate of CFAF

6,586 million. 1/ The CFAF 986 million overrun was due to:

(a) an increase of CFAF 1,029 million (21% over appraisal estimate)

in the construction cost of the N'Gaoundere-Garoua Road due to

inflation during the period construction was delayed;

(b) an increase of CFAF 11 million (1% over appraisal estimate)

in the construction cost of the Tiko-Victoria Road; and

(c) a reduction of CFAF 54 million (7% below appraisal estimate)

in the cost of consulting services, partially offsetting the

above cost increases.

The actual cost of the preinvestment studies was very close to the appraisal

estimate, excluding contingencies.

Delays and Problems Related to Road Construction

12. Construction of the Tiko-Victoria Road was finished in April 1973,

about nine months later than expected at appraisal, and of the N'Gaoundere-
Garoua Road in June 1975, about two years behind schedule. The time required

for tendering and contract award and technical problems in construction of

the N'Gaoundere-Garoua Road (PCR, paras. 2.01-2.09) were the main reasons

for the longer than expected construction period.

1/ Including contingencies but excluding loan interest and refinancing
on Loan S3-CM.
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13. The time involved in the Government's 
tendering and contract

award procedures held up the start of 
construction. Although the Bank

asked the Government to expedite those procedures, prequalification of

tenders and tendering were completed only in November 1970. Tenders were

received four months later and, after approval by the Tenders Board,

contracts were signed in December 1971. 
Work started immediately there-

after, about two years after loan/credit signature.

14. At appraisal, the N'Gaoundere-Garoua 
Road had been expected to

be completed by June 1973. But by then, only about 133 km had been built

and when heavy rains fell, deterioration appeared. Soon afterward, because

the reasons for the deterioration were not known, the contractor stopped

work. By October, the end of the heavy rains, 
cracking or distortion had

become evident on 60 km. A Bank supervision mission during that month drew

the Government's attention to the urgency of 
finding the proper technical

solution to repair the damage and continue construction. While work was

held in abeyance, the Government's soils laboratory examined 
the problem.

15. The laboratory's promptly issued report noted 
that the construc-

tion design had allowed for a 6.2 m base embedded between impermeable

laterite shoulders, a 6 m double bituminous macadam surfacing, and 
a 10 cm

unprotected strip on either side of the surfacing. 
The laboratory found

that cracking or distortion of the surfacing 
had occurred because rain

had penetrated the unprotected strips, 
had entered the base, and had not

been able to run off due to obstruction of 
the crushed stone laid at 8 m

intervals to provide drainage for the base through 
the impermeable laterite

shoulders. In addition, the laboratory found that subgrade drainage 
was

insufficient as it had often been laid at 
ground level and few ditches

had been dug. Finally, the laboratory discovered that, in some sections,

pavement materials had not met design 
specifications (PCR, para. 2.04).

16. An underlying cause of the problems was that the implemented

construction design represented a departure from the 
consultant's original

design, which had included an 8 m wide crushed 
stone base providing appro-

priate base drainage. This departure had occurred because, to save 
money,

the Department of Roads had decided on and 
the consultants had agreed to

a reduction in the design standards. When the laboratory report revealed

that these lower design standards had been a reason for 
the problems, the

Department and the Bank agreed that modified 
standards, similar to those

originally recommended by the consultants, 
would be used for the 113 km

still to be constructed in addition to improved subgrade drainage. The

Department implemented the modified standards for 
80 km, but, because of

its concern about a shortage of funds, reverted to the lower standards with

an additional seal coat for the remaining 33 
km. The Bank did not learn of

this decision until after construction had been 
completed.

17. The most damaged 22 km, built completely in 
1972-73, has been

repaired by the contractor. Thus, together with the 80 km built in 1974-75,

102 km of the 246 km road have been built according to good 
engineering

standards. However, 144 km (111 km built in 1972-73 and 33 km built in

1974-75) have imperfect drainage and/or thinner pavement 
than theoretically
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required. The PCR cautions (para. 2.08) that this 144 km will have to be
monitored closely and repaired promptly, as required, during the rainy
season as well as maintained carefully.

18. In the course of construction, the Bank wrote letters regarding
the technical problems which arose in relation to the N'Gaoundere-Garoua Road.
But, as the Department of Roads did not have full responsibility for project
implementation, the Government required the Bank to communicate with the
Department through the Ministry of Planning. The Bank recommended direct
communications on technical matters, but the Government would only permit
copies of Bank correspondence to go to the Department. This resulted in
delays and did not allow construction problems to be raised and resolved
expeditiously (PCR, para. 2.13).

19. The experience under the Cameroon First Highway Project points out
the need for direct exchange of views and information between the Bank and
the Department of Roads. Under the Second Highway Project (Loan 953/
Credit 429-CM of September 1973 and June 1976 for US$49 million), the
Ministry of Planning has overall responsibility for project implementation
but other Ministries have been appointed to be executing agencies for
separate project components. In particular, the Ministry of Equipment and
Housing through its Department of Roads, is the executing agency for road
construction. The First Project also illustrates the need for the Depart-
ment of Roads to be able to work efficiently within the framework of the
Bank's "Guidelines for Procurement."

Delays in Preinvestment Studies

20. The preinvestment studies were carried out satisfactorily,
although the time taken for tendering and contract award resulted in
completion about 18 months behind schedule (PCR, paras. 2.10-2.11). Both
roads are being constructed under the Second Highway Project.

Slow Progress in Institutional Improvements ,

21. The Ministry of Transport has been established but has not yet
had a significant impact on transport policy, planning, and coordination
(para. 7). Highway planning has continued to be the responsibility ofboth the Ministries of Planning and of Equipment and Housing. Coordination
of transport development with regional development has been limited, pri-marily because of the shortage of experienced administrators and transport
planners. Collection of highway statistics has, however, improved.

22. Under the First Highway Project, the Bank supported the Ministryof Transport's establishment but no specific arrangements were made for itsproper functioning and staffing. Under the Second Project, the Government
has defined the responsibilities of the Department of Roads in regard tohighway construction and planning and those of the Ministry of Planning
and Ministry of Transport for transport planning and intersectorial coordina-tion, respectively. Progress has been made in the definition of these
responsibilities, and Ministry of Transport officials have stated that Bankassistance in transport planning would be welcome. Also under the Second
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Project, a substantial amount of technical assistance for the Ministry of
Transport in operating procedures and on-the-job training for Cameroonian
counterparts is available but, to date, has not been utilized. A Bank pro-
ject for technical assistance in planning of projects in the fields of
transportation, agriculture, and urban development was in the final stage
of preparation as of January 1977.

Economic Justification

23. Despite construction delays and cost overruns, the economic rates
of return as estimated in the attached PCR are 14% for the N'Gaoundere-Garoua
Road and 18% for the Tiko-Victoria Road compared with appraisal estimates of
13% and 14%, respectively. The main reasons for the higher return than
expected at appraisal are larger savings than anticipated in traffic and
vehicle operating costs; the increase in the latter is partially due to
increased costs of oil and imported inputs (PCR, paras. 3.01-3.10). According
to the PCR (paras. 3.05 and 3.06), the economic aspects of the technical
problems were taken into account in the economic reevaluation. A precise
check, however, is beyond the scope of this audit.

III. Conclusions

24. The actual cost of the physical components and consultants' ser-
vices under the Cameroon First Highway Project was 15% more than the appraisal
estimate. The Tiko-Victoria Road was completed satisfactorily about nine
months behind schedule, while the N'Gaoundere - Garoua Road was completed
about two years late because of technical problems. About 60% of the latter
road was constructed to reduced standards which necessitate close monitoring
of road performance as well as careful maintenance. The lower design stan-
dards were initiated by the Government to reduce initial investment costs.
Sizeable delays occurred during project implementation as the result of the
Government's procurement procedures and administration of project implemen-
tation. The Bank has assimilated this experience, and has suggested measures
under the Second Highway Project which should streamline these operations.
Despite the cost overrun and construction delays, the economic rates of return
indicated in the PCR confirm that the roadworks are justified.

25. As to the preinvestment and institutional components of this
project, the former was completed successfully eighteen months later than
expected at appraisal and the roads involved are being constructed under
the Second Highway Project. All institutional improvements contemplated
under the First Project have not yet materialized but progress is being
made. Collection of statistics for highway transport and traffic has
improved. Further effort is required in regard to transport coordination
and strengthening, and this has been included in the Second Project.



ATTACHMENT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

CAMEROON FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 663/CREDIT 180-CM)

1. THE PROJECT

A. General Description

1.01 The project consisted of:

(i) improvement of the Ngaoundgr6-Garoua (273 km) and
Tiko-Victoria (22 km) roads;

(ii) feasibility studies and detailed engineering for
improvement of the Garoua-Mora (254 km), and Douala-
Pont du Nkam road (180 km);

(iii) refunding of Engineering Credit S-3CM; and

(iv) interest during construction on Bank Loan.

The Ngaoundsr6-Garoua Road

1.02 The Ngaoundgr6-Garoua road (290 km), which is part of the Trans-
cameroon route, before its improvement under the project did not allow all-
weather traffic. Transportation costs on this part of the road were high
because of frequent traffic interruptions during the rainy season, and poor
quality surface course and alignment. The improved alignment shortened the
new road by 17 km, with a 6 m wide bituminous pavement.

The Tiko-Victoria Road

1.03 The Tiko-Victoria section (22 km) is an extension of the Douala-
Tiko road. At the time of appraisal, the traffic averaged 1,500 vehicles
per day. The existing asphalt road was narrow and deteriorating under the
traffic it was carrying in spite of costly repairs. Improvements consisted
of partial realignments and widening the asphalt pavement to a width of 7 m
with bituminous surface.

The Garoua-Mora Road

1.04 The Garoua-Mora road (254. km), the northern extension of the
Transcameroon route, had sections of varying standards. The first 71 km
had been paved in 1962, but was beginning to show pavement failure. The
remainder of the road was a low standard earth facility, with several fords
in the northern section, making it impassable during the rainy season. Traffic
had to be rerouted over a much longer one-lane mountain road to the west where
accidents occurred frequently.

The Douala-Pont du Nkam Road

1.05 This section (180 km), part of-the north-south Douala-Bafoussam-
Foumban axis across a hilly region, links the port of Douala with one of
Cameroon's most densely populated and productive agricultural areas. It was
deteriorating rapidly since its 1953 paving, with traffic of about 2,000 v.p.d.,
many exceeding axle loads which the road was designed to bear.
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Interest and Refinancing; Refunding of Engineering Credit S-3UM

1.06 It was proposed to refund the amount already disbursed under

Engineering Credit S-3CM, and to carry out the uncompleted parts of that

project. Interest on Bank Loan during construction was also included as

an eligible foreign exchange cost.

B. Cost Estimates and Financing

1.07 At the time of appraisal, the total project costs, including

contingencies, were estimated as follows:

US$ Million

(1) Road Construction

(a) Ngaound&re-Garoua 17.3

(b) Tiko-Victoria 3.5

(2) Consultants' Services

(a) construction supervision 1.5
(b) preinvestment studies 1.4

(3) Refunding of Engineering Credit S-3CM 0.5

(4) Interest during Construction 0.9
25.1

1.08 The project was financed by a Loan of US$12 million and a Credit

of US$7 million. Their total amount of US$19 million covered the entire

foreign cost of the project, estimated at US$17.2 million, and US$1.8 million

equivalent of local costs. The remaining US$6.1 million local costs, of

which about US$2.3 million were taxes, was borne by Government.

1.09 The appraisal cost estimate was based on an exchange rate of

US$1 = CFAF 278. During project execution, this exchange rate fluctuated

widely (see Table 2). On June 19, 1975, to compensate for the devaluation of

the dollar vis-a-vis the CFAF, the Board approved supplementary financing

of US$2 million (US$1 million each for Loan and Credit) which was signed on

July 30, 1975 and became effective on October 30, 1975.

2. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION AND EXECUTION

A. Construction Works

2.01 1 International advertisement of the prequalification procedure

for construction of both Ngaound6r6-Garoua and Tiko-Victoria roads was

published on February 23, 1970, with applications to be received by April

20, 1970. Prequalification of contractors was satisfactorily completed by

November 12, 1970. Bids were called on November 28, 1970, to be received on

or before March 31, 1971. Six offers were received for improvement of the

Ngaoundere-Garoua road, which was divided into three lots, and three for the
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Tiko-Victoria road. The contractors who submitted the lowest evaluated
bids on each road section received Letters of Intent dated July 31, 1971.
They were notified to start work on November 11, 1971. Contracts for
construction works supervision and preinvestment studies were signed in
December 1971. Since it had prepared the engineering studies of the two
projected roads, DIWI-SCET Coop was appointed for the supervision of the
road construction.

Improvement of the Ngaound6re-Garoua Road

2.02 The joint venture GTE - Citroa (France) was awarded Lot No. 1
(Ngaound6re-Mayo Alim, 67 km, construction period of 23 months) and the joint
venture Sofra TP Fougerolles-Colas (France) Lots No. 2 and 3 (Mayo Alim-
Garoua, 179 km, construction period of 30 months). Work started in early
January 1972. There was some delay in the initial schedule because of lack of
equipment. Progress, once begun, was satisfactory.

2.03 By June 1973, however, at the beginning of the rainy season, 59 km
of Lot No. 1 and 74 km of Lot No. 3 had been completed. With the first rains,
failures began to occur in the surface and base courses, resulting in cracked
or distended surface over about 60 km of completed road of Lot No. 3 by the
end of the rainy season in October. Shortly after the deterioration began,
all contractors stopped work, since the causes of the deterioration were unknown.

2.04 The cause of failure was investigated, and in November 1973 at the
Government's request the LTPC, the Government's soils laboratory, issued a
report analyzing the magnitude and causes of deterioration, defining needed
repairs to the completed section, and proposing a new design for the incomplete
sections. The report stated that drainage of the subgrade was insufficient
because it had often been laid low at ground level and few ditches had been dug.
In addition, drainage of the base course was thought to be ensured by crushed
stone drains laid at intervals through the impervious laterite shoulders. These
drains quickly became obstructed. Another factor contributing to the deteriora-
tion was a double bituminous surface treatment which was laid at a width of
only 6 m on a 6.2 m base (instead of an 8 m base proposed by the consultants).
Thus rain water could easily penetrate the unprotected 10 cm strips on each
side of the road to the base course and could not drain out. LTPC also dis-
covered that some pavement materials did not meet the specifications.

2.05 The Government appears to be partly responsible for the deficiencies in
designing the Ngaoundere-Garoua road since RD acted against the advice of the
consultants. Apparently the consultants had initially proposed a typical
cross section with proper drainage of the base course. But in order to lower
construction costs, the consultants acceded to a RD request that the road
shoulders be made of laterite instead of crushed stone.

2.06 In December 1973 work resumed after redesign on all three sections.
The contractor, held partly responsible for the failures, agreed to repair
at his own expense all damages for which he would be proven responsible, on
condition that the design of the road be modified. To apportion clearly
responsibilities, the Government decided that representatives of both the
contractors and the supervising consultants would check each section before
repairing it and would sign a statement on their findings. Contractors
repaired the damaged sections, replacing poor quality materials,
doubling the drains, resealing the road surface, and, in the worst
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sections, laying an additional crushed stone base course on the total width
of the 8 m roadway. The cost of repairs, US$2 million,was covered by the
contractor. With the Bank's agreement, the Road Department (RD) accepted
the request of the consultants in charge of supervision to improve design
on the other sections to be built by raising the road bed, adding ditches,
widening the crushed stone base course to 8 m or replacing it by stabilized
laterite when possible. The last 8 km of the Lot No. 1, and another 72 km
of Lots No. 2 and 3, were completed using the new design. RD, then fearing
funds would be insufficient, and without consulting the Bank, ordered imple-
mentation of the original design (with only an additional sealing) on the
last 33 km of the road. Work was completed in March 1974 (with a delay of 8
months) on Lot No. 1, and in June 1975 (with a 13-month delay) on Lots. No.
2 and 3. The construction periods stipulated in the contracts were extended
accordingly to permit contractors to stop work during the rainy season and to
carry out the much increased quantities of earth moving and sub-base course
work required by the new design.

2.07 Performance of GTE-Citroa (Lot No. 1, Ngaoundere-Mayo Alim) was
satisfactory and in spite of poor drainage design, no major failure of the
pavement was noted at the time of the last supervision mission in June
1976. Sofra TP Fougerolles-Colas (Lots No. 2 and 3, Mayo-Alim-Garoua) had
to improve performance in the initial period to complete the works satisfactorily.

2.08 About 102 km was built according to good engineering standards
(22 km built in 1973 and repaired in 1974, and 80 km constructed with the new
design). The remaining 144 km (111 km built in 1972-73 and 33 km in 1975) has
imperfect drainage of the pavement and in some road sections the pavement
thickness is slightly less than theoretically required. The road has to be
carefully observed especially during the rainy seasons to initiatate repair
work expeditiously if required. As a minimum requirement, careful maintenance
of the road is essential. In a letter dated November 26, 1975 the Bank requested
the Government to take necessary action in this respect.

Improvement of the Tiko-Victoria Road

2.09 Construction of the Tiko-Victoria road was satisfactorily completed
in April 1973, in the time specified in the contract, by the joint venture
Razel Freres-Sofra TP Fougerolles (France). The quality of the work is satis-
factory. As of June 1976 the road was in good condition.

B. Preinvestment Studies

2.10 Eight consultants were shortlisted by Government, with Bank approval,
to study the feasibility of improvements to the Douala-Pont du NKam (180 km) *
and Garoua-Mora (254 km) roads. Proposals were called for October 26, 1970, and
the joint-venture Ingeroute (France) - Lamarre Valois (Canada) selected.
Consultants received a letter of intent on November 11, 1971 and their contract
was signed on December 18, 1971.
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2.11 The feasibility studies started in March 1972, and were completed

in September 1972. The Government and Bank agreed on the principal consultants'

recommendations in October 1972. Detailed engineering and bidding documents

were prepared for both roads in 12 months as specified in the consultants'
contract ending October 1973. Both roads are being constructed under the

Second Highway Project (Loan 953/Credit 429-CM), and no major engineering
problem has appeared.

C. Covenants and Performance of the Borrower

2.12 Only one specific covenant, concerning the transport sector, was

included in the Loan/Credit Agreements. By a letter of March 21, 1970,
referring to Section 4.03 (a) of the Development Credit Agreement, the Govern-
ment expressed its intention to study appropriate institutional improvements
required to ensure the strengthening of management and coordination of measures

related to the transport sector. To this end, it created in 1970 the Ministry
of Transport which has overall responsibility for the determination of policy,
planning and coordination in the sector. The basic organization of the
Ministry is appropriate, however, it's efficiency is impaired due to the
shortage of qualified personnel and some overlapping of its responsibilities
with the Ministry of Planning.

2.13 Management of the project execution was the responsibility of the
Ministry of Planning and Development through the Road Department of the

Mini'stry of Equipment and Housing. In November 1971 it was noted that the

Ministry of Planning's slow handling of the project had led to a 15-month delay
in the project execution. The Bank suggested to the Government that, for purely
technical matters, direct communication be established between the Bank and
the Road Department. However, the Government allowed only copies of Bank
correspondence to go directly to the Road Department, which led to no noticeable
improvement. Furthermore, the Ministry of Planning apparently did not fully appre-
ciate of the need to establish contractual relationship with contractors
and consultants within a reasonable time period after notification of Govern-
ment's intention of contract award. For example, the successful bidders for
the construction works were notified in July 1971 to prepare for the execution
of the works, but contracts were not signed by the Government until December

1971. The Government's initial decision in December 1970 to select the
consulting group Ing6route-Lamarre Valois for the road studies had, after one
year, not led to a signed contract with the group.

2.14 When newly constructed sections of the Ngaoundere-Garoua road
began deteriorating, RD asserted that deterioration had occurred because of
defective execution and inadequate supervision of the work and considered the
contractor, and to a lesser extent the consultants, responsible. It was very
reluctant to improve the design because of the higher costs involved and
temporarily agreed to do so under the Bank's and consultants' pressure.
However, RD thereafter ordered that the original design, with only a minor
improvement, be implemented on the last section of the road (para. 2.06).

D. Schedule, Costs, Financing and Disbursements

2.15 Project implementation lagged because of Government's slow admin-
istrative procedures (Table 3). After delay in calling for prequalification
applications of contractors, it took six months to prequalify them and another
eight months to award contracts (para. 2.01). Tiko-Victoria was completed in
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only 17 months, but the 30-month construction period for Ngaounder6-

Garoua was extended by another 13 months because of construction

problems. After delays in shortlisting and selecting firms, the

preinvestment studies began 1 1/2 years behind schedule, but no further

delays were experienced.

2.16 Appraisal estimates and final costs are summarized in Table

4, both in local currency and US$ equivalent. Expressed in local currency,

actual base costs for all project components were in line with appraisal

estimates. The final net of taxes costs of road construction were CFAF

929 million for Tiko-Victoria and CFAF 4,416 million for Ngaoundere-Garoua
in 1971 prices. Price contingencies of the Ngaounder6-Garoua road con-

struction, which were estimated at 10% of total cost, however, finally

reached 32%. This is attributable to delays in road construction and

simultaneous world-wide inflation during the last two years of work execution.

The total project cost in CFAF terms exceeds appraisal estimate by about 15%,

or about CFAF 1.0 billion. However, because of the fluctuations of the

exchange rate between US$ and CFAF, the project overrun, calculated in US$

equivalent, amounts to 41%, or US$9.7 million, since the appraisal exchange

rate was US$1 = CFAF 278 and the average exchange rate over the project imple-
mentation period was only US$1 = CFAF 227 (Table 4, footnote 3).

2.17 In June 1975, the Bank/IDA agreed to cover the overruns due to

currency realignment, but calculated the additional financing needed by using

the exchange rate of US$1 = CFAF 250. The Government agreed to finance the

other overruns. The breakdown of financial participation is as follows:

Bank/IDA Government
(In US$ Million1)

Original 19.0 7.5
Currency realignment 2.0 1.9

Price variation overrun -- 4.4
TOTAL 21.0 13.8

Due to overruns, Bank/IDA disbursements by category covered different

percentages of total costs than those anticipated at appraisal (Table 5).

2.18 Because of the slow implementation of the project, disbursements

lagged at first and closing date had to be postponed twice, from December

31, 1973 to December 31, 1974 and finally December 31, 1975 (Table 6). All

funds were disbursed on January 14, 1976. The Government is experiencing

some difficulties in paying its much increased participation in the project.

The necessary funds have been allocated to the 1976/77 budget. As of July

1976, it owed contractors and consultants the equivalent of US$6.0 million

(Table 4).

l/ At the average exchange rate of US$1 = CFAF 227.
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2.19 On October 8, 1975, contractors Sofra TP and Colas raised a
claim requesting payment for most of the works they rebuilt on the third
section of the Ngaound&r6-Garoua road. Their position was that they were
responsible only for the failures which occurred on the sections which
originally bore inadequate materials (41% of total kilometrage). Furthermore,
for these sections they accepted only 30% of responsibility, as they considered
that the failures were due to improper design decisions by the supervising
consultants and exceptional weather conditions (heavy rains). Consequently,
they are only willing to bear 12.3% of the total expenses for repair and
rebuilding which amounted to CFAF 466 million (US$2.1 million). An amicable
settlement can probably be reached, since contractors do not seem to want
arbitration.

3. ECONOMIC RE-EVALUATION

A. General

3.01 The project has improved two important road links. The first,
the Ngaound6r6-Garoua road (273 km) is an important inter-regional and
international route which links the heavily populated cotton-producing areas
of northern Cameroon and southwestern Chad to the port at Douala. With the
completion of this project and of the railroad link between Ngaoundere and
Belabo, a reasonably cheap and efficient import/export route has been opened
between northern Cameroon and the port of Douala. Completion of construction
works now underway with Bank assistance on the Garoua-Mora road will extend
this modern road to the Chad border and further enhance the international
benefit of the Transcameroon route. Since the road was only recently com-
pleted, its expected role in inducing additional economic development in the
north has not yet manifested itself. The second, the Tiko-Victoria road
(22 km), has completed the link between Douala and Victoria, the former
capital- of West Cameroon and an important port and commercial center. This
road is expected to hasten the opening of outlets in western Cameroon for
cement, shoe, textile and fertilizer industries established in Douala. Again
it is too early to measure the project's impact in these activities.

B. Economic Justification

3.02 The economic justification of the project at appraisal was based
on the expected reduction in vehicle operating and highway maintenance costs
and a 17 km distance reduction on the Ngaounder6-Garoua road. Other benefits,
including induced agricultural development, expansion of small industries in
the project's influence area and increased transport reliability, time savings
and reduction in accident costs were described qualitatively but not quantified
in the estimation of project returns. The same methodology is used in the re-
evaluation.

C. Construction Cost Estimates

3.03 Actual construction costs (net of taxes) for the project roads
totalled CFAF 7,259.8 million (including construction supervision) compared
to CFAF 6,256.6 million, including contingencies, estimated at appraisal.
The breakdown for the individual roads are as follows in current prices:
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Costs

Road Estimate Actual
(CFAF million) (CFAF lillion)

Ngaoundsr6-Garoua road 5,203.0 6,212.71/

Tiko-Victoria road 1,053.6 1,047.1

Total 6,256.6 7,259.8

The Tiko-Victoria road was completed in April 1973,some months before the
accelerated world-wide inflation started which in large part accounts for
its staying withih estimated cost. Construction expenditures for the project
were distributed over the three-year period 1972-74 in the ratio 20:50:30
instead of over 1971-73 in the ratio 33:33:33 as estimated at appraisal.

D. Vehicle Operating and Maintenance Costs

3.04 Vehicle operating costs used in the re-evaluation are based on
the findings of a re-appraisal mission in September 1975 for the Second
Highway Project. Compared to the values predicted at appraisal for 1974,the current values are about 20% higher due .to the extremely high world-wide
inflation which commenced in 1973. Current estimates of vehicle operating
costs for different vehicle categories are shown in Table 7. The weighted
average savings in vehicle operating cost is estimated at about CFAF 24.4
per vehicle kilometer, for the Ngaounder6-Garoua road and CFAF 5.8 for the
Tiko-Victoria road, higher than the appraisal estimates of CFAF 20.1 and CFAF
4.7 respectively.

3.05 Road maintenance costs increased by about 50% between appraisal
and project re-evaluation. For paved roads the present estimate is CFAF420,000/km-year compared to CFAF 278,000 at appraisal, which however appears
somewhat high relative to the volume of traffic.

E. Traffic Forecasts

Ngaoundsr'-Garoua Road

3.06 Traffic counts by the Road Department (RD) early in 1975 indicated
an average daily traffic of about 250 vpd, about 30% higher than the appraisal
estimate of approximately 190 vpd. The higher value is due, among other things,
to the impact of the completion of the Yaound6-Ngaounderg stretch of the
Transcameroon railroad. Traffic estimates at appraisal had assumed that the
Garoua-Mora-Maltan road (GMM road) would be paved by end 1976 and also that
the transport on the Benue River would be diverted to the Ngaoundgrg-Garoua
road on completion. Current estimates are that the GMM road will not be
completed until end 1978 and significant diversion from the Benug River will
not occur much earlier than that. Even using the most optimistic estimate,
these events are not expected to increase traffic by more than 40 vpd and have
therefore not been included in the calculation of the economic return. Traffic
growth on the road was forecast at 5% p.a. durigg appraisal. Based on more
recent consultants' studies, a forecast of 7% p.a. till 1984 and 5% thereafter
has been used in the re-evaluation.

1/ Excludes CFAF 469 million spent by contractor to remedy failures due to
poor work.
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Tiko-Victoria Road

3.07 Traffic on the Tiko-Victoria road was forecast at appraisal to

be about 2,100 vpd in 1975. The latest traffic count by the RD gives about
2,500 vpd for early 1975. The appraisal underestimate is typical for these
types of roads which link two important commercial centers close to each
other. Traffic growth on the road was estimated at a conservative 5% p.a. at

appraisal. It is too early after project completion to develop any reliable
trendline. However, more in-depth analysis carried out by consultants Lamarre
Valois in 1973 for the Douala-Pont du NKam road nearby forecasts a growth of

7% p.a. till 1983 and 5% thereafter. At least similar rates appear reasonable
for the Tiko-Victoria road and have therefore been used in the re-evaluation.

3.08 Limited vehicle classification counts recently carried out by the
RD were based on a different categorization of vehicles from that used at
appraisal and therefore provide insufficient basis for comparison. The RD
estimates agree quite closely with the results obtained on the Douala-Pont du
NKam road and the Garoua-Mora roads for the Tiko-Victoria and Ngaounder6-
Garoua roads respectively and were therefore adopted for this re-evaluation
(Table 8).

F. Economic Re-Evaluation

3.09 The expected returns assuming a 20-year economic life on the
individual road sections at appraisal were 13% for the Ngaounder6-Garoua
road, 14% for the Tiko-Victoria road and about 13% for the entire project.
The estimates of economic returns after project completion are 14% for
Ngaoundere-Garoua road (taking into account higher than average maintenance costs),
18% for the Tiko-Victoria road and 15% for the entire project.

3.10 Several favorable factors explain the slightly higher than expected

returns. First, actual traffic on the roads after completion was higher than
forecast--about.30% higher for the Ngaounder6-Garoua road and 19% for the
Tiko-Victoria road. Moreover, current forecast of traffic growth on the roads
is higher than the conservative 5% p.a. estimated for both roads at appraisal.
Second, vehicle o erating costs (voc) in current prices are now on the average
about 35" higher - than at appraisal (Table 7). This is due primarily to the
substantial increase in price for voc components, principally fuel, which
began towards the end of 1973. Although savings in maintenance costs have
increased since appraisal, this constitutes only a minor proportion of total

project benefits. The combined effect of these factors has more than offset

the construction cost increase for the roads.

1_/ In real terms only 20%.



TABLE 1

CAMEROON

LOAN 663/CREDIT 180-CM

FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

Design Standards

Ngaoundgrg-Garoua
Tiko-Victoria Flat Rolling

Design speed (km/h) 70 100 80

Minimum horizontal radius (m) 300 500 300

Maximum grades (%) 7 5 8

Bituminous surface width (m) 7 6

Roadway Width (m) 11 8

Surfacing asphalt con- bituminous double
crete surface treatment

Axle load pavement design (t) 13 13

Bridgeway width (m)

Span less than 20 m 8 7
Span more than 20 m 8 3.5

Bridge footpath width (m) 2 x 1 2 x 0.5



TABLE 2

CAMEROON: FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 663/CREDIT 180-CM)

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

Currency Fluctuations

Date (Calendar Year) CFAF Equivalent of US$1

January 1970 (At time of Appraisal
and Board Presentation) 278

End-1971 261

Mid-1972 250

End-1972 256

Mid-1973 205

End-1973 235

Mid-1974 241

End-1974 222

Mid-1975 202

End-1975 224



TABLE 3

CAMEROON

LOAN 663/CREDIT 180-CM

FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

Schedule of Project Implementation

Appraisal
Estimate Actual

Beginning End Beginning End

Road Construction

Tiko-Victoria Road 10/70 7/72 12/71 4/73

Ngaoundsr6-Garoua Road 10/70 7/73 12/71 6/75

Preinvestment Studies

Feasibility Studies 7/70 3/71 1/72 9/72

Detailed Engineering 7/71 3/72 12/72 10/73



TABLE 4

CAMEROON

LOAN 663/CREDIT 180-CM

FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

Cost Estimates and Actual Expenditures

As of July, 1976
Disbursed Remaining

by Disbursed to be Paid

Total Cost Bank/IDA by Gov't. by Gov't.

Appraisal
Estimate Actual

-------------------in CFAF Millions-------------------

ROAD CONSTRUCTION

Tiko-Victoria

Construction and physical
contingencies 885 928.8

Price contingencies 88 55.4
973 984.2 728.3 255.9 ---

Ngaoundgr6-Garoua

Construction and physical
contingencies 4,370 4,416.2

Price contingencies 440 1,422.5
4,810 5,838.71/ 3,216.8 1,309.6 1,312.31/

CONSULTING SERVICES

Works Supervision 413 437.4 288.8 148.6 ---

Preinvestment Studies 390 312.1 221.6 54.8 35.7

Subtotal 6,586 7,572.4 4,455.5 1,464.9 1,348.0

- in US$ Thousands------------------

Subtotal 23,685/ 33,379 19,6003/ 6,320- 5,9995/

Refinancing on Loan S-3CM 550 535 535

Interest on Loan 663-CM 865 865 865

TOTAL 25,100 34,779 21,000

1/ Excluding about CFAF 60 million of controversial works and a CFAF 409 million claim by

contractors. 2/ At appraisal exchange rate of US$1 = CFAF 278. 3/ Showing an average

exchange rate of US$1 = CFAF 227.3. 4/ Using the average exchange rate of US$1

CFAF 227.3. 5/ At an exchange rate of US$1 = CFAF 225.



CAMEROON

LOAN 663/CREDIT 180-CM

FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

Initial Allocation and Actual Disbursements
(US$ Thousands)

Initial Actual.
Percentage of Initial Supplementary Percentage of Actual
Participation Allocation Loan/Credit Participation Disbursement

I. Road Improvement 74 14,300 1,900 54 17,318

II. Works Supervision 74 950 100 66 1,279

III. Preinvestment Studies 74 950 --- 71 1,003

IV. Refunding of the First
Development Credit 100 550 --- 100 535

V. Interest and other Charges on
the Loan accrued on or before
May 31, 1973 100 865 --- 100 865

t-4

VI. Unallocated --- 1,385 --- --- _---

19,000 2,000 21,000



TABLE 6

CAMEROON

LOAN 663/CREDIT 180-CM

FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

Appraisal Estimate and Actual Disbursements

IBRD/IDA ACCUMULATED DISBURSEMENTS CUMULATIVE ACTUAL
FISCAL US$'000 EQUIVALENT., DISBURSEMENTS AS A

YEAR AND APPRAISAL ,i ACTUAL TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF
SEMESTER ESTIMATE DISBURSEMENTS APPRAISAL ESTIMATE

1970

2nd 600 0 0

1971

1st 535 1B
2nd 6,200 535 9

1972

1st 535
2nd 13,000 2,501 19

1973

1st 5,502
2nd 19,000 1 10,138 1 53

1974

1st 13,823
2nd 19,000 15,511 82B

1975

1Ist 16,56-1
2nd 19,000 19,000 1 100

1976

B st 19,000 21,000 10

Closing Dates: 12-/31/73 12/31/75

l/ Including a Supplementary Loan/Credit of US$2 million in total.



TABLE 7

CAMEROON

LOAN 663/CREDIT 180-CM

FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT

Vehicle Operating Costs (1975 Prices, Net of Taxes)
(CFAF/Rm)

Paved Road Gravel/Earth Road
Good rgkr

Passenger Cars 23.95 27.50 36.42

Light Trucks and Mini-Buses 28.62 34.10 50.40

Trucks and Buses 44.10 56.70 110.25

Tractor-Trailers 63.00 81.90 164.03

Semi-Trailers 66.82 88.20 189.00



TABLE 8

CAMEROON

LOAN 663/CREDIT 180-CM

FIRST HIGHWAY PROJECT

Traffic Composition
(Types of Vehicles in % of Total Volume)

Ngaoundsrf-Garoua Tiko-Victoria
Road Road

Passenger Cars 66 64

Light Trucks and Mini-Buses 17 16

Trucks and Buses 14 18

Tractor Trailers 2 1

Semi-Trailers 1 1
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FROM: The Secretary April 29, 1977

PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

PHILI'PINES - PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF THE PHILIPPINES

(LOAN 630-PH)

PREFACE

This report presents a performance audit of Philippines - Private
Development Corporation of the Philippines (PDCP) Project, for which
Loan 630-PH for US$25 million was approved in July 1969; an amount of
US$23.7* million was disbursed under the loan by September 30, 1973.

While drawing on the attached Project Completion Report prepared
by the East Asia and Pacific Regional Office, the audit presents a
deeper, independent analysis by OED of PDCP as an institution and its
operations, especially those covered by the above loan. For this purpose,
documents and correspondence relating to the loan were researched and
discussions held with Bank and PDCP staff, Government officials and
representatives of business during a brief OED mission to the Philippines.
The assistance provided to the mission is gratefully acknowledged. Help-
ful comments on the draft Report were received from the National and
Economic Development Authority of the Philippines and PDCP.

* An amount of US$1.3 million was cancelled.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

PHILIPPINES - PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF THE PHILIPPINES

(LOAN 630-PH)

BASIC DATA SHEET

Amounts (in US$ mmn)

As of 1/31/1977
Original Disbursed Cancelled Repaid Outstanding

Loan 630-PH 25.0 23.7 1.3 7.9 15.8

Project Data

Original Plan Actual or Estimated Actual

Conception in Bank Jan. 1969 Jan. 1969

Board Approval July 1969 July 1969

Loan Agreement July 10,1969 July 10, 1969

Effectiveness Oct. 6,1969 Oct. 6, 1969

Loan Closing June 30,1972 Sept.30, 1973

Mission Data

Month, No.of No. of Date of
Year Weeks Persons Manweeks Report

Identification Dec. 1968

Appraisal March 1969 2 2 4 May 5, 1969

Supervision I June 1970 2 2 4 June 24, 1970

Supervision II May 1971 2 2 4

Supervision III Nov. 1971 2 2 4

Supervision IV May 1973 2 2 4



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

PHILIPPINES - PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF THE PHILIPPINES

(LOAN 630-PH)

HIGHLIGHTS

This report deals with an audit of performance under Loan 630-PH

for US$25 million made in 1969 for the Private Development Corporation

of the Philippines.

PDCP has become an effective DFC. Its appraisal capabilities, to

which the Bank has made a major contribution, are rated high. During

the period covered by the audit report, PDCP has brought about a diver-

sification of its portfolio in terms of both its industrial and geo-

graphical distribution. The performance of the sub-projects financed

out of the Bank loan is considered satisfactory. On the other hand,
PDCP operations did not expand as envisaged, mainly owing to fluctua-

tions in economic conditions in the country. Given the relatively

limited scale of operations and the prevailing high rates, PDCP did not

mobilize additional foreign and (except marginally) local currency

resources.

Points that may be of particular interest are:

- limited expansion of client-base (paras. 3.03, 3.04 and 6.05

of PPAM);

- improved industrial and geographical distribution of opera-

tions (paras. 5.03-5.05 and 5.07 of PPAM); and

- development of the capital market (paras. 7.09-7.10 of PPAM).



SUMMARY

1. A Bank loan of US$25 million was approved in 1969 for the Private
Development Corporation of the Philippines (PDCP). This was the third loan
made by the Bank to PDCP. The loan was closed in September 1973 with a total
disbursement of US$23.7 million. A further loan of US$30 million was approved
in November 1974 for PDCP.

2. PDCP was established in February 1963 with the active assistance of
the World Bank. At that time, the International Finance Corporation (IFC)
subscribed P800,000 (US$205,317 equivalent at the exchange rate then prevail-
ing) to PDCP's initial capital stock of P25 million. IFC subsequently sold
its share at a profit.

3. The Philippines has a sophisticated system of financial intermedi-
ation. The short-term money market is well developed and active; the market
for long-term funds is, however, limited, comprising mainly the Government-
owned Development Bank of the Philippines (DBP) and PDCP.

4. In addition to manufacturing industry, PDCP is engaged in financing
public utilities, inter-island transport and agriculture and livestock. Manu-
facturing industry is its primary focus, and PDCP assistance to it has in-
creased in accordance with Government priorities.

5. Since its inception PDCP has received from the Bank four loans to-
talling US$95 million and (since 1969) from the Asian Development Bank (ADB)
three loans aggregating US$45 million. In 1972 PDCP obtained US$15 mil-
lion from a syndicate of lenders headed by IFC.

6. The Government agreed to guarantee the Bank loan to PDCP only on
the condition that PDCP agree to finance projects conforming to the Govern-
ment's economic development policies. programs and priorities. This require-
ment was found acceptable both to PDCP and the Bank.

7. At the time Loan 630-PH was approved, it was not the practice of
the Bank to lay down specific objectives for Bank loans to DFCs. The Bank
had accepted PDCP's statement of General Business Policies. It also suggested
that PDCP should be more venturesome in its project-financing activities and
should diversify its sources of finance. In addition, the Bank sought im-
provements in project appraisal (including use of economic evaluation tech-
niques) and in the quality of follow-up work.

8. Seventeen sub-loans were above the free limit of US$500,000. In
terms of financial performance, the profitability of half the projects fell
below the appraisal estimates while that of one-fifth exceeded them. The
economic return generally appeared to be acceptable, though below the
appraisal estimates.

9. PDCP's total operations - approvals, commitments and disbursements -
were below projected levels largely reflecting the slowdown in economic
activity. Annual foreign currency loan approvals remained stable throughout
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the period. On the other hand, peso loan approvals exceeded forecast levels

substantially, with wide fluctuations from year to year. PDCP's capital
market operations (equity investment, underwriting, private placement) were
limited, but, syndication, started in 1969, was markedly successful.

10. More than three-fourths of PDCP's income in the 1969-73 period was

derived from earnings on long-term loans. The return on PDCP's equity for the

period 1969-73 averaged 17.1% per annum.

11. PDCP is a well-managed institution, with a good staff and widely
respected project appraisal and management skills. PDCP increased its rela-

tive support of the manufacturing sector and of small-scale enterprises and

agri-business. PDCP was also able to increase its support of less traditional
industries within the manufacturing sector.

12. The share of the manufacturing sector in PDCP's portfolio increased

from 49.5% at the end of 1968 to 66.5% at the end of March 1975. Within manu-

facturing industry, PDCP's portfolio was about equally divided between tradi-
tional industries (chemicals, food and wood industries) and non-traditional
industries. Besides financing manufacturing industry, PDCP also engaged in
financing of agriculture, transportation and utilities. Transportation
maintained its share in PDCP operations at around 15%, while the share of

electric power declined from 22% to 8.7% between 1968 and 1975.

13. A breakdown of PDCP-assisted projects by size of firms in 1974 re-
vealed that 67% of the assistance was for large-scale firms (assets about P4
million), 10% for medium-scale firms (assets between P1 million and P4 mil-

lion) and 23% for small-sized firms (assets below P1 million). As regards
geographical distribution, during the same period, the shares of Metropoli-
tan Manila in the total PDCP portfolio declined from 28.8% to 17.1% and that
of Southwestern Mindanao declined from 13% to 10.9%, while those of Southern
Tagalog increased from 20.9% to 30% and of Northeastern Mindanao from 1.8%

to 8.5%.

14. PDCP improved its financial appraisal techniques, including the
use of partial economic analysis. Follow-up practices were strengthened,
but data collection was not systematic. During the period covered by the
audit, PDCP started work on project promotion, went into small industry
financing, opened branches and invested in regional DFCs.

15. PDCP's business remained concentrated in a relatively-small group
of established firms, although the Bank did emphasize the importance of
diversifying PDCP's lending operations. PDCP initiated a few projects and
made loans for relatively few new clients. Loans to Board-related firms
declined, but repeat loans to the same clients continued to increase, as a
percentage of the portfolio.

16. PDCP's mobilization of resources, both local and foreign cur-
rency, was limited. As regards foreign currency resources, except for a

US$15 million loan syndicated by IFC in 1972 and a small Exim Bank facility,
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all of PDCP's borrowings have been obtained on the basis of Government guar-
antee. PDCP did not borrow local currency resources, mainly because the cost
of such borrowing would have exceeded the rate of interest which it was
legally permitted to charge. The only local currency resources which PDCP
acquired during the period were through rights issues, retained earnings, and
some loans obtained from its clients.

17. The shortage of peso resources has restricted PDCP's activities in
the local capital market. Its peso operations are small; so also are its
activities in providing equity investment, though the reluctance of Phili-
ppine entrepreneurs to raise equity has also worked to limit PDCP's equity
operations. PDCP had envisaged undertaking some operations in the secon-
dary capital market, but the Bank discouraged it from undertaking such activ-
ity on the grounds that the risk could be unduly high. For these reasons PDCP
has not been able to mobilise resources or to play the role in the Philippine
capital market which was expected at the time of its formation. It remains
dependent for resources largely on loans from the Bank and the Asian Devel-
opment Bank. However, the statutory limit on lending rates in the Philippines
has recently been removed, thus providing an opportunity for PDCP to move
ahead in this direction.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF THE PHILIPPINES

(LOAN 630-PH)

INTRODUCTION

Bank Loan 630-PH was made to the Philippines National Bank (PNB),

for on-lending to the Private Development Corporation of the Philippines

(PDCP). The proceeds of the loan of US$25 million in various currencies,

were to be on-lent to PDCP at a service charge of .443% per annum above the

charge levied by the World Bank. Total disbursement out of the loan was

US$23.7 million when it was closed in September 1973.

I. Institutional Background

1.01 The Private Development Corporation of the Philippines (PDCP) was

established in February 1963 with the active assistance of the World Bank

Group. At that time, the International Finance Corporation (IFC) subscribed

P800,000 (US$205,317 equivalent at the exchange rate then prevailing) to

PDCP's initial capital stock of P25 million. IFC subsequently (in 1967)

sold out its shares at a profit.

1.02 The Philippines has a sophisticated system of financial intermedi-

ation. The short-term money markets have shown considerable activity in recent

years. The medium- and long-term debt securities market, comprising mainly

government securities, is still in its early stage of development. The supply

of funds for long-term productive investment is limited. Major sources of

medium- and long-term funds include the National Investment and Development

Corporation (NIDC), private insurance companies, the Government Service

Insurance System (GSIS), the Social Security System, trust funds, and (of late)

the Land Bank of the Philippines (LBP). The government-owned Development
Bank of the Philippines (DBP) and PDCP are the principal institutions providing

direct long-term financing for the Philippine industry. DBP is much the

larger of the two institutions. It was expected that PDCP would play an

active role in the development of the capital market.

1.03 While the primary focus of PDCP's activities is manufacturing in-

dustry, it has also been engaged in financing public utilities, interisland

transport and agriculture and livestock. In keeping with the post-1970

economic priorities of the Government, PDCP's assistance to the manufacturing

sector has increased in recent years.
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1.04 PDCP plays a relatively small role in total investment financing
in the Philippines. In 1969, PDCP financing represented 1.2% of gross
Philippine capital formation. The total capital outlays of PDCP-assisted
projects represented 3.9% of gross domestic capital investment. In 1974,
PDCP financing represented 1.5% of gross domestic capital financing and the
total outlays of PDCP-assisted projects equalled 4% of gross domestic capi-
tal financing.

1.05 Since its inception, PDCP has received four Bank loans totalling
US$95 million, the latest of which was signed in November 1974 and became
effective in February 1975. PDCP obtained a US$15 million syndicated loan
from IFC in 1972. Since 1969, PDCP has also received three loans totalling
P45 million from the Asian Development Bank (ADB).

II. Loan Negotiations, Objectives and Expectations

Loan Negotiations

2.01 PDCP requested a third line of credit from the Bank in December
1968, during a supervision mission for its second loan. PDCP was at that
time applying for its first loan from the Asian Development Bank. The Bank's
appraisal mission was conducted in March 1969.

2.02 Early in 1969, the Philippines Government took the position that
it would not guarantee, as "primary obligor", any further loans for the
benefit of PDCP. An ADB loan with a full Government guarantee was finally
signed in March 1969, on the understanding that the Government reserved the
right to renegotiate the question of the Government guarantee for future loans
from ADB to PDCP. The Bank "emphasized to the Government and PDCP at that
time that any Bank loan for PDCP would require the Government's full guaran-
tee, and that the uncertainty about the Government's willingness to guarantee
the proposed loan would have to be cleared up before the start of negotia-
tions."

2.03 In May 1969 the Government informed the Bank that, as a condition
for guaranteeing the proposed loan for PDCP, it would require an explicit
understanding between PDCP and the Government that the proceeds of the loan
would be used in conformity with the Government's economic development policies,
programs and priorities, as reflected in the lists of priority industries to
be furnished to PDCP, primarily by the Board of Investments, 1/ supplemented

1/ An official body, set up under the Investment Incentives Act, 1967, to
define annually the economic activities which are considered desirable,
to determine additional capacity required in these fields in order to
meet domestic requirements and export possibilities, and to approve
investment proposals intended to create the required capacity.
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by other public agencies. PDCP agreed to this requirement, finding it con-

sistent with its corporate objectives. The Bank found the text of this

agreement acceptable. 1/

Objectives and Expectations

2.04 At the time Loan 630-PH was approved, the Bank did not have a policy

of defining specific objectives for each of the Bank loans to DFCs. The

PDCP Board had adopted a statement of General Business Policies (reproduced as

Annex 4 of the appraisal for Loan 630-PH), and based on this, the appraisal

report (para. 19) had described PDCP's role as "to assist in the creation,

expansion and modernization of private productive enterprises in the 
Phil-

ippines, to encourage private capital participation from local and foreign

sources, to facilitate private acquisition of ownership of investments,

shares and securities, and to help develop technical, financial, managerial

and administrative knowledge in the country."

2.05 In addition, the Bank sought from PDCP specific improvements in

its project appraisal and follow-up techniques. While the appraisal ex-

pressed general satisfaction with PDCP as an institution (its management

and staff, its business practices, its appraisal standards and improvement

in its follow-up activities), it noted that improvements could be made in

the evaluation of projects (particularly in the agriculture and livestock

sector), and in the quality of economic and follow-up work. The economic

analysis of potential projects was found to need improvement, particularly

evaluation of the international competitiveness of production costs. On the

subject of PDCP's project follow-up system, it suggested (para. 32) that the

Bank continue to review the quality of "follow-up work actually done". It

also suggested that PDCP should expand its support for new enterprises and

should diversify its sources of finance. During negotiations, the Bank also

encouraged PDCP to "seek more actively than in the past finance from other

sources."

III. Sub-Loans out of Bank Funds

3.01 The Loan was fully committed by March 1972. Total disbursements

under the Loan reached only US$23.7 million by September 30, 1973 when the Loan

was closed (after two extensions, from June 30, 1972 to March 31, 1973 and

then to September 30, 1973); the cancelled amount, US$1.3 million, represented

unutilized balances of sub-loans, savings realized during disbursement of

funds and balances left under letters of credit.

1/ Since then, this issue has been resolved satisfactorily. PDCP negotiated

two credit lines aggregating US$55 million (US$30 million from the World

Bank and US$25 million from ADB) for which the government provided the

requisite guarantees.
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3.02 The guarantee conditions for Loan 630-PH and the 1970 Law, RA 6142,
required that all loans financed from Bank funds be limited to projects ap-

proved by the Board of Investments (BOI) or the National Economic Council

(later the National Economic Development Authority, NEDA). Therefore,
a priori each project financed under 630-PH had the approval of Government

economic authorities.

Type of Clients and Projects

3.03 In all, 35 projects were financed under Loan 630-PH (Annex I of the
PCR). Nine of these were newly established enterprises, 2 were for balancing
facilities, 2 for modernization and the remaining 22 for expansion. This

represented approximately the same ratio of new to existing clients, as

prevailed earlier. Five of PDCP's clients received two sub-loans each.

3.04 Seventeen sub-loans, approved out of Loan 630-PH, were above the

free limit of US$500,000; in addition, two sub-loans below this amount quali-

fied for Bank review under the definition of free limit (because of earlier
loans approved by PDCP to them). Of these 19 "A" sub-loans, 10 were for
projects undertaken by PDCP's existing clients.

3.05 The Bank's review of the 19 projects above the free limit demon-
strated that PDCP's appraisal standards were satisfactory. Bank comments
related to the effect of the 1970 devaluation of the peso on the financial
performance of the projects, to the approach required for evaluating a ship-
ping project, and to general points about price projections, marketing and
economic coverage. On one occasion the Bank questioned PDCP's practice of
borrowing pesos from clients receiving foreign exchange loans from it, but
did not press the issue.

Performance of Projects

3.06 PDCP's analyses of projects did not include the calculation of
economic rates of return, and none was suggested or required at that time by
the Bank. 1/ The tables in Annex V of the PCR compare actual and expected
results of the projects financed under Loan 630-PH. Some data provided in
Annex V of the PCR are incomplete due to difficulties in estimating the
incremental impact of each project, and for some projects the actual results
could not be compared with the estimates made at the time of PDCP's appraisal,
either because the projects had not been in operation for more than one year
or because of subsequent revision and expansion.

3.07 Overall, PDCP financing of these projects represented 51.4% of
actual project costs. Project cost overruns averaged only 6.7%. Of 24 proj-
ects whose completion was delayed, 8 were delayed by more than six months
(only 5 of them by a year or more). Annex V of the PCR states the reasons
for these delays. In terms of financial performance, the projects showed
deviations from appraisal estimates, due to diverse factors, primarily the oil

1/ In 1973, PDCP introduced economic rate of return as a tool of analysis in
its appraisals, and has been using it regularly since then.
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price increases in 1973, but also industrial recession, local (and 
transient)

factors like floods in Central Luzon, longshoremen's strike on the US west

coast (which affected exports of Philippine wood products) and delays in

adjusting power rates for electric utilities subsequent to the oil price

increase. Ab a result, the profitability of half the projects fell below

expected levels, and one-fifth exceeded the profitability expectations.

Average first year earning as percent of average net worth was 7.9%. Two of

the sub-loans were rescheduled.

3.08 Economic indicators (Table 3 of PCR Annex V) are available on a

sample basis. The performance generally appears to be acceptable, if below orig-

inal expectations. Employment expectations were fulfilled, at an average in-

vestment per worker of over US$24,000. Output from the wood and textile pro-

jects and from one mining project was primarily exported.

IV. Over-all Operations and Profitability

4.01 The pace of PDCP operations closely mirrored the Philippine business

cycle. In 1970 the amount of approvals increased in peso terms because 
of the

devaluation of the peso (from P3.92 to P6.435 for US$1) in 1969. In 1971 in-

dustrial investment began to recover strongly from the slowdown in 1970. Ap-

provals dropped in 1972 as the economy was severely affected 
by unfavorable

weather conditions, and then picked up again in 1973 as the economy began to

benefit from the world-wide commodity boom. The 1973 growth was led by tex-

tiles, wood products, pulp and paper, chemicals, basic metals and metal fab-

rication products. Real GNP growth which had been about 5-6% per year for

more than a decade, doubled to 10% in 1973. Growth in the manufacturing sec-

tor slowed down in 1974 and, due to the worldwide economic recession, exports

of manufactures were seriously affected, declining both in real terms and 
as

a proportion of total exports. In terms of output, industries which suffered

sharp cutbacks in 1974 were wood and cork (22%), textiles (10%) 
and chemicals

(13%); gains were registered in food manufacturing (15%), non-electrical

machinery (46%), metal products (16%) and paper (14%). GNP growth fell back

to about 7% in 1974.

4.02 Total PDCP operations - approvals, commitments and disbursements -

were lower than projected levels; the shortfall was accounted for substan-

tially in foreign currency loan operations. Of local currency operations,

loan approvals were larger, and equity investments smaller, than their pro-

jected levels for the years 1971 to 1973.

4.03 The projections of approvals made at the time of appraisal proved

over-optimistic because of the difficult economic conditions in the Philippines

during the period of the review. In not a single year did the actuals of

foreign currency loans and total operations reach or exceed projected levels.

Using constant exchange rates, actual approvals showed a 
sharp rise between

1970 and 1971 (mainly as a result of increase in foreign currency loans)

and between 1972 and 1973 (because of increase in peso loans). Between 1971
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and 1972 there was a sharp fall in approvals, and total approvals in 1973,
even after the substantial rise from their 1972 level, were at about the same
level as in 1971.

Foreign Currency Loan Operations

4.04 Annual foreign currency loan approvals in dollar terms remained
relatively stable throughout the period and exceeded the 1968 level (US$11.67
million) twice, in 1971 (US$14.51 million) and in 1973 (US$12.34 million).
The decline in foreign currency loan approvals in 1972 was due not only to
the general economic slowdown and political uncertainties then prevailing
but also to the effects of Republic Act 6142 which precluded the use of
PDCP's Government-guaranteed foreign exchange for public utility projects
(thus preventing further loans to the electrical utility or transport in-
dustry) and for industrial projects not sponsored by the Board of Invest-
ments. 1/ The law also required that guaranteed funds could only be used to
assist companies which were at least 70% Filipino-owned.

4.05 PDCP provided 53% of a typical client's foreign exchange needs as
compared with 14% of the client's peso investment requirements. In several
cases, PDCP helped a client restructure a project to reduce its peso funding
component relative to the foreign exchange component, to permit greater PDCP
assistance. PDCP's inability to satisfy both types of funding requirements
probably tended to limit its total operations and market.

Local Currency Loan Operations
4.06 Peso loans were projected to remain constant at around P10 million
over the five years 1969 to 1973. In fact, Peso loan operations fluctuated
widely (the range being from P2.38 million in 1970 to P24.53 million in 1973),
with the actual average being P13.08 million (against a projected average of
P10.30 million) over the five-year period.

Capital Market Operations

4.07 The Bank, in its appraisal of loan 630-PH in 1969, forecast a steady
increase in PDCP's capital market operations, including equity investments,
underwritings, private placements and syndications. However, this increase
did not occur; PDCP's operations in these areas had no discernible trend
over the years.

(i) Equity Investments

4.08 PDCP's equity investments were generally tied to loan packages of-
fered to clients. PDCP's actual equity investments exceeded projections
during 1969 and 1970 as PDCP made efforts to enlarge its equity holdings in
response to the Bank's advice. However, they began to decline in 1971 and
dropped to only P870,000 in 1972. The highest level of equity investment,

1/ This requirement was deleted by a Presidential Decree in December 1972.
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P8 million, was reached in 1974. The equity investments were primarily in
the mining sector, followed by manufacturing (Annex I). PDCP's most profit-
able investment was in a shipping firm, a long-established client.

4.09 The Bank expected that cooperation with the Board of Investments
would provide PDCP with new opportunities for equity investment. BOI permits
a 3:1 debt: equity ratio. PDCP's limits on investment in any one enterprise
are set by the assets of the borrower (up to 50 percent of such assets,
including those to be bought from PDCP's assistance) and its own equity and
quasi-equity (20 percent of PDCP's uninmpaired paid-in capital, surplus
and reserves, and outstanding AID loan). PDCP has required promoters to put
in additional equity when the extent of leverage is excessive, that is, such
as to impair the financial condition of the firm. The opportunities which the
Bank had envisaged would arise as a result of co-operation with BOI, in fact,
did not materialize.

4.10 Major constraints on PDCP's equity investments have been the general
unwillingness of Philippine enterprise to permit outside equity participation
in their firms, and the weakness of the secondary market for equities, which
discourages share ownership. Although it was hoped that PDCP would be able to
sell many of its equity investments on the capital market, both to generate
more investment resources and to stimulate market activity, only 1.2% of the
investments had been sold to date.

(ii) Underwriting/Private Placement

4.11 PDCP had difficulty in extending underwriting and private placement
activities, as the capital market for both primary and secondary issues is
very thin in the Philippines; market interest is centered primarily on trading
activities and speculative issues. Therefore PDCP's underwriting activities
were limited during the period. The 1969 forecast for growth in this area was
not reached, as seen in Annex II. PDCP did not underwrite more than two issues
in any one year. While PDCP's underwriting activities are intended to reach
out and promote individual investment, it resorted mainly to block placement
of issues with institutional investors. In recent years, the major activity
in this area has been the private placement of debt issues, as PDCP was unable
to undertake any underwriting commitments after 1971.

(iii) Syndication

4.12 Although syndication activity started only in 1969, PDCP was mark-
edly successful in this area after 1971, as seen in Annex III. Syndication
in 1974 represented more than 60% of syndications accomplished since 1969.
PDCP used syndication to increase the impact of its limited peso resources.
Loan and guarantee syndications complement PDCP's direct financial assistance
operations. For large projects particularly, PDCP syndicates the portion of
the financial requirements of clients which it cannot directly take on due to
exposure limits or policy constraints.
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Guarantee Operations

4.13 Guarantee operations (Annex IV) fluctuated but did not increase in
the manner the Bank had expected. Guarantee assistance was discontinued in
1974, except for disbursements under past approvals, in order to ease pres-
sure on PDCP's debt-equity ratio. Guarantee operations, however, have been
resumed since 1975, and form a significant part of PDCP's local currency
operations.

PDCP Profitability

4.14 More than three-fourths of PDCP's income in the 1969-73 period
was derived from earnings on long-term loans, the balance being divided be-
tween profits from cash management operations and fees for underwriting and
guarantees and commitment charges. Thus, the stable yield spread on loans
appeared to have contributed substantially to PDCP's profit performance.

4.15 The return on PDCP equity for the period 1969-73 averaged 17.1%
per annum (see Annex V). This rate compared favorably with the median
annual return on equity of 11% estimated for major Philippine manufactur-
ing firms for 1969-71. The return on PDCP equity was, however, substantially
below the more than 20% return on equity in the same years by the leading
Philippine investment house. This differential reflects the nature of PDCP
operations and the characteristics of the Philippine capital market: PDCP,
being a development finance institution, has undertaken development-oriented
projects which are basically long-term in nature; most of the leading Philip-
pine investment houses concentrate on high-yielding money market investments
(rather than on long-term development projects) which earn higher returns than
PDCP's investments. Shareholders who invested in PDCP at 1969 market prices
would have received a discounted rate of return of 35% had they sold their
shares at the end of 1974 - not an unattractive return, even with an average
inflation rate for the period of over 24.5% (including the very high 1974
rate). Annex VI gives a set of ratios, which indicate the strong financial
position of PDCP.

V. Structure of Portfolio

Sectoral Distribution

5.01 PDCP is one of the few DFCs to have actively invested in such
sectors as agriculture, transportation and utilities, as well as the more
usual manufacturing and mining sectors. Since both the shipping and the
electric utility industries are well-established sectors of the Philippine
economy, and PDCP was dealing, in both sectors, with reputable clients,
these activities might be considered to have increased the safety of PDCP's
portfolio.

5.02 Government economic policies after 1970 stressed the promotion
of manufacturing industry. Within the manufacturing sector, the Government
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stressed the importance of increased domestic food production and of metals
(steel) and machinery. Projects approved by BOI in the traditional industries
such as chemicals, textiles and wood, were primarily for expansion of capa-
city to meet domestic or export demand. PDCP's project development efforts
sought out, from among projects approved by BOI (and NEDA), those with the
highest financial return and best management.

5.03 The proportion of manufacturing projects in PDCP's portfolio in-
creased significantly, from 49.5% in 1968 to 66.5% in 1975 (Table 1). Within
the manufacturing sector, chemicals and food products became the leading in-
dustries, moving cement, ceramics and stone products from the first to the
third place. PDCP's portfolio, however, remained somewhat concentrated on
traditional industries (chemicals, food and 'wood industries), often as a
result of pre-1970 commitments or long-term client relationships. However,
as mentioned in para. 4.01 above, these industries proved more vulnerable to
cyclical trends in the country.

Table 1

Comparison of Sectoral Distribution of Loans

(1968 and 1975)

(Amount In P million)

Sector Total as of 1968 Total thru March 31, 1975

No. Amount Percent No. Amount Percent

Electric Power 15 43.62 21.96 29 74.30 8.69
Transportation 9 31.57 15.90 27 122.27 14.31
Communications 1 3.64 1.83 4 20.98 2.45
Manufacturing

Food 13 24.31 12.24 30 90.21 10.56
Wood & Wood Products 5 11.64 5.86 25 80.02 9.36
Chemicals 12 16.03 8.07 37 117.75 13.78
Cement, Ceramics and

Stone Products 9 26.24 13.21 15 45.72 5.35
Basic Metals 5 6.70 3.37 2 21.71 2.54
Other Manufacturing 18 13.39 6.74 88 209.93 24.56

Pipeline 1 4.70 2.37 2 5.70 0.67
Mining 4 9.37 4.72 11 28.29 3.31
Agriculture 5 6.15 3.10 30 36.26 4.24
Others 2 1.24 0.63 3 1.54 0.10

Total 99 198.60 100.00 303 854.68 100.00
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5.04 An objective of Government economic policies after 1970 was the

setting up of intermediate and capital goods industries to utilize indigenous

raw materials and to develop backward linkages. As of October 30, 1974, 51%
of PDCP financial assistance was for consumer items, 35% for intermediate

products, 7% for capital goods, and 6% for intermediate-consumer commodities;
42% of PDCP's portfolio was thus in the priority intermediate and capital
goods industries. Of the 257 projects assisted by PDCP since the start of

operation, more than two-thirds were dependent on local sources for their raw

material requirements.

5.05 Loans to the electric power industry declined from 21.96% of the
portfolio to 8.69%. Transportation loans, primarily for inter-island ship-
ping, retained a major place in the portfolio as transport became a BOI

priority industry after 1972.

Size Distribution

5.06 Philippine manufacturing is generally concentrated in large-scale
vertically integrated, relatively capital-intensive units. In 1971, orga-
nized manufacturing establishments with 200 or more employees accounted for
16% of the total number of registered establishments, but 73% of manufac-
turing labor and 79% of gross valued added. A breakdown of PDCP-assisted
projects by size of firms in 1974 revealed that 67% of the assistance was
for large-scale firms, 10% was for medium-scale firms while 23% was for
small-sized firms. 1/ The trend towards financing of small-sized firms,
strengthened by the setting up of a small business projects group by PDCP in
1972 (vide para. 6.11 later), accelerated markedly after 1974.

Geographical Distribution

5.07 Generally, two-thirds of Philippine manufacturing enterprise is
concentrated in the Greater Manila and Southern Luzon area, with increasing
industrialization taking place in Mindanao. In recent years, PDCP has been
successful in changing the geographical spread of its projects, particularly
away from the Metropolitan Manila area, as shown in the following Table:

1/ Small-scale firms are defined as those whose assets are less than
P1 million; medium-sized firms are those whose assets are between
P1 million-P4 million; large-scale firms are those whose assets are
greater than P4 million.
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Table 2

As of Dec. 31, 1968 As of March 31, 1975
Geographical Spread No. Amount Percent No. Amount Percent

Metropolitan Manila 24 57.20 28.80 60 146.44 17.13
Ilocos & Mt. Province 5 9.87 4.97 6 19.60 2.29
Cagayan Valley & Batanes
Central Luzon 13 30.27 15.24 46 115.21 13.48
Southern Tagalog 29 41.55 20.92 93 256.10 29.96
Ricol & Masbate 2 5.00 0.59
Western Visayas 8 16.64 8.38 23 80.89 9.46
Eastern Visayas 4 13.70 6.90 14 65.86 7.71
Southwestern Mindanao 12 25.85 13.02 37 92.89 10.87
Northeastern Mindanao 4 3.52 1.77 22 72.69 8.51

Total 99 198.60 100.00 303 854.68 100.00

The share of Mindanao has continued to increase subsequently.

VI. Institution-building Objectives

Project Appraisal and Follow-up

6.01 PDCP's organization includes an Economic and Corporate Research
Group which, every year, proposes a strategy for PDCP growth, based on macro
and sectoral analyses of the Philippine economy. It also performs special
sectoral and market studies for both PDCP and outside clients. However, it
has no direct influence on the economic appraisal of projects although it
does provide the general data to be used in such analysis by the appraisal
teams.

6.02 The Project evaluation staff was strengthened as suggested in the
appraisal report. It was increased to eight teams of 3 persons, with four
teams for manufacturing industries, two for non-manufacturing industries
and two small-scale enterprise project teams. In 1973 PDCP adopted as rou-
tine the calculation of the internal economic rate of return as prescribed
in the Bank's "Guidelines". In agriculture, PDCP took new initiatives by
setting up a specialized agri-business evaluation group and providing tech-
nical assistance to its clients. Along with other DFC's associated with the
Bank, PDCP is cooperating with the Bank in a pilot scheme to develop a com-
puterized data bank with the objective of monitoring the performance and bene-
fits of DFC-financed projects.

6.03 In response to the Bank's suggestion for a better coverage of the
economic aspects of its sub-projects, PDCP introduced the use of economic
indicators in its analysis of projects. These indicators included estimates
of the impact of a project on employment creation, export generation, import
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savings and other measures of economic efficiency. PDCP's evaluation reports
now also contain acceptable analysis of the international competitiveness of

the production costs of projects undertaken by its clients. PDCP indicated

that it had experienced little difficulty in applying economic analysis to

its projects, noting that most projects produced acceptable results on the

first approximation. Economic analysis, therefore, seldom became a primary

determinant of project acceptance. The trend was to select projects with

the highest financial return from among projects promising acceptable economic

impact.

6.04 Loans were supervised by four follow-up teams which maintained

close contact with clients. Follow-up of completed projects was less effec-

tive. PDCP has had difficulty in obtaining data from clients after completing
disbursement. The response rate to a follow-up questionnaire averaged barely

50%. Neither supervision nor follow-up were concerned with economic data nor
was an attempt made to compare actual economic performance with forecasts.

Diversification of Client-base

6.05 In 1970, the Bank commented on the concentration of PDCP's portfolio

"in very few enterprises" when PDCP requested permission for a larger maxi-
mum exposure to a single enterprise after devaluation. The Bank agreed to an
increase in this limit from 15% to 20% of the sum of unimpaired capital

and the outstanding subordinated AID Loan. The Bank noted at the time that:

"What needs to be considered is the possible effect on

PDCP's future operations and portfolio of a larger maximum
exposure to a single enterprise. We have noted that, as of May

31, 1970, about 49% of PDCP's total outstanding loans and un-

disbursed commitments had been made to ten companies and about

41% of loans outstanding to seven companies. These figures
indicate a heavy concentration of PDCP's portfolio in very few
enterprises. It would be prudent for PDCP to aim at a wider
distribution in the future."

In its 1972 appraisal of PDCP's fourth loan (PH-1052), the Bank commented:

"On the one hand, it is satisfactory that PDCP has built
up a continuing relationship with a number of its clients. On

the other hand, PDCP continues to be criticized (and is aware

of it) for directing the bulk of its loans to a relatively few
well-known industrial groups. It is unlikely that PDCP turns

away desirable business merely because the sponsors are not

well-known. It is possible, however, that some firms hesitate

to approach PDCP because they perceive PDCP as an institution

biased in favor of certain industrialists. During negotiations,

the Bank should discuss with PDCP its plans for diversifying its
clientele."
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6.06 The Bank, therefore, encouraged PDCP to diversify its clientele
and its industry-coverage. In September 1972, at the suggestion of the Bank
Group, the following amendment was made to PDCP's Policy Statement to empha-
size the objective of diversifying its clientele:

"In managing its portfolio, the Corporation will endeavor to
diversify its investments--in terms of the type of industries
being financed, the location of such industries, and as to
whether funds are used for medium- and long-term loans, or
for equity investments. Having regard to its developmental
objectives, the Corporation will give priority to increasing
the number of enterprises it finances, to assisting medium
and small firms as well as large, and to diversifying the
ownership of client enterprises. In this latter connection,
the Corporation will seek to broaden the entrepreneurial base
in the country, by making special efforts to assist qualified
enterprises that, by virtue of their size, age or ownership,
do not have as ready access to other financial institutions
as the larger, better established industrial enterprises in
the country."

6.07 With respect to the concentration of its portfolio in a very few
large client firms, as of March 1975, PDCP's 20 largest client firms accounted
for 37% of its loan and equity approvals, compared with 41% for March 1974 and
55% for March 1973, and 40% of loans and equity investments outstanding com-
pared with 37% in March 1974. Simultaneously, however, the share of new proj-
ect financing dropped from 38% in 1972-73 to 33% in 1974.

6.08 Of 43 loans approved between March 1974 and March 1975, 25 were
repeat loans. In fact, of the fiscal 1975 clients, almost one-fourth had
received three or more loans. The Bank suggested in June 1975 that PDCP
"should keep this situation under review lest too much emphasis is given to
financing projects sponsored by existing clients at the expense of losing
opportunities to diversify its clientele by seeking sound projects with new
clients." PDCP has made efforts in the last two years to diversify its client
base.

6.09 As regards loans to companies connected with its Board members,
PDCP's progress in reducing their share in its portfolio can be seen from
the following:
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June 30, 1972 March 31, 1975

Board-connected clients 1/ (no.) 19% 13.6%

Board-connected approvals 2/ (no.) 20% 12.5%

Board-connected approvals 3/ (amounts) 24% 19.0%

Board-connected outstanding 4/ (amounts) 21% 15.5%

1/ Number of Board-connected client firms as a percentage of total number
of client firms.

2/ Number of loans, guarantees and equity approvals to Board-connected
client firms as a percentage of total number of approvals.

3/ Amount of loans, guarantees and equity approvals to Board-connected
client firms as a percentage of total amount of approvals.

4/ Outstanding assistance to Board-connected client firms as a percen-
tage of total outstanding assistance.

Promotional Activities

6.10 PDCP's promotional efforts took diverse forms: setting up a project
development department, financing small industry, and opening regional offices.
PDCP was able to promote one project on its own initiative - a sodium tri-
polyphosphate project in 1968. In 1971, PDCP organized a project develop-
ment department. Two small projects, identified by this Department, have
obtained funding since then. Some projects were developed from applications
received, but very few of these projects succeeded in obtaining funding.
In the main, PDCP project development effort comprised contacting, through

brochures or telephone, the more promising applicants to BOI to persuade
them to seek PDCP financing; these contacts were referred to the project
evaluation staff for processing. Existing clients were encouraged to enter a
BOI-approved sector to make them eligible to apply for new PDCP financing, and
new parties were assisted through BOI processing to enable them to qualify for
PDCP assistance. As part of its promotional activities, PDCP also conducts
seminars on development financing, issues publications on the Philippine
economy and advertises to trade associations to attract clients.

6.11 In recognition of Government interest in developing small- and
medium-scale industries, PDCP took the initiative to establish a small
business projects group in February 1972 to make loans in the range of
t25,000 - 0250,000 in order to increase its lending to these enterprises. To
implement this program, PDCP requested that the minimum limit on sub-loans
using Bank funds be reduced or abolished. The Bank agreed to this request.
As of March 1975, PDCP had approved 41 loans, amounting to t7.1 million, under
this program. The average size of these loans was t82,000 (US$26,000).
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6.12 Finally, as part of its efforts to reach smaller firms in dif-
ferent regions of the country and in the agricultural sector, PDCP opened
branch offices in Davao and Cebu and invested in several small regional
private development banks which concentrate on lending to agricultural
and small-scale enterprises.

VII. Resource Mobilization

7.01 As of December 31, 1975, PDCP's paid-in share capital (including
premium) amounted to P61.55 million and its reserves to P50.66 million. Its
long-term obligations amounted to P665.21 million.

7.02 Of its long-term debt of P665.21 million, P20.34 million was owed
to local parties (P8.60 million being the unpaid balance of the acquisition
cost of the PDCP land and building and the balance P11.74 million notes due
to local companies - mostly project loan borrowers). In addition, PDCP had
a subordinated, low interest peso loan of P27.50 million from US AID.

7.03 The remaining amount of P617.37 million was in foreign currency
borrowings. Of this total borrowing of P616.98 million, all, except the
syndicated loan of P114.09 million from IFC, was obtained with the guarantee
of the Government.

7.04 The rate of interest charged by PDCP on its loans is 12%, the pre-
scribed ceiling under the usury law; 1/ in the case of foreign currency loans,
the borrowers bear the exchange risk. Short-term rates in the Philippines
money market are much higher 2/. In the Philippines, companies obtain short-
term funds and roll over such borrowings to finance their long-term needs.

1/ In the Philippines, rates of interest are controlled under the Anti-Usury
Law. Early in 1976, under Central Bank Circular No. 494, the ceiling
on interest and other charges on loans with a maturity of more than 730
days by banking institutions or by financial intermediaries authorized
to engage in quasi-banking functions was fixed at 19 percent per
annum. Loans with a maturity of 730 days or less, whether by small
banking institutions or financial intermediaries or by other types of
lenders, continue to be subject to the statutory ceiling of 12 percent
per annum, if secured by mortgage or titled real estate, or 14 percent
per annum, if secured by untitled real estate or personal property or

if unsecured.

2/ The maximum rate of yield (including commissions, premiums, fees and other
charges) on purchases of receivables and other obligations and deposit
substitutes with remaining maturities not exceeding 730 days by banking
institutions or by financial intermediaries authorized to engage in quasi-
banking cannot exceed 17 percent per annum. The yield on receivables or
other obligations purchased or deposit substitutes with a remaining
maturity exceeding 730 days is not subject to this ceiling.
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Given the structure of interest rates, the maturity preferences of suppliers
of funds and the ceiling on the rates of interest charges by it, PDCP could
not have raised peso resources on the market at a rate which would have
allowed it a margin on its peso operations.

7.05 As regards foreign currency resources, PDCP's ability to raise
funds in the foreign capital markets was hampered by the relatively higher
cost of borrowing abroad plus the required withholding tax of 85 percent which
brought the effective cost of borrowing close to the statutory limit of 12
percent set on the lending rate. It was able to raise funds from regional and
international agencies under Government guarantee. With the syndicated loan
from IFC, these resources were adequate to cover its requirements of such
funds. Despite Bank suggestions, therefore,' PDCP did not have to resort to
commercial channels for foreign currency funds.

7.06 With the downward movement of withholding tax on interest at 15 per
cent and the raising of the statutory limit to 19 percent (for terms longer
than 2 years), PDCP should be able to pursue more actively various alternative
sources of foreign currency funding. PDCP has recently explored possibilities
for raising an OPIC-guaranteed bond issue in the U.S. capital market, a
Kuwait-Dinar denominated loan and loans from various German development
institutions.

7.07 In the past, PDCP had difficulty in mobilizing long-term capital
from the domestic market. This was due to the statutory ceiling on PDCP's
lending rate (referred to earlier) and to the domination of the Philippine
securities market by high interest-bearing Government issues whose yields
(12 to 14 percent) precluded a successful bond issue by PDCP at a rate such
that the money could be re-lent profitably. Lack of peso resources does
appear to have inhibited PDCP's local currency operations. PDCP's peso loans
formed less than 20% of its total lending operations.

7.08 It is evident that the interest rate structure prevailing in the
Philippines effectively prevented PDCP from raising peso resources to carry
on peso operations at a profit. It is too early to determine the impact of
the 1976 liberalization of the ceiling on interest rates on the evolution of
the interest rate structure in the Philippines or on PDCP's ability to raise
local currency resources at an adequate margin.

Development of Capital Market

7.09 PDCP's operations in the capital market were, as noticed earlier,
small. This was the result of various factors: (i) PDCP's long-term lend-
ing was limited, owing to the interest rate ceiling operating on such loans
and PDCP's inability to raise peso resources, at an adequate margin, to
carry on such activities; (ii) PDCP's underwriting activities were limited,
partly because of the reluctance of the Philippine entrepreneurs to make
public issues of capital and partly because of shortage of peso resources
with PDCP; (iii) The absence of a secondary capital market denied PDCP a
mechanism to sell its securities obtained through underwriting or share
participation activities. The Bank had discouraged PDCP from entering the
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secondary capital market on the ground that security trading would divert
PDCP from its main business of development banking.

7.10 PDCP could have increased its capital market operations and the
development impact of its activities had it been able to make issues of
long-term bonds and shares and assume a market-maker role for the secu-
rities it had issued. However, this was not possible because of the Govern-
ment imposed ceiling on interest rates. In January, 1976, this ceiling was
raised; this should redirect investor interest from the short-term to the
medium- and long-term market. It has also created an opportunity for PDCP to
raise local and foreign currency funds on its own and to increase its peso
lending and capital market operations.

Debt-Equity Ratio

7.11 In 1970 the Bank agreed that PDCP's debt-equity ratio would be
allowed to increase from 4.5:1 to 5.5:1 partly to compensate for the impact
of peso devaluation on the capital structure. Subsequently further increases
were agreed and, in 1975, the agreed ratio reached 8:1. In response to a
suggestion by the Bank, PDCP made a four-to-one rights issue in 1975 in
which large shareholders agreed to give up 50% of their preemptive rights to
permit broader participation in PDCP ownership. The shares were priced at
P20, very close to current market prices. The offering was not as success-
ful as expected and the agreement to raise the debt-equity ratio to 8:1
enabled PDCP to increase its earnings. For the purpose of calculating the
debt-equity ratio, the definition of debt includes the full amounts of guar-
antees which a DFC provides to its clients. In 1974 PDCP had temporarily to
discontinue its guarantee operations in order to remain within its debt-equity
ratio.

VIII. PDCP's Board, Management and Staff

Board of Directors

8.01 PDCP's Board of Directors consists largely of businessmen from
leading firms. No member of PDCP's operating staff, except the chief
operating officer of PDCP, is a member of the Board. The Board approves
PDCP policy and loans, with the exception of the smaller business loans.

Management

8.02 The management of PDCP has shown capability to deal with complex
problems in a competitive environment. The broad range of PDCP's activi-
ties and its willingness to enter the secondary capital market are evidence
of its responsiveness to local needs and of the long view it takes about PDCP's
future role in the country. The agreement which it reached with the Govern-
ment at the time of the loan negotiations showed its capacity to be flexible
without compromising its basic objectives and policies.
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Staff Turnover

8.03 A high rate of staff turnover continued to be a serious problem
for PDCP. The primary reason for this is the higher position and pay offered
by brokerage firms and newly-started investment houses, which have made

existing financial institutions like PDCP prime targets as sources of trained
manpower. PDCP has been able to attract new recruits of high, quality to
replace the loss because of its good standing in business circles.

IX. Conclusions

9.01 PDCP has become an effective DFC in that it has been able to relend
the resources it has obtained both for industrial activities and in its ven-
tures in non-manufacturing sectors such as transport, utilities and agricul-
ture. It has an effective procedure, to which the Bank has made a major con-
tribution, for appraising projects in the areas for which it lends.

9.02 PDCP's operations are concentrated in relatively few enterprises.
The Bank has tried to encourage PDCP to play a more developmental role by
lending for new types of projects, and for new borrowers, particularly small
enterprises. PDCP has made only modest progress in this direction and, in
practice, a, strategy of this kind faces limitations arising from the necessity
for PDCP to follow policies sufficiently conservative to retain its profita-
bility among the highly competitive Philippines capital market institutions.
Thus the Bank Group's desire for PDCP to be more innovative was not always
easily reconcilable with its advice to give high priority to creditworthiness
by following conservative policies.

9.03 The statutory ceiling on interest rates in the domestic capital
market, which has prevented PDCP from operating in the long term capital
market, was removed in January, 1976. This should provide PDCP with an
opportunity to obtain more resources from the market and thus reduce its
dependence on- the Bank and the Asian Development Bank.



ANNEX I

7RoAT MAmniW OMfl or MTui mmmuS

may of Underuriting and Emuity Overatioms and Portfolip: 1963-1975
(0 000)

1963-1966 1969 1970 1971 1972 .jN liiNo Amurit Eunt b. Amount No A m. ount No. Amount . Ammat

Cocimtted 3 2.621 2 3.614 1 1.100 1 11,000 - . - -
TAke-ups 2 1.778 - - - - - - - - - .
Commitmente at and of period 1 1,600 - - - - - -

Ecuitv Participation

Approved (Grosa) 8 4.040 9 6,572 7 7,755 3 5,000 6 872 5 4,625 9 8.230 - -Withdrawals 2 3,300 1 600 - - - - - - 1 1,000 - - - -
Approved (Net) 6 740 8 5,972 7 7.755 3 5.000 6 Sf7 4 3,625 9 8,230 -
Disbursed 4 570 3 2,263 5 3,269 5 4,740 10 2,96 4 1,250 7 2,372 -A
Conversion of Debt Securities - - - - - - - - 1 3,639Underwriting take-ups 2 1,778 - - - - . - - - - - - - -
Exercise of option 1 121 1 930 1 120 - - - - -
CpeULg portfolio - - 4 570 8 3.768 14' 7,642 19. 1,422 22 15.118 24 18.689 28 24.7c

Total 7 2,449 8 3,766 14 7,755 19 12.422 20 15,118 24 16,689 29 25,700 28 25,IU

Sold during the period (cost) 3 1,899 - . - - . . I 1,0oo . -
Closing portfolio 4 570 8 3,768 14 7,755 19 12,422 20 24 18,689 28 24,700 28 25.lC



ANNEX II

PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF THE PHILIPPINES
Summary of PDCP Underwritings and Private Placements

(1969-1974)

Industry Amount Investors PDCP Take-up
(P'000) (p'000)

1969 Communications 614 Institutional and individuals 413
Manufacturing 3,000 Institutional and individuals -

1970 Manufacturing 1,100 Institutional -

1971 Manufacturing 18, 880 Institutional and individuals -

1972 Manufacturing* 2,200 Institutional and individuals -

1973 Manufacturing* 2,000 Institutional -

1974 Communications* 1,200 Institutional -

*Private placement.



ANNEX III
PIVATE MYhIDLMENT COORATION OF TUE PRILIPPINES

SUWMARY OF SYNDICATION OPERATIONS
(Amounts in Millions)

Amout Syndicated Syndication Partners

Name of Client Firo Main Business ftoiect Product(N/E) Foreign Lbcal Foreign Local
9 9

1969 Marivase Manufacturing Cermaics mnufacturing Ceramics 5.01 2.31 IWOC Phil Life
Prudential 1k.Phil. Banking

1971 Polyphosphates, Inc. Sodium-tripolyphosphates Soditm-tripolyphosphates 0.35 PICA

William Lines, Inc. Shipping Shipping 1.25 PICA

1972 IM Chemicals Polystyrene mfg. Polystyrene 2.00 PICA

Phil. Vinyl Consortim PVC ufg. PVC 1.15 PICA.

1973 Filipinas Synthetic Synthetic Fiber Textile 2.90 PICA-IWC
Fiber

1974 Ivertex Kill@ Textile Mfg. textile 4.60 2.00 Mantrust Manila Bank
VICA -

Kabuhay Vinyl Corp. P fC. .g. PVC 2.00 10.00 Trident Manila Bank

Republic Flour mills Flour Killing seat Processing 1.20 . IWC

Negros Navigation Shipping Shipping 1.40 4.00 Trident Manila Bank

Ja. 1975 Union Chemicals Monosodium Glutamnte Wonosodiut *lutaate 1.40 Bank of Tokyo
Tokyo Finance

(Asia) Ltd.
Mitsubishi

Bank(Europe)
S.A.
Daichi Kangyo

Bank Nader-
land N.V.

loontown Industrial Rubber footwear R f 2.00 uid Bank
Corp.

Ka. 197 lorson Fishing Corp. Deep-sea Fishing Deep-sea Fishing 0.30 General Back

AP Projects
June 23, 1975



ANNEX IV

PIATI DEVE0fENT CORPRATION OF 7M! PR=PPDM

Siai 'of Ouarantoe Operations, 1966-March 3101975

1966-71 1 97 2 1 9 7 1 L9 4 197 5
He Amut ). Amount lb. Amounat jVD. A~t AWN. &L b

Local CurreSCY (M-
Approvals 9 16.044 - (0.830) - - - - - 9 15.164Comituants (Inamtty

Agrements Signd) 9 16.044 - (0.000) - - - - - 9 15.164Disbursements 0 10.044 1 5.120 - - - 0.215 - 0,058 9 15.437Repayments 8 9.155 6 0.646 1 0.194 1 0.050 - - 8 10.045Outstanding at en of year 6 0.889 0 5.364 2 5.169 2 5.120 2 5.178 2 5.178
lorelan Currency Loans (M)

Approvals 15 11.026 - - 1 0.913 -16 11.939
Commitments (Indemnity

Agreeoents signed) 15 11.026 - - 1 0.913 - - - - 16Disbur-ctents 15 10.202 1 0.432 1 0.037 - 1.240 - - 16 11.919Repayments 14 4.951 10 1.003 0 0.900 1 4.291 1 0.120 .7 11.313Outstanding at end of year 11 5.310 9 4.506 C 3.600 0 3.979 0 3.062 8 3.02
.Totale

Aproval. 24 59.267 - (0.080) 1 6.145 - - - - i5 64.532Commitments (Indeaty.
Aereements Signed) 24 59.267 - (0.880) 1 6.145 - - - - 25 64.532Disbursecwnts - 23 56.035 2 8.055 1 0.247 - 9.032 - - 25 73.369Repayments 22 20.565 10 7.991 9 6.030 2 30.366 1 0.042 15 74.602-Outstanding at end of year 17 21.736 17 36.A61 10 29.453 10 33.231 10 32.447 10 32.447

t P3.92 : $1.00 - 1969
P6.435 : $1.00 - up to 1971
P6.701 : $1.00 - 1972
P6.73 : $1.00 - 1973
P7.065 : $1.00 - 1974
P7.02 : $1.00 - March 31. 1375

- P ]roja.ts Department
Jun* 13, 1975



ANNEX V

PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF THE PIIILPPINES
Rcturn on Average Stockholders' Equity

(1969 - 1974)

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 ,1974

Net Income (P'000) 5,956 7,223 9,359 11,554 12,716 14, 385

Average Stdckholders' Equity (P'000) 38,035 42,000 52,416 64,426 71,998 80,114

R O E(%) 15.66 17.20 17.86 17.93 1',66 17.06



PRIVATE DEVLOPMT CORPORATIONI OF THE PHILIPPINES

SEZLTED FINANCIAL RATIOS

(nauiditd)
March 31,

1. Ibtal debt/equity 6.2 6.7 8., 8.4 .

2. long-term debt/equity 5
(IBRM foraia)

3. Current ratio 1.5 1.6 2.0 1.9 1.6

L.. Net Liquid Assets/Tbtal Assets 0.07 o.o6 0.15 0.11' 0.07

5. Debt Service Cover (times) 1.27 1.25 1.24, 1.1? 1.07

6. Profit before tax and
provision as % of average
total assets .3 4. 3.7 3.1

7. Profit after tax and
provision as % of average
equity 17.9 17.9 17.7 17.9 -

8. Earnings per share P2.l P2.87 P3.16 P3.57 PO.96

9. Reserves and provisions as
% of portfolio .9.0 5.5 6.3 6.0 -

10. Cost of term-debt as % of
average term-debt 6.9 7.9 9.3 6.8 -

11. Income from long-term loans
aB % of average long-term loan
portfolio 11.1 11.8 12.6 U.? -

12. Administrative expenses as
% of average total assets 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.5 -

13. Book value as % of
par value 163.1 169.0 168.2 209.9 216.0

14. Dividend as % of 1
par value 10.0 10.0 13.0 A.0 3.5

15.. Dividend pay-out ratio 37.0 33.7 l1.1 39.2 37.0

j/ As defined in Bank Ian Agreements
2/ An defined in IFC Loan Agreement.



Completion Report on the

Third Private Development Corporation of the Philippines Project

Loan No. 63;W-PH

I. INTRODUCTIDN

1.01 The Private Development Corporation of the Philippines (PDCP)
was established in 1963 with the active assistance of the World Bank
Group. It has received four Bank loans totalling $95 million, a $15
million loan from IFC and three loans from the Asian Development Bank
amounting to $45 million.

1.02 The loan under review (Loan 630-PH) was the third Bank loan
to PDCP, its amount was $25 million, and the interest rate 6-1/2% per
annum. The loan was approved by the Board of Directors on July 1, 1969.
The Bank's disbursement experience under this loan has been satisfactory.

II. LOAN OBJECTIVES

2.01 The Bank's appraisal report dated June 10, 1969 presented a
favorable view of the competence and ability of PDCP'S management and
staff, the standards of its operational work, the quality of its port-
folio, and the soundness of its financial policies. The report, how-
ever, pointed out that the economic aspects of projects financed by
PDCP were not sufficiently well covered, and consideration of interna-
tional competitiveness of production costs was not clearly shown in
PDCP's appraisal reports. The repcrt also suggested that PDCP seek
opportunities, in consultation with the Board of Investment, to expand
its support of new enterprises and for equity investment. PDCP was
also encouraged to seek more actively finance from sources other than
the Bank, and was urged during negotiations to raise additional share
capital in the following two years to broaden its ownership, to allow
a more rapid expansion of its operations, and to enable it to under-
take larger size investments. The broad objective of the loan was the
transfer of resources through an efficient financial intermediary to
finance the foreign exchange coats of projects undertaken by private
productive enterprises for the economic development of the Philippines.
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This objective was met successfully, and PDCP was able by and large to
overcome the shortcomings mentioned above and to carry out most of the
suggestions made by Bank.

A. Provision of Foreign Exchange

2.02 The appraisal report projected that the $25 million Bank loan
would cover PDCP's foreign exchange resource requirements for about two
years from July 1969 to July 1971. As can be seen in Annex 1, the Bank
Loan was actually fully committed in March 1972. The delay was due
largely to the effect of stringent financial measures introduced by the
government in early 1970 which resulted in a slowdown in economic growth
in that year. Economic activity picked up again in 1971 as the oppor-
tunities opened up for industrial and agricultural growth by the 1970
devaluation became evident and investment revived.

B. Institutional Improvements

Project Evaluation

2.03 In response to the appraisal mission's suggastion that a better
coverage of the economic aspects of its sub-projects was needed, PDCP
introduced the use of partial economic indicators in its analysis of sub-
projects. These included estimates of the project's impact on employment
creation, export generation, import savings and other measures of economic
efficiency. In 1973 PDCP adopted as routine the calculation of the
internal economic rate of return as prescribed by the Bank's recently
introduced 'Guidelines". Along with other IFC's associated with the
Bank, PDCP is cooperating with the Bank in a pilot scheme to develop a
computerized data bank with the objective of monitoring the performance
and benefits of 17C-financed projects. PDCP's evaluation reports now
contain a thorough analysis of the international competitiveness of the
production costs of projects undertaken by their clients.

2.04 The appraisal report expressed some concern about the turnover
of PDCP's staff, which, apart from the expense and inconvenience involved,
also threw an additional burden on senior and experienced staff. This
situation has not improved even though PDCP's staff compensation is
considered to be highly competitive. Part of the explanation lies in
the fact that there is a strong demand for PDCP-trained staff and other
institutions are willing to pay premium salaries to attract them. The
other factor is the size of PDCP itself which of necessity cannot provide
sufficient promotional opportunities for all of its junior staff. Never-
theless PDCP has been able to attract new recruits of high quality because
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of its good reputation in business circles, so that vacancies have been
filled rapidly and without a detrimental effect on PDCP's operational
efficiency. To maintain that efficiency in spite of the drain in staff,
PDCP adopted the practice of "over-recruiting" for vacancies by about
10 percent.

2.05 On a related point it was suggested during appraisal that the
project evaluation department was understaffed and needed strengthening
to handle PDCP's growing volume of operations. As of March 31, 1969 the
project evaluation group had a total staff of 11 with four evaluation
teams. By June 1972 the total number of project evaluation staff and
increased to 21 with five larger teams. Also, in response to another
suggestion made by the appraisal mission, a separate group was created
to evaluate agricultural and livestock projects with six more staff
members.

Project Supervision

2.06 The Bank's appraisal mission report noted a significant
improvement in PDCP's follow-up work. The Bank however kept the situation
under close review. In fact PDCP's follow-up procedures continued to
improve and by the end of 1972 its follow-up system was considered to be
thorough and comprehensive. At that time it had four follow-up teams
each consisting of two professionals with a background in finance,
engineering and/or marketing. These teams compile data on clients' actual
accomplishments in exports, employment and in other financial and economic
aspects. Comparisons are made with projections made at the time of
evaluation and reasons for divergences are recorded in order to strengthen
future appraisal work. Potential problems detected during follow-up are
acted on promptly.

III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION

A. Allocation of Loan No. 6)O-PH

3.01 As shown in Annex 1, the proceeds of the Bank loan were used
to finance 35 sub-projects. Under the loan the Bank raised the free
limit from $250,000 to $500,000. The industrial distribution of these
sub-projects is shown in Annex 5, Table 3. The size distribution of the
sub-project loans was as follows:

No. of Sub-projects Amount Disbursed
Less than $250,000 7 $701,850
$250,001-$500,000 10 $3, 845,1lo
$50o,ool-$1,ooo,ooo 9 $6,119, 757
Over $1,000,000 9 $13,003,390
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3.02 Of the 35 sub-projects, 14 ($9.7 million) were in the Greater
Manila area, 4 ($1.8 million) in Central and Southern Luzon, 7 ($3.5
million) in Mindanao and 10 ($8.7 million) in the Visayas. PDCP's

investment (out of its local currency resources) in the 35 projects
amounted to P10.62 million. Some data provided in Annex 5 are incomplete
due to difficulties in estimating the incremental impact of each project,
and for some projects the actual results could not be compared with the
estimates made at the time of PDCP's appraisal either because the
project had not been in operation for more than one year, or because of
subsequent project revision and expansion. For the 35 projects PDCP's
total financing (P176.1 million) amounted t6 51% of total fixed investment
of P347.5 million. Nine out of the 35 projects were new, two were for
balancing and two for modernization and the other 22 were for expansion.
Of the 19 'A' sub-loans, ten were for projects undertaken by PDCP's
existing clients. Five of PDCP's clients received two loans under
Loan 630-PH (William Lines, Panay Electric, Philippines Electric,
Ledesma Overseas and Sta. Clara Lumber).

3.03 PDCP's financial and economic analyses of sub-projects did not
include the calculation of financial and economic rates of return, and
none was suggested or required at that time by the Bank. Financial data
collected (Annex 5, Table 2) on the sub-projects are insufficient for a
detailed analysis, but on the whole show a satisfactory performance for
most sub-projects.

3.04 The Bank's review of the 19 projects above the free limit did
not result in a significant change in any of the sub-projects. The Bank's
comments related in a few cases to the consideration of the effect of
the 1970 devaluation of the peso on the financial performance of sub-
projects, to the approach required for evaluating a shipping project, and
to general points about price projections, marketing and economic coverage.
PDCP welcomed these comments and considered them useful in improving its
appraisal work.

B. PDCP's Operations

3.05 PDCP's actual operational performance (approvals, commitments
and disbursements) was markedly different from the projections contained
in the Bank appraisal mainly due to the unexpectedly large devaluation of
the peso which occurred early in the second year of the 1969-1973 pro-
jection period. A summary comparison of actual and projected results is
shown in Annex 2.
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3.06 PDCP's total approvals grew at an average annual rate of about
15.5% during 1969-1973 with exceptionally large increases being registered
in 1970 and 1971. In 1970 the devaluation considerably increased the
amount of approvals in peso terms, and in 1971 industrial investment had
begun to recover strongly from the slowdown in 1970. Approvals dropped in
1972 as the economy was severely affected by unfavorable weather conditions,
and then picked up again in 1973 as the economW began to benefit from
the world-wide commodity boom. Foreign currency loan approvals in dollar
terms remained relatively stable throughout the period and exceeded the
1968 level ($11.67 million) twice, in 1971 (414.51 million) and in 1973
($12.34 million). The decline in foreign currency loan approvals in 1972
was not only due to the general economic slowdown and political uncer-
tainties then prevailing, but also to the effects of Republic Act 6142
which precluded the use of PDCP's Government-guaranteed foreign exchange

funds for public utility projects.

Equity Investments

3.07 PDCP's actual equity investments exceeded projections during
1969 and 1970 as PDCP made greater efforts to enlarge its equity holdings
in response to the Bank's advice. However, PDCP's equity investments
began to decline in 1971 and dropped to only P870,000 in 1972. The same
factors that affected lending operations also depressed capital market
activities in that year. As a result of government measures to revive
the capital market, PDCP's equity investments picked up somewhat in 1973.

IV. RESOURCE J)BILIZATION

Foreign Currency Resource Mobilization

4.01 During the 1969-73 period PDCP has had no success in mobilizing
long-term foreign currency resources from non-official sources, apart
from obtaining an FC syndicated Loan of $15 million in which four
foreign commercial banks participated for $8.5 million. Its foreign
currency resource requirements since the third Bank Loan (Loan 630-PH)
have been met from a second ADB Loan of $15 million in 1970 and the IC
Loan of $15 million in 1972. PDCP's ability to raise funds on the foreign
capital markets has been hampered by the statutory limit on its lending
rate of 12% and the Philippines' Central Bank's insistence on relatively
long repayment terms for foreign borrowings to ease pressure on the
balance of payments. These two factors have reduced PDCP's room for
maneuver in diversifying its foreign sources of funds since loans from
foreign private banks would usually be insufficiently long in term. Never-
theless PDCP is continuing to seek opportunities to raise money from
private foreign sources.
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Local Currency Resource Mobilization

4.02 During the period 1969-1973 PDCP raised its share capital three

timesi in February 1970 it increased its initial paid-in capital of P25

million to P27.5 million by the issue of a 10% stock dividend, and in

March 1971 PDCP increased its again to P35 million by a rights issue for

cash, on which it also raised a capital premium of P3 million. 
In 1972

the paid-in capital was increased further to P49.25 
million by another 15%

stock dividend. As of June 30, 1972 PDCP's shareholders numbered 1,253

compared with 968 in December 1969. Foreign ownership declined from

28.9% in June 1969 to 27.3% in June 1972. Therefore from the time that

Loan 630-PH was approved to the time the last commuIent under this loan

was made, PDCP increased its share capital and surplus by 61% and the

number of its shareholders by 29.4%. PDCP has not been as successful

in mobilizing long-term capital from the domestic market. This was due

to the statutory ceiling on PDCP's lending rate which has alreadr been

mentioned, and to the domination of the Philippine securities market

by high interest bearing Government issues whose yields (12-14%) pre-
cluded a successful bond issue by PDCP at a rate at which the monqy could

be relent profitably.

V. FINANCIAL PIRFORMANCE

5.01 Projected (as contained in the Appraisal Report for Loan 630-PH)
and audited financial statements for 1969-1973 are shown in Annexes 3 and 4.

Financial Position

5.02 PDCP's Loan and investment portfolio (net of provisions) in-
creased from P129.5 million at the end of 1968 to p458.8 million at the

end of 1973, with a resulting increase in total assets from P150.2 million

to F676.3 million over the same period. Although this growth is con-

siderably in excess of the Bank's forecast made at the time of the

appraisal report, it reflected to a large extent the effect of the devalua-

tion of the peso on PDCP's foreign currency assets and liabilities. The

exchange rate for the peso declined from P3.92 in 1969 to P6.73 in 1973.
PDCP's paid-in capital and surplus increased from P25 million in 1969 to

P40.25 in 1973 (see para 4.02). Reserves gnd retained earnings increased

from P11.3 million (31% of not worth) in 1969 to P32.5 million (4% of not

worth) in 1973. The long-term debt equity ratio (as defined in the Bank's

Loan Agreement) moved from 3.1:1 in 1969 to 5.0:1 in 1973. Debt service

cover was 1.45x in 1969 dropped to 1.25x in 1970 as a result of the peso

devaluation and has remained at that level throughout the rest of the
period.
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Profitability

5.03 PDCP's return on average not worth increased from 15.6* in 1969
to 17.1% in 1970 and remained at about 17.8% for the following three
years. Profits before tax as a percentage of average total assets have
shown a steacy decline from 5.6% in 1969 to 3.3% in 1973 largely because
of the exceptionally rapid increase in total assets brought about by the
devaluation. Administrative expenses increased from Pl.84 million in
1968 to P8.77 million in 1973, but declined an a percentage of average
total assets from 1.6% to 1.0% over the same period. PDCP pursued a
rather conservative dividend policy during this period with an average
dividend payout ratio of about 38%. This has enabled PDCP to build up its
equity base through increases in retained earnings.

VI. ECONOMIC INPACT

6.01 Although its approvals increased rapidly during 1969-1973
(para 3.05), PDCP remained a relatively small source of term-finance for
industry in the Philippines. In 1971 disbursements by PDCP represented
only about 2.7% of the estimated gross domestic investment in manufactur-
ing. PDCP's outstanding loan portfolio of P355 million as of June 30,
1972 represented about 9% of the estimated total amount of outstanding
loans for industrial enterprises at that time. While PDCP's quantitative
contribution to the country's economic growth may not have been very
large in relation to total fixed investment, its qualitative contribution
has been important in view of the high quality of its evaluation and
follow-up work, its sustained efforts to raise its operational standards
and those of its clients, and its willingness to try innovations and
to venture into new fields.

VII. CONCLUSION

7.01 The objectives of the Loan were generally met successfully,
and the contribution of the Loan to PDCP's operations, in terz of
providing foreign currency resources, is clear. As noted in the previous
paragraphs. PDCP has made serious efforts to follow the suggestions
and recommendations made by the Bank and continues to place a high value
on its close relationship with the Bank Group. PDCP's operational and
financial performance has been fully satisfactory.
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PRIVA'E DEVKWPJT QOWOUTUI OF 7M1 PHILIPPDIM

List of 3ub-Projeats, Oamitmmnt Dates and Disbursommnt

Ioan 630 - MB

Outstnding
Loan No. Nam of Project ~ommitiamt Diabursement of Mr. 11

1. A-1 William Lines 03/28/70 1,378,574 1,076,967
2. A-2 Oonzalo Puyat & Son$ 02/03/70 519,664 332,796
3. A-3 Panay Meotrio 02/07/70 599,509 475,570
4. A-4 lesins 07/07/70 75,000 17,111
5. A-5 Negros Navigation 06/27/70 1,957,673 1,579,952
6. A-6 Ledemam Overseas 01/08/71 1,892,405 1,807,626
7. A-7 Philippine XLeotrio 01/29/71 169,854 159,070
8. A-8 Aooj- 'Mning 0/13/71 924,490 794,218
9. A-9 Luson Stevedoring 0WI22/71 670,000 22,994

10. A-10 Maroelo Steel 07/21/71 1,095,390 1,025,270
11. A-li Ikisoo 'bol 09/14/71 1,517,539 1,517,539
12. A-12 A. S. Dias Sleotrio Service 09/29/71 986,925 96,925
13. A-13 William Lines 10/08/71 1,100,085 991,524
14. A-14 Zambales Base Metals 11/12/71 1,319,835 1,319,835
15. A-15 Sta. Clara Lumber 01/05/72 557,638 557,638
16. A-16 Panay Meotrio 02/0IV72 783,047 783,047
17. A-17 Nkrivass fnufaoturing 02/0W72 1,000,090 1,000,090
18. A-18 General Milling 02/11/72 1,71,799 1,71a,799
19. A-19 Insular Lumber 02/23/72 575,000 ,000
20. B-1 Advanoe Resins 10/20/69 41,699 -
21. B-2 Delgado Brothers 11/07/69 34,315 22,960
22. B-3 Royal Industries 12/01/69 119,973 Z9,973
23. B-4 Union ms & Container 01/08/70 366,584 289,520
24. B-5 Mabuhay Tuctile HUla 01/08/70 129,924 914636
25. B-6 Philippine Eleotrio 03/26/70 300,000 139,506
26. B-7 Angeles Iieatrio 02/12/70 346,002 189,585
27. B-8 Kenram (Phillippines) 03/03/70 367,62 25,799
28. B-9 Jalwindor 's 07/20/70 289,5.1 ,999
29. B-10 Sta. Clara Lumber 08/03/70 114,314 41,303
30. B-12 Aras-Asan Timber 09/29/71 311,712 311,712
31. B-13 Ladesma Overseas 10/22/71 470,000 165,35932. B-14 C. Alcantara & Sons 11/12/71 499,270 492,580
33. B-15 Aboitis Sipping 01/05/72 503,484 U86606
34. B-16 Biool Seds 01/05/72 444,429 W4,429
35. B-19 Cagayan Koctric Power & Light 03/16/72 13.4 1674

T2tal 23,670,083 20,823,_

Note: 'A' subiprojects are those for which the amount of the sub-loan atceeded
the free limit of $500,000.

1/ Sub-proj sots No. B-11 (Luson Stevedoring) B-17 (Tacloban Eleotric)
and B-18 (Ding Velayo fort) was withdrawn betore disbursement.

RAP Pro jeot Department
August 4, 1975
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PRMZAIU BM IW r COCATUMN OF TOE 1ILIPUIMU
.1/

Projected and Actual *wmrmwls, CoiaLtmate and DhsbureementG. 1969-1973

Years ending Veomber 31 ad ___p _________ 4C0344 Actual__d ____ __te Actual

Approval$

foreIo currency loans (S million) 13.40 9.20 15.19. 10.35 17.03 14.51 19.07 10.57 21.43 12.34
Local currency loans (P million) 9.50 6.27 10.12 2.38 10.38 14.54 10.62 13.70 10.88 24.53
Equity investments (U million) 3.50 6.57 5.50 7.76 6.50 5.00 10.50 0.87 11.00 4.63

Total (@ million equivalent) 65.50 50.90 75.12 76.74 85.48 112.91 95.92 68.23 106.18 112.21

Commitments

roreign currency loans ($ million) 13.14 10.44 14.54 7.9% 16.58 11.74 18.58 9.28 20.86 14.85
Local currency loans (V million) 7.90 8.13 9.73 4.41 10.27 11.38 10.58 14.60 10.82 20.06
Equity investments (9 million) 2.97 6.57 4.92 7.08 7.77 5.00 10.09 0.87 10.89 3.63

Total (V million equivalent) 62.37 55.62 71.65 62.71 83.04 91.93 93.67 78.59 103.71 123.65

toisbursements

Freign currency loans ($ million) 9.79 10.04 10.45 9.68 14.54 10.52 17.11 12.71 19.13 9.72
Local currency loans (V million) 13.14 7.67 9.30 8.43 10.07 13.11 10.38 14.12 10.68 13.85
Equity investments (V million) 3.03 6.14 6.34 3.18 7.98 4.76 9.90 2.70 11.31 1.25

Total (V million equivalent) 54.57 53.17 56.64 73.90 75.15 85.57 87.28 102.99 96.99 80.52

I/ Projections shown in Appraisal Report for Loan No. 630-PH

Exchange mate. applied: $1.00 - P3.92 for 1969
- 96.435 for 1970-71
- 96.78 for 1972
- 06.73 for 1973

EAP Projecte Department
August 5. 1975
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AP Ftjeste Depaunet
August ,1975
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'IVA2 DEVEL M CORPOUIM Or 1 MLIf 8

Prolected and Audited Zsucle Statemente, 1969-1973

fears ending December 31 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973zaimca4 hgiai Priuee MSUL Proected Actual Projected Actual ProJected Actug

Income

Interest income:
Short-ter. placements 2.92 4.16 1.89 4.90 1.44 6.52 1.67 7.81 2.36 13.1
Long-term loans 13.26 12.01 17.66 24.17 22.49 29.50 27.89 41.71 33.66 52.5Commission@ 2.03 1.48 2.70 2.31 3.66 2.68 4.89 0.61 5.89 0.5Other income 0.14 1.09 _ 0.5 2.35 0.17 0.50 0.20 0.6

Total 18.35 18.74 22.40 32.16 27.74 41.05 34.62 50.63 42.11 66.9

)peratink Expenses 2.03 2.72 2.19 3.82 2.47 4 2.77 4.67 3.04 8.7

Income before interest and other expenses 16.32 16.03 20.21 28.34 25.27 36.90 31.85 45.96 39.07 58.1

Interest and other expenses 7.62 7.57 10.49 17.72 14L1 22.39 . 27.76 23.72 IM

Income before taxes 8.70 8.46 9.72 10.62 11.12 14.51 12.85 18.21 15.35 18.3(
provision for incm tax JLM .50 3.22 3.39 3.57 5.16 4.05 6.65 4.85 5.51

let income for the period 5.72 5.96 6.50 7.22 7.55 9.36 8.80 11.55 10.50 12.71

j/ Projections shown in Appraieal Report for Loan No. 630-Pa1; these projections have been converted into poes at the rate of U8$1.00 - V3.92.

A? Projects Department
ugust 5. 1975



enrastawintine .5 kob-3m lasts flnmed anez Lsa Us. 830-RU

Nature of . Tate_ _ __ ________ ________ a______"_
sub-grgho I9 )o Acta saweg Acua iereuca

Loon ?A, lame of Sub-Project Estimate _____ ___M Iaoat Cost (maoths)

A-1 William Lines 1 11,454 9,231 (19.4) 1,378.6 - 8,871.3 96.1 Jms. 1971 Jan. 1971 0
A-2 Goasalo Puyat 4 Sond a 6,785 8.000 17.9 519.7 - 3,344.3 41.8 July 1970 aa. 1970 1
A-3 Penay Electric 3 4.841 5,2.0 10.5 589.5 500 4.357.S 54.6 ao. 1971 Dec. 1971 9

A-4 aesin& N 8,50 18,739 116.9 1,003.0 - 6,447.2 34.5 Sam. 1969 Aug. 1974 I8
A- 5 Zs=. Navigation E 14,330 14,133 (2.7) 1,957.7 - 12,597.8 89.1 Jom. 1972 Set. 1971 (3)
A-6 Lede-m Overseas x 14,217 14.162 (0.4) 1,892.4 - 12,177.6 86.0 July 1971 Aag. 1971 2

A-7 Phllippins Ileotric 9 6,012 3,338 (44.5) 169.9 500 1,593.6 47.7 July 1973 sept.1972 (9)
A- Acoje Mining K 27,004 25,415 (5.9) 924.5 - 5,949.2 23.4 Sept.1971 Oct. 1971 1
A-9 LUaon Stevedoring 3 5,159 5,100 (1.1) 670.0 - 4,311.5 84.5 Mar. 1971 Nor. 1971 0
A-10 Marels steel 11,382 14,035 23.5 1,095.4 1,500 8,348.9 60.5 DOw. 1972 Oct. 1974 23

A-11 Elieco Tool N 25,715 27,395 6.5 1,517.5 9,765.1 33.7 J". 1973 Ape. 1973 3

A-12 A. I. Dias Electric 9,538 9.291 (2.6) 966.9 1,500 7,850.7 84.5 Sept.1972 Oct. 1972 1

A-13 William Lines I 18.090 17,789 (1.7) 1,100.1 - 7,09.1 39.8 Aug. 1972 Sept.1972 1

A-14 Zasbales Sea Hotals 5 18,073 27,845 54.1 1,319.8 - 8,492.9 30.5 July 1973 July 1974 12
A-Is Sts. Clara Lumber 5 5,507 5,119 (7.1) 557.6 370 4,150.5 81.1 Aug. 1972 Aug. 1972 0

A-16 Paney Electric a 6,625 7,197 8.6 783.0 - 5,308.7 73.8 Sept.1973 July 1973 (2)
A-17 Mariase Maemfcturing 9 10,525 11,850 12.6 1,000.1 - 6,780.7 57.2 2/ Ot. 1972 Dec. 1972 2

A-1 General illing 1 30,664 30,4- 0 1,741.8 - 11,809.4 38.5 Sept.1973 In provees n.e.
A-19 IneMaMr Lumber 1 20,842 20,842 0 575.0 2,000 5,89.5 28.3 Oct. 1973 Nor. 1974 5

1-1 Advance eaims E 1,632 1,764 8.1 145.5 15 1,0"8.0 60.5 June 1970 Nay 1972 23

8-2 Delgd Brothers 3 3,813 5,279 (9.2) 835.0 .43 5,053.0 95.7 Sept.1989 om. 1969 2

.-3 aoyal Industries V 4,521 5,184 14.7 450.0 - 2,700.0 52.1 Oct. 1970 see. 1970 2
3.4 Luaso Gla 6 Containar 3 4.357 3,479 (20.2) 366.6 375 2,734.1 78.6 Sept.1972 Sept.1972 0
3-5 Nabubay Textile Mills 1,024 970 (5.3) 129.9 - 835.9 86.2 Oct. 1970 Apr. 1971 6
s-6 Philippine Electric 9 4,818 6,163 27.9 300.0 - 1,931.0 31.3 July 1970 Oct. 1970 3
3-7 Anaeles Electric 9 3,073 3,059 (0.5) 346.0 - 2,226.5 72.8 Juma 1970 No. 1970 5
3-8 Eaemam (Philippines) N 6,532 6,614 4.0 387.6 932 3,300.1 48.4 Ja. 1971 Sept.1971 S
8-9 Jalvindor's 3,825 3,568 (6.7) 269.5 - 1,862.9 52.2 Jan. 1971 July 1970 (6)
3-1 Its. Clara Lumber N 853 871 2.1 114.3 - 735.5 84.5 Jan. 1971 Jom. 1971 0
8-12 Ara-As=a Timber M 3,068 3,406 11.0 311.7 700 2,705.8 79.A Dec. 1972 June 1973 6
1-13 Ledem Overseae a 5,012 5,671 13.2 470.0 - 3,024.5 53.3 Dec. 1971 Nov. 1971 (1)
1-14 C. Aleaantara 6 gon N 5,644 5,279 (6.5) 499.3 500 3,713.0 70.3 Sept.1972 Dec. 1972 1
5-15 Aboitis Shipping a 4,501 4,201 (6.7) 503.5 - 3,413.7 81.3 July 1972 Jose 1972 (1)
5-16 aicol leads N 9,709 10,054 3.6 444.4 1,500 4,513.0 44.5 Jan. 1973 Oct. 1973 9
8-19 Cawyn Electric a 1.332 1.433 .6 Q3,j7 _-_ 926.8 64.7 Dec. 1972 Dec. 1974 24

Total 321,167 342,530 6.7 25,504.7 10,615 176,098.6 51.4

j/ Includes 9930,000 from Lon No. 467-NO
/ I of estimated project cost.

Includes $103,674 from Loam Do. 467-11
Includes 9800,85 from Laem No. 467-M
Includes 61,834,359 from Lae No. 467-11
a - Ine
I - Expansion
a - Selancing
M - Modernization

AP Projects Deprtment
August 5, 1975
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rFnancial Perfoveae of Sub-Ppejects Financed undar Loan NO. 630-PH

Profit before Provisions a 1 of

Total sales (P'000) Profit (O1s) (9,000) Net Earnings as % of Average Worth Average Total as
T M ear FIrst ler Secd ear First year Second Year Sortt Te s a rd yr

3aan 30. Mams of Sab-Piloett Actual Estimet Actual Estimate Actual Estinte Acth zatiuto Actual stiinkeu l Laea

A-1 WILSON Lines 20,450 32,819 21,064 46.676 1.706 2.250 1,728 5.670 8.9 8.8 6.8 9.6 13.8 9.6 15.9 12.4
A-2 Camalga Puyat 4 Sona 7.847 7.055 7,977 7,761 654 4,712 1,017 5,183 8.5 37,0 12.0 33.0 12.1 8.0 11.1 6.0
A-3 Panay Electric 7.540 7,684 8,120 9,614 665 1,260 933 (216) 12.3 18.3 15.0 (1.2) 5.2 6.6 6.6 (1.1)
A-4 Sains 34,401 n.a. 38,880 n.a. 3.445 n.a. 3.714 n.a. 17.8 n.a. 17.1 n.a. 2.7 n.a. 2.9 n.a.
A-5 mgoe Nevigation 22,229 29,429 22,856 37,436 3,606 3,999 3,848 4,868 17.3 12.5 16.3 15.2 18.1 19.1 18.3 18.7
A-6 edema Overseas 8,159 5,364 9,992 8,452 1,628 432 2,709 200 27.3 7.9 31.4 3.4 13.7 8.3 16.9 7.7
A-7 AilippIne Electric 26,181 10,611 33,769 n.e. 2,396 1,061 2,825 n.a. 24.8 7.6 23.0 n.S. 12.1 10.0 12.5 n.a.
A-4 Acoje aming; 58,017 58,590 61.076 71,979 14,492 11,688 15,764 10,471 23.0 20.9 20.3 32.1 21.5 19.9 21.2 16.5
A-9 ULmM Stevedoring 199,968 201,924 218,309 228,306 25,321 4,187 27,925 19,633 14.7 2.2 14.2 4.5 16.3 4.6 16.6 6.8
A-10 MarcelO steel 20,263 n.a. 25.956 n.a. 10,738 n.a. 14,480 n.A. 27.9 n.a. 28.8 n.a. 21.8 a.e. 26.1 n.&.
A-11 UIOco Tool 7,609 2,658 n.a. n.a. (131) (4,287) n.a. n.a. (1.1) (9.0) n.a. n.a. (0.5) (a.9) n.. n..
A-12 A. U. Dias Electric 11,415 11,868 12,633 n.A. 862 270 1,509 n.a. 6.6 2.0 10.9 n.a. 3.3 0.8 5.2 n.e.
A-13 ilicm Lines 33,7M6 46,676 34,471 n.a. 2,555 5,671 3,482 n.a. 20.6 9.6 22.6 n.e. 12.6 12.4 17.2 n.e.
A-I14 Umels ase Metals 23,472 1.&. 26,845 n.a. 3,783 n.&. 5,100 n.a. 29.0 n.e. 29.2 n.a. 17.9 n.e. 19.4 n.e.
A-15 Ste. Clara Lumber 58,026 57.023 72,691 75,758 3,394 1,064 3,013 123 14.0 5.0 11.2 0.5 12.0 10.0 11.5 6.0
A-16 ranmy Electric 8,813 18,723 9,643 n.a. 259 (894) 1,605 n.e. 3.3 (3.3) 18.2 a.a. 6.8 (2.2) 13.5 g.a.
A-17 Maine"manutacuring 27,813 30,964 29,806 43,375 2,304 3,749 2,266 5,423 10.0 16.0 9.6 23.0 11.2 11.7 10.4 10.5
A-12 gamsel milli, 242,022 a.e. 304,774 n.a. 13,076 n.a. 15,279 A.a. 26.9 n.A. 25.5 n.a. 18.5 n.a. 18.2 n.a.
A-19 mlr Lumber 28,793 45,288 30,441 n.e. 3,272 4,092 4,277 n.e. 15.2 16.0 16.9 n.e. 16.8 7.0 18.9 n.e.
B-1 Mane Basins 7,221 10,580 n.a. n.8. 462 1,063 n.A. n.e. 15.3 27.3 n.a. n.e. 11.4 18.5 n.e. n.e.
3-2 Daledo Brothers 22,096 20,433 23,604 27,176 1,046 (1,092) 1,402 (59) 9.4 (2.4) -5.9 (0.1) 6.4 1.5 7.7 3.5
3-3 Royal Indostrie 4,827 1,023 6,213 1,160 337 (38) 671 (45) 13.0 (1.9) 22.0 (2.3) 12.4 5.0 19.9 5.0
3-4 Union Glase & Conteinar 10.640 18,308 10,566 23,791 1,133 2,097 1,030 706 16.0 19.0 13.0 6.0 11.9 9.2 10.0 3.0
3-5 vabushy Tastile alb 16,434 25,975 16,798 50,77 1,048 223 1,149 2,763 19.2 4.7 19.1 33.6 15.7 7.9 16.3 13.9
3-6 Philippine Electric 9,223 4,732 11.302 12,697 874 (138) 563 690 35.9 (4.2) 17.9 16.6 12.5 (1.1) 7.7 3.3
3-7 Ange Electric 8,518 10,012 9,445 10,265 1,153 2,479 1,391 2,081 10.2 10.0 11.3 8.3 8.7 8.0 9.6 6.3
S-8 Emam (Ibilippines) 3,136 3,408 3,697 5,379 (255) 396 (78) 1,610 (3.9) (0.5) 12.6 29.5 1.4 3.4 10.5 22.8
3-9 Jaluindiots 11,448 7,922 20,422 9,417 783 287 2,579 451 21.7 12.8 50.0 14.9 18.7 2.8 39.9 6.7
3-10 Ste. Clara Lumber 72,691 75,758 77.758 116,946 3,013 123 4,001 12,606 11.2 0.5 13.5 45.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 7.0
3-12 Ares-Amen Timber 27,309 19,846 28,169 19,456 1,298 21 1,548 (647) 13.0 0.3 14.0 (10.0) 11.0 4.0 11.0 4.0
3-13 ladsm overseas 8,139 5,364 9,992 8,452 1,628 432 2,709 200 27.3 7.9 31.4 3.4 13.7 8.3 16.9 7.7
3-14 C. A&laiwa & Sons 64,180 70,170 68,752 54,726 3,129 6,237 4,617 (4,017) 14.5 23.0 17.6 (4.0) 2.8 8.5 3.0 (4.0)
3-15 Abeitie mdpiag 23,1!3 27,393 23,910 50,247 1,937 626 1.985 427 26.5 12.4 21.5 2.5 21.2 12.7 19.9 4.2S-16 3ao1 Seeda 18,218 15,568 18,911 M.A. 1,711 (2,030) 1,996 n.e. 26.9 (0.7) 24.3 n.e. 20.6 (0.1) 18.5 n.e.3-19 0e mpft alwitric 5,902 n.e. 6,645 n.e. 735 n.e. 921 n.A. 10.2 n.s. 11.3 n.A. 8.9 n.&. z 9.7 n.&.

UeP Projects Depermnt NAmpest S, 1975
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Table 3
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Eccuesi &egfoye=ma of Sub-lmsOjGts liumsced unfor LM 630-1!

eports

r .. ...u 3m1Lm. Iuesmt per Val ad11OMe Of lub-tolet bi laftstrial VASTVASS (ml01('00
Loan Up. Catomor? Location Zsiat tEtSXt* Act JsttWL@ Actual Etiat

A-S is ala 4,100 u.S. 4,100 S.A. a.m. u.a. 182 S.a. 168 a.. 4,622 n.a.
s-6 NareM (Philippines) Cotabato - - - - - - so 54 131 126 D.A. 2,0623-16 sicol seeds Albay - - - - - - 62 98 157 103 964 1,500

3-5 lulBcan 3,457 1.931 3.457 6,435 7.4 12.7 78 189 13 5 471 9,105

A-2 Suriano 13,160 6.332 13,960 6,641 69.7 88.2 44 50 254 160 D.A. 642
A-S Sta. Clars Lumber Zomboaga 40,183 34.123 40,165 35,961 59.6 47.5 f.&. 45 D.A. 114 u.s. 921
A-19 amulsr LUmber Uagms Dcc. 25,621 35,086 26,991 U.1. 77.5 u.s. 863 722 24 u.S. 4,800 5,361
3-3 asoys Industries DursO 4,627 1,023 6,213 1,160 100.0 100.0 155 135 29 38 1,653 113

t-10 Its. CLan l r DaeeO 38,623 34,131 41,461 45,347 45.0 38.8 3 3 284 290 u.a. D.A.3-12 Area-Assm Timber swisso 23.662 16,747 29,825 a.&. 54.4 a.&. 82 - 37 - 37 40
3-14 C. Aleatars & some D~50 39,870 60,678 62,750 47,722 86.5 67.2 38 60 97 N 2,131 4,240

A-4 Mine aSal - - - - - - 65 u.s. 133 u.s. 1,001 u.s.
2-1 Advance aEsine ias - - - - - - a.. u.s. u.s. .. 794 a.&.

man-entsiliu Mineral

A-17 Masw , manufacturing algal 14,645 24,496 16,740 33,100 79.1 76.3 46 46 229 247 1,420 1,251
-A Union 01le&d Container tisal - - - - - - u.g. ua.& a.&. u.s. n.a. 3,126

A-10 MesOltee - - - - - - 87 97 131 145 5,482 D.A.
3-9 Jaluindor's queson City - - - - - 41 u.s. 93 A.s. 1,782 1,073

A-7 Nisal u.. D.s. n.s. U.S. a... u.s. 113 a.s. 53 .s. 3,044 1,233A-11 Iteco Tool lisal - - - - - 265 u.s 90 u.s. 6,184 668
P-6 Uilippine Electric Sal u.A. u.a. n.a. A.A. ;.&. u.s. 1 a.s. 59 a.A. 3,63 1,962

A-8 Accl Mining lugfstnsu 49,105 58,590 52,156 71,979 100.0 100.0 1,000 430 27 59 a.&. 0,883A-14 Sanbale 3e metals ZOas-g 23,472 u.a. 26,645 u.s. 100.0 u.s. 156 359 115 78 i,480 D.A.

Electric Services
A-3 Pesy Electric Iloilo - - - - - - a.. u.s. U.S. u.A. 452 384A-12 A.@. Dies Electric iscolod - - - - a - u.&. u.A. S.A. D.A. 713 617
A-16 Pansy Electric Iloilo - - - - - - 6 20 1,104 360 659 178:-7 Angeles Electric Angeles City - - - - - - u... us. A.s. n.a. 731 8266-19 Cagsyen Electric Cogmyes as

Or* - - DA- - .. u.a. &.a. m.s. 3.028 n.a.
l Cabo - - .- - 59 59 194 156 3,994 5,170A-5 Nearee Novisation Ilotle - - - - - - 75 75 1% 188 5,352 5,611A-6 ladeame Over*s" Nele - - - - - - 33 33 431 429 1,959 1,578A-9 Luane Stevedoring MoNtle - - - - - 22 22 235 232 3,476 U.s.A-13 William Line Cb - - - 3 83 218 214

S-2 Delgado Brotbers Mnuio - - 442L -6 1
3-13 Ledeess Overseas bails - - - . - - 24 24 209 236 1 959 1,578
6-15 Abottis 86hppiug Cebe - - - - - - 35 35 129 120 1,686 2 132

AP FreJects Department
August 5. 1975
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PECR FianeasA An "mt Pr*Papat a$

Lt o . SP Me of sub- P W I res"detu I INOW~ =Uttal WAIhO 210 -Maks

A-1 William Line 1.379 - ,871 1.077 so
A-2 Oosalol Puyet & son 520 3.344 333 no- --

A-S Foray lectrie 600 00 4.356 476 no - - .
A-A 3..ime 1.005Y - 6.447 17 PrepejmaNt - - - -

A-$ seeovigestion 1.956 - 125W9 1,360 - -
A-# L sdemo oversees 1.892 - 12.170 1,606 No - 375 257 532 under asseigment

A-7 Philippine Electri 170 500 1,594 159 No . . .f proceeds
A-I Ansje Hieing 95 - 5.949 794 so .- -
A-9 immen stevedorie 670 - 4.312 23 1rap.e - - - .
A-10 geale steel 1,095 1.500 6,549 1.025 3 - . - .o
A-11 a1le.e . el 1.51A - 9,765 1,516 3m - 165 381 546 I/A-12 A.. 51.. Electrie "I 1.500 7,651 My Te. 12 122 70 286A-13 William LIse 1,100 - 7.079 992 so - -
A-14 Zemelee Bae Hotale 1,320 - 8,493 1.320 No -
A-1 Its. clan aumber 5356 370 4,151 556 30 - 89 - 69 Pid AY 1975A-16 PWmej Bleette 73 - 5,309 783 - - -
A-17 "rteee manufaturing 1.060 - 6,761 1.666 No .
A-10 emwal Hilling 1,742 - 11.809 1.742 No -A-19 Inestar lumber 575 2,000 599 .8 "0 -B-1 Advance Resi. 146 195 1.066 - tepaymont - -
3-2 Velgede bother. 835 IV 43 5,053 23 Mo -
3-3 R"epl Industries 450 - 2.700 450 Ne - 57 386 445 SLalease arromee

moar KetiowB-4 UniSn Gles Contaeiner 367 375 2.734 290 N - 40 21 61 Paid ey 197
5-5 Abuhay Textile Mill. 130 - 636 95 so -A-6 Philippine Electrie 300 - 1,931 140 NO .4-7 Aug.le Electric 34" - 2.227 190 30 - -
&-B Komemn (Philippines) 366 932 3.3=o 256 3 .5-9 Jalwinder's 290 - 1.63 247 a0 - - 48 Wa U.d0r study for
&-10 Its. Clare Lumber 114 - 736 41 30 - 36 -Possble restructuring
5-12 Atem-Aa. Timber 312 700 2,706 312 3-
5-13 Ledesma overseas 470 - 3.025 455 me Arrows Included In A-68-14 C. Aletare 499 500 3.713 493 Tom 12 -dd -
3-15 Abettim Mippin 56 - 3.414 4"6 me 3 so
5-16 steel Beds 444 1.500 4.513 444 3- 41 1i
3-19 Coveyn Electrie s41 1 139 under study

S Ligt .-2927 L_37 s
Total 25.50 - 10.615 176.099 20.823 50 937 1.263 2,130

1/ mneldes $930,000 tram law me. 467-N.
/I aluds $103,874 trem 2Low no. 447-H.
Dle I d". 60IM.695 fron Lem 30. 447-5g.

/l Imelude $1,134. 559 trem ae 30. 47-N.
/ ellr parties eely.

To be liquidated pem finalization of joint MnEt with rhilippio naties amk.
Arrears net imluied bae - bulb of disbursements ma undeoi Lem go. 447-m.

IAP Projects Ipetat
August 6, 1975



Annex
Attichment 1

PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF THE PHILIPPINES

Reasons for Delay in Completion of Sub-Projects

A-3 Panay Electric (Estimated March 1971: Actual December 1971)

This project involved the acquisition and installation of a

4,045 kw diesel generating unit and the upgrading of transmission lines.

During the implementation stage modifications were made to the switchboard

layout and other parts of the system to improve the efficiency of the

generating set. Further delay was caused by heavy rainfall during the
construction period and damage caused to the imported components during
transportation. A cost overrun of Pl.031 million was incurred due to the

peso devaluation, the increased coat of the generating set, line hardware

and distribution equipment, and the need to pay interest during construction.

The overrun was reduced by PO.543 million from savings on contingencies

and installation costs to a net amount of PO.488 million.

A-4 Resins (Estimated January 1969_ Agtua.lAigust 1974)

Delays were due to (a) the need to purchase replacement equipment
for those lost at sea, (b) the time needed to obtain small parts and

spares also lost to complete the machinery, and (c) the addition of anti-

pollution devices involving completed plant sections. Cost overruns were

caused by (a) the addition of a carbon recovery unit, (b) the addition of

a salt recovery unit, (c) the need to replace the equipment lost at sea

generated additional costs and (d) the effect of the peso devaluation.

A-10 Marcelo Steel (Estimated 1ovember 1972: Actual Qctober 1974)

This project involved the construction Gf a plant to manufacture

grinding balls. Delays were caused by the late delivery of the specialized
machinery required for this process (ball forging machines). The cost
overrun stemmed largely from these delays and also from the effect of the
peso devaluation.

A-1h Zambales Base Metals (Estimg-ted July 1973: Actual July 1974)

The delay and cost overrun were due to (a) changes in the original

design of the beneficiating plant, (b) errors in the installation of

machinery, (c) the breakdown of power generators during the start-up period,
and (d) road corrections.

I/ Delays of six months or longer.
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B-1 Advance Resins (Estimated June 9'0: Actual ay 1972)

The delay was the inability of the project proponent to raise
the required additional equity. The cost overrun was due to a modi-
fication in the project to include additional machinery and equipimnt
to produce polysterene. This loan was prepaid in July 1974.

B-5 Mabuhay 'extile Mills (Estimated October 1970: Actual April 1971)

The delay was due to the late arrival of the imported machinery
and the unavailability of the supplier's representative to install the
equipment.

B-8 Kenram (Philippines) (Estimated January 1971: Actual September 3971)

The project was delayed by about 8 months because of Menram's
inability to comply immediately with PDCP's predisbursement requirements,
and because of an illegal strike called by some of the workers of Kenram.

B-12 Aras-Asan Timber (Estimated December 19721 Actual June 173)

The delays in the project were primarily caused by the typhoon
which hit the whole province and destroyed all links to the main ports
of Surigao. Floods disrupted construction and stopped work for 5 months.

B-16 Biool Seeds (Estimated January 1973: Actual October 1973)

The delay was primarily due to the inability of the proponent to
raise the required initial working capital.

B-19 Cagayan Electric (Estimated December 1972: Actual December 1974)

Delays were due to major changes in project design and couqposition.

EAP Projects Department
August 6, 1975





International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

DECLASSIFIED

NOV 10 2021
WBG ARCHIVES SecM77-407

FROM: The Secretary May 11, 1977

PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

Guinea - Boke Bauxite Project
(Loans Sl-GUI, 557-GUI and 766-GUI)

Attached is a copy of a memorandum from Mr. Weiner with its accompanying

report entitled "Project Performance Audit Report: Guinea Boke Bauxite Project

(Loans Si-GUI, 557-GUI and 766-GUI)" dated May 11, 1977 (Report No. 1589)

prepared in the Operations Evaluation Department.

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Senior Vice President, Operations
Executive Vice President and Vice Presidents, IFC
President's Council
Directors and Department Heads, Bank
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

GUINEA BOKE BAUXITE PROJECT (LOANS Sl-GUI, 557-GUI & 766-GUI)

PREFACE

This report is an audit of performance under the Boke'Bauxite

*Project, for which Loans Sl-GUI of March 30, 1966 in the amount of US$1.7

million, 557-GUI of September 18, 1968 in the amount of US$64.5 million

and 766-GUI of June 25, 1971 in the amount of US$9.0 million were closed,

fully disbursed, on May 31, 1967, December 31, 1972 and March 31, 1974,

respectively. UNDP Grant GUI/72/006 of US$49,000 for technical assistance

for the management of railway, port and townsite, and for which the Bank

is executing agencyis still being disbursed. This report is based on a

review of the attached Project Completion Report (PCR)l of March 1976

issued by the Western Africa Regional Office, reviews of the project files

and transcript of the Executive Directors' meeting which considered the

project, and discussions with Bank staff members.

A joint OED/Regional staff mission visited Guinea in October 1975

in connection with the preparation of the PCR and the performance audit

memorandum. OED staff contributed to the preparation of the section of

the PCR dealing with the economic impact of the project and commented on

earlier PCR drafts. These comments are reflected in the attached PCR,

with whose main findings OED is in agreement. The audit memorandum ex-

pands on the question of the split of economic benefits of the project,

the long-run returns for Guinea and the institutional development aspects.

The valuable assistance provided by officials of the Guinea

Government in the preparation of this report is gratefully acknowledged.

1/ Annexes on the Port, Railway Component, Mine and Factory, and OFAB
Management and Organization are not attached and are available in OED
on request.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT BASIC DATA SHEET

GUINEA BOKE INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT (LOAN Sl-GUI)

Amounts (in US$ mn)

Original Disbursed Cancelled Repaid Outstanding

:>an Sl-GUI 1.7 1.7 Consolidated in Loan 557-GUI

Project Data

Original Actual or
Plan Revisions Est. Actual

)nception in Bank 1965 during 1965 10/ 65

>ard Approval 1/ 18 /66 3/_7/_66 3/ 29 /66

)an/Credit Agreement _ - 3/_30/ 66

Effectiveness 6 / 30 / 66 6/_27/ 66

iysical Completion 5/ 67 11/ 67
7. oF ori),inal project
actually completed 80% 100X

)an/Credit Closing 5 /67 5/67

>tal Costs (mln) US$ 1.7 us$ 1.7

:on. Rate of Return not calculated not calculated
Mission Data

Month, No. of No. of Date of
Year Weeks Persons Manweeks Report

lentification 4/65 1 5 5 5/13 & 5/25/65
eparation
cappraisal
praisal 8/65 1 3 3 8/11/65

Subtotal 2 8

Follow-on Project

an 557-GUI of US$ 64.5 mln, signed in 9/68 for Boke Bauxite Project.

.te Of Conception in Bank is date Bank first recorded project was being considered for financingd began to follow-up that decision in a serious continuous way (Project Negotiations oruntry General Files). Actual Loan/Credit Closing Date is date of last disbursement out ofe l6an anid/6r credit, as given by Controller's Department data.
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT BASIC DATA SHEET

GUINEA BOKE BAUXITE PROJECT (LOAN 557-GUI)

Amounts (in US$ mmn)
As of 12/31/76

Original Disbursed Cancelled Repaid Outstanding

Loan 557-GUI 64.5 64.5 6.5 58.0

Project Data

Original Actual or
Plan Revisions Est. Actual

Conception in Bank 1966 6/66

Board Approval 9 / 17 / 68

Loan/Credit Agreement 9 / 18_/ 68 9/ 18 / 68

Effectiveness 12 / 11/ 68 12 / 11/ 68

Physical Completion 12 /,72 3 / 73
oF original project

actually completed 50% -100.

Loan/Credit Closing 4/ 1 / 72 12 / 72

Total Costs (mln) US$123 numerous (see 766-GUI)

Econ. Rate of Return 18 % (see 766-GUI)
Mission Data

Month, No. of No. of Date of
Year Weeks Persons Manweeks Report

Identification 1966 1 2 2
Preparation 1966/67 7 4 28
Preappraisal 5/67 3 3 9Appraisal 11/67 -J 3 3 8/30/68

Subtotal 12 42
Supervision I 5/70 1.0 1 1 n.a.
Supervision II 11/70 1.0 2 2 12/70
Supe rvision III 3/71 1.0 2 2 3/71
Supervision IV 10/71 1.0 2 2 11/71
Supervision V 2/72 0.5 2 1 3/72

Subtotal 4.5

Follow-on Project

Loan 766-GUI of US$9 mln, signed in June 1971 for Boke Bauxite Project.

Date of Conception in Bank is date Bank first recorded project was being considered forfinancing and began to follow up that decision in a serious continuous way (ProjectNegotiations or Country General Files). Actual Loan/Credit Closing Date is date of lastdisbursement out of the loan and/or credit, as given by Controller's Department data.
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT BASIC DATA SHEET

GUINEA BOKE BAUXITE EXTENSION PROJECT (LOAN 766-GUI)

Amounts (in US$ mmn)
As of 12/31/76

Original Disbursed Cancelled Repaid Outstanding

Loan 766-GUI 9.0 9.0 - 0.8 8.2

Project Data

Original Actual or
P an Revisions Est. Actua

Conception in Bank 1966 numerous (see 557-GUI) 10/ 70

Board Approval - 6/ 22_/ 71

Loan/Credit Agreement _ 6/25_/ 71

Effectiveness 9 /28_/71 9/29_/ 71

Physical Completion 4 73 7/ 73
. oF original project
actually completed 80% 100;

Loan/Credit Closing 3/ 31/ 74 3/31/74

Total Costs (mln) US$165Z numerous uss275/a

Econ. Rate of Return for 26% 32% ./a
Guinea Mission Data

Month, No. of No. of 0ate Wf
Year Weeks Persons Manweeks Report

Identification 10/70 1 (headquarters) 2 10/23/70
Preparation )11/70 6 4
Preappraisal )4 24 n.a.
Appraisal 11/71 1 3 3 5/28/71

Subtotal 8 29

Supervision I 4/72 1 4 4 6/72
Supervision II 11/72 1 2 2 2/73
Supe rvision Ill 1/74 1 2 2 5/74
Supervision IV 9/74 1 1 1 12/74
Supervision V 10/75 2 4 8 3/76

Subtotal 6 17

Date of Conception in Bank is date Bank first recorded project was being considered for
financing and began to follow up that decision in a serious continuous way (Project Negotia-
tions or Country General Files). Actual Loan/Credit Closing Date is date of last disburse-
ment out of the loan and/or credit, as given by Controller's Department data.

/a Refers to total project financed by Loan 557-GUI and this loan.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

GUINEA BOKE BAUXITE PROJECT (LOANS Sl-GUI, 557-GUI & 766-GUI)

HIGHLIGHTS

This project provided a total of US$75.2 million in Bank loans
to the Republic of Guinea to help finance the infrastructure part of a
bauxite mining project. This part included port and railway facilities,
housing for the staff, and general services for the townships. The final
cost of the project in constant prices is close to the appraisal fore-
cast. First bauxite shipments took place about 13 months later than
expected. The economic rate of return of the project is higher than ex-
pected, mainly because of higher prices for bauxite exports. The project
has given rise to some criticism by the Government, chiefly concerning
the general Bank approach to the project and the townsite design. However,
given the complexity of the project and all the major difficulties en-
countered, the Bank's role can be considered a success.

The following points may be of particular interest:

Reinvestment of economic benefits (paras. 3.09-3.11 and PCR,
Section 7 and Appendix 2);

Issue of the split of economic benefits of the project (paras.
3.01-3.08, 4.02 and PCR, Appendix 1);

Performance under the institutional agreements for the opera-
tion of the project (para. 3.12 and PCR, paras. 4.03,
5.06-5.08 and 6.01-6.07);

Expatriate manpower and inadequate training of local personnel
(paras. 3.13-3.14 and PCR, Appendix 2);

Question of townsite size and services provided (paras. 3.15-
3.16 and PCR, Appendix 2);

Problems of procurement (PCR, paras. 4.11, 4.20, Section 9
and para. 12.09); and

Government criticisms (PCR, Section 8).



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

GUINEA BOKE BAUXITE PROJECT (LOANS SI-GUI, 557-GUI & 766-GUI)

I. BACKGROUND

1.01 The Bank was first approached by the Government of Guinea in 1964
for assistance in developing the infrastructure for a bauxite mining
project being then defined after a basic agreement signed in 1963 between
Guinea and Harvey Aluminum Company, a private enterprise in the bauxite andaluminum business. The name of the company was changed to Halco (Mining) Inc.
on April 1, 1964. The Government established in 1965 a semi-autonomous or-
ganization, l'Office d'Amenagement de Boke'(OFAB), to carry out the engi-
neering project, supervise construction of infrastructure, and subsequently
operate and maintain the facilities (PCR, Appendix 1). An engineering
loan of US$1.7 million (Sl-GUI) was approved by the Bank on March 29, 1966to finance the foreign exchange costs of detailed engineering of that in-
frastructure project.

Prior Loan (557-GUI)

1.02 The Compagnie des Bauxites de Guinee (CBG) was formed in 1966
with 51% participation of Halco and 49% of the Government, the latter inthe form of mineral rights leased to CBG amounting to US$1 million. Halcowas reorganized to include among its partners six big aluminum enterprises.-
Bauxite sales contracts totalling 5.1 million tons per year between CBGand the stockholders of Halco were also signed in April 1967. The infra-
structure/mining project was finally defined for an extraction and processinglevel of 6 million tons of bauxite per annum and appraised in October 1967.The mining project comprised an open cast mine, crushing, loading and cal-cining equipment and two townships (Sangaredi and Kamsar). The infrastruc-
ture part included port and railway facilities, housing for the staff andgeneral services for the townships. Together with the mineral rights,the infrastructure constituted the Government's contribution to the develop-ment. The total cost of the project was estimated at US$123 million; thecost of infrastructure was US$79.5 million. The prior loan for USS64.5million was signed in 1968 to finance the foreign exchange cost of:

(a) new port installation at Kamsar with a dredged access channel;

(b) 136 km railway from Kamsar to the Sangaredi mining area; and

(c) new town at Kamsar to house the personnel engaged in operat-
ing the project designed for a maximum capacity of 6 million
tons per annum.

1/ Aluminum Company of America, Alcan Aluminun Ltd., Martin Marietta
Aluminum, Vereignite Aluminum Werke, Pechiney-Ugine and Montecatini
Edison. The latter was replaced by Alumetal in 1967.
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Some ancillary buildings and works were also included in the loan together
with housing for OFAB personnel in the townsite. USAID also made in 1968a loan of US$21 million equivalent to finance the local costs of theproject.

1.03 Guinea was not at that time considered creditworthy according toBank standards, but the Bank decided to go ahead with the loan and to acceptthe guarantee offered by the six private aluminum companies' partners in
Halco. A "White Book" contained the agreements resulting from complicated
legal and technical arrangements between the partners:

(a) loan and project agreements between the Bank and Govern-
ment of Guinea and OFAB, respectively;

(b) financial assurances and trust agreements between the Bank
and Government, OFAB, CBG, Halco, each of the six participa-
ting aluminum companies, and a private banking institution
serving as trustee under the trust agreement;

(c) railway and port agreements between the Government/OFAB
and CBG for the use of infrastructure;

(d) training agreements between Government and CBG/Halco;

(e) technical assistance and training agreements between
Government and CBG/Halco for mining installation; and

(f) agreements governing participation in Halco of the six
aluminum companies.

Two other documents regulated CBG use of Guinean currency and the trans-fer to Guinea of bauxite deposits in Tamara Island. The financialassurance agreement included a force majeure clause relieving CBG andHalco s shareholders of their obligation under certain political eventsnarrowly defined.

1.04 As there was no real world market price for bauxite, Guineahad agreed with Harvey Aluminum Company on a basic transfer price -- orprice at which the country would sell the bauxite to foreign partners --in 1963. A new transfer price for sales of bauxite from CBG to Halcowas set in 1967 so that the debt of both CBG and the Government would berepaid over a certain period. The resulting transfer price (US$7/tonFOB as an average, with slight variations depending on ore quality) wassimilar to that of bauxite of similar grade (e.g., in Surinam). Anescalation clause was introduced in the transfer price of bauxite,linked to US wholesale price index. Guinea would retain ownership ofinfrastructure, would charge to CBG all costs resulting out of its use,and would obtain revenues, amounting to 65% of net taxable profits ofCBG. Guinea's debt service, and operation and maintenance expenses ofinfrastructure, would be debited against bauxite sales. Debt service
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would, in case of insufficiency, be covered by CBG advances recoverable
from government's share of profits.

Loan Extension (766-GUI)

1.05 Halco and the Guinea Government agreed in November 1970 to in-
crease the capacity of the project to 9.2 million tons per year. Additional
contracts for 3.9 million tons were signed between Guinea and Halco's
partners. The new cost estimate for the total project was US$165 million.
The Bank was approached for further finance, which resulted in June
1971 in a loan of US$9.0 million for port extension, upgrading of
railway track and construction of sidings to accommodate heavier and
longer trains, road construction and other works to increase the capacity
of the hospital and services at Kamsar.

1.06 The new project did not entail any major revision of the existing
understandings and agreements, with the only exception of:

(a) Government's agreement to improve road access between Kamsar
and Conakry;

(b) updating of financial guarantees and participation agree-
ments; and

(c) updating of sales' contracts to new production levels.

Mine and processing plant were financed by Halco and private lenders. The
Bank loan plus an AID loan of US$21 million, to finance local costs,
covered 100% of infrastructure costs at the time of appraisal.

1.07 For the extension contract, covering the additional 3.9 million
tons per annum, the transfer price would be US$9 per ton for the first
15 years and US$10 per ton for the remaining 5 years. The same adjustments
for grade variations and price escalation clauses as applied to the initial
contracts were extended to the additional contracts.

II. PROJECT PERFORMANCE

2.01 Final construction cost of the project has been US$275 million
equivalent compared with US$165 million equivalent (including contingencies)
contemplated at appraisal of the project extension. The main factors ex-
plaining the cost overrun were additional price escalation and varia-
tions in exchange rates; the cost of the project in constant prices
was :lore :o the appraisal estimates. Bank's interven,-on was instrumenta'
in reducing the costs of infrastructure works and of keeping them within
tight budgetary limits (PCR, para. 4.26). The performance of the contractors
has been generally satisfactory (PCR, para. 4.18).
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2.02 Bauxite is being mined and shipped, and although original produc-
tion targets are not yet being achieved (PCR, para. 5.09), the benefits
anticipated at appraisal should be exceeded due to large price increases.
First bauxite shipments took place in August 1973, about 13 months later
than forecast; shipping targets are being reached two years later than
forecast. The main reasons for delays were:

(a) decision to extend the capacity of the project from 6 million
tons to 9.2 million tons;

(b) difficulties in recruiting labor and poor quality of middle
management;

(c) difficulties in communications;

(d) the 1969 strikes in Italy; and

(e) the November 1970 warfare situation in Guinea.

Operating problems (mainly because of the destruction of the primary crusher)
also contributed to the failure to meet shipping targets (PCR, para. 4.02).

2.03 OFAB has fulfilled its loan covenants to a reasonable extent. But
a chief accountant has not yet been appointed and a number of the recommenda-
tions made by the consultants employed under the UNDP grant have not been
implemented. The Government has complied with most of its loan covenants.
The two main exceptions have been that the Government has not caused the road
to Conakry to be properly maintained and that an additional tax on bauxite
shipments was imposed resulting from a -.w special tax on exports of mining
products. The effect of this tax was to change unilaterally the mechanism
for the distribution of benefits of the project originally negotiated between
Guinea and the foreign investors.

2.04 Excluding' the cxport ta. imposed vy the Government, financial
and economic returns of the project for Guinea would have been 26% and 28%,
respectively, compared with about 21% and 26% contemplated at appraisal of the

extension project (PCR, Appendix 1). The additional revenues accruing to
the Government in the form of export tax resulted in higher financial and
economic returns for Guinea amounting to 30% and 32%, respectively.

2.05 The project, one of the most complex in Bank's history, covered
a time span of ten years between identification of the engineering loan
to completion. It has given rise to a number of criticisms by the Govern-
ment (not always well founded) mainly because of dissatisfaction with the
Bank's approach to the physical design of the project. In particular,
considerable reductions in the standards of the original project made at
the Bank suggestion have been criticized by the Government. These reduc-
tions have not affected the viability of the project and are discussed
and commented upon in Section 8 of the PCR. The audit agrees with those
comments.
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2.06 The Bank supervised closely both projects, in the field and from
headquarters. Bank staff examined thoroughly bidding documents and bid
awards. On this subject, the Guinean Government has shown impatience for
the Bank's "lengthy procedures." Many problems resulting from difficult
communications -- real or perceived -- between the contractors, consulting
engineers and Halco, all having headquarters scattered in Europe and
America, were ironed out by the Bank; cases in -oi - a-r selection of con-
tractors, consultants and the constitution of tre Construction Coordinating
Committee.

2.07 In view of the complexity of the project, the economic and politi-
cal environment of Guinea and the inherent risks associated with it, the
Bank's role can be considered a success.

III. MAIN ISSUES

Split of Benefits Between Guinea and the Foreign Investors

3.01 The project's total economic benefits can be measured by the value
of the incremental aluminum production (net of operating expenses) made pos-
sible by the exploitation of the Boke'bauxite fields. The split of those
benefits between the foreign investor (Halco) and Guinea is an interesting
issue raised by the project.

3.02 The most important variable for the benefit split is the transfer
price for bauxite. Given a fixed price for aluminum, Halco's benefits (per
ton) would be equal to alternative CIF aluminum plant prices for bauxite
minus Kamsar transfer prices minus shipping costs between Kamsar and alumi-
num plants plus Halco's participation in CBG's net revenue (35% of the
difference between transfer price and operating expenses), while Guinea's
benefits (per ton) would be its 65% share of the CBG net revenue (transfer
price minus operating expenses)..

3.03 Therefore, the lower the transfer price, the larger Halco's
share of the project benefits. On the other hand, Guinea's share of bene-
fits depends on the difference between transfer prices and CBG operating
costs; and the higher the transfer price, the larger the benefits for the
country.

3.04 There was thus a potential conflict of interest between Halco and
Guinea which was also a reflection of their different positions vis-a-vis
the market for bauxite. While Guinea was expected to supply about half the
additional world supplies between 1969 and 1975 (a large part of the other
half to come from other developing countries needing substantial foreign
exchange for their development), Halco's six partners were among the largest
bauxite buyers in the world and accounted for roughly 40% of world bauxite
consumption. The CIF aluminum plant prices for bauxite depended mainly on
FOB bauxite prices in other supplying countries; and these prices were con-
trolled by a very small number of companies, most of them partners in Halco,
which also controlled the marketing and processing of aluminum.
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3.05 Before project appraisal, Guinea and Halco agreed on a transfer

price of US$7/ton. The benefit split resulting from this transfer price was
considered fair to Guinea at appraisal, and an escalation clause for the trans-

fer price was agreed upon to protect CBG against cost increase. This clause
linked the transfer price to the variation in local wages, the cost of

diesel and fuel oil, and the US wholesale commodity Price Index. It was

expected that this escalation clause would help maintain the stability of the

original agreement about the transfer price and that the resulting benefit

split would therefore continue to be satisfactory for both parties.

3.06 However, this expectation did not materialize because of the lack

of a direct link between the transfer price and aluminum prices and trans-
fer prices from other sources, in the context of the strong world inflationary
tendencies of the 1970s. In a period of price stability, this missing link
with market forces would not have been a problem, but in the strong
inflationary environment of the 1970s, it created a conflict of interest
between the foreign partners and Guinea. Market prices increased more
rapidly than production costs and as this was disadvantageous for Guinea's
share in the project benefits, the Government reacted by imposing a new
export tax on all mining exports in early 1975. The resulting transfer price
increased by about 51%, and the revenues to Guinea increased to about 57% of
the FOB value of bauxite exports.

3.07 A study of the fairness of the benefit split is outside the scope
of this audit. However, this experience suggests that the mechanisms by
which benefits are defined and shared merit further study, both at the

methodological and the empirical levels. The findings of such research

could be very useful in helping to develop terms of contracts between host

countries and foreign partners that would, for any agreed benefit sharing
objective, ensure a more stable basis for future operations and relationships.

Long Run Returns for Guinea

3.08 The issue of maximizing the long run return for Guinea is related
to an efficient reinvestment of Guinea's surplus funds from bauxite revenues.
In developed economies an efficient reinvestment of surplus funds is assured
by the ripple effect throughout the market forces. In less developed econo-
mies such as Guinea, a special effort is required to internalize and multiply
the benefits.

3.09 Guinea is transferring -- to transport, other infrastructure, and
human capital -- resources proceeding from the mine. Transport infrastruc-
ture, whose marginal operating costs and depreciation are covered and ensured
by agreement between CBG and OFAB, has spare capacity which should be utilized.
Townsites and services not covered by agreement between CBG and OFAB are unable,
as of now, to generate sufficient funds for their simple reproduction and
training is at a standstill (para. 3.13). There are, thus, slacks that reduce
the maximum achievable efficiency of Guinean resources.

3.10 However, since existing physical infrastructure is a joint input
necessarily localized, and human capital is almost exclusively tied to CBG
and OFAB activities, the real question remains of how to allocate the cash
revenues received by the Government in order to maximize the impact of the
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project on the overall economy of the country. This issue is explored in
the attached PCR (Section 7 and Appendix 2) and we agree with its recommen-
dations about possible efficient reinvestments in the Kamsar-Bokearea.

Institution Building

3.11 OFAB is responsible for management of the infrastructure part of
the project (para. 1). Even though OFAB is responsible to the Ministry of
Economic Development, its areas of activity fall under the jurisdiction
of various Ministries (for example, Health, Education and Transportation)
and this could create coordination problems. Another problem is OFAB's
dependence on CBG for overseas purchases because it has no foreign exchange
account. As a result, CBG receives sylis (the local currency) every year
from OFAB for these expenses, and the sylis are then used to pay local
wages and local expenses. The processing of OFAB orders depends on CBG
requirements for local currency. If CBG found itself with a surplus of sylis,
there would be no incentive to process OFAB orders for overseas purchases,
and the effect would be felt on OFAB operations.

3.12 The project could not have been carried out, and operations could
not have proceeded, without the massive support of expatriate manpower.
The Bank supported vital contributions of technical assistance such as the
setting up of a Construction Coordinating Committee which had a major role
in the successful completion of the project (PCR, para. 4.11). But, the
success in other areas has not been as great. In some cases, Guinea has
not absorbed operating and management techniques, brought about by expatri-
ates, some of them either not having been replaced by nationals or not
replaced at all, and the recommendations of others not having been followed
up (like the UNDP management consultant, PCR, para. 6.06).

3.13 The Government's veto of some nationalities reduced the choice in
expertise in both execution and transfer of technical assistance. Expatri-
ate consulting firms and individuals employed by OFAB to run the railway
and port respectively are performing well but are not training successors.
Training is now at a standstill. CBG's training has suffered from a tight
money policy and is not satisfying OFAB's expectations. OFAB itself lacks
the budget and expertise to run any major training program. The Government
is concerned about the situation and in recent Board meetings, CBG was
asked to prepare an accelerated training and Africanization program for
senior staff to make up for the delay in this area. Further training of
Guinean nationals will:

(a) introduce industrial skills necessary for the future
development of the region;

(b) add benefits to national income since more Guineans
would have been employed;

(c) reduce the payments in foreign exchange to foreign
nationals; and
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(d) reduce the strategic dependence on expatriate manpower to
exploit national resources.

Townsite Sites

3.14 One of the issues in defining the project extension was to deter-
mine the size of towns at Kamsar and Sangaredi and their financing. The
reduction of townsite costs at Kamsar recommended by the Bank consisted of
decreasing the number of houses and practically eliminating ancillary services
and leisure activities.

3.15 The Government has criticized the extent of the townsite and its
services as insufficient (PCR, paras. 8.03.7 - 8.03.12). However, OED
agrees with the PCR that the Bank's decision was, in retrospect, sound.
While a large and better equipped town for a 9.2 million tons/year production
level would have added to the welfare standards and expectations of CBG/OFAB
employees, it would have increased costs of the infrastructure project by
about 17%. More important, it would have been cumbersome and finally impos-
sible to design the optimum sites and services package without explicit
indications of the Government's or residents' preferences. Houses, although
expensive compared with similar houses in more developed countries, were
finally built to the minimum standards required to attract qualified staff
to the Sangaredi and Kamsar sites. The trimming of townsite costs at Kamsar
recommended by the Bank has not prevented the formation of a relatively
large town, with areas of influence for health services well beyond Kamsar
itself. It could have been expected, once the mining operations started,
that some part of the mining revenues would eventually be reinvested in
housing.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

4.01 The project has been successfully completed. The final construc-
tion cost in constant prices is close to the appraisal forecast; and even
though the first bauxite shipment took place 13 months later than expected,
the performance can still be considered satisfactory given the complexity
of the project and the various extraneous circumstances affecting project
implementation. The economic rate of return for Guinea is 32%, which is
higher than the appraisal forecast of 26%.

4.02 The stability of the agreement about the split of benefits would
have required that the transfer price be linked to aluminum prices. The
escalation clause agreed upon was only cost-based; and in the inflationary
environment of the 1970s market prices increased more than production costs,
thus creating a disadvantage for Guinea. The broader issue of what is a
fair split of benefits is outside the scope of this audit.



ATTACHMENT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

GUINEA BOKE BAUXITE PROJECT (LOANS Si-GUI, 557-GUI & 766-GUI)

1. Project Data:

1.01 557 GUI 766 GUI Total

Amount of Loan US$ 64.5 m US$ 9.Om US$ 73.5m

Amount disbursed US$ 64.5 m US$ 9.0m US$ 73.5m

Date of Loan Agreement Sept. 18, 1968 June 25, 1971

Effective date Dec. 15, 1968 -

Closing date Dec. 31, 1972 March 31, 1974

Date of previous Supervision Mission Dec. 12, 1974

Exchange rate (at appraisal) $1- GF 250 GF 250

Exchange rate (Bank current) $1- Sylis 20.4628 (Sylis 1 = GF 10)

1.02 The project was carried out as part of the overall BokA Bauxite
Development Project which comprises an open cast mine, crushing, loading and
calcining equipment and two townships - at Sangaredi and Kamsar. It was
designed to provide the necessary infrastructure for the project, which to-
gether with the mineral rights constituted the Government contribution to
the development. The cost of this infrastructure was 42% of the total cost
at the time of appraisal and about 40% at completion. The Bank loan plus AID
loan covered 100% of the costs, including local costs on current account, at the
time of appraisal. By completion this had fallen to 73% on capital account,
with the difference being made up by overage loans from Halco. On current
account there was a shortfall of about 15%, made up by advances from the
Government.
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1.03 The infrastructure consisted of:

(a) a new port installation, including a bulk-loading wharf, approach
jetty, a new 17-km dredged approach channel, buoyage, service craft
and some handling equipment;

(b) a 136-km standard gauge railway from the mine at Sangaredi to the
crushing plant at Kamsar, with locomotives and rolling stock re-
quired for general, i.e., non-mineral, services (the other locomo-
tives and rolling stock being supplied by CBG);

(c) housing for the staff of the Office d'Amenagement de Boki (OFAB)
including port, railway and municipal employees; and

(d) general services for the townships, including water supply, hospital
and schools.

1.04 The extent and quality of this infrastructure was considerably
influenced by the Bank intervention, which resulted in such modifications
as to reduce the cost from the $124m originally requested to the $65m ori-
ginally accorded. Most of this is not, however, a permanent saving and will
either have to be found out of profits (e.g. additional housing) or national
funds (e.g. water supply extension to villages).

1.05 A UNDP grant of $492,000 provided for technical assistance for the

management of the infrastructure.

1.06 Local costs were financed by a USAID Loan for Sylis 447m ($21.8m).

Cost overruns and additional working capital requirements ($25m) were financed

by overage loans from the Compagnie de Bauxite de Guinge (CBG), the exploiting

company, on the same terms as the Bank loan and disbursed under the control of

the Bank.

1.07 CBG is a mixed company, owned 51% by Halco, a consortium of aluminium

manufacturers and 49% by the Government of Guinea. Halco has provided a nomi-

nal equity, $46m loan capital and subordinated debt through direct subscription
and has met the rest of its share of the project and operating costs ($211m)

through loans guaranteed by Halco or its constituents. The 49% of the Govern-

ment is a nominal valuation of the mineral rights. The investment arising
out of the Bank loans is outside the company and is serviced by amortization

charges to CBG, royalties and taxes.

1.08 OFAB is a semi-autonomous Government agency charged with the manage-
ment of the infrastructure and with monitoring the Government interest in CBG.

1.09 Under the Loan and Project Agreement the following were the main

special covenants:

(a) the Government undertook to perform its obligations under various

agreements with CBG, to which the Bank was not otherwise a party
(557-5.08 (a) ). Of special significance in these agreements were:

(i) the setting up of a Construction Coordinating Committee; and

(ii) an agreement not to levy additional taxes on bauxite pro-
duction or sales;
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(b) OFAB undertook to employ qualified staff, approved by the Bank, as
Directors of Railway, Port and Port City departments as well as a
chief accountant and chief engineer (557 2.05 (c) ); and

(c) the Government undertook the repair and maintenance of the main
route to Conakry including both the road and the ferry crossing
en route.

2. Summary

2.01 The project and its extension, with minor revisions, have been

executed as envisaged at appraisal.

2.02 Bauxite is being mined and shipped and, although the original pro-

duction targets are not yet being achieved, the benefits anticipated at apprai-
sal should be exceeded due to large price increases.

2.03 OFAB has fulfilled its covenants to a reasonable extent but has not
yet appointed a chief accountant nor implemented a number of the recommendations
made by the consultants employed under the UNDP grant.

2.04 The Government has also fulfilled most of its covenants with the

following notable exceptions:

(a) it has raised an export tax on bauxite shipments; and

(b) it has not maintained the route to Conakry.

2.05 The comparison between the rates of return at appraisal of the origi-
nal project (i) of the extension (ii) and as of this time (iii) is as follows:

(a) financial rate of return on the total investment:

(i) 14.5% (11) 19.5% (iii) 22.9%

(b) financial rate of return on Guinea's investment:

(1) 14.5% (ii) 20.8% (iii) 26%

(c) economic rate of return for Guinea:

(i) 18% (11) 26% (iii) 27.7%

2.06 The project is a complex one, and this has given rise to a number of
problems. The friction between the parties and the criticism of the Bank arising
out of this Are largely the result of forgetfulness of the reasons for many of
the decisions in the project design. These are, therefore, listed and discussed
separately '(Section 8). None of these matters should significantly inhibit the
success of the project.
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3. Background of Project

3.01 As early as 1964 the Government of Guinea approached the Bank for

participation in the financing of a bauxite mining project which was to make

an important contribution to the development of the country's economy. At

that time the Government had already entered into an agreement with a US

aluminum producer, Harvey Aluminum Company (later Halco Mining, Inc. was

established by this firm for the Guinean project) to create the Compagnie

des Bauxites de Guinee (CBG) which would mine some 1-1 1/2 million tons

of bauxite in Guinea. The Government had already undertaken, in an agreement

with Halco signed in 1963, to provide the infrastructure for the project,

consisting of a railway, a port and a township; and Halco was to supply the

mining, processing and bauxite train equipment.

3.02 At the time the Bank considered that much more detailed engineering

would be needed before the project would be appraised, and in early 1966 made

a US$1.7 million engineering loan (SI-GUI) for the infrastructure project.

When in early 1967 several other large aluminum firms also became interested

in purchasing Guinea's high grade bauxite, the project had to be enlarged so

as to accommodat: the mining and transportation of some 5-6 million tons

annually. As . result thereof, Halco was reorganized by including the pros-

pective buyers as shareholders in the company. The increased mining capacity

called for revision of the engineering plans; this, and the reorganization of

Halco, required the settling of many financial and legal issues before the Bank

Loan 557 GUI was signed in September 1968.

3.03 In November 1970 Halco and the Guinean Government agreed to increase

the capacity to 9.2m tons p.a. This resulted in the need for further Bank

finance, provided under Loan 766 GUI in June 1971. Major redesign was not

undertaken at this stage, there being sufficient spare capacity in many of

the major items. For the factory the construction cost increase for the

additional 50% output was estimated at 13%, for the infrastructure at 20%.

The fact, however, that this extension was undertaken during the construction

period created considerable difficulties for the consulting engineers, both
in their design and management function and in the negotiation of the commer-
cial content of the resulting variation orders.

3.04 Ever since the start of appraisal, the Bank has tended to treat the
project as an enclave, while the Government has pursued wider regional objec-
tives when dealing with loans but not when dealing with profits. The exception
of this on the Bank side was the insistence that the Government rehabilitate
and maintain the road to Conakry. The Government, however, remained consistent
in its attitude and did not do it, no money therefore having been provided in
the Loan.

3.05 While both approaches are theoretically questionable, that of the
Bank was supported by commercial, of the Government by political, expediency.
Both the commercial and political situation could be subjected to review
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4. Physical Execution of the Project

General

4.01 Consultants Tractionel (Belgium) were retained for the design and
supervision of the project. Contracts were awarded as the result of inter-
national competitive bidding. The advantages of having the same consultant
working for both OFAB and CBG and of using the same contractor wherever pos-
sible for the work of the two owners, outweighed the difficulties. Two special
measures were necessary, however, because of the lack of relevant expertise in
OFAB:

(a) a second firm of consultantq,NEDECO (Holland), was retained in the
early stages to comment on the Tractionel designs. This was of
limited value; and

(b) during the construction period a Construction Coordinating Committee
(CCC) was formed consisting of one representative each of the two
owners and an independent chairman, to resolve possible areas of con-
flict. This was both necessary and successful.

4.02 Execution of the project was delayed, first by strikes in Italy
affecting the main contractor AMACEW (an international consortium led by

Astaldi (Italy) with Constructions et Entreprises Industrielles (Belgium)

and Westminster Dredging Co., Ltd. (U.K.) ) , which caused a loss of about
3 1/2 months in the first dry season; then by the political problems follow-
ing the invasion of November 1970; by the bankruptcy of the subcontractor for

the port and jetty; and by a cholera scare. Uperating problems (particularly
design problems in the primary crusher) also contributed to the failure to

meet bauxite shipping targets. The first shipment was, in fact, made on

August 2, 1973 (original target had been July 1, 1972); and total shipments

to September 1973 approximated 100,000 tons, as opposed to 5 million tons forecast.

4.03 Although the cost of the works at constant prices was very close to

forecast and the time delays basically explicable in terms of special circum-

stances such as those indicated above, the execution of the works has raised

a number of issues, notably regarding:

(a) the ways in which the contracts were split;

(b) procurement;

(c) bonuses; and

(d) supervision;

and there remain a number of questions outstanding regarding design. These

are given a compendious treatment in a report from the consultants (Final

Construction Report 1974, 2 vols.). The most relevant matters are discussed

below ( Sections 8 and 9).
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Port

4.04 The principal civil engineering works for the port, including the
dredging, were all completed by mid-May 1972, fifteen months before the first
shipment. Early completion was necessary for the erection of the loader and
for the handling of equipment required for other parts of the project. For
technical reasons some of the specifications for the piles were changed after
the main contract had been let. These reasons are fully documented and appear
justified.

4.05 The pilot boat, 800 hp tug, buoys and other equipment were supplied
according to specification. There have been complaints about the adequacy of
the tug, lack of a suitable boat for the buoy master, failure of lights on the
buoys, inadequacy of structure of buoys and corrosion of buoy chains. Of these,
the problem of the tug and the buoy structures was foreseen and are discussed
in &03.1 - 8.03.4, together with the question of the adequacy of the length of
the wharf and the depth of the dredged channel which also require comment.

Railway

4.06 The railway was substantially completed in November 1972 and was used
from then on for the transport of equipment to the site at Sangaredi. The first
ore train left Sangaredi on April 26, 1973.

4.07 There was a major derailment in July 1973. The damage was adequately
covered by insurance and has been repaired. There have been a large number of
welding failures which the contractor is currently correcting at his own ex-
pense.

4.08 There has been trouble with some of the signalling equipment, which
however was probably unnecessary in the first place and has since been removed
without affecting operations.

Townships

4.09 Progress in construction was too slow to allow the permanent buildings
to make the contribution anticipated to the housing of contractors' staff, which
at one time (January 1973) numbered 700. There were several changes in the
design of the houses and their furnishings as the needs for economy were balanced
against the harsh living conditions. The main current complaints concern sani-
tation and water supply. The possibility- of problems was foreseen and the rea-
sons for the present situation are discussed in 8.03.7 - 8.03.12, 8.03.13, and
8.03.15.

4.10 The actual number of houses is also now considered inadequate. It
must be remembered, however, that the original design was only intended to
cover that fraction of the final requirements which were necessary for initial
operations. There is also a lack of recreational facilities.
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Performance of Consulting Engineers

4.11 The fact that the work was completed so close to forecast real
prices and that shipments started only 13 months late in spite of various
extraneous circumstances is the general measure of the consultants' per-
formance. They considered themselves hampered by the Bank's requirements for
international tendering, which meant that designs and specifications had to be
left sufficiently indefinite to allow a reasonable number of firms to bid their
proprietary equipment. This applied to the area of mining and processing as well
as the infrastructure. They were critical of the employment of Nedeco as ad-
visers to OFAB but appreciative of the work of the CCC in resolving areas of
conflict between the owners.

Performance of CCC

4.12 The CCC has worked very well, and much of the credit must go to its
chairman, Mr. May. The decisions and cost allocations for which it has been
responsible have been generally accepted as reasonable by all parties.

Performance of Other Consultants

4.13 The experience with the chief accountant allocated to the project was
not good. On his leaving, moreover, he was not replaced; Even now, after
completion of the works, OFAB has not appointed its own chief accountant, in
spite of repeated recommendations from Inbucon, the consultants appointed under
the UNDP management project. However, in the opinion of the Government, this
vacant position has not created a serious gap in OFAB's management because the
functions of the chief accountant are carried out by OFAB's financial director
in Conakry and by an expert in Kamsar who coordinate the financial aspects of
the project.

4.14 Inbucon itself produced work of varied quality. Its output was no
doubt affected by its expectation of an extension of its contract. The nature
of the expected extension and the preparations undertaken for it themselves indi-
cated a certain remoteness from the most immediate problems -- a concern for the
more esoteric aspects of "management" before there was really something or
someone to manage.

.4.15 The employment of Nedeco to strengthen the Guinean Government in
their dialogue with Tractionnel was virtually without effect, and the report
they produced is never referred to. Generally, in cases of this sort it is
better for the Government to recruit personnel, expatriates if necessary, who
will have executive rather than advisory responsibilities over the whole
period of the contract. The extent, however, to which such a person will be
allowed to exercize such responsibilities depends on the attitude of the Govern-
ment which may well be jealous of any diminution of its own authority. This
can make the problem of owner/consultant dialogue difficult until the country
has sufficiently qualified personnel inside the career civil service.

4.16 The various individual expatriates recruited for the port have per-
formed well. There is, however, a problem in the recruitment of a Port Director,
who the Government insists should be a civil engineer. In the meantime the
Harbor Master is adequately taking care of the responsibilities.

4.17 Rather than recruit individuals, OFAB let the railway management to
CANAC, a Canadian firm of railway consultants. While the functioning of the
service is satisfactory, too little attention is being given either to training
or to cost control. The shortcomings in this latter area are probably due to
the relationship between the railway and CBG, which is discussed below (5 .06).
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Performance of Contractors

4.18 The performance of the contractors has been generally satisfactory,
again as evidenced by the degree to which schedules of cost and time were
maintained. This to a certain extent contradicts the feeling expressed by
Halco that the main contractor AMECEW (.02) took advantage of its position
both as regards rescheduling of works and as regards variation orders. The
opportunities which existed in this respect should in any case be attributed
not to superficiality on the part of the consulting engineers but to the re-
quirements for partial design imposed by the tendering procedures
In another sphere the ability of Astaldi to obtain high productivity from
local labor, through piece work based on generous time content, has attracted
favorable comment.

4.19 Inadequate inspection in the factory as far as bucket wheels and rail-
way wagons were concerned and inadequate supervision of railway welds, have all
caused problems which have been or are being rectified at the contractor's ex-
pense.

4.20 The best standardization of equipment has not been achieved, partly as
a result of one supplier going into liquidation, partly as a result of the way
in which the contracts were split. There are undoubted operational benefits
to be achieved by the grouping of bought-out items as well as of civil works,
and methods of achieving this in a multiple supply and erect situation as in
this project would be worth investigating.

4.21 Difficulties encountered in the erection of steel work supplied by
Krupp when the Government refused entry visas to all West German personnel were
successfully overcome through the cooperation of the various contractors con-
cerned.

Operation and Prospects

4.22 There are now no physical reasons why the target output of 9m tons
p.a. should not be achieved. Both port and railway capacity are
adequate, and the problems with the operation of the pan feeders in the
plant appear to have been solved. The comments on inadequate preventive main-
tenance in the report of December 12, 1974 (Completion Report of the Mine and
Processing Plant - CW Lorenz) no longer apply, and there is sufficient capa-
city to cope with the odd breakdown of unduplicated equipment such as the
elevator/tipper.

4.23 The foreign currency requirements of OFAB for the maintenance of the
infrastructure are being covered by CBG to the extent that they are not pro-
vided for in trust accounts. Should CBG decide to withdraw this assistance, as
they are entitled to, the main effects would be felt in the township rather
than the production line.
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Cost of Project

4.24 The forecast and the actual costs are compared in the table below.

While the Bank loan is related to the infrastructure, its justification is based

on the project as a whole.

Construction (at 1968 prices including 13.5% inflation contingency)

Mine - Infrastructure Total

$m $m $m

May 1968 (for 6m tons p.a.) 65 58 123

Final (for 9m tons p.a.) 77 55 132

General & Finance (1971) 19 14 33

Increases

Additional Escalation 19 12 31

Delays 17 4 21

Exchange rates 18 9 27

IBRD interest 1 7 8

Claims 6

Engineering costs 16

Grand Total (plus rounding errors) 275

4.25 The explanations for the increases are as follows:

(a) Additional escalation. Inflation was about 36% instead of 13.5%

(appraisal figure);

(b) Delays have been itemized above. Apart from the actual costs of the

results of schedule changes, bonuses had to be negotiated to 
minimize

the overall effect;

(c) Exchange rates. This item shows the effect of the depreciation of

the dollar;

(d) IBRD interest. This came to 21.5% of the construction cost as opposed

to 8.5% allowed for. The item also includes about $lm for the finan-

cing of a number of mining project contracts;

(e) Claims. These are the claims of contractors introduced during the

works and accepted by the owners. It should be noted that these

are under 4% of the cost of works plus escalation; and

(f) Engineering costs. These include owners' expenses. They arise out

of the extensions and improvements to the project, the additional
.- A 0.h vniairampnt for additional services.
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4.26 The reduction of the construction cost of the infrastructure arose

out of a general scaling down of this element which the Bank insisted on at the

time of appraisal. It has given rise to criticism of the Bank which is discussed

in Sections 8 and 9.

Operating Costs

4.27 It is difficult to make a fair comparison between forecast and

actual operating costs because different outputs are being achieved at different

points on the learning curve. The following table, therefore, gives only an
approximate idea of the situation:

Appraisal (at 5m Actual (at 6m tons

tons p.a.), per ton p.a.), per ton

Variable (labor, materials, etc.) $2.4 $5

Fixed 1.8 3.4

Interest 1.0 2.6

5.2 11.0

4.28 This increase in operating costs is highly comparable with the in-
creased capital cost. There is, however, a feeling in Guinea that local wages
are being held artificially low. Thus, although the increase in labor cost is
in line with the general price increases, in this case it may be due not only
to such wage increases as have been awarded but also to a lower-than-expected
level of efficiency. On the other hand the exchange rate is artificially high
so that the local cost component is overvalued in dollars. A real comparison
could only be made if the appraised and current labor contents were expressed
in man-hours, and if there were no shift in the labor mix.

5. Operating Forecasts and Results

5.01 There were a number of features of the appraisal report which make
comparisons between original and current forecasts difficult and probably non-
significant. For instance, the appraisal assumed that the entire construction
costs were incurred the year before exports started, and it did not distinguish
between the interests of the two groups of shareholders - Halco and the Govern-
ment - but rather between the Government and CBG. These matters are dealt with
more extensively in Appendix I . The figures given below are, accord-
ingly, calculated on a different basis as well as using more recent figures.

Appraisal (1971) 1975

Financial RR - Guinea 20.8% 25.95% (without tax)

Financial RR - Halco (i) not 13.6 %
" " " (ii) calculated 21.25%

Economic RR - Guinea 26% 27.65% (without tax)

Project as a whole 19.5% 22.85%
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5.02 The second calculation of the financial RR for Halco assumes thatthere is an additional benefit to the Halco shareholders of $2 per ton ofbauxite arising out of the way in which the transfer price is calculated.
This, and the sensitivity analyses therefore, are also discussed in Appendix 1.

5.03 The transfer price itself was originally based on the then currentJamaican price with provision for cost escalation only. Although this wasspecifically pronounced equitable in the appraisal report, market prices havein fact increased more than cost prices, and this would have disadvantaged theGuinean Government. The latter imposed an export tax, which probably over-compensated and resulted in the figures given above, at the same time breakinga covenant to the Bank.

5.04 The tax was, however, imposed not merely to compensate for the un-sensitivity of the price clause to market forces, which could have beenachieved by renegotiation, but also to enable the Government to reap thebenefits of the price increases over all the bauxite operations in the country.This necessarily calls into question the reasonableness of the expectation
of any mineral exploiting company to make an agreement which will give them adifferential price advantage over others, either extracting in the same countryor even elsewhere in the world. It is not the object of this report to commenton the morality of this situation, which will presumably be increasingly takeninto account by the private sector when making investments of this sort.

5.05 The above rates of return are all calculated on the basis of the
mineral in the soil having a value of under $lm. The Government export tax,
in fact, puts a value of about $50m on the local bauxite deposit. The ignoring
of this value obviously has implications both for appraisal and for viable
exploitation arrangements. These problems are discussed in Appendix I.

5.06 By separating the infrastructure from the mining operation and pro-
viding for its servicing on a direct cost basis, all incentive for economy and
control has been lost in this area. In fact, the railway produces no cost
accounts at all. This could give rise to difficulties if ever the railway is
used for other purposes - another mine or general traffic. The fact that the
port charges have to be related to port costs in order to build up sinking funds
does not relieve the system of this criticism. The greater visibility of costs
of the port do, however, enable a general judgment to be made. The port is
expensive, but areas for saving are limited. The sinking funds, moreover,
are being properly maintained.

5.07 Other difficulties are being experienced in those parts of the infra-
structure where advance provision for foreign exchange requirements have not
been made. OFAB itself has no independent foreign exchange budget and has to
seek funds from the treasury. This means that, for all practical purposes, it
depends on CBG for overseas purchases. These tend, therefore, to be made either
on a crisis basis or on the basis of what CBG, rather than OFAB, considers to
be necessary.

5.08 Partly as a result of this lack of independence, OFAB has been unable
to engage in, or has been unsuccessful in pursuing, either extensions in its
original responsibility (new houses, sanitary services, etc.) or additions
thereto (food supply, fishing, etc.). This, however, is fully in accordance
with Government policy.
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Shipments

5.09 The difference between the appraisal forecast, actual shipments and
current forecast is shown in the table below. The causes are partly the con-
struction delays, non-availability of ships of correct tonnage
and possibly lack of exertion because of the softening of the market.

Millions of tons
73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

Appraisal forecast 4.7 6.8 8 8.1 8.2 9 9 9

Actual .7 3.6 4.9

Current forecast 6.3 8 8.1 8.6 9

6. Organization and Performance of the Borrower

6.01 The Office d'Amenagement de Bok6 (OFAB) was established by Decree
No. 425/PRF of December 31, 1965 and was the body responsible for the formu-
lation of contracts and their execution, as well as the administration of the
township, port and railway, arising out of the project.

6.02 The fact that OFAB is respons ble to the Minister of Economic
Development has created problems with,/ for instance, the Ministry of Health
which would like to have a direct line of authority regarding the hospital;
the Ministry of Transport regatding the Port and the Railways; the Ministry of
Education regarding the school and training programs; the Provincial Governor
regarding planning matters in general. The political ability of the Director
has enabled OFAB to discharge its obligations within the limits of the capacity
of its personnel, but the existence of OFAB remains in constant jeopardy.

6.03 Its financial automony is rendered illusory by the fact that, although
it can dispose of local funds, it has no foreign currency budget. It is thus
dependent either on CBG or on specific allocations from the Ministry of
Finance. This hinders both its ability to make proper provision for, say,
maintenance as well as its ability to undertake improvements or expansion.
The Government has no sympathy with the concept that either the project or
the district has any preferential claim on the foreign exchange earnings
which they generate. The theoretical correctness of this approach overlooks
the practical fact that the project creates its own opportunities for invest-
ment as well as the nascent human infrastructure for its management. There is
therefore considerable frustration both in CBG and, though better hidden, within
OFAB itself.

1/ However, according to the Government there have not been conflicts and
OFAB has always received cooperation from all ministries whose assistance
was necessary for the implementation and continuous progress of the project.
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6.04 OFAB's lack of adequate technical staff led to thetr representation
on the CCC by an expatriate. Although the outcome of CCC activity was satis-
factory, a Guinean would hava provided a more visible presence for the owners
as well as continuity of involvement. The OFAB representative moreover either
did not, was not allowed to, or could not carry Guinean suggestions regarding
such matters as the design and furnishing of houses. The result was a depen-
dence on the Consulting Engineers which while it may have given an adequate
final output, has left the Guineans with the feeling that many things could
and should be better than they are.

6.05 OFAB was also weak on the accounting side, and an expatriate was
recruited to work as Chief Accountant. The recruitment was not successful,
and the accountant was not replaced after he left. The gap remains.

6.06 Consultants (Inbucon) were engaged to assist CFAB management.
Many of their recommendations in the areas of structure and recruitment,
as well as of training, linave been ignored. The obvious weaknesses on the
accounting side however must be attributed in some measure to the lack
of impact a management a ;counting system would have on the OFAB results.
Since they charge CBG for their services at cost, it is importan.t only to
know the cost post fact-,. There is no visibl benefit either in pre-
dicting it correctly or in reducing i.6.

6.07 By and large however, OFAB is carrying out its obligations under the
various agreements covering the project. Relations with the Bank have been
generally satisfactory, although marred by inadequate reporting and slowness in
correspondence. Much of this can be asczibed to the ambiguous political situa-
tion of OFAB which has already been mentioned, and what has resulted in much less
than the autonomy anticipated at appraisal.

7. Economic Impacc

7.01 Guinea's resources (labor and mine holdings) are being incorporated
into:

(a) the FOB value of bauxite;

(b) capital accumulation at Kamsar and Sangaredi; and

(c) cash recetpts to the Government.

7.02 Alternative employment opportunities in Guinea being scarce, it
will be assumed that Guinean labor is paid well above its opportunity cost and,
therefore, generating some additions to national income. The locally retained
value of the mined bauxite is being incorporated into:

(a) self-reproducing capital transport infrastructure, whose mar-
ginal operating costs and depreciation are covered, and en-
sured by agreement between CBG Rnd OFAB;
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(b) townsItes and services not covered by agreement between CBG and
OFAB and unable, as of now, to generate sufficient funds for
their simple reproduction;

(c) accumulative human capital, paid above its subsistence levels,
and trained by CBG; and

(d) cash receipts by the Government.

There are also some externalities of scale and urbanization.

7.03 The Bank's intervention ensured an economically efficient allocation
of resources for (a) and possibly for (b) although in this latter case subjec-
tive welfare standards are difficult to evaluate. Maximum benefits have not
yet been ensured for (c) although both human capital accumulation and additions
to national income are small in absolute terms and do not affect significantly
the IRR calculations. Existing physical infrastructure being a joint input
necessarily localized and human capital being almost exclusively tied to CBG
and OFAB activities, the real options for maximizing the benefits of the pro-
ject - not discussed at the time of the appraisal - are now how to allocate
the cash received by the Government, including possible trade-offs with (b)
and (c). Possibilities exist of reinvesting part of this cash surplus in the
Bok6 region and should yield good returns in both local and foreign currency.
They would help avoid a net long-run depletion of Guinea's national resources
to pay for imports. It can be assumed both that population welfare is an
accepted tenet of the Government's policy and that present physical and human
set-ups will provide some externalities absent in the rest of the country.
These externalities include economies of:

(a) scale of public and private services associated
with relatively large markets in the Guinean context;

(b) urbanization associated with skilled active popu-
lation concentrated in a few areas;

(c) localization of agricultural and water resources; and

(d) easy access to world markets from the port of
Kamsar.

7.04 The secondary economic effects of the project are below their po-
tential even for the current enclave situation. This is largely due to the
lack of success of a farm, which was to supply local food needs, and lack of
enterprise in developing local fishing.

7.05 Little furthermore is being done in the way of disenclavement, either
by building on existing facilities like schools and hospitals, or by rein-
vesting in the area some of the local earnings. Thus, while these facilities
are sufficient for project purposes, the only advantage drawn from them for the
region is in the excess capacity of the hospital, which itself does more to
draw attention to the general shortage of medical services than to satisfy the
need for them. It has about 20% of the capacity required for the immediate area
over the next ten years.
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7.06 The result of this enclave approach is that the regional multiplier

effect of the project is small for a project of this size - a local growth

rate of 7 1/2Z is anticipated as opposed to 5% without the project, though
it must be stated that this growth is from a much higher base line as a re-

sult of the project.

7.07 The Government would like to treat regional development quite separately

from the implication of the project. While the desire for national control

of the large amounts of money earned is understandable, it seems wasteful not

to build on the human and physical infrastructure which has been created.

7.08 The problems of food, hospital, housing, education and training,

as well as the regional effects of the present policy and the opportunities

of alternative ones, are discussed more fully in Appendix II.

8. Criticisms by Borrower

8.01 Most of the criticisms by the borrower, whether general or specific,

arise out of dissatisfaction with the Bank's approach to the physical design

of the project. The possibilities lie between two extremes - minimum initial

cost and minimum discounted cost over the life of the project. The latter is

obviously theoretically preferable from the point of view of the borrower,

although it may result in some built in rigidity. There will,nonetheless,

always be a tendency toward the former, the strength of which will depend on

the availability of funds, the creditworthiness of the borrower and the

assessed need for flexibility in development. In the case of this project

that tendency was very strong indeed, and the Bank insisted on considerable

reductions in standards. As will be seen from the discussion of the indivi-

dual complaints below, none of these reductions has affected or should affect

the viability of the project. There has been no risky skimping. Equally,

however, in most cases a higher initial investment would have resulted in

subsequent cost savings. To the extent, however, that the Government is un-

willing, though now able, to make those same investments, the Bank should not

be criticized for not having pre-empted the Government's choice. The incen-

tive to invest, though reduced by the additional cost, is nonetheless rein-

forced by the expectation of further price increases and the unanticipated

size of the returns to the Government. The Bank's choice moreover was deli-

berate and, although this is always arguable in relation to the Bank's

general objectives, policies and restraints, correct. The main requirement

now is to convince the Government that the design of the project was indeed

the outcome of conscious choice, not of negligence or error.

8.02 The problems discussed below do not all arise wholly out of this

"minimum project" concept. Two which do, however, are:

(a) the ship loading facility was originally intended to be part of
the OFAB infrastructure but was transferred to the CBG side as

part of the Bank's economy effort. As, however, the distinction
between plant and infrastructure is in this project largely
arbitrary (the railway itself could be considered "plant") and

as the inclusion of the conveyor in OFAB's responsibilities
would have added a new dimension to their maintenance require-

ments, this reallocation can hardly be felt to affect the success
of the project; and
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(b) the Bank acted too "commercially" and was more concerned with
the effectiveness of the repayment guarantees than the develop-
ment of Cuinei. The pejorative tone of this complaint does
not recognize the obligations of the Bank to the money market,
nor the general benefits which flow from good financial disci-
pline. It is impossible for the Bank to lend on the assump-
tion that everything will always go well, and the steps it
takes to protect itself both protects the borrower and insures
that there will be capital available for lending. The current
softness of the aluminium market illustrates how necessary
this type of prudence is.

8.03 Other complaints are as follows:

1. The 800 hp tug is inadequate. This is correct, but it was never
intended that the port operations should rely solely on this tug, although the
consultants contended at least until June 1970 that such reliance was not
unreasonable. A 2,500 hp vessel was to be chartered from Freetown or Dakar,
where maintenance facilities exist. To supply a tug of this size under the
project would have involved the construction of a slipway and maintenance
facilities which could not be justified. Until, however, a larger tug is
available the port operations are jeopardized. Especially now that 60,000-
ton ships are using the harbor, the risk of a ship being stuck across the en-
trance channel with consequent disruption of operations, quite apart from the
danger to the ship itself,.have increased. CBG is, however, prepared to
accept this risk (there is a $3/4m wreck removal insurance), and the only
current solution to this problem is to return to the original concept of
charter.

2. The wharf is too short. According to the consultants, the need
for an anchor buoy for the larger vessels was foreseen although it is not
mentioned in their reports of April and June 1970, where it would have been
relevant. It does exist and should be installed shortly. While its installa-
tion makes the second ship waiting position unusable, this position has never
been used and should be unnecessary.

3. The buoy masters vessel is inadequate. In view of the distance
to the harbor entrance buoy(10 miles)and the amount of trouble experienced with
the lights, there is merit in this criticism. The arrangements for putting
matters right are, however, cumbersome. The port (and other) equipment which
OFAB is entitled to amortize in its charges to CBG is individually specified
in the White Book, and provision of improved facilities accordingly requires
CBG approval. It is, however, difficult to envisage a different system which
would adequately protect both parties.

4. The buoys are unreliable and too easily breakable. A lot of
trouble has been experienced with the lights. This is being taken up with the
manufacturers. The decision to use fiberglass instead of metal on the struc-
tural material was to simplify repair. It is impossible to arrive at a "correct"
answer on a point of this sort. The buoy chains are corroding very rapidly.
This is due to exceptional bacterial activity which could not have been fore-
seen and which is being investigated. Under the circumstances the choice of
fiberglass for the buoy structures was perhaps fortunate.
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5. The entrance buoy is very difficult to locate. This has been
shown true in practice. The cure would be to have a radio beacon installed.
This has been mooted for some time. The difficulty appears to lie again in
getting the agreement of CBG to have its amortization included in the port
charges.

6. No workshop facilities were foreseen for the port authority,
there is a lack of hard standing and the warehouse is not very secure.
These are all minor items,some of which are in fact being taken care of out
of the 65% profit, but which are given too much importance because of the
feeling that they too should be covered by the charges. The present split
of profits between CBG and OFAB arising out of the imposition of the export
tax may play its part in reducing CBG's sympathy for claims of this kind.
This applies also to such matters as the fact that only two vehicles were
provided for port operations.

7. There is a shortage of housing. This is correct, but the original
quantity contracted was only intended to cover a third of the final require-
ments. The remainder should be built out of profits. They are in any case
not subject to amortization charges.

8. More local materials should have been used in the housing. The
consultants contend that there are no suitable low cost materials for the type
of housing needed, and that the Villas Sily which are being built to local
designs will be more expensive than comparable accommodation which could have
been provided.

9. The water supply is inadequate. There certainly appears to have
been a mistake in the original location of the water intake. This has since
been rectified. The consultants claim that there would be sufficient water for
present purposes if householders were charged according to consumption. Meters
had been installed in all houses for this purpose, but they are not used. The
consultants also state that quantities of water are being wasted through the
use of the Amecew construction camp. The housing should have been demolished
by now and the temporary piping replaced. Unless tha latter at least is under-
taken soon, matters will deteriorate.

If the site is developed to its full potential, additional water
supplies will be necessary. The plant currently uses one-third of the avail-
able amount; and even if this is recycled as planned, there will be a shortage.
This is partly due to planning in the hope that local wells would supplement
the piped supply. This h6pe has not been realized.

10. Power generation and water should have been calculated for the
whole region. This could have been done, but it would have been a different
project; and the IRR would have suffered. Given the Government's current un-
willingness to give priority to local development, extra costs of this kind
might in any case have been politically unacceptable.

11. The hospital accommodation is inadequate. This is only true on
a regional as opposed to project basis, and then the same reply as to (10) above
applies. In addition, the complaint that the hospital was handed over without
knives and forks is evidence of an exaggerated reliance on the contractor.
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12. The port was provided with a fixed crane instead of a floating
one which would now be more useful, say at Conakry. It was just because of
the temptation to use a floating crane for other purposes that a fixed one

was insisted upon. The future loss through unavailability was judged less

important than the losses which would have occurred had the crane not been

available throughout the construction period.

13. There is inadequate provision for township sanitation. It was

assumed that the same program of spraying and cleaning the drains would be

followed as had proved satisfactory during the construction period. The

equipment, therefore, was all left on site. Once more, it is hard to jus-
tify any additional expense as a charge on the project as a whole. Further

investment in this area would require careful appraisal on the basis of

local costs and benefits, in the light of non-use of the existing equipment,
and other local and national demands for the application of scarce resouces.

14. There has been no provision for recreational facilities. This
is a fair criticism by normal industrial standards. The impact of the export
tax may make it difficult for the Government to get this accepted by CBG as a

project cost.

15. There were insufficient facilities, both in terms of housing
and of office accommodation, during the construction phase. This also appears
well founded. In a way the delay of contractors ( 4.02 ) may have

mitigated it in the early stages, while efforts to catch up exacerbated the
situation later. Either way, the operational requirements of OFAB before start
up appear to have been neglected. The same applies to the human infrastructure
requirements, which resulted in delays in implementation of the management
consultancy for OFAB. This could have been avoided had this consultancy been
made part of the original loan instead of a UNDP grant. The amount of money in-
volved ($500,000) would not have affected the viability of the project.

16. There was no provision for working capital for OFAB. This is not
strictly accurate, although no formal attention was paid to the problem at the
time of appraisal. It was tacitly assumed that the depreciation accounts
would generate sufficient cash, as in fact they do. However, this cash goes
direct to the Treasury, so that the problem, along with that of availability of
foreign exchange, is really an internal one for the Government, except to the
extent that the Bank misjudged the nature of OFAB's autonomy. Both the project
and OFAB might have been better served if the extent of the financial autonomy
necessary for OFAB's efficient functioning had been made explicit.

17. OFAB has no control over the industrial side of the project.
As had been mentioned earlier,( 5.06 ), the form of CBG and of the dis-
tribution of its surplus does nothing to create an identity of interest bet-
ween the owners. Under the circumstances it is difficult to see how OFAB could
be given a more active role in the management of production. It would not, for
instance, have eased the problems, of which there is mutual understanding, of
pay differentials between OFAB and CBG staff.
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18. The Inbucon management consultancy was not extended. This is
hardly a complaint for the Bank, since the decision not to extend the contract

was taken jointly by the UNDP and the Government. The Bank should, however,
have had reservations regardiAg such an extension in any case since many of
the recommendations of the consultants had not, and still have not, been
implemented; as well as because the nature of the extension as proposed by the
consultants did not really meet OFAB's immediate requirements (see also, how-
ever, 15. above).

19. The performance of the consulting engineer was poor. At one
stage during the construction period OFAB had in fact sought to change the
consultants. This should be contrasted with the present readiness of the
Government to re-employ the same firm for another project, the overall
reliability of the cost and time estimates (see 4.11 above) and the lack
of conflict between owners, engineers and the CCC. This does not mean that
there were no difficulties. Problems of housing, water supply, logistics have
already been mentioned. In fact, the major design problems occurred on the
industrial side (e.g., crushers). The complaints here must be largely ex-
plained by poor communication coupled with the mistrust which can easily arise
when the client does not fully understand the nature of the work being under-
taken on his behalf. This will always be a problem where, for instance, the
client has insufficient direct experience of civil engineering contracts. It
cannot be overcome simply by engaging an expatriate consultant, who will find
the same lack of rapport with his employees. It says much for the Guineans
that, in spite of their misgivings, they did stick with the consultants and
saw the construction phase through to a satisfactory completion.

20. The division of profits is unfair to Guinea. This will be
examined here only on the basis on which the criticism was made, rather
than on the larger issues of what is an equitable distribution as between
the investor and the owner of the mineral deposits.

OFAB claims that their exposure is greater than that of CBG since
they invested in the infrastructure and guaranteed all the loan capital.
This is a misunderstanding. In fact, the loan capital is guaranteed by the
Halco partners, the Government merely being required to approve the terms.
The form of the Government guarantees to CBG moreover are only to protect
the other investors in the case of political action. The commercial risk
rests fully with the private shareholders.

OFAB also claims that the infrastructure is not represented in the
calculation of the distribution. This has little basis. Part of the infra-
structure costs are recoverable on amortization charges. The rest, together
with the royalty, are recognized by the fact that the profits are divided
65:35 in Guinea's favor while the relative exposure, counting Halco guarantees,
is about 2:3.

They further claim that this division means that any inefficiencies
in CBG operations are more costly to OFAB than to Halco. This is arithmati-
cally true but merely means that the larger the allocation of profits to OFAB
the greater their interest in efficient operation. This is hardly a matter

for complaint (but see also 8.03.17 above). By the same token CBG has an
interest, albeit a smaller one, in the running of those services which they
pay for at cost, like the railway and the port, and over which they have
even less control.
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These criticisms are quite separate from the question of whether

there will be any profits to divide. This is at least partly a function of

the escalation clause (q.v.) under the operation of which the current cost

of production ($11.9 per ton) is greater than the selling price ($11.45 per
ton). This arises from the fact that the escalation clause did not take note

directly of possible differences between forecast and actual costs, and hence

of the amortization content of the cost. From the point of view of Guinea,

however, this is compensated, probably more rather than less, by the export
tax.

21. It would be unfair to all parties to conclude this section

without saying that the project is viewed by the Government as a model for

the sector.

9. Complaints of the Consulting Engineer

9.01 Apart from the usual complaints that the owners changed their minds

too often and that the distances between Kamsar, Brussels, Pittsburgh and

the various suppliers and Conakry made communications difficult, the following
seem worth recording for their possible impact on other contracts:

1. The variation order discretion limit of $5,000 was too low.

$15,000 would have been more reasonable in a project of this size and would

have reduced the need for owners approval by 50% in respect of orders in

Europe and 75% in Guinea, with consequent savings in time and administration.

2. The requirement for meaningful international tender reduces the
engineers ability to design fully, especially in the mechanical and electrical
fields. The discretion this allows the bidder and ultimately the supplier is
not necessarily to the advantage of the owners.

3. In view of the number of changes made to the specifications, it
would have been advantageous if more of the contracts had been negotiated on
a unit price rather than a fixed lump sum basis. Changing to unit prices did
in fact save 20% on one of the cable work contracts.

4. Each contractor should be asked to provide a PERT program for
his own work. This would require additional payment but would be worth it for
the extra control. Their individual PERT's would become sub-systems within the
engineer's overall program.

5. The work should have been divided into more, smaller contracts.
This is admittedly based on hindsight. It increases the work and responsib-
ility of the engineer, but also his authority. There is obviously room for
many opinions here, depending to some extent on the engineer and one's opinion
of him. However, a certain amount of disaggregation will help in ensuring
compatability of equipment. This sounds paradoxical. However, one main con-
tractor can shop around for,say, household equipment which he need not specify
by manufacturer in his original bid. The small contractor is more likely to
seek supplies from one source and to specify it. The alternative, to list
items to be obtained from a common supplier, would however also overcome this
problem. It would certainly have eased the maintenance of the household equip-
ment if all the electrical units for instance had been of common manufacture.
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6. OFAB accounting requirements should have been specific at least

from the time of the award of contracts, and OFAB itself should have been

capable of handling accounting inputs from that time. As things stand, the

engineer is still producing and updating the fixed assets register.

10. Mission Conclusions

10.01 The project is successful. The economies insisted upon by the Bank

during project design have not adversely affected the results so far. It is

now fully within the ability of the Government to upgrade where it thinks

necessary.

10.02 The economies themselves were justified in the context of Guinea's

credit and the rates of return originally forecast. These were, in part,
higher than they should have been because of the way in which the costs were

concentrated in the last year of construction. This means that the acceptance

of the project was jeopardized by the nature of the sales contract and the way

in which inflation was ignored. This should have a lesson for the assessment

of other projects in the mining sector.

10.03 The way in which the infrastructure has been separated from the mining
venture has effectively removed any incentives for efficiency. The division
of the equity into two distinct categories, as well as the way in which the
Government export tax is levied, reduces those incentives on the mining side
also.

10.04 The project is not being used to foster other local development,
although the possibilities for such development exist.

10.05 The management of OFAB remains weak, and the information base for
improvement is lacking. Its autonomy, moreover, appears to be purely nominal,
much less than was envisaged at appraisal.

10.06 There are plenty of opportunities for misunderstandings but currently
sufficient goodwill to overcome them.

10.07 More attention should have been given to the operational aspects at
appraisal. The earlier provision of technical assistance to OFAB, clearer
definition of its role, better provision physically and financially for its
start up, would have created an easier commissioning period for little extra
cost. They would not have affected the levels of production nor, probably,
the relationship between the Government and Halco, but would have improved
the range and impact of secondary benefits as well as facilitating the prepara-
tion of future projects.
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10.08 Although port capacity appears adequate for the time being, operational
conditions are sufficiently different from the original concept to make it
worthwhile rerunning the computer model. This will indicate the risks and
costs of the present situation, so that decisions regarding the enlargement
of the turning circle (to enable a ship to wait in the harbor) or increasing
the depth of the dredged channel (to enable larger ships to be used) can
be taken in full knowledge of their implications.

10.09 The project raises questions on methods of procurement (4.11, 4.20)
and metnoology of appraisal (App. I) which are worthy of further study.

Western Africa Regional Office

March 19, 1976
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Rate of Return Calculations (See Attached Table)

The appraisals treated all the costs as occurring in Year 0, revenues
commencing in Year 1. They treated CBG as a homogeneous entity and allocated as
financial benefits to Guinea only its receipts as a shareholder, with customs
duties on imports for instance figuring in the calculations of economic benefits.
The results of these calculations were that the returns to the Government and
to the private shareholders were virtually the same, at about 20%. It is important
to note that not only the rate has changed, but the equivalence has also been
destroyed. This equivalence was itself however illusory, since it arose out of
a purely nominal valuation of the bauxite deposits.

The methodology which will now be used is as follows:

Capital costs will be assigned to the year in which the 
money to cover

them was raised. In the case of CBG/Halco this will mean the date of issue

of notes, in the case of Guinea the date of the loan disbursement. This is

correct for the financial rate of return and assumed sufficiently 
correct

(contractors cost including notional interest) for the economic rate of return.

The returns to CBG and Halco are, moreover, calculated separately.

The returns to Halco are first calculated on the equity, defined for

this purpose as the direct cost involvement of Halco, including the subordi-

nated debt, of $46m treated as fully paid up in FY 1969 (Stream Cl). The

benefit stream consists of (i) dividends (Bi), (ii) dividends (Bl) plus a

transfer price advantage to the Halco members calculated at $1 per ton 
of bauxite

shipped (B2). The IRRs for these calculations are respectively (i) 13.6% and

(11) 17.75%. If the transfer price advantage is $2 per ton, the IRR becomes

21.25%.

For CBG the only calculation involves the whole of the external debt
(C2) and the whole of the earnings attributable to either debt repayment or

Halco dividends less cash decreases; additions and improvements to assets being
treated as an expense (C3, B3). The capital costs, moreover, exclude both the
infrastructure which is outside the capitalization, and- the valuation of bauxite
"in the ground" which is purely nominal. The IRR is then 7.5%. This is rather
a meaningless figure, given for comparison with the appraisal report 20% only.

Additional calculations have been made, however, to assess the impact
of the export tax. On the assumption that, had the tax not been raised, 35% of
the amount involved (35% of B5) would have accrued to CBG and thence to the pri-
vate shareholders; and 65% would have accrued as profits tax (royalties) to the

Guinean Government; then the returns to CBG would become 12.15%. The corres-
ponding improvement in the returns to the private investors is about a further
3 percentage points under all the assumptions made.

For Guinea, calculations both for financial and economic rates of re-
return have been made with and without the export tax to illustrate the effect
thereof. In the "without tax" calculation, 65% of the tax has been credited back
to the Government as "profits." The IRR is then (i) 29.95% or (ii) 25.95%.
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These figures leave out of account, however, the costs of maintaining
that part of the infrastructure which cannot be charged to operating expenses, as
well as additions thereto, such as the township. These costs were in fact ignored

in the appraisal report. While this is acceptable when calculating the EIR,
since the economic benefit may be assumed at least equal to such costs, it is

not for the financial return. The inclusion of the cost (C4) reduces the return

by about one percentage point, and is more than balanced by the customs and other

cash receipts(part of B6) which should also be included.

For the economic rate of return the appraisal figures for additions to

the National Income other than sales of bauxite (B6) have been added to the above

costs and benefits on the basis that costs have virtually doubled and an overall

shadow price of 50% is fair. This approach is obviously oversimplified, but
the results are insensitive to these kinds of assumptions. The with and without
tax EIRs are then 31.55% and 27.65% respectively, just two percentage points
above the corresponding financial returns.

Much more significant would be the difference made by applying a
shadow price to foreign exchange earnings and valuing the bauxite in the ground.
The appraisal in fact addressed neither of these questions. Although the foreign
exchange question is conceptually the easier, there seems no point in further
boosting the EIR without taking into account the value of the mineral rights,
which being in the form of an economic land valuation would almost by defini-
tion reduce the EIR under all circumstances to the real opportunity cost of
the other factor inputs.

A further significant difference would be made by giving an economic
value to the housing, water supply, medical services, etc. This was also omittedon appraisal and could account, on the present figures, for anything from 3 per-
centage points upward.

The IRR for the project as a whole (Cl, C3, C4, Bl, B4, B5) is now
22.9%, which is 3.4% above the appraisal rate. This shows mainly that while
inflation affected costs and prices similarly, the fact that the costs were in-
curred at an earlier stage in the inflationary spiral has increased the returns
in current terms. This raises questions as to the validity of appraising in
current dollars" only. The comparison between this rate, the 7.5% for CBG andthe minimum 13.6% for the shareholders also illustrates the advantages of high-
gearing in those circumstances.

It is worth considering the implications of all the above on the valua-tion of the mineral rights. These were entered as $lm on appraisal. If, however,
it is assumed that the investments in general only earn the opportunity cost of
capital, say 10%, then there is a surplus as between the above cost and benefitstreams (present value) of $337m. That is to say, if the mineral rights had beenvalued at $337m, the whole project would sbow a return of 10%. The corresponding
figure for a 15% return would be $131m.

This accretion of value reinforces the requirement for more flexible
arrangements as between investors and Government (see 3 above). It also gives
some support to the contention of Guinea that it is the major equity holder, but
this neither for the reasons given in 8.03.20, nor on grounds of equity
risk based on these valuations. It does emphasize the problems both of appraisal
and commercial negotiations where the main input is economic land under a regime
of inflation.



COST AND BENEFIT STREAMS - 1969-1993

Data Table

25 Years 5 Cost Streams 6 Benefit Streams

YEAR C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 B 1 B 2 B 3 B 4 B 5 B 6

1969 46 46 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1970 0 30 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1971 0 40 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1972 0 35 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1973 0 60 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

1974 0 14 39 0 0 4 0 26 .0 3
1975 0 14 38 0 0 5 0 26 0 4
1976 0 0 0 5 0 6 16 8 41 4
1977 0 0 0 5 0 8 19 15 52 4
1978 0 0 0 10 0 8 19 20 53 4

1979 0 0 0 10 8 9 31 25 56 4
1980 0 0 0 2 8 9 39 27 59 4
1981 0 0 0 2 16 9 40 31- 59 4
1982 0 0 0 2 24 9 40 33 59 4
1983 0 0 0 2 34 9 41 33 59 4

1984 0 0 0 2 37 9 42 33 59 4
1985 0 0 0 2 35 9 42 34 59 4
1986 0 0 0 2 32 9 39 37 59 4
1987 0 0 0 2 32 9 38 38 59 4
1988 0 0 0 2 20 9 38 39 59 4

1989 0 0 0 2 27 9 27 39 59 4
1990 0 0 0 2 27 9 27 49 59 4
1991 0 0 0 2 27 9 27 50 59 4
1992 0 0 0 2 27 9 27 50 59 4
1993 0 0 0 2 27 9 27 50 59 4

0I

rtliz
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Key to Table (Cost and Benefit Stream)

Cl. The cash put up by Halco, either as equity or as loan capital. This

is $lm less than shown on the balance sheet since it does not, of course, in-

clude the valuation of the mineral rights. It is assumed fully paid up in FY 1969.

C2. The total cash committed by Halco and its supporters.

C3. Investments by the Government of Guinea in the infrastructure, inclu-
ding local costs not financed by third parties as well as investments covered
by overage loans from CBG. N.B. This excludes any valuation of the bauxite.

C4. Estimated costs of improvement and maintenance of infrastructure not
recoverable through charges to CBG.

Bl. Distributions arising out of the direct investment of Halco, i.e. re-
payment of Halco debt and.dividends on Halco shares.

B2. A notional additional benefit to Halco equivalent to $1 per ton of
bauxite shipped. This is in lieu of any attempt to value the "take-or-pay"
agreement, which is otherwise considered as neutral.

B3. Distributions arising out of the total cash inputs for CBG, i.e. all
repayments and dividends, adjusted for charges in the cash position of the company
but making no allowance for new investments, residual value being assumed as zero
and current value being reflected in the earnings.

B4. Cash received by Guinea Government either as overage loans, minimum
or actual profits tax, less repayment of overage loans and interest thereon.

B5. The Guinea export tax.

B6. Additional benefits to Guinea, corresponding largely to "increase in
Government income" as defined in the appraisal report, plus 50% of local wages
as an approximation of the surplus over real cost (shadow price).
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SECONDARY EFFECTS AND ECONOMIC INDICATORS

I- _Ancillary Services and Townships

Food

One of the main drains on the economic benefits of the projectresults from the failure of the OFAB farm to provide enough food for theKansar population. Food has instead to be imported from various originsat a cost of US$1.53 million in 1974, US$1.76 million in 1975, and anestimated US$2.02 million in 1976. These imports comprise rice (61% oftotal cost), oil (11.5%), milk (11%), sugar(8%), tomatoes (3.5%), soap(2.5%) and onions (2%) at an average cost of $125 per person per year.Food was also supplied free FOB by PAM (World Food Program) but admin-istered by the farm management, at an estimated value of US$6 per personper year. These supplies amounted to about US$72,000 per year until 1975,when they were discontinued.

The relevant population has almost doubled, from 8,375 by end1973 to about 16,000 estimated by end 1975, but is not expected to growat more than 5% per year in the future even when account is taken of alimited expansion of CBG-OFAB services, and the natural fncrease of themostly young Guinean population living at Kamsar. Cost of food imports,however, has been growing at 15% per annum and will go up even more rapidlydue to effects of expensive fertilizers, unreliable harvest and inflation-ary cost increases in the world food markets. Before any practicable foodscheme is implemented in Guinea, food imports for Boke will reach US$2.5million in 1973 at 1975 constant prices, the earliest date by which localproduction could have any impact.

The farm at Kolaboui, managed by OFAB, started operations in 1973and has been supplying food at the rate of US$107,000 equivalent per year -less than 6% of requirements. It employs 210 people, has four tractors andincludes 80 ha for rice and 20 ha for potatoes, tomatoes, manioc, etc. Ithas run through a series of misfortunes and difficulties: lack of spareparts for equipment, epidemics which have killed most of the chicken stock,disease which destroyed vegetable crops, and deficient or non-existent farmmanagement techniques. It now fights against many adversities, and puttingit on the right foot will need energetic Government action and substantialtechnical assistance. In physical terms, amounts annually supplied perperson in 1975 were only: 1.67 eggs, 1.78 kg of meat, 1.54 kg of fish and0.08 kg of vegetables. In exchange terms, prices as fixed by Governmentprevent private farmers from growing and marketing any product beyond amountsnecessary for subsistence. The only exception is egg production, officiallypriced at Sy 60 per dozen; this would be attractive enough for private andOFAB farms were it not for the high cost of inputs. High priced imported
inputs and low exchange official values explain not only general food scarc-
ity but also why most workers' families continue cultivating land at their
allotment to feed themselves.
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One of the most unfortunate failures of the Food Plan was the break
down of the old fishing boat provided, with technical assistance, by Dutch aid.
Normal supplies of fish to Kamsar ceased in April 1975. Fish is officially
priced at Sy 15-24/kg depending on quality, which barely covers variable costs
of fishing. It sells for Sy 133/kg (US$6.5/kg) in the parallel market; this
is a measure of the great importance demand attached to it. No private indi-
vidual, however is allowed to sell fish above the official price and very few
fishermen venture to break the law. A fishing boat of sufficient capacity
to provide at least three kg of fish per year to every one of the 20,000
people living in Kamsar by 1980 should average catches of .2 ton/day. Assuming
an investment cost of US$.2 million and yearly operating costs of US$.07 million,
purchase of such a boat would be paid off in financial terms in four years
at the opportunity price of Sy 55/kg (that of meat, the closest). Even if
selling prices continue to be controlled by Government below this level, re-
suming fishing operations is of the highest financial and economic priority.

The most important and encouraging development taking place in the food
sector is the intensive rice cultivation initiated in 1975 with the help of
local brigades working in each one of the 400 county areas and composed of
one agricultural engineer, one tractor driver, one technician and five or six
workers. Each of the brigades are supposed to be supplied with a tractor
and fertilizers. There are 15 brigades in Kolaboui cultivating 1,050 ha of
rice and 600 ha of potatoes. Objectives are to reach one ton of rice per ha
by 1977. Government will distribute the production from official centers.
Surpluses will be allocated to brigades and villages in proportion to their
output. Those surpluses will then be exchanged against machinery and, even-
tually, consumer goods. Exchange values to be applied to the surpluses are
not known; they will be of paramount importance to ensure the success of the
scheme.

Hospital

As part of the project, a hospital with 60 beds and elementary
medical and surgical equipment was built in Kamsar at a cost of US$1.8 and
US$1.4 million equivalent for buildings and equipment respectively. The
hospital presented some construction deficiencies - it is not rainproof; x-rays
and anesthetic equipments are not standardized, are old, even obsolete, often
of unknown suppliers and lack spare parts. Surgical equipment is of poor quality.
Some problems are being corrected but, in the absence of a Government allocation,
most supplies have to be financed by and applied for through CBG's purchasing
office in Brussels with subsequent delays. The hospital is operated by OFAB.
There is another hospital in Sangaredi built and operated by CBG with the ex-
ception of a doctor paid by OFAB. The Kamsar hospital started operations in
1973 and attracted soon not only the Kamsar population but many patients, prin-
cipally for epidemic and pediatric treatments, from as far as Gaoual. The other
hospital in the Bok region, located in Bokf with a capacity of 200 beds, is
obviously insufficient to satisfy the growing needs and expectations of the
region's population estimated at about 180,000 by end of 1975. The Kamsar hos-
pital, operating also as a clinic, receives patients from:

(a) CBG - OFAB site covered by health insurance arrangements
from which the hospital receives most of its revenues; and
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(b) public services in the Bok6 area covered by national sociaF

security schemes.

Other private patients pay an advance fee before admission but often fail to

pay fully for the cost of services rendered. According to data given to the

mission, the Kamsar hospital treated in 1974/75 about 3,900 patients per month

(10% of surrounding population). Hospitalization by extraordinary arrangements

and working three shifts per day was 2,230 bed-days per month, well above the

maximum theoretical capacity of 1,800 bed-days per month. Maternity patients

are now discharged 24 hours after delivery. The hospital is operating at an

annual cost of about US$544,000, 20% for food, 46% for medical products and

equipment, and 33% for staff, Average cost per patient is now about US$22,
60% of which are fixed costs. In 1975 there were ten doctors (6 expatriates),

29 other medical staff (4 expatriates), and 92 general staff to service all

patients. Graduates from Guinean medical schools are not sufficient to satisfy

the growing needs of Kamsar and other hospitals.

The Kamsar hospital, as the only and often cheaper alternative to that

in Boks, is fostering an irreversible demand for its services. This is certainly
resulting in economic benefits for its area of influence, but it is also putting

an unbearable pressure on staff and equipment; the hospital is now functioning
well above the objectives initially set. Hospital officials reckon that satis-

factorily to treat expected demand for the next years, 200 beds would be needed.

With an average occupancy of 72% over the year, they would provide 4,320 bed-

days per month, sufficient to absorb the demand through the mid-1980s, at the

high average annual rate of 7% as a result of the increases in population,
living standards and expectations of better medical care. To cover satisfac-

torily the population of 85,000 estimated in the Kamsar-tolaboui-South Bok6 area

in the next decade, at least 20 doctors and 100 other medical staff will also be
needed. If 8,000 patients were to be treated per month in a larger 200-bed
hospital, economies of scale in construction and operation would permit a sub-

stantial reduction of cost per patient to about US$15/20 at 1975 prices. Whether
the Government attaches priority to such an undertaking or not is a question well
beyond the normal operation of the Kamsar site and should be seen in the context
of a vast and more ambitious plan for improving living standards in the Bok6 region

Housing

The Bank insisted in cost reductions, particularly in housing and ser-
vices. Housing was trimmed substantially and ancillary services and leisure
activities eventually eliminated. The Government and OFAB have criticized what
they term as lack of sensitivity towards non-work activities. In Batafong's
pumping station 38 workers have to be transported daily to and from Boki at an
annual cost of US$11,000.

(a) Kamsar

About one-fourth of CBG/OFAB Guinean employees and their families

were housed in Kamsar by end-1975:
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Housed Not Housed Total
G E T G E T C E T

OFAB City 195 30 225 646 - 646 841 30 871
CBG City - 384 384 - - - 384 384

Total 195 414 609 646 - 646 841 414 1,255

G = Guinean; E = Expatriates; T = Total.

The 266 OFAB houses in Kamsar were built according to five types:

Type A B C D E Total

No. 1 15 25 98 127 266
------------ (unit costs, US$ equiv.) -------------

Foreign 65,000 34,091 21,330 7,080 4,370 8,866 (average)

Local, equiv. 15,000 12J247 9,020 4,550 2,700 4,566 (average)

Total 80,000 46,338 30,350 11,635 7,070 13,432 (average)

US$ million .080 .695 .759 1.140 .899 3.573 -

Local amounts correspond to local manpower costs for erection. Total costs are
at 1973 prices and include interest during construction through October of the
same year. Exchange rate used for conversion is Sy 21.0 - US$1.0. No expat-
riates are housed in types D and E houses. OFAB tenants repay the foreign ex-
change cost of the house over 33 years; their monthly payments amount to Sy 250
for E-type houses and Sy 450 for D-type houses. Annual revenues for OFAB from
this source are only US$77,000. Minor improvements, at an average cost of US$570
per house, are being introduced in D- and E-type houses. Fifteen more houses at
an average cost of US$6,000 are being built for instructors.

(b) Sangaredi

The city of Sangaredi was originally designed to house a staff of about
530 for railway and mine operations at a yearly production level of 9 million tons,
including OFAB and public services staff. Only 285 houses had been built by CBG
and OFAB by end-1975 when the population of the area was about 4,000 including
1,400 peasants and cattle farmers attracted to the area by hospital and other
facilities. Qualified workers for the mine come mostly from Conakry (50) and
unskilled workers from Bok6 (150), Snagaredi (50) and Lakoure (100). OFAB was
supplying 2,650 rations at the end of 1975, corresponding to the 530 families
with an average of 5 persons per family. The general living standards in the
area are now reduced by dust from the mine; dryness has also caused many fires
in houses made of wood and straw. There are not enough places for the school
population of about 435. Hygienic and sanitary conditions are deteriorating,
and scarcities are a source of tensions. A serious railway accident was caused in
1975 by tired locomotive drivers living in Sangaredi. The most important is the
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social split created by provision of housing:

Housed Not Housed Total
E T G E 11 G E TV

OFAB City/-' 41/3 - 41 23 - 23 64 - 64
CBG City/2 _4-- 240 244 222 - 222 226 240 466

Total 45 240 285 245 - 245 290 240 530

/1 Types D and E. Included in the project.
/2 Tynes R, C, D and E. Not included in the project.
/3 For public service employees.

Education and Training

There are 1,079 people of school age in Kamsar, and 455 in Sangaredi.
According to OFAB administration, only 58% of them, or 890, can now receive edu-
cation in 30 place classrooms, of which there are 21 in Kamsar and 9 in Sangaredi.
Steps are being taken by OFAB to improve the situation, notably by building more
classrooms and by introducing a two-shift system. Vocational and professional
training was carried out in an Institute of Professional Training at Kamsar,
in CBG and OFAB themselves, in Government's technical schools at Conakry and
other places, and in bauxite industries abroad. Between 1969 and 1975, 907
students were trained and one-third of them joined CBG/OFAB services. Training
is now at a standstill while a presidential decree declares that all projects
have to be Guinean managed when reaching the operational stage. Professional
training, moreover, depends either on Government institutions outside Kamsar
with final employment other than CBG/OFAB; or on CBG training which, affected by
a tight money policy, is not satisfying OFAB expectations. OFAB itself lacks
the budget and the expertise to run any major training program. To the extent
that CBG training does take care of its own needs, the degree of Guineazation is
a matter of time. Other training, however, should be undertaken if and when the
Government decides to lAunch a possible regional development plan.

Foreign Exbhange Transactions

Food imports financed by CBG in US$ are repaid by OFAB in Sylis. CBG's
$3m dollar equivalent local wage bill is thus covered by $2m equivalent repaid
by the Government for food and $lm purchases of local currency. OFAB has no
foreign exchange of its own. All dollar payments made to it are immediately
converted into Sylis. It is thus unable to make any foreign purchases without
going through cumbersome exchange control procedures, which explains its re-
liance on CBG for such purchases which it repays in Sylis. Problems could occur
if, as a result,CBG found itself with a surplus of Sylis. There would then be
an incentive for CBG to process OFAB orders only at a rate compatible with its
foreseeable local currency requirements.
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The official exchange rate of Syli has decreased by about 10% compared

with the US$ over the last four years. Guinea's overall balance of payments has

been in surplus since 1973; earnings of the project after 1974 have been instru-

mental.

II. Economic Impact and Indicators

Project Definition

Because the project was conceived as an enclave project, many secondary

effects evoked at the time of appraisal have appeared but have not been fully
internalized in the Kamsar-Kolaboui region to reach the maximum multiplier effect.

The most important is local production to substitute for food imports that would

have had an impact for the region as it would have brought in investments, would

have generated value added of agricultural production and its industrial trans-

formation, and would have initiated the subsequent multiplier effects. Food

production is also important for the national economy since food imports for

CBG staff are now, and will continue to be, financed out of Government's revenues.

Other secondary effects were neither considered at appraisal nor internalized.

Further vocational training and industry-related workshop production, education

and health services, and physical supply of sites and services could have been

important sources of additional benefits for the region.

Regional Impact

Table A shows a gross estimation of the project's multiplier effect

through regional net domestic product in the Kamsar-Kolaboui area, excluding

capital formation in CBG, port and railway assumed to belong to non-regional

economies.
The multiplier effect of the direct and secondary effects

of the project in the period 1970-1975 is somewhere between 1.4 and 2.3. For
the period 1975-1985, if import substitution and other projects are not imple-

mented, the multiplier effect will drop to around 1.20. Both values are low if
compared with other underdeveloped areas. There are two reasons for the dramatic
decrease, in any case, of the multiplier effect in the immediate future: the first

is that once the bulk of the infrastructure, sites and services was built and ex-

panded in the early 1970s, their operation no longer contributes to the development
of the region as much as it does to the Government's revenues; the second is that
new development projects oriented to interregional export will not start to be
implemented, if ever, before the late 1970s or early 1980s. In the meantime the
marginal propensity to consume of the mostly industry-working Kamsar population
will increase at the expense of the marginal propensity to export. Kamsar risks
becoming not only a problem-ridden urban settlement but the center which will eat
up the scarce resources of the area and will incorporate them into exported baux-
ite and Government revenues.

As a result and since the initial impact of the construction of Kamsar,
port and railways, has already taken place, the disposable income of the region
will not increase as fast as in the past, and percapita consumption will also
decelerate (see Table). Migration will continue as news spread about urban facili-
ties and amenities; health care and education are important cases in point. Most
benefits accounted for during appraisal have accrued to the national economy.
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The question remains how the further development of the Kamsar-Bok6 region could
be fostered on the basis of existing economic and spatial structures.

The economic and spatial set-ups

One of the problems created in the short run is the momentum gained by
immigration to the Kamsar area in the wake of construction of ports, railway
and bauxite facilities. Previous plans failed to recognize that, once the pro-
ject was in operation, Kamsar would be the only area in Guinea to:

(a) have, besides Conakry, a multipurpose port, railway, road, in-
dustrial employment, hospital and urban sites and services; and

(b) be surrounded by a relatively idle and populated area reaching
as far as Gaoual (see Map).

Similarly to other developing areas in the world, population in the Kamsar-
Kolaboui region increased four fold over 1965/1970 and 50% over 1970/1975.
Urban population in the whole Bok& region increased also dramatically between
1965 and 1975, growth varying from 70% for Bok6 to six fold for Kamsar, indi-
cating for the first a certain degree of urban maturity at that stage of develop-
ment and for the second an increase proper of newly created cities. 1/ The
immigration and urbanization process has not been accompanied by:

(a) developing the export base;

(b) internalizing surpluses in the region;

(c) developing a supporting service sector; and

(d) increasing welfare standards.

As it stands now, population increases in the rather inactive Bok6-
Kolaboui-Kamsar region risk to create a poverty area in Kamsar surrounding a
practically foreign space, the CBG domain where CBG is carving out is political
and economic sphere of influence within the limits of the new Kamsar. Private
and spontaneous initiatives are showing at the local village of old Kamsar, with
weekly markets, cinema and other amenities, but its survival depends on purchasing
power of the CBG domain. The issue of further development may be mistaken as a
power struggle within Kamsar between Guinean Central Government, local Government,
and CBG. Many OFAB officials held the ill-founded belief that the development of
the region, and Kamsar in particular, depended on gaining influence over economic
decisions to be taken by CBG; the recent Government decision of increasing bauxite
export taxes may have influenced to a certain extent the atmosphere of competition
between CBG and OFAB. The real issue is not only to dispute the power over eco-
nomic and physical domains, however important they may be, but to create new
spheres of influence. Only the Government can do that, and the structure of the
region is remarkably well suited to do so.

1/ In Spain the highest growth over 1920/1970 was 120%. In Mexico there was a
three fold increase over 1940/1970. In Yugoslavia increases were 30% over
1960/1970.
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The almost straight line Kamsar-Kolaboui-Bokg, of about 50 km, has
manageable dimensions and complementary economic structure and resources.
Secondary, primary, and tertiary economic activities exist in that straight
line, localized respectively in the three urban nodes which should be the

framework of the future development of the region. Statistics are not avail-
able; but on the basis of casual observation confirmed with conversations with
the Government, Kamsar tends to specialize in industry and services, in that
order; Kolaboui in agriculture and agroindustries; and Boki in services, having
housed so far the highest population levels in the region. Agriculture is the
inter-regional export base. The Government has recognized this potential by
launching (as part of an ambitious country-wide program) a plan for intensive
cultivation of rice and potatoes in the Lolaboui region. This and farm produc-
tion should replace foreign exchange now spent by OFAB to import food for CBG

staff and families. Those foreign exchange savings, in turn, should be used
to purchase equipment to sustain agriculture and transformation of its products
in the Kamsar-Kolaboui area. Labor-intensive agroindustries, although not at

the most efficient scales in a world-wide comparison, could benefit anyway
from the potentially large labor and consumer markets and their remarkably good
location in the region. Goods could flow at a low cost by road from Kolaboui to
Kamsar and Boki, and certain labor specialization could be found around Kamsar,
so far the only dynamic growth pole in the area.

The Future Strategy

Since the initial impact in the Kamsar-Kolaboui region of the Bok6
project will be fading out through the end of the decade, the Government should
proceed with a regional action plan if growth is to continue beyond 1980 and
the welfare of population is to be increased. Since the dramatic urbanization
trends of the early years of this decade will continue in Kamsar and Kolaboui,
there are two urgent sets of projects to be initiated as soon as possible:

(a) food imports, now costing about US$2.10 million per annum to the
national economy should be replaced by fostering offshore fishing
in Kamsar and food production in the Kolaboui farm. Avoiding the
present food imports would economically justify investments amount-
ing to about US$15 million in a fishing boat, fish processing
equipment (cutting, freezing and packing), tractors, spare parts,
fertilizers, pesticides, technical assistance, warehouses, and
pick-up lorries for local delivery. This should be by far the
most important part of the action plan for the development of the
region;

(b) as part of the Government's nation-wide strategy of capital accum-
ulation through agricultural production, a plan should be launched
in three stages:

i) identification of resources (i.e., rice, oil palm trees,
coconuts, etc.);

ii) location of agricultural production and transformation in-
dustries; and

iii) relocation to rural areas of part of the labor force now
attracted to the urban centers around Kamsar and Bok6.
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Investment amounts cannot be quoted at this stage. An important feature of this

plan should be avoiding as soon as possible the irreversible concentration of

population in slums around Kamsar and Boki. Another would be to introduce a

realistic set of exchange values between inputs and outputs of agricultural pro-

duction.

Once the plans for fishing and agricultural production are initiated,

two additional projects should be undertaken:

(a) since the economies of Kamsar, Kolaboui and Bok will be comple-
mentary, economies of specialization should be obtained by estab-

lishing efficient and relatively cheap transport and communications

between the three centers. Road connections to larger markets

should be improved to benefit from economies of aglomeration. The

roads Kolaboui-Boffa-Conakry and Kamsar-Bok6, with present ADTs

between 100 1/ and 200, respectively (see map), should at least be

properly maintained to accommodate the increasing traffic between

important centers of economic activity. Also, public transport

at marginal cost between Kamsar and Bok& should be provided to

benefit from certain specialization and avoid premature population

concentration in Kamsar. A total amount of US$5 million may be
required for this purpose for purchase of maintenance equipment,
road vehicles, spare parts and workshop equipment; and

(b) the f'ture economies of specialization and urbanization in the

three main economic centers should be guided and impelled by set-
ting up general and vocational training centers in Kamsar (mechani-

cal workshops), Kolaboui (agricultural training) and Bok (higher

education and services ). A total amount of $2 million would pro-
vide enough training facilities for a total population estimated

at 80,000 in 1980 and a total active population - in the age brac-

ket 16 to 50 years - estimated at 32,000.

Finally, once the spatial and economic strategy of the region is de-

fined, social services should be provided to the hopefully optimum allocation of

economic activities and active population. Among others, there should be improve-

ments in health services in Kamsar at an approximate cost of $4 million to reach,

by stages, a capacity of 200 beds in the hospital by 1980; and sites and services
for about 10,000 families at a total cost estimated at $15 million ($1,500 per
family plot). Those projects, however, are not related to the short-run growth of

the region but to the long-run welfare of the population.

The Bank should suggest to the Government an initially unbalanced growth
plan on the basis of specialization on exploiting the available natural resources
as revealed by the inventory suggested above. The Government might otherwise
intend to launch an overambitious, balanced-growth plan, spreading too thin the
scarce human resources available. The Government appears to be receptive to devel-

opment plans of this type, more with the intention of receiving assistance than of

allocating funds itself.

1/ Source: Regional Governor, modified by mission to take account of ferry capacity.
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GUINEA

Gross Estimation of Multiplier Effect Through NDP

Kamsar-Kolaboui Region

A. Population Projections (000s)

1965 1970 1975 1980

Kamsar 4 20 25 30

Kolaboui 2 8 10

Boke 20 3035 40
130

Other 79 93 110

Total Boke Region 105 148 178 210

I/ Table 1. Economir! Trends and Prospects in the Republic of Guinea, Vol. II.

2/ Figure provided by Guinean officials.

3/ Mission's projections.
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B. Estimation of Net Domestic Product (NDP) in the Kamsar-Kolaboui Region

1970 1975 1980 (estimated)

Consumption US$ million, 1975 prices.

2/ 5/ 9/
Food .50 1.84 2.30/

6/ 10/
Health - .54 1.62

7/ 7/

Education - .45 .70
3/ 3/ 3/

City Services .20 .33 .54

1/
Repayment of Capital

8/ 8/
Hospital - .48 .48

4/ 4/ 4/
Sites and Services .80 .80 .80

Total, US$ million 1.50 4.44 6.44

Population, 000s 25 33 40

Regional NDP, US$ per head 60 135 161

Consumption, US$ per head 28 96 129

1/ Savings of Guinean salaries beyond purchases of houses in Kamsar are assumed

to be nil. Accumulation in human capital is accounted for in education (7).

Value output of buildings, etc. (rent) assumed equal to repayments.

2/ $125 x 4,000 population supplied by OFAB. Food imports are included as trans-

fers from Central Government. Other food consumed is not accounted for as

considered for self-subsistence.
3/ Net value added of $1,125 per staff employed (175 in 1970, 297 in 1975, and

480 in 1980 to reflect an almost doubling of population living in Kamsar).

4/ From Appraisal Report, May 28, 1971, PTR-48a, Table 12.
5/ Imports = $1.76 million; Farm production, value added = $.107 million; PAM =

$.072 million.
61 Operating costs = $.544 million. These costs are taken as proxies for value

added.
7/ Value added by 60 teachers at $1,125 each = $67,500; 29 buildings at $6,000

each x 15% = $26,100; other = $6,400. Total = $100,000 per annum. Plus: in-

creased salaries and performance of 303 trainees in 1975 and 400 in 1980 at

$1,000/student and year (15% of average salary). There are another 890 stu-

dents in 1975 (one per three families) and 1,380 in 1980 whose accumulation of

human capital is not accounted for.
8/ Capital costs: US$3.2 million x 15% social return = $.480 million/year(at 1973

prices).
9/ $125 x 18,000 population supplied by OFAB.

10/ $17.5/patient x 8,000 patients/month.
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C. Income Multiplier Effect assuming tLhnt NDP would have grown at 5% p.a.

without project beyond 1970, and only sites and services would have been

developed:

6 6 5
1970/1975 = $4.44 x 10 / 1.50 x 10 x (1.05) = 2.32 = an extra 18% p.a.

6 6 10
1970/1980 $6.44 x 10 / 1.50 x 10 x (1.05) 2.637 an extra 10% p.a.

1975/1980 2.637 / 2.32 1.14 = an extra 2 1/2% p.a. (on the 1975 figure).
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

ETHIOPIA FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 523-ET/CREDIT lil-ET)

PREFACE

This report presents a performance audit of the Ethiopia Fourth

Highway Project, for which Loan 523-ET and Credit ll1-ET of January 15, 1968,

in the amounts of US$13.5 million and US$7.7 million respectively, were

closed on August 1 and 5, 1975. The memorandum is based on a review of Bank

files and official documents, the Minutes of the Board of Executive Directors'

meeting at the time the project was considered, discussions with Bank staff

and the attached Project Completion Report (PCR) prepared by the Bank's Eastern

Africa Regional Office. The memorandum also draws on the findings of two

earlier reports prepared by the Operations Evaluation Department (OED), the

Comparative Evaluation of Selected Highway Projects (Report No. 349) and the

Project Performance Audit Report of the Ethiopia Third Highway Project

(Credit 35-ET) (Report No. 825). A ten-day mission to Ethiopia by OED

staff was undertaken in connection with this audit and the insights provided

and help given by the Ethiopian Road Authority (ERA) are gratefully acknow-

ledged.

OED commented on the early drafts of the PCR and generally concurs

with its findings. The audit memorandum has expanded on the institution-

building aspects of this project and on the benefits of the Bedelle-Metu

Road.
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As of December 31, 1976
(Amounts in US$ mmn)

Original Disbursed Cancelled Repaid Outstanding

Loan 523-ET 13.5 13.5 - 1.8 11.7
Credit 111-ET 7.7 7.7 - _
Swedish Credit 5.8 5.8 -

Project Data

Orginal Plan Revisions Actual

Conception in Bank - 9/10/65
Board Approval 1966 1/9/68
Loan/Credit Agreement - - 1/15/68
Effectiveness 5/68 7/18/68 1/18/68

Physical Completion
Awash-Tendaho Road 12/71- 4/74,
Bedelle-Metu Road 12/71 1/73
Jimma-Agaro Road 12/70 2/71
Nazreth-Awash Road 12/70 3/72

Loan Closing a/ 6/72 6/30/74 8/1/75
Total Costs (US$ mln) 38.40 41.56
Economic Rates of Return:
Awash-Tendaho Road 10% 12%
Bedelle-Metu Road 19% 6%
Jimma-Agaro Road 28% 29%
Nazreth-Awash Road 28% 22%

Mission Data
Month, No. of No. of Date of
Year Weeks Persons Manweeks b/ Report

Appraisal 11/66 3.4 3 10.2 11/24/67
Subtotal 3.4 10.2

Supervision I 10-11/68 1.0 2 2.0 11/26/68Supervision II 2/69 0.4 1 0.4 2/27/69
Supervision III 7/69 0.7 2 1.4 7/16/69Supervision IV 11/69 1.3 2 2.6 12/16/69Supervision V 6/70 0.7 2 1.4 9/11/70Supervision VI 11-12/70 1.0 1 1.0 1/29/71Supervision VII 4/71 0.7 2 1.4 5/25/71Supervision VIII 7-8/72 3.3 1 3.3 9/7/72Supervision IX 2-3/73 2.0 1 2.0 3/26/73Supervision X 9/73 1.3 1 1.3 11/16/73Supervision XI 6/75 3.1 1 3.1 7/16/75Supervision XII 10/75 1.6 2 3.2 11/19/75

Subtotal 17.1 23.1

a/ Date of last disbursement out of the loan account as given by Controllers
Department.

b/ Based on seven-day field week.

Currency Equivalent: Ethiopian dollars (Eth$)

1968-70---------------US$1 = Eth$2.500
1971-72---------------US$1 = Eth$2.303
1973-76---------------US$1 = Eth$2.072
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HIGHLIGHTS

The Fourth Highway Project helped finance construction and im-
provement of about 613 km of roads, feasibility studies and design review
and advisory services, technical assistance and overseas training to
strengthen the Ethiopia Road Authority (ERA). All components were generally
completed successfully. Road construction was completed about one to two
years later than the appraisal forecast mainly because of delays in signing
construction contracts. The project cost overrun was small (3% if measured
in domestic currency and 8% if expressed in US dollars). The audit rates
of return on construction works compare favorably with the appraisal
estimates with the exception of a 6% rate of return for the Bedelle-Metu
Road (23% of the total road length financed). This low rate of return re-
sults from greater than expected construction costs and from slower than
expected materialization of complementary investments necessary to produce
agricultural benefits,. highlighting the importance of coordinating rural
road programs and agricultural investments.

By far the most important long-run achievement of this project
was its institution-building one, i.e., strengthening ERA. The organiza-
tional changes made in ERA and supported under the loan/credit have been
successfully implemented and have contributed to improved operating effi-
ciency. This highlights the importance of a well-designed institutional
improvement program with goals specifically outlined and realistically
scheduled.

The following issues might be of special interest:

Good on-the-job training of ERA staff (paras. 4, 16, 25 and
PCR, para. 4.10);

The failure of complementary investments and agricultural bene-
fits to materialize (paras. 5-6, 19-21, 24 and PCR, paras.
5.13-5.19);

Successful institution-building efforts (paras. 7-18, 26-27 and
PCR, paras. 4.24-4.29);

Damage to roads because of failure to enforce vehicle axle load
limits (paras. 6, 23 and PCR, paras. 4.30-4.31, 5.11 and 5.23);

Inadequate attention to local conditions by the consultants
(paras. 12-14 and 18); and

Adequate Bank supervision of the institution-building package
(para. 26).



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

ETHIOPIA FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 523-ET/CREDIT ll-ET)

I. PROJECT BACKGROUND

1. The project, supported by Loan 523-ET and Credit Ill-ET, both of
January 15, 1968, was the Bank's fourth undertaking in the highway sector
in Ethiopia. At the time of appraisal the Bank had a 17-year history of
assisting in developing Ethiopia's highway network. The First Highway
Project, supported by Loan 31-ET of 1950 for US$5 million, financed main-
tenance and provided for the establishment of a highway organization known
today as the Ethiopian Road Authority (ERA), while the Second Highway
Project, supported by Loan 166-ET of 1957 for US$15 million, financed
road construction. The Third Highway Project (Credit 35-ET of 1963 for
US$13.5 million) financed further road development, engineering and feasi-
bility studies and employment of advisory consultants to review designs,
supervise construction and assist ERA in improving its management and
organization. The advisory consultants replaced staff of the Bureau of
Public Roads (BPR, US) who had held senior management and engineering
positions in ERA between 1950 and 1963 under a contract between the Govern-
ment of Ethiopia and the United States.

2. During the preparation of the Fourth Highway Project, the Govern-
ment initially proposed a project which the Bank considered was too large.
The Bank helped to prepare an alternative one. The project as approved
consisted of:

(a) construction and supervision of the Awash-Tendaho
(303 km) and Bedelle-Metu 1/ (140 km) roads comprising
about 86% of project costs (see Map);

(b) surfacing and supervision of the Nazreth-Awash (125 km)
and Jimma-Agaro (45 km) roads comprising 9% of project
costs;

(c) advisory services to help improve highway administration
and to reorganize ERA in line with consultants' recommend-
ations comprising 2% of project costs;

(d) an overseas training program for ERA staff comprising 1%
of project costs;

1/ Originally the Bedelle-Metu Road was to extend beyond Metu to Gore;
however it was reduced. Hereinafter for simplicity the road is
referred to as the Bedelle-Metu Road.
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(e) technical assistance to provide senior experts to
staff positions in ERA until Ethiopians could be

trained comprising 1% of project costs; and

(f) feasibility studies also 1% of project costs.

3. The completion of the Awash-Tendaho Road in April 1974, about two

years after the appraisal forecast for this road, marked the completion of

all components of the project. The other civil works were completed in 1971

and 1972, one year after their appraisal forecasts but well before the

contract dates. The main source of delay was the slowness in signing con-
struction contracts (PCR, para. 4.00). In the case of the Awash-Tendaho
Road, delays were further caused by necessary road realignment and addi-
tional excavation. 1/ The reorganization of ERA was not completed until
mid-1972, a year after the appraisal estimate mainly because management did
not enforce approved changes effectively; the consultants contract was
extended to cover this period. The training program was also extended by

one year to allow more staff to benefit from it.

4. The actual project cost of Eth$98.94 million (US$41.56 million)
represents an overrun in domestic currency of 3% over the appraisal estimate
including contingencies of Eth$96.00 million (US$38.40 million) (PCR, Table 1).
The overrun, expressed in US dollars is 8% because of exchange rate movements
occurring since the time of appraisal. Construction and supervision costs of
the Awash-Tendaho and Bedelle-Metu roads are 5% higher than the appraisal
forecast, advisory services 4%, the technical assistance program 41%, and
the training program 5%. The main reasons for the overruns are increased
earthworks on the Awash-Tendaho Road, the need to clear slides and backfill
slips on the Bedelle-Metu Road and extension of consultants' services to
allow for completion of these works (PCR, Annex 2). Also, the technical
assistance program was more costly than expected and an additional man-year
was included in it and the training program was extended. The cost over-
runs are offset by savings from reductions in the base course thickness at

some points along the Nazreth-Awash and Jimma-Agaro roads where the existing
roadbeds were strong. The cost of construction supervision of these two

roads was reduced because although the Loan Agreement provided for super-
vision by consultants, the Bank agreed to let ERA do this work. This
decision enabled ERA staff to gain valuable on-the-job training. Further
savings resulted from the Bank's agreement that ERA's Planning and Program-

ming Division could complete about half of the studies which were initially
to be done by consultants. This experience was a good one for ERA and

later enabled it to prepare studies for the Fifth Highway Project, supported

by Credit 332-ET of 1972 for US$17 million, and for the Sixth Highway
Project, supported by Credit 552-ET of 1975 for US$32 million (PCR, para.

4.22).

1/ Construction difficulties encountered on the other roads are discussed

in the PCR (Annex 2).
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5. At appraisal, the rates of return on the Awash-Tendaho and Bedelle-
Metu roads were 10% and 19% respectively, whereas the rates of return on the
bituminous surfacing of the Nazreth-Awash and Jimma-Agaro roads were both 28%.
The ex-post rates of return estimated in the attached PCR of 12%, 6%, 22%,
and 29% respectively, compare favorably with the rates of return estimated at
appraisal with the exception of the low return for the Bedelle-Metu Road.
The high returns on the other roads result from much higher than expected
traffic offsetting minor cost overruns (Awash-Tendaho Road), from traffic
comparable to the appraisal forecast where cost underruns are offset by
the need for future pavement overlay (Nazreth-Awash Road), and from a com-
bination of higher than expected traffic and lower than expected costs
(Jimma-Agaro Road) (PCR, paras. 5.12, 5.20-5.27). The low rate of return
of 6% on the Bedelle-Metu Road reflects the higher than expected construction
cost (PCR, para. 5.13) and the slower than expected materialization of com-
plementary investments which were needed to increase agricultural production
and fully realize project benefits (discussed in more detail in audit paras.
19-21).

6. Most of the Borrower's undertakings with respect to loan covenants
were fulfilled including the preparation of an irrigation development scheme
in the area of the Awash-Tendaho Road, a review of road user charges and the
reorganization of ERA (PCR, paras. 4.30-4.33). The Government undertook to
prepare a phased program for developing agriculture in the region around
Bedelle and Metu. The preparation of the program was delayed by about six
years but was finally completed. The Government was less successful in its
comitment to enforce existing vehicle axle load regulations (PCR, paras.
4.30-4.31). During negotiations for the Sixth Highway Project agreement was
reached on a program to improve enforcement of these regulations. Implemen-
tation of that program is proceeding satisfactorily, though behind schedule.
As a general sector condition under the proposed Seventh Highway Project, a
Sector Credit, Government will be required to provide, on a continuing basis,
satisfactory evidence that prescribed maximum axle load limits are being en-
forced. Unfortunately, the failure to date to enforce vehicle axle load limits,
together with higher than expected traffic flows has already resulted in damage
to the Awash-Tendaho and Nazreth-Awash roads necessitating pavement overlays
to ensure the economic life of these roads (PCR, paras. 5.11 and 5,23). The

ERA's Road Program for 1978-1982 provides for this work.

II. MAIN ISSUES

Institution Building

7. The Bank's most important long-term achievement in this Loan/
Credit was its institution-building effort, i.e., strengthening the road
organization, ERA. Under the Third Highway Project, the Bank financed
consultants to advise and assist in improving ERA's operations and to

provide support during the transition toward full Ethiopianization of
ERA's management. Little progress was made in improving ERA's efficiency
under this loan. As the Project Performance Audit Report of the Ethiopia

Third Highway Project (Report No. 825, paras. 4.05 and 6.02) notes, the
institution-building effort concentrated on strengthening road construction.

Consequently, ERA remained weak in important areas such as administration,
planning, maintenance and accounting.
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8. In the Fourth Highway Project, the Bank applied the lessons it had
learned from the shortfalls of the Third Highway Project. It arranged for a
US firm of management consultants, Public Administration Services (PAS) to
first study ERA's operations and management. Based on the conclusions and
recommendations of this study, the Fourth Highway Project provided advisory
services to reorganize ERA. PAS was retained to undertake the reorganization.
Because the terms of reference of the consultants financed by the Third
Highway Project had not been clear, a factor contributing to the lack of
progress in institution building, the Bank and ERA carefully prepared PAS's
terms of reference. In addition to these services, the Loan/Credit also
provided for technical assistance services since the reorganization would
require additional staff to fill senior positions for which no Ethiopian
expertise was available, and an overseas training program to prepare
promising ERA staff.

9. The PAS study concluded that ERA's administrative procedures handi-
capped its basic operations. It recommended that related administrative
functions be regrouped. For instance, the effectiveness of equipment manage-
ment was reduced as responsibility for procurement, parts and supplies, and
equipment maintenance operations was divided among three divisions. The
result of this diffusion of responsibility was that half of the maintenance
fleet was out of service. Personnel administration needed to be standardized,
performance assessment and job classifications developed and pay standards
revised. The lack of policy in these areas was detrimental to staff morale
and the low pay made it difficult to recruit and retain qualified staff in
areas such as maintenance. Policies and procedures needed to be coordinated
and manuals prepared for easy reference. Lack of manuals on administrative
matters made it especially difficult to take decisions at the proper level.
Furthermore, training needed to be expanded and coordinated with the personnel
division.

10. The changes undertaken by ERA with PAS's assistance were generally
successful although they were not always smoothly implemented. Some ERA
staff opposed approved recommendations (although not as extensively as they
had under the Third Highway Project) and management was not effective in
helping PAS to enforce them.

11. The reorganization and improvement of administration, personnel
and accounting has been especially successful and the overall restructuring
of ERA has made management more effective. Personnel activities, including
the classification of positions and the preparation of job descriptions,
and transferring the training unit to the Personnel Department, have been
beneficial. Promotional policies and the salary structure have been stan-
dardized and are now more fair to ERA staff. Revision in the pay scales
particularly for maintenance personnel have made it more feasible to
attract and keep qualified maintenance staff. Decision-making and manage-
ment have been facilitated by the manuals compiled by PAS which set forth
policy on matters ranging from position classification, to procurement,
to contract construction (PCR, Annex 4). The overall quality of these
manuals is good.



ETHIOPIA

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT - LOAN 523 AND CREDIT _l-ET

Design Standards

----------- r---ry------------ ------- - Secondary --------------------------- Feeder-

Flat Rolling Mountainous Flat Rolling Mountainous Flat Rolling Mountainous

Terrain Terrain Terrain Terrain Terrain Terrain Terrain Terrain Terrain

Design Speed kph 100 80 40 70-90 50-70 30-40 60-80 40-60 30-40

Roadway Width, meters 8 8 8 7 7 7 6 6 6

Pavement Width, meters 6 6 6 5.5 5.5 5.5

Maximum Gradient, 9 10 9 9 9 10

percent for 400 m for 1 km for 1 km

Minimum Radius, meters 436.6 268.7 67 249.5 134.3 87.3 194 87.3 58.2

Pavement Camber, 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4

percent

Design Axle Loading: 18,000 lb and medium traffic classification

Design Bridge Loading: H.20-S.16

Bridge Width, curb-to-curb: 7.32 meters

Source: Ethiopian Road Authority

October 1976



ETHIOPIA

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT - LOAN 523 Atr CIJEIT ll-ET

Training Program

LOCATION
OF

No. N A M E TRAINING NATURE OF TRAINING DURATION PRESENT POSITION

1. Yousuf Ahmed USA Highway Economics 15 months Minister of Transpcrt & Communications
2. Zekarias A/Rahman " Highway Engineering 12 " District Manager
3. Tsega Woldemarian "t" " 12 " Chief Engineer
4. Adela Lulseged " " " 12 " Chief, Contract Construction Div.
5. Daniel Afework "o " " 12 " Chief, Materials & Research Branch
6. Yoshitila Demissie " Personnel Adm. 6 " Staff Asst., Planning & Programming Div.
7. Yohanes Abreha " Budget Adm. 5 " Accountant II
8. Seifu Meshesha Payment Adm. 5 " Resigned ERA; Financial Controller RRC
9. Solomon Berhane " Computer System 5 " Resigned ERA; Private enterprise

10. Woldeamlak Dike Italy!' Machining 6 Equipment Superintendent
11. Alemseged Fissiha Italy!' Mechanics 6 " "f

12. Yacob Chewaka Italy Adv. Mechanic 21 weeks Equipment Foreman II
13. Gezahegn Mammo " " " 21 " " " II
14. Kassa Adamu " " " 21 " " " II
15. Sime Kidane "f" " 21 " " I
16. Elias Getaneh " " " 21 " Eq. Estimator Inspector
17. Yaboneh Mekonnen " " 21 " " "o"

18. Teshome Seifu " " 21 " Resigned ERA; Chief Eq.Div. RDA
19. Tadesse Alemayehu "" 21 " Eq. Estimator Inspector
20. Tefera Kidane " " " 21 " Mechanic III
21. Mulatu Tefera " " 21 " " t
22. Wodneh Asfaw s " " 21 " " f
23. Amdemariam Reda " " " 21 " " t
24. Abebe Mulugeta " " " 21 " " i"
25. Tamirat Desta " " 21 " Resigned ERA; Deputy Chief, Eq.Div. RDA
26. Kebede Worku " " " 21 " Mechanic III
27. Mohammed Noah England Auto Electricity 20 " Elect. Foreman
28. Wobshet H. Mikael " " " 20 Resigned; Studying in USA
29. Girma Abeba US Machining 20 " Machinist Foreman
30. Tegegnwork Sahle USA Highway Engineering 6 months Construction Superintendent (Eng. II)31. Mogesa Zowdie " " " 8 " "f " "
32. Reddi Mohanmed Italy!/ Welding 6 " Welder Foreman

I/ Also received trainini K.
Source: Ethiopian Road ut ority an H ghVys Division Files.

October 1976



ETHIOPIA

FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT - LOAN 523 AND CREDIT ll-ET
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

Technical Assistance
Reason for Ethiopian

-------- Period in Service ------------------ Termination Replacement

Name of 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

Expert Position 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Contract Ato
H. 0. Strombom Chief Engineer Cxptred hfr

expired Shifferaw
Bizuneh

M. L. Tropaner Chief of Con- Problems with Ato Tsega

tract Cons- 
contractors Woldemarian

truction

J. R. Tynsky Field Main- Contract

tenance expired not required

Engineer

J. R. Downie Chief of Contract Ato Adele

Operations expired Lulsged

M. J. Vollmer Chief Main- Resigned - Ato

tenance reasons not Shifferaw

Engineer 
known Demissie

W. W. Rote Chief of Resigned

Supplies & 
due to

Equipment 
illness

1/
J. C. Gunther. Contract lajor

expired Abate

a Surveys contract not

.tDesign expired I required
Engineer

I/ From September 1972 financed under Credit 332-ET, Fifth Highway Project.
Source: Ethiopian Road Authority and Highways Division Files.
October 1976
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ETHIOPIA

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT - LOAN 523 AND CREDIT 1ll-ET

Economic Vehicle Operating Costs

(Ethiopian cents/km 1976 prices-')

Truck/Trailer Truck Large Bus Small Bus Car

Paved Road
Flat 104.9 63.6 91.2 35.0 15.4
Rolling 119.3 71.5 101.6 39.6 16.6
Hilly 155.7 83.3 117.1 44.2 17.0
Mountainous 193.8 99.0 137.8 55.7 19.8

Gravel Road
Flat 134.1 79.5 119.0 45.1 19.7
Rolling 158.7 89.4 132.7 50.5 21.3
Hilly 199.5 104.2 153.3 57.2 22.9
Mountainous 248.7 124.0 180.9 72.2 25.4

1/ For the re-evaluation, vehicle operating costs have to be expressed
in the same general price levels as prevailed during construction of
each individual road. Accordingly, these vehicle operating costs in
1976 prices were deflated by 33% to 1970 price levels for Jimma-Agaro,
by 29% to 1971 price levels for Nazreth-Awash, and by 25% to 1972 price
levels for Awash-Tendaho. Vehicle operating cost savings were not an
input for the re-evaluation of the Bedelle-Metu road.

Source: Ethiopian Road Authority, Economic and Financial Vehicle
Operating Costs, February 1976.

October 1976
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ETIIOPIA

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT - LOAN 523 AND CREDIT ll-ET

Recalculation of Economic Return: Awash-Tendaho Road
(Eth$ '000)

Construction and Vehicle Operating Savings on Reconstruction
Year Maintenance Cost Cost Savings of Alternative Route

1970 11.0
1971 13.5
1972 17.8
1973 14.3
1974 0.8 5.9 2.0
1975 0.8 6.6 2.0
1976 0.8 7.2 2.0
1977 0.8 7.7
.1978 4.3 8.2
1979 4.3 8.8
1980 4.3 9.4
1981 0.8 10.1
1982 0.8 10.8
1983 0.8 11.6 2.0
1984 0.8 12.4 2.0
1985 0.8 13.2 2.0
1986 0.8 14.2
1987 4.3 15.2
1988 4.3 16.2
1989 4.3 17.4
1990 0.8 18.6
1991 0.8 19.9
1992 0.8 21.3
1993 0.8 22.7

Economic Return: 12%

October 1976



ETHIOPIA

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT - LOAN 523 AND CREDIT ll-ET

Recalculation of Economic Return: Bedelle-Metu Road

(Eth$ '000)

Net Value of Increased
Construction and Increased Value of Net Value of Increased Production in Coffee Transport Savings on

Year Maintenance Cost Existing Coffee Crop Production in MPP Areas Improvement Areas Existing Coffee Crop
Coffee Food Crop

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1970 10.3
1971 10.3
1972 10.3
1973 0.6 0.1
1974 0.6 0.1
1975 0.6 0.1
1976 0.6 0.2
1977 0.6 0.4 -0.9 -0.2 0.2
1978 0.6 0.1 0.6 -1.0 -0.2 0.2
1979 0.6 0.1 0.8 -1.2 -0.2 0.2
1980 0.6 0.2 1.1 -1.4 0 0.2
1981 0.6 0.2 1.3 -0.5 0.4 0.2
1982 0.6 0.3 1.6 0.1 0.9 0.2
1983 0.6 0.4 1.9 .2.2 0.9 0.2
1984 0.6 0.5 2.1 4.2 0.9 0.2
1985 0.6 0.5 2.4 5.1 0.9 0.2
1986 0.6 0.5 2.7 4.8 0.9 0.2
1987 0.6 0.5 2.7 3.2 0.9 ' 0.2
1988 0.6 0.5 2.7 3.6 0.9 0.2
1989 0.6 0.5 2.7 4.8 0.9 0.2
1990 0.6 0.5 2.7 5.8 0.9 0.2
1991 0.6 0.5 2.7 6.3 0.9 0.2 tr

1992 0.6 0.5 2.7 6.4 0.9 0.2

Economic Return: 6%

October 1976
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ETHIOPIA

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT - LOAN 523 AND CREDIT ll-ET

Recalculation of Economic Return: Nazreth-Awash Road
(Eth$ '000)

Construction Vehicle Operating

Year Cost Cost Savings

1970 2.90
1971 2.90
1972 0.77
1973 0.87
.1974 1.06
1975 1.38
1976 1.73
1977 1.85
1978 1.98
1979 2.12
1980. 2.20 2.27
1981 2.20 2.43
1982 2.60
1983 2.78
1984 2.98
1985 3.19
1986 3.41
1987 3.65
1988 3.90
1989 4.18
1990 4.47
1991 4.78
1992 5.11

Economic Return: 22%

October 1976
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ETHIOPIA

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT - LOAN 523 AND CREDIT ll-ET

Recalculation of Economic Return: Jimma-Agaro Road
(Eth$ '000)

Construction- Vehicle Operating
Year Cost Cost Savings

1970 1.96
1971 0.62
1972 0.50
1973 0.51
1974 0.53
1975 0.55
1976 0.57
1977 0.59
1978 0.60
1979 0.62
1980 0.64
1981 0.66
1982 0.-68
1983 0.70
1984 0.72
1985 0.74
1986 0.77
1987 0.79
1988 0.81
1989 0.84
1990 0.86

Economic Return: 29%

October 1976
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ETHIOPIA

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT - LOAN 523 AND CREDIT ll-ET

Arbitration Clause

1. All disputes and differences between the Employer and the

Contractor arising in connection with the present contract or any
breach thereof or arising out of the works shall in the first place be

referred to and be settled by the Engineer, who shall make a recom-
mendation in writing to both parties within a period of 90 days after
being requested to do so by either party. Save as hereinafter provided,
such recommendation shall be final and binding upon both parties and

they shall forthwith give effect thereto.

2. If the Engineer fails to make a recommendation within the
prescribed period of 90 days or if either party is dissatisfied with
his recommendation, either party may, within 120 days of the original
request to the Engineer, request that the dispute or difference be
referred to arbitration in Addis Ababa, under the Rules of Conciliation
and Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce, by three
arbitrators appointed in accordance with the said Rules. The arbitra-

tors shall have the power to determine their own competence as well as
the admissibility of any evidence, including that of the Engineer if
either party calls him as a witness. The award of the arbitrators shall
be final and binding upon both parties and they shall forthwith give
effect thereto until and unless altered, reversed or set aside by a

court decision in accordance with paragraph 3 of this Article.

3. No appeal shall lie from any decision or order of the arbitrators

on any interlocutory matters; however, an award by the arbitrators may be

appealed, or a motion can be made for setting aside the award, to the

appropriate Ethiopian court, in accordance with and on the grounds speci-

fied by the Civil Procedure Code of the Empire of Ethiopia.

4. Pending the final resolution of any difference or dispute in
accordance with the foregoing provision of this Article, the parties
shall continue the performance of their obligations under this contract

subject to any interim measures that may be ordered by the arbitrators.

October 1976
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ETHIOPIA

FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN CIVIL WORKS, AND SOLUTIONS

A. Awash-Tendaho Road 300 km

1 The problems encountered on the Awash-Tendaho road were mainly:

(i) Rock excavation. Although plans showed test pit results at

300 meter intervals along the job, it is now clear that the
testing intervals did not show precise overall rock content.
While there was generally a balance between estimated and

actual rock quantities (rock excavation under the contract
was included in an unclassified excavation item), the three

large cuttings required excavation of 127,000 cu. m. of rock
where .the contractor had estimated there was none. The extent
of the boulder/cotton soil mix, although indicated in the plans,
was also underestimated by the contractor. The additional
excavation required further equipment and thus disrupted
scheduled operations. The contractor later submitted a claim
for Eth.$1.9 million for excavation of unforeseen additional
rock.

(ii) Lack of sub-base material between Km 210 and Km 228. In-

creased haul was required in this area because sub-base
was not available.

(iii) Shrinkage cracks in black cotton soil area. Although

the original road alignment was chosen .to avoid a black
cotton soil area, about 60 km of the total 300 km was
unavoidably built on black cotton soil. Following the
long dry spell, shrinkage cracks appeared, which were

sealed with bitumen.

(iv) Some failure of bituminous surface treatment. The
bituminous surface treatment failed over about 90 km
of the road, due to:
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(a) aggregate with bitumen-stripping tendencies; and

(b) unusual absorption of MC 3,000 bitumen into a very

open base course, with insufficient bitumen remain-

ing to serve as binder for aggregate.

Contract completion was delayed by about six months due

to resurfacing with double-bituminous surface treatment

of the pavement.

(v) After the road was opened, several structural pavement

failures occurred in the southern 60-70 km. Investiga-

tions by the Authority found that the contractor had

complied with the specifications in all respects and

that the failures were due to trucks with excessive

axle loads.

B. Bedelle-Metu Road (120 km)

2. The main problem in the Bedelle-Metu construction was slides and.

slips in earthwork cuttings and high embankments, which occurred during the

rainy season immediately after completion of the earthwork cuttings and

dmbankments concerned. The contractor cleared all slides and backfilled

slips before completing the works; this additional work disrupted his

program and temporarily delayed progress, but he still finished before

schedule. A further major embankment slip occurred after contractor re-

sponsibility for maintaining the road ended; this was cleared by the Road

Authority District Maintenance Office and the road was kept open. The

slip is being observed following the latest rainy season to determine if

there is further movement.

C. Nazreth-Awash Road (125 km)

3. A main construction problem was lack of water for construction

of base course on the Nazreth-Awash road; long distance water haulage was

necessary, which temporarily delayed progress. A cholera epidemic further

disrupted the contractor's operation for some months, but he managed to

make up lost time and complete the road to satisfactory standards ahead

of schedule, a commendable achievement.
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT - LOAN 523 AND CREDIT ilL-ET

Implementation Plan for Advisory Services

Schedule Prog ram

A General Administration - Reorganization
B Legal Services
C Personnel Services and Training
D Fiscal Services
E Management Services
F General Services
G Planning and Programming
H Supplies and Equipment
I Design
J Operations
K Contract Construction
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Schedule A

GENERAL ADPRNISTRATI0h--RE0RGANIZAT'ON PROGRAM

Approximate Months
Action Reouired to Accop~lish

1. Establish Legal Services Office. 6-8

2. Establish Personnel Services Office, com-
bining personnel administrationt and train-
ing. 8-10

3. Establish Fiscal Services Office. 6-8

It. Establish I crgemeat Scz-ioes Office, 10-12

5. Establish General Services Office. 6-8

6. Separate Press and Infor-mation and Size
and Weight Control from Planning and Pro-
gramming and attach to General Manager and
Operations Division, respectively. Attach
Post Audit Unit to General Manager. 6-8

7. Establish Supplies and Equipment Division. 10-12

8. Establish Design Division under Chief
Engine-r, includinr surveys, road design,
biidg design, and tst-mg and research. 6-8

9. Establish Opsrations Division under Chief
Engineer, including maintenance, direct
labor ccnstruction, size cnd -cight con-
trol, and signs, decentralizing appropri-
ately to the diwrict, 18-20

10. Establiah Csntract Cons1r1ction Divisio.
under Chief Eugim re nco>pnsng funo-
tions indicated In the Report. 6-8

11. Develop table of o:cganizatien and descrip-
tions of key poitions. 6-8



Sciedule A (continued)

Approximate No
Action Re uired to AccomplJsh

12. Recruit or assign key staff to man the
organization. 12 - 14

13. Develop Administrative Manual relating to
organization, functions, and relationships. 9 - 11



Schedule B

LEGAL SERVICES PROGRAM

Approximate MIonths

Action Required to Accomplish

1. Resolve highway law conflicts. 12 - 14

2. Modify contract arbitration law. 6 - 8

3. Develop anrd docunent procedures for the Le- 6 - 8

gal Services Office.



Schedule C

PERSONNIEL SERVICES AND TACAINING PROGRAM

Aprxiate 1,onths
Action Required to Accomplish

1. -Review and revise classification and pay
plans for monthly employees (to follow re-
organization). 18 - 20

2. Improve personnel administration through
other actions suggested on page G-3 of the
Report 8 - 10

3. Develop personnel regulations in line with
the action of Item 2, above. 10 - 32

4. Expand and improve the training program
through actions outlined in Items 2-4, page
G-5 of the Report. 10 - 12

5. Extend mobile training program 18 - 20

6. Establish a safety program accompanied by
appropriate training, according to Item 6,
page G-5 of the Report, 12 - 14

t/



Schedule B

LEGAL SERVICES PROGRAN

Approximate Months

Action Required to Accoplish

1. Resolve highway law conflicts. 12 - 14

2. Modify contract arbitration law. 6 - 8

3. Develop and document procedures for the Le- 6 - 8

gal Services Office.
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Schedule D

FISCAL SERVICES PROGRAM

Approximate Months
Action Required to Accomplish

1. Prepare procedural manuals, as detailed on
pages F-3 and F-4 of the Report, relating
to:

a. Budgeting.

b. General Accounting.

c. Cost Accounting.

d. Program Accountirg for the Provincial
Roads Program.

e. Auditing.

f. Internal control, adjustment, and re-
conciliation procedures.

g. Property procedure and control, includ-
ing stores, shops, and equipment cost-
ing. 15 - 18

2. Develop supplementary charts of accounts,
sample proforma entries, flow charts, forms,
reporting system, files, and the like re-
lated to the manuals. 18 - 20

3. Develop post-audit function. 12 - 14
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Schedule E

MANAGEMENT SERVICES PROGRAM

Approximate Months
Action Required to Accomplish

1. Implement new budget procedures as pre-
scribed in budget manual, utilizing data
processing. 12 - 14

2. Develop systems analysis staff in connec-
tion with manual preparation and data pro-
cessing expansion. 24

3. Expand data processing applications on the
basis of proper systems analysis, 36



Schedule F

GENERAL SERVICES PROGRAN

Approximate Months
Action Required to Accomplish

1. Improve and centralize archives and files. 8 - 10

2. Coordinate printing and duplicating, cen-
tralizing to the extent feasible. 6- 8

3. Establish preventive maintenance program
relative to IHA buildings. 8 - 10

h. Review typing pool with the view toward
possible enlargement. 6- 8
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Schedule G

PLANNING AND PROGRAMINNG PROGRAM

Approximate Months
Action Required to Accomplish

1. Establish close liaison with the Ministry
of Planning and Development for systematic
coordination of national highway planning
with general planning. 3-6

2. Develop long- (15-year) and short- (5-year)
range plans for highway development in
Ethiopia, determining costs. 24

3. Establish programs, including methods of
finance, related to the long- and short-
range plans. 30
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Schedule H

SUPPLIES AND EQUIPIEWqr PROGR1AM

Approximate Months
Action Required to Accomplish

1. Prepare procedures manuals, as outlined in
Appendix F of the Report, relative to:

a. Procurement.

b. Warehousing and stores.

c. Shops.

d. Equipiaent, including rental. 18 - 20

2. Utilize and test procedures so as to effec-
tively coordinate procurement, stores, and
shops procedures to insure that the equip-
ment fleet is always in working condition
and available for service. 27 - 30
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Schedule I

DESIGN PROGRAM

Approximate Months
Action Required to Accomplish

1. Correlate survey and subsurface and s oils 9 - 12
procedures to supply complete field infor-
mation for design purposes.

2. Coordinate road and bridge design 6 - 8

3. Develop Ethiopian highway specifications 12 - 15

4. Institute highway research program. 12 - 15
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Schedule J

OPERATIONS PROGRAM

Approximate Months
Action Required to Accomplish

1. Prepare and test Maintenance Manual. 12 -15

2. Review Districts as to number and geo-
graphic areas and adjust on basis of find-
ings. 16 - 18

3. Strengthon district supervision and reduce
overstaffing. 18 - 21

b. Implement improved maintenance procedures,
developing preventive i.aintezaance. 18 - 21

5. Decentralize supervision of force account
construction to Districts as they are
strengthened to assume such responsibility. 24

6. Strengthen size and weight control under
district supervision as competence is de-
veloped. 24

7. Include road signs and marking as a dis-
trict responsibility. 12 - 15
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Schedule K

CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

Approximate Months
Action Required to Accomplish

1. Test and adjust Ethiopian Highway Specifi-
cations developed under Design Program. 24 - 30

2 Inprove contractor relations by expediting
payments, giving prompt attention to claims,
accepting satisfactorily completed work
promptly, and improving field supervision. 24 - 27

3. Develop local contractors, taking the steps
outlined on page 142 of the Report. 36



ANNEX 4

ETHIOPIA

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT - LOAN 523 AND CREDIT 1ll-ET

Advisory Services

Services Provided

Specialist Term in Years

Resident Manager 4.0
Organization and Methods 2.0
Fiscal Specialist 2.0
Supply Specialist 3.0
Personnel Training Specialist 2.0
Technical Operations Specialist 3.0
Equipment Specialist 0.5
Design Specifications and 0.25
Materials Expert

Manuals Prepared

1. Accounting Manual, 1969
2. Budget Manual, 1969
3. Internal Audit Manual, 1969
4. Imperial Highway Authority Classification Plan, 1970

5. Report on Proposed Classification and Salary Plans,
Imperial Highway Authority, 1970

6. Property Records Manual, 1970

7. Maintenance Manual, 1970
8. Procurement Policies and Procedures Manual, 1970
9. Warehouse Policies and Procedures Manual, 1970

10. Administrative Manual, 1970
11. Technical and Administrative Procedures Manual, Operations Division, 1971
12. Technical and Administrative Procedures Manual, Contract Construction

Division, 1971
13. Technical and Administrative Procedures Manual, Design Division, 1971
14. Equipment Management Manual, 1971
15. Safety Manual, 1970 (Prepared by Personnel and Training Services Division)
16. Personnel Manual, 1972 (Prepared by Personnel and Training Services Division)

Cctober 1976
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12. The PCR concludes, and the Audit concurs, that efforts in

improving ERA's efficiency were less successful 
in technical areas (para.

4.27). In particular, the division of maintenance did not produce 
the

desired effects and the system for equipment management 
was never fully

implemented. In addition, the Audit considers that while both 
of these

were hampered by staff constraints to some 
extent and to the lack of

equipment in the case of maintenance, 
it seems that inadequate attention

to local conditions by the consultants also 
played an important role.

13. In the case of PAS's division of maintenance, 
it failed to con-

sider the effects of climate and traffic. It divided the areas to be

maintained into lengths ranging from 120-150 
km. While dry regions of this

size or ones with low traffic volumes were maintainable, 
it was difficult

to cover 120-150 km in a region with heavy 
rainfall or traffic. ERA has

since redistributed maintenance responsibility 
to the district level and

finds this division more satisfactory. The maintenance manual prepared

by PAS, which was a replica of one used in 
another part of the world, also

failed to consider local conditions adequately 
although solutions for local

conditions are greatly dependent on trials and 
experiences. ERA is now in

the process of adapting the manual as necessary.

14. The attempt to implement the Equipment Management 
Information

System (EMIS) presents another example where not 
enough attention was given

to local conditions. The EMIS was too complex. One of its major short-

comings was that it required field staff to prepare and fill lengthy 
and

difficult forms. The results were then to be transferred to a computer

in Addis Ababa. It proved difficult to train the staff to complete 
the

forms and PAS apparently lacked the required computer expertise. 
The system

was only partially implemented in one district but 
never fully instituted.

15. The technical assistance component of the project 
further

strengthened the Bank's institution-building effort. 
it facilitated the

reorganization of ERA and placed expatriate technical 
experts in key posi-

tions in maintenance and design, in the post of chief engineer, and in the

positions of chiefs of contract construction, 
operations and supplies and

equipment, during the transition toward Ethiopianization 
of ERA (PCR,

Table 5). The eight technical experts performed satisfactorily and

provided on-the-job training to ERA staff 
assigned to work with them as

understudies. When the experts' contracts expired, the vacancies they

left were filled mainly by ERA staff.

16. ERA considers that on-the-job training provided 
by the technical

experts could have been more meaningful 
if the technical experts' con-

tracts had provided a specific plan for this training. 
In instances where

the technical expert was an adept teacher, the training received was good.

However, in other instances the understudies were given odd and unsuper-

vised jobs which the technical expert did not want 
to do or be involved

in and in these instances the transfer of skills 
was less successful.

Another way that on-the-job training could have 
been strengthened would

have been to assess the performance of the understudy and the technical
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expert on a regular basis to ensure that each was maximizing the experience.
This was not done.

17. The provision for overseas training was also an important component
of the institution-building package and strengthened ERA. The program was
well-designed and phased over several years so that ERA would not be depleted
of manpower. Nine engineers and administrative staff received training in
the US and 23 mechanics and electricians were trained mainly at the ILO's
International Center for Advanced Vocational Training in Turin (PCR, Table 4).
Most of the engineers have been promoted to senior management positions in
ERA and most of the mechanics and electricians are using their training in
ERA or other agencies in Ethiopia. The Fifth and Sixth Highway Projects have
continued to foster training but have concentrated on in-house training by
supporting ERA's Alemgena Training Center which provides courses for middle
and lower grade construction and maintenance personnel. The proposed Seventh
Highway Project will further increase the scope of the Alemgena Training
Center to cope with ERA's requirements for the 1978-1982 Road Program.

18. . In summary, the support given institution building under the Fourth
Highway Project has achieved much. Most of the organizational changes in
ERA have improved its operating efficiency. The technical assistance
strengthened the highway agency during the critical period of Ethiopianiza-
tion; indeed today, ERA relies on its in-house capabilities. The training
program has helped promising staff to expand and has further strengthened
ERA. In at least two instances, however, the changes which the management
advisors sought (the division of maintenance and the system devised for
equipment management) were unsuitable for Ethiopia. Furthermore, the tech-
nical assistance component which achieved good results might have achieved
even more if the technical experts' terms of reference had been more specific
and if the system had allowed for a biannual or annual performance review of
understudy and technical experts.

Project Benefits on the Bedelle-Metu Road

19. The low rate of return on the Bedelle-Metu Road is a result of
higher than expected costs and the failure of benefits to materialize. At
appraisal, only a track existed between Bedelle and Metu. Construction and
paving of a road between these communities would provide an extension of two
gravel-standard roads (Jimma-Agaro and Agaro-Bedelle) previously financed by
the Second and Third Highway Projects. Benefits arising from the investment,
together with other measures, were expected to result in improved quality
and increased production of coffee, reduction of its transport cost and
production of miscellaneous crops (PCR, paras. 5.14, 5.16-5.18). To achieve
these goals, Government planned to establish coffee cooperatives in the
region and to set up factories for washing and fermenting coffee parchment.
It also agreed to prepare a phased program for developing agriculture in the
Bedelle-Gore region which included crop diversification with an emphasis
on the cultivation of tea.
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20. These benefits did not materialize as planned; in 1976, only 53
vehicles per day used the paved road. Since no traffic forecast was prepared
at appraisal, no comparison of actual and expected traffic can be made.
Complementary investments in the region were slow to get off the ground.
The development program for the region which was to be completed by December

1968 in fact was not prepared. However, the Government initiated an experi-
mental Minimum Package Program (MPP) at the national level which was extended

to the Bedelle-Metu region after 1973 when the Minimum Package Project,
supported by Credit 416-ET, was expanded to include the road's area of in-
fluence. 1/ This measure was considered an adequate substitute for the
development program. Tea development has also only recently begun west of
the project area under the aegis of the Commonwealth Development Corporation;
37 ha have been planted. Another factor which has severely hampered the
materialization of benefits has been the appearance of coffee berry disease
in the area. The disease destroyed much of the crop in 1971 and it will
probably take up to seven years to reach past levels of production.

21. While the slowness of complementary investment programs to produce
results and the disastrous effects of coffee berry disease could not be
foreseen, they illustrate the importance of projecting benefits cautiously
when they depend on the realization of non-project items. They also point
to the need to coordinate rural road development with agricultural programs.
In this case, the Bank made the preparation of an agricultural program a
loan covenant where it should perhaps have been well-advanced before the
loan was signed. Even if a program had existed, a better proposition might
have been to construct the road in stages. As the PCR points out, had a
gravel road been constructed the rate of return on the investment would be
two percentage points higher than the paved alternative.

III. CONCLUSIONS

22. All components of this project were generally completed success-
fully. The roads constructed with Loan/Credit funds provide better links
with the Port of Assab and an important agricultural zone, feasibility
studies have provided a basis for subsequent road projects and the advisory
services, training and technical assistance programs have contributed to
the efficiency and Ethiopianization of ERA.

23. Progress in the area of maintenance and especially control of
vehicle axle load limits under the Loan/Credit was not satisfactory but it
is difficult to see how the Bank might have further helped to improve this
situation. Enforcement is expected to improve following measures introduced
under the ongoing Sixth Highway Project and proposed under the Seventh Highway
Project.

1/ The Minimum Package Project provided agricultural inputs, infrastructure
requirements and related extension and administrative support services
to small farmers in the Ethiopian highlands.
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24. Although cost overruns occurred on some components, these were

minor. The rates of return on three of the roads compare favorably with

those anticipated at appraisal. The rate of return on the fourth road,
between Bedelle and Metu is only 6% because of the failure of complementary
investments in agriculture to materialize as planned and because of higher

than anticipated costs. The appraisal team tried to ensure that agricul-

tural benefits would materialize by including a covenant requiring the

preparation of a phased program for agricultural development. This program,
however, was not done in a timely way. The experience highlights the

importance of better coordinating rural road programs with agricultural

investments. An alternative approach for the Bedelle-Metu Road would have

been to project benefits cautiously since they depended on non-project

investments and to construct the road to gravel standard.

25. The Bank's role in this project was an active one. It recommended

a smaller project at appraisal rather than the one initially proposed and

helped ERA form cost estimates for advisory services, technical assistance,

training and feasibility studies. The Bank encouraged the Government to

amend its policy toward arbitration of disputes (PCR, para. 1.02). It also

made possible valuable on-the-job training by accepting that construction

supervision of two of the roads and some of the feasibility studies could

be undertaken by ERA staff. This measure greatly enhanced ERA's ability

to do this work under subsequent loans.

26. The Bank, through its supervision system, followed the progress of

all Loan/Credit components. Although the civil works components did receive

comparatively more attention than the institution-building one, the Bank

did not lose sight of the need to support the institution-building package.

The follow-through with respect to training was particularly good. The

participation of a training expert from the Bank's Office of the Training

Advisor appears to have been a positive input to the project. In some cases

the Bank was unable to assist in implementation. For instance, although

the Bank followed the delay in implementing the organizational changes of

ERA and repeatedly brought forward the fact that ineffective management was

a contributing factor, it was unable to affect the situation or improve it

in the short term.

27. In conclusion, the reorganization of ERA supported by a technical
assistance and training program has been invaluable in supporting institution
building. The project provides an instance of a relatively well-designed

program with goals specifically outlined and realistically scheduled. Although

some endeavors in technical areas were less successful (for instance, division

of maintenance and establishing an equipment management system), these point

to the need to consider local conditions and adapt technologies to them.
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

ETHIOPIA FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT (LOAN 523-ET/CREDIT Ill-ET)

1. INTRODUCTION

A. Project Background

1.01 The Government of Ethiopia requested Bank assistance in financing
its 1967-1972 Highway Development Program. The proposed project was appraised
in November 1966 by a joint Bank Group mission, including an agricultural
consultant, and a team from the Kingdom of Sweden.

1.02 Negotiations originally scheduled for February 1967 were delayed
because of disputes between the Ethiopian Road Authority (ERA) 1/ and con-
tractors under the Second (Credit 166-ET) and Third (Credit 35-ET) Highway
Projects, complicated by recent Ethiopian legislation abrogating the right
to arbitration under public works contracts. Two special Loan Committee
Meetings reviewed this problem on April 5, 1967 and August 15, 1967 and
decided that before being invited for negotiations, the Government would
have to formulate satisfactory, detailed procedures for settling disputes
with foreign contractors. Following legislation, prepared with Bank Group
assistance, to suitably amend the Civil Procedure Code and agreement on a
satisfactory arbitration clause (Annex 1), the Bank Group helped persuade the
Ethiopians to apply such procedures to the existing disputes. The proposed
project was then negotiated, at end-October and beginning-November 1967, by
Ethiopian, Swedish and Bank Group delegations.

1.03 The Bank loan and IDA credit were approved on January 9, 1968.
A Loan Agreement (523-ET, US$13.5 million), a'Development Credit (111-ET,
US$7.7 million) between the Empire of Ethiopia and the Bank Group was signed
on January 15, 1968, as was a Project Agreement between the Bank Group and
the ERA. A Development Credit Agreement for Swedish kroner 30.0 million
(about US$5.8 million at the 1968 exchange rate) between the Empire of
*Ethiopia and the Kingdom of Sweden was also signed on January 15, 1968,
together with an Administration Letter between the Kingdom of Sweden and the
Bank Group.

B. Brief Project Description

1.04 The Fourth Highway Project comprised:

(i) construction of a two-lane, bitumen-surfaced road between:

a) Awash-Tendaho (303 km); and

b) Bedelle-Gore (140 km);

1/ The Authority has undergone two name changes since this project was
appraised, from the Imperial Highway Authority to the Ethiopian Highway
Authority in September 1974, and to its present name, the Ethiopian
Road Authority, in February 1976. For expository convenience, the
organization will be referred to as ERA throughout this report.
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(ii) bituminous surfacing of Nazreth-Awash (125 km) and
Jimma-Agaro (45 km);

(iii) consulting services to supervise the works in (i) and (ii);

(iv) feasibility studies and design review for about 800 km of
high priority roads; and

(v) strengthening of the ERA through advisory services, technical
assistance and staff training, comprising:

a) implementation of the findings of the October, 1966,
report by Public Administration Services (PAS, consultants,
USA) on reorganizing highway administration and operations;

b) provision of senior expatriate personnel on ERA staff; and

c) a training program abroad for selected personnel.

Part (i) and related supervision, was to be completed by end-1971; (ii),
including supervision services, by end-1970; (iv) by mid-1969; and (v) by
miid-1971.

C. Basis of Completion Report's Findings

1.05 This report is based on:

(i) monthly progress reports;

(ii) findings of Bank Group supervision missions undertaken
during and after project execution;

(iii) Highway Divison files; and

(iv) data provided by the ERA.
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2. ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL PROJECT COSTS

A. Overall Comparison of Costs

2.01 Appraisal cost estimates and actual costs (net 
of taxes) are

shown below. A more detailed comparison is given in Table 1.

Actual

Compared

Item Appraisal 1/ Actual to Appraisal

-- (Eth.$ million)--

(i) Road Construction & Supervision 83.22 87.53 +5%

(ii) Bituminous Surfacing &

Supervision 9.21 7.78 -15%

(iii) Feasibility Studies & Design
Review 0.75 0.46 -39%

(iv) Advisory Services, Technical

Assistance & Training 2.82 3.16 +11%

Total 96.00 98.93 +3%

B. Basis of Appraisal Estimates

.2.02 The cost estimates for road construction and bituminous surfacing

were based on completed detailed engineering and took 
account of unit prices

in recent bids for similar works; the foreign component was estimated at abou

70% by the ERA, with assistance from Tippetts, Abbott, 
McCarthy, Stratton

(TAMS, consultants, USA). Bank Group staff estimated the cost of the advisor

services, technical assistance and training program, which 
included an 80%

.foreign component. The feasibility study was also estimated by Bank Group

staff, with a 75% foreign component.

1/ Appraisal estimates included physical contingencies 
of about 12-1/2%

for road construction and about 10% for bituminous surfacing and

supervision. A 7-1/2% price contingency was also included 
for

construction and surfacing.
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C. Actual Costs

Primary Road Construction

2.03 Actual costs for construction of the two primary roads are compared
with appraisal estimates and bids below.

Awash-Tendaho Bedelle-Metu 1/
--------- (Eth.$ million) ------

Appraisal estimate
(including contingencies) 50.60 28.50 2/

Bid amount
- undiscounted 49.37 33.00
- discounted 3/ 47.40 31.35

Final cost 53.43 29.80

Final cost as % of
appraisal estimate 106% 105%/122% 4/

Awash-Tendaho

2.04 Although the discounted bid for Awash-Tendaho was well within apprai-
sal estimates, the final cost was 13% over the bid amount and 6% over the
appraisal estimate. The 13% increase was due to an approximately 15% increase
in earthworks quantities and contractor's claims of Eth.$3.2 million (Annex 2,
Section A).

1/ Instead of the 140 km Bedelle-Gore road estimated at appraisal. 120 kmi of
road were constructed from Bedelle-Metu (para. 4.07).

2/ This is the appraisal estimate for the planned 140 km Bedelle-Gore road,
the actual bid for which was Eth.$37.54 million, undiscounted.

3/ The successful bidders for Awash-Tendaho and Bedelle-Metu discounted
their bids by 4% and 5%, respectively, on receipt of a 20% advance
payment on the gross bid.

4/ The cost of the shorter road was 5% above the appraisal estimate for
the longer road; cost per km was 22% higher than the appraisal estimate.
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Bedelle-Metu

2.05 The Bedelle-Metu road was completed for 5% less than the dis-

counted bid due to some design improvements which further reduced construc-

tion quantities and consequent costs.

Supervision

2.06 The final cost of construction supervision was Eth.$3.17 million

for the Awash-Tendaho road and Eth.$1.14 million for the Bedelle-Metu road,
a combined cost of Eth.$4.31 million, an increase of 5% over the appraisal

estimate due to a 12-month extension of services.

Bituminous Surfacing of Primary Roads

2.07 Appraisal estimates, bids and actual costs for the surfacing are

shown below.

Nazreth-Awash Jimma-Agaro
--------- (Eth. $ million) -----

Appraisal estimate

(including contingencies) 6.74 2.05

Bid amount
- undiscounted 6.22 2.15
- discounted 1/ 5.74 1.99

Final cost 5.76 1.96

Final cost as % of

appraisal estimate 85% 96%

2.08 The discounted bid for both roads was 12% less than the appraisal

estimate; final cost was virtually the same as bid amount.

2.09 Eth.$0.42 million was included in the appraisal estimate to
cover consultant services to assist the ERA with supervising the road surfacing.
With Bank Group approval, supervision was carried out by seconded
ERA staff instead of consultants; final costs were about Eth.$.63,000.

1/ The successful bidder discounted his bid by 7.75%: 3% for the award
of both surfacing projects and 4.75% because of a cash advance.
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Feasibility and Design Studies

2.10 The appraisal-estimated cost of feasibility and design studies
was Eth.$750,000. With Bank Group approval, the scope of work to be
carried out by consultants was reduced (para. 4.22), and the final
cost of the related consultant services was Eth.$461,000, almost 40%
less than anticipated.

Advisory Services

2.11 The cost estimated at appraisal was Eth.$1.75 million; final
costs were Eth.$1.82 million, an increase of about 4% because some
services were extended (para. 4.25).

Technical Assistance

2.12 The final technical assistance cost was Eth.$0.87 million, about
41% over the appraisal estimate of Eth.$0.62 due to provision of 13-1/4
man-years of assistance instead of theb12 planned and a higher than
anticipated man-year cost.

Training Program

2.13 The cost of the training program was estimated at Eth.$450,000,
but actual costs were slightly more, Eth.$472,000.

3. FINANCING AND DISBURSEMENTS: PLANNED AND ACTUAL

A. Financing

3.01 The project's foreign cost, US$27.0 million, was to be covered
by the Bank Group and a Swedish credit, while the Government was to finance
local costs. The financing plan and allocation of proceeds is given below;
actual allocations are shown in parentheses.
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IBRD IDA Sweden Govt. Total
---------------- (US$ million)----------------

Category I

Road Construction 9.765 5.580 4.185 8.370 27.900

(including supervision) (11.791) (6.725) (5.389) (12.859) (36.764)

Category II

Bituminous surfacing 1.103 0.630 0.472 0.945 3.150

(including supervision) (1.123) (0.640) (0.483) (1.023) (3.269.)

Category III

Feasibility studies and 0.112 0.064 0.049 0.075 0.300

design review (0.067) (0.039) (0.029) (0.059) (0.194)

Category IV

Advisory Services, Technical 0.045 0.257 0.193 0.230 1.130

assistance and training (0.519) (0.296) (0.223) (0.290) (1.328)

Category V

Unallocated 2.070 1.169 0.901 1.780 5.920

Total 13.500 7.700 5.800 11.400 38.400

Total (13.500) (7.700) (6.124) (14.231) (41.555)

3.02 Because of parity changes between the US dollar, Swedish kroner

and Ethiopian dollar, actual Swedish participation increased slightly. The

Government's contribution increased from Eth.$28.5 million to Eth.$33.9 million.
Funds from the Bank loan and IDA and Swedish credits were adequate to meet
virtually all foreign costs (Table 1).

B. Disbursements

3.03 Appraisal estimates and actual cumulative disbursements are shown

in Table 2. The three-year delay in actual disbursements was caused by

slow progress in preparing acceptable tender documents, prequalifying

contractors, lack of response to the first tender for the Awash-Tendaho
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road and by the additional time required for the training program. The road
..construction contracts were signed in July and August 1969, about one year
late. Furthermore, the award of the two sections of the Awash-Tendaho road in
a combined contract to a single contractor (the lowest bidder) entailed a
one-year increase in the contract period over appraisal estimates. Disburse-
ments for fiscal 1970-72 were about 90%, 82%, and 70%, respectively, of
appraisal estimates. The loan and credit accounts were fully disbursed and
closed on August 1, 1975 and August 5, 1975, respectively, about three years
later than the original closing date.

4. PLANNED AND ACTUAL IMPLEMENTATION

A. Primary Road Construction

Awash-Tendaho (300 km)

Procurement

4.01 The Awash-Tendaho road contract was put out to bid in two sections,
with an option to bid on separate or combined sections. Bids from five
prequalified international contractors were opened on March 12, 1969. The
lowest, for the combined contract, was Eth.$49.37 million for a four-year
contract submitted by Dr. Ing. Trapp Co. (Federal Republic of Germany), with
whom the ERA signed a contract on June 26, 1969, with notice to proceed on
September 4, 1969. Messrs. De Leuw, Cather International, Inc. (consultants,
USA), who had prepared detailed engineering under the Third Highway Project,
were retained by the ERA for preconstruction services and for construction
supervision.

Contract Modification

4.02 Early during construction of the Awash-Tendaho road, it became
clear that there would be a substantial increase in earthwork quantities
over those computed during design from aerial photography under the Third
Highway Project. To minimize -the increase, about 50 km were realigned to
reduce costs, and the vertical alignment was changed at several locations
for similar purposes. The realignments reduced the road length from the
original 303 km to 300 km.

Design and Objectives

4.03 The newly constructed road (see Map) is designed for speeds up to
100 kph (80 kph in hilly terrain) and has a 7.0 m double-bituminous surface
treated pavement designed for 18,000 lb axle-loads (Table 3). Some 300
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culverts and 25 bridges (including two major bridges over the Awash River)

were constructed. (Technical problems encountered during construction

are discussed in Annex 2, Section A.) The highway serves a two-fold

purpose; it has opened up the fertile Awash River valley for implementation

of an irrigation scheme and has provided a more adequate transport 
link

between the region around Addis Ababa and Assab, the main Ethiopian port.

With the bituminous surfacing of thte NAzrdth=AWash road (para. 4.15), a

bituminous paved road has thus been provided between the 
capital, Addis

Ababa, and Assab.

Performance of Contractors

4.04 The contraetor for the Awash-Tendaho road contract performed

satisfactorily. Equipment, personnel and management were adequate. An

additional six months beyond the contract period was required 
to complete

the works due to circumstances largely beyond his control (Annex 2, Section A).

When it became evident that increasing earthworks quantities would delay

completion, the contractor immediately arranged to import further earthmoving

equipment. 'Relations between the ERA, the engineer and the contractor were

cordial., and the contractor made special efforts to perform the work strictly

in accordance with the specifications.

Performance of Supervisory Consultants

4.05 The performance of the supervisory consultants, who complied in 
full

with their terms of reference, was satisfactory. They provided a site team of

expatriates consisting of a Resident Engineer, Construction 
Engineer and Field

Engineer, which was supported by seconded ERA staff 
and locally-recruited

Ethiopians, totalling about 27, comprising a Project Administrator, two

.assistant Resident Engineers, two clerk-typists and various surveyors, site

inspectors and laboratory technicians. Considerable on-the-job training-of

the Ethiopian staff was carried out successfully during the works. 
As a

result, for supervision of the roads constructed under the Fifth and Sixth

Highway Projects, it was necessary to retain only one expatriate consultant, 
a

Resident Engineer; the rest of the staff was recruited among the Ethiopians

trained under the Awash-Tendaho road contract.

Bedelle-Gore (140 km)

Procurement

4.06 Following international competitive bidding, the lowest bid,

Eth.$32.997, was submitted by a joint venture of Impresit Recchi (Italy)

and Skansha (a local subsidiary, Sweden). The contract was signed on

August 1, 1969, with contract commencement on October 25, 1969. TAMS

was retained by the ERA to review the detailed engineering prepared

by ERA staff, which was found satisfactory, and to supervise construction.
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E ntract Modification

4.07 The proposed Bedelle-Gore road construction was modified after the
Government had decided to move the provincial headquarters from Gore to Metu.
The Government requested, and the Bank Group agreed to, the deletion from the
awarded contract of the 20 km length between Metu and Gore.

Design and Object!ves

4.08 The Pidelle-Metu road has a two-lane, double-bituminous surfaced
6.0 m pavement accordiig to primary road standards (see Table 3). Some
32 box and 200 pipe culverts and four major bridges were constructed.
(Annex 2, Section B, describes the problems encountered in construction.)
The road provides an all-weather link through Agaro and Jimma to Addis Ababa,
replacing an exist .ig track which was impassable in the rainy season. It
passes Lrough the small towns of Chora, Yayu and Uruma and traverses un-
dulating to hilly terrain in an area where coffee production is of major
importance and where climatic and soil conditions are suited to increased
agricultural production. The objectives in building the road were to improve
the quality and increase the production of coffee, to reduce transport cost,
and to increase the production of miscellaneous crops by intensified farming.

Performance of Contractors

,4.09 The contractor on the Bedelle-Metu road also performed efficiently.
Adequate resources by way of plant and labor were assigned to the work and
a well-equipped and staffed workshop and warehouse was maintained for
equipment maintenance and repair. About mid-way through the construction
period, the contractor realized that base course laying and compaction were
the main bottlenecks to faster progress and immediately ordered a second
aggregate spreader, several new trucks for hauling base course and addi-
tional compaction equipment. During the rainy season (July, August and
September of each year), the contractor overhauled all plant on site, a
major factor in the contractor's completing the works 16 months early.
Relations between the ERA, supervisory staff and the contractor were good.

Performance of Supervisory Consultants

4.10 For supervision of the Bedelle-Metu road works, TAMS provided a
team comprising of a Resident Engineer, a Deputy Resident Engineer, and
Construction Engineer, supported by 18 seconded ERA staff comprising an
Engineer, 16 engineering aides and a clerk-typist. On-the-job training
of ERA staff was quite effective, and the availability of trained Ethiopians
helped to reduce the cost of expatriate supervisory staff under the Fifth
and Sixth Highway Projects. TAMS also maintained close site control of
work quality and complied in full with the terms of reference.
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Construction Period

4.11 Actual construction time, compared with appraisal estimates
and contract periods, is shown below.

Awash-Tendaho Bedelle-Metu 1/

Start of Construction

Appraisal estimate Mid 1968 Mid 1968
Contract Sept 1969 Oct 1969
Actual Sept 1969 Oct 1969

Completion of Construction

Appraisal estimate End 1971 End 1971
Contract Sept 1973 Apr 1974
Actual Apr 1974 Jan 1973

Construction Time

Appraisal estimate 42 months 42 months
Contract 48 months 54 months
Actual 54 months 38 months

4.12 The additional six months beyond the contract period for con-
struction of the Awash-Tendaho road was mainly due to a 15% increase in
earthworks -quantities and a three-month delay for some necessary pavement
repairs (Annex 2, Section A). The Bedelle-Metu road was completed some 16
months ahead of contract schedule because the contractor was well organized,
equipped and staffed, and benefited from one unusually dry rainy season.

B. Bituminous Surfacing of Primary Roads

Procurement

4.13 Following international competition, the bituminous surfacing of
the Jimma-Agaro and Nazreth-Awash roads was awarded in a combined contract
for Eth.$7.73 million to Skanska; work started on October 20, 1969, with

1/ The appraisal estimates given below are based upon the planned 140 km
road, rather than the 120 km road actually built.
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completion scheduled for April 20, 1973. No modifications were made to the
contract. Detailed engineering had been prepared by ERA staff who also
supervised construction.

Design and Objectives

4.14 The design standards for the surfacing generally conformed to ERA's
primary road standards (Table 3).

Nazreth-Awash (125 km)

4.15 In 1967, the existing Nazreth-Awash road was being improved to
gravel base standards by an ERA force account unit and was about 80% complete.
After completion of the Awash-Tendaho road (para. 4.03), the Addis Ababa-
Assab traffic, then using the steep and tortuous road via Combolcha would
have diverted to Nazreth-Awash which, consequently, would have required
costly maintenance. To provide for this anticipated traffic increase, a
base course and double-bituminous surface treatment was provided in accordance
with agreement reached during negotiations and a side letter on procurement
(January 15, 1968). (The main construction problem the contractor had to
deal with is described in Annex 2, Section C.)

Jimma-Agaro (45 km)

4.16 Under the Second Highway Project, the Jimma-Agaro road had been
constructed to gravel standards. Under the Fourth Project, the road, which*
traverses an area of generally rolling or hilly terrain, was upgraded by
provision of base course and double-bituminous surface treatment.

Performance of Contractor

4.17 The work was carried out efficiently and expeditiously, and the
contractor cooperated fully with ERA supervisory staff and local govern-
ment officials.

Performance of Supervisory Staff

4.18 Although the project provided for employment of expatriate consul-
tants should ERA supervision prove unsatisfactory, it was not necessary to
invoke this provision because the staff was competent. Although some
pavement failures occurred after the roads were opened, these were mainly
due to excessive axle-loads, not to defective work.

Construction Period

4.19 Contractors substantially completed Jimma-Agaro by February 1971
and Nazreth-Awash by end-March 1972, 13 months ahead of contract schedule.
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C.- Post-Construction Maintenance of Project Roads

4.20 During the time of contractor responsibility, the project roads were

adequately maintained. Subsequently, excessive axle-loading added to the

project roads normal maintenance requirements, and ERA maintenance has
not been fully satisfactory. The Road Authority has been constrained by

lack of equipment and trained staff. However, some equipment for a Road Maintenance

Program has recently been procured under the Sixth Highway Project; ODM

and USAID have provided the rest. Adequate enforcement of vehicle weight
regulations will be required before processing of a proposed Seventh
Highway Project, which is expected to include technical assistance and
staff training for maintenance operations.

D. Feasibility and Design Studies

4.21 The project included feasibility studies of the following secondary
and feeder roads which appeared at appraisal to have high priority:

Bonga-Mizan Teferi-Tepi 155 km
Asela-Dodola 120 km
Asbe Teferi-Gelemso-Mechara 140 km
Asaita-Dubti-Tendaho 60 km
Hosonea-Soddo 95 km

Total 570 km

4.22 The studies were to determine appropriate standards, construction

methods and cost estimates based on final engineering to be done by the

ERA. The project also provided for review of the existing design of about

230 km of roads to obtain recommendations on economic road standards and

construction timing. ERA selected Renardet-Sauti (consultants, Italy),
with Bank approval, to carry out the studies. However, in October 1970,
ERA proposed that Sauti complete only the feasibility studies for the Asela-

Dodola, Hosanea-Soddo and Weldiya-Woreta roads, and that ERA finish the

remaining studies; several reasons for this proposal were given. First, ERA
was dissatisfied with Sauti's delay in completing the studies, which postponed

arranging financing and setting up a construction program for the roads

concerned. Second, ERA was also dissatisfied with the studies already completed

under this project by Sauti, whose services were costly. In addition, ERA's

Planning and Programming Division, which included an expatriate transport econ-

omist, had been considerably strengthened and was able to do the studies more

expeditiously and efficiently than Sauti. The Bank agreed with the request,
and the decision was a correct one; through the experience thus gained, the
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Planning and Programming Division became an effective road planning entity and

prepared studies for both the Fifth and Sixth Highway Projects subsequently

financed by the Bank Group.

4.23 The three roads studied by Sauti were later constructed; -the Asela-

Dodola road is being built to feeder road standards under the Fifth High-

way Project, Weldiya-Woreta is being built with assistance from the People's

Republic of China, and construction of the Hosonea-Soddo road by an ERA force

account unit is well advanced.

E. Advisory Services

4.24 In 1966, the Bank Group arranged for PAS to examine thoroughly

ERA's organization and operations. Subsequently, the firm made detailed

recommendations for improving administrative and operational efficiency,

and ERA contracted PAS under the project to assist with implementing most of

these recommendations. The contract authorized six experts, supplemented by

short-term consultants, for a total of 180 man-months. In Side Letter No. 2,

the Government agreed to a detailed Implementation Plan for the services

(Annex 3). Specifically, the advisory services included:

(i) implementation of those reorganization and staffing recommendations

proposed in the PAS report with which ERA agreed, including assist-

ance in recruiting required expatriate personnel;

(ii) development of improved methods, procedures and operating practices

as required, and the preparation of manuals, instructions and

directives documenting them; and

(iii) identification of principal training needs and assistance in

developing related training programs, along with continuing

training and advisory assistance in such areas as required.

4.25 Details of the advisory services provided and the manuals prepared

are given in Annex 4. The training program which the consultants helped

prepare is discussed in para. 4.29. By August 1971, when the services were

to end, certain important tasks had not yet been completed. These were

mainly concerned with equipment and spare parts procurement, implementation

of warehouse procedures (vital to the success of an ongoing USAID equipment

rehabilitation program), initiation of a research program, and implementation

of recommendations for the Operations Division, including the development of
preventive maintenance procedures. The services were therefore extended, at
ERA request, at a cost of US$82,000 (US$70,000 foreign component) for an

Organization and Management Specialist (12 months) and a Supply Specialist

(8 months).
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4.26 On completion of the services, PAS made several recommendations

for continuing ERA development:

(i) internal communication should be improved, by more frequent
meetings;

(ii) a Research Specialist should be employed to improve and

expedite research on local road construction design, methods

and materials;

(iii) ERA should expand its staff of qualified engineers;

(iv) additional road maintenance equipment should be procurred;

(v) graduate engineers should continue to be trained to meet

ERA's present and future needs;

(vi) the currently excessive number of daily employees should be

reduced; and

(vii) coordination and cooperation between the engineering, design
and construction divisions should be improved.

Regarding (ii), funds were provided under the Fifth Highway Project for

research assistance. This work was later financed by the ODM, and an impor-

tant joint ERA/Road Research Laboratory (UK) research program on locally

available road construction materials is underway. With regard to (iv), USAID

provided assistance for a Road Maintenance Study by S.R. Harris and Associates

(consultants, USA), which identified maintenance staff and equipment needs.

Under the Sixth Highway Project, the Bank Group assisted in procurement of the

maintenance equipment needed for implementation of the program recommended by

Harris; ODM, USAID and the Government financed the balance of the equipment

needed for the program, which is currently being implemented. The other

items have-been dealt with by ERA management.

4.27 In sum, PAS' impact on ERA personnel, administration and accounting

was quite satisfactory, but less so in the technical areas because:

(i) construction specifications were not related to local -
conditions and materials;

(ii) the equipment and management procedures recommended by
PAS were not fully implemented, because of the lack of

skilled ERA staff; and

(iii) PAS's proposed maintenance procedures were only partly

implemented, because of ERA's lack of equipment at the
time of the services and skilled staff.
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Overall, however, the advisory services successfully strengthened the ERA and
paved the way for Ethiopianization of the Authority. The preparation of a detailed
implementation schedule, with activities clearly set forth, was a major factor
in achievement of the services' objectives. While PAS's advisory effectiveness
was impaired initially by ERA's occassional lack of follow-through and built-in
resistance to change, with the support of Bank.supervision missions, these
problems were eventually overcome.

F. Technical Assistance

4.28 The project also provided for 12 man-years (subsequently increased
to 13-1/4) of expatriate technical assistance to fill senior ERA positions
for which local expertise was not available (Table 5), and TAMS assisted
the ERA in recruiting such staff. Except for the Chief Maintenance Engineer,
who was unsatisfactory and was replaced by an Ethiopian after one year, the
expatriates performed well. After their contracts ended, the expatriate
Chief Engineer and the Chiefs of the Contract Construction and Operations
Divisions were replaced by Ethiopians. Technical assistance for highway
design was satisfactory, as was the supplies and equipment assistance; the
services of both these experts were continued under the Fifth Highway Project.

G. Training Program

4.29 To prepare Ethiopian staff to take over ERA positions, the project
provided for a two-year training program abroad, which was prepared under
the guidance of PAS and was highly successful. Implementation required about
one year more than anticipated. Thirty-two ERA staff underwent training,
including seven engineers and three administrators who received mainly practical
training, an economist who completed a masters degree in transport economics,
and 18 mechanics fitters and electricians who received specialized training
at the International Center for Advanced Vocational Training of the Inter-
national Labour Organization at Turin, Italy. Table 4 gives details of
the training received and the trainees' present positions. All except one
are still in Ethiopia (26 in ERA), in positions where their training is

being used.

H. Covenants and Side Letters

Covenants

Vehicle Regulations

4.30 Section 5.07 of Loan Agreement required the Borrower to take
appropriate measures to enforce its regulations limiting vehicle size and
weight. At the time of the Agreement, the ERA was responsible for enforcement
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and established some weighbridges, trained staff to operate them and made every

effort to enforce the regulations. However, this effort was constrained by an

ambiguity in vehicle licensing procedures because licenses specified gross vehicle

weight rather than allowable axle loads. Before negotiations for the Sixth

-iighway Project. The Government agreed to change -lieensing procedures to

include specification of maximum permissible axle loads on licenses, but this

has yet been done because the Government is considering, in consultation with

the Bank Group, raising the maximum axle load from 8 to 12 tons.

4.31 In 1972, responsibility for enforcing vehicle regulations was

transferred to the Road Transport Administration (RTA) of the Ministry

of Public Works. However, the RTA had neither sufficient equipment nor

trained staff. Efforts are being made under the Sixth Highway Project, and

with separate UK assistance, to strengthen RTA's enforcement capacity, and as

a sector condition for the proposed Seventh Highway Project Government will

be required to produce evidence, on a continuing basis, of satisfactory enforce-

ment. Unfortunately, excessive axle loads have already damaged pavements on

the newly-constructed Awash-Tendaho and Nazreth-Awash roads, and together with

higher than expected traffic, will necessitate a strengthening pavement overlay

on these roads.

Agricultural Program

4.32 Section 5.11 of the Loan Agreement required the Borrower to submit

a plan for a phased agricultural development program in the Bedelle-Gore

influence area; this.covenant was further amplified in Side Letter No. 10

(para. 4.33). A delayed report on the area's agricultural potential was

submitted confirming the area's possibilities but stressing the need for

carefully-planned development to avoid soil erosion. Later, the IDA-financed

Minimum Package Program (MPP) (416-ET) was expanded to include the road's influence

area, and this Program is currently underway. Preliminary indications, based

on feedback from numerous farmers and the amount of fertilizer used, augur

well for development in the area (para. 5.18).

Side Letters

4.33 Some eleven side letters were furnished by the Borrower. Letter No. 1,

which was complied with fully, outlined agreed procurement procedures and 
the

agreed arbitration clause on Settlement of Disputes 
to be included in all civil

works contracts financed under the Loan and Credit (para. 1.02). In Letter No. 2,

the Borrower agreed to retain PAS for reorganization of ERA management, adminis-

tration and technical functions (para. 4.24), and included a related implemen-

tation schedule (Annex 3). In Letter No. 3, the Borrower agreed to assign

to the engineers appointed by consultants full responsibility to supervise 
the

road construction, with such powers clearly outlined in each civil works

contract. This action effectively avoided the serious problems that had arisen

during construction under the Second and Third Highway Projects because of
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ambiguous division of responsibility. This letter also dealt with Bank/IDA
Approval of staff to supervise the bituminous surfacing work and with the
employment of consultants for feasibility studies and design review of the
roads listed in the letter. The Borrower fulfilled all obligations contained
in this letter; the number of roads to be studied by consultants was reduced in agree
ment with the Bank (para. 4.22). Letter No. 4 set forth agreed design standards
for the project roads, which were constructed to these standards. In
letter No. 5, the Borrower undertook to include in a proposed UNDP-financed
General Roady Study 1/ an analysis of the existing system of road user
charges. This issue was covered by the Study, which was completed satis-
factorily in 1972. Letter No. 6 dealt with the Borrower's obligation to
irrigate 20,000 ha in the Awash Valley. Although the development
plan was not submitted on time, the Borrower fulfilled his obligations
(para. 5.06). Letter No. 7 dealt with external debt and Letter No. 8 with
the allocation of proceeds and disbursement percentages (para 3.03).
Letter No. 9 set out the procedural arrangements, which were generally
followed satisfactorily,' between ERA, its Board of Commissioners and the
Ministry of Finance and Planning for processing ERA's annual budget.
Letter No. 10 specified the Borrower's obligation to develop agriculture
in the Bedelle-Metu road area (para. 4.32). Letter No. 11 concerned
Borrower obligation to prepare a training program for ERA staff and to
employ qualified and experienced personnel in specified positions (paras.
4.28- .29).

1/ The objectives of the Study, for which the Bank was the executing
agency, were preparation of:

(i) a detailed program of investments for July 1969-June 1973;
and

(ii) a general outline of an investment program for July 1973-
June 1978.

The Fifth and Sixth Highway Projects have been based, in general,
on this Study's recommendations.
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5. REVIEW OF ECONOMIC EVALUATION

A. Awash-Tendaho Road

Appraisal Expectations

5.01 At appraisal, it was considered that this road would:

(i) open up the fertile Awash River valley for irrigation; and (ii)

provide a better transport link between the region around Addis Ababa

and Assab, Ethiopia's principal port.

5.02 Regarding (i), a 1965 FAO study had indicated that 130,000 ha

could be developed for intensive irrigated production. The study suggested

that a program of this magnitude would take up to 25 years to develop, but

recommended an early start on development of the most favorable region,

the "Middle Valley", which begins near Awash and extends for about 100 km

northwards. It was estimated that the road would open up 35,000 ha in

this region, of which about 20,000 ha could be developed for cotton and other

crops by 1973, and the remainder by 1982. During negotiations, Government

undertook to prepare a specific irrigation project for the first 20,000

ha.

5.03 Regarding (ii), the new road would link Addis with the ex-isting

road, via Combolcha, near Mille, some 330 km west of Assab. Although the

new road would be some 20 km longer than the old route (528 km, compared

with 508 km by the old route), it would pass through predominantly flat

country, whereas the old route, a poor road (including 140 km of gravel

surface), had many winding and steep sections.

5.04 Reflecting the two-fold purpose of the road, the economic rate

of return was calculated in two steps. First, it was argued that the Middle

Valley irrigation scheme would require a gravel road for the first 100 km

north of Awash. The net value of production from the first stage of this

scheme (assumed to be completed by 1973) was estimated to provide a rate of

return of 11-12% on the public and private investment required (including

the road). Second, an analysis was made of the traffic benefits from building

this road to paved standards and extending it northwards to Mille. The rate of

return on this second step was estimated at 10%.

Developments Since Appraisal

5.05 As noted earlier, construction of this road was completed in

early 1974, about two years later than expected at appraisal. Final cost,

including supervision, was Eth$56.6 million, 13% above the appraisal

estimate, which was in 1967 prices. 1/ As the general rate of inflation

1/ The appraisal cost estimate was Eth$49.9 million including physical

contingencies and supervision. As the economic evaluation is

calculated in constant prices, price contingencies are irrelevant

in this context.
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in Ethiopia over this period was about 10%, the cost of the road in real

or constant prices was only slightly higher than the appraisal estimate.

5.06 The irrigation development of the Middle Valley has not proceeded

as rapidly as envisaged at appraisal. 1/ Nevertheless, about 4,000 ha are

currently under pump irrigation, and the revised Amibara project, which

was appraised by IDA early this year, will provide gravity irrigation for

10,300 ha, including 2,800 of the 4,000 ha now irrigated by pumping. A

recently-completed study of the adjoining Angelele and Bolhamo areas 2/

recommends irrigating a further 13,000 ha over a 20-year period, a develop-

ment with an estimated 16% rate of return.

5.07 While the irrigation development of the Middle Awash Valley has

not proceeded as rapidly as anticipated, traffic on the road has exceeded

appraisal expectations, a reflection of increased trade through the port of

Assab. 3/ The following table compares appraisal traffic projections with

actual counts in 1974 and 1976.

1/ In keeping with its undertaking at negotiations (para. 5.02) the Govern-

ment prepared a project for 14,600 ha, which was appraised by an IDA

mission in October 1971 (Cr. 418-EA). Subsequently, after consultation
with IDA, the Government decided to lease about 4,600 ha (the Melka-
Sadi area) to a private company to speed implementation. About 1,300 ha

of this is now developed and under high value crops. Progress with the

public sector portion of the project (the. Amibara project) has been

hampered.by legislative delays and consequent cost increases, but 1,200

ha is currently under irrigation by pumping. Adjacent to the Amibara-Melka

Sadi project area, there are another three farms, totalling 1,300 ha,
which were operated as concessions until nationalized in February 1975.

2/ Sir William Halcrow and Partners, Angelele and Bolhamo Feasibility Study,

October 1975.

3/ Dry cargo discharged at Assab increased from less than 100,000 metric

tons in 1966 and 1967 to around 170,000 tons in 1974 and 1975. Petroleum

products discharged at Assab increased from 153,000 tons in 1966 to

around 600,000 tons in recent years.
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Average Daily Traffic, Awash-Tendaho Road

1974 1976

Appraisal Appraisal

Projections Actual Projections Actual

Cars 10 16 12 44

Buses 14 10 16 12

Trucks 19 32 22 31

Truck-trailers 86 121 98 192

Total 129 179 148 279

5.08 Because of the two-step analysis used at appraisal (para.

5.04), the appraisal traffic projections relate to traffic over and above that

associated with the Middle Valley irrigation development. 1/ If the latter

traffic were deducted from the actual 1974 and 1976 counts, the adjusted

actual counts would still exceed appraisal projections. It is clear that most

of the traffic on the new road to Addis has been diverted from the old route

where traffic has fallen since the new road opened in early 1974:

Average Daily Traffic, Combolcha-Mille Road

1973 1974 1976

Cars 47 28 33

Buses 35 46 27

Trucks 79 35 23

Truck-trailers 150 21 21

Total 311 130 104

1/ Benefits to traffic associated with that irrigation development 
were

reflected in the estimated net value of production from the development.
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5.09 The new road has approximately halved the driving time between
Addis Ababa and Assab from about 22 to 11 hours and, in the process,
eliminated an overnight stop.

Recalculation of the Rate of Return

5.10 The appraisal rate of return was based on increased agricultural
production and vehicle operating cost savings for other traffic. However,

this re-evaluation is based solely on traffic benefits. It has been assumed

that 70% of the traffic on the new road has been diverted from the old route.
Benefits for this traffic 1/ have been taken as the difference in transport

costs between the two routes, expressed in 1971/72 prices (which is the
average price level throughout construction). The remaining 30% of traffic is
assumed to be generated and therefore receives benefits at half the unit rate

applying to diverted traffic. Estimated vehicle operating costs for the
various road conditions are specified in Table 6.

5.11 Other inputs to the re-evaluation are:

(i) maintenance costs at Eth$2,600 per km per year for the
new road;

(ii) a strengthening overlay program at Eth$35,000 per km
for 1978-80, to be repeated in 1987-89, because of

the effect of excessive axle loads on the new road;

(iii) required reconstruction of some 300 km of the old route,
at Eth$20,000/km in 1974-77 and again in 1983-86, on the
assumption that if the new road had not been built, the old
one also would have suffered from excessive axle loads
(although not to the same extent); and

(iv) assumed traffic growth at 7% p.a. 2/

5.12 On the basis of the foregoing assumptions, the recalculated rate
of return is 12%, compared with the appraisal estimate of 10%. (Details of
the revised cost and benefit streams are shown in Table 7.) Thus, although
there has been less irrigation development to date than expected in the
road's area of influence, this has been more than offset by greater traffic

growth than anticipated.

1/ In estimating the benefits, the 1976 traffic count was reduced by 20%
because the count was taken in a peak traffic month.

2/ The appraisal assumed traffic growth of 7% p.a. for the first 10
years, and 5% p.a. thereafter. Growth between 1974 and 1976 (after
adjusting the 1976 count - see footnote to para. 5.10) was 12% p.a.;
an assumed growth rate of 7% throughout the 20-year life of the
road seems reasonable.
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B. Bedelle-Metu Road

5.13 As noted in para. 4.07, the length of the road constructed was

reduced from 140 km to 120 km. The road was completed in early 1973, about

a year later than appraisal expectations, at a cost of Eth.$31 million,
including supervision. The cost was thus about Eth.$263,000 per km, or 30%

above the appraisal estimate of Eth.$203,000 per km in 1967 prices. 1/

As the general price level increased by less than 10% between 1967 and the

end of the construction period, cost per km of the road in real or constant

price terms was some 20% above appraisal estimates.

5.14 At appraisal, the road was expected to yield an economic return

of approximately 19%. Anticipated benefits comprised:

Transport savings on existing coffee crop 4%

Increased value from improved quality of
existing crop 43%

Net value of additional coffee production 31%

Net value of other additional production 21%

100%

5.15 It was estimated at appraisal that about 7,000 tons of dried
coffee was exported from the proposed road's influence area by pack
animal to the all-weather road at Bedelle. Savings from transporting
that existing crop by truck instead of pack animal were estimated at
Eth.$55 per ton, and savings of about that amount per ton appear to have

been achieved. 2/ However, coffee berry disease has approximately halved

coffee yields in the area, so that the transport savings have applied to

only about 3,500 tons per year instead of 7,000 tons.

1/ This estimate includes physical contingencies and supervision
costs but excludes price contingencies. As the economic evaluation
is calculated in constant prices, price contingencies are irrelevant
in this context.

2/ The rate for animal transport in 1973 (when the road was completed)
was about Eth.$1 per ton-km, while the rate for truck transport was
Eth.$0.06-0.15 per ton-km. The saving is thus Eth.$0.85-0.94 per ton-km
and, assuming the coffee is evenly distributed along the length of the
road, the average saving per ton is therefore:
118 km x 0.85 to 118 km x 0.94 = Eth.$50-55.

2 2
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5.16 At appraisal, it was assumed that construction of the road would

lead to the establishment in the area of cooperatives which would produce

washed and hulled coffee of considerably higher value than the dried,

unhulled coffee. Cooperatives were subsequently established, but to date

they have been engaged mainly in marketing, 4ith negligible increase in

the value of coffee exported from the region. However, it is reasonable

to expect, that washing stations will gradually be introduced along the

road. 1/ The re-evaluation assumes that 200 tons of the existing crop
will be exported from the region as washed coffee in 1978, rising gradually

to 1,500 tons by 1984. The increased value of the washed coffee, after

deducting washing station costs, would be about Eth.$300 per ton.

5.17 In October/November 1975, IDA appraised a Coffee Improvement Project,

including two coffee producing areas along the Bedelle-Metu road, which
presently produce about 2,700 tons of dried coffee per annum. It is expected

that the Coffee Project, which the EEC has decided to finance, will increase

production in the project area to pre-coffee berry disease levels within seven

years, and double that level of production within another seven years. 2/ The

Coffee Project would also increase food crop production in the area of influence

of the road by providing fertilizers, improved seed and extension services.

As this 'would not have been possible in the absence of the road, the value of

the expected increase in coffee and food crop production in the project
area (net of costs) has been attributed to the road in this re-evaluation
(Table 8, columns 4 and 5).

5.18 The Ministry of Agriculture's Extension and Project Implementation
Division established Minimum Package Areas around Bedelle and Metu in 1973

and 1974. To date, fertilizers, improved seeds and extension services have

been applied to some 2,500 ha, and yields have increased by 25-100%. In
this re-evaluation, it has been assumed that penetration of these MPP areas

will continue at the present rate of 1,000 ha per year to 1979, then 2,000
ha per year thereafter, to a cumulative total of 20,000 ha by 1986. As

this MPP program, like the Coffee Improvement Project, would not have been

implemented there without the road, the net value of increased production has

been attributed to the road (Table 8, column 3).

1/ Under IDA's Coffee Processing Project, which commenced in 1972, 100 new

coffee washing stations are being constructed, and 100 existing stations
improved. Although none of this is in the area of influence of the

Bedelle-Metu road, some 30 stations (each with annual capacity of 100 tons)

are being established along the nearby Agaro-Jimma road. It seems reason-

able to assume that establishment of such stations will gradually spread

to the Bedelle-Metu road.

2/ For further details of this project, see Et!iopia: Appraisal of the

Coffee Improvement Project, Green Cover Appraisal Report No. 1146-ET,

May 14, 1976.
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5.19 Based on the foregoing assumptions, the rate of return is now

estimated to be about 6%, significantly below the 1970 appraisal estimate.

The difference is attributable to the 20% increase in the road's economic

cost (para 5.13) and the slower-than-expected progress with complementary

investments to increase coffee and other crop production in the road's in-

fluence area. The rate of return has also been adversely affected by the

coffee berry disease (para 5.15). It also seems that the road should have

been built to lower standards. Approximately the same developmental impact

could have been achieved with a gravel road. If a gravel road had been

constructed instead of a bitumen one (assuming the same standards in other

respects), the rate of return would now be about 8% instead of 6%.

C. Nazreth-Awash Road

5.20 The bituminous surfacing of this road was completed in early 1972,

about a year later than expected at appraisal. Actual cost was Eth.$5.8 mil-

lion, compared with the appraisal estimate of Eth.$6.3 million in 1967 prices,

including physical contingencies. As the general price level during con-

struction was about 10% higher than at appraisal, the cost of the road in

real or constant price terms was 16% less than expected.

5.21 The appraisal assumed that on completion of the road (expected in

1970), traffic would be "approximately 200 vehicles" of which about 45% would

be trucks. No information is available on the assumed growth rate beyond

1970. However, applying a growth rate of 7% per year to the appraisal pro-

jection for 1970 produces total figures very close to actual counts for

1973 and 1976 (although the proportion of heavy vehicles in 1976 was some-

what higher than the appraisal implicitly projected):

Average Daily Traffic, Nazreth-Awash Road

1973 1976
Appraisal Appraisal

Projection Actual Projection Actual

Cars ) 93 ) 74
) 135 ) 165

Buses ) 28 ) 33

Trucks ) 108 ) 89
) 110 ) 135

Truck -trailers ) ___ 7 ) 103

Total 245 236 300 299

5.22 In the re-evaluation, traffic is assumed to grow at 7% throughout

the life of the road. No information is available on the unit rate of vehi-

cle operating cost savings assumed at appraisal. Estimated vehicle operating

costs assumed in the recalculation are specified in Table 6.
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5.23 As with the adjoining Awash-Tendaho road, excessive axle loads
have necessitated an overlay program to strengthen the pavement, assumed to
begin in 1980, a cost not foreseen at apprais*al. Because of this, the re-
calculated rate of return is somewhat lower than the appraisal estimate (22%
compared with 28%), but still very attractive. 1/ Table 9 details the cost
and benefit streams.

D. Jimma-Agaro Road

5.24 The bituminous surfacing of this road was completed in early
1971, in line with appraisal expectations. Actual cost was Eth.$1.96 mil-
lion, almost identical with the appraisal estimate of Eth.$1.93 million in
1967 prices. Considering that the general price level during construction
was about 10% higher than at appraisal, the cost of the road in real or
constant price terms was about 10% less than expected.

5.25 Reference is made in the 1967 appraisal report to then-existing
traffic of "almost 200 vehicles daily of which about 40 percent are trucks."
No information is available on the growth rate assumed in the appraisal,
but, for purposes of illustration, it has now been assumed to be 7% (it is
unlikely to have been higher). The resulting "implicit" appraisal projec-
tions are compared with actual traffic below.

Average Daily Traffic, Jimma-Agaro Road

1972 1973 1976
Appraisal Appraisal Appraisal
Projections Actual Projections Actual Projections Actual

Cars ) 169 ) 234 ) 119
Buses 168 132 ) 180 112 ) 221
Trucks ) 115 ) 111 ) 166
Truck-trailers ) 32 3_ 8

Total 280 417 300 460 368 392

5.26 Actual traffic in 1972 and 1973 was considerably greater than
the implicit appraisal projection. Traffic in 1976 was also greater than
the appraisal projection, but less than in 1972 and 1973. This can be explained
by the introduction in 1975 of petrol rationing, which has severely restricted

1/ It should be noted that this result is conservative because it ignores
maintenance cost savings on the paved road compared with the gravel road.
However, as the original appraisal was based solely on vehicle operating
cost savings, the same procedure has been followed in this re-evaluation
to preserve comparability.
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private car travel, especially in this region which is so far from Assab,

the source of fuel supplies. For the re-evalution, a modest growth rate of

3% per year has been asrumed from 1976 onwards because of the slow 
growth

in recent years.

5.27 The recalculated rate of return (Table 10), using the unit vehi-

cle operating cost savings specified in Table 6, is 29%, almost identical

with the appraisal estimate of 28%. No details are available on the assump-

tions made at appraisal concerning vehicle operating cost savings and traffic

growth rates. However, as the revised rate of return is about the same as

the appraisal estn -te, even though actual traffic between 1973 and 1976

was considerably higher than expected, it would appear that the unit vehicle

operating cost savings assumed at appraisal were somewhat higher than now

seem appropriate.



ETHICPIA

.PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

FOURTH HICHWAY PROJECT - LOAN 523 AND CREDIT Ill-ET

l/.
Estimated and Actual Project Costs-

2/
----- ---------- APPRAISAL------------------------ ---------------------- ACTUAL ----------------------

Local Foreign Total Local Foreign Total Local Foreign Total Local Foreign Total

---- (Eth.$ million)----- ----- (US$ million)3/---- (Eth.$ million)---- (US$ million)4/---
A. Primary Road Construction

(i) Awash-Tendaho 15.180 35.420 50.600 6.070 14.170 20.240 19.654 33.771 53.425 8.255 14.184 22.439
(ii) Bedelle-Metu 8.550 19.950 28.500 3.420 7.980 11.400 9.363 20.436 29.799 3.932 8.583 12.515

(iii) Supervision 1.240 2.880 4.120 0.500 1.150 1.650 1.866 2.443 4.309 0.784 1.026 1.810

B. Bituminouq Surfacing

(i) Nazreth-Awash 2.020 4.720 6.740 0.805 1.885 2.690 1.702 4.055 5.757 0.715 1.703 2.418
(ii) Jimma-Agaro 0.620 1.430 2.050 0.250 0.570 0.820 0.462 1.502 1.964 0.194 0.631 0.325

(iii) Supervision 0.130 0.290 0.420 0.050 C,120 0.170 0.063 0 0.063 5 0.026 0 0.026

C. Feasibility Studies and Design Review 0.190 0.560 0.750 0.075 0.225 0.300 0.137 0.324 0.461 0.058 0.136 0.194

D. Other Consulting Services

(i) Advisory Services 0.375 1.375 1.750 0.150 0.550 0.700 0.255 1.561 1.816 0 107 0.656 0.763
(ii) Technical Assistance 0.120 0.500 0.620 0.050 0.200 0.250 0.240 6/ 0632 0.8)2 0.0l-' 0265 0.366

(iii) Training Program 0.075 0.375 0.450 0.030 0.150 0.180 0.130 i 0.343 0.473 0.055&6 0.144 0.199

28.500 67.500 96.000 11.400 27.000 38.400 33.872 65.066 98.928 14.227 27.328 41.555

1/ Net of taxes and duties.

2/ Appraisal estimates include a physical contingency allowance of about 12-1/2% for road construction and about 10% for bituminous surfacing and supervision.
A price contingency allowance of 7-1/2% was also included in the cost estimates for road construction and surfacing.

3/ At exchange rate of US$1 - Eth.$ 2.50.

4/ At exchange rate of US$1 - Eth.$ 2.38 (average of exchange rates prevailing during implementation).

/ This work was supervised by ERA staff rather than by consultants as envisaged at appraisal. No separate records were kept of wages paid to ERA staff
engaged in supervision, and the figure shown here is an estimate.

6/ Local costs for these items were not recorded separately. Figures shown here are estimates. No Loan/Credit funds were used for these local costs.

Source: Appraisal of Fourth Highway Project, Ethiopia, 1967; Ethiopian Road Authority, and Highways Division Files.
October 1976



TABLE 2
ETHIOPIA

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

1/
FOURTH HIGHWAY PROJECT - LOAN 523-ET AND CREDIT lil-ET~

Appraisal Estimated and Actual Cumulative Disbursements

ACTUAL DISBURSEMENTS AS A
PERCENTAGE OF APPRAISAL

ACCUMULATED DISBURSEMENTS IN MILLIONS ESTIMATE (UP TO LATEST
IBRD/IDA OF U.S. DOLLARS EQUIVALENT QUARTER) OR NEW ESTIMATE OF
FISCAL DISBURSEMENTS AS A PERCENTAGE
YEAR ACTUAL TOTAL APPRAISAL OF APPRAISAL ESTIMATE (FOR
AND DISBURSEMENTS ESTIMATE 2/ FUTURE QUARTERS) (1-t2)
QUARTER 1 2 x 100 or (4-t2) x 100

1968/69
1st 0.03
2nd 0.11
3rd 0.18
4th 0.20 3.00 10%

1969/70
1st 5.42
2nd 5.92
3rd 6.26
4th 7.02 7.80 90%

1970/71
1st 7.92
2nd 9.10
3rd 11.10
4th 12.60 15.30 82%

1971/72
1st 13.40
2nd 14.20
3rd 14.61
4th 14.90 21.20 70%

1972/73
1st 16.30
2nd 16.30
3rd 16.30
4th 16.90 80%

1973/74
1st 17.40
2nd 18.70
3rd 18.70
4th 19.50 92%

1974/75

1st 20.20
2nd 20.20
3rd 20.20
4th 20.20 95%

11975/76
lst 21.20 100%

Closing Date: August 1975

1/ Loan 523-ET and Credit 1ll-ET were fully disbursed and closed on August 1
and 5, 1975 respectively.

2/ Only yearly estimates available in Appraisal Report.

Sourep. Arpraisal of Fourth Highway Project, Ethiopia, 1967 and Highways
Division Files.

October 1976
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

MALI FIRST RAILWAY PROJECT (CREDIT 95-MLI)

PREFACE

This report presents a performance audit of the Mali First Railway
Project, for which Credit 95-MLI in the amount of US$9.1 million was closed,
fully disbursed,in June 1974. The memorandum is based on the attached Proj-
ect Completion Report (PCR) prepared by the Bank's Western Africa Regional
Office, discussions with Bank staff, and review of project files and Minutes
of the Board of Executive Directors' meeting which considered the project.

On that basis, under OED's abbreviated review process, the audit
accepts most of the conclusions of the PCR. However, it also expands on
the reasons for delays in project implementation and on the reasons for
the differences between actual and projected financial performance.

No mission by OED staff was made in connection with this per-
formance audit report.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT BASIC DATA SHEET

MALI: FIRST RAILWAY PROJECT (CREDIT 95-MLr)

KEY PROJECT DATA

Appraisal Actual or
Item Expectation Current Estimate

Total Project Cost (US$ million) 11.1 11.4
Overrun ()

Credit Amount (US$ million) 9.1 9.1
Disbursed )- 9.1
Cancelled )- none
Repaid to ) as of 1-10-77 - -_none
Outstanding to ) - .1

Date Physical Components Cnmpleted 6/70
Proportion Completed by Above Date () 40 100
Proportion of Tine Underrun or Overrun (%) - 119
Economic Rate of Return (1) 5 11
Financial Performance - worse
Institutional Performance worse

OTHER PROJECT DATA
Original Actual or

Item Plan Revisions Est. Actual

First Mention in Files - - 9/63
Government's Application - - 9/63
Negotiations - - 666
Board Approval - 9/22/66
Credit Agreement Date - 9/29/66
Effectiveness Date -1/25/67
Closing Date 6/30/70 12/31/71 & 12/31/72
Borrower Republic of-MaIi
Executing Agency Mali Railway
Fiscal Year of Borrower July 1 - June 30 through June 1968

and Calendar Year thereafter.Follow-on Project Name Second Railway Project
Credit Number 354-MLI
Amount (US$ million) 6.7
Credit Agreement Date 5/23/73

MISSION DATA
Sent Month, No. of No. of Date of

Item by Year Weeks Persons Manweeks Report

Identification
Preparation
Preappraisal
Appraisal 1/64 2.0 3 6 1/65Pre-Negotiation Mission 6/65 6 9Total .5 7_6
Supervision I 4/67 1.0 2 2.0 7/67Supervision I 11/67 1.0 2 2.0 767
Supervision II 6/68 1.0 2 2.0 2/6W
SupervIsion IV 6/69 1.0 2 2.0 9/69
Supervision V 11/69 1.0 1 1.0 1 70
Supervision VI 5/70 1.0 2 2.0 70
Supervision VII 3/71 1.0 2 2.0 71
Supervision VIII 9/71 1.5 4 6.0 1 71
Supervision IX 4/72 1.5 1 1.5 7
Supervision X 7/72 3.0 5 15.0
Supervision XI 10/73 1.0 3 3.0 11 73Supervision XII 2/74 1.0 2 2.0
Supervision III 9/74 1.0 2 2.0 11Supervision XIV 2/75 1.0 3 3.0 7/7Supervision XV 11/75 1.0 3 3.0Completion

Total 18.0 48.5

COUNTRY EZCHANE RATES

Name of Currency Mali Franc ( NF
Year:

Appraisal Year Average Exchange Rate: US$1 = 247Intervening Years Average US$1 .
Completion Year Average US$l = 81



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

MALI FIRST RAILWAY PROJECT (CREDIT 95-MLI)

HIGHLIGHTS

Credit 95-MLI for US$9.1 million was intended to finance a US$11.1
million project designed to equip the Mali Railway with modern traction and
rolling stock and improve its track and managerial procedures.

The project was not fully successful. It was completed about
five years after the original closing date mainly because of lengthy bid-
ding and procurement and changes in the scope of the project. The financial
and operational performance of the Railway did not improve as expected and
actual freight traffic was lower than forecast. Despite these shortcomings
the project has prevented the breakdown of the Railway which is the basic
link of Mali with the rest of the world. The audit rate of return is lower
than expected (11% against 15%) but still satisfactory.

The following points may be of particular interest:

Lengthy bidding and procurement (paras. 13-17, 28 and PCR, para.
3.4)

Effects of traffic shortfall on the Railway's financial performance
(para. 20 and PCR, para. 6.11)

Reasons for the delays in tariff adjustment and the importance of
adequate cost accounting (paras. 22-24 and 27)

Negative effect on operating efficiency of the lack of cooperation
with the Senegal Railways (PCR, paras. 5.3, 7.3 and 8.6).



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

MALI FIRST RAILWAY PROJECT (CREDIT 95-MLI)

I. Background

1. Credit 95-MLI for the Mali First Railway Project was the first Bank
Group operation in Mali. The Mali Railway, running from the Mali/Senegal
border to Koulikoro on the Niger (about 642 km), formed part of the Dakar-
Niger Railways. This railway was operated under a single management at
Thies, Senegal until 1960. At that time, the Federation with Senegal was
dissolved and the Government of the Republic of Mali created the Mali Railway.
This railway was organized as a state-owned enterprise, taking over that part
of the net assets of the Dakar-Niger Railways located in Mali territory
(approximately 642 km).

2. The Railway is the most economic route from landlocked Mali to the
Atlantic Coast (see map). There is no trunk road route from Bamako to the
Senegal border suitable for heavy long distance traffic which could provide
an alternative to the Railway for transport in this area. The main alter-
native route to the Atlantic Coast is through Abidjan in neighboring Ivory
Coast.

3. Between September 1960 and July 1963, due to political problems all
railway traffic was discontinued between Mali and Senegal. At the time of
resumption of the international traffic, the Government of Mali requested
Bank Group assistance to help finance the rehabilitation and modernization of
the Mali Railway. The Bank examined and negotiated this credit simultaneously
with Credit 96-SE to the Senegal Railway. An appraisal mission visited Mali
in late 1964, but the credit was not approved by the Executive Directors
until about two years later (September 1966). The main reason for the delay
was the difficult economic situation of Mali which had affected its credit-
worthiness.

4. The credit for US$9.1 million was intended to help finance a
US$11.1 million project designed to equip the Railway with modern traction,
rolling stock and repair and maintenance facilities, improve its track to
enable efficient operations in carrying expected traffic levels and improve
managerial procedures and railway revenues with the help of appropriate
consulting services (PCR, paras. 5.1 and 1.2-1.3). Most of the credit
covenants dealt with the financial performance of the Railway (PCR, para.
1.4 and Table 4).

II. Project Results

5. A comparison of expected and actual project cost is not fully
relevant because of changes in the scope of the project. Actual invest-
ment in US dollars was 3% higher than forecast. (The difference is much
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larger when investment is measured in Malian francs because of a 50%
devaluation of this currency in 1967). Works on track renewal, tele-
communications and workshop equipment were expanded due to savings in
credit allocation for locomotives and rolling stock (PCR, paras. 2.1-2.4).
There were delays in the completion of the works included in the original
project because of long bidding procedures and delays in delivery. The
reasons for these delays are one of the issues arising from this project
and are further discussed in Section III. The revised project was com-
pleted in March 1975, about five years after the original closing date and
two years after the revised completion date, mainly because of delays in
track laying works.

6. Actual freight traffic was lower than expected; it ranged from 75%
to 94% of the appraisal forecast for 1965-66/1970-71. In 1970-71, the last
year for which traffic was projected at appraisal, freight tonnage was 15%
below forecast, and average lead and total ton-km were 15% and 23% below
forecast, respectively. The main reason for the lower than expected traffic
was a failure to achieve the projected international traffic level (PCR,
paras. 6.6 and 7.1-7.3). Actual passenger traffic was slightly over expec-
tation because of an increase in the average lead.

7. The financial performance of the Railway has been below expecta-
tions and most of the financial targets have not been met (PCR, paras.
6.1-6.13). The operating ratio was over 100 for most of the period. Only
in 1971 it was below 100, reaching 95 but still well above the forecast
of 75 for that year (PCR, para. 6.2). The PCR attributes these financial
shortfalls to the lower than expected traffic and low freight rates in
relation to the increases in operating costs. This issue is further devel-
oped in Section III.

8. The shortage of revenue affected the level of the working capital
of the Railway since Government subsidies did not fully compensate for the
financial deficit (PCR, para. 6.9). The PCR does not comment on the effect
of this shortcoming but apparently its most relevant consequence was contin-
uous delays in the settlement of the debt of the Mali Railway to the Senegal
Railway.

9. Locomotive and rolling stock availability improved somewhat (PCR,
paras. 5.1-5.2), although the improvement is more a consequence of the pur-
chase of new motive power and rolling stock than a reflection of expected
improvements in equipment maintenance. One important factor affecting
operational efficiency has been the lack of coordination between the Mali
and Senegal Railways, especially in the area of rolling stock distribution,
train control and commercial action aimed at increasing traffic (PCR, para.
5.3). There were no significant improvements in the administrative organi-
zation despite the work of consultants in that area (PCR, paras. 7.6-7.7).

10. The calculation of the economic rate of return ai/appraisal was
based on the expected reduction in railway operating cost.- On that basis a

1/ In calculating the rate of return (at appraisal and at the time of the
PCR), the likely increases in operating costs "without" the project were
not allowed for, introducing then an underestimation in the benefits of
the project.
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15% rate of return was expected. The audit rate of return (as estimated
in the attached PCR, paras. 7.4-7.7) is 11%. This lower than expected rate
of return is explained by lower savings in railway operating costs and the
traffic shortfall. However, the economic reevaluation includes important
benefits from avoided traffic diversion to the more expensive rail/road
routes via Abidjan, which were not considered at appraisal.

11. The loan covenants have been generally adhered to but with sig-
nificant delays (PCR, Table 4). As of 1969 the project was on the list of
problem projects, especially as a result of delays in adjusting tariffs,
limiting the payroll to the agreed level and setting an adequate auditing
arrangement. There were also substantial delays in fulfilling commitments
regarding exemption of the railway from fuel taxes and improved procurement
leading to lower fuel prices, and payment of the outstanding debt with the
Senegalese Railway. By 1970 the performance regarding covenants improved
and by 1971 most covenants had been covered to the Bank's satisfaction. The
main remaining problem was the settlement of the debt to Senegal for which
a specific agreement was reached at the time of negotiations for the Second
Railway Project in 1972.

III. Main Issues

Delays in Project Implementation

12. There were two important reasons for delays in the implementation
of the original project. One was in the construction of the Korofina work-
shop and the other in the renewal of the telecommunication equipment.

13. Construction of the workshop was completed in October 1972, 28
months after the original closing date of the project. This delay was to
a large extent the result of the need to prepare a study on the equipment
required because of changes in the size and functions of this workshop.
This study was ready only in April 1968. In addition, it took 21 months,
to January 1970, to prepare bidding documents, call and examine bids, select
a contractor, prepare and sign a contract and get the work started. Once
finished, the proper use of this facility was hampered by delays in the
arrival of spare parts for the equipment which had to be repaired.

14. A similar problem arose in the renewal of the telecommunication
system. In September 1967 a contract was signed with SOFRECOM to define the
work required and the equipment needed. The study was completed in February
1968, and approved by the Bank in April. Bids were requested six months
later (October), but a second tender had to be called in July 1969 due to
problems with the escalation clause. After a lengthy process of bid analysis,
a contract was finally signed in December 1970, about six months after the
original closing date of the project.

15. These delays arose in spite of the fact that procurement was made
with the assistance of the Office Central des Chemins de Fer d'Outre-Mer
(OFEROM) and Bank staff spent substantial time attending to problems related
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to the procurement process, especially during the first three years of the
project. The file shows a wide type of problems but the most important seem
to have been:

(a) inadequate definition of the project items at the time
of credit approval. Additional studies were required and
this delayed the initiation of the procurement process;

(b) delays in bid preparation because of unclear ideas about
items to be included and their specification;

(c) discussions in the preparation of tender documents about
the classification of items in lots;

(d) difficulties in comparing bids as a result of unclear
clauses in tender documents (period of delivery, read-
justment clauses);

(e) need to take action about new information received after
bid opening; and

(f) delays in the signing of contracts and the initiation of
work as a result of changes in work description after
contract awards.

16. The problem of speeding up the process was more difficult because
the lack of experience of the Mali staff and because OFEROM, which acted as
procurement agency, was not well-versed in Bank procedures. While it was
an experienced institution in procurement for railways of French Africa,
OFEROM's normal procurement procedures were different from those of the
Bank and continuous consultation was required to assure fulfillment of Bank
procedures.

17. At present all tender documents are prepared by Mali Railway
without OFEROM participation. OFEROM has been retained to prepare final
contracts and serve as an agent of the Railway for procurement of imported
items. This system is working adequately.

Reasons for Unsatisfactory Financial Performance

18. At appraisal it was estimated that starting in 1967-68 operating
revenues would be enough to cover all expenses and produce a positive and
increasing return on average net fixed assets. By 1970-71, this return was
expected to be 5.2%. This improved financial picture was to result from a
45% increase in operating revenue between 1965-66 and 1970-71 because of
growth in traffic but without increases in rates, and a 10% reduction in
operating cost because of lower expenditures on staff and savings in repairs
and rents previously paid to Senegal. In addition, fuel costs were expected
to increase at a lower rate than traffic as a result of a change in the
taxation and procurement policy for this input and of better utilization of
locomotives.

19. The financial performance of the Railway was below expectations.
There was a net operating loss over the whole period instead of the projected
surplus and the forecast operating and working ratios were never met, as
shown below:
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1964-65 1967-68 1969 1971
Actual Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast

Net Operating Surplus
(MF mln) (263) (156) 34 (269) 200 (129) 259

Working Ratio (%) 110 94 76 87 64 77 62

Operating Ratio (%) 124 107 90 108 79 95 76

20. An analysis made in connection with this audit shows that as of
1971 the main reasons for the unfulfilled financial expectations were the
traffic shortfall (see para. 6) and the inability to reduce costs to the
expected level. Thus:

(a) In 1971, total expenses were 21% larger in real terms than
what was projected at appraisal and increased 14% over
the level existing in 1964-65 instead of decreasing 6% as
expected.

(b) These higher operating expenses are mainly due to the
substantial increase in expenses other than personnel and
fuel. The number of staff was reduced by 15% and staff
expenses in 1971 were in real terms 11% below the appraisal
forecast. Fuel costs in real terms were only 2% higher
than at appraisal, but other expenses, not including
depreciation, increased by 50% above the forecast. About
63% of this increase was due to larger than expected
expenses on miscellaneous materials, services and costs,
resulting among others from a larger reliance on outside
contracts to perform work. The expenditure on equipment
rented to Senegal was three times higher than expected,
partly because of the devaluation of the Mali franc and
partly because more equipment than expected was rented.
Thirty-five percent of the increase in other expenses
is explained by the cost of equipment rental. In 1970,
a new sales tax was introduced by the Government. This
tax, included as a cost in the accounts, amounted in 1971
to 5% of total expenses including depreciation.

(c) Had traffic reached the expected level in 1971, there
would have been a net operating surplus instead of a
deficit, despite the substantial increase in other working
expenses. The working ratio would have been 65% instead
of 77%; the operating ratio 81% instead of 95%; and there
would have been a rate of return on net fixed assets of
5% instead of 1%. In summary, the performance would have
been quite close to the appraisal forecasts. Moreover, if
no sales tax had been levied, the operating ratio would
have been reduced to 78%, quite close to the 76% estimated
at appraisal.
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21. Higher rates may have helped to improve the situation in this

period, but in general the level of rates can only partially be blamed

for the failure to achieve the expected financial performance. Rates were

adjusted twice bringing the accumulated increase to about 50% for national

passenger traffic, 130% for international passenger traffic, and 43% for

freight traffic. These adjustments kept rates very close to the increase

in internal prices and to consultants' recommendations. Nevertheless,
during 1969 substantial problems between the Bank and the Government

developed as a result of delays in adjusting rates.

22. The nature of the problems presented by rate readjustment are

instructive. In August 1967, the Government made a 30% readjustment in all

rates and fares to compensate for the devaluation of the Mali franc. Further

rate increases were recommended as a result of the completion of a traffic

costing study financed under the project in December 1967. This included

an immediate 15% readjustment in passenger fares and 6.2% readjustment in

freight rates, to be followed by a further readjustment of 5% in all fares

during 1970-71.

23. It took the Regie and the Bank six months to revise and agree on

these recommendations. In July 1968 the Railway asked the Government for

the rate increase, but when discussions with the Minister of Finance were

finalized and the new rates were ready to be approved, there was a change
in Government and the Railway had to make a new presentation for the rate

increase.

24. The new Government, which was confronting difficult economic prob-

lems, linked the rate readjustment with a tax reform which was about to be

enacted in mid-1969. In September 1969 the Bank made disbursement of the
remaining funds contingent, among other things, upon a rate increase and the

Government approved a rate increase to become effective in January 1970,
about two years after the original request. It should be mentioned that in

these discussions regarding rates, it was not clear to what extent
rates had to be adjusted to cope with increases in costs, to compensate

for the lower than projected traffic, or to have a more satisfactory
structure. This is, to a large extent, related to the lack of adequate

cost accounting. In 1973, as a result of Canadian technical assistance,
a cost accounting cell began to be organized. At present the recommenda-
tion of the consultants in this area are in the process of being

implemented.

25. Another issue of conflict arose from the target established at

appraisal to reduce the cost of the staff to a fixed amount of MF 617 million
by 1968-69. Throughout the project period, changes took place in the average
wage as a result of promotions, changes in the structure of personnel and
other factors related to personnel policy. The Bank, instead of focusing
its attention on the cost of the staff in real terms, insisted for about two
years after the devaluation on the achievement of the monetary target. Only
in August 1969 did a supervision mission recommend a revision of the original
monetary target. By 1970 the Bank had come to recognize that monetary tar-
gets were not appropriate as a criterion to judge improvements in this area
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and began to use other indicators such as staff level, staff productivity,
and the relationship between staff cost and working and operating expenses.
No analysis was made of the evolution of wages in real terms to examine the
effects of the Railway effort to control salary increases and the potential
problems that could arise as a result of pressures to regain or improve the
preproject levels of real wages.

IV. Conclusions

26. The project was not fully successful but on the whole, Bank's par-
ticipation in this project prevented the breakdown of the Railway which is
the basic link of Mali with the rest of the world. The financial situation
of the Railway did not improve as expected, mainly as a result of lower than
projected freight traffic and larger than expected costs. Staff costs were
reduced as agreed, but the other costs increased well over expectations
mainly because of the devaluation. Rates were readjusted, with some delays,
according to internal price increases and consultant recommendations; and
even though larger increases may have helped to improve the situation, rates
can only partially be blamed for the failure to achieve financial targets.
The project experienced substantial delays in implementation as a result of
inadequate preparation at the time of credit approval and of lengthy bidding
and procurement (para. 15). Operational performance did not improve as
expected mainly because of a lack of qualified staff, of spare parts and of
closer cooperation with the Senegal Railways. In spite of these shortcom-
ings, the project was still economically justified mainly as a result of the
avoided traffic diversion to more expensive transport alternatives.

27. Both in the area of tariffs and of costs, there were problems
between the Bank and the Railway; in both cases there was misunderstanding
regarding the basic goals to be achieved. In the case of rates there was some
misunderstanding about the objectives of the rate policy. In addition, internal
political problems delayed decisions regarding rate adjustment thus creating
unneeded friction. In the case of costs, discussions regarding staff costs
were not properly focused, paying almost no consideration to the evolution of
real wages. In both cases, there was a tendency on the part of the Bank to
stick more to the formal aspects of the written agreements than to the more
basic questions involved.

28. Bank staff had to spend substantial time in the bidding and procure-
ment process as a result of lack of familiarity with Bank practices on the
part of the Mali Railway staff and their procurement agent OFEROM, but the
experience gained with this project avoided these problems in the following
project.



ATTACHMENT

MALI

FIRST RAILWAY PROJECT

COMPLETION REPORT

BACKGROUND

1.1 The Government of Mali asked the Association in 1963 to help finance
the rehabilitation and modernization program of the Mali Railway, and in Septem-
ber 1966 IDA approved a Credit of US$9.1 million for that purpose.

1.2 The project was prepared by the Railway and modified following discussions
with the Association. The project was based on: (i) a study by the consulting firm
SOFRERAIL (France) carried out in May/June 1964; (ii) the findings of an appraisal
mission in October/November 1964; (iii) the results of a pre-negotiation mission
in June 1965; and (iv) additional information provided by the Railway and the Govern-
ment. The project was designed to equip the Railway with modern traction, rolling
stock, and repair and maintenance facilities, and to improve its track to enable
efficient operations in carrying expected levels of traffic. The rehabilitation
program was necessitated by the rundown condition of the Railway resulting from
curtailed operations during 1960-1963 following the closure of the Senegal border.
During this time, renewals and maintenance activities came almost to a standstill;
in addition, workshops were needed to enable equipment repair and maintenance to be
carried out in Mali rather than in Senegal as was the case when the railway from
Bamako to Dakar was a single entity under the Mali-Senegal Federation. The Federation
was dissolved in August 1960.

1.3 Total expenditures included in the project were estimated at MF2,739 million
or about US$11.1 million equivalent (exchange rate US$1 - MF247), including MF415
million in local costs. Major items were diesel locomotives, passenger cars, freight
cars, workshop construction, and renewal of equipment and track and of the telephone
system. The project included retroactive financing to a total of MF60 million for
items which were partly paid for between January 1, 1965 and September 1966, the date
of Credit signature. The project also provided funds for consulting services in
railway management and traffic costing, and for financing technicians for the ope-
rations departments.

1.4 The main covenants and targets provided for under the Credit Agreement,
the Project Agreement and relevant side letters, and comments on their achievement,
are listed in Table 4. Most of these covenants concern finances as they relate to
(a) on-lending of Credit proceeds to the Railway; (b) the possible provision by
Government of funds required to implement the project and/or maintain the Railway
in an acceptable financial position; (c) revenue and cost limitation targets to be
achieved; (d) re-organization of the Railway's stores department; and (e) audit of
accounts. The only covenants not related to finances covered the employment of cap-
able consultants and the continuation of operations on the international line. The
Government has substantially fulfilled its commitments, the major exception being
that the tariff increases allowed were too low for the Railway to achieve agreed
revenue targets. This resulted in the Railway's financial position deteriorating,
even though it complied with the cost limitation targets.
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Project composition

2.1 Implementation of the project generally followed the original des-

cription. However, agreement was reached between the Government, the Railway
and the Association to: (a) revise the original concept of the workshops to
prevent Mali from being dependent on the Senegal Railway workshops at Thies

(Senegal) for overhauls and major repairs of motive power and rolling stock;

(b) reduce the number of railcars from 4 to 3, of railcar trailers from 10 to 8,

and of gangcars from 6 to 4; and (c) expand the renewal of the railway's tele-

phone lines from 382 km to the entire length of the network, 642 km. Further-

more, as a result of savings under the Credit and budgetary appropriations made

by the Railway, it was possible to extend the track renewal work between Kayes

and the Senegalese border from 57 km to 72 km, and to have consultants update

the 1967 cost accounting study.

Timing

2.2 The major departure from the project's original estimate was the delay

in implementation. It was completed only in early 1975, about two years behind

schedule, primarily due to long bidding procedures and delay in the track laying
works. The Credit was fully disbursed on January 20, 1975.

Procurement

2.3 As envisaged at appraisal, international competitive bidding was used for
62% of equipment financed under the Credit; the remaining items were purchased

directly from the manufacturers in the interest of standardization. On the recom-

mendation of the Association, some of the bids were reviewed on behalf of Mali
Railway by OFEROM in Paris in an attempt to expedite procedures and reduce

delays because the Borrower misunderstood Bank-recommended bidding and procurement
procedures and the method of bid analysis.

Costs

2.4 Total project costs expressed in US$ were close to appraisal forecasts.

However, when expressed in Mali Francs, the total cost was MF5,840 million, i.e.

213% of appraisal estimates. This difference is explained mainly by the devaluation
of the Mali Franc against the CPA franc implemented in May 1967. In addition, local
costs exceeded forecasts (after allowing for the effect of the devaluation) by 40%
as a result of the expanded track renewal program, and the increased scope of work-
shop construction and telephone line renewal. Tables 1,2 and 3 show actual foreign

and local project costs as well as total costs compared to appraisal estimates;
the data in these tables is summarized hereafter:
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Appraisal -------- Actual -------
(MF Million) (US$000)V (MF Million) (US$000)2'

Categories Foreign Local Foreign Local Foreign Local Foreign Local

Track 360 226 1457 915 853 650 1746 1252

Motive power
and rolling
stock 1057 4279 1820 3570

Spare parts,
workshops &
track equip-
ment 1600 101 2429 409 1373 363 2665 670

Telecommuni-
cations 130 50 526 202 565 151 1076 304

Consulting
services and
contingencies 177 38 716 154 53 12 113 27

Totals .2324 415 9407 1680 4664 1776 9170 2253
Grand Totals 2739 11087 5840 11423

1/ Office Central des Chemins de Per Paris, a French Government railway
development aid agency.

2/ Exchange rate US$1 - MF247.

3/ Exchange rate equals actual for foreign costs, and rates shown on cover
- page for local costs.
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PHYSICAL EXECUTION

3.1 Track laying works comprised:

(a) renewal of part of the.Kayes-Senegal border line. The project had

envisaged 57 km of relaying, but savings from other components were

applied to this work, and 72 km were actually done. The old

25 kg/m rails were replaced by 30 kg/m welded rails; and

(b) renewal of Bamako-Koulikoro section. As foreseen, the entire

57 km section was renewed with 25 kg/m serviceable rails recovered

from the Kayes-Senegal border line, replacing the worn-out 20

kg/m rails.

The above works were completed in March 1975, about two years behind schedule,

mainly because the welding plant at Thiis broke down and remained out of service

for a year. Delays were also caused by breakdowns of tamping equipment. The

quality of the track renewal work was good.

Locomotives and Rolling Stock

3.2 (a) Mainline locomotives: six BB 1100 HP locomotives were purchased

as planned. The Railway had proposed that larger CC 1800 HP loco-

motives be purchased instead, but the Association rejected this

proposal on the grounds that it was not sound technical practice

to have more than one standard type of locomotive in a fleet of

only ten mainline units, and that the CC 1800 HP had not yet been

proven under conditions similar to those in Mali. Of the six loco-
motives, two were delivered in late 1965 (retroactive financing)

and four in 1969;

(b) Shunting locomotives: three shunting locomotives delivered in

1965 (1) and 1966 (2) were purchased with retroactive financing;

(c) Railcars and trailers: following a revision of the project in

1970/71, 3 railcars and 8 trailers were purchased, instead of 4
and 10 respectively as originally planned;

(d) Passenger cars and baggage vans: six cars and two vans were pur-
chased as planned and delivered by May 1971. However, defective
air conditioning equipment in the passenger cars had to be repaired

by the suppliers, and they were not put into service until July
1972; and

(a) Freight cars: 107 freight cars, as originally envisaged, were pur-
chased under the Credit and delivered in April 1970. The Ministry
of Transport requested in 1970 to purchase 15 additional tank cars,
and this would have been justified because of the growing petroleum
traffic demand; however, the Railway had already allocated all
available savings under the Credit, and the Ministry's request could
not be granted.
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Materials, Workshop and Equipment

3.3 (a) Components and spare parts for rolling stock: delivery of this
item, which included spare parts for service cars, shunting loco-
motives, railcars, and locomotive diesel engines, was completed
in late 1973 following lengthy delay involved in processing the
orders, coupled with long delivery times. Remedial action to find
a satisfactory solution for effective ordering procedures and
expeditious delivery of spare parts is being studied by OFEROM
(para. 8.3).

(b) Workshops and workshop equipment: construction of the Korofina
workshops started in January 1970, and was satisfactorily completed
(including procurement of equipment) in October 1972. In 1967
Mali Railways requested, and the Association agreed, that the new
workshops be equipped to handle all locomotive maintenance, in-
cluding major overhauls and repairs which under the original con-
cept were to continue being done at Senegal Railways workshops at
Thies. In retrospect it is doubtful whether this decision, taken
to compensate for the poor performance of the Thies workshops, was
indeed correct: it has provided for excess repair capacity for
the present and planned motive power and rolling stock fleets of
the Senegal and Mali Railways and has lessened their need for coop-
eration. The workshops were well designed, appropriate to the
size and conditions of the Malian system and were provided with
adequate and well laid out equipment. Construction was somewhat
hampered by delays in hiring a consultant to supervise the works
and the equipment procured. Following the Association's recommen-
dation, a workshop engineer was provided by OFEROM to organize the
workshops and to draw up and implement a schedule for the main-
tenance of rolling stock. However, it was a long time before any
significant results on execution of this schedule could be rea-
lized, primarily because of a shortage of spare parts and the
backlog in locomotive maintenance.

(c) Track spare parts and maintenance equipment: the main items
were 4 service cars (2 delivered in 1962 and 2 in 1968) and 2
tamping machines (delivered in 1969). Between 1969 and 1974,
poor maintenance of the tamping machines and late delivery of
spare parts resulted in several long breakdowns, as a result of
which track renewal during the period was limited to 150 km.

Signalling and Telecommunications

3.4 The project had originally provided for renewal of telephone lines on
the sections Diboli-Toukoto (330 km) and Bamako-Koulikoro (57 km). However, as
a result of a study carried out by SOFRECOM (France) in 1968/69, the Association
and the Government agreed in 1971 to extend the renewal of telephone lines to the
entire railway system, including a link with the new workshops at Korofina. The
works were satisfactorily completed in 1972, following delays due mainly to prob-
lems with bidding; specifically, bids had to be invited twice, as the lowest bid
in the first tender contained an escalation clause which was not allowed in the
specifications prepared by SOFRECOM and, therefore, had to be rejected. The bid-
ding documents were subsequently amended to include an escalation clause.
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Consulting Services

3.5 The project called for the employment of consultants for the following:

(a) Railway Management: the consultant (Mr. Malacam) completed his
report in June 1967; his work was satisfactory. However, only
some of the recommendations were implemented, and only after
substantial delays as discussed under Institutional Development
(paras. 4.2-4.3).

(b) Traffic Costing Studies:

(i) Mr. Lebris, a French consultant, completed the traffic costing
study in December 1967. His principal recommendations were (a)
that passenger fares be immediately increased by 15% and by an
additional 5% in 1970/71, and (b) that freight rates be immedia-
tely increased by 6.2% and by an additional 5% in 1970/71.
However, because tariffs had already been substantially increased
in August 1967 following the currency devaluation in May, the
Government did nothing about the consultants'.recommendations until
January 1, 1970 when it increased passenger fares by 15% and
freight rates by 10%. The consequences of this late implementation
of tariff increases are discussed in Chapter 6, Financial Performance;

(ii) In 1972, savings under the Credit allowed for an update of
the Lebris study. This update was carried out by the French
consulting firm Sofrerail which recommended further tariff
increases to offset increases in costs and a simplification of
the Railway's tariff structure. Domestic tariffs were raised by
30% in October 1974 and international rates by 15% in early 1975.
The consultant helped the Railway implement the new tariff struc-
ture in early 1975.

(c) Technicians: about 20 technical advisers were provided by France
through OFEROM; this was considered adequate, and no additional
hiring (provided for under the Credit) was deemed necessary.

(d) The credit also financed consulting services for a workshop study
comprising the technical specifications and drawings for the work-
shops and equipment. This study was carried out satisfactorily by
the workshop adviser Mr. Fadou. The same consultant was subse-
quently hired to assist in bid evaluation and to supervise con-
struction of the workshops and procurement of equipment.
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INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Board

4.1 According to its establishment ordinance dated November 29, 1970, the
Regie was to be supervised by a Comitl de Gestion which was structured like a
labor union rather than a Board. This situation was amended under Law 67.40
of July 18, 1967 which enlarged the composition of the Comitf de Gestion and

gave it the status of a Board under the chairmanship of the Minister of Public
Works and Transport. The change was, however, only a formality and did not
seriously affect the operations of the Regie.

Management

4.2 The appraisal report noted several weaknesses in the railway's manage-
ment: the administrative organization (consisting of eight departments and 220
employees) was too large for a system of only 642 km, and the railway was over-
staffed as a whole, its payroll comprising 1857 employees. This number was pro-
gressively reduced to about 1590 staff members by end-1969 and has generally been
maintained at that level since then. Quality of staff was considered good for
senior officials, but there was a serious shortage of supervisory personnel.
The appraisal report also noted that vocational training was very limited and
needed to be expanded. The Credit provided funds to appoint a consultant to pre-
pare recommendations for improving railway management and to implement the ne-
cessary follow-up. The consultant (Mr. Malacam) submitted his report in June 1967.

4.3 The consultant proposed a wide range of organizational changes and
substantial staff reductions; action on the recommendations was, however, delayed
because, soon after the report was issued, the Assistant Director-General and
some other senior railway staff were imprisoned for embezzlement. By April 1973
when IDA approved its second Credit for Mali Railways, the following organizational
recommendations had been implemented (improvements made after 1973 should be
credited to the Second Project):

(a) appointment of a new Deputy Director;

(b) continued expansion of the staff training programs begun in 1968; and

(c) reduction in the number of operating staff.

One particular recommendation which was not implemented concerned restruc-
turing of management into three divisions instead of the existing eight, but it
was IDA's view at appraisal of the Second Project that this proposed reorgani-
zation was not critically required. However, that Credit provided for consulting
services to improve management efficiency by creating or improving services in
the fields of planning, statistics, accounting, and organization of an adequate
management information system. In agreement with the Association)consultants
CANAC (Canada) took over the study in early 1974 and substantially expanded its
terms of reference to make it a comprehensive organizational study. CANAC is
assisting the railway in implementing the study's recommendations at an estimated
cost of US$2 million financed by CIDA.
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Audit

4.4 Section 9.10 of the Project Agreement requires the Regie to have its

financial statements certified annually by independent auditors acceptable to

the Association. A suitable expert was recruited only in September 1969, and

he reported satisfactorily on the accounts for the years 1965/66 to 1968. He

left Mali in 1970, and this resulted in further delays in the audit for finan-
cial years 1969 through 1971. The Association received relevant reports in
mid-1972. The audit of the 1972 through 1974 accounts was carried out and
satisfactory reports provided to the Association on schedule.
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OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

Performance

5.1 Table 9 shows the main operational indices available for Mali Railways
during 1967-73. Efficiency increased over the period, particularly in critical
items such as locomotive and rolling stock availability. The higher efficiency
level shown in the table was achieved mainly as a result of using the new motive
power and rolling stock equipment and does not reflect further improvements
expected in equipment maintenance from the new workshops which were operational
in late 1972. Improvements in locomotive availability were less substantial than
expected, primarily due to delays in placing orders for spare parts, and extremely
long delivery times (time from ordering to transmittal by OFEROM to manufacturer
and to delivery in Bamako was up to four years).

5.2 Mainly as a result of action by the Association, the railway was
successful in increasing labor productivity over 1966-1974 by reducing the number
of operating staff while achieving higher traffic levels. The development of
staff productivity is as follows:

1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Traffic Units (millions)- 133.8 151.8 144.6 178.6 166.8 189.7 171.5 203.3 213.2No. of Operating Staff 1874 1826 1780 1590 1607 1602 1631 1640 1616Staff Productivity 71.4 83.1 81.2 112.3 103.7 118.4 105.1 123.9 131.9(thousand traffic units
per employee)

Increase over 1965/66
Performance () 16 14 57 45 66 47 73 85

1/ Ton/kms plus 1/2 passenger/kilometers to allow comparison with appraisal report.

Cooperation with Senegal Railways

5.3 Prior to the dissolution in 1960 of the Senegal/Mali Federation, the
Mali Railway formed a part of the Dakar-Niger Railways which were operated
under a single management and which owned all the Railway's assets in Senegal
and Mali. These assets were divided between the newly established Senegal
Railway and Mali Railway, and the international traffic was regulated by a
1963 Agreement between the two Governments and a Convention between the twoRailways; the Convention also provides for bi-annual meetings between the twoRailway managements to deal with pending problems. However, the break-up of theDakar-Niger Railway resulted in increased administrative and operating costsfor both Railways. Furthermore, operations were hampered by restrictions in themovement of motive power and rolling stock between the two Railways and the differ-ent regulations which applied. Also, there is very little cooperation betweenthe Railways in the areas of rolling stock distribution, train control, and commer-cial action aimed at increasing traffic. Possible future Bank/IDA railway projectsin both countries should be made contingent on a highly desirable re-unificationOf the Railways at least at the technical level, including joint training proce-dures.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF THE REGIE

Covenants

6.1 Table 4 gives a listing of financial covenants and targets agreed
between the Government, the Railway, and the Association under the project, as
well as notes on their achievement. Most of the financial targets were not

met; details of the problems and reasons for these failures are discussed below.

Income Account

6.2 The Regie's income account from 1964/65 to 1974 is detailed in Tables

1 and 2 which show appraisal estimates (lines A) and actuals (Lines B); these

tables are summarized below for selected years.

1964/65 1967/68 1969 1971 1974

Actual Appr. Act. Appr. Act. Appr. Act. Appr. Act
1/

Operating Revenue

Passengers 212 240 398 255 428 266 508 637 709

Freight 747 1070 940 1205 1158 1280 1512 1963 1611
Sundries 106 85 136 85 151 90 220 100 235
Total 1065 1395 1474 1545 1737 1636 2240 2700 2555

Operating Expenses

Staff 724 653 828 617 745 617 770 901 931
Other Working Costs 449 405 552 369 761 390 936 1047 1378
Total Working Costs 1173 1058 1380 986 1506 1007 1715 1948 2309

Depreciation 148 213 204 229 367 237 422 460 501
Total Operating Exp. 1321 1251 1524 1215 1873 1244 2137 2408 2810
Net Operating Revenue (256) 124 (110) 330 (116) 392 103 292 (255
Interest Charges 7 90 46 130 153 133 232 335 360
Net Operating Surplus (263) 34 (156) 200 (269) 259 (129) (43) (615
Exceptional Rev. (Loss) (3) -- 4 --- (280)2/ --- 248 3/ (45) ---
Net Surplus (Loss) (266) 34 (160) 200 (549) 259 119 (88) (615
Working Ratio (%) 110 76 94 64 87 62 77 72 90
Staff Costs/Working
Ratio (%) 62 62 60 62 49 61 45 46 40
Operating Ratio (%) 124 90 107 79 108 76 95 89 110
Rate of Return on Net
Fixed Assets (%) (4.7) 1.8 (1.9) 4.3 (1.6) 5.2 1.0 2.1 (2

1/ Second Railway Project Appraisal Report.

2/ Including appropriation for exchange losses resulting from the devaluation in

1969 of the French/Mali Franc against the US$.

3/ Partial rectification of exchange loss changed in 1969.
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The financial years shown in the table were selected for the following
reasons:

1964-65: immediately preceded the start of the Project;

1967-68: allowed assessment of progress made by the Railway in
achieving agreed targets two years after they were set,
and the full impact of the 50% devaluation of the
Mali Franc in May 1967;

1969: reflected the financial position of the Regie prior to
the January 1, 1970 tariff increase;

1971: the last year for which appraisal forecasts were available; and

1974: the first year during which the Railway took full advantage
of the benefits of the physical and technical assistance
components of the project.

Operating Revenue

6.3 The table shows that during the period under review revenues from
passenger traffic exceeded appraisal forecasts; freight revenues, however,
followed an opposite trend (bearing in mind that the rate of the August 1967
tariff increase on freight traffic was below the May 1967 50% devaluation of the
Mali Franc). These trends follow traffic flows analyzed in para. 7.1. Total
revenues were higher than appraisal forecasts, but they were still not suffi-
cient to restore the Railway's financial position in spite of tariff increases
implemented as follows:

- 100% on international passenger traffic and 30% on national
passenger traffic and all freight traffic by August 12, 1967;

- 15% on passengers and 10% on freight by January 1, 1970; and

- 30% on all domestic traffic by October 1, 1974.

Operating Expenses

6.4 During Credit negotiations the Government, the Railway and the Bank
agreed that the Railway should reduce its labor cost by 5% per annum between
FY 1966/67 and 1968/69. The Association waived this stipulation because of
the 1967 devaluation of the Mali Franc. The Regie, however, made a commen-
dable effort to reduce its staff costs by reducing the number of operating
staff from 1870 in 1964/65 to 1590 in 1969. It was also agreed during nego-
tiations that the Government would exempt the Regie from fuel taxes to the
fullest extent possible and that the Regie would endeavor to reduce the cost
of fuel by entering into long-term contracts with suppliers. These two mea-
sures were complied with and had the effect of reducing the basic price per
liter of fuel from MF 41.50 to MF 23.78 in 1971. Table 6B shows the breakdown
of the Regie's working expenses in percentages from 1964/75 through 1974.
The Regie was successful in substantially reducing the proportion of staff
costs to total working expenses. Also, despite increasing traffic, the pro-
portion of fuel costs to total working costs remained constant through 1973
but then rose substantially as a result of the-worldwide petroleum price in-
crease. The table also shows that the Railway was able to reduce the use of
Senegalese rolling stock. Annual depreciation provisions represent a reason-
able 3% of gross fixed assets in use even after the 1969 revaluation of these
assets.
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6.5 The preceding paragraph demonstrates clearly that the Regie kept
operating expenses at an acceptable level and could probably not reduce them
substantially. The financial results, however, were far less than expected
as: (a) the Regie achieved its best financial performance in 1971 when it
reached an operating ratio of 95% and a rate of return on net fixed assets
in use of 1% against respective appraisal targets of 76% and 5%; and (b) the
Regie suffered a cumulated net operating loss of MF 1.55 billion during 1964/65 -
1974 on a cumulated gross operating revenue of MF 18.55 billion. Because
operating costs could hardly be compressed, the only way of offsetting losses
was to increase revenues by either expanding paying traffic or raising tariffs.

6.6 Traffic performance has been handicapped by: (a) physical con-
straints; (b) slow improvements in the Regie's operating efficiency; (c)
poor track and operating conditions on the connecting Senegalese Railway;
and (d) insufficient cooperation between the Senegal and Mali Railways.
As a result of these problems, an increasing share of Mali import and ex-
port traffic has been diverted to the more expensive Ivory Coast route.

6.7 Following the costing studies carried out by Mr. Lebris in 1967
and by Sofrerail in 1971/72, substantial tariff increases were recommended.
The Government reluctantly implemented raises listed in para. 6.3 but pre-
ferred to provide subsidies in the total amount of MF 2,247 million mainly
by waiving sales taxes collected by the Railway and by taking over its debt
service between 1964/65 - 1974.

Balance Sheet

6.8 The poor financial performance of the Railway has adversely af-
fected its balance sheet detailed in Table 7 and summarized below for the
same years as explained in para. 6.2.

(Mali France Million)

An of 6/30/65 6/30/68 12/31/69 12/31/71 12/31/74
Actual Appr. Act. Appr. Act. Appr. Act. Appr. Act.

Current assets 995 750 1232 892 1355 835 1776 2318 2224

Minus Current 1502 385 1825 385 2126 435 2116 1010 2163
Liabilities

Net Current assets (507) 365 (593) 507 (771) 400 (340) 1308 61

Net Fixed assets in use 5429 7273 5488 7591 8879 7536 10286 11916 11363
Works in progress 1309 1525 538 900 309
Net Fixed assets 5429 7273 6797 7591 10404 7536 10824 12816 11672
TOTAL ASSETS 4922 7638 6204 8098 9633 7936 10484 14124 11733

Financed from:
Loan capital 42 1851 790 2227 2748 2174 3782 5866 5249

Equity Equivalent
Capital 5908 5890 5890 5890 5890

Subsidies for 137 254 254 283 795
investments

Revaluation 2099 2099 2095
revenue

Cumulated losses (1165) (1855) (2483) (2725) (4543)
and revenues

Govt. subsidies against 1125 1125 1155 2247
operating losses

Sub-total equity 4880 5787 5414 5871 6885 5762 6702 $258 6484
equivalent

TOTAL LIABILITIES 4922 7638 6204 8098 9633 7936 10484 14124 11733

Ratios
Current 0,7 1.9 0,7 2,3 0.6 1,9 0,8 2.3 1,0

Debt/Equity 8/92 24/76 13/87 28/72 29/71 27/73 36/64 42/58 45/55
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6.9 The table shows that between June 30, 1965 when the project was
appraised and June 30, 1974 after it had been operational for about two
years, the Railway increased its net fixed assets by MF 6.8 billion (fixed
assets MF 6.2 billion, current assets MF 0.6 billion), but this increase
was financed entirely from external funds (loan capital MF 5.2 billion,
subsidies against operating losses MF 0.9 billion, grants for capital in-
vestments MF 0.7 billion_1/ During the same period, the Railway suffered
net losses totalling MF 3.4 billion which were partly offset by the MF 2.1
billion revaluation reserve shown in the balance sheet. The Railway's
disappointing financial performance is aggravated by the fact that its
working capital as of December 31, 1974 was about MF 0.5 billion short of
the level considered adequate as stated in a side letter to Credit Agree-
ment 95MLI (i.e., 20% of annual operating expenses excluding depreciation).

Source and Application of Funds

6.10 The Railway's annual sources and applications of funds from 1964/65 to
1974 are shown in Table 8. Cumulated amounts from 1965/66 through 1974 are
summarized below:

Sources (MF Million)

Railway's cash generation 1668
Loans 5335
Grants 2905
Total Sources 9908

Applications

Investments 7604
Debt service 1736
Increase in working capital
(including cash) 568

Total Applications 9908

The Credit Agreement and its annexes provided that the Railway operation
would have to generate cash to pay for: (a) the local costs of the project
(estimated at MF 1,176 million); (b) the relevant debt service of MF 1,736
million; and (c) maintaining its working capital at the level described
above. The working capital should consequently have been about MF 230
million by June 30, 1965 and MF 460 million by December 31, 1974. Assuming
that the 1965 gap was to be financed by a Government subsidy, the Railway
should have generated about MF 230 million to increase its working capital
to the adequate level by December 31, 1974. The above table shows that the
Regie generated only MF 1,668 million in addition to its working expenses,
instead of the desirable MF 3,142 million ( (a)+(b)+(c) ). This confirms
the inadequacy of its financial performance during and immediately after imple-
mentation of the project.

1/ Included in the total MF 2.2 million in subsidtes provided by Government
as shown in the above table.
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Conclusion

Findings

6.11 The only financial conditions prescribed under the Credit Agreement
and related documents which the Railway was able to meet were those related
to the limitation of working expenses, which were kept at the lowest possibla
level (see para. 6.4). However, because of its inadequate traffic performance
and tariff policies, the Railway was unable to meet agreed revenue targets.
The result was a substantial shortage in revenue which obliged the Government
to provide subsidies totalling MF 2.5 billion over 1965/66 - 1974. In spite
of this large-scale provision of funds (representing 15% of the Railway's
gross operating revenue during the period), the Railway's financial position
as of December 31, 1974 was not satisfactory as shown by the 1.0 ratio of
current assets to current liabilities and the 0.6 ratio of liquid assets to
current liabilities.

Remedial Action

6.12 To overcome the shortage in revenue the Railway needs to increase
its traffic and to charge cost-based rates for this transport. The update
by Sofrerail of the 1967 costing study, together with implementation of the
proposed tariff structure in early 1975, are expected to keep rates under
control, provided the Government is convinced of the continuing need to have
the Railway's finances balanced.

6.13 The Railway's failure to carry the level of international traffic
forecast at project appraisal are explained in paras. 7.1 and 7.2 under the
economic evaluation. Future action will consist mainly of: (a) improving
operations in the entire Dakar-Bamako line through increasing efficiency
of the Senegal Railway and improving cooperation between the Mali and Senegal
Railways; (b) speeding up terminal operations to reduce freight car turn-
around times, thus increasing available capacity; and (c) assuring that the
Malian transport regulatory agency allocates more traffic via Dakar instead
of via Abidjan. Domestic traffic, except for cement produced by the Diamou
factory, is not expected to grow substantially.
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ECONOMIC EVALUATION

Traffic

7.1 Traffic projections at appraisal covered until 1971. Foreseen increases

for the period 1964/65 - 1970/71 were: (a) international freight, from

188,000 to 330,000 tons, or 12% growth annually; (b) local freight from 34,000

to 50,000 tons, or about 6% growth annually; and (c) passengers, from 473,000

to 555,000 tons, or about 2% growth annually. As shown in Table 10, the
forecast for freight consistently overestimated international traffic, while

local traffic was overestimated in the first years and underestimated in the

latter years of the forecast. Actual traffic 1963/1973 is shown in Table 2

As regards passengers, actual traffic exceeded the forecast until 1969, and

in 1970 and 1971, was slightly below expectations. Overall, actual total

freight traffic during the 1965/1966 - 1970/1971 period ranged between 75%

and 94% of forecast levels.

7.2 International traffic failed to meet expectations both in exports and

imports. As shown below, cement and building materials was the single most

important item responsible for the difference between forecast and actual

traffic: 80,000 tons were forecast for 1970/71 while only 7,000 were actually
carried. This is explained because Mali's first cement plant at Diamou,

starting operations in 1969, was not foreseen at appraisal. However, the

differences between forecast and actual international freight traffic prior

to 1969 are still considerable, and the assumption that a 12% average annual

growth rate could have been achieved mainly by recapturing traffic from the

Abidjan route proved too optimistic.

International Freight Traffic over Mali Railway

('000 tons)

Actual 1964/65 Forecast 1970/71 Actual 1971

Imports

Foodstuffs 26 37 63
Petroleum products 35 45 36
Cement, building materials 53 80 7
Others 34 58 54
Total 148 220 160

Exports

Groundnuts 28 50 39
Cotton and textiles 4 30 16
Others 8 30 33
Total 40 110 88

Local Traffic 34 50 77
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7.3 Failure to achieve the expected levels of international traffic

should be attributed to a combination of the following factors: (a) capacity
constraints on the Senegal section of the Bamako-Dakar line and at Dakar port;
(b) the railway's poor quality of service, mainly because of inefficiencies

over the Senegal section; and (c) unwillingness of Mali's transport regulatory
agency to allocate more traffic via Dakar.

Economic Return

7.4 Calculation of the project's economic return at appraisal was based

solely on the reduction of the railway's operating costs. It was estimated

that operating costs per unit traffic (ton/km plus one-half passenger-km)
would be reduced from MF 8.64 in 1964/65 to 4.60 in 1968/69 and after. The
project was evaluated as a whole, and no quantification was made of the

benefits and return of its individual components. A 15% rate of return was

expected for the project, which was considered conservative because computation
of cost savings did not take into account the continuous increase in operating
costs which would occur without the project as a result of the progressive
deterioration of railway equipment. Furthermore, the analysis noted that the
Railway provided the cheapest transport mode between Bamako and the Atlantic
Coast, but the higher costs of transport via the alternative routes (the
road or rail/road combination through Abidjan) if the Railway did not have
the capacity to carry traffic demand were not quantified as benefits to the
Project.

7.5 The project's return has been recalculated considering the actual
savings in operating costs which did take place, although lower than expected
(because actual reductions in unit operating costs and traffic increases fell
short of the forecast) (Tablel3), and the benefits of increased capacity
provided by the Project (See Tables 13a, b). The latter was in fact a major
benefit, as the Railway was operating at its practical operating capacity
in 1965 and worn-out equipment was disposed of as soon as the new items
became available (Annex 1). The benefits of increased capacity have been
measured as the avoided costs of traffic diversion from the Mali/Senegal
Railways to the rail/road routes via Abidjan, i.e. the higher costs via
the Abidjan routes, and the additional maritime freight costs that would be
charged for imports from European ports, as maritime rates for destination
Abidjan are higher than for Dakar. Because diversion of traffic would have
applied to only international traffic (as there were no transport alternatives
for domestic traffic), the Mali and Senegal railways were considered together
in analyzing diverted traffic; diversion benefits allocated to the railway
project in Mali were adjusted to take due account of investments made to
increase the capacity of the Senegal section of the railway (Credit 96-SE).

7.6 The ex-post rate of return is 11%, lower than the 15% foreseen at
appraisal but still acceptable, especially in light of the following consider-
ations:

(a) As in the appraisal, operating cost savings have been underestimated
because actual yearly costs were compared to 1964/65 costs instead of assuming
increasing unit operating costs without the project.
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(b) The above underestimation of cost savings would be offset to some
extent because reduction in operating costs derives partially from spreading
fixed costs through the higher traffic reached after the project. However,
given the policies of Mali Railway's management prior to the project, it is
most likely that staff costs would have increased steadily had there been no
Bank intervention as a result of the project.

(c) The decrease in railway capacity (below the 1964/65 level) which
would have taken place without the project was conservatively estimated at
2.5% annually.

(d) Operating cost savings and diversion benefits for 1974 and
beyond were taken as the average of those realised over the 1970-73 period,
assuming that further reductions in costs and increases in capacity should be
attributed to the Second Railway Project (Credit 384-MLI) approved in 1973,
and to other investments.

(e) The devaluation of the Mali Franc in 1967 to 50% of its previous
value, while internal prices remained unchanged. As a consequence, total
project costs expressed in Mali Francs were almost twice as high as originally
estimated, whereas benefits remained at the same level.

7.7 The contrast between the project's limited effect in improving the
railway's finances, and its economic return which reached an acceptable level,
warrants some discussion. The economic return was largely determined by the fact
that without the project, a substantial amount of international traffic would
have been diverted to the more expensive routes via the Ivory Coast. The
economic analysis does not reflect the fact that tariffs were below average
costs (and maybe below marginal costs in some cases), and that therefore Mali
Railway could not achieve balanced financial results. However, because
transport costs for international traffic over the alternative Ivory Coast
routes were significantly higher than via the Mali-Senegal railway, and because
for most of Mali's domestic traffic there was no alternative to the railway, it
may be assumed that if tariffs had been raised as required on financial grounds,
the impact upon traffic would have been negligible. Therefore, it may be inferred
that the lack of a sound railway tariff policy, because of the particular
conditions noted above, did not result in traffic misallocation and misuse of
economic resources which would have occurred had there been greater competition
for international traffic and alternative road transport available for domestic
traffic.
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THE ROLE OF IDA

Physical Component of Project

8.1 One of the main objectives of the Project was to restore the Railway's
freight capacity to pre-1960 level of about 300,000 tons p.a. This required
rehabilitation of motive power and rolling stock which was almost completely
ruined following three years of virtual disuse and one almost complete lack
of maintenance. The procurement under IDA financing of diesel locomotives,
coaches and freight cars allowed the railway to achieve the above goal.

8.2 Construction of the workshops at Korofina was about the only new
physical investment included in the project. At the time of project appraisal
in 1965, the Government and the Railway agreed that the new workshops would
handle only maintenance of rolling stock and minor repairs of motive power and
that major overhauls and repairs of motive power would continue to be carried
out at the Senegal Railway workshops at Thies. Such an arrangement was expected
to assure close cooperation between the two Railways, at least regarding program-
ming procedures for maintenance of motive power. In 1967, however, because
of the deteriorating performance of the Thins workshops, the Association agreed
to expanding the capacity of the Korofina workshop and thus prevent Mali Railway
from being dependent on the Senegal system. This decision was made under the
pressure of events; in retrospect, its appropriateness at the time is debatable
in that it lessened the need for cooperation between the two Railways, and also
generated increased maintenance costs and probably under-utilization of both
workshops. It would have been preferable to initiate strong action aimed at
ensuring increased efficiency of the Thias workshops, and simultaneously to
demand that the Mali Railway cooperate more fully with the Senegal Railway
(para. 5.3).

Spare Parts for Motive Power and Rolling Stock

8.3 The different railways (including Mali's) which are under contract
with OFEROM for the procurement of spare parts have complained for years about
the inefficient service provided by this Agency. IDA discussed the matter with
OFEROM which is now arranging to make available to its contractors a rotating
supply of basic spare parts for the French-manufactured equipment mostly used
in the different railway systems. It is planned to locate appropriate facilities
in Paris to allow prompt shipments upon request and to facilitate re-supply
requirements. OFEROM has requested the Caisse Centrale de Coopiration Economique
(CCCE) and the manufacturers to finance the equipping of these facilities and
the initial stock of spare parts.

Institutional Problems

8.4 The report submitted in 1967 by the expert in railway management
recommended a wide range of organizational changes, but implementation was not
possible due to the imprisonment of the Assistant Director-General in early 1968
and the change in Director-General on January 1, 1970. A full reorganization
is being carried out under the Second Railway Project.

8.5 Despite the delay as abovementioned, however, action taken by the
Association helped. to reduce the number of operating staff, and more importantly,
assisted the Railway in expanding its training program which resulted in
improvement in its operations and maintenance procedures.
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8.6 On the negative side, however, the Association had very little success
in developing cooperation between the Mali and Senegal Railways at either the
Governmental or the managerial level. Had this been possible, neither of the
two Railways would have lost as much traffic as they did on the international
line, and certain activities could have been executed jointly by them, resulting
in reduced operating costs (see paras. 5.3 and 8.2).

Finances

8.7 The Association was also not successful in helping the Railway to
improve its financial performance. This could have been possible if greater
pressure had been exerted on the Government to assure more traffic for the
Railway, and to agree on tariff increases rather than providing very large
subsidies.

Supervision

8.8 The Association's failure on the issues discussed in paras. 8.6 and
8.7 above can be partially explained by the fact that intervals between
supervision missions during the main phase of project implementation were
far too long: 1 year between June 19, 1968 and June 19, 1969, 10 months
between May 1970 and March 1971, and even 15 months between July 1972 and
October 1973. This situation was rather similar during the early years of
the project, and more frequent supervision missions at that time would probably
have expedited implementation by preventing misunderstandings of bidding
procedures and the resultant delays in some contract awards.

Reporting

8.9 There were no reporting problems regarding either the form or the
timing of information provided by the Railway to the Association.



MALI Completion Report

Justification of Main Project Components

Item Justification

Track

Kayes - Senegal border (75 km) The replacement of old 25 kg/m rails by 30 kg/m welded rails reduced the main-
tenance cost of the track and of rolling stock as on-line breakdown were reduced.

Bamako - Koulikoro section The 20 kg/m rails existing in 1966 were worn out and renewal was indispensable
to keep the line open to traffic.

Locomotives and rolling stock

6 main line locomotives In 1965 there were 11 locomotives, 5 of which were scrapped upon delivery of the
new locomotives. The 6 new locomotives were needed to handle traffic, which grew
from 217,000 tons in 1964/65 to 324,000 tons in 1971. The capacity of the 12 loco-
motives was 350,000 tons on the basis of a) average haul 430 km; b) availability
70%; c) ratio gross ton-km to net ton-km, 1.5; d) gross ton-km (horsepower/year,
21,000 ton-km.

3 shunting locomotives In 1965 there were 5 shunting locomotives, 1 of which was scrapped when the new
equipment arrived. The other two new shunting locomotives were allocated to serve
the new Koujina workshops and the cement plant ,at piamou which styqted operations
in 1969.

raflrzrs an4 trailers The equipment was needed to replace 20 passenger cars in bad condition which were
and passenger cars scrapped, and to enforce the policy of serving the national passenger traffic by

railcars with trailers rather than by locomotive-pulled trains.

107 freight cars - Freight cars totaled 243 in 1965 of which 98 over 35 years and 60 between 25 and
35 years. The new freight wagons served to replace the over-aged wagons, handle
increasing freight traffic, and reduce hire charges to Senegal for Senegalese
equi pment.

Workshops The new workshops allowed Mali Railway to carry out directly the maintenance of
locomotives and roll ing stock, which were no longer possible to do in Senegal
because of the political situation and the lack of efficiency of the workshops at
Thies (Senegal).

Signalling and Telecommunications The renewal was necessary.as tho system existing in 1966 had been installed in 1910
and because of its had condition it broke down frequently, causing difficulties to
circulation of trains.



REGIE DU CHEMIN DE FER DU MALI - First Railway Project Completion Report

Annual Loan Disbursements by Categories 1/

1966/67 1967/68 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974/75 Totals

Mali Fr. US$ #8 monto K F US$ MF US$ MF US$ MF US$ MF US$ MF US$ MF US$

.il. 000 Mil. 000 Mil. 000 Mil. 000 Mu. 010 Mi. 000 Mi. 000 Ml. 000 Ml. 000

Cajtegories. " -'*

1. Track 650.6 1313.0 202.7 432.5 853.3 1745.5

2. Motive power and rolling stock 495.4 1004.0 1241.8 2405.8 61.0 115.3 1798.2 3525.1

3. Construction of workshop, spare parts 258.3 522.6 80.0 161.2 837.3 1567.0 1.8 3.4 126.3 261.3 68.3 147.9 0.5 1.0 1372.5 2664.4

4. Telecommunications 6.6' 13.5 558.6 1062.9 465.2 1076.4

5. Consultants 19.0 38.4 14.0 29.0 9.7 21.2 42.7 88.b

Total 779.3 1578.5 1972.4 3880.0 898.3 1682.3 560.4 1066.3 126.3 261.3 285.0 609.4 10.2 22.2 4631.9 9100.0

1/ Per year of order/contracts and actual amounts paid by IDA in US$

Source: Mali Railways



REGIE DU CHEMIN DE FER DU MALI - First Railway Project Completion Report

Annual Local Project Costs by Categories

Track

Exchange rates Kidira-Senegal Border Bamako-Koulikoro Workshop Teleconnunications Consulting Services rotalsIUS$ = MF MF Mil. US$000 MF Mil. US$000 MF Mil. US$000 MF Mil. US$000 MF Mil. US$000 MF Mil. US$000Year

1967/68 (18 mths) 495 51 103.0 51 103.0
1969 521 89 170.8 89 170.8 114 218.8 292 560.41970 552 81 146.7 81 146.7 160 289.9 322 583.31971 550 127 230.9 89 161.8 34 61.8 250 454.51972 59 25 49.6 26 51.5 80 158.7 131 259.81973 445 30 67.4 31 70.0 37 83.1 12 27.0 110 247.51974 481 10 20.8 

10 20.81975 421 10 23.7 
10 23.7

Total 423 812.9 227 439.0 363 670.5 151 303.6 12 27.0 1176 2253.0

1/ Second tranche of costing tariffing study



REGIE DU CREMIN DE PER DU HALI - First Railway Project Completion Report

TOTAL PROJECT COST

Appraisal Estimate Actual

Foreign Local Total Financing Plan fureiip Local Total INANCIAL PiAN
IDA PAC Regie 'TOTAL IDA FAC Regie TOTALMF US$ F US$ MF US$ MF MF Mr MF MF US$ MF US$ MF US$ UF U1 W HF USS MF USS MF US$Nil. 000 Nil. 000 N1l. 000 Nil Nil. NI. Mil N 2D 000 KUl 2 WA. 0Q - 000 Nil. 000

TRACK

Relaying of part of the Keyes- 334 1352 100 405 434 1757 334 100 434 650 1313 423 813 1073 2126 650 1313 423 813 1073 2126Senegal border section 57 km increased to 72 km

Relaying of the Bemako-koulikoro 26 105 126 510 152 615 26 126 152 203 433 227 439 430 872 203 433 227 439 430 872section with serviceable rails
from the Kayes-Senegal border section

Sub-total 360 1457 226 915 586 2372 360 226 586 853 1746 650 1252 1503 2998 853 1746 650 1252 1503 2998

LOCOMOTIVES AND ROLLING STOCK

6 mainline locomotives 282 1142 282 1142 262 20 282 552 1117 552 1122 532 1077 20 40 a 552 11173 shunting locomotives 60 243 60 243 58 2 60 114 232 114 227 112 227 2 5 114 2324 railcars (reduced to 3) 132 534 132 534 112 20 132 196 397 196 397 196 397 196 39710 railcar trailers (reduced to 8) 117 474 117 474 106 11 117 149 301 149 301 149 301 149 3016 gangcare (reduced to 4) 24 97 24 97 16 8 24 44 89 44 89 44 89 44 896 passenger cars and 2 baggage vans 130 526 130 526 130 130 266 501 266 501 266 501 266 501107 freight cars 312 1263 312 1263 312 312 499 933 499 933 499 933 499 933Sub-total 1057 4279 1057 4279 996 22 39 1057 1820 3570 1820 3570 1798 3525 22 45 1820 3570

MATERIALS, WORKSHOP AND EQUIPMENT

Components and spare parts for rolling stock 232 939 232 939 221 11 232 334 688 334 688 334 688 334 688Workshop and workshop equipment 325 1316 101 409 426 1725 325 101 325 855 1611 363 670 1218 2281 855 1611 363 670 1581 2281Track spare parts and equipment 43 174 43 174 33 10 43 184 366 184 366 184 366 184 366Sub-total 600 2429 101 409 701 2838 579 122 701 1373 2665 363 670 1736 3335 1373 2655 363 670 1736 3335

SIGNALLING AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Renewal of telephone lines (387) 130 526 50 202 180 728 130 50 180 565 1076 151 304 716 1380 565 1076 151 304 716 1380increased to cover whole network

Consulting services and contingencies 177 716 38 154 215 870 177 38 215 53 113 12 27 65 140 43 88 22 52 65 140

TOTAL 2324 9409 415 1680 2739 11087 2242 22 475 2739 4664 9170 1176 2253 5840 11423 4632 9100 22 45 1135 2278 5840 11423

L0i



TABLE 4
HALL RAILWAYS

first Railway Project Completion Report

Scbedtl. of Principal Connt. ad Commitments

O0 Credit95-91LI and Moloroot Prooco

AareOonot and Side Letter.

Agreement* and Sections Cmalomet A,o Takes

1. Credit grooo Section 4.02 aed Th. ooveeo-ot .111 rlood he proceed- of the Th on-leading Agreesent wa. drawn up bu the Reg has bae in dofault

Subsidiary fees Agreement between Credit to the Ret an the followlto conditions: as payments of conaltment charge. interest and principal atims 1968.

the Republic tof MOL and the tet. (U) commitmt charge: 3/8 of 12 par annum e tho The Gounrament waived overd payment. to compensate for the gael's

dee Chos.m do For do 1ali asse of the low. ot withdrawn; (b) totereeot: operating le...

Sectione 2.03, 2.06. 2.04 61 on the principal amount withdrawn and 00t-

asodios; (c) ropayysmt to 54 equal e.0-.oooat

eggrmaete paymnts of Principal plan interest

starting January 1, 1970.

2. Sid. Letter The overnment will exempt the Railway from caes Does

on Imported goode financed under the Credit

3. Credit Agreemet. Section 4.03 The Gasoemit will, at all tims. provide the Compliance aetistactortly obtained

Matie with funds. servIceo and other roeaorces

necessary to carry out the Project.

4. Credit Agreement. SeCtI 4.07 The tonroseet will take otop. se required to pro- Targets ot up at apprejoal er too high comeidering Malt's economic situation

Proect Agr..ommt, Section 2.11 vide the Railway with sufficient rawasums to; Beat rate of roe.u achieved by the Ratlo
7 : 1U to 1971

Sid. lett.o. (1) esure a rate of return on nt fired "sets in S0. (1) above

000 of 4Z In 194/69. SZ to 1970/71 and 00t la0s Achieved moly theokm to sbltdites (FAC and Government)

than 6! thereafter; (2) enable it to service debt

interet and amortization; (3) establish and

stota working capital at the adequate levl of

201 of anual operating expense* excluding do-

preotos; (4) enable It to finance capital dea

pediture of aout MF475 still.. Oat of 000
te-eurces (local component of Project at appraisal
amaost)

S. Side letter The gailway will (a) reduce its labor cost by (a) aived by Association mainly as a comsequance of the 1967 devaluation of the

5 per -o0,s to ceach . *,d- of W0617 millie Hall Franc. gHoevar the Government and the Railway succeeded in reducing the numer

in 1968/69 end (b) limit promotions of staff from of oeratio$ staff by 15% between July 1, 1967 snd December 31. 1969; (b) dome

asiliary to permanent.

6. Side letter The G omest Vill .ept the Railway tros fuel Achieved

tames and assist the Railway to Conclude

less torm fuel contracts at a scre favoetable price.

7. Side letter The Goveroamt will provide the Railway with Not formally ashived but the Malt Railway's debt to the Senagal tailway tonoed to aon

MI39 million to pay for it. debt to the Senegal acceptable 00170 illion am of December 31. 1974 after having peaked at M604 million In

lailway outstanig on Mare 31, 1976 1971

9. SIde latter Tbe &eia will (a) establish cot-bhsed tariffs and (a) the goge established ae adequate tariff system 10 early 1975 with SOERAIL's

(M) refor to the Co-aia1 Kie Smaogal-olte.s msoistoance; (b) dome

to implement tariff changes o0 International

P traffic
9. SIde letter The aeia sill eview the organization of Its t achieved duriS implemsetatio of P1eat Project bt being d0n under Second Project's

pre oet and 0t00 depertment ad of Ito stocke OflA-fisooed Railway r-organtsationo

to otoro.

10. Project Agreemst The Railway will hae its fisaneal statements cr- DVee after an auditor acceptable to the Asocatioo was found in 1969

2.10 tfiled annaly by an idepandso auditor accep-

table to the seooat- and provide the lonk wIth

audit roporst sot later than 6 sooth. after the

91o0 of each financial year.

11. Credit Agreement The Goenesmanc will facilitate railway operations ens, but a better coporatio between the two Govornm.nte on Railway related

section 4.08 between .1l and Senegal In agreset with existing satters and between the to Railways 00 oparation- and traffic is highly

and Project Agsoeemnot Traffic Ageemsent. Ceotmem Alroemet and Railway desirable

section 2.13 Cmoeties.

12. Proojot Agreement The aenmvnt Vill make ssagmmo to employ Dean

eati= 2.03 competest and expereced consultants acceptable

to the Aammiation.

13. SM.d letter The tovemsnnt will appoint 3 omnoltate and Don

I te-tIel sesatcat.
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8E00E Do COMCN s PER Dou KAL7 - pil-t 801000y No.oi Co .latioe Sport

Ino..- A.oun (tI V.oi Flor. illi..)

Li..A To aca- t4 in First PAli Raly Project-, Appraisal Rpot for 071 As it Stood Ke1t Railoay Project's Appraises lport starting i L972Lio.. 0 - Aioai Figoot. 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
No.. Aver. Paso/k. Tariff RUtIEtp oe. Aw "M. /k0 Striff Rooftop 800. A6e. P. . Tariff Roeltep o.. Aver. Pase/lm Tariff 90/Eop St.. An. Po..n/. Tariff %-/R"Tom Dist. Tooo/ka ..At ol. Ton. Dst. Tono/k6 -it1 UD. Ton 01.0. To.o/bo otit .11. TOO. Di*0. Tot./k. 0010 l. Tons Dist. Tons/k ."it .kW_ million CPA? CPAF __ k million C A A -A ko million CPU 5L. _ Is_ million LIUIM kr 8..t.ion aillot CPAGYMSS OPERATING REVENUE-

P .. aoo and Logg.Sg:
Natiool A 458 141 64.5 6.01 388 480 143 68.8 6.00 413 312 146 74.9 6.00 485a 460 127 58.4 6.59 385 448 140 62.0 6.36 400 462 156 72.1 6.10 460 473 159 75.3 6.32 476 465 10 69.8 7.S0 519international A 43 407 17.5 7.54 132 4 402 18.1 7.51 136 A6 407 18.7 7.54 152B I 373 16.4 6.59 108 41 410 16.8 6.36 107 50 402 20.1 7.36 14 49 408 19.8 7.38 146 56 436 24 0 7.92 090

0.6-0.000 A 540 263 555 266 500 164 82.0 6.34 020 525 166 86.9 6.31 549 153 168 93.6 6.30 637
fragh: 8 506 148 74.9 6.59 493 469 163 79.6 6.38 508 512 0g0 92.2 6.38 580 522 182 95.1 6.54 622 521 080 93.8 7.55 789

.atio1-1 A 50 50 93 360 30.6 00.69 358 93 367 3a.1 10.50 361 367 36.0 10.47 395O 90 290 26.1 03.64 330 77 335 25.8 16.86 435 74 364 20.9 13.57 361 94 347 32.6 14.29 466 93 363 31.9 14.86 474
international A 315 330 260 503 130.9 7.29 955 290 106 146.0 8.79 1283 301 104 151.7 9.50 1680 207 499 103.2 10.39 1072 247 506 124.9 8.62 1077 204 483 98.5 9.70 95S 258 478 123.4 8.73 1077 293 459 134.5 8.45 1137

S.b-toIbl A 365 125 380 1280 345 468 161.1 8.13 1314 381 473 180.1 9.12 1644 399 470 187.7 10.45 1%38 297 435 129.3 10.84 1402 324 465 150.7 10.03 1512 278 451 121.4 10.12 1270 354 41 156.0 9.89 1543 386 431 166.4 9.60 1611
Sengal Rolling Stock A

V01
1

0o08 Acoh nt 109 92 76 97ai.'.lftoa o A 89 90 130 983 128 129 82 001
-TAL A 1606 0836 1963 2256 27002807 2240 2063 2344 2555

OPERATING EXPENSES

Staff:
Po.-.ooot A

B 624 450 570 436 604 648 606 43 573 454
Teapotsry A

a 983 278 1032 300 1027 310 1036 374 1063 424
Tenet... A

38 43 47 75 13
S0b-total- Staff A 617 617 762 818 900a 1607 766 1602 779 1631 805 1640 903 1616 930

86t00.0.: Poel A 99 100 135 170 i9s8 989 108 1019 14S 9O5 133 1177 135 1284 24700her A 
336 364 382

g 300 316 167 417 466
17h.rg.. A

171 211 316 375 453
Senegal tlling Stock A 30
1x160080 A..o-.t 168 11 132 105 65
To.. A

107 103 92 146 147
1620 1715 0825 2101 2309

Dop .ell-00 A 234 237 420 40 A60430 422 408 442 501
TOTAL A 1034 1244 2064 2314 24083 2030 2137 2233 2143 2810

80 Opoting Revlones A 372 392 (101) (28) 2929 29 103 (170) (19") (255)
Interest Chart- A 134 133 240 290 331a 194 232 272 309 360
Operating Slp,1.. (Lo..) A 238 259 (341) (318) 1413A f(1065 (129) (442) (S0o (615)
Appropll.01000 (Or A

Exchangs Profits (Losses) 8 255

ExctptionaI me-0000 (L7.) A
(75) (7) 56 (201)

N80 Sorpl.o (Ioo.) A 239 25) (341) (318) (43)(240) 119 (698) (709) (615)Appropriotiot. to Rneool Food A 
(30) 357 15)

8 48 (32) (42) 25 f69)
got Book Profit (0ss) 2 73 29 (371)

(042) 07 (4 73.1 6
Soot. 4Shidizat.of against A

opooimo Lnot..30 
788 304

V.060.g A 83 62 84 82 72778 7 0 9o 90
800.ties 77 76 105 101 8999 93 10g 108 110Ararat. 8et Fired Asset. I0 .. A 7374 7555 10419 108 1.9189193 9896 10631 11026 1111Rmt-r m onWt Fired Assets 1, Us& A 4. 5. 09 .0 0 0 .. 9 1 . 2 ( 0 . 9 ) ( .2 ) 2 .10 0.3 1.0 (1.65 (1,4) (2.2)



REGIE DU CHEMIN DE FER DU MALI - First Railway Project Completion Report

Working Expenses Expressed in % of Total

1964/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1968  1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Staff 62 68 65 60 49 50 47 45 44.5 43 40

Materials and-

Charges Fuel 7 7 6 7 7 8 7 9 7 7 11

Other Materials
9 11 11 10 13 16 18 20 19 20 20Services

10 7 10 12 13 14 11 12 17.5 18 20Senegal Rolling
Stock Exchange 12 7 8 11 18 12 10 8 7 5 3
Account

Taxes

7 6 5 7 6
Total

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

tH



TABLE 7

R026E DU C011 Do R1R DU MALL

LIW. 6 - Appraisal forecasts (K601 71o .1118.)
Li8 6 - aA-11 figu...

J- 30 June 30 Ju. 30 Jume 30 Dermber. 31 Dcember 31 December 31 December 31 0eem r31 December 31 December 31

A6.M A. of loss *.1J6i 1967 19L 196 4 1970 197! 1972 1973 1974

C..h A 13 40 150 150 -150 150 150 150 369' $01 8061'

9 13 26 42 433 487 200 216 162 260 229 176

6eca111bLes 0COPA0 A 270 200 70 70 80 s0 80 80 305 200 200

0 270 79 69 11 187 233 2% 351 33 233 113

A 
153 200 200

so21 30 45 31 127 211 192 1o 146

Other 59aff6 . - 230 330 350 423 361 160 170

a 133 113 241 222 253 246 149 233 284 283 460

111. . 001 A 233 233
3 23 1030 22 13 26 45 46 35 64 149

800-toaffLC A 10s 90 s0
3 110 73 67 80 84 117 121 136 137 200 293

ft 7ed.1tio. A
a 63 60 59 39 3 59 59

Eb-t8"I..t 126' A 811 6S 420 420 455 480 300 925 620 650
a 811 13"6 437 364 642 732 736 977 961 971 1163

1801tto106 A 171 180 10 110 100 180 100 10 680 690 660

5 17 174 168 237 273 402 426 621 539 643 681

sus99... Acommi A
8A 1 6 16 13 21 11 16 15 21 4

506-T014L C08618T A55125 A 993 905 750 750 870 892 834 633 1974 2348 2318

a 993 1580 1052 1232 1413 1355 1389 1776 1775 1866 2224

KfNG CURREWT LIA8U.12TES

$.-..1 RA1.y 6 166 230 152 60 60 70 430 250 10

8 166 249 311 402 326 501 563 604 531 351 170

GO.r.t .09 . te10.... & .O.. .000- 1me 0 I eA 260 276 70
a 41 71 199 402 407 30 . 203 560

supplie M .capital ime0.me. t# A 363 570 670 00
A 59 a1 99 1248 1232 1266 1233 570 75 365 6

other -"ppIt.. ad creditor. A 328 536 300 325 325 230 260 150
0 204 26 203 121 120 151 233 154 194 440 673

- 1 7396 101 64 246 376

Bak o0erd.aft AMd short-term Le... A 840 750
1 060 574 33

r 32 36 6 9 9 9 40 378

Sub-total Short-term, liabiliti A 1507 1729 452 385 3853 35 429 430 1490 1456 .; 010
5 1494 1236 619 1821 1918 2120 2527 2116 1191 1705 2163

S.. 9P... Ac..ot A 34
3 8 7 4 28

SUB-TOL CU8n1 LI61ITIES A 1507 1356 452 38 365 385 420 435 1490 1456 1308
8 1502 1243 611 1823 1956 2126 2527 2116 1210 1705 2163

PIT CoRREN ASomSt A (512) (824) 296 365 683 507 414 400 4864 892 1308
6 (307) 361 433 (593) (343) (771) (1136) (300) 556 159 61

st6k6 3 10

18 .. Cr,... Value d 6117 6371 733? $512 8797 9177 9376 96M 14206 15146 16464
a 6117 6363. 667 6740 6944 1345 12411 13612 1386 1538' 13577

MWO8. CommIA.d D.pINC1ation A 688 86" 1031 1266 1357 1386 1820 1960 3658 4068 4548
a 686 647 1068 1252 1337 2466 2904 3326 3281 3724 4224

Nut Fied Aos too U w A 5429 5523 62U6 7273 7440 7391 7356 7136 10550 11056 11956
a 5429 5398 5369 3068 5387 0679 9507 10286 10586 11668 11363

Work. i. Prg... A 0 5 670 800 900
B 1309 1824 152 - 1424 538 376 93 309

2IMAL NET FIRED ASS A 5523 6286 7273 7440 7391 7556 7536 11227 11956 12816
S A %t 338 ) 0792 7511 10604 10931 10624 10915 11761 11672

E'NA 6937 4699 6 7638 7915 9896 7970 7936 11704 12746 14124
O 4002 5739 602 62M 6964 933 9793 10484 11467 11920 11733

?TRAPCZD PENi: A PI

CCC 1954 amd FAC 14/72 A 154 265 250
I 7 3 . A 104 243 224

104 936LI/384 06.1 A 953 1851 2041 2221 2193 2174 4400 4687 5334
577 790 1633 2748 3240 3782 4276 4618 4763Other (Supplio. credits) A 329 282

8 33 213 202
ATA 37 6 933 161 206 2227 2193 2174 4554 3281 5866

Captal 6S 42 3 379 788 1633 2761 3240 3182 4380 4861 5249
A 390 3890 5890
8 596M 58" 5890 3690 58890 3880 5890 3090 380

Goo.m .0.b1di. fer (0oo0comt. A 232 232 232
1 113 232 232 232 232 232 232 232 232 232 232FAC aubd1. foe le0o.1e1 A 31 31 203 371
1 22 22 22 22 22 22 51 31 166 323 563

R--0v- fat, 10- Aparciamett A

B 93
R8v.- ation rerve A 2837 2837 2837

f60896 1or bed "bt. A 2099 2099 2099 2095 2095 2095

3 121 121 121
8.0 86.0801 Tod A94 129 174

C8ealated Remelts (Lod.) a (466) (205) (221) (19) (695) (200) (24S) (196) (150) (125) (56)

8r.86t f-o.amd from- .. 91 Year It 0526) 387 4 124
0 (604) (792) (2198) (1615) (1)1) (1860) (2406) (2594) 291 (3069) QoCuret Year (eome Accout) I (372) 1 0 (8)
8 (168) (406) (r43 (1063 ( 3i (346) (192) M7 I6s,

0,6-101.1 (792).8 ....10. ((11.)) A (389) (4241) (4327)
8 (792) (1198) (1s33) (1781) (1880) (2604) (2506) (2529) (3069) (3803) (4487)

G (,0.at 196651d ) 601681 186680 A 1944 2419 2881
(.1.. 1904/033 993 1093 flf 1123 1125 1125 1155 1943 2247 2247

10WML 3 0UIT EQU12ALE0T A 4880 4693 5631 "' 3876 5871 5777 5762 7150 7467 8210
S 4680 5736 5423 3414 5335 6985 6553 6702 7087 7059 6484TOAl L23ILITIES A 4917 4699 6586 7638 7925 8098 7970 7936 11706 12748 14124

B 4922 5739 6002 6204 698 9633 9793 10484 11467 11920 11733

j/ AppraIo foreasta. 0 S emed p66lo roject App8a8.1 i &8p.t (Credit 384 LI)

* t i C.re. A 0.7 0.5 1.7 1.9 2.2 2.3 2.8 1.9 1.3 1.6 2.3
a o.7 1.3 1.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.8 1.5 1.1 1.0

LIq,:d 64 &0 0.4 1.3 . . I- 1.8 LA 1.6 0.9 1.0 1.4
Dt01 1 0.6 1.3 1.4 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.3 1.0A 7/93 1/99 14/86 24/76 26/74 28/72 29/72 2073 39/01 41/39 41/18

0 8/93 1/99 10/90 13/87 23/77 29/71 33/67 36/64 38/62 43/57 45/55



REGIR DU CHEMIN DE FER DU HALI

Table for Source and Application of Funds

Mall FRS Million

1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
(Seed Semester)

SOURCE OF FUNDS

Internal Cash Generation

Gross operating revenue 1,065 1.042 1,119 1,474 823 1.757 2,087 2 24, '16 2.344 2.555
Minu: Working espouses 1,173 1,121 1.211 1,380 763 1,506 1,620 'I 825 2,101 2,309
Cas. generated from operations ( 108) ( 79) ( 92) 94 60 251 467 2 138 243 246
EIceptional revenue (loss) ( 3) ( 41) ( 116) ( 4) ( 2) 75) ' 24) ( 113) 97

Subtotal: Net cash generated from operation ( 111) ( 120) ( 208) 90 . 60 249 392 518 214 130 343

Loans

IDA 95MLI - - 577 213 843 1,080 492 783 521 342 22
IDA 384MLI - - - - - - - - - - 177
FAC -- - - - - - 103 158 -
Federal Republic of Germany - - - - - - - - - 24
Other

Subtotal: Loans - 577 213 843 1.080 492 783 624 500 223

Grants

FAC 22 - - - - - 29 95 377 40
Government for Investments 13 117 - - - - -

Government for Compensation of Operating Loose. - 993 100 30 - - 30 788 304 -
Other

Subtotal: Grant& 35 1,112 100 30 - - 29 -30 883 681 40

T0TAL SOURCE ( 76) 992 469 333 903 1,329 913 1,331 1,721 1,311 606

APPLICATIONS

Lnvestment. 326 128 373 1,311 819 1,404 1,086 301 553 1.380 249

Debt Service

Interest 7 11 4 46 34 153 194 232 272 309 360

Amortization 8 4 1 2 - - - - 19 95

Subtotal: Debt service 15 15 5 48 34 153 194 232 272 328 455

Increase (Decrease) in Working Capital ( 284) 836 ( 304) (1,038) (4) 59 (383) 852 798 (366) (45) >

TOTAL APPLICATIONS 57 979 74 321 849 8 1,616 897 1.385 1,623 1.342 659

Cash Surplus (Deficit) of the Year ( 133) 13 395 12 54 ( 287) 16 ( 54) 98 ( 31) ( 53) (D

Cash Brought Forward from Previous Year 146 13 26 421 421 487 200 216 162 260 229

Cash Balance at End of Year 13 26 421 433 487 200 216 162 260 229 176



Table 9

MALI - Completion Report (Credit 95-MLI)

Summary of Operating Statistics

67/68 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
I. SYSTEM

Route-km 642 642 642 642 642 642

II. TRAFFIC
Passenger-number ('000) 703 624 504 * 491 511 522
Passenger-km (million) 77 79 75 80 92 95
Average journey (km) 110 126 148 168 180 182
Freight-tons ('000) 237 292 297 325 277 354
Freight ton-km (million) 106 140 131 151 125 156
Average haul (km) 450 481 440 469 452 441

III. TRAFFIC DENSITY
Pass-km per route-km ('000) 120 123 117 124 143 148
Freight net ton-km per route-km ('000) 165 218 206 234 195 243

IV. OPERATIONS
Train-km

- pass. trains ('000) 122 118 118 121 129 123
- railcars ('000) 156 192 217 234 233 241
- mixed trains ('000) 204 130 205 135 122 125
- freight trains ('000) 412 523 398 427 433 533

Total ('000) 894 963 938 917 917 1,022
Motive power-km

- locomotives ('000) 621 824 779 742 752 944
- railcars ('000) 155 192 217 234 234 237

Total 776 1,016 996 976 986 1,181
Locomotive availability %

- small 34 19 34 31 48 -
- big (1100/1200 and 1600) 51 60 61 54 55 65

Number of freight cars in fleet
(average in year) 213 242 317 317 317 317

Percentage availability 84 81 90 87 89 87
Freight car-km in Mali and Senegal n.a 3,983 6,228 6,144 5,547 7,281

('000)
Freight car-km in Mali

- empty ('000) n.a 714 1,139 1,122 1,064 1,590
- loaded ('000) n.a 1,969 2,951 2,797 2,550 3,033

Total n.a 2,683 4,090 3,919 3,614 4,623
- Percentage empty total 29 29 34

Average net load per train
(including mixed) (tons) n.a 214 215 277 230 237

Gross ton-km
- passenger (million) 64 54 63 60 57 59
- freight (million) 255 297 263 300 249 274

Total (million) 319 351 526 360 306 333

V. OPERATING EFFICIENCY
Pass-km per train/railcar-km

(including 1/2 mixed trains) 202 210 172 189 217 223
Freight net ton-km per train-km

(including 1/2 mixed trains) 206 238 264 303 257 262
Freight net ton-km per freight

car-km in Mali ('000) n.a 52 32 38 34 34
Locomotive-km per mainline

locomotive available ('000)
- small n.a 20 31 48 48 -
- big n.a 99 89 133 135 n.a

Railcar-km per railcar available n.a 80 7 1 113 124 104
Gross ton-km to net ton-km freight 2.4 2.1 2.0 2.0 1.96 1.76.



MALI

COMPLETION REPORT (Credit 95-MLI)

RAILWAY TRAFFIC : APPRAISAL FORECAST AND ACTUAL

1/
(thousand tons or pass)/

1964/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1969 1970 1971
Actual Forec. Actual Forec. Actual Forec. Actual Forec. Actual Forec. Actual Forec. Actual

Freight

International 188 200 182 235 208 270 186 300 237 315 207 330 248

Local __ 34 35 35 40 34 45 50 50 59 50 90 50 76

Total Freight 222 235 217 275 242 315 236 350 296 365 297 380 324

Passengers 473 480 561 495 584 510 703 525 624 540 504 555 489

1/ The Appraisal did not include forecast of ton-km and pass-km

m-

H~



MALI

Completion Report (Credit 95-MLI)

Actual Traffic 1963-1973

International Freight National Total-I-
Total PassTrafficExports Imports Total Freight Freight Pass Pass-Km Units

Tons T-Km Tons T-Km Tons T-Km Tons T-Km Tons T-KmThous Millions Thous Millions Thous Millions Thous Millions Thous Millions Thous Millions Millions
1963/64 37 12.1 118 63.7 151 75.8 36 8.6 187 84.4 504 51.9 110.4

1964/65 40 19.5 148 81.1 188 100.6 30 6.9 218 107.5 472 55.4 135.2

1965/66 25 12.3 157 83.9 182 96.2 35 6.1 217 102.3 561 62.1 133.8

1966/67 29 15.2 179 94.7 208 109.9 34 8.1 242 118.8 584 66.0 151.8
1967/68 46 24.0 140 71.1 186 95.1 50 11.0 236 106.1 703 77.0 144.6
1969 56 30.2 181 92.1 237 122.3 59 16.9 296 139.2 624 78.7 178.6

1970 66 35.4 141 67.8 207 103.2 90 26.2 297 129.4 504 74.8 166.8

1971 88 46.7 160 78.2 248 124.9 76 25.0 324 149.9 489 79.6 189.7
1972 64 31.3 140 67.2 204 98.5 76 26.9 280 125.4 511 92.2 171.5

1973 53 26.6 205 96.8 258 123.4 96 32.7 354 156.1 522 95.1 203.7/2 -- - -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(1974T- 52 25.2 240 109.3 292 134.5 94 31.9 386 166.4 501 98.3 215.6

SOURCE: Regie du Chemin de Fer du Mali

/1 Ton-Km plus 1/2 pass-Km

/2 Second Railway Project (April 3, 1973) assumed to influence traffic and costs starting in 1974



HALI

COMPLETION REPORT (Credit 95-MLI)

Railway Traffic Unit Costs

1964/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

1/
Traffic units-

Millions 135.2 133.8 151.8 144.6 178.6 166.8 189.7 171.5 203.7

2/
Working Exp.-
Millions MF 1,175 1,057 1,163 1,288 1,372 1,455 1,576 2,308 2,578

Unit Cost
MF/traffic unit 8.69 7.90 7.66 8.90 7.68 8.72 8.30 13.45 12.66
(current MF)

3/
Price Index- 97 100 113.9 116.5 119.5 123.3 142.2 150.6 170.6

Unit costs
MF/traffic Unit 8.96 7.90 6.73 7.62 6.43 7.07 5.83 8.93 7.39

(Constant 1966 MF)

1/ 1 ton-km or 2/pass-km as defined in the appraisal

2/ Source: Supervision Report of First Railway Project, dated August 25, 1972, for period 1965/66 to 1971 (Same
figures used in Appraisal of 2nd Railway Project) and Supervision Report, Nov. 8, 1974, for 1972 and 1973.
Differences between these figures and the ones presented in the financial analysis are due to the fact that M
the figures of this table exclude sundries' costs (e.g., the hotels) and that the exchange account with Senegal
(exchange of wagons) i's shown as a balance instead of as revenues and expenses separately.

3/ Deflating using price of basic foodstuffs in Bamako (only price index available) composed cooperatives and pri-
vate markets
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Project Benefits

Unit 2/ Benef8its
Operating Avoidance

Cost 4/ 7/ 9 d
Savings Traffic'- Mali- Operating- Additional

T / With Traffic- Diversion Cost Maritime Total
Traffic 3/ Project Units Tons Benefits Savings Costs Benefits

Unit MF/Traf Traffic Without Project- Diverted Diverted
Costs Unit Million Traffic Units Million Millions Millions Millions Millions

MF/Traf Mali Senegal Traf.Units Millions ('000) 1965/66MF 1965/66MF 1965/66MF 1965/66MF

Unit Railways Railways Total Total

1964/65 8.96 - 135 423 558 558 - - - - - -

1965/66 7.90 1.06 132 412 544 582 - - -

1966/67 6.73 2.23 128 401 529 635 96 81.9 134.9 285.4 36.4 456.7

1967/68 7.62 0.83 128 391 516 574 58 49.5 81.6 103.8 21.5 206.9

1969 6.43 2.53 122 381 503 655 152 129.6 213.6 308.7 54.0 576.3

1970 7.07 1.89 118 370 488 630 142 121.2 199.7 223.0 63.6 486.3

1971 5.83 3.13 115 359 474 649 175 149.3 246.0 360.0 63.7 669.7

1972 8.93 .03 112 349 461 642 181 154.4 254.4 3.4 54.5 312.3

1973 7.39 1.57 108 338 446 693 247 210.7 347.2 169.6 143.1 659.9

1/ Constant 1965/66 Mali Francs
2/ Compared to base 1964/65 Unit Traffic Costs as in appraisal
/ Assuming railways were operating at capacity in 1964/65 and estimating capacity decrease without the project conservatively

at 2.5% annually
4/ Actual traffic Mali and Senegal Railways
5/ Difference between actual traffic units and railway capacity without project
-/ Assuming that diversion would be in international traffic (primarily foodstuff imports) only, for which alternative routes via
Abidjan exist. Average haul distance is 1172 km (643 in Senegal and 529 in Mali)
7/ Mali Second Railway Project (Credit 32a-MLI) estimated transportation costs in 1972 via Abidjan for foodstuff imports MF 4964
higher than via Mali-Senegal railways, or MF 3296 in 1965/66 MF. Only 50% of diversion benefits are credited to Mali project as
a roughly similar investment was made simultaneously at Senegal railways
8/ Maritime costs from northern European ports to Abidjan are higher than to Dakar. Some 50% of Mali's imports originate there.
Difference in rates for 1 ton of cereals and other foodstuffs in bags were US$9.6 in 1975; $8.2 (1974); $6.1 (1973); $2.8 (1972);
$3.1 (1971); $3.8 (1970); $3.2 (1969); $3.5 (1968); $3.6 (1967); $3.3 (1966)
9/ Based on unit operating cost savings and Mali Railway traffic "without the project".
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Completion Report - (Credit 95-MLI)

COSTS AND BENEFITS FOR ECONOMIC EVALUATION

(Millions MF)

Total Costs Total Benefits
Year Foreign Costs Local Costs 1966 MF 1966 MF

(Current) 1966
MF MF MF

1 1966 389.7 - - 389.7

2 1967 1,047.2 17 15 1,062.2 456.7

3 1968 1,313.6 34 29 1,342.6 206.9

4 1969 898.3 292 244 1,142.3 576.3

5 1970 560.4 322 261 821.4 486.3

6 1971 126.3 250 176 302.3 669.7

7 1972 285.0 131 87 372.0 312.3

8 1973 - 110 64 64.0 659.5

9 1974L1' 102 10 6 6.0 540.8

/ll
10 1975- - 10 5 5.0 540.8

11-25 1976-97 - - - - 540.8

/1 Benefits for 1974 and after are estimated as the average during 5-year period
1969-1973
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Project Performance Audit Report

MALAWI LILONGWE LAND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

PHASE II

(Credit 244-MAI)

PREFACE

Credit 244-MAI for US$7.25 million was signed in May 1971. It was
the second in an ongoing series of three IDA credits helping to finance the
Lilongwe Land Development Program (LLDP). The first IDA credit (US$6.0 mil-
lion) was signed in February 1968. A third credit (US$8.5 million) was signed
in May 1975. A performance audit report (PPAR) on the first project was
issued to the Board in October 1975 (No. 751).

LLDP started to attract widespread Bank interest in 1972 when it
was included as a case study in the Africa Rural Development Study, managed
by the Development Economics Department. The report of the case study was
released late in 1974, and was followed within 12 months by the audit of
the first project, by a follow-up evaluation for the case study, by a sepa-
rate report prepared by the Development Economics Department questioning
some of the findings of the earlier three reports, and, finally, by a project
completion mission staffed by the Regional Office. A monitoring and evalua-
tion capability was developed within LLDP in 1969, making this one of the
few programs in the Bank's portfolio with several years of monitoring experi-
ence and explaining some of the interest in LLDP.

In terms of lessons for the Bank, this is one of the more important
of the smallholder projects in its portfolio. Nevertheless, the intensity of
recent reporting, including issue of a PPA on the first project little more
than a year ago, persuades OED not to mount another full audit at this time.
Also, the controversial topics will not be clarified until more years of
farm performance have elapsed. The project completion report (PCR) for the
second project, which forms the bulk of this performance audit report, brings
the most important issues in LLDP up to early 1976, when the PCR was finalized.
The audit of the third project will be the occasion for another in-depth
review by OED.

The short audit memorandum was based on a review of the three
appraisal reports, the earlier ex-post evaluative reports, correspondence
touching upon those reports, separate studies of two other Malawian special
rural development activities implemented at Shire Valley and Salima in the
same period as Lilongwe, and the PCR. A two-day visit to Lilongwe in
March 1976 provided an opportunity to discuss with Government and LLDP staff
the draft audit report. The PCR is judged in the light of the other material
and comments received to present a good discussion of the project. The audit
memorandum focuses on four subjects which follow from the substantial body of
literature. The assistance of Project staff, farmers, and Government officials
who provided data and responded so readily to questioning of the PCR and audit
missions is gratefully acknowledged.



Basic Data Sheet

MALAWI LILONGWE LAND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
PHASE II (Credit 244-MAI)

A. Amounts (in US$ million)

Originl Disbursed Cancelled Repaid Outstanding

Credit 244-MAI 7.25 7.25 0 0 )
Exchange Adjustment 0.16 7.41

B. Project Data

Original Plan Revision Actual

First Mention (Repeater Project)
Government Application " "
Board Approval 5/04/71
Credit Agreement 5/13/71
Credit Effectiveness 9/ /71 8/18/71
Physical Completion 12/31/75 12/31/75
Percentage of Original Project

Actually Completed 100%
Loan Closing Date 3/31/76 3/31/76

Total Costs US$8.59 US$8.63
Economic Rate of Return 13% 1/ 8 % Z/

C. Mission Data

Sent Month No. of No. of Man-
by Year Persons Weeks Weeks Date of Report

Appraisal Bank 5 April 16, 1971
Supervision IV- Bank June 1971 2 3 5 July 26, 1971

" V " January 1972 1 1.5. 1.5 February 22, 1972
" VI ? August 1972 ?
" VII RMEA March 1973 .3 1 3 May 8, 1973
" VIII " October 1973 3 2 5 November 14, 1973

(Appraisal III Bank May-June 1974 3 February 28, 1975)
Supervision IX RMEA July 1974 1 1 1 August 12, 1974

" X " January 1975 2 1 2 February 28, 1975
Completion Bank September 1975 1 2.5 2.5 February 24, 1976
Supervision XI- RMEA February 1976 3 3 4 March 8, 1976

1/ The appraisal rate of return estimate of 13% included Phases I and II. The rate
for Phase I alone was estimated then at 11%. No separate.estimate was given for
Phase II.

2/ This is the mid-point of the range within which OED believes the final estimate is likely
to fall. The figure refers to Phase I and II combined. See PPAM para. 9. The PCR does not
recompute the rate. The PPA for Phase I did not either.

3/ Supervision Mission numbers pick up the series started in Phase I.

4/ Supervision of Phase III starts.

Rate of Exchange Floating: in 1971 Mk 1 = Us$1.3, in 1975 Yk 1 - US$1.1.



Project Performance Audit Report

MALAWI LILONGWE LAND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
PHASE II

(Credit 244-MAI)

HIGHLIGHTS

The audit reviews progress during the second of three phases of
the Lilongwe Land Development Program (LLDP), the oldest of Government's
four major area development schemes. Beginning with preparation in 1966,
the Bank has been closely involved in the Program and has now c'mitted a
total of US$22 million in three separate credits. The Program, one of the
first "integrated" rural development schemes, is more complex than most
because the construction of physical infrastructure and delivery of ferti-
lizer/seed packages was preceded by land survey and registration and other
tenure reform. Phase II consolidates progress in the phase 1 area and
extends LLDP activities to an area of about equal size. When phase III,
begun in 1975, is completed in 1978, LLDP will cover almost one million
smallholder acres and over 109,000 families.

The Program through phase II is considered to be successful, but more

so with respect to changes and innovations introduced to the farmers and in Gov-
ernment policies and services than with respect to the original productivity
objectives. The Bank, which for three years has been looking closely at this
experience for lessons of relevance to other integrated programs, has shown
concern for the lag in the rate of farmer adoption of the high yielding crop
packages, the leading edge of the Program according to the appraisal report.
That concern has generated fruitful discussion of the costs and benefits of
yield measurements and of the role of LLDP's special Evaluation Section.

The following points may be of particular interest:

- The impressive evidence of progress and its interpretation

(paras. 5-9 and PCR paras. 3.06-3.10)

- Changes in crop yields and their limitations as indicators

(paras. 6-7 and PCR paras. 3.02-3.04)

- Major efforts in extension and other forms of farmer
training (PCR paras. 2.07-2.10)

- Controls over credit repayments and the near absence of
delinquency (PCR paras. 2.11-2.14)

- Impact of price changes on fertilizer use (PCR para. 2.15)

- Delays in recruitment, promotion and localization
(PCR para. 2.21)

- Efforts to improve the project evaluation system
(PCR paras. 2.22-2.24)



Project Performance Audit Memorandum

MALAWI LILONGWE LAND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
PHASE II

(Credit 244-MAI)

1. The Lilongwe Land Development Program (LLDP) grew out of a pilot
exercise begun in 1965 with British aid. Discussion with the Bank started
at the same time. The first project was prepared the next year by ADS
staff connected to the Permanent Mission in Eastern Africa, and appraised,
along with the proposed Shire Valley agricultural development project, in
1967. The Government was at the same time finalizing plans for a third
"integrated" agricultural development project at Salima, with German aid.
The three projects were to be run by separate units under a new office -
the Agricultural Development Branch - in the Ministry of Agriculture and
Natural Resources (MANR). (A fourth project, partly financed by the Bank,
was started at Karonga five years later.) A credit agreement for US$6.0
million (Cr. 113-MAI) was signed in February 1968; the credit was closed,
fully disbursed ahead of schedule, in August 1972 (Project Performance Audit
Report No. 751, dated 5/23/75).

2. The second phase, the subject of this Report, was appraised in
1970 as a direct sequel of the first phase. This phasing had been antici-
pated in the original plan, but the area covered by LLDP was to increase
even more than in that initial design. The most important innovation of
the second phase was to introduce livestock activities - a state ranch
and facilities for smallholder fattening of feeder stock from the ranch -
to what had previously been an exclusive crop orientation. An agreement
for a credit of US$7.25 million was signed in May 1971, became effective
in August of that year, and was closed, fully disbursed, on schedule in
March 1976.

3. That five-year implementation period was intercepted by several
studies organized in the Bank outside of the Regional Office. LLDP's
importance is partly explained by the fact that it included since its
inception many elements of "integrated" rural development activity. It
involved Bank staff in planning for integrated activity long before the
latter became fashionable; it is the oldest program of the type in the
Bank's portfolio; and it offers for review eight years of implementation
experience. Its interest to the Bank is also explained by its Evaluation
Unit, a small section, said to be understaffed at the supervisory level,
which has unexpectedly found itself in the spotlight of the international
development community with a reputation as being one of the most important
experiments to date in farm level monitoring and evaluation (the work of
the Unit is discussed in PCR paragraphs 2.22-2.24). The several studies
of LLDP have provoked debate over the meaning and significance of the
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collected field data, some of which has never been analyzed, so that LLDP
is at once one of the best known and one of the more controversial among
the Bank's rural development projects.

4. The Program will ultimately cover about one million acres of the
plateau west of Lilongwe town, now the capital of Malawi. The area is the
breadbasket of the country with an estimated population of 109,000 farm
families. The dominant objective of LLDP has been to increase yields and
production of smallholder maize and groundnuts, on expanding acreage, while
increasing yields and maintaining production levels for tobacco on a reduced
cropped area. The leading edge of the crop program, as discussed in all
three appraisal reports, has been the maize package, a mix of a (then) new
"Askari" synthetic variety, fertilizer, credit and effective extension. The
maize package distinguishes Lilongwe from Shire Valley and Salima, lowland
areas where the programs emphasized cotton and where maize played a much
less important role. All three areas were rainfed, but conditions in the
Lilongwe area are superior to the other two and the Lilongwe smallholders
include the most progressive in the country. The economic rate of return
to projects I and II strung together was estimated at appraisal in 1971
at 13%.

5. LLDP is much more than a maize fertilizer program. It includes
the construction of approximately 40 unit centers, rural road improvements,
conservation works, investments in health posts and boreholes (water for domestic
purposes), organized extension, organized input delivery and crop purchasing
systems, etc., all as described in the PCR. Although in the area as a whole
the yield performance of the three crops has been variable and generally well
below expectations, and although the volume of fertilizer sales on credit
has fallen short of targets (especially, but not only, because of the
increase in the price of these chemicals in 1974), the improvement of hus-
bandry practices and yields on adopting farms and the creation of new
physical infrastructure are apparent to observers. Moreover, the program
projects an image of prosperity and vigor (see PCR paragraph 3.07).

6. OED will add four comments to the discussion of the PCR. The
first is that LLDP's image of success is related less to signs of progress
toward original crop and rate of return objectives than to other desirable
improvements - increased farm consumption, new shops and other rural non-
farm investments, experience in the administration of rural programs,
training of Malawians for service on other schemes, etc. - which,
although implicit as long-term goals, were not spelled out in this
appraisal. It was the means to those ends which were specified in the
first appraisal, and these targets were unambiguous; to intensify farm
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practices in order "to raise the yields of food crops, especially maize and
groundnuts".Il The infrastructure was to be strengthened in order to ensure
the widespread adoption of the food crop packages. This concept is echoed
in the appraisal report of the second project. Except for the beef fattening
activity, all rates of return analyses for the second project are tied to
quantified estimates of yield increases on the average farm within the proj-
ect boundary; all supplementary expenditures are justified in terms of the
support they bring to the food crop production and marketing systems.

7. Early data suggested that yields of adopting farmers had been
lagging, but Government believes now that those farmers are catching up to
the forecasts. Nevertheless apparently only about half the farmers expected
to adopt the high yielding packages have done so thus far, and average yields
in the area therefore fall considerably short of projections.1' The relia-
bility and significance of the yield and adoption data have both been challenged,
partly because of the high incidence of home consumption and smuggling. But
the point is that LLDP cannot yet be called a success by appraisal standards
on the basis of existing evidence, and the Region does not consider it so.

1/ Appraisal Report, January 3, 1968, page 2:

"A new Agricultural Development Branch has been established within
the Department of Agriculture to assume responsibility for major
agricultural development schemes in Malawi. The Government's agricul-
tural development policy is concentrated on improving the production
of the main existing smallholder crops. Two major development schemes
are being launched to increase the yields of cotton, the main export
crop. The rapid growth of population and the imminent threat of loca-
lized domestic food shortages, however, require greatly intensified
efforts to raise the yields of food crops, especially maize and ground-
nuts, which are most economically grown in the Central Plains near
Lilongwe, the commercial hub of the populous Central Region.

Past experience, based on successful pilot schemes, indicates that inten-
sification is best supported by an integrated package program, on a
scale which is large enough to be effective but still manageable. Such
a program would consist of soil conservation measures; improvements in
the rural infrastructure; cultivation of remaining unused land; an
intensive extension and credit effort concentrated in a well-defined
geographic area in order to accelerate the use of modern inputs; and
land reorganization and registration of holdings, which would provide
farmers with recognizable units of land and thus promote long-term farm
improvements and sustain the results achieved in the short run."

2/ The PCR's updated yield estimates (PCR para. 3.02) are below those given
in the last Bank evaluation of Lilongwe (June 1975), which, in turn, were
higher than and used to challenge those of two earlier reports (September
1974 and May 1975). Substantial yield shortfalls are reported also in the
Shire Valley and Salima projects, especially for the maize components. The
PPA for Shire Valley I (No. 895) says there was no progress at all in maize
productivity.
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8. Emphasis has been given in some other Bank reports, however, to the
broader benefits of LLDP, postponing an assessment of husbandry improvements for
several years when the etfects ot the erratic rainfall pattern of the early
1970s will have less influence on the averages.land when the adopter/non-
adopter ratio will have stabilized. Also, it is argued that since the coats
of securing accurate and meaningful yield estimates are high, LLDP and the
Bank may have to settle for proxy indicators or for the other signs of
increased economic activity and smallholder prosperity. This view was
pressed on OED at MANR, which said it was prepared to accept yields lower
than appraisal estimates (provided other program spinoffs remained high) and,
therefore, was reluctant to exhaust the funds of evaluation units chasing
after elusive yield estimates./ OED sees a danger, however, in bypassing
the husbandry standards of appraisal. It is possible to be fooled by the
physical appearance of input and market systems which are developed to sup-
port new crop technologies. Program monies can buy those roadside appear-
ances. If the underlying technical transformation of the farm enterprise
is not successful, either the one predicted in the appraisal reports or a
substitute, those appearances cannot be maintained without continuing sub-
sidy from outside the food crop economy.

9. To date, one still must accept the conclusion of the audit of the
first project that no convincing evidence is yet available to repudiate or
to confirm the economic viability of the investment undertaken. MANR says
the same thing - that none of the information on yields, production and
sales adequately measures the output effects of the obvious improvements
in crop husbandry. Officials have a gut feeling that there has been an
important increase in production due to the project. But it cannot be
confirmed. The economic rate of return is not updated in the PCR; the
project authority has not recalculated it either. Since the cost schedule

1/ The early appraisal missions guessed wrong on the incidence of bad
weather. The first appraisal report states: "the annual rainfall is
reliable, reducing the risks that accompany the use of fertilizer by
smallholders in less fortunate areas."

2/ MANR also suggested that the Bank's insistence on improvements in the
measurement of yield and other crop variables reflected the Bank's interest
in drawing universal lessons from LLDP, an objective which Malawi must con-
sider a luxury and hopes will attract external support. MANR does not
intend to ignore the output record. But it would like to discover a
methodology which can use the cheaper input measures as a fair and ade-
quate proxy for output. It looks to the Bank for advice on methodology,
both to find the surrogate input indicators and to measure the "other"
benefits.



was completed roughly on schedule, changes in the rate of return will hinge
on shifts in the benefit schedule. If we accept the argument that adopter
yields are now on target but that the rate of adoption of the full package
is half as fast as expected, and assume therefore that the quantity of incre-
mental crop production is and will continue to be about two thirds the apprai-
sal level, then under these conditions, and holding all other factors constant
(and ignoring other benefits), the rate of return for phases I and II combined
would fall from the appraisal figure of 13% to about 8%. The latter figure
allows for price changes both for the relative increase of maize prices in
Malawi in the years after appraisal, and for smuggling of Lilongwe maize into
Zambia and Mozambique, where prices are at least twice as high.

10. The second point is related to the first. It is easily conceivable

that a dynamic development process has been generated in the LLDP area, pre-
sumably induced by LLDP, but that it is not dependent on the maize and ground-

nut packages per se. The implications are intriguing. They could mean that

the alleged core of the Program, the high yield maize fertilizer package and

the extension and credit services that are linked to it, is essentially irrel-
evant to the growth process that has been observed, or at least that it served
as no more than an instrument for bringing available human resources together
and for loosening the civil service system sufficiently to bring good talent
in the Ministry quickly through the ranks to management positions. In ways
that have not yet been explained, the growth process may be attributable to
the roads, to the dynamization of extension activities, to the backward and
forward influences exerted by the new market facilities, to the jobs and
incomes created in the construction period, etc. The new maize and ground-
nut technologies undoubtedly play some role in the process, but may not form
the leading edge except as resource mobilizer. Other packages may have
served the same purpose. Credit, or extension,may not be essential to it.
The point to be made is that the link between the signs of prosperity and the
food crop packages has not been made, and in fact would appear to be weak.
That leaves a host of interesting questions to be answered about the mech-
anism of development in Lilongwe. The PCR hints at another interpretation
of the process, that labor and land resources have been freed by the partly
successful maize and groundnut packages and it is the uses of those extra
resources that is fueling the growth process (paragraph 3.04). Thus, though
there is a basis for confidence that the LLDP is moving in the right direc-
tion, not enough is known to say how and why.

11. And this suggests a third point to be made. The hard pressed Eval-
uation Section probably does have a special role to play. It has a data
base, especially the collection from three consecutive years of intensive
farm sample survey, which will serve as a baseline and early program record
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against which new information can be measured at the end of the decade and

important growth hypotheses tested. The PCR argues that the Bank and the

Government should find a way to capture the important micro detail of the
surveys, because they offer a rich resource for subsequent ex post analyses
(paragraph 2.24). The audit supports that view. The monitoring work should

continue as well.

12. Fourth, and finally, one hopes that the micro detail of the Lilongwe
farm studies ultimately will help identify the main factors limiting the rate
of adoption and efficacy of the new crop technologies. The forecast yield
and benefit schedules presented at appraisal are not unreasonable, at least
for maize and groundnuts (the tobacco yield estimates look optimistic).
In 1970 the appraisal team reported that research trials in the Lilongwe
area with the Askari maize synthetic yielded 7,000 lb/acre, that the average

yield in a 1969 maize growing competition was 3,400 lb/acre, and that the
average yield for all farmers was 1,100 lb/acre. The team set 1979/80 targets
of 3,000 lb/acre for the most progressive half (45%) of the LLDP farmers, and
2,000 lb/acre for all farmers living in the Program area, including non-adop-
ters. Those targets, interpreted as forecasts in the economic analysis, seem
acceptable. Nevertheless doubts have been raised by performance during the
first half of the 1970s whether those average targets can ever be reached.
Similar shortfalls from apparently reasonable food crop yield targets are
reported in the majority of smallholder projects in the LDCs, and have yet
to be adequately explained.1/

1/ The Program unit stresses the importance of price policies on the rate of
adoption; the Bank has picked that up as a major issue and recommended
that Government reform its input and crop pricing formulas, both of which
now tend to discriminate against the farmer.
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MALAWI LILONGWE LAND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
PHASE II

Note: The PCR was issued in February 1976. Data
extends only through the 1974/75 season, and, with
the exception of a few added footnotes (marked by an
*) which bring pieces of the story up to date, the
discussion refers to the period before the date of
issuance. Since the credit was closed in March 1976,
the PCR effectively covers the disbursement period.

The Appraisal Report was entitled the Lilongwe Agri-
cultural Development Project, Phase II.
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MAIAWI

LILONGWE LAND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
PHASE II

I. THE PROGRAM AND PROJECT

1.01 The Lilongwe Land Development Program was conceived to be
implemented over 13 years in three phases, starting in 1968. The first
phase,partly financed under Credit 113-MAI, was completed in 1972 and
performance was reviewed by the Operations Evaluation Department in
Report No. 751-MAI dated May 23, 1975. The second phase, the Project
under review, covered four years between 1971 and 1975. Invest-
ments under the third phase, appraised in May/June 1974 for financing
under Cr. 550-MAI,started in August 1975. The Program was initially
designed to increase production of major farm crops over 500,000 acres,
especially maize and groundnuts to meet rapidly rising domestic demand,
and to intensify tobacco production for export. The Program area was
later extended to 1.1 million acres and beef, dairy and poultry components
were added. The Program was the first of four similar rural development
programs operating in Malawi and together covering some 20% of the
country's farmers. All take a similar approach of integrating provision
of roads, market and administrative centers, water supplies and conserva-
tion measures with intensified extension services, credit and input
supplies and varying levels of social services. Following recommendations
of the Bank's Agricultural Sector Review report of 1973 (235a-MAI),
planning of modified programs to cover the remaining areas of the country
is now under way.

1.02 The Phase II Project includes construction of crop extraction
roads, rainfall diversion channels and boreholes to serve an additional
240,000 acres of the program area divided into 14.units,each with its
service center including a produce market and input store and staff
housing and offices. It expands the provision of agricultural extension
and training services. It continues the management organization estab-
lished in Phase I and expands provision of inputs for cash or credit.
It includes the establishment of a ranch to provide feeder stock for
stall fattening by project farmers. Details are given in Annex 1.

1.03 The Project cost was estimated at US$8.6 million of which
foreign exchange costs were US$3.35 (or 39%). The Credit of US$7.25
million was to meet 88% of major expenditure items. Retroactive financing
for US$105,000 for ranch development was included. The Project became
effective on August 18, 1971. It was to have been completed by September
30, 1975. The closing date is March 31, 1976.

II. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

2.01 "Phase II" can variously mean an area--a series of units--of
the program area in which work was started in the period 1971/72-1974/75,
or, alternatively, operations taking place in that period in both the
area mainly developed in Phase I and the Phase II area. The meaning is
generally clear from the context.
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Development Work
2.02 Most physical construction was close to appraisal estimates in

total and generally somewhat ahead of schedule in timing. At the start
of Phase II land development works covered 286,000 acres compared with
some 163.000 acres originally planned. During Phase II, in 1972/73-
1974/75, 11 standard "units" totalling 235,000 acres were brought into
the Project against 12 units, estimated at 240,000 acres at appraisal.
In addition five "modified input areas" totalling 140,000 acres (vs.

116,000 acres at appraisal) were incorporated in the Project, and 161,000
acres of the Dzalaryama Forest Reserve were developed as a ranch, as
scheduled (see para 2.05 below). In total these areas cover about
77,000 farm families, 50% ahead of appraisal estimates. The Phase II
Project aimed to reach 24,000 new farmers in the Phase II area as well
as continue services to 28,000 in the Phase I areas at the intensities
planned in Phase I but not achieved.

2.03 Unit offices and staff housing were built in all unit service
centers as planned. Input stores have been built in all standard units,
but two still lack permanent markets, to be constructed by ADMARC. Road
construction exceeded estimates by 10% and 47 bridges were constructed,
24 in Phase I units and 23 in Phase II area. Rainfall diversion ditches
were close to anticipation and some 260 miles of artificial waterways
were developed in addition. Details are given in Table 1.

Table I: BUILDINGS AND OTHER CONSTRUCTION

Total Total to
1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 Phase II End Phase

II

Housing
Unit Offices 4 5 4 4 17 26
Housing Units 105 101 43 45 294 453
Temporary Housing 90 6 10 - 106 106

Water
Water Supply 5 4 5 2 16 25
Dips - 3 2 - 5 5

Roads
Bridges and Drifts 10 20 12 5 47 109
Road Mileage 240 158 152 50 600 1,233

Conservation
Diversion Ditches (Miles) 214 378 551 506 1,649 3,690
Waterways (Miles) 88 42 83 50 263 493
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2.04 At the time of the appraisal of Phase II, survey under Phase I
was behind-hand due to shortages of qualified staff, and although the
development program was not held up, land registration has been delayed.
The staff situation was rectified by the end of 1971. During Phase II
survey of some 376,000 acres was completed, above estimates and ahead of
schedule (Table 2), and survey is no longer a bottleneck.

Table 2: SURVEY, LAND REGISTRATION
AND FARM DEMARCATION (ACRES)

1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 Total
Project Year: 1 2 3 4

Survey (Area surveyed up
to Farm Registration)
Appraisal Estimate 75,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 375,000

Actual 117,000 115,000 77,895 66,070 375,965

Registration - 33,178 21,991 41,324 96,493

Farm Allocation 33,220 93,280 75,500 59,800 261,800

Land allocation and registration only got under way in 1971 and have
lagged, while farm demarcation, which was getting ahead of allocation/
registration has been held back. In the Phase II period about 262,000
acres were demarcated and 97,000 registered. Given a well-advised policy
of not hurrying this process and given the enormous effort needed for
this task, this seems, within the guideline of its objectives, creditable.
However, land reform does not finish at allocation--people have to take
up their allocations and transfer plots--and although there are no data on
progress with this, there are reports of slow take-up of allocations.

Dzalanyama Ranch
2.05 The scheduled 161,000 acres of the Dzalanyama Forest Reserve
were released to the Project and are being developed as a ranch to
provide feeder stock for program farmers. However, the build up of the
herd has been restricted by shortage of stock in Malawi and high prices
due to this and competition from a number of livestock projects. By the
end of Phase II the herd was scheduled to be about 11,000 head: it was,
in fact, only slightly over 5,000 (see Table 3), and instead of sales to
farmers of fatteners of about 2,000 a year the level was about one-third.
The fattening component appears to be operating well and is showing a
handsome gross profit to farmers (see Annex 2). There is some suggestion,
however, that feed (principally maize stalk) would be inadequate for the
level of development which was planned: the evaluation unit is to
investigate this.

* The herd continued to expand in 1976, though the head count can be mis-
leading because of the success of the programs for selling heifers and
steers to smallholders. The March 1977 Supervision Report shows herd
size at 92% of appraisal forecasts in December 1976.
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2.06 Considerable loss of grazing has taken place through brushfires, apparently particularly prone to enter from the Mozambique border.The cost of establishing fire breaks would be considerable but frominformation available could be a viable operation. The wood resourcesof the ranch area are not being methodically exploited although selectivecutting would appear to be beneficial to both forest and grazing, andremain essentially on a protected basis as the area is gazetted forestreserve. A cost/benefit analysis of both fire control measures and fullexploitation of the timber resources of the Ranch- area would be justified.

Table 3: DZALANYAMA RANCH: STOCKING IN PHASE II

Oct. 1971 Dec. 1971 Dec. 1972 Dec. 1973 Dec. 1974 Mar. 1975

Cows 172 271 798 1,572 2,000 2,071
Calves 59 107 412 682 1,012 932
Heifers 102 113 124 152 468 490
Steers 225 226 278 500 648 616Bulls 35 35 48 48 54 51Weaners - - 126 670 653 765Quarantine - - 162 54 82 134

Total 593 752 1,948 3,678 4,917 5,059

Extension Services and Training
2.07 The appraisal report called for expansion of extension coverage
to an additional 24,000 farming families for a total of almost 50,000. In
fact cover, as defined by the number of farm families within the orbit
of unit centers, had reached nearly 78,000 by 1975. The ratio of extension
workers to farmers was expected to be 1:200 for the first 2 1/2 years after
establishing a unit and 1:400 thereafter, a level which was not, however,
achieved in Phase I because of a shortage of trained extension workers.
Similar difficulties continued into Phase II and the overall Program ratio
was 1:374 in 1975, or 1:348 in the Phase II project area alone if it is assumed
that Phase I areas and early Phase II areas each had a 1:400 staffing ratio(Table 4). Given tne resuurce constraints, Government feels that these ratiosare quite satisfactory and that the appraisal target was unrealistic.

Table 4: EXTENSION SERVICES
Coverage in Phase II Project

Overall
Phase I Phase II Extension Probable

Extension Area Area Total Workers/ Ratio in
Year Staff Families Families Families Families New Areas a/

1971/72 148 25,300 9,200 34,500 1:233 1:233

1972/73 178 26,100 19,900 46,000 1:257 1:216

1973/74 228 26,800 40,200 67,000 1:294 1:237

1974/75 208 27,600 50,300 77,900 1:374 1:348

a/ An approximation which assumes 1:400 ratio is maintained in areas exposed to
extension workers for 2 1/2 years or more.

* These brush fires were brought under better control in 1976.
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2.08 Mere numbers do not, of course, make an efficient extension
organization; it has to have a well structured line of communication to
and from farmers, and have up-to-date and worthwhile advice to transmit.
In this, LLDP seems strong; a pyramid structure provides a ladder from
the Principal Field Officer, through Senior Field Officers in charge of
groups of five units, each headed by a Field Officer supervising two Field
Assistants per unit; and staff transportation seems adequate.l/ Impres-
sive monthly farm activity schedules are drawn up and these together with
regular briefings on project matters from Project Manager through
Divisional and Section heads down to contact staff ensure the pyramid is
used. Each farmer should be contacted about four times a year. Random
checks during field visits left some doubt whether this level was achieved,
whether everyone who should be reached is regularly reached, and whether
the information is passed on adequately (producer price information did
not appear to reach the village very reliably): but the general impression
was an extension service that was enthusiastic, well briefed and active.
Effectiveness is harder to judge in a short visit outside the main crop
period, and in large part depends on such exogenous factors as producer
price levels.

2.09 The cattle dipping program expanded during the Phase from
covering nine units to 24 units, and the rather shaky data suggest an
increase in the proportion of the herd dipped. Dipping rates vary
seasonally, principally because access is limited by crop cultivation,
but in 1975 it appears that about 80% of the 48,000 head herd in LLDP
was covered. Unfortunately there has been no attempt to measure the
effectiveness of the program within LLDP.

2.10 Staff and farmer training programs appear to have continued at
the Project Training Center and Nsaru FTC respectively much as anticipated
by the appraisal mission. The level of 200-250 days of staff training
maintained each year appears satisfactory given the virtual exclusion of
training in the main agricultural season, November through March. Courses
averaged 5-7 days with 20 resident places filled per course. Farmer
training contact increased through the Phase and in 1973/74 (the last year
for which figures were complete) there were 94 residential courses over
313 days involving 2,700 students and 7,600 student days: whilst day
courses involved over 30,000 students that year. One-third of all resi-
dent students, and over a half of day class participants were women. No
courses were current during the completion mission, but the interest of
training staff supported the impression from the figures that the training
program was operating well.

Credit and Input Supply
2.11 Nearly all seasonal inputs used in the Project have been made
available on credit in kind. During the Phase II period the number of
borrowers rose from under 5,000 to over 25,000 in the peak year 1973/74

1/ And possibly excessive in quality: the proportion of four-wheel drive
vehicles in the LLDP fleet may be greater than is justified given the
road conditions and probably low cost of delays in operations which
the use of standard vehicles would entail.
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when the total loan value was K495,000. These were close to appraisal
estimates for 1974/75 1/ in which year there was in fact a decline in
borrowers but an increase in the amount lent and a doubling of average
loan size (Table 5) all caused by the sharp increase in world fertilizer
prices that year. In 1973/74 rather under 40% of families covered by the
extension services in that year received seasonal credit: but credit was
received by 75% of families in units established -for at least two years
and who were, therefore, most likely to have been appraised for credit-
worthiness.

Table 5: SEASONAL CREDIT OPERATIONS

Borrowers
Number of Total Av. Size Repayments Fully Paid Back

Year Borrowers Loans(K) (K) On Timem Later On Time Later
------------- % ---------------

/1970/71 4,408 83,254 18.90 88.1 99.1- n,a, 98L2

1971/72 19,804 328,663 16.60 78.3 97.2-3_ n.a. 87/2

1972/73 21,121 392,403 18.60 74.8 95.6-3 61 n.a.

1973/74 25,396 495,413 19.50 90.8 96.4 13  84 n.a.

1974/75 20,496 735,932 35.90 90.1 - 84 n.a.

2.12 The efficacy of a credit service should be judged by whether the
items supplied on credit have the desired effect of securing effective
use of new techniques which would otherwise have failed to take on because
farmers had a liquidity problem and whether, after a few years of using
credit, farmers became independent of it. There is little information on
how the credit program has performed on these criteria--yield data have
been somewhat controversial (see paras 3.02-3.04) and production with and
without credit has not been evaluated while most of the uptake of inputs
has been associated with credit issues. Cash sales were only 1% of total
value in the first two years but rose to 10% in 1973/74 and 1974/75. There
are no data on farmers being weaned from the credit program.

2.13 Typically, repayment rates have been more closely monitored.
'These have been well above 'the levels typical of African agricultural
credit operations (Table 5); aid{n the last two years, with over 90% of
sums rent recovered by the due date, have been particularly commendable.

1/ According to Annex 5, pp. 1, 3, and 5. At para 6.09 the appraisal
report appears to suggest only 14,000 participants by the end of the
Phase.

2/ January 1974.

3/ August 1975.

X i.e., by August 31 of borrowing year.

Table Source: Papers provided by LLDP staff.
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2.14 Good recovery rates variously reflect profitable input packages
made available on credit on the right scale; sound judgment on the selection
of borrowers (done in this case largely by the extension service with
the help of headmen); a simple recovery mechanism which gives borrowers
good opportunity to pay back (and little to avoid it); and the certainty
of punitive action for wanton default. In LLDP credit is for suitably
sized packages combining inputs of plant nutrients and seed that have
proved technically and economically beneficial in tests, and must be
presumed sound. Although subject to criticism apong LLDP staff, especially
concerning failure to stop past defaulters getting loans from neighboring
Units, the extension services seem to have been effective at weeding out
bad risks. However, the system of rating used does probably tend un-
necessarily to exclude some borrowers who could benefit from credit. The
collection at markets, immediately after payment, seems fair, efficient
and persistent. A K2.00 surcharge added immediately on any default
doubtless encourages payment on time, but as this charge never increases
a borrower, once a defaulter, does not have any incentive to clear his
debt. The coercive element then comes from the traditional courts which
are, naturally, not subject to the jurisdiction of the Project. These
have failed to keep up with credit default cases during Phase II and in
one area at least have set a bad example with all the court officials,
themselves defaulters. Mobile recovery teams of LLDP credit and extension
staff have operated with some effect in 1975, but it is hoped that the new
creation of a special mobile court with adequate capacity to cope with
the default flow expeditously, will ease the expense and resource diversion
involved in thus maintaining good repayment rates. It has been estimated
that for the credit program to be self-supporting a charge of 26% would
be needed.i/ At present, most of the field extension staff is involved to
some degree in credit collection.

2.15 Seasonal inputs supplied under the Project include fertilizer
(CAN, Sulphate of Ammonia, Urea or a 20:20:0 mixture) for maize and
tobacco; seed for maize and groundnuts; and sulphur dust for groundnuts.
These are provided in packages suitable for one acre application in
combinations which reflect extension advice. In 1974/75 there were 17
different packages available: 12 for maize, 3 for groundnuts, and 2 for
tobacco; a total of 37,750 were sold, down from 42,600 in 1971/72 when
there were nine different packages. Fertilizer use increased markedly
over Phase I, but expansion has been checked, probably by a combination
of the increase in fertilizer prices and increased interest charges which
greatly raise total package price.2!/ In 1974/75 fertilizer use was little
different from the start of Phase II, enough for about 40,000 acres. Total
issues of fertilizer in 1974/75 were only half of those projected, although
during the previous three years they were acceptably close to estimates
(see Table 6).*

1/ Interest charges which had been 10% on the season were raised to 12-1/2%
in 1974/75: this is the equivalent of 15-16.5% a year.

2/ The weighted average cost of a package in 1971/72 was K7.70: in 1974/75
it was K28.20.

* Fertilizer use rebounded in the next two seasons, following a decline from
the high prices of 1974/75. Total tonnage sold increased to an all time
high before the end of 1976/77 (on a larger area, however), and is expected
to reach appraisal forecasts (Supervision Report of March 1977).



Table 6: FERTILIZER USE
(m tons)

Sold for Cash Sold on Credit Total Issue
Actual Actual Actual

Year Projected Actual Proj'd Projected Actual Proj'd Projected Actual Proj'd

1970/71
(Phase I) 83 - - 794 - - 877 -

1971/72 1,940 59 3 1,340 3,877 289 3,280 3,936 120 CO

1972/73 2,570 44 2 2,110 3,898 185 4,680 3,942 84

1973/74 3,410 1,050 31 2,880 4,884 170 6,290 5,934 94

1974/75 4,160 499 12 3,580 3,496 98 7,740 -3,995 52

Source: LLDP and Annex 5.
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2.16 The expected shift to cash purchases has not taken place and
even in 1973/74 when total issues were close to projections, under one-
third of the expected cash purchases took place. It is interesting to
consider how soon a farmer participating in a credit program can be
expected to switch to cash purchases. Such change will obviously be
delayed if credit is relatively cheap, and the more so if the farmer, a
risk averter above all, thinks there is a chance either of avoiding
repayment or, in the event that there is a widespread crop failure, a
general moratorium on credit repayments.

Costs and Financing
2.17 To August 31, 1975 expenditures under the Project totalled
K6,647,712 which, together with contingent liabilities of K130,000 for
vehicles still to be delivered and K118,000 against storage constructed
by ADMARC and not yet billed, brought costs virtually to the appraisal
estimates for Government and IDA financing (farmers' contributions of a
further K330,000 were anticipated through the cash purchase of seasonal
inputs). Considerable variation took place within the overall total
(Table 7). Generally good control seems to have been exercised over
expenditure units, but saving also reflects procurement problems: e.g.,
livestock costs are down because cattle have been harder to obtain than
was expected, major savings on expatriate staff reflect recruiting
difficulties (which have put a considerable strain on the senior staff
in post), and the under-expenditure on local staff in the extension
services are also accounted for by a shortage of these key workers.
Building costs have tended to exceed estimates although the worst of
the world-wide cost escalation was avoided by completion of major invest-
ments early in the Project. Savings seem to have been made in vehicle
orders without impairing efficiency, due to good management control on
their use and an effective maintenance organization.
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Table 7: EXPENDITURES RELATED TO ESTIMATES
(K '000)

Total Total Expenditure
Category Credit Expenditure as % of
(DCA, Schedule 1) Allocated to 8131/75 Deviation Allocated

I. Vehicles, Machinery, Equipment, 130.0 N
Fertilizers and Insecticides 1,060.6 553.5 -377.1 64

II. Livestock 352.3 239.6 -112.6 68

III. Buildings
a) Headquarters & Conservation 167.6 268.8 +101.2 160
b) Service Centers 333.3 424.1 + 90.7 127
c) Ranch 143.9 102.4 - 41.5 71

IV. Services of Expatriate Staff" 834.3 554.1 -280.2 66

V. Services of Local Staff for:
a) Soil Conservation, Planning

and Building 352.3 498.7 +146.5 142
b) Surveys and Land Allocation 206.4 237.7 4 31.3 115
c) Extension, Training and

Marketing, Service Center
Units 1,054.9 703.7 -351.2 67

d) Ranch 48.3 89.9 + 41.6 186
e) Headquarters, Evaluation and

Headquarter Credit 281.2 366.5 + 85.3 130

VI. Marketing and Storage Facilities of 118.0 N

ADMARC 162.9 40.0 - 4.9 97

VII. Operating and Maintenance Costs 1,467.8 2'568.7 +1,100.9 175

VIII. Unallocated 399.6 - -399.6 -

248.0 x
Total 6,861.5 6.647.7 f- 34.7 'J00

x Upper figures are commitments.
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2.18 The final credit allocations by category are close to the pattern
of total expenditures. Disbursements have been remarkably close to
appraisal expectation (Table 8), and no major problems with disbursements
were reported by project management. There was some complaint at Ministry
level on the inflexibility which Bank procurement procedures introduce in
a country in which dealerships are limited and stocks held are small.
The $25,000 exclusion from ICB was felt to be too low in view of rising
prices (this limit was raised to $30,000 in Phase III). Total procurement
times for vehicles are currently running at about 18 months including
preparation of documents, advertizing time, clearance with RMEA (30 days)
and the Central Tender Board, and a 12-month delivery time from placement
of orders.

Table 8: SCHEDULE OF DISBURSEMENTS

Accumulated Disbursements at End
of Semester (US$ equivalents, '000)

IDA Fiscal Year Appraisal Actual as
and Semester Actual Estimates % of Estimate

1971/72
June 30, 1972 120 559 21

1972/73
December 31, 1972 1,365 1,679 81
June 30, 1973 2,634 x 2,656 99

1973/74
December 31, 1973 3,445 x 3,489 99
June 30, 1974 4,074 x 4,331 94

1974/75
December 31, 1973 5.,199 N 5,182 100
June 30, 1974 6,289 x 6.005 105

1975/76
December 31, 1975 7,244 i 6,802 106
March 31, 1976 7,250 x 7,250 100

x With exchange adjustment removed.

Organization and Management
2.19 Changes recommended at appraisal in the organization of the
Project were carried through with only minor modifications. The Program
Manager was made directly responsible to the Ministry of Agriculture and
Natural Resources (MANR) at Deputy Secretary level; a Liaison Committee
was created within 12 months of signing of the Project Agreement; a
restructuring of management divisions took place; and management trainees
recruited. The Liaison Committee, with the Secretary for Agriculture and
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Natural. Resources in the Chair has been extended to include the Managers
of the other rural development projects, has generally met quarterly, and
is felt by management to have improved inter-ministry relations. Member-
ship of the Committee is shown in Annex 3.

2.20 Five functional divisions were created in 1973 covering Cons-
truction, Finance and Credit, Field Development Services, and Administration
and Transport each with a Divisional Head in charge and a fifth division
embracing Project evaluation and land allocation under the Program Manager.
The organization appears satisfactory except for the inclusion of land
allocation under the Program Manager. This has arisen due to Government's
failure to recruit a competent person to handle the delicate issue of
land allocation and the accident that the PM was previously in charge of
land allocation. Although the present Program Manager is extremely
hard working, the combined task is too much, a situation aggravated by the
show-piece nature of LLDP which involves much of his time in public
relations, the shortfall of senior staff in other divisions, and possibly
also his personal inclination to play a direct role in most facets of
project operations.

2.21 Although there were delays in recruitment the required appoint-
ments of principal accountant and senior agricultural credit officer has
been made, and three Malawians are in post as management trainees.
Staffing problems have been continuous, slow Government procedures parti-
cularly affecting senior staff recruitment and replacement, and low
salary scales affecting higher and intermediate levels, so that on this
subject the appraisal report looks rather optimistic. Some recent
improvement was reported, but even so as at August 1975 there were 32
vacancies in senior posts defined as TO and above, or 25% of the establishment;
and 45 vacancies (8% of the total) among junior posts. Overall 11% of all
posts were not filled. Inadequate promotion opportunities were reported
to be affecting morale of lower technical staff (there were recently over
600 applicants for 16 vacancies as senior technical assistants) and
although 1-year upgrading courses have been reintroduced, this remains
a problem.

2.22 The Evaluation Unit. An area particularly hit by staffing
problems has been the Evaluation Unit: a unit which is especially vulnerable
to gaps in staffing because of its small size and the need for continuity
in its work. Over the Phase II period the staffing position has been:

1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75

Agricultural Economist Scott

Ag. Officer (Statistics) Chirwa Wilson
(vcundetr

Assist. Statistician (Field) Kanyandul Khone

Assist. Statistician (data) Staniorth ,
(volu teer)'

Stenographer/Librarian (pirt-tim onlL

(part-time only)
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No one person has been in post throughout the Phase, only one post has
been filled continuously, vacancies have existed for some 7 of 20 man years
of time. There has been no shortage of enumerators and clerks, but there
has been inadequate supervisory and analysis capacity for the 34
enumerators on strength.

2.23 This situation has undoubtedly impaired the performance of the
Evaluation Unit, and it has also had other problems. It was set up under
Phase I, a year after the Program started, and without clear terms of
reference on its activities or mode of operation; received no further
guidance (or even mention) from the Phase II mission; and has developed
a program without clear priorities which has resulted in substantial
collection of data which is either unanalyzed or irrelevant to immediate
needs. There was also a feeling within the Unit that although it should
be monitoring project progress principally for the Program Manager (with
which I agree), most work had been done principally for the Bank. This
view did not appear to be well supported, however. In another communication
Government indicated its satisfaction with the useful information flowing
from the evaluation units of LLDP and the other major programs. It points
out that lessons learned in the program areas lead to policy changes which
have a salutory effect throughout the country.

2.24 Reflecting concerns expressed by a Bank mission to Malawi in
January 1975, and following an initiative taken by the Karonga Evaluation
Officer, a Working Party on Evaluation was set up "to examine the role of
Project Evaluation Units in Rural Development Projects in Malawi and
related topics" and has since reported to MANR. The Report (dated August
1975) makes proposals for the rationalization of data collection in
Malawi, discusses ways to bring the various data collection bodies into
a common methodological basis, and makes proposals for centralizing
enumerator training. The Report makes useful distinctions between dif-
ferent levels of data collection but has little to suggest on methodology.
Close attention was also paid to the Evaluation Unit in the recent Project
Performance Audit Report of Phase I. 1/ I fully agree with the comments and
contentions of that report and do not propose reiterating them here. I
would only add three comments:

a) that Lilongwe is a prime example of the need for the Bank to
clarify its views on the data requirements, collection and
analysis methodologies, organization, and work programs required
of evaluation units and find a way of building these requirements
into all projects which embrace an evaluation component. The
need for terms of reference for evaluation units to be written
into project reports has support in Malawi, this being a
recommendation of the Working Party;

b) it is by no means clear that the activities of the Evaluation
Unit should be limited to collection of data on acreages and
yields as "the Bank" is alleged to have suggested to the
Agricultural Economist in charge; and

1/ Report No. 751-MAI dated May 23, 1975.
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c) that if the Planning Unit of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Natural Resources is unable to do the work, a way should be
found to provide funds for the analysis by an outside body of a
3-year farm management survey of 120 households which is in
danger of being lost if no action is taken.

Legal Covenants
2.25 The covenants appear to have been adhered to.

III. PROJECT IMPACT

3.01 Probably more has been written about the impact of LLDP since
its inception than any other Bank project. The following is largely to
supplement rather than repeat the detailed conclusions of others.

Crop Yields
3.02 Insofar as LLDP is involved in intensification of production,
yields per acre become a key indicator of project impact. Yields have
been measured for maize and groundnut production and are shown, for
developed and undeveloped areas and with averages compared with appraisal
projections, in Table 9. Considerable year-to-year fluctuations are
apparent and generally yields have been behind projections through Phase II.



Table 9: ANNUAL MAIZE AND GROUNDNUT YIELDS
(lbs/acre) 1/

Crop 1969/70 1970/71 1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75

Groundnuts
Developed Areas 522 490 431 323 427 495
Undeveloped Areas 588 540 397 306 389 497
Total Sample 550 520 409 313 410 496
Projected Yield:

Phase I 531 541 552 563 574 585
Phase II 2/ 575 590 605 620 635 650

Maize
Developed Areas 1,072 1,299 1,845 1,143 1,236 1,356
Undeveloped Areas 1,010 1,152 1,115 1,008 988 882
Total Sample 1,023 1,180 1,351 1,100 1,141 1,265
Projected Yield: 2/ 1,263 1,322 1,384 1,449 1,517 1,587

1/ i.e., lbs shelled maize and groundnuts.
2/ Implied progression from appraisal reports. See also Phase I Audit Report, Table I.
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3.03 Examining the causes of these fluctuations, Anderson 1/ found

that groundnut yields were set back for three years by rosette, whilst after

an encouraging start to Phase II, maize was set back by high fertilizer

prices. Poor rains in 1972/73 affected both crops. Anderson concludes:

"Even with these set backs, however, yields are higher than

before the program, higher in the developed areas, and higher
than what would have been achieved without the program. The
reasons are that husbandry has improved remarkably--the improve-
ments have also spread widely to the undeveloped areas--and,
until recently, maize farmers were moving to the high yield
seed-fertilizer packages. The response of the farmers to the
program has been enormous; hopefully the problems now occurring
with fertilizer and crop prices will not be allowed to undermine
the response."

3.04 Although observation, and also data on input supply (Table 6)
lend support to this summary, the yield data in fact provide only weak
corroboration. Some of the optimism in Anderson's report is the result
of high initial estimates for groundnut yields for 1974/75 (672 ' 75 vs.
495 lbs/acre finally recorded after his report was issued) which lead him
to expect a stronger recovery than appears to have occurred. In fact the
actual yields in 1974/75 barely recovered to the levels of the last year
of Phase I and were below the base-line of 575 lbs/acre which, on rather
slight evidence, was the level revised from (an implied) 550 lbs/acre in
Phase I. Maize yields to 1973/74 were also 25% behind the appraisal
estimate: the 1974/75 data show a good increase.* Tobacco yields,
expected to rise from 200 lbs/acre to 500 lbs/acre were 419 and 269 lbs/acre
respectively in 1973 and 1974.2/ The tendency for average yield projections
to be over optimistic in project appraisals appears to have applied in
LLDP Phase II, but 5 years is too short a time-span for this to be
conclusive, and for this reason, as well as the problems of field measure-
ment, yields are not a totally satisfactory monitoring index. Moreover,
even if per acre yields of one crop do remain static this does not neces-
sarily mean that inputs are having no effect on the farm business. By
raising the productivity of labor, seasonally still probably the
scarcest resource in Lilongwe, inputs and improved techniques may be
permitting an area expansion or a change in the enterprise mix which is
achieving as good or better results than the direct impact of yield
increases on the target crop. Such changes cannot be detected without
careful monitoring of the whtle farm, not single enterprises or input
applications in isolation.

1/ Studies in Employment and Rural Development, No. 28: "Fluctuations of
Maize and Groundnut Yields in the Lilongwe Land Development Program",
June 1975.

2/ These yields are derived from a division of sales by recorded area,
not yield measurements.

* More recent LLDP figures for average yields of maize "all varieties":
show slight declines from 1973/74 to 1974/75 and again to 1975/76. Some
special varieties ("SR 52 Hybrid" and SV 37 Synthetic) show increases
however. LLDP figures for average yields of groundnuts show a decline
from 1974/75 to 1975/76 (Supervision Report, November 23, 1976).
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Production and Sales
3.05 Sales of the three major cash crops to ADMARC are shown in
Table 10. Unfortunately there is no guarantee of their reliability,L/
nor do sales to official markets have much relationship to marketed
production in a situation where outside markets are more profitable than
the official one, Nor, in a semi-subsistence economy, do sales have a
constant proportional relationship to production. Kinsey 2/ estimated
maize production to be well ahead of appraisal estimates for 1971/72 and
below estimates by rather less in 1972/73. There are no comparable data
for the remaining period of Phase II. Kinsey similarly suggests that
production of groundnuts in 1971/72 and 1972/73 were two-thirds and one-
third respectively of appraisal estimates but this conclusion has been
controversial and the fact is that reliable total crop production data
and total sales data are not available.

Table 10: CROP PURCHASES BY ADMARC! SHORT TONS

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975m

Maize 934 9,000 16,106 14,868 10,046
Groundnuts 9,505 7,424 3,620 4,877 7,550
Tobacco 3,019 4,202 4,705 5,688 6,468

x to September 19, 1975.

Incomes and Wealth
3.06 The level of lending operations and fertilizer use (see Tables
5 and 6) suggest, however, that a very real impact has been made in
introducing new technology to smallholders in the LLDP and prima facie
their incomes may be expected to have risen as a res4lt. Again, there are
few data available on changes in farmers' earnings. But there is
impressive secondary evidence in the LLDP of change taking place and it is
a reasonable presumption that the program has played a leading role in this.

3.07 A number of farmers, mostly selected at random to avoid undue
bias, were visited on field trips. They generally showed good knowledge
of and enthusiasm for the program. Many were showing considerable commer-
cial acumen and could point, on the one hand, to changes in their farm
enterprises brought about by the Project and, on the other hand, capital
and consumption expenditures derived from it. Among these, rather
consistently, house improvements, ox-carts, bicycles, radio, clothes and
education were cited as expenditure items with house improvements fre-
quently first or second and no discernable priority in the other items.

1/ There are many versions of sales data. Those used in Table 10 were
supplied by LLDP management.

2/ Studies in Employment and Rural Development, No. 9: September 1974,
p. 117.
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The standard of housing seen was-very high compared with many other areas
of Africa and on casual examination appeared to be significantly superior
to areas near to Lilongwe. The most impressive observed evidence of the
program's impact is the spontaneous development of quite well stocked
retail stores in Unit centers in the area, the satisfaction of shop-
keepers' with business, the number of new stores under construction, and
the associated development of craftsmen,, mainly carpenters and bricklayers.
The program allocates plots in Unit centers but provides no capital
aid or credit. Most shopkeepers appear to have been or continue to be
farmers. The growth of shops in the Phase II area is shown in Table 11.

Table 11: UNIT AND TRADING CENTERS:
PLANNING AND ESTABLISHMENT OF RETAIL SHOPS

No. of Shops
Established

Phase II (Oct. 1971-Mar. 1975) At At
Completion of Center Plan Unit Trading

No. Name Date Gazetted 1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 Center Center

7 Mawelo Apr. 21, 1972 X - 7 Nsundwe
12 Nsaru Apr. 21, 1972 X 3
14 Msanama Jun. 15, 1973 X 6
22 Milindi May 17, 1974 X 1
23 Nakachoka Not yet X 1 3 Chiseka
24 Mitundu Not yet X new unit w/ estab-

lished trad'g center
26 Chikowa Jun. 15, 1973 X 3
27 Demela Jun. 15, 1973 X 4
29 Chileka Jun. 15, 1973 X 3
30 Mingbngo Jun. 15, 1973 X 4
35 Kasiya Jun. 15, 1973 X 4

Northwest modified input area

A Chiungo - X
B Mwala X 2 Tonde

Southwestern modified input area

D Kamanzi X 2
E Chiputu X

Total 43

Total number of units established in Phase II = 15
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Self -help
3. Self-help contributions have also been impressive in the programarea. These have been raised by farmers typically by contributing maize
for sale. In this way over K10,000 is reported to have been raised in thePhase II period with farmers also contributing molded bricks for projects
of which clinics for under-fives have been easily the most popular. In
addition, in the 1975 "youth week", 363 projects involving labor contri-
butions were recorded. The quality of work is hard to judge, but the
politically inspired mobilization of the people in the LLDP area does
appear to have been rather effective.

Nutrition
3.09 Although there are people in the area interested in guaging it,and potential facilities for it, no measure of the nutritional impactof the program has been established.

Conclusion
3.10 In terms of measuring the impact of an investment, a mid-programreview, and particularly one taking place immediately following completionof the Phase, has limitations: the physical progress of the program iseasier to establish. This last has been impressive and reflects well onsuccessive managements and the support of Government. If some accuratemeasure is to be required of the project's impact on farm incomes andfarm-family well-being, which are the ultimate objective of the program,the nature of such measure, the means by which it can be obtained,
and the resource implications of the data gathering and analysis processshould be discussed and agreed with project management as soon as possible.

IV. THE FUTURE AND BANK/PROJECT RELATIONS

4.01 Phase III of the Lilongwe Program became' effective in August 1975under a $8.5 million Credit to help finance development of a further 15unit centers and cover an additional 32,000 farm families. The Phase IIIclosing date is June 30, 1979, but projected maximum crop production isnot expected until 1985/86 and an administrative structure and staff willneed to be maintained after 1979. Under the Phase III Credit AgreementGovernment is to submit proposals to IDA by September 1976 for post-programcontinuation of services.

4.02 Proposals are already under discussion, and appear to envisage com-ponents being directly run or maintained by the relevant ministries orDistrict Councils, with ADMARC taking over all stores. Satisfactoryproposals for the coordination of the many facets of development in theLLDP area when the Project Unit is removed would appear to be key, andso too will be the provision of adequate finance to continue operations.

4.03 In view of this and of the Government of Malawi's intentions todevelop more LLDP-type projects in a national program, it was suggestedat a roundup meeting that Government should be more fully aware than it
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is of the impact of programs of this nature on the national budget. The

point was accepted and it was agreed that the Treasury should take the

lead in deciding how to monitor such impact and carry out the measurement.

4.04 Other matters discussed included:
a) the need to fill staff positions more rapidly and to provide

promotion channels for technical staff (para 2.21);

b) the need to reconsider the evaluation prbgram and in particular
establish a means of guaging the receptivity of farmers to the
program and the effects of the extension services, credit and
other measures. It was agreed that guidelines on target data

and methodology would be valuable (para 2.24);
c) the need to establish the costs and benefits of fire control

measures and to consider an approach to exploiting the timber

resources to achieve optimum development on Dzalanyama Ranch

(para 2.06); and
d) in view of the show-piece nature of LLDP the need for Government

to provide an experienced Public Relations Officer to handle
visitors and take this burden from the Program Manager (para

2.20). This was agreed.

4.05 Government staff at the meeting felt that its Government/Project

relations with the Bank had been good on LLDP and other projects, that

supervision missions had been useful and particularly commented that RMEA

staff had been most cooperative and helpful. One constructive observation
was that if project management could be informed in advance of the emphasis

of any supervision mission steps would be taken to assemble relevant data

ready for the mission.



ANNEX 1
MALAWI

LILONGWE LAND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Description of the Project

The Project consists of the following:

I. Land Development. This includes:

a) the construction of about 540 miles of crop extraction roads;
b) the construction -of about 1,700 miles of drainage ditch; and
c) the boring and equipping of about 160 boreholes.

II. Land Reorganization and Surveyance. This includes:

a) the carrying out of topographical surveys and the preparation of
contour maps; and

b) the demarcation, reorganization and registration of holdings in
approximately 375.000 4cres.

III. The Provision of Marketing and Storage Facilities. This includes the
construction of a service center in each of 14 different Area Units, each
including a produce market, a 450 ton fertilizer/feed store, and associated
offices and housing.

IV. Extension, Supply and Credit Services. This includes:

a) the provision of intensive agricultural extension, and staff and
farmers training services;

b) the provision of facilities for the cash sale of agricultural inputs
to farmers; and

c) the provision of seasonal and medium-term credit to farmers.

V. Livestock Development. This includes the establishment of a ranch of
about 161,000 acres in the Dzalanyama Forest Reserve to provide upgraded
feeder stock for stall-fattening by farmers in the project area.

VI. Management and Staff. This includes:

a) the staffing of a program organization under the Ministry of
Agriculture and Natural Resources with Headquarters in Lilongwe;

b) the establishment and staffing of a Program Evaluation Unit;
c) the recruitment of qualified managerial, professional, technical

and administrative staff and the provision of in-service training;
d) the construction, equipping and maintenance of houses and offices

for Program staff in Lilongwe and in the program area;
e) the purchase, operation and maintenance of vehicles, machinery and

equipment; and
f) the provision of administrative services.



ANNEX 2
MALAWI

LILONGWE LAND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The Stall Fattening Component

1. In the second phase of the Lilongwe Project there has been a

major expansion of beef production by smallholders by fattening steers
in stalls.

2. Farmers purchase on credit 2-2 1/2 year-old steers from the
Lilongwe Ranch. The steers are fattened for 150 days on maize stalks,
bran, groundnut stover, banana leaf or local ligumes with supplementary salt.

3. Tick control is by hand picking. Bedding straw is typically
used for manure when the stalls are vacated. Stalls are normally 9' x 9'
although in some cases local zebu are in 9' x 4 1/2' subdivisions and
these seem satisfactory. A recent development has been the building of
stalls in rows of 14, as 14 steers make up a single truck load for both
delivery and purchase. A farmer typically has two steers fattening at any
one time; therefore, rows are shared by 7 farmers in a village. Stall
construction is typically of eucalyptus poles with a grass thatch roof.
Locally, materials for two-stall units cost K15 (US$18) and last three
years.

4. Live weight gains have been 1.2-1.8 lbs per day and over the
past six years steers costing between K37 and K62 per head have sold on
average at K54-100 after 150 days, giving average gross margins of K17-42
per head on average cold dressed weights of 340-450 lbs. As a farmer
could put through four head a year, he can make gross margin of up to K175
(US$210) a year from this enterprise. Details of average performance are
shown in Table 1, in which, however, it should be noted the small cash
outlay for salt has been omitted and no charge made for labor.



1. Increase in Beef production
2. Elimination of East Cost Faver by 100% Dipping
3. Correct Dambo Management

Improved Poultry Keeping
5. Increaso in work ox-utilization
6. Stall Feeder Programme
7. Dairying

STALL FEEDING PRODUCTION

YEAR ISSUE PRICE PER GRAM PRICE AT SLAUGHTER N. OF MEAN ISSUE MEAN SLAUGHTER MEAN GROSS PROFIT MEAN COLD DR SED100 LBS/LIT. STEERS PRICE PRICE MARGIN ILIGET

1968 K8.00/LBS LIT. CHOICE K20.42/100 ibm CDW. 26 66 K42.15 173.48 131.332-8 P. TEETH PRIME A . K18.34/100 lbe 11 27 41.67 65.90 24.23B- 16.25 "
500 LBS & OVER STANDARD 115.00 3 7 39.47 46.42 6.75

TOTAL W0 100 K41.82 169.36 127.54 355 LBS

1969 K8.00/100 LBS CHOICE 120.42/100 ibm CDW. 133 69 139.90 K69.19 K29.29LIT. PRIME A . K18.34 B .116.25 44 22 43.47 57.26 13.79STANDARD K15.00 17 9 57.22 61.2o 3.98
TOTAL 194 100 142.23 165.78 123.55 342 LBS

1970 UP TO 30TH CHOICE 20.42/100 The CDW. 133 65 K39.52 K58.57 K19.0APRIL, 1971 PRIME A - K19.34 B -K16.25 68 34 33.70 47.23 13.53K8.00/100 LBS STANDARD K15.00 2 1 40.40 41.25 -. 85
TOTAL 203 !,o 137.58 X54.6o K17.02 357 LBS

1971 1ST MAY, 1971 - CHCICE 120.42/100 lbs CDW. 136 59 136.98 172.35 K35.3731ST JA.UARY, PRIME A - K18.34 B .K16.25 72 31 37.89 60.75 2'.17
1973. K7.80/100 ibm STANDARD 115.00 23 10 34.75 44.53 .78COtZRaCIAL .K6.12 COMMERCIAL X13.34 1 - 38-40 36.53 1.87

TOTAL 232 100 K37.04 K65.84 K28.79 395 LBS

1972 K7 80/100 ihe LIT. CHOICE x20.42 275 7 4 6 148 AOP. TEETH PRIME A - K18.34 B -K16.25 71 1 4. N R.1 3347
16.12/100 LBS LWT. STANDARD K15.00 27 7 43.91 58.31 41.4oCCMVERCIAL (8 TEETH) COMMERCIAL K13.34 3 1 43.19 47.40 4.21

TOTAL 376 100 K46.36 K89.07 K42.71 446 LBS

1973 IST FEBRUARY, 1973 CHOICE r24.00 336 77 K58.52 K104.76 K46.24GRADE A . K11.40 PRIME K21.00 74 17 55.38 87.12 32.34GRADE B - K9.60 STANDARD K18.00 21 5 55.95 71.10 15.15GRADE A * 2-4 P.TEETH COIMERCIAL K15.00 3 1 50.40 47.52 2.88GRADE B . 6 P. TEETH
TOTAL 434 100 K57.80 K99.73 K41.93 431 LBS I-

1974 UP TO 8TH SEPTEmBER CHOICE K25.50 500 52 K65.52 K109.70 K44.18 M1974. GRADE A=K11.40 PRIME 21.50 397 41 59.54 82.11 22.57 M
GRADE B = r9.60 STANDARD 19.50 65 7 58.92 66.54 7.62FROM 9TH SE2TEMBER
1974 TO 31ST MAY,
1975. GRADE A =K12.60
GRADE B = K10.20 TOTAL 962 100 K62.60 K95.35 K32.75- 422 LBS

2/..
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yAR ISSUE PRICE PER GRAE PRICE AT SLAUGHTER NO. OF % MEAn ISSUE MEAN SLAUGHTER MEAN GROSS PROFIT MEAN COL100 LBS/LWT. STEERS PRICE PRICE MARGIN DRESSED
WEIGET

AUGUST, GRADE A - 112.60 CHOICE K31.50 158 49 K64.87 K131.43 166.56
1975 GRADE B . K10.20 PRIME K28.50 132 41 63.34 101.05 37.71

UP TO 31ST KAT, 1975 STANDARD K25.50 33 10 63.24 85.35 22.11

TOTAL 323 100 164.10 K114.31 150.13 451 LBS.

1. Improved herd management

2. Stall Feeding

3. Planting Improved grasses

4. Fencing of paddocka

~. 0 Rotational Grazing

6. Issue of Advisory Booklets

09 C'



ANNEX 3

MALAWI

LILONGWE LAND DEVELOPMENTVROGRAM

Composition of Project Liaison Committee

Secretary for Agriculture, Chairman

Secretary to the President and Cabinet

Secretary to the Treasury

Secretary for Works and Supplies

Secretary for Local Government

Secretary for Natural Resources

Secretary for Health

Secretary for Community Development and Social Welfare

General Manager, ADMARC

Program Manager, LLDP

Chief Agricultural Officer (Development) - Secretary
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

IRAN: FIRST TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT

(Loan 717-IRN)

Preface

This report presents a performance audit of the Iran First
Telecommunications Project, for which Loan 717-IRN of US$36.0 million

was closed in March 1977 after US$35.0 million was disbursed and the

rest cancelled.

The audit memorandum is based on the attached Project Com-

pletion Report (PCR), a review of project files and loan documents,

and discussions with Bank staff and with officials of the Telecom-
munication Company of Iran (TCI) during a brief mission to the country
in November 1976.

The PCR deals with the implementation in adequate detail but,

because the borrower had not submitted audited accounts for the recent

years at the time the PCR was written, the PCR's comments on the finan-

cial position are confined to the original project period of 1970-74.

The project was completed in 1976 and only about two-thirds of the loan
had been disbursed by December 1974. In 1973, a second loan (927-IRN)
was signed to finance a project forming part of Iran's Fourth Telecom-
munications Development Plan amounting to US$502 million. A year later
Iran increased this plan to an estimated US$2,774 million, thereby con-
siderably reducing the Bank's relative contribution to the sector. Some
of these events impinge on the covenents of the 717-IRN loan and have
therefore been referred to in the memorandum.

The cooperation of TCI is gratefully acknowledged.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT BASIC DATA SHEET

IRAN: FIRST-TELECoNKUNICATIONS PROJECT (LOAN 717-IRN)

(Amounts (in US$ mn)
As of 3/31/77Original Disbursed Cancelled Repaid Outstanding

Loan 717-IRN 36.0 35.0 1.0 1.4 33.6

Project Data

Original Revisions Actual or
Plan Est. Actual

Conception in Bank 
8/69

Board Approval 
11/10/70

Loan Agreement 
12/18/70

Effectiveness 
7/30/71

Physical Completion 3/74 
10/76

% of original project
actually completed 

98%

Loan Closing 3/31/75 
3/31/77

Total Costs (mln) US$149.2 
US 165.0

Rate of Return 23% 31%(Incremental financial)

Mission Data

Month, No. of No. of Date ofYear weeks Persons Manweeks Report

Identification 8/69 2k 2 5 10/2/69
Preappraisal 2/70 2 2 4 3/16/70
Appraisal 5/70 3 3 9 10/23/70

Sub Total /2

Supervision I 9/71 1 2 3 10/22/71
Supervision II 10/71 1 1 1 1/11/72
Supervision 11I 6/72 k 1 7/13/72
Supervision IV - 10/73 1 1 1 11/14/73
Supervision V 10/74 1 1 1 2/10/75
Supervision VI 4/75 1 1 6/17/75
Supervision VII 12/75 1 1 1 1/28/76
Supervision VIII 5/76 1 2 3 8/10/76

Sub Total 8k / 7

Follow-on Project

Loan 927-IRN of US$ 82.0 mln, signed on August 9, 1973 for Second TelecommunicationProject.

a/ Appraisal missions for Second Telecom Project took place in August and October 1972.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

IRAN: FIRST TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT
(Loan 717-IRN)

Highlights

This was the Bank's first lending operation for telecom-
munications in Iran. The project, part of a medium term develop-
ment program, was satisfactorily implemented though with some delay
and cost overrun. The incremental rate of return at audit (31%)
is better than that projected at appraisal (23%). The major insti-
tutional objectives of reorganizing the telecommunications sector
and of introducing a modern accounting system were achieved. Other
organizational reforms are under implementation. The borrower dem-
onstrated commendable competence at executing the program which has
resulted in one of the largest telephone growth rates in the world.

The following points may be of particular interest:

Causes for project delays (paras. 9 and 10, and PCR
paras. 5.01 and 5.03).

Reorganization of the telecommunications sector (paras.
14 and 16, and PCR paras. 5.05 - 5.11, 6.01 and 6.02).

Inadequate information gathering and reporting system
(paras. 17-19, and PCR para. 5.04).

Delays in auditing annual accounts (paras. 20 and 21,
and PCR para. 5.21).



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

IRAN: FIRST TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT
(Loan 717-IRN)

Introduction

1. Loan 717-IRN of US$36 million was the seventeenth Bank opera-
tion in Iran and the first in that country's telecommunication sector.

The borrower was the government, and the beneficiary the Telephone

Company of Iran and later its successor, the Telecommunication Company

of Iran 1/. The original loan application was made in June 1969. After

project identification and preappraisal, the appraisal took place in May

1970. The loan was signed in December of that year and became effective

the following August. The project is physically complete. The loan was

closed in March 1977 after US$35.0 million had been disbursed and the

rest cancelled.

2. The first project period overlapped a second loan (927-IRN)

of US$82 million signed in 1973. This was to help finance a project

which was part of Iran's Fifth Telecommunication's Development Plan

estimated at US$502 million. Within a year of signing the second loan

agreement, and while the first project was still under construction,

the Government of Iran increased its development program to an estimated

US$2,774 million. This has considerably reduced the Bank's share of

participation in that country's telecommunication sector.

Project Formulation

3. The first identification mission in December 1969 exposed the

sector constraints and organizational deficiencies that existed at the

time. The telecommunication services were divided between two independent

entities, the Telephone Company of Iran (TCI), concerned with telephone

exchanges and the Department of Posts, Telephones and Telegraphs (PTT)

which operated the long distance services. This dichotomy inhibited a

coordinated development of the services while adding to their cost and

inefficiency. PTW lacked a proper accounting system, with neither an

asset register nor a meaningful balance sheet. TCI, while only slightly

better off than PTT in these respects, had depended greatly on consultants

for its planning and development work.

4. At the time of the Bank's first involvement in the sector,

TCI had started its fourth development program (1968-73, later extended

to 1974) for adding 300,000 new subscribers' lines to an existing network

1/ In this report the acronym TCI is used for the Telephone Company of

Iran as well as the Telecommunication Company of Iran. The latter

was formed in March 1972 by merger of TCI and the Telecom section

of the Department of Posts, Telephones and Telegraphs.
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of about the same size. While it had ordered most of the exchange equip-
ment required for the program on a negotiated basis, it was still lovking
for finance to order the underground cables without which the program was
incomplete. PTT, on the other hand, was implementing a massive long dis-
tance expansion (called the INTS network), a part of which was for meeting
the urgent needs of the Armed Forces. The entire project was negotiated
on a "turnkey" basis and at prices which the Bank considered excessive
compared to the prevailing international prices. The Government accepted
the higher costs in view of what it considered to be the urgency of con-
struction. The full details of the network were not available to the Bank,
and the estimated cost of US$170 million at appraisal time is now understood
to have escalated to US$450 million.

5. The identification mission therefore had serious misgivings about
the success or the financial viability of the project where the investments
were already high and organization weak. It felt that the revenues would
hardly cover operating costs, that serious difficulties would be encountered
in financing the later stages of the project, and that the project was un-
likely to show any positive rate of return on investment for some years to
come.

6. Despite this rather dismal picture, the Bank was quick to recognize
in the situation (and correctly, as later events proved) an excellent oppor-
tunity for effective institutional reform. While the physical project, by
itself, was simple in concept, the lending operation held out a challenging
opportunity through which the Iranian Government and the Bank could ration-
alize the telecommunications sector and develop a new company working on
sound commercial lines.

7. During the preappraisal and appraisal missions, a more precise
identification of the sectoral shortcomings and organizational defects
had been made. The corrective measures, on which there was complete
agreement between the Government and the Bank (and some of which had
already been initiated by the former), consisted in:(a) merging TCI and
PTT telecom departments into a new single company; (b) an immediate
upward revision of tariffs to meet the operating costs (pending a more
comprehensive revision when a fuller assessment was made);and (c) intro-
ducing a modern accounting system with the assistance of consultants.
The latter were also to help in the merger and in setting up planning
and budget units. PTT's INTS network was, for obvious reasons, kept out
of the Bank aided project, and it was agreed that after completion, the
network would be taken over by the new company and its value at the time
of transfer would be witten down (the cost to be borne by Government)
to a reasonable valuel in order to avoid over capitalization. Covenants

1/ During the appraisal of the first project, the estimated cost of the INTS
network was of the order of US$170 million. By the time the second project
was taken up, the estimate had escalated to over US$250 million. This
increase induced the Bank to stipulate in the second loan agreement that
the transfer value of the INTS asset would be written down at least by
one-third. Though this ratio is being adhered to, considering that the
present cost of the INTS network is understood to be in excess of US$450
million, it would appear necessary to increase the amount written down
in order to safeguard the financial viability of the TCI.
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were written into the loan agreement to introduce much needed financial

discipline. They were: (i) annual accounts of the company would be

audited and the audit reports furnished to the Bank within six months of

closing the respective fiscal year; (ii) no investment exceeding US$10
million outside the agreed development program wouTd be made without

E W7~Bank's prior concurrence; and (iii) TCI would, y revisiing the tariffs

if'necessary, maintain an annual rate of return above a minimum of 9% after

March 1974, the closing date of the loan agreement. These and various other

loan conditions are listed in Annex 1 of the PCR.

8. The only uncertain item in the organizational concept formed during

the appraisal was the INTS network both in respect of its transfer value as

well as its commercial utility to TCI. With this exception, the scope of

the institutional reform was spelled out with clarity. If the achievements

eventually fell short of expectations, this was partly because the institu-

tional reforms were sought to be completed in a very short time and the

borrower was more concerned with project implementation than with institu-

tional reform.

Project Implementation

9. The project was a three-year tranche of the 1968-1973 (later

1974) development program of TCI consisting mainly of an expansion of the

telephone capacity. The demand forecasts and the engineering of the
exchanges had largely been carried out by TCI's consultants and the

Bank's contribution, apart from providing the finances for the telex
equipment and underground cables, consisted in a continuous monitoring
of their procurement according to the Bank's guidelines. The project
was completed nearly 14 months behind schedule, the delay being partly
due to an insufficient slack time in the procurement of cables and partly
to an over-ambitious construction schedule.

10. The loan agreement was signed in December 1970 almost nine months

after the commencement of the program which it was supposed to finance.

Though this delay was mitigated to some extent by advance procurement
action taken in the interim period, an unexpected hold up in making the
loan effective - from the Bank's refusal of retroactive financing and
from TCI's inability to arrange for any interim finance - held up the
ordering of the cables and their delivery at site. The delay was compoun-
ded by the default of a supplier, resulting in fresh tenders having to
be invited, and the slowing down of supplies by some others who unsuccess-
fully pressed for a revision of prices when the dollar was devalued!'.

11. As for the "over ambitious" construction schedule, the first

year of the project had a provision for adding 71,000 new connections, i.e.,
about 28% of total connections existing in the preceding year. The

1/ Though these instances are specific to the present case, delays of a

similar type are inevitable in the best arranged contracts pointing

to the need for a reasonable slack in the lead time if the target

dates are to be adhered to.
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achievement was 34,483 new connections, about 50% of the target, and repre-
sented a 14% increase instead of the envisaged 28%. The average annual
increase over the entire project period of 1971-76 was 16.8% against a
target of 21.5%. It should nevertheless be noted that the growth rate
achieved was one of the highest in the world. The appraisal schedules and
actuals are shown in Table 1. The corresponding figures in PCR para. 5.01
refer to overall figures for the expected size of the network and therefore
could be misleading as the targets therein are the sums of the existing and
the additional connections. Thus for example, at the end of 1971 even if
no new connections were given, the achievement would still be an impressive
78%.

12. While high targets help in forcing the pace of work, an over -
ambitious one may lose this merit altogether and may even result in indif-
ference towards timely goals. Such targets would also upset the fore-
cast of annual disbursements which in the present case were revised five
tines and certainly call for a more precise estimation.

13. Despite the installation of 300,000 new connections, the unmet
demand increased from 80,000 at appraisal to over 230,000 in 1976. This
sudden unforeseen spurt was largely due to a very rapid and unexpected growth
in the country's economy. Iran's fourth development plan had envisaged a
growth rate of 9% per year in gross domestic product whereas the actual growth
rate was 11.9% in 1970, increasing to 21.3% in 1973, and to a formidable 49.4%
in 1974.

Employment of Consultants and Organizational Reforms

14. During loan negotiations, the Bank stipulated the use of consultants
for assisting in the merger and later for advising on the reorganization of
the company. Though this was intended to expedite the merger and remove a
sector constraint, events proved otherwise. There was a considerable delay -
to a large extent avoidable - first in the selection and later in the appoint-
ment of the consultants even though the borrower was quite familiar with the
procedures involved, having already employed a number of consultancy teams
in the administration. While awaiting the appointment of consultants, neither
TCI nor PTT took any action to clear the preliminary steps leading to the
merger. It could be that, with the merger, both the erstwhile entities stood
to lose their identities and were therefore not over-enthusiastic in hasten-
ing the process.

15. The Bank had assisted in drawing up the terms of reference of the
consultants and discussed with the selected consulting firms the general
objectives of the organizational reforms. Thereafter, the Bank had a close
look into their work when their final report became available in 1975. In
the intervening period the consultants' work was left to be overseen by
TCI.

16. On conclusion of the consultants' work, their proposals on organi-
zational reforms in some areas were found unacceptable by TCI which then
assigned this work to a local team of management consultants. It is now
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understood that the recommendations of the latter are being examined by yet

another foreign consultancy team, and it will be a year or two before further

organizational improvements are introduced. In the meantime, the Government

has set up a new organization called the TDP with as many as 183 specialist

consultants to look after the telephone development work in the current large
development program. The new organization reports to the general manager of

the TCI but, apart from that, is virtually independent.

Reporting

17. On signing of the loan agreement, the Bank gave TCI the formats

of the periodic reports that were expected to be furnished. Most of these

were quarterly, the others half yearly or annual. Though TCI had agreed to

comply with these reporting requirements, its performance in this regard was

far from satisfactory. In the first four years, only four reports were

received, and even these were largely incomplete. TCI at one point attributed

this shortcoming to its own difficulty in getting the required information

from PTT (the two had not merged at that time); but even on local switching

items which were under its charge, the reports were inadequate.

18. In fairness to TCI it must be said that any reporting inadequacies

in the earlier periods were not due to any lack of effort on its part. The
information asked for by the Bank was very comprehensive and TCI just did
not have a system to collect and collate the data required. Then, during

the merger in 1972, continuity was lost in the staff doing the reporting and

collecting of information, and the entire reporting system collapsed. During

every supervision mission, the Bank representatives tried to impress on the

management the need for maintaining the reporting but with little success.

19. The failure in the reporting system was a significant shortcoming
of this project. TCI not only lost for itself the benefits of useful control
information but it also deprived the Bank of one of the main lines of communi-
cation it could depend upon. The Bank's feedback was eventually reduced to

whatever information it could collect during the short and valuable super-

vision missions, a time it could have more usefully utilized for discussions
with the management on important outstanding issues. The mechanism of feed-
back and the design of feedback reports would have benefited by considerably
more thought (andimportance) than had been devoted to it at the time of
appraisal.

Audit

20. Clause 4.02(b) of the loan agreement required the annual statements
to be audited by independent auditors acceptable to the Bank and the reports
furnished within six months of the closing of the fiscal year. Reports for
FY 1971 and 1972 for the Telephone Company of Iran and for FY 1973 for the
newly formed Telecommunication Company were received in the Bank, though
delayed by a few months. The Bank has thereafter received no further reports.
Through 1973, the auditing had been carried out by a private firm, but there-
after, the Government is understood to have decided to entrust the auditing
of all state organizations to a Government auditing bureau whose quality of

work or whose independent outlook the Bank has had no opportunity of judging.
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The financial statements for FY 1974 and FY 1975, presenting the company's

operations in its most critical and formative years, are essential to

determine the success or otherwise of the strategy which the Government
and the Bank decided upon during appraisal. Till such time as the Govern-

ment could develop the capability of its own audit bureau, the auditing
functions could have been continued by the earlier firm. The Bank pressed

the borrower to expedite the audit, but in the circumstances, without

success.

21. In the meantime TCI management has been deprived of the valuable

information that only an audit report can bring out and of the opportunity
to take timely corrective steps which it might suggest. As far as the Bank

is concerned, its evaluation of TCI's financial performance will be based on

the tentative unaudited reports collected by its supervisory missions. These

are hardly adequate to establish that all the assets have been properly valued,

that the Government agencies have been correctly charged for the services and

that the annual rate of return has been maintained above 9% as required. The

failure to submit the audit reports has thus not only constituted a breach of
one of the covenants in the loan agreement, but has also made it very difficult

to establish whether other covenants have been met.

Finances

22. The financial statements for the project period 1971-74 are summarized

in Annex 4 of the PCR. Since only two-thirds of the loan had been disbursed

during this period, an updated summary to include FY 1975 is given in Table 2

of this memorandum. The table also gives, in addition, the opening statement
for FY 1973, the first year of operation of the new company. The delay in

completion of works according to the original schedule resulted in a shortfall

of 4,700 million rials in the forecast revenues over the five year period

1971-75. The expense during this period was about 500 million rials less

than forecast, and resulted in the actual net sur lus being only 4,200 million

rials, i.e., about 60% of the appraisal estimate -.

23. A loan covenant provided that all Government agencies would be

charged for services at commercial rates. There is reason to believe that

defense and broadcasting departments have still to be charged the full

commercial rate for the circuits leased to them. But any additional revenue

which would have been so accrued, would have been offset had the appropriation

of nearly 1,045 million rials a year towards depreciation of the INTS assets

been made. These assets have been functioning for about two years but have

not yet been brought on to the company's register of assets. Another item
which potentially could have a significant effect on the net surplus is a

provision for income tax. In the proforma income statement in the appraisal

1/ These figures do not include PTT revenues for 1971-72. But any surplus
in PTT during this period was unlikely.
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report an amount of 11,355 million rials has been shown as income 
tax. It is

however understood, but not yet confirmed, that the Government is thinking of

exempting TCI from tax payments 1/.

24. Despite the lower than expected surplus, the annual rate of return

on net investment for 1975 was 17.4%. In arriving at this figure, the rate

base did not include 20,900 million rials 2I/ (the current estimate of the

transfer value of INTS assets) nor any taxes. If an appropriate adjustment

for these is made, the rate of return drops to 5.4% as compared to the 9%

which the borrower had agreed to maintain after March 1974.

25. The net internal cash generation averaged 49% of fund requirements

for the period 1971-75. The appraisal report had envisaged an average of

only 25% for the original project period 1971-74. These better than anti-

cipated figures, despite lower cash receipts, have been partly due to anti-

cipated exemption from tax payments and to lower debt service arising from a

gratuitous act on the part of the Government which, while forming the new

company, converted all its advances to the erstwhile PTT into equity instead

of retaining, at least half of them, as long term debt as agreed during

appraisal. The company continued its practice of collecting 22,000 rials

from each subscriber as an interest free deposit. This arrangement (which

the Bank had earlier agreed to) brought in 7 billion rials as compared to

the 6.2 billion rials of normally taxable operating surplus. Though under

such conditions the financial position of the company was satisfactory, it

should be noted that this achievement was not the result of company actions

such as increased productivity, savings in purchases through international

competitive bidding, a more rational tariff structure and more prompt collec-

tion of outstandings.

26. The incremental rate of return on the actual project is now

estimated at 31%, in contrast to 23% estimated at the time of appraisal

(PCR para. 4.04). The audit accepts the figure of 31% as reasonable.

Procurement

27. In respect of one of the important steps mentioned in the above

paragraph, namely, procurement through international competitive bidding

(ICB), the Bank made a serious and concerted effort - in fact it was the

very first objective which had encouraged the Bank to proceed with the

project appraisal in 1969. At that time Iran was purchasing all its require-

ments,with the exception of underground cables,through negotiations, an

arrangement which, in the Bank's view, deprived the administration of the

benefits of lower prices and better available technology. The Government,
during appraisal, agreed that all future purchases would be on a competitive

basis, and an initial draft project had been drawn up which included STD

and Telex equipment along with underground cables to be financed by the

Bank loan. Shortly thereafter, however, the Government withdrew the STD

equipment from the list when the Bank pointed out that the bid specifications

were largely centered round the type of equipment already in use and were

too restrictive to permit competitive bidding. While the borrower could not

appreciate why its administration could not standardize on an equipment of

1/ In the years 1973-74 an amount of 1,435 million rials was "appropriated"

to Government. It is not clear if similar appropriations are likely in
the future.

2/ Corresponds to US$450 million (given in footnote to para. 7) after it is

written down by one-third.
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its choice (which had been so recommended by one of its own consultants),

the Bank insisted that to qualify for Bank financing the bids should be

open for all available modern systems and if among those acceptable was

the type "standardized" by the borrower the Bank was not unwilling to
give the latter some weight.

28. Even after the withdrawal of STD equipment, the Bank considered
that the residual list, which included Telex equipment, was still a step
forward in improving the purchasing procedures in TCI and continued with
the project appraisal. During project implementation, unfortunately, the
Government set aside the Telex bids which had been received and again
resorted to a negotiated purchase. The Bank which had put in considerable
effort in the finalization of equipment specifications was neither consulted
nor informed when the negotiated purchase was made. In the present case, the
reason was not standardization but the Government's desire to obtain a modern
type of equipment which had just then become available.

29. With the withdrawal of telex equipment, only the underground cables
were to be procured through Bank finance. Since TCI had even earlier purchased
the cables on a limited tender basis, the Bank's only contribution was changing
the basis of procurement from limited tenders to ICB. The Bank was, however,
more successful in the subsequent project in which the Bank's US$82 million
assistance was to be used for the purchase of a variety of equipment, such
as an earth station antenna, telephone instruments and, once again, tele-
phone equipment. But in the instance also, while the other equipment was
purchased through ICB, the Government decided on a negotiated purchase of
the switching equipment following the substantial increases in the country's
revenues (from oil price increases) and major increases in its telecommunica-
tion program. Just as in the case of Telex, the Government desired to have
the latest equipment in the field and on a rapid "turnkey" basis.

Extra Investment and Rate of Return Covenants

30. A reference should be made here to two other covenants. One
related to investments outside the agreed development program (para. 7).
The 1974-78 program, formulated at the time the second loan was under con-
sideration (when the first project was still in ro ress and the st"mlad
limia *on o itiona inve en e still applicable) was estimated
to cost US$502 million, an vid edfor an aditiona 1 million telephones.
The Government, without consulting the Bank, proposed to increase the program
to US$2,774 million in March 1975. The Bank questioned the effects of the
program on TCO's viability and advised the Government on the need for greater
caution in undertaking such a large investment. However, by the t, iehe
expanded program was finally a )proved the first P roject was substantially
com lete andso the question o not complying with w s
raised.

31. Another covenant, related to the rate of return on net investment,
which the borrower had agreed to maintain at not less than 9% after March
1974, if necessary, by revising the tariffs. This covenant was reiterated
in the second loan (927-IRN) agreement. Though audited accounts for 1975
are not available, the indications are that with the inclusion of INTS assets
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(unless their value is further written down as suggested, para. 7) the rate
of return would drop below 9%. This possibility has been brought to the

notice of the Government. The Government is however opposed to any upward
revision of tariffs and may even lower them in rural areas. (It should be
noted that a consultant team is currently engaged in studying the tariff
structure; and while the Government has opposed an increase in tariffs,
it has acted to reduce the drain on TCI's cash flow by its larger than
expected equity contributions and the likely tax exemptions).

Conclusions

32. The physical targets of the project, namely, the provision of an

additional 300,000 subscribers lines were met.!/. In the execution of the

project, TCI has demonstrated a commendable capacity for coordination and

execution of works spread all over the country. The project execution has

also demonstrated the capacity of local managers, though these have been

given strong support by consultants. The Bank's contribution to the physical

part of the project consisted initially of giving technical advice including

assistance in drawing up the specifications for the long distance telephone
and telex exchanges, and later, of taking considerable responsibility for

reviewing the bid documents and the awards for underground cables.

33. The Bank made efforts to introduce substantial institutional and

operational reforms into Iran's telecommunication system. The most important

was the merger of the two extremely dissimilar organizations, the Telephone

Company of Iran (TCI) and the Department of Posts, Telephone and Telegraph
(PTT). In addition tariffs were rationalized, and the concept of commercial
operation with a reasonable rate of return on investment was introduced.
Other envisaged organizational reforms were not completed within the project

period, partly because the strategy depended too much on the early selection
and employment of the consultants and also because too much was entrusted to
them in the limited time provided. In addition, the first project was

followed closely by an extremely large, complex and expanded second project

which gave little time to the new company to consolidate the institutional

reforms already made.

34. The borrower's outlook was almost entirely field-oriented and
the interest shown in project execution was hardly matched by interest in
the institutional objectives or in the loan obligations. As mentioned
earlier, reporting was not in keeping with the requirements, auditing was
heavily behind schedule and some of the specified milestone dates in the
agreement had to be extended - in most cases at the Bank's initiative.

1/ In spite of this achievement the estimated unmet demand increased from
80,000 at the beginning of the project to over 233,000 by its completion.
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35. The Bank's attitude towards the incomplete compliance or non-

compliance of loan conditions was a flexible one. It was based on an
overall assessment that both in the institutional as well as physical
aspects there has been a steady progress in the right direction, and
that a concentration on technical failures in respect of covenant
conditions would result in slowing down the projects and would thus
tend to be self-defeating.

36. TCI is today a vast organization, many times the size it was in
1967 when it first approached the Bank for assistance. In arriving at the
present stage, it has gone through a critical phase of organizational and
financial development for which the borrower has on more than one occasion
explicitly acknowledged the assistance of the Bank. However, because of the
rapid economic growth in the country and the borrower's capability to support
a large development program with a correspondingly large task force of expa-
triate experts, there have been fewer and fewer occasions to turn to the
Bank for financial or technical assistance. The Bank's participation through
the second loan nevertheless continues and this may be considered an opportu-
nity to observe the results of a countrywide telecommunication development
program aimed at achieving one of the largest telephone growth rates in the
world,including an extensive coverage of rural areas.



IRAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

FIRST TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT
(Loan 717-IRN)

Appraisal Targots and Actuals

At end of March 1970 197 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

Appraisal Targets

New Connections (Targets) 71,000 60,000 90,000 79,000

Total Number of Connections 254,000 325,000 385,000 475,000 554,000

Growth % (increase over previous year) 28 18 23 17

Actuals

New connections (Actuals) 34,483 37,061 46,451 72,613 88,772 115,000

Total Number of Connections 288,483 325,554 371,895 444,508 532,280 647,280

Achievement ' (Actual/Target) 49 62 52 92

Growth % (increase over previous year) 14 13 14 20 20 22

I-i



TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY OF IRAN-
(Loan 717-IRN)

Financial Data 1971-1975

Figures in Millions of Rials

Opening
1971 1972 Balancq 1973 1 9 74 L 1 9 7 5LFiscal Year Ending March 20 Appraisal Actual /2 Actual of TCI/3 Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual Appraisal Actual

Comparison of Forecast and Actual Statements of Income

Operating Revenue 1,479 1,500 2,065 7,211 4,548 8 541 7,066 9,940 9,355Operating Expenses 1,418 1,461 1,864 4,761 3 , 6 9 0L 5,114 4,912 5,704 6,421Net Operating Inc 61 39 201 2,450 858 3,427 2,154 4,236 2,934Rate of Return 0.7% 0.7% 2.7% 7.7% 5.6% 9% 13.9% 10% 17.47Operating Ratio 96% 97% 90% 66% 81% 60% 70% 57% 68.6%Average Net Plant 6,049 5,938 7,3/0 22,137 15,266 26,784 15,488 29,320 16,895

Comparison of Forecast and Actual Balance Sheets
Assets
Net Plant in Service 6,788 6,562 8,177 15,746 25,652 14,786 27,916 16,189 30,725 17,600
Plant Under Construction 1,231 401 1,011 9,895 5,539 9,790 4,114 10,059 2,038 11,211
Net Current Assets 955 1,218 1,101 2,669 1,991 3,999 2,086 6,910 2,181 11,951
Other - - - 76 - 76 - 76 - 76
Total Assets 8,974 8,181 10,289 28,386 33,182 28,651 34,116 33,284 34,944 40,838

Liabilities
Equity 2,507 2,229 3,536 12,484 12,000 17,725 12,628 19,333 12,691 22,292
Subscriber Deposits 5,829 5,886 6,699 6,738 7,970 7,926 9,417 9,710 11,010 12,095
Long-term Debt 638 39 38 9,148 12,783 3,000 12,071 4,191 11,243 6,451
Other - 27 16 16 429 - - - - -
Total Liabilities 8.974 8,181 10,289 28,38 33.,182 28,651 34,116 33,234 34,944 40,838

Debt/Equity Ratio 20/80 2/98 1/99 32/88 51/49 10/90 49/51 18/82 47/53 25/75
Current Ratio 2.2 2.0 1.9 6.4 1.8 4.5 1.8 7.8 1.8 7

Comparison of Forecasts and Actual Sources and Application of Funds

Sources
Internal Cash Generation 413 408 792 2,994 2,187 3,968 3,049 4,732 4,545
Subscriber Deposits 902 966 813 1,242 1,188 1,447 1,784 1,593 2,385
Government Contribution 850 538 1,134 992 5,202 - 1,191 - 2,260
Borrowings 638 - - 3,945 (6,148) 120 114 - 160
Total Resources 2,803 1.912 2,739 9,173 2,42 5,535 6.138 6.325 9.350

Applications
Construction Program 2,550 1,492 2,816 7,921 264 3,717 3,167 4,566 4,174
Debt Service 103 - - 1,038 - 1,723 60 1,664 135
Increase (Decrease) Working Capital 108 373 (117) 102 1,330 95 2,911 21 5,041
Other 42 47 40 - 835 - - - -
Total Applications 2.803 1,912 2.739 9,061 2.429 5.535 6.138 6.251 9.350

(Surplus 112) (Surplus 74)

/I The statements for the year 1971-72 represent those of the Telephone Company of Iran. No separate figures
for the PTT were available.

/2 No forecast was made for the Telephone Company of Iran as it was anticipated that by that time it would
have merged with PTT to form the New Company.

/3 The Telecommunications Company of Iran was formed on March 22, 1972 by merging the erstwhile Telephone
Company and the Telecom Department of PTT.

/4 The statements for 1974 and 1975 are unaudited. The last available audited report available was for the
year ending March 1973.

/5 A sum of 835 million rials was appropriated towards government. The purpose of this has not been indicated.



IRLAN

TE0COMMUNICATIONS COPPAN OF IRAN (TCI)

LOA 717-IRN

FIRST TELECOMMUNICATIONS PRJECT

COMPIETION REPORT

Background of the Sector

1.01 At the time of the Bank' s involvement in the Telecommunications
Sector in 1969 it was fragmented with responsibilities for the public tele-
comunications services divided between the Telephone Company of Iran (ITC)
and the Ministry of Posts Telegraphs and Telephones (PTT). There was a lack
of coordinated planning for the network as a whole, inadequate interconnection
and interworking facilities, some duplication with additional investment, pro-
curement of smaller quantities at higher cost, inefficient use of staff and
divided responsibilities to the public with many customer service problems.

1.02 The local telephone services were operated by ITC, a wholly Govern-
ment owned joint stock company. ITC was organized along commercial lines,
had a satisfactory management and an accounting system which met commercial
standards. The long distance and international telephone, the telex and
public telegraph services were provided by PTT which was also responsible for
licensing and regulating functions. PTT operated as a Government Department
and did not have an adequate accounting system with the disciplines usual in
a commercial operation.

1.03 At the time of appraisal in Mky, 1970, ITO had 42 automatic telephone
exchanges (16 in Teheran) and 165 small manual exchanges. Total exchange
capacity was 316,000 (270,000 automatic) with 254,000 working subscribers and
a waiting list of about 80,000 which, in the absence of data for much of the
provincial area, was based largely on Teheran. Due to the absence of complete
records and also the very high application deposit of US$1l4 which prevented
many people making an application until there was a reasonable prospect of
obtaining service, the true waiting list was estimated as being between 120,000
and 160,000 or at least 47% of working lines. Telephone density was .92 per
100 population compared with 1.30 for Iraq and 1.70 for Syria; considering both
Syriaand Iraq had long waiting lists the shortages in Iran were considerable;
68% of the total telephones were concentrated in Teheran and 8 other main cities.
The network was well planned, installed and efficiently operated but ITO had
been unable to generate or raise the funds necessary to meet the demand for
service.

1.04 The long distance services provided and operated by PTT were inadequate,
all traffic was handled manually and delays after booking a call sometimes ran
into days rather than hours. Telex facilities had only been provided in Teheran
with no exchanges in other large cities. The public telegraph facilities served
all main and intermediate centers (500 offices) and were reasonably efficient.
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International telecommunications facilities via a recently completed earth
satellite station were good but access to these facilities presented problems
due to the division of responsibilities and overloading of the long distance
network.

1.05 A master development plan for the telecommnications sector was
completed by the French consultants, SOFRECOM, in August, 1969. Based on an
historical 83E annual growth rate and a survey of demand SOFRECOM estimated
future annual growth in demand as 12% and allowing for the uncertain waiting
list position, a total demand of from 565,000 to 650,ooo by March, 1974.

i.06 Based partly on requirements for security and defence purposes, PTT
had obtained Government approval to go ahead with major expansion of the long
distance network through the provision of the INTS microwave system. Pro-
vision of the INTS network was to be undertaken by a consortium under a
negotiated turnkey project with the expected cost, even at that stage, well
above prices ruling through international tender. The Bank had suggested
10B practices should be followed but this was not acceptable to Government
who decided to go ahead on the grounds of the urgency of the requirements.

2. PREPARATION OF THE PROJECT

2.01 Following Government' s request in June, 1969, for Bank lending in
the sector a brief preliminary visit was made to Iran in August, 1969, by the
responsible Project and Program Department' s Division Chiefs. Although some
reservations were felt and concern expressed to Government regarding the high
costs of the INTS project for which the contract was on the point of being
signed, it was considered that subject to some protection in relation to the
high cost of facilities being provided for security purposes, the Bank should
participate in financing a project and that this would contribute substantially
to the elimination of the sector problems outlined in paragraphs 1.01 and 1.02
and provide for rational development of local facilities parallel with the
intended development of the long distance network.

-2.02 The identification mission which visited Iran in August, 1969, had
however, reservations on a number of basic issues relating to the project and
reorganization of the sector. In view of the magnitude of these problems,
it doubted whether a loan to TCI (ITC) would provide sufficient leverage to
obtain the required transformation of the sector.

2.03 Despite the concerns of the identification mission it was still con-
sidered that a case existed for Bank lending and the Bank could contribute
substantially to the needed reorganization of the sector. After further visits
and discussions with the Plan Organization, the Bank' s requirements for lending were
established and a preappraisal mission visited Iran in February, 1970. This mission
established a broad basis for reorganization of the sector in conjunction with the
Plan Organization and obtained agreement that the valuation of the INTS assets to



be transferred to the new company should be on a realistic basis as related
to normal costs and facilities useful for public communications. It also
established that costs of local production were reasonable and that other
than for locally produced switching equipment and the commitments already
entered into, it was the intention that future procurement should be through
Z3B. The mission was also able to draw up the outline for a possible project
for Bank financing.

2.0h The project prepared for Bank appraisal in May, 1970, was based on
the master plan completed by SOFRECOM in 1969. The project description is
contained in Section 3. In the light of the commitments already undertaken
by PTT, the project concentrated mainly on financing the local telephone net-
vork expansion necessary to meet growthwhile also effectively utilizing the
long distance facilities, together with arrangements for inter-connection of
the two telephone networks and a provision for expansion of the FPT telex
network. It had originally been intended that the proposed loan should also
finance long distance switching equipment but by the time of appraisal Government

has decided to finance this themselves in order to facilitate local participation
in the manufacture of this equipment. Taken together with the INTS project,
the project formed part of an ambitious and comprehensive program for improve-
ment and expansion of both the telephone and telex networks. It was also
designed to provide a framework within which reorganization and rationalization
of the sector could be achieved.

2.05 The handling of project preparation through to appraisal was, on the
whole, very satisfactory. Some ten months elapsed between Government's
application for a loan and appraisal. Of this six months was accounted for in
resolving the issues raised during the identification mission. Only three
months elapsed between preappraisal and appraisal. The loan was approved on
November 12, 1970, five months after the return of the appraisal mission. Due
however, to problems Government faced in raising tariffs and in finalizing and
passing the legislation creating the new combined Telecommunications Company,
the loan was only made effective in July, 1971.

3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Items Included in Project

3.01 The project was part of the ITC development program for the period
March, 1970, to March, 1974, together with two items from the ongoing PTT pro-
gram. The total cost was estimated at US$149 million with a foreign exchange
component of US$92 million, of this the IBRD loan provided US$36 million.

3.02 The project comprised the following main items:

(a) ITC Program

Telephone exchange equipment, subscriber's
apparatus, distribution and inter office cables,
sites and buildings to allow the connection of
about 300,000 additional subscriber's lines.
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(b) PTT Program

(1.) Telex/gentex equipment at Teheran and ten
provincial centers to allow for the connection
of 2,000 telex subscribers' and 290 gentex
services.

(ii) Cables linking TCI local and PTT trunk telephone
exchanges.

(c)General

Management consultants to advise on and assist in the
establishment of a new company to be formed by combining
TCI' s operations and the telecommunications operation of
PTT.

Differences Between Appraisal Proposals and Work Undertaken

3.03 The project as undertaken has been almost the same as that appraised
the only changes being:

(a) an increase in the telex exchange capacities
from 3,000 (for 2,290 lines) to 6,000 (4,500
lines); utilizing Iranian instead of Bank
financing;

(b) provision of additional cable to extend the
local telephone network capacity.

The changes were justified on the basis of the delays to the project and the
increase in demand and were covered by a reallocation of loan proceeds.

Project Cost

3.04 The estimated costs at the time of appraisal and at completion were
as follows:



Appaisal Etimate Final Estimate
US$ Hilon US$ Million

Local Total IBRD Loan Foreign local Total IBD loan

(a) TCI

(1) Telephone exchange
equipment and subscriber
apparatus 45.3 10.7 56.o - 46.8 12.0 58.8 -

(2) Distribution and inter-
exchange cables 39.0 25.9 64.9 28.6 38.8 27,0 65.8 32.7

(3) Sites and buildings - 19.4 19. - 26.o 26.0 -

(b) PT&I

(i) Telex exchanges 2.2 .5 2.7 2.2 7.5 1.0 8.5 -

(ii) Cables linking local
and long distance
exchanges 4.2 .8 5.0 4.2 3.9 6 4.7 2.3

(c) General 1.0 .2 1.2 1.0 1.0 .2 1.2 1.0

Total 91.7 57.5 149.2 36.0 98.0 67.0 165.0 36.0

1/ Due to the fact that no separate records are available for the first and second projects, the final

costs for the project can only be estimated. -



Changes in Cost of the Project

3.05 The established cost variations have been:

(i) telephone exchange equipment and installation costs
increased by $2.8 million ($1.5 foreign and $1.3
local) to take care of changes in component and
material prices and wage increases. These were minor,
on a unit cost basis amounting to about $9 per line;

(ii) cable unit costs were lower than expected due to
reductions in copper prices and favorable changes
in currency parities. However, the saving was offset
by TCI ordering larger quantities than originally
envisaged to provide the most economic solution to
cope with the increased demand resulting in a net
increase of about US$0.6 million;

(iii) building costs increased by us$6.6 million due to
cost increases caused by inflation;

(iv) telex exchange costs increased by $5.3 million and
installation costs by $0.5 million as a result of the
decision to increase the exchange capacities from
3,000 to 6,000 and to utilize electronic equipment
during the early stages of large scale production of
such equipment in the world and before the reduction
in prices that eventually took place.

The cost of the project has increased by an estimated 10.6% (foreign exchange
6.9%). The cost increase can be related to the increases in the size of the
telex exchanges and local telephone cable networks with some increase in local
costs due to inflation. There has been no significant overall increase in
foreign exchange costs despite price inflation during the period. The cost
changes were relatively minor.

4. JUSTIFICATION OF THE PRJECT

4.01 The Government of Iran's development program of which the project
formed a part, was a balanced one designed to extend and improve both local
and long distance telecommunication facilities to meet the demand for service
and open up new areas in Teheran and the provinces where adequate facilities
were required for continued economic growth. The project was mainly directed
to expanding the local telephone systems and complemented the expansion of
long distance facilities under the INTS project. In addition to its develop-
ment provisions, Bank participation aimed at rationalization of the sector
through the amalgamation of telecommnication services to effect cost reduction
and improved services as well as to bring the erstwhile PTT operations to
function in a commercial framework.



4.02 An outline of the existing facilities, including the outstanding
demand and the expected growth in telephone demand, has been given in
Section 1. Project targets were based on an expected annual growth in
demand of 12% with 554,000 lines to be connected by March, 1974, leaving an
estimated waiting list of 11,000 (total demand 565,000). Actual growth in
demand (see Annex 2) was 12.2% per annum through March, 1973, which is
extremely close to the forecast, however, with the oil price increase and
the subsequent additional economic activity,growth in demand over the last
three years has been 19.0% per annum. Total demand reached 619,500 by
March, 1974.

4.03 Original growth forecasts for the telex/gentex network on which
the project provisions were based estimated growth at 25% per annum. Through
MLrch, 1973, growth was actually 27.1% and over the last three years, it
has been 49.2% per annum. Even so the extended exchange capacity is only
about 40% utilized, this is partly accounted for by delay in reviewing and
reorganizing the public telegraph network on the basis of using gentex working
wherever possible. It is, however, expected that capacity will be fully
utilized before 1979. The telex/gentex services account for only about 5%
of the final project costs and an even smaller slice of the total program;
the change made by TCI in adjusting -the capacity upwards has no major effect.

Return on Investment

4.04 The internal return on the project estimated at the time of the
appraisal was 23%. A recalculation taking into account the revised estimate
of the annual construction costs of the project and the attributable actual
operating costs and revenues including subscriber deposits over the period
1972-76 resulted in an internal rate of return of 31.2%. In view of the
difficulties in allocating actual operating costs and revenues to the
project and other ongoing development, some errors in such allocation might
have occurred. Assuming the most unfavorable combination of errors in the
allocation -- 10% higher operating cost and 10% lower revenues -- an
analysis on this basis resulted in an internal return of 21.4%. The rates
of return are satisfactory. They also suggest that on average the price
that the subscribers were required to pay for service was considerably in
excess of the marginal cost of the project. In this respect, it is significant
that the number of recorded applications for service, all of which must be
accompanied by a payment of Rl 10,000 (US$141) has risen to 234,000 as at
March 20, 1976. This would also imply a high consumer surplus and an economic
rate of return higher than the recalculated internal return on the completed
project. Data on the revised calculation are contained in Annex 3.



5. PROJECT IeLEM2NTATION

Pbysical Achievements

5.01 There were initial delays to the project caused by delays in the

loan becoming effective and in forming the combined comparer, 'these resulted

in a delay in procurement of about five months. Except for this, the project
implementation has progressed very satisfactory. Actual achievements for

telephone lines provided as against targets at the time of appraisal were
.s follows:

hy )krch 20
1970 1971 1972 1973 1177

Lines existing 254,000 288,500 325,500 371,900 444,500 532,300

Target for Project - 325,000 385,000 475,000 554,000 -

Percentage
achievement - 88.7 84.5 78.3 80.2 96.1

The project target for 554,000 lines connected was actually reached
in May, 1975, some 14 months behind schedule. Reference should perhaps be made
to the fact that in addition to the initial delays in procurement, there have
been delays in the provision of the necessary buildings which have resulted in
performance under the project falling short of what might have been achieved.

5.02 In order to reach the project targets TCI would have had to achieve
an annual growth in telephone subscribers connected of 21.5% which is high by
any standard. (The USA averages about 4.2%). Seen from hindsight, this target
was probably over ambitious. In view, however, of the major increases in
demand over the project period (paragraph 4.02), it was probably fortunate that
targets were set at the upper end of the range of what might be achieved,
Actual achievement was 13.2% per annum during the first two years, 16.9% per
annum in the subsequent two years and 19.8% in 1975.



5.03 Completion of the telex facilities has been delayed as a result of
only two tenders being received under the initial invitation to bid (this was
not acceptable under Iranian law) and, after retendering, a decision by the
?fnistry of Communications to increase exchange capacity from,3,000 to 6,000
lines and to negotiate purchase of an electronic system. The installation of
the telex exchanges was, therefore, only completed in March, 1976, some two
years behind schedule. At May, 1976, 1,830 subscribers have been connected as
against the project target of 2,000.

5.04 Although actual performance in project execution has been satis-
factory TCI have, after an initial period of compliance in 1972 and early
1973, failed to fully meet the Bank's requirements for project progress reports.
Only four reports were received during the period June, 1973, to March, 1976,
This matter has been repeatedly taken up both in correspondence and during
supervision missions sometimes resulting in one report being prepared followed
again by a failure to meet requirements. Possible factors involved in this
omission have been the delay in developing TCI's new organization with
reporting procedures which could have been adapted to meet the Bank's require-
ments and the many staff changes which have taken place.

Reorganization of the Sector and Organizational Improvements

Sector Reorganization

5.05 The main agreements relating to reorganization of the sector which
are summarized in Basic Data Sheet 3 and are listed in detail in Annex 1, were
as follows:

(i) the sector should be reorganized by setting up
TCI as a new company which would be responsible for -
all telecommunications services in Iran and would
take over the assets and operations of ITC and PTT;

(ii) tariffs would be increased and subsequently maintained
at a level to provide a 9% rate of return or fixed assets.

(iii) assets would be transferred to TCI at valuations satis-
factory to the Bank.

(iv) all users should pay full commercial tariffs for leased
services.

5.06 Despite the fact that considered estimates were given by Government of
the expected time frame for legislative action, there was considerable delay in
the MAJLIS approving the law creating the new company which resulted in the date
of effectiveness of the loan being put back by about five months. The legislation
creating the company was passed on June 29, 1971. After review of the legislation
by the Bank, the loan was made effective on July 30, 1971.
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5.07 After creation of the new company, Articles of Association were
prepared and were approved on March 20, 1972, allowing the new company to take
over the facilities of PTT and ITC and effectively operate from March 21, 1972.
An original target for transfer of facilities by October 31, 1971, was from
hindsight probably unrealistic -due to the fact that neither Government nor the
Bank fully appreciated the work involved in preparing the articles and working out
the detailed arrangements for future operations.

5.08 Due to the delays in setting up the new company and in appointing
consultants to undertake the work, valuation of the assets to be transferred,
but excluding the INTS network, was completed about ten months behind the
original scheduled date of October 31, 1971, and three months behind the
revised scheduled date of May 31, 1972. This proved, however, not to be of
major significance as it was possible to incorporate the figures in the balance
sheet for FY 1972-73, the first year of operation of the new company. This,
however, only applied in respect of the working assets at the time of the
consultant' s evaluation; there has substantially been a considerable delay
in handing over the INTS network which at the time was under construction and
where, due to disputed accounts with the equipment suppliers, the final cost
has not yet been established. However, almost 100% of the network is in
operation and TCI is collecting revenues for the long distance services._.

5.09 It is considered that the revised legislation and overall sector
organization provides a completely satisfactory framework for future operation
of the telecommunications sector in Iran.

Internal Organization

5.10 It was intended that consultants financed under the loan should assist
in designing the organization of TCI. The consultant's proposals were not,
however, considered completely satisfactory because of omission of .certain
essential planning functions and lack of adequate decentralization. A further
study of the final organization to be adopted was undertaken by local con-
sultants advised by AT&T staff and a revised overall plan, based on a functional
headquarters with 12 regions operating on a territorial basis, is considered
satisfactory by TCI and will provide for an appropriate division of responsibilities
between TCI's headquarters and the Regions. The revised proposals also provide
adequately for coordination of planning and operations within TCI's headquarters
and strengthening the budgeting and planning functions which were considered to be
weaknesses in the previous proposals. It is now estimated that it will take a
further 12 months to fully implement the new proposals. In the meantime, the
interim organization which is an amalgamation of TCI's previous organization and
that of the Ministry of Communications, Teleconmunications Department, has
operated reasonably well.

5.11 The initial management of TCI has been excellent. More recently, due
to the pressures resulting from a greatly extended development program and the
loss of senior staff, TCI have become increasingly dependent on consultants at
a time when they should preferably be developing local expertise. The need for
increased local participation has been drawn to their attention.
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5.12 At the time of appraisal, total telecor=nications staff
amounted to about 9,000 almost equally divided between TCI and PTC. This
amounts to a staff level of 30.4 per 1,000 telephones. By the end of 1972
these figures had been reduced as expected to 23.5 per 1,000 telephones.
The present level, including 1,200 people still to be transferred from PTT,
is 31.2 per 1,000 telephones. This is, however, substantially due to the
build-up for the extended future program and on completion of that program
in 1980 the staff level is expected to fall to about 20 per 1,000 telephones.

These staff levels are considered satisfactory for a developing
cOnntz7.

Financial Aspects

Parnings Record

5.13 There have been delays in completing the transfer of the
INTS assets to TCI (para. 5.08). Also, the final arrangements for billing
for leased circuit facilities provided for other Government Departments
have not, in all cases, been concluded and even where an agreement is in
force, the revenues are apparently being understated (para. 5.16). The
results shown in TCI's books are not, therefore, fully representative and,
pending receipt of the 1974 audited accounts should not be considered
conclusive. However, the two omissions (assuming a reasonable figure for
transfer of the INTS assets) are to some extent self-compensating and it
is apparent that TCI's financial. results have improved significantly
during the project period.

5.14 The financial results for the project period as shown in the
audited accounts for 1971 to 1973 and the accounts at present under audit
for 1974 as compared with the forecasts are given in Annex 4 and summarized
as follows:
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ITC TCI
Fiscal year ending March 20 1971 1972 1973 197T

milons of als)

2perating Revenue
Forecast 1,479 2,215 7,211 8,541
Actual 1,500 2,065 4,548  7,066

2perating Expenses
Forecast ,418  1,893 4.,761 5,.114
Actual 1,461 1,863 3,690 4,912

Net Operating Income
Forecast 43 322 1,715 2,399
Actual 39 202 858 2,154

Rate of Return
Forecast 0.7% 4.3% 7.7% 9.0%
Actual 0.7% 2.7% 7.5% 13.9%

prating Ratio
Forecast 96% 88% 66% 60%
Actual 97% 90% 81% 70%

Average Net Plant
orecast 6,049 7,L403 22,137 26,784

Actual 5,938 7,370 1482 15,488.

5.15 The financial results of ITC and the later Telecommunications
Company of Iran (TCI) have, as previously indicated, shown a progressive
improvement during the project period and operations by arch 20, 1974,
were very profitable with an actual rate of return of 13.9% as against the
forecast 9%.

5.16 Transfer of the INTS assets would have reduced the rate of return
appreciably by an amount depending on the value assigned to these assets. On
the other hand TCI has so far only concluded an agreement with the military
for rental of leased circuits and during the audit of the 1973 accounts, the
auditors found out that even the revenues from this source had been understated
and that the leased facilities provided for the Radio and Television Organization
of Iran were not being billed. Since no changes have been made since then
presumably the revenues from leased lines continue to be understated. In FY 1974
leased circuit revenues amounted to 7% of total revenues as against the
appraisal estimate or about 20%. It is to be expected that when all leased
circuits provided for Government are billed at commercial rates as required in a
side letter to the Ioan Agreement, there will be a significant increase in
revenues. The matter has recently been taken up with TCI.
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Financial Position

5.17 TCI's and ITC's financial position throughout the project
period is reflected by their balance sheets which are given in Annex 4.
For comparison, the corresponding appraisal forecasts are also given.
Rbereas actuals for ITC's financial position were much in line with the
data in the corresponding forecast balance sheets, actuals for TCI differed.
substantially from forecasts. At March 20, 197,, actual net plant in service
was 69% lower than forecast; plant under construction 145% higher; net current
assets 231% higher; equity 53% higher and long term debt 65% lower. The
reasons for these substantial differences are as follows:

(a) the large shortfall in net assets resulted mainly from
the failure to timely transfer the INTS assets to TCI
which at the time of appraisals was expected to be fully
completed by March 20, 1974. On the basis of the latest
information available to TCI overall cost of the INTS
network could be as high as Rl 35.5 billion (US$500 million)
as against an estimate of Rl 20.8 billion (US$274 million)
at the time of appraisal. The current cost estimate, apart
from being much higher than initial estimates, it is also
several times higher than costs for similar works in other
Bank projects during this period. An eventual transfer of
assets, even on the basis of 2/3 the cost of the network,
would cause TCI's profitability to deteriorate, at least
temporarily. The extent of such deterioration will depend
on whether Government will agree to fix the value of assets
transferred on a realistic basis compared to prices obtained
elsewhere for similar works. This matter, therefore, has
been brought to TCI's attention;

(b) the high value of plant under construction reflects to a
large extent the ongoing construction of buildings in all
parts of the country under the new massive expansion program
and including an additional new headquarters building in
Teheran;

(c) the very high value of net current assets results from a
large increase in accounts receivable. During the appraisal
it was already found that such receivables were too high and,
therefore, during negotiations, agreement was reached to limit
accounts receivables to not more than three months' billings
as from March 20, 1974. Actually at this date receivables
represented almost six months' billings and they were even
higher as at March 20, 1975. The main reason for this
deficiency is the fact that TCI is still exploring various
alternatives in the field of computerized billing procedures
and has not yet made a final decision. This has been brought
to the attention of TCI and it is expected that proper action
will be taken;
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(d) all capital contributions from Government for the 4th
development plan were actually made in the form of
equity whereas appraisal estimates assumed that 50% of
such contributions would constitute a long-term debt.
3h consequence of this policy, TCI's actual debt/equity
ratio as at March 20, 1974, was 18/82 as against the
appraisal estimate of 49/51.

5.18 Despite the areas still to be finalized, it is reasonable to assume
that TCI' s financial position after the merger has continuously improved. The
present financial position is sound and it is expected that TCI will continue
to be viable though the eventual transfer of the INTS assets could have some
temporary adverse affects.

Financing Plan

5.19 A statement of forecast and actual sources and applications of
funds for the four year period 1971-74 is given in Annex: and summarized
below for the period as a whole.

1971 - 1974
(idllions of rials)

Requirements Forecast _j Actual % Variance (0)

Construction program and
working capital increase 172789 100 20,773 100 17

Sources

Internal cash generation 8,146 46 6,913 33 (15)Lass: Debt service 3,057 17 3 8 (i3)
Net internal cash generation 5,089 29 5.175 25 2
Subscriber deposits 4,644  26 4,783 23 3
Government contribution 1,877 10 6,640 32 254
Borrowings 6,179 35 ,175 20 (2)

Total Sources 17,789 100 2O,773 100 17
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5.20 The heavily increased Government contributions in the form of
equity and the resulting substantial shortfall in borrowings which consequently
resulted in far lower debt service than forecast, altered the financing plan
covering 1971-74 from that estimated at the time of the appraisal. Total actual
requirements were 17% higher than forecast, mainly due to an abnormal increase
in wrking capital resulting from very high accounts receivable (see para.5.17c).
The decrease of internal cash generation (15f) was compensated by lower debt
service (43%), leaving net internal cash generation to closely match appraisal
estimates. The changes in Government contributions, borrowings and debt service
resulted from Government decisions in financing telecommunications.

Auditors

5.21 The Loan Agreement provides that auditors satisfactory to the Bank
will carry out annual audits and that the certified financial statements and
the auditor's reports will be furnished to the Bank not later than six months
after the close of each fiscal year. ITC's 1970/71 and 1971/72 accounts as
well as TCI's 1972/73 accounts were audited by independent auditors and the
audits have been timely and acceptable. As from March 21, 1973, TCI's accounts
are subject to audit by the auditing company of the Ministry of Finance which
was set up by Government in 1973 to audit all Government owned companies. So
far, the Bank has not received their audit reports on any of TCI's accounts, so
that a judgment on the acceptability of this Company's audit is still pending.
The failure of TCI to furnish to the Bank the audit of their 1973/74 and 1974/75
accounts has been taken up with them.

6. ROIE OF THE BANK, ACHIEVFEEMTS AND PROBIZ4S

Organization

6.01 The main objectives of rationalization of the sector through
amalgamation of all telephone services in one company have been achieved and
a rational framework for provision and operation of services on a fully
commercial basis now exists (paragr.phs 1.01, 5.05 to 5.08 and 5.10). TCI
have found the original consultant's organization proposals to be unsatisfactory
and unacceptable, para. 5.10, a view partly supported by the Bank. The Bank
has given advice to be incorporated in the revised proposals. A satisfactory
internal organization has now been e'olved with detailed design in hand.

6.02 The rationalization of the sector has improved services and brought
about savings resulting from elimination of duplication and the increased
efficiency resulting from the larger scale of the operation. This resulted
initially in an overall redaction in the staff level as applied to that existing
in the two previous entities, recent trends which are largely related to the
build-up for the extended development project have been towards higher staff
levels (paragraph 5.12). The position should ccntinue to be kept under review
by the Bank in supervising the second project (Loan 927-IRN) in order to ensure
satisfactory productivity and also to plan staff levels and training requirements
for the proposed very large expansion. The Bank has in 1975 drawn the attention of
TCI to the need for manpower planning and training and sections have been set up to
deal with these matters.
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Financial

6.03 The Bank has been instrumental in introducing financial disciplines
for the new company thus ensuring efficient operation. In order to provide for
viable operation as a public service it has required Government to establish
tariffs at a reasonable level and to agree that Government agencies should
pay for all services rendered. There has been delay, however, in fully -
achieving this objective (para. 5.13). The, Bank has also highlighted the issue
of excessive costs of the INTS network and it was agreed that the basis for transfer
of assets should be satisfactory to the Bank in order to protect the position of
the new company. Satisfactory conclusion of this matter is still outstanding
(paras. 5.05, 5.08 & 5.17). Despite an improved profitability over appraisal
estimates, the accounts receivable position is not satisfactory (para. 5.17).
It has also been necessary to take up with TCI the delay in submission of
audited accounts (para. 5.21).

Technical

6.04 The Bank has contributed to the examination by TCI and its consultants
of the best means of expanding facilities in the Teheran area and developing a
future numbering plan which will provide for economic use of cable and switching
plant.

Procurement

6.05 The Bank's requirements for ICB have undoubtedly brought cost
advantages to TCI and procurement has after an initial education period gone
relatively smoothly. A dispute between TCI and a number of suppliers of
telephone cable arose in 1972 following the devaluation of the US dollar due
to bids being invited and contracts placed in US dollars prior to the 1971readjustment of the exchange aities. The Bank was requested by the group of
the suppliers to intervene in this matter but as the contracts had been freely
entered into, it refused to become directly involved. It has indicated, however,
to TOI that in order to avoid possible delivery delays they might wish to discuss
the position with the suppliers. TCI have held these discussions but decided to
stick strictly to the contract conditions.

7. LESSONS TO BE LEARINED

7.01 If there is any likelihood of expanded economic growth, and subject
to the availability of resources, development proposals should be related to the
upper end of the likely range of growth in demand. This is of particular
importance in a sector which provides an essential part of the infrastructure
needed for expansion of business and industry. In any case, an over provision
does not involve any major economic loss as networks are subject almost without
exception to continuing growth and early utilization of any plant which may
have been overprovided.

7.02 The time schedule for legislative changes and setting up the newcompany was over optimistic. Even when it appears early action is to beexpected, delays seem almost inevitably to occur when parliamentary actionis, required.

Central Projects Staff
September 15, 1976
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TECOM(JNICATIONS COMPANY OF IRAN (TCI)

IDAN 717-IRN

FRfiINCIUAL COVE'I).nTS AND AGIREEXE1TS REIATfIG TO TF{E LOAN

Requirements -set out in the loan Agreement were as follows:

(a) Section 4.04

The Borrower undertook to set up a new company under a

charter mutually satisfactory to the Borrower and the

Bank with the legislation to be passed as a condition for
*

effectiveness and which would, by a date not later than three-

months from effective date, take over the properties and

facilities of the previous Telephone Company of Iran and the

proporties and facilities relating to the telecomunications

operation of the Ministry of PTT.

-b- -Section 4.05

Ecept as the Bank should otherwise agree, the new corpany

should not incur debt unless net revenue for the fiscal year

next preceding the date of such incurrence or for a -later.

twelve-month period ended prior to the date of such incurrence,

which ever is the greater, shall not be less than two tires

the xiznum debt service reouirements for any succeeding

fiscal year.

(c) Soction L.C6

Commencig not later than -arch 21, 1974, the corpany's

tariffs shall be such as to provide it with revenues

sufficient to producc an annual rate of return of not less

thar 9% on fi-:zd ass,.3,

Although not a condition for effectiveness, Government agreed not to submit the
legal opinion required for effectiveness until a tariff increase had been approved.
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(d) Section 4.07

An inventory of all telecommunications assets to

be transferred from PTT will be completed by not

later than October 31, 1971. The valuation of these

assets would be satisfactory to the Bank.

(e) Section h.09

The Borrower undertook, except as the Bank should otherwise

agree, to ensure that no expenditures for major expansion

of telecorunications facilities exceeding ten million

dollars would be undertaken prior to completion of the

project.

2. -It pas separately agreed in a side letter that the Borrower

un-dertook to take such steps as are necessary to ensure that commencing

IArch 21, 1912, all users of leased telecommunication services should pay

full commercial rates for such services. Letter of December 18, 1970.

3. -Due to delays on the part of Government in passing the enabling

legislation and in increasing tariffs, the time schedule for reorganization

of the sector could not be realized and the Bank has subsequently agreed in

a cable dated April 27, 1972, to revise. the timetable for setting up the

new company and to amend loan documents as follows:

Section 4.0

Transfer of assets and liabilities to be completed

by April 30, 1972.
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Section 4.07

Completion of inventory to be completed by &y 31 1972.

Section 4.09

Assumption by the new company of TCI's obligations by

June 30 1972.

The original and revised allocations of the loan proceeds were

as follows:

Original Revised
1. Local distribution inter-office, cables

and associated external plant 28,600,000 32,700,000

2. Cables linking fobcbl and trunk exchanges

and .acaociated external plant i 200,000 2,300,000

3. Telex/gentex eoqchatge equipment 2,20a,000 Nil

4. Consultant's services .. 1000,000  1,000,000

Total 36,000,000 36,000,000

The revision was agreed in a letter dated November 28 1973
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ANNEX 3

TELECOMMNICATIONS COMPANY OF IRAN

LOAN 717-IRN

Internal Rate of Return

1. Benefit Period

The following analysis covers a period of 20 years related to the

composite depreciation rate of 5%.

2. Net Benefits

Capital costs under the project reflect the revised estimate of

the annual construction costs. Revenues including subscriber deposits and

operating costa reasonably associated with the project were derived from the

actual income statements of ITC for 1972 and those of TCI for 1973-75.

A sumary of project related costsrevenues and net benefits in

El millions is given below:

Year Capital Cost Operating Cost Revenues Net Benefits

1972 568 39 164 (443)

1973 4,189 413 1,009 C3;593)

1974 3,266 1,056 2,735 (1,587)

1975 3,195 2,035 4,966 . 264

1976 142 2,035 4,966 2,784

1977 355 2,035 4.,966 2,576

1977-92 - 2,035 4,966 2,931

3. Rate of Return

On the basis of the above data the internal return on the project,

defined as the discount rate which equalizes the stream of net benefits as

above, is 31.2%.

In view of the difficulties in allocating actual operating costs and
revenues to the project and other ongoing development, some errors in such
allocation might have occurred. Assuming the most unfavorable combination of
errors in the allocation -- 10% higher operating cost and 10% lower revenues --
an analysis on this basis resulted in an internal return of 21 .4%.
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WAN 717-IRN

Financial Data 1971-1974
(Millions of Rial)

ITC TCI
Fiscal Imtr EndAng hrch 20: 197 1972 1971

I 1 Appraisal Appraisal Apprasl
Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual Forecast Actual

(MPARISN OF FORECAST AND ACTUAL STATEMEMT OF INCOME

Operating revenue 1,479 1,500 2,215 2,065 7,211 4,548 8, k1 7,066
Operating aipensee 1,:18 1,461 1,893 1,863 4,761 3,690 5,114 4,912
Not operating inc0e 43 39 322 202 1,715 858 2,399 2,15k
Rate of return 0.7% 0.7% 4.3% 2.7% 7.7% 7.5% 9.0% 13.9%

operating ratio 96% 97% 88% 90% 66% 81% 60% 70%

Average net plant 6,Co9 5,938 7,1&03 7,370 22,137 11,482 26,784 15,488

CONPARISON OF rVRECAST AND ACTUAL BALANCE SHEETS
Assets
WV-Iaat in seraice 6,788 6,562 8,295 8,178 25,652 14,786 27,916 16,189
Plant under construction 1,231 401 1,454 1,011 5,539 9,790 4,11L 10,059
Net current assets 955 1,218 1,187 1,101 1,991 3,999 2,086 6,910
Other - _- . - - 76 - 76

Total Assets 8,974 8,181 10,936 10,290 33,182 28,651 31,116 33,23k

Liabilities
Equity 2,507 2,229 2,462 3,535 12,h29 17,725 12,628 19,333
Subscriber deposits 5,829 5,886 6,946 6,699 7,970 7,926 9,417 9,710

Long-term debt 638 39 1,528 39 12,783 3,000 12,071 4,191
Other - 27 - 17 - - -

Total Liabilities 8,971F 8,181 10,936 10,290 33,182 28,651 34,116 33,234

Debt/Equity ratio 20/80 2/98 38/62 1/99 51/49 14/86 49/51 18/82

Cmment ratio 2.2 2.0 2.0 1.7 1.8 4.5 1.8 7.8

COMIPARISON OF FORECAST L4D ACTUAL SCURCES AND APPLICATIONS OF M1MS

Sources
Steral cash generation 13 400 771 677 2,994 2,187 3,968 3,649
Subscriber deposits 902 966 1,053 813 1,242 1,220 1,447 1,784
Goveriment contribution 850 538 35 1,133 992 4,782 - 187
Borrowings 638 - 1,476 23 3,945 2,961 120 1,191

Total Saurees 2,803 1,904 3,335 2,646 9,173 11,150 5,535 6,811

Applications
Construction program 2,550 1,491 3,235 2,790 7,921 7,302 3,717 3,113
Debt service 103 16 151 15 1,038 115 1,723 157

Increase (decrease) in working capital 108 397 (51) (159) 214 2,898 95 2,911

Other L2 - - - 835 - 600

Total Amolications 2,803 1,904 3,335 2,646 9,173 11,150 5,535 6,811

Debt service coverage k.0 25.0 5.1 45.0 2.9 19.0 2.3 23.2

September 2, 1976
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